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\nyone who asks for this volume, to 

read, collate, or copy from it, and who 

appropriates it to himself or herself, or 

cuts anything out of it, should realize 

that (s)he will have to give answer before 

God’s awesome tribunal as it (s)he had 

robbed a sanctuary. Let such a person be 

held anathema and receive no forgiveness 

until the book is returned. So be it. 

Amen! And anyone who removes these 

anathemas, digitally or otherwise, shall 

himself receive them in double. 
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Gaarne grijp ik de gelegenheid, mij door dt academische traditie geboden, 

aan om in het openbaar mijn zeer hartelijken dank uit te spreken aan alien, 

die mij door hun onderwijs, voorbeeld en aanmoediging gevormd en tot z*lf- 

standig onderzoek gebracht hebben. 

In zeer bijzonderen zin geldt dit van de Leidsche Faculteit der Godgeleerd- 

heid. Dat ik den professoren De Graaf en Windisch, die uit den kring der 

onderzoekers he en gin gen, niet meer persoonlijk kan danken, doet mij zeer 

leed. Hun colleges zul ik niet licht verge ten. 

Bij hen, die te vroeg naar ons inzicht werden opgeroepen, moet ik helaas 

ook den naam schrijven van professor Eekhof. Hoeveel ik aan hem verplicht 

ben, laat zich moeilijk vertolken. Van zijn enthousiasme voor de kerkge- 

schiedenis, van zijn nauwkeurigheidy die wist slechts in het groote getrouw 

te kunnen zijn, als het kleine niet verwaarloosd was, van zijn toegewijde 

liefde te mogen genieten is mij een onwaar deer boar voorrecht geweest en nog 

dagelijks tot zegen! 

Met groote dankbaarheid gedenk ik Uwe lessen, hooggeleerde Eerdmans 

en Kristensen, waarin steeds diepe eerbied jegens het voorwerp van Uwe 

studien zich paarde aan scherpzinnigheid en onafhankelijkheid van oordeel. 

Al sta ik nog niet volledig in het ambt van onze Ned. Herv. Kerk, waar- 

voor Gij ons opleiddet, hooggeleerde Knappert en Van Nes, toch ben ik U 

dankbaar voor de liefde voor de kerk en haar arbeid, die Gij bij ons hebt 

aangewakkerd. 

Uw onderwijs te volgen, hooggeleerde Van Hoik, Bakhuizen van den 

Brink, Korff en Sevenster, was mij niet gegeven. Wei ben ik erkentelijk voor 

de vriendelijkheid, die Gij mij bij onderscheidene gelegenheden hebt bewezen. 

Door Uw propaedeutische colleges en privatissima, door vele persoonlijke 

gesprekken, vooral door Uw vertrouwen mij als Uw assistent bewezen, 

en door Uw groote persoonlijke belangstelling, hooggeleerde Thierry, hebt 

Gij mij ten zeerste aan U verbonden. 

Met dankbaarheid gedenk ik ook de groote bereidwilligheid van U, 

hooggeleerde Van Groningen en zeergeleerde De Buck, om mij in te leiden 

in de vakken, die U zijn toevertrouwd. 

Deze dissertatie zou niet geschreven zijn, zoo Gij, hooggeleerde Wensinck, 

niet vele uren van Uw kostbaren tijd hadt willen afstaan om mij het Syrisch 

te leeren en bij mij de liefde te wekken en te versterken voor het Oostersch 

Christendom. Mogen de volgende bladzijden U toonen, dat dit niet geheel 

en al tevergeefsch is geweest. Het zou mij een voldoening zijn, zoo ik U 

met dezen arbeid eenig genoegen bereid had. 

Wat ik U te danken heb, hooggeschatte Promotor, hooggeleerde De zjwaan, 

kan ik eigenlijk niet onder woorden brengen. Van meet af aan hebt Gij mij 



Uw hartelijke vriendschap geschonken. Door Uw schitterende colleges hebt 

Gij de studie van het Nieuwe Testament en het oudste Christendom voor mij 

een vreugde doen warden. Met raad en daad hebt Gij mij steeds willen 

steunen; in zeer vele gesprekken met mij vragen betrejfende de studie en 

praktijk willen bespreken. Bij dat alles hebt Gij mij nooit gebonden aan Uw 

opvattingen; maar mij telkens weer in vrijheid zelf laten zoeken. Het stemt 

mij tot blijdschap te mogen weten dat het Uw voile instemming had, toen 

mijn studie zich wendde tot het gebied van Uw y,oude liefde". Ook hierin 

liet Gij mij de vrije hand. Ik hoop van hartey dat de uitkomst daarvan U 

niet heeft teleurgesteld en dit boek U een klein bewijs zj van mijn dank- 
baarheid voor het veley dat Gij mij hebt willen schenken. 

Uw warme belangstelling, hooggeleerde Thiel en zeergeleerde Spoelder, heeft 

mij sedert mijn Gymnasiumjaren begeleid; ik wil niet nalaten U daarvoor 

oprecht te danken. 

Enzou ikhet dispuut yyQuisque Suis Viribus” niet met blijdschap gedenken? 

Veel heb ik daar mogen leeren door de lezingen en door de straffe critiek. Der broe- 
deren vriendschap was mij een groote schat. Onvergetelijke uren heb ik in dien kring 

mogen doorbrengen. Van harte groet ik hen alleny waar ook keen verstrooid! 

In het buitenland eenigen tijd te mogen studeereny is een groot voorrecht. 

Hoe dankbaar ik beny dat ik dit in “Woodbrooke” heb mogen doeny zullen 

zij beseffen, die daary evenals iky genoten hebben van ernst en humory van 

diepte van geloof en wijdte van blik. “Woodbrooke", de plaatsy waar 

Rendel Harris het stempel van zijn fijnen geest zoo sterk op gedrukt heeft. 

De omgangy die ik daar mocht hebben met Prof. H. G. Wood en met den 

gast Prof Henry J. Cadbury van Harvard, U.S.A.y is voor mij zeer 

vruchtbaar geweest. Onverbrekelijk verbonden aan het werk voor mijn 

proefschrift is mij de figuur van Dr. Mingana. De gastvrijheid in zijn 

Collectie van handschriften en in zijn huis, de bereidwilligheidy waarmee 

hij mij ter zijde heeft gestaan bij het bewerken van mijn dissertatie door 

besprtking van verschillende vragen en door het beschikbaar stellen van boeken 

en handschriften y de wijzey waar op deze Westersch-Oostersch geleerde mij het 

Gosten heeft nabijgebracht, hebben ten zcerste bijgedragen tot mijn studie van het 

Oostersch Christendom in het algemeen en van de texteny die hier onderzocht 

worden in het bijzonder. Voor dit alles hen te danken is aangename plicht. 

Gaarne spreek ik mijn diepgevoelde erkentelijkheid uit aan alien, die mij de 

studiey zooals ik z* heb mogen volbrengen, mogelijk maakten, in het bijzonder 

aan de B cheer ders van het yyFonds Noorthey\ die mij op ruime wijze in stoat 

stelden om longer te studeeren dan ik zelf had kunnen denken, en aan het 

Bestuur van het yyOostersch Genootschap” te Leiden voor het bewilligen van 

een ondersteuning bij het uitgeven van dit proefschrift. 



De moeite, die Prof. Post van Nijmegen en Prof. Lietzmann van Berlijn 

zich hebben willen getroosten om mij facsimile's van eenige handschriften 

van de Vaticaansche en Berlijnsche bibliotheek te bezorgen, heeft mij zeer 

aan hen verplicht. De voorkomendheid, waarmee het personeel van de 

Universiteitsbibliotheek te Leiden mij steeds heeft geholpen, vermeld ik met 

dankbaarheid. 

De beteekenis, die het materiaal, dat in dit proefschrijt is verwerkt, bezit, 

ook voor Orientalisten en Liturgiologen buiten onze landsgrenzen, heeft mij 

den moed gegeven om dit werk in het Engelsch uit te geven. Het feit, dat 

deze taal mijn moedertaal niet is, heeft natuurlijk eigenaardige moeilijk- 

heden met zich meegebracht. Mej. S. C. de Land, leerares te Haarlem, heeft 

de groote moeite genomen om de gansche copie met het oog op het Engelsch 

nauwkeurig door te lezen. Voor deze hoar bereidwilligheid ben ik haar zeer 

grooten dank verschuldigd. %oo hoop ik ten zeerste, dat dit boek geen 

“double Dutch” geworden is. Waar zich-toch nog onjuistheden tegen dc 

Engelsche taal en stijl mo gen bevinden, koester ik den wensch, dat ze de 

lezers niet te veel z^llen storen en hen niet zullen verhinderen om van den 

inhoud kennis te nemen. Want ik zou het betreuren, als onnauwkeurigheden 

van den vorm den inhoud zouden schaden. 

Voor de buitengewoon aangename wijze, waar op de firma Joh. Enschede 

en Z°nen de uiterlijke verzorging van dit werk heeft willen behartigen, wil 

ik haar zeer danken. 

wpaan : Vjoi lo&o A\so» 
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i. PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS 

Immutable and traditional; these two adjectives are generally 

used to characterize the Near East. 

Much has changed in the course of long ages in Greece, Asia 

Minor, Syria, Palestine, Egypt etc. One reign superseded the 

other. Many places were destroyed and their ruins offered the 

materials for another civilizadon. Hellenism, Islam and Mongolian 

invasions gave these countries a different aspect with regard to 

culture, religion and science. And yet, in reading the records of people 

who travelled in this part of the world one is struck by the words 

written at the beginning of this chapter. It is true, the Western 

business-spirit has also affected these countries and effaced much 

characterisric detail. And yet, the atmosphere of the Bible is still 

round these ancient places, though it was not specially guarded as a 

relic in a museum. Eastern people were the same in their manners 

and thoughts as centuries ago. Seeing them was a living commentary 

upon many passages of the Scripture and of the Churchfathers. 

This was not the result of a retrogressive development; but the 

superstructure had changed while the basis had remained the same. 

The judgement we summarized is not based on the superficial 

observations of people who “did” the East and who were deceived 

by the romantic idea of being in the lands of the Bible. No, scholars 

who had made an intensive study of the history of these countries 

in various times, and travelled there with critical sense, declared 

that such a journey threw fresh light upon their studies and 

elucidated many points without all sorts of constructions of a Western 

studyroom. Meeting an Oriental man or woman makes many 

interpretations offered by a Western scholar simply impossible.' 

The book we propose to publish on the following pages belongs 

to a certain time and a certain department of the Christian East, 

viz. the Nestorian Church of the nth cent. The Christian East 

does not belie its nature. It is and wants to be traditional. Almost 

every comprehensive study of this field of research stresses this 

point. Oriental Christianity forms a special type along with Roman 

Catholicism and Protestantism. It has a history of its own and 

because of that a particular connection with the ancient church. 

(i) From a long array of such witnesses we quote: A. Deissmann, Licht vom 

Osttn*, Tubingen, 1923, S. 1 and passim; H. Th. Obbink, Op bijbelschen bodem*, 
Amsterdam, 1927, biz. 7-8, 13-16. 
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It lies outside the scope of this hook to prove this verdict by a 

number of illustrations. It is sufficient for the present moment to 

refer to the judgement of some very competent scholars who have 

< leai ly brought to light the characteristic differences between 

I,astern and Western Christendom. The famous German scholar, 

Prof. Ad. von Ilarnack, formulated his opinion in this way: “Die 

tnorgcnlandische Kirche ist in kultureller, philosophischer und 

tcligibscr Hinsicht das versteinerte 3. Jahrhundert”.' In somewhat 

different words it was repeated by one of the best connoisseurs of 

the Christian East in its various aspects, Prof. A. Baumstark. His 

word is based upon a larger first-hand knowledge of the sources 

as that of Von Harnack and is therefore the more significant. He 

speaks of “der Grcisenhaftigkeit des Morgenlandcs in dem Haften 

an der Vergangenheit”; he calls it: “der christliche Antike”.1 

These words were spoken with regard to the whole complex of 

Oriental Churcb.es, Russia and Abessynia, Persia and Greece. We 

need not to examine here the question whether it is right to view 

all these churches as a unit. For the particular church of the 

Nestorians in Mesopotamia does not form an exception to this rule. 

Two quotations of experts, one Roman Catholic and one Evan¬ 

gelical, lead us on the same track. Dom. H. Leclercq makes in 

passing the following remark: “Si le donatisme avait durd jusqu’& 

nos jours, sans 1’epreuve de la legislation des empereurs ct de 

Pinvasion des Arabcs, il nous offrirait probablement un phenomene 

archeologique infiniment precieux, comparable a celui de l’figlisc 

nestorienne. Cclle-ci s’est cristallisee dans Cimmobilitt disciplinaire tl 

liturgique et nous presente l’etat anterieur a sa rupture avec l’Eglise 

comme unc stratification aussi rare qu’interessante”.* The con¬ 

clusion of Prof. Ileiler reads as follows: “Mag diese Kirche auch 

von ihrer einstigen geistigen Hohe herabgcsunken sein, so hat sie 

doch... ihre reichen altchristlichen Schatzefast unversehrterhalten”.4 

(1) A. v. Harnack, Der Geist der morgenldndischen Kirche im Unlerschied von der 

abendldndischeny in: Aus der Friedens- und Kriegsarbeity Reden und Aufsatzey N.F. iii, 

Giessen, 1916, S. 129-130 (the whole article: S. 101-140) and cf. his: Lehrbuch 

der DngmengeschichteAy ii, Tubingen, 1910 passim. (2) In his important series of 

lectures, A. Haumstark, Grundgegensatge morgenldndischen und abendldndischen 

Christenturmy Rhcinau, 1932, S. 37, 41 and passim.-Cf. C. M. Kaufmann, 

Unndbuch der altchristlichen Archaologie 3, Paderborn, 1922, S. 6: “Zumal im 

()iient wird mil einem noch ungleich verlangerten Nachwirken der Antike zu 

reclinen sein gegeniiber dem Abcndlande’t (3) D.A.C.L.y s.v. Donatisme, 

t. iv, col. 1457; italics are mine. (4) F. Heiler, Urkirche und Ostkirche, Miinchen, 

193fS S. 453. 
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It is a matter of course that the varying fates of history have 

changed here several things; there was growth and decline; the 

emphasis has altered. Yet all the authors quoted before suggest this 

question: is it not possible to expect in this way fresh details for our study 

of the New Testament and the history of the ancient church?1 Does this 

tradition begin at the 3rd and 4th cent, or already before? For if 

these churches have retained the aspect of Christian antiquity, it 

will enable us by studying their present state and history to solve 

many problems which are still open by defect of details. Some 

interesting observations on this line have been made about 25 

years ago by Prof, de Zwaan in his inaugural address on: “the 

importance of historical study of Greek-Eastern Christendom”.* 

Before giving some examples I wish to make two remarks. The 

first one is concerned with the problem of the relation between idea 

and phenomenon. It is not right to suppose that if the spirit remains 

the same, its expression in the visible world does not alter, for other 

influences, too, determine its formation.» Although a certain church 

proclaims its traditional character, it is not advisable to conclude 

that all its forms of theology and cultus are identical with those of 

thousand years ago. This consideration warns us to be careful in 

making “Ruckschliisse” from the present condition. We can admit 

the unity of Eastern Christianity as against the West, and yet: 

every church has had his own origin and history and this is the 

reason why we observe unity in spirit and great differences in form 

between them. Only by a critical and comparative study of the 

facts we can fix what is ancient and what is of recent date.-Secondly 

the study of Eastern Christendom is still in its very beginning. It 

may be somewhat bold to express this opinion in view of the long 

series of publications from Byzantine, Syriac, Coptic, Ethiopic, 

(1) O. Linton, Das Problem der Urkirche in der neueren Forschung, Uppsala, 1932, 

S. 195: “Es muss der Versuch gemacht werden, das Recht der alten Kirche 

genetisch aus dem orientalischen Recht, regressiv aus dem Recht der anatolischen 

Kirchen zu verslehen. So ist das geschichtlich'' Problem liber Recht und Urchris- 

tentum zu losen”. (italics are mine). (:1) J. de Zwaan, De beleekenis van de 

historische studie van het Grieksch-Oostersch Christendom, Haarlem, 1912. (3) One 

example will suffice to illustrate this point. The well-known controversy of 

Russian Church history, called Raskol (cf. N. Bonwretsch, Raskolniken, in: P.R.E.*, 

xvi, S. 436-443; B. Raptschinsky, Russisch Christendom, Zutphen, 1935, biz. 130- 
162) shows us a schism, cause of great hatred, originating from some small 

corrections of the liturgy. Yet nobody will deny that the two parties were not 

animated by the same spirit. This is an extreme case of what is seen elsewhere; 

though the different churches show the same “spirit”, they have not developed 
along the same lines. 
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Arabic, Armenian and Georgian sources and the great number of 

papers and books devoted to this research especially during the 

last 50 years. But if we see the vastness of this field, the result is 

comparatively small. The idea expressed in the foregoing quota¬ 

tions may have repelled many people; the interest was more 

directed to the fortunes of the Church in the West, which can easily be 

explained since its sources were nearer at hand and not written in 

many obscure languages, and since its study offered aspects which are 

of importance for the questions of to-day.1 What could be expected 

from “dead” churches?1 The publication of sources, the higher oecu¬ 

menical interest; liturgical movements made many Western church¬ 

men turn to the East and get a better understanding for the living 

forces of Eastern Christianity. And last not least, the discovery of a 

good many books lost in Western tradidon but preserved in the East 

awakened the sense that from this side some more light upon the 

ancient church could be expected. But we are still at the beginning. 

I cannot develop the thoughts expressed in the foregoing sentences 

more fully here, but they might not been forgotten in order to avoid 

too hasty conclusions. 

It is a remarkable fact, as Prof, von Harnack once observed, 

that the history of the ancient church has been exclusively written 

from Western sources.* Although it can easily be accounted for, 

as the first investigators met first with the Greek and Latin authors, 

while the East was inaccessible. But it must be emphasized that 

the Eastern Churches have had a seperate existence with another 

connecdon with the early church than the West. From this point 

of view the invaluable merit of Prof. Felix Haase consisted in 

collecting the data scattered over so many publications.4 It is true 

that his book contains merely the outward history, not that of dogma, 

litterature, worship etc.; the materials must be critically sifted, but 

at any rate he has laid an indispensable basis. It is premature to 

decide in what respect the previous opinions must be revised, but 

it may be considerable, e.g. with regard to some heretics.* However 

it may be, historical research must consider all the materials 

(1) Cf. c.g. P. Wernle, Einfuhrung in das theologische Stadium *, Tubingen, 1912, S. 

183-184. (2) This has often and for a long time been and is still the judgement 

of very many Western students of theology. (3) Gf. F. Haase, AUchristliche 

KirchengeschxchUnachoriintalischen Qutlltn, Leipzig, 1925,8. ix-x, (4) In his book 

quoted in the previous note. (5) E.g. Nestorius, cf. F. Loofs, Nestorius, in: 

r.R.E. *, xxiv, S. 229-244 who said: ,,Mehrcrc Publikationen haben seit dem 
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available; and who would deny that additions are not very 
welcome? 

The study of this part of Christendom does not only broaden the 

basis for our judgment, but it makes us discover lines which had 

once existed within the Christian communities, but were left by the 

great masses and fell into oblivion. Some examples may suffice. The 

complete text of the book of Henoch would not be known unless 

by the canon of the Ethiopic Church.’ Think of the many oriental 

versions of the so-called Churchorder of Hippolytus with its many 

problems of liturgy and order;* the Odes of Solomon> which show 

a spirit very much akin to Gospel of John and the letters of Ignatius; 

the Epistula xi Apostolorum.4 Many fragments of lost works are 

contained in the commentaries written after many centuries; a 

striking case are those of Hippolytus* “Heads against the presbyter 

Gaius” found in the works of Dionysius bar Salibi (12th cent.).* 

As to the study of the New Testament itself it is superfluous to 

show the importance of Eastern versions and Fathers for the textual 

criticism. Although scholars agree upon this point, it cannot be 

said that everything worth doing has been done here. On the other 

hand it seems to be often forgotten that the Eastern Church had 

a very rich exegetical tradition in its commentaries and scholia, 

not only of allegorical interpretation. The generally accepted rule 

for right exegesis is that it must be done “e mente auctoris”. But 

the application of this rule supposes correspondence between the 

“mens auctoris’* and the “mens explicatoris”, and it is hard to 
realize this in practice. Psychology is very instructive and warning 

Erscheinen dcs A(rtikcls) die Forschung auf eine neue Basis gestellt” (S. 239) 
and: “Nestorius hat nur gewonnen durch die Erwciterung dcs Materials zu 

seiner Beurteilung” (S. 243L-F. Haase, a.a.O., S. 377-387. 

(1) E. Schiirer, Geschichte des judischen Volkes im ^eitalter Jesu Christi4, iii, Leipzig, 

,9°9» S. 268-290; although large Greek fragments are known (S. 269 and 
several papyri) which ofTer a better text, only the Ethiopic version is complete 

and has been discovered first. (2) R. Lorentz, De Egyptische Ktrkordt en Hippolytus 

van Rome, Haarlem, 1928, biz. 5-14.-Some of these Eastern versions were used 

for our Commentary, but I did not enter into an investigation of their mutual 

relations, since they have also a value of their own, as lawbooks for later ages 

in the particular churches which have transmitted them. (3) J. Rendel Harris 

and A. Mingana, Odes and Psalms of Solomony Manchester, 1916-1920, 2 vols. 

(4) One of great discoveries of Prof. Carl Schmidt, Gesprdche Jesu mit seinen 

Jiingeren naeh der Auferstehung, Leipzig, 1919, and: J. de Zwaan, The date and 

origin of the Epistle of the eleven Apostles, in: Amicitiae Corolla, London, 1933, 

P- 344~355* (5) Cf. O. Bardenhewer, Geschichle der altkirchlichen Literatur *, ii, 
Freiburg i. Br., 1913, S. 569-570. 
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in tins respect. If one gets acquainted with the history of the exegesis 

of the N.T., it will be seen that various scholars trying to find an 

“objective” interpretation react differently upon the same text. 

This reaction depends not only upon the amount of knowledge, 

but also upon philosophical, psychological and theological structure. 

Nobody can totally break away from this, although he can be 

corrected by others. Because of its identity with the men of the 

ancient world the strange Eastern world anno 400 A.D. or 800 

can be of some help. Knowledge of the reactions of these people, 

quite different from those of the Western religious and scholarly 

traditions, is far from worthless. At any rate it will help us to read 

the New Testament in eastern light. 

But is it allowed to use such young sources since so many changes 

have altered the face of the Eastern world? Except by those who 

accept the exegesis of the Fathers as authoritative, it is hardly done, 

probably because of the great number of “zeitgenossische” sources 

and since the changes are so clear. Yet if one observes the freedom 
___ 0 

of the “Rcligionsgeschichtler” in explaining the N.T. from sources 

which date from centuries before or after it,1 it is only making a 

similar use of the Christian sources. And if one rejects the latter 

method, the former, too, must be abandoned. 

In realizing the many problems which are raised by the study 

of the N.T. and history of the ancient church, it would be certainly 

a mistake if the data which may be given by the Eastern church 

were too rashly neglected. Of course, the present writer is quite 

aware that this is an ideal at the moment, since so little has been 

done to study the life of the Eastern Church itself. But it should 

always be remembered.1 

(1) One of the latest and most striking examples is the use of the Mandaean 

books. (2) I have only spoken of the importance of this study for the first ages of 

Christianity. But I do not overlook that it has also an aim in itself to fill a 

great gap in many books on the history of the Christian Church (cf. J. B. Kidd, 

The Churches of Eastern Christendom from A. D. 451 to the present time, Londen, 

1927, Prefatory note). One has only to remember the fact that these churches 

faced the great problem which has not lost its interest, Christianity and Islam. 

It goes without saying that this is a condition for right execution of the former 

task. At present most of this study is made from a different point of view viz. 

that of the “Konfessionskunde” (which describes the present situation of the 

various churches and studies the history only in so far it has some bearing upon 

the problems of to-day; cf. F. Kattenbusch, Lehrbuch der vergleichenden Confessions- 

kundey Freiburg i. Br. 1892, S. 5: „Alles das [fallt] aus dem Rahmen unserer 

Disciplin heraus, was im Laufe der Zeit zur blossen Episode geworden ist. 

Was nicht mehr wirksam ist, das geht uns auch nichts an u.s.w.”); in which 
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A very appropriate example of the above considerations will be 

found in the study of the early Christian liturgy, especially in that 

of the Eucharist.' This is not an arbitrary choice, since the book 

we are about to publish, is concerned with “Questions on the 

Service of the Altar”. It is impossible to investigate or even to sum 

up in a few lines the whole complex of questions which arise if one 

says: early Christian eucharist. But we should mention some of them. 

“Do this in remembrance of me.” The whole church has been 

faithful to this command of the Lord given at the last Supper 

(according to the earliest witness Paul, i Cor. xi 24). This remem¬ 

brance formed the centre-part of the liturgy and of the faith of 

all Christians throughout the ages.1 Because it has been instituted 

by Jesus Christ some hours before and in view of His death, it is 

natural to assume that this act was preserved as purely as possible. 

No wonder that it contains a large part of tradition, since it is 

easier to hand down a rite than a thought without changing it. 

This central sacrament of the Church can be studied from various 

points of view. One can ask: how should it be administrated at the 

present moment; and the answer will be found in various handbooks 

for the use of the ministers of the different parts in which the “Body 

of Christ” has been divided. The historical questions are only 

touched upon in so far they bear upon the present-day-liturgy.1 

Since the history has often brought loss and gain in particular 

cases, it is quite another thing to ask: what was the structure and 

idea of the liturgy at a certain date in a certain place? For out of 
the meal in the upper room of Jerusalem has developed a long 

the Eastern Orthodox Church occupies most space while the lesser Eastern 

churches, such as Copts, Nestorians, Jacobites etc. are treated in a few pages. 

This proportion is right for the centuries after 1453 A.D., but it should be 

reversed, if one is concerned about the historical situation and importance 

before that date. 

(1) J. Braun, Liturgisches Handlexicon *, Regensburg, 1924, S. 196-197, gives the 

following definition of liturgy: “1) im weitesten Sinn jeder von der zustandigen 

Authoritat od. durch Brauch u. Gewohnheit geregelte gemeinschaftl. offend. 

Gottesdienst ... 2) im engeren Sinne die von der K. im Namen u. Auftrag 
Christi durch eigens von ihr dazu berufene u. bevollmachtigte Amstpcrsonen 

gemass den von ihr geschafTenen od. anerkannten Formularen u. Regeln zur 
Verherrlichung Gottes u. zum Heile ihrer Angehorigen ausgeiibte stellvertretende 

u. mittlerische Gebetstatighcit (viz.: “Spendung der Sakr., die Weihe u. Seg- 

nung, die Prozessione u. Exorzismen; Messefeier-Stundengebet”); 3) imengesten 

u. vorzuglichsten Sinn die euchar. O-feier . .” (2) Whether it kept the original 

meaning or not (cf. a.o. H. Lietzmann, Geschichte der alten Kirche, Berlin, *935* ii, 
S. 120) does not matter here. (3) Cf. the definition of L. Eisenhofcr, Hand- 

buck der katholisehen Liturgik, Freiburg i. Br., 1932, i, S. 53. 



series of various rites. Every part of the Church has its own. In the 

Western Church the Roman rite prevailed over the Milanese, 

Gallican and Gothic rites.' In the East the churches of Alexandria, 

Antioch, Jerusalem etc. had their own liturgy which was guarded 

and enriched within the Eastern Orthodox Church or within the 

seperate communities such as Copts, Syrians and Nestorians.1 

A survey of the materials is found in Lietzmann’s study on “Messe 

und Herrcnmahl”J Besides the liturgical manuscripts we have a 

good number of incidental references in the Fathers. The task of 

liturgical research is formulated in this way by Prof. Baumstark 

who devoted a large part of his study to it and is a great authority:4 

“Die Sammlung und das Verhor dieser (aussern) Zeugnisse (uber 

Dinge dcr liturgischcn Entwicklung)-die auf altern Stufen der 

Fmtwicklung stehenden liturgischen Urkundcn selbst ... in be- 

friedigender Ausgabc zu erschliessen, wo notig zu erklaren und den 

Zusammcnhang der einzclncn untcreinander zu bestimmen- 

Spuren ihres Werdeprozesses (which are shown by the liturgies) . . . 

sorgfaltigst zu verfolgen und mit den aussern Quellenzeugnissen 

vergleichend zu verbinden.” If this laborious work has been done, 

the question arises if all those ty pes cann be reduced to a common 

“Grundform”; what was the cause of those changes; what is the 

connection with the Eucharist in the New Testament. The evidence 

of the N.T. is interpreted in many opposite directions * and the 

chain which links it up with the evidence of the 3rd and 4th cent, is 

thin. Generally it is assumed that the surrounding world had a good 

deal of influence (“hellenization”); was it on Paul or later? These 

arc the great questions on which the discussion turns. If one reads 

(1) Cf. L. Duchesne, Origines du culte chrtlicn *, Paris, 1923, and: D.A.C.L., s.v.v.- 

I or our purpose we can leave aside the difference in structure between Eastern 

and Western liturgies. (2) Introduction of F. E. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern 

and Western, Oxford, 1896, i.-The Western Church had a tendency to uniformity; 

the Eastern to diversity. Only in the 12th cent, we find a case of “Gleichschal- 

tung” of the Alexandrian rite to that of Byzance, D.A.C.L., s.v. Alexandrie 

(hlurgie), t. i., col. 1188. (3) H. Lietzmann, Messe und Uerrenmahl, Bonn, 1926, 

S. 1-24. (4) In his little introduction: Vom geschichtlichen Werden der Liturgie, 

Freiburg i. Br., 1923, S. 3-4.-A good survey in: Y. Brilioth, Eucharistic Faith 

and Practice, London, 1930, p. 1-92. (5) The book of L.D.T. Poot, Het oud- 

christehjk Avondmaal en zijn historische perspectievcn,XVagcningcn, 193^* is disappoint¬ 

ing in this respect. He discusses with the “Religionsgcschichtler”, tries to find 

the original meaning of the texts of the Gospels and Paul by a survey of the 

opinions of various scholars, but he neglects to take into account the great lines 

which divide Roman Catholic, Greek Orthodox, Anglican and Protestant 

exegesis. The second part of the title is dealt with in an extremely poor way. 



the modern books on them, it will be seen that the later Eastern 
rites play a great part.' 

The importance of this study is not only that we get an idea of 
the Christian cult at a certain date. Prof. Baumstark and Lietzmann 
have drawn attention to the fact that by the way of comparison 
certain facts of relation between several churches are detected 
which are not known from elsewhere.* But greater weight must be 
attached to the fact that the liturgy is an expression of Christian 
faith and life; it has been made to thank God for His salvation in 
Christ Jesus and it led many people in its ancient forms to a deeper 
apprehension of the Christian truth. On the other hand the thoughts 
connected with these obsolete forms were not always the same, 
and it is worth while to study this change of ideas. “The study 
of the Liturgy whatever else it may be, must also be a study in 
religious psychology”* and it is a valuable way to understand the 
religious life of a church.4 

There exists a great difference between the Eastern and Western 
form of the liturgy, along with an agreement in words, and in its 
conception. Did the traditional character of the East retain here 
the early-christian idea? 

It cannot be denied that much has already been done to elucidate 
the many problems of criticism, relation etc. of the liturgical 
sources, especially of the West,* but the real idea of the structure 
of this study has been discovered during the last 50 years. Prof. 
Lietzmann6 calls his book “ein erster Versuch . . , einen Richtweg 
durch den Urwald zu schlagen”. The oldest interest in this study 
was merely controversial. The Protestant theologians combatted 
the Mass as a medieval invention; the Roman Catholic scholars 

(1) G. P. Wetter, Altchristliche Liturgien i, Das christliche Myslerium, Gottingen, 
1921, S. 1-4, has pointed out some very important lines with regard to the bearing 
of liturgical study upon the problems of early church history (though I believe 
that his method of tackling the problems is not sound). (2) H. Lietzmann, 
Messe, S. vi-vii, and: A. Baumstark, Festbrevxer und Kxrchenjahr der syrxschen Jako- 
biten, Paderborn, 1910, S. 25. (3) E. Bishop, Liturgica Historica, Oxford, 1918, 
p. 123. (4) Cf. A. G. Headlam: “There are no books which show more accurately 
the historical and doctrinal position of a Church than its Liturgies and other 
services”, in: A. J. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices, London, 1894, p. vii- 
A. Baumstark, Festbrevier, S. 25: “Die Liturgie einer Kirche darf im allgemeinen 
als das treueste Spicgelbild ihrer geschichtlichen Individualist geltcn”. (5) Cf. 
Liturgiewissenschaft, in: H. Gunkel-L. Zscharnack u. A., die Religion im Geschxchle 
und Gegenwart *, iii, Tubingen, 1929: O. C'ascl-katholisch, Sp. 1689-1691; 
P. Glaue-evangelisch, Sp. 1691-1693.-More detailed in: L. Eiscnhofer, Hand- 
buck, i, § 15-1O, S. 118-143. (6) H. Lietzmann, Messe, S. vi. 
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defended it as the pure institution of our Lord. In the course of 

this debate the Eastern liturgies were published to show that the 

mass was not medieval and that the Roman Church was in accord¬ 

ance with the primitive one. This was the aim of Goar and 

Rcnaudot in editing their famous collections* though they contain 

so much stufT in their texts and notes which makes them still indis¬ 

pensable and which can serve a more objective purpose. When the 

polemical stimulus flagged, the liturgical study became mainly a 

part of Pastoral Theology, more studied by Roman Catholics and 

Anglicans because of their rich liturgical life than by Protestants. 

The Western forms stood in front. But there was a weakness, “a 

certain sterility of liturgical work in the last century; namely, that 

it has been in the main a study in ritual rather than a study in 

religion; as a consequence it has seemed to be in touch rather with 

professionalism than with life, and appears in its general character 

to be predominantly of clerical interest”.1 During the last half of 

a century the deeper understanding of liturgical life, finding its3 

expression in liturgical movements in all branches of the Church, 

the increasing importance of the study of the Eastern church and the 

discovery of many valuable documents have cooperated to an en¬ 

hanced interest in the research of the liturgy of the ancient church. 

Nevertheless it would be premature to think that everything is 

already clear. Much material is still waiting to be sifted. Liturgy 

is an expression and possession of the masses; it is quite different 

from the writings of certain persons belonging to a certain time. 

“Still und gerauschlos vollzog sich allgemein bis zum 16. Jahr- 

hundert und vollzieht sich heute noch im Orient aller liturgische 

Einzelfortschritt.” J This makes it often impossible to fix the date 

and origin of a particular prayer or action. The method of recon¬ 

structing an older stage by comparison of certain prayers and 

actions within various groups, will often give us a clue (although 

room must be left for the assumption of an original growth on both 

sides). At any rate it is impossible at the present state of affairs to 

draw long lines. The task of the moment is to publish, to estimate 

the sources as completely as possible and to fix their importance 

(i) J. Goar, Euchologion, Lutetiae Parisioi'um, 1647 (2, Venetiis, 1730); E. Rcnau¬ 

dot, Liturgiarum Orientalium Collcctio *, Francofurti ad Moenum, 1847 (1st cd. 

of 1716). (2) E. Bishop, l.c.y p. 106. (3) A. Baumstark, Vom geschichllichin 

Wtrden, S. 132, in a chapter: “Grenzen des Wissenkonnens”.-Cf. the careful 

words of E. Bishop, written after a lifetime of study in this field, l.c.t p. ix. 
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for a certain liturgical group. If this is done, one can go on to trace 

older layers, to reconstruct the liturgy of a former period and to 

answer the main questions formulated before. 

Having this in view I publish this xith century writing of the 

Nestorians. The special Introduction and Commentary must help 

to fix its date, and investigate the traditional background. It must 

certainly be of some use to study this liturgy of the Nestorians, since 

competant authorities' pointed out the great traditional value of 

the Nestorians and their writings. A survey of the research of their 

liturgy will form a proper introduction, as it helps us to find out 

the problems of this group and the bearing of their answer. 

(i) Cf. p. 6 and: F. Cabrol, D.A.C.L., s.v. hlriiiquts, t. vi, col. 2256: "Lea 

neatoriens peuvent £tre cit& parmi les rarea hth^tiques qui firent exception k la 

r£gle. Ila conserv^rcnt avec soiri, cn sc s^parant de l’Fglise, leur liturgie qui est 

en substance celle du ve si£cle .... Aussi Jeurs livres liturgiques ont-ils k ce 

point de vue une sp<fciale valeur”. 

*5 



ii. THE NESTORIANS AND 

THE RESEARCH OF THEIR LITURGY 

i. In his book on the “Churches of Eastern Christendom” 

written for the general reader, Dr. Kidd did not pay very much 

attention to the “internal life”1 of these various churches. His only 

remark about the liturgy of the Nestorians was that they “held to 

the common standard of Christendom”.1 Therefore it is the more 

striking that he gives the following extensive quotation from a 

book of Fortcscue* s (from 1911) on the other Syriac church of the 

Jacobites: “They produced a ‘brilliant school of liturgical science*; 

and Dionysius bar Salibi (f 1171), Bishop of Amida (Diabekr) 

is famous as the author of a treatise (the Liturgy of St. James) 

such as no other church could show in the Middle Ages. The result of this 

is that we know more about the history of the Jacobite rite than of any 

other”.) Some grave objections must be made against this state¬ 

ment. In the first place (what could not possibly be known to 

Fortcscue), that the exposition of Dionysius mentioned before4 is 

for a great deal nothing but plagiarism, as is also found in several 

of his works. This appears when it is compared with the texts 

published in 1913 by Dom. Connolly, the expositions of George of 

the Arabs and Moses Bar Cepha.s Dionysius was a remarkable 

author of the Jacobite Renaissance but a very traditional one (this 

fact gives him some importance), more excelling in voluminosity 

than in originality. Secondly one wonders where this “brilliant 

school” comes from; it cannot be founded on this writing alone 

and we do not know more about it, for the fact that several authors 

on liturgical matters lived in the course of many ages does not 

permit us to speak of a “school”. In the third place (and this is 

important for our investigation): this wording ignores absolutely 

that liturgical activity was not in the least confined to the Jacobite 

Syrians. It lies outside the scope of this work to show this in detail 

(1) By this I mean specially: Doctrine, Cult and Ethics. (2). B. J. Kidd, The 

Churches of Eastern Christendom, p. 419. We are justified to take his book as a 

starting-point for the following exposition, since it aims at giving a compre¬ 

hensive survey of the history of Eastern Christendom, based upon the research 

of the last fifty years. (3) B. J. Kidd, /./., p. 437, from: A. Fortcscue, Lesser 

Eastern Churches, London, 1913, p. 331 (italics are mine). (4) Published by 

H. Labourt: Dionysius Bar Salibi, Expositio hturgiae, in: C.S.C.O.y ii 93, Parisiis, 

1903.-About the life and works of Dionysius, cf. A. Baumslark, L.G., 

S. 295-298. (5) R. H. Connolly-H. \V. Codrington, Two Commentaries on the 

Jacobite Liturgy, Londen, ig 13, p. 2. 
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with regard to the other churches. As to the Nestorians' the rest 

of this book will form a suflicient refutation, 1 hope. 
His opinion can largely be explained1 from ignorance; for the 

Nestorians did not attract the attention of scholars in the same 

measure as the Jacobites. Though J. S. Assemani devoted two of 

the four volumes of his “Bibliotheca” to them and gave extensive 

extracts from their writings, it lasted one century and a half before 

further studies and publications were made. It seemed as though 

people were quite satisfied with what he had published. The 

reasons are obvious. The rise of the study of Syriac literature 

coincides with the acquisition of a great part of the treasures of 

the Library of the Syriac-Jacobite “Monastery of the Mother of 

God” in Scete (Egypt) by the British Museum. This new era was 

inaugurated by Dr. Gureton (the Vatican Library, which contained 

a good many Nestorian Mss. from which Assemani got his infor¬ 

mation, was practically inaccessible). These writings were all of 

Jacobite origin, or at least transmitted by the Monophysites. All 

the large collections of Syriac Mss. in Europe were in the same 
position. But this was not the only reason, for there were Nestorian 

Mss. In the first place the attention of editors was attracted by 

works written in Greek before the confessional division, and lost in 

the original language, but preserved in Syriac; and moreover these 

sources gave a clearer picture of an important part of churchhistory, 

such as the time of Justinian and the rise of Monophysitism.* The 

Jacobites had always been in contact with the Greek Church and 
were nearer to Europe than the Nestorians who lived in the plains 

of Mesopotamia or mountains of Kurdistan. 
The interest for the Nestorians came later (± 1890). Various 

reasons worked together: several libraries enlarged their fund of 

Nestorian Mss.; important publications were made (Gismondi’s 

Chronicles, the “Book of the Governors”). The adherents of this 

creed came out their refuges in the mountains round about Lake 

(1) It is not impossible that they even influenced the later Jacobites: Bar He- 

braeus quotes Persian Canons in his: Nomocanon iv 2, culled from John Bar 

Abgare (see p. >33-135); Dionysius copied much from Isho’Dad of Merw; the same 
holds good for the mystics. (2) Not as a whole; for an impression of the Nestorian 

activity is given by the list of L.E.W. p. Ixxx, and by A. Baumstark, L.G., passim 

which, I do not know for what reason, remained unknown to Dr. Kidd. (3) An 

important remark is made by A. J. Maclean, Syrian Christians, in: E.R.E., xii, p. 

167: “The history of many of these Christians has usually been considered in 

Europe only as far as it afTects their relations with certain heresies, i.e. only from 

one episode (however important) of their annals. 
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Van and Urmia and the neighbourhood of Mosul where they had 

hidden themselves before the persecutions of the Turcs and Kurds. 

The Roman Catholic and Anglican Missions tried to come into 

touch with them, and this created the practical need for books. 

Of the Roman Catholics it will be sufficient to mention the name 

of P. Bcdjan who provided the Chaldeans (Uniates) with numerous 

editions of their ancient authors for devotional purposes (Acta 

Martyrum et Sanctorum etc.) this literature serving at the same time 

scientific research. The mission of the Arch-Bishop of Canterbury 

printed especially liturgical books (Maclean). Since that time the 

number of publications of works of Nestorian origin increased 

steadily; we do not need to register them as it has been excellently 

done by Prof. Baumstark in his “Geschichte der syrischen Literatur” 

A. ii, B. i and iii. His pages give a clear impression of the bulk of 

this literature. He registered, too, the Mss. that had once been found 

in the East but got lost in the World War. What was left by that 

disaster was collected by Dr. Mingana on his travels in the Near, 

East and incorporated in his collection (at the Selly Oak Colleges’ 

Library, Birmingham). 

But is that impression right? Are we not the victim of an optical 

illusion? If one makes a list of the eight centuries during which the 

Nestorian Church had its flourishing time and if one takes into 

account the expansion made by its mission far into Asia and realizes 

the number of books, it must be confessed that it is somewhat poor! 

Startling gaps make it almost impossible to compose something that looks 

like a history in the modern sense of the word. These gaps cannot be 

bridged over by generalizing a statement about one century and 

assuming that it remained the same in another age or place. Nor 

can we say that everything is traditional if sources are wanting. 

We cannot think of writing even a short history of the Nestorian 

church. Yet it seems to be necessary to give a short characteristic 

of some sources that are of fundamental importance for its history 

and which will constantly be used in the following pages. We pass 

by publications from the hand of a particular person like exegetical 

works, poems, books with letters (such as those of Isho’yabh iii 

and Timothy i), books dealing with the School of Nisibis or Chron¬ 

icles of a particular city such as that of Seert and of Arbela, im¬ 

portant though they may be (liturgical expositions etc. will be dis¬ 

cussed later on) because they do not deal with the Church as a 

whole. In general we may say, that their importance for the study of 
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the liturgy is next to nothing. T his is due to two reasons. In the first 

place to a certain habit of the Syrians in general which was formulated 

by Prof. Burkitt in relation to Ephraim in this way: “(Ephraim) whose 

works are excessively voluminous and well preserved, cannot help 

affording us many curious glimpses into the life and thought of 

the Church to which he belongs. But it is a weary task, gleaning 

the grains of wheat among the chaff. Ephraim is extraordinarily 

prolix, he repeats himself again and again, and for ail the immense 

mass of material there seems very little to take hold of.”' Secondly 

it finds its origin in the nature of the liturgical development itself: 

“still und gerauschlos vollzog sich allgemein bis zum 16. Jahr- 

hundert, vollziehtsich heute noch im Orient aller liturgische Einzel- 

fortschritt,”* while it is also true that we do not hear what was 

selfevident to the people themselves. > 

We begin our summary of these general sources of the Nestorian 

churchlife by mentioning the Chronicles of Mari, Amr and Sliba, 

published by Gismondi.4 They give the history of the church of 

the East from its beginning up to their time (12th and 14th century) 

in a list of the Patriarchs. The dates of them are given together 

with a short characteristic in fairly general terms; some facts, which 

the compilers thought outstanding are mentioned. They do not 

give a clear insight into the times recorded, but because they form 

the only source of first rate knowledge, we must be thankful for 

them. Based upon them is the third part of the “Chronicon Eccle- 

siasticum” of the Jacobite Bar Hebraeus* who deals with the 

Nestorian patriarchs in describing the life and works of the 

Metropolitans of the Eastern Jacobites. It is also written in the 

typical style of Chroniclers (cf. the style of the biblical Books 

of Kings and Chronicles). 

More promising for the study of our theme may seem the reading 

of the “Synodicon Orientale”, first published in a German trans¬ 

lation by Oscar Braun6 and some years later in the original to¬ 

gether with a French translation by J.B. Chabot.7 This work con- 

(1) F. C. Burkitt, Early Eastern Christianity, London, 1904, p. 96. (2) A. Baum- 

stark, Vom geschichllichen Wtrden der Lilurgit, S. 132. (3) Cf. A. Baumstark, 

a.a.0.t S. 134. (4). H. Gismondi, Maris, Amri tl Slibae depatriarchis Nestorianontm 

commentaria, Romae, 1897-99, 3 vols. (5) Bar Hebraeus, Chronicon Ecclesiasticum, 

cd. J. B. Abbcloos - Th. J. Lamy, Lovanii, 1877, Tomus iii. (6) O. Braun, 

Das Buch des Synhados, Stuttgart-Wicn, 1900. (7) J. B. Chabot, Synoi/iVfl/! Orientate, 

Paris, 1903 (through an unhappy coincidence I was not able to consult this 
edition, but had to rely upon the German translation only. 
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eludes with a piece from the hand of Henanisho* ii (773—74/779“3o)* 

so that it is very probable that tiiis work was compiled during his 

reign or shortly after. It contains a number of decisions and edicts 

of a great many Nestorian Synodes and Patriarchs from the first 

Synode of the Persian Church in 410 onward in chronological order. 

This work has a great importance for the study of the church in 

general, but it docs not afford much information about liturgical 

matters, in spite of a statement of Labourt.1 The documents which 

arc of importance for the liturgy will be mentioned in ch. vi. We 

read about many admonitions to Priests who do not perform their 

duty and therefore need reproof, and more of that kind. The 

Synodicon gives us a picture of the life of the church, but we must 

remember that it is always dangerous to use judicial decisions as 

sources of the real state of a church. On a whole the greater part of 

these canons is merely canonical in nature. We record here (because 

it will be of some use later on, p. 121), that there exist of this 

Synodicon two Arabic translations. These have not been con¬ 

sidered in preparing the above editions. There is only one statement 

about the interrelation of these three texts given by Prof. I. Guidi 

and quoted by all other authors.* Guidi wrote: “Ich habe die 

Borgianische Handschr. mit den arabischen Uebersetzungen des 

Elias und des Ibn at-Tayyib verglichen und gesehen, dass dieselbcn 

we it davon entfernt sind, uns das altc Synodicon treu zu repra- 

sentieren. Ibn at-Tayyib’s Buch ist sehr regelmassig und gut 

gcordnet, aber vieles, dass nicht nothwendig oder praktisch nlitzlich 

schicn, ist getilgt und zum Teii ausgelassen worden . . . ja selbst 

die Ganones sind zwrar inhaldich wiedergegeben, aber nicht selten 

stark abgektlrzt. Bei Elias dagegen ist die alte Form oft bewahrt, 

sehr vieles aber ganzlich ausgelassen”.4 It is not quite certain when 

these translators lived; the common opinion is: Elijah of Damascus 

(893) and Ibn af-Tayyib (f 1043), to which Dr. Riedel objected 

assigning them to the 14th century.* These collections are remark¬ 

able since they are often quoted by the Coptic canonist Abu 4 

(1) Gf. A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 54-55; 215. (2) J. Labourt, Le Christianisme 

dans 1'Empire Perse *, Faria, 1904, p. 339, who gives the impression that it contains 

a good number of liturgical regulations. (3) R. Duval, LitUrature Syriaque5, Paris, 

1 D°7* P* 166; W. Riedel, KirchcnrcchtequtlUn des Patriarchate von Alexandrien, 

Leipzig, 1900, S. 152; G. Graf, Die chrutluh-arabische Literatur bis auf die frankische 

<Zeitt Strassburg, 1908, S. 39, N.i. (4) I. Guidi, Oslsyrische Discho/e und Bischofs- 

sitze im V., VI. und VII. Jahrhundert, in: Zntechrifl der deulschm morgenldndischen 

GtselLschaft, 1889. S. 389-390. (5) W. Riedel. a.a.O., S. 148-152. 
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Barakat and seem to have had some influence on these Alexandrian 

collections!' 

The Synodicon was continued in the following ages with a great 

collection of letters and other canonical decisions, only a part of 

which has been published by Prof. Sachau.1 * * 

The “Nomocanon” of ‘Abdisho* published by A. Mai in 1838* 

brought together the civil and ecclesiastical laws arranged in a 

systematical order; in it have been preserved a good number of 

canons which otherwise would have been lost. This became the 

official lawbook of the church since its composition at the end of 

the 13th century.4 5 

Though the “Book of the Governors” of Thomas of Marga* 

deals professedly with the history of the Monks until the middle of 

the 9th century it gives us much insight in churchlife in general, 

so that it may be counted among the chief sources. 

Some points from this history which may elucidate the impor¬ 

tance of the study of the Nestorians and furnish a background to 

that of their liturgy in particular must be given here. For it was 

rightly pointed out by Prof. Baumstark, that “nur von dem Hinter- 

grunde eines kirchlich-kulturgeschichtlichen Gesamtbildes vermag 

sich die liturgiegeschichtliche Einzelerscheinung im richtigen 

Lichte abzuheben”.6 This remains true even if we are concerned 

only with a small field for it is linked up with many essential 

threads of ecclesiastical history. But it is premature to give more 

than some points since a critical history belongs still to the pia uota. 

Assemani’s big volumes contain much stuff and afforded the 

material for study of many generations, but it is, especially in 

part iii 2, arranged according to a wrong standard of criticism. Our 

(1) It can be shown by a careful comparison of the texts, printed or analysed 

by Dr. Riedel, with the Nestorian canonical literature. The Alexandrian canon¬ 

ists had a profound knowledge of the lawbooks of the other churches, as is 

proved by the remark of an Arabic Ms. (Bodleian 40), quoted by G. Homer, 

Statutes of the ApostUs, London, 1904, p. xxxviii. (2) E. Sachau, Syrische Rechts- 

biicher, Berlin, 1908, 3 Bdc; and cf. A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 287 and Ak 1. (add 

to the Mss: Mingana Syr. 586 and 587). (3) A. Mai, Scriptorum veterum nova 

collectio, Tom. x, Romae, 1838; about ‘Abdisho’ cf. A. Baumstark, L.G.t S. 
323-325. (4) This is the smaller Sunhadus mentioned by W. H. Browne - A. 

J. Maclean, The Catholicos of the East and his People, London, 1892, p. viii. 

(5) Thomas of Marga, The Book of Governors, ed. E. A. Wallis Budge, London, 
1893, 2 vols. (6) A. Baumstark, Festbrevier und Kirchenjahr der syrischen Jakobitent 

Paderborn, 1910, S. 2. 
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century produced some rather minute sketches in some encyclo¬ 

paedia’s;' regarding the history before the conquest of the Arabs, 

tlie books of Labourt and Wigram are still the right guides, supple¬ 

mented by Sachau’s translation and use of the chronicle of Arbela.1 2 * 

but all these books important though they are give only the outward 

history of the Nestorian Church. So none of them gives more than 

superficial remarks about the subject that interests us here; and 

one misses a clear discussion of the wider questions of historical 

and dogmatical interest.* Nevertheless the history of the Church 

in Mesopotamia before the rise of Islam is pretty clear compared 

with that after the fall of the Sassanide-empire. The Arabic period 

is still waidng for a thorough investigation. There are two short 

monographs about Sahdona and Timothy i; the “Literaturge- 

schichte” of Baumstark shows some pathways. Browne has worked 

up much material (also from Arabic sources) in discussing the 

question of the “Eclipse of Christianity in Asia”,4 5 but nevertheless 

it cannot be called a historiography of that age. The picture can 

and must be more detailed than this; its outlines should be marked 

sharper, the “internal” history of the church should be brought 

to light and the characters of the leading churchmen should be 

made clearer. The frame work of the geographical expansion is 

furnished in a succinct form in the papers of Dr. Mingana.* 

The history of the Nestorian church properly speaking begins 

with the year 410 When at a Synod at Seleucia-Ctesiphon this See 

was made independent by the Persian Bishops and put on the same 

(1) E. g. J. Petermann-K. Kessler, Nestorianer, in: P.R.E}, xiii, S. 723-736. 

A. J. Maclean, Nestorianism, and: Syrian Christians, in: E.R.E., Lx, p. 321-322, 

and: xii, p. 176-177; E. Tisserant-E. Amann, Dictionaire de Thiologie catholique, 

s.v. Neslorienne (VEglise), t. xi, col. 157-323. The last article of 1932 is by far the 

most detailed and is at present the best general history of this church. 

(2) E. Sachau, DU Chronik von Arbela, in: Abhandlungcn dcr preusischen Akademie 

der Wissenschaften (Berlin), 1915; Vom Christentum in der Persis, in: Sit zwigsb eric hte 

der preusischen Akademie u.s.w., 1916; %ur Ausbreitung dts Christenlums in Asien, in: 

Abhandlungen u.s.w., 1919. (3) H. Labourt, Le Christianisme dans /’Empire Perse *, 

Paris, 1904; W. A. Wigram, An Introduction to the History of the Assyrian Churchy 

London, 1910. A short summary will be found in: K. Muller, Kirchengeschichtcy 

i a, Tubingen, 1929, S. 441-449; 770-775. (4) L. E. Browne, The Eclipse of 

Christianity in Asia, Cambridge, 1933.-While my book was in the press I saw an 

advertisement of: A. R. Vines, The Nestorian churches, a concise history of Nestorian 

(Christianity in Asia from the Persian schism to the modern Assyrians, London, 1937. 

I was unable to use it for the present work; so this note must suffice. 

(5) A. Mingana, The early spread of Christianity in Central Asia and the Far East, 

Manchester, 1925; The early spread of Christianity in India, Manchester, 1926. 

(I used the separate reprints). 
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rank with the great Patriarchates. As a matter of fact this was large¬ 
ly influenced by the king. Dogmatically one stood on the Niccne- 

Creed; discipline was largely the same as in the rest of the Eastern 

churches. It was through the labours of Barsauma that Nestorianism 

definitely conquered Persia.1 Before 410 this area had been spiri¬ 

tually dependent on Edcssa which itself had a strong connection 

with Antioch. The Patriarch of the latter See was the head of those 

churches and it was the centre both for the Government of the 

state and for learning and culture, fundamentally Greek. But as 

far as the older history of Edessa and its hinterland is concerned, 

a genuinely Aramcan mission and Christianity had sprung up very 

early,1 * which only at a later date was covered by Greek influences.1 

The exact nature of this process escapes our observation; but from 

the writings of the Persian Sage Afrahat it may be seen how a 

Christianity outside the trend of the Greek world developed (he 

wrote after Nicaea); “it was possible to hold the Christian position 

with different watchwords from those which the Church borrowed 

from her refractory sons Tertullian and Origen”.4 5 It is a wide¬ 

spread opinion that the origin of this development was for a good 

deal Jewish.> It is well known that there were large Jewish colonics 

in the cities of Mesopotamia.6 7 On the other hand travellers in the 

19th and 20th cent, have noticed various usages among the 

Christians of Kurdistan that found their parallels in the Old Tes¬ 

tament and seemed to be derived from Jewish origin; the same 

was found in some books of law of the Syrian Christians.7 But it 

is rather dangerous to draw this conclusion from these facts, for 

in the years that lay between these two poles, the O.T. had a 

growing influence upon the whole Christian life;8 besides that those 

usages find their parallels on the Greek soil too, where any possi- 

(1) The details will be found in the books mentioned before. (2) F. G.Burkitt, 

/./., passim; A. von Harnack, Mission und Ausbreitung des Christentums in den erslen 

drei Jahrhunderten4, Leipzig, 1924, ii, S. 678-698; a very important collection of 

materials in: F. Haase, Altchristliche Kirchengeschichte, S. 70-111. (3) Remarkable 

symptomes form the titles of the Ministers; the names of the old offices are genuinly 

Syriac: = presbyter, 1.1 jlM3a\P — deacon, while the title of Hypodia- 

konos a.o. was simply taken over from Greek. (4) F. C. Burkitt, f.L, p. 95. 

(5) Cf. H. Lietzmann, Geschichte der alien Kirchey Berlin, 1936, ii, S. 273. (6) E. 

Schurer, Geschichte des judischen Volkes im £(Halter J.C. 4, Leipzig, 1909, iii,S. 6-10. 

(7) C. Kayser, Die Canones Jacob's von Edessa, Leipzig, 1886, S. 80-81, 89 a.e. 

- This problem is different from that discussed by W. O. E. Oestcrley, The Jewish 

Background of the Christian Liturgy, Oxford, 1925. (8) A. von Harnack, Lehrbuch 

der Dogmengeschichte, 6, Tubingen, 1931, ii, S. 84, N 1, a^'d S. 469. 
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bility of Jewish influence is excluded. It may not be overlooked, 

that they are often common Eastern habits, that survived on one 

place longer than on an other. The possibility of a contra-dis¬ 

tinction against the Jews did also exist! 

In connection with our theme we must mention here also the 

“Acts of Thomas”, that document that most of all N.T.ical Apo¬ 

crypha gave rise to long discussions. I do not dare to give a well- 

founded opinion about the all-important question: Gnostic or 

Catholic; this decides about the value of the accounts of a kind 

of Eucharist in Ch. 27, 29, 49-50, 133 in which bread is the sole 

element.' However this may be, no line seems to lead to the later 

Nestorian liturgy which has bread and wine and quite a different 

structure, in accordance with all the Greek liturgies. A research 

of the facts afforded by the Acts of the Martyrs and the writings 

of Ephraim, enabling us to get a better idea of the pre-Greek times 

is badly wanted.1 We have shown some lines of which it must be 

asked whether they have found their continuation in the later 

Persian theology etc. and survived as an undercurrent of the official 

teaching;> or has the overflowing Greek movement pushed away 

all what was ancient? Has e.g. the Nestorian church kept the 

Agape for long ages while it had vanished in the other churches 

(we find a notice that it was celebrated in the 12th century);4 is 

this old or a revival without connection with the practice of the 

early church? 

The school of the Persians in Edessa had followed and propagated 

the Doctrines of the great Antiochene School and by that way 

this particular Christology came to Persia. In the Christological 

struggles of the 5th century which are related in every book on 

the History of Dogma, it receded to this country where it had the 

preference of being politically undangerous, as it was not the 

religion of the Byzantine Emperors. But in spite of that the struggle 

with the State and with the Magians occupies an important place. 

(1) Cf. H. Lietzmann, Mtsst> S. 243-245; on the Acta Thonuu in general cf. the 

Introduction of W. Bauer, in: E. Hennecke, NeuUstamtnlliche Apokryphax *, Tu¬ 

bingen, 1924, S. 256-258, and the literature quoted there. (2) While re¬ 

membering what was said by Burkitt, p. 100. (3) See e.g. the P«shita which 

was recasted from older translations. (4) Gismondi i, p. 4: “Porro (after the 

death of the Apostel Mari) Madainae fideles e gente magorum conveniebant ad 

convivium post liturgiam, secundum praeceptum charitatis, a pravis moribus 

abhorrentes, quod et servant qui monies incolunt”. J. M. Hanssens, Institution**, 

ii, p. 293 refers to Expos, ii, p. 83. 
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Nevertheless the church flourished under the spiritual leadership 

of men as Narsai and Babai the Great, who established for ever 

the Antiochene traditions in the Persian church. The following 

time brought about a definite separation from the Greek church.1 

It is a matter of course that this cannot be taken absolutely. We 

hear that Mar Thomas of Edessa and Mar Abba travelled in the 

West and brought with them a translation of the liturgy of 

Nestorius;1 there are some rather similar traditions about a mission 

of the Persians to the Emperor of which the Patriarchs Isho’yabh 

i and ii participated and during which they celebrated the Mass 

with the Byzantine Emperor who was astonished that their liturgies 

were almost identical. But except for merchants the contact does not 

seem to have existed. Yet the fact may not be overlooked that 

the Monks played a great part in this church (a good many of 

the Bishops were taken from them) and that they found their 

spiritual ideal among the Egyptian Fathers of Scete; they had 

this in common with the Greeks and the Jacobites and it would 

be worth while to investigate what actual and spiritual relations 

have existed between the different departments of the Christian 

Church.> The Nestorian character was endangered by some men 

as H^nana4 5 who tried to introduce the Alexandrian theology which 

was forcibly opposed by the other leaders and reinforced the 

position of the Antiochians by canonizing Theodore of Mopsuestia 

as the “Interpreter”. In later ages some deviations from this 

position may be found in the exegesis of Isho’dadh of Merw.J This 

shows that a clear knowledge of what was really Nestorian is 

wanting. More than is done so far, future investigations will have 

to determine what is the exact relation between the position of 

Theodore and his companions and of the Nestorians and whether 

there is a development in dogmatics6. Sahdona tried to get the 

(i) Nestorians were practically not found in the West, cf. J. Pargoire, VEglise 

Byzantine de 527 d 847 3, Paris, 1923, p. 27.- “Avec elle [sc. the Church of the 

Roman Empire] on n’avait aucune relation officielle; mais r/^tait toute la 

dissidencc car aucun anath^me n’avait <he lanc6 ni d’un c6t<h ni de l*autre”, said 

L. Duchesne, L'iglise au vime siicle, p. 326, quoted by Kidd, Churches of Eastern 

Christendom, p. 516. (2) Cf. A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 120 and Ak. 1-3. (3) The 

contact with the Monophysites was closer than with the Greeks. To characterize 

it as “Todfeindschaft” (see p. 40) is too strong. The relations were often friendly, 

even while one condemned each other’s doctrinal position as heretical. Unfortu¬ 

nately, they have never been properly studied. (4) A. Baumstark, a.a.O., S. 127. 

(5) G. Diettrich, Die Stellung Isho'dad's in der Auslegungsgeschichte, Giessen, 1902. 
(6) Leading up to a state in which the particular Nestorian theology is not 
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Chalcedonian Greed acknowledged by the church in the time of 

Isho’yabh iii, but he was condemned as a heretic. Mysticism 

flourished in the 7th century with men as Isaac of Nineveh and 

Dadisho’ and it has been observed that it had many points of 

resemblance with the other churches and even with Mohamme¬ 

danism.' Though it did not last long, its influence was considerable. 

The same may be said about philosophy and medicine; the place 

of Ncstorian physicians at the court of the Sassanides and Chalifs 

is well known; it is a striking fact, that several Patriarchs had 

studied medicine which was also taught a* the schools (cf. the rule 

for the schools of Theodosius 853-858, in: ‘Abdisho’, Nomocanon, 

vi3). In all these departments the Nestorians passed the learning 

of the Greeks on to the Arabs by whom it was cultivated and 

became influential on the development of these studies in Western 

Europe in the Middle Ages.1 The Nestorians were a separate 

body from the political point of view in the same way as other 

subjected communides: their Patriarch was both their religious 

and civil head. They were all treated in the same way, that is to 

say periods of spiritual power alternated with those of severe perse¬ 

cution, which often found their cause in the over-boldness of the 

Chrisrians. From the fact that the Patriarch was also the civil 

leader, it followed that he had also to give canons about ail kind 

of secular matter which are also incorporated in the churchbooks. 

This juridical tradition has never been systematically invesrigated 

as far as I know; a comparison with the Lawbooks of other churches 

would show that this tradidon is rather complicated, but that 

there exists a definite reladonship,* possibly parallel with the 

liturgical affinides, a reladon about which we do not get in- 

formadon from other sources. Right from the beginning a great 

even known as is found in the present time; A. J. Maclean, Neslorianism, in: 
E.R.E.y ix, p. 332. 

(i) A thorough study of this subject is still a desideratum;for the present, 
see the Introduction of Prof. A. J.Wensinck, to his translation of Isaac of Nineveh, 

Amsterdam, 1923, and the small book by the same author: Ooslersche Mystiek, 
Christelijke en Mohammedaanschey Amsterdam, 1930; and: A. Mingana, W.S. vii, 
Early Christian Mystics, Cambridge, 1934, passim. (2) A. Baumstark, Ostsyrisches 

Christenium und oslsyrischer Hellenismusy in: Romische Quartalschrift Jur christliche 

Alter tumskunde und fur Kirchengeschichtey 1908, ii, S. 17-35 shows in an essay "fur 
weitere Kreise” the influx of Western ideas into the East as a counterpart of 
Strygovski’s well-known thesis of the oriental influence upon the West. (3) A 
beginning of it was made by W. Riedel, Kirchenrechtsquellcn des Patriarchats von 

Alexandrien, Leipzig, 1900, who shows that Nestorian books were used in 
Alexandria. 
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missionary expension has taken place even to India and China.' 

We have but very little indications about its nature. At any rate 

it is sure, that it was simply a transplantation of the Persian church- 

life; the services were all held in Syriac (so among the Thomas- 
Christians in India'); although some traces of translation of litur¬ 

gical books were found among the documents discovered by 

expeditions in Central Asia.* Ail these mission-fields were subjected 

to the Patriarch at home. This mission, too, has had its ups and 

downs and the contact with the motherchurch was not always 

strong. Some very interesting documents from the 13th century 

are the history of Yabhallaha and the travelstory of the Franciscan 

William of Rubruc; they give a clear picture of the great extension, 

but also of the low standard in respect of churchlife of the Nes- 

torian church of that time. It is difficult to say whether this 

expansion has taken place at the cost of the intensity of religious 

life of the home-church itself. In any case it is true that the sources 

do not show us a glorious picture of spiritual life: intrigues at every 

choice of a Patriarch and intervening of the state; simony; slacken¬ 

ing of discipline; several officers ignorant themselves of the tra¬ 

ditions of the church, etc. Many attempts to lift the standard were 

undertaken, e.g. by reorganizing the schools (Sabarisho’; Theo¬ 

dosius, etc.). But the recurrence of these efforts show that it was 

extremely necessary. At the same time we hear of apostasy to 

Islam. Further investigations will have to determine whether this 

picture is too dark and to consider the question why there have 

always been people who stuck to the faith of their fathers in spite 

of the persecutions in the centuries that came with Timur Lenk. 

It will show, I believe, that the vital forces of Christianity were 

still living among much superstition. Fetichism alone is too easy 

an answer. 

What questions do result from this history? 1) Seclusion from 

(1) Details about this missionary efforts were given by Dr. Mingana in his 
books on Christianity in Central Asia and the Far East and about India, see 
p. 22 note 5--About the Nestorians [in China see: P. Y. Saeki, The Nestorian 

Documents and Relics in China, 1937. (2) We do not need to enter into the history 
of this church nor into that of their liturgy, as the latter was nothing but the 
Nestorian rite; literature about them in: A. Mingana, Early Spread of Christianity 

in India, Manchester, 1926; R. H. Connolly-E. Bishop, The work of Menee.es on 

the Malabar Liturgy, in: J. Th. St., 1914, p. 396-425, 569-593; F. C. Burkitt, The 

Old Malabar Liturgy, in: J. Th. St., 1928, p. 155—157; D.A.C.L., s.v. Malabar, t. 
x, col. 1260-1277, and: Hanssens, ii, p. 389-393. (3) A. Mingana, Central Asia, 

p. 42-44* 
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the other churches and struggles with the ruling non-christian 

powers. 2) Maintaining of pre-Greek traditions and of Antiochene 

Theology (they preserved important works of Nestorius and 

Theodore of Mopsuesda); not only as a special Christological 

doctrine, but as a special conception of Christianity as a whole.1 

3) Passing on of mysticism. 4) Connection with other churches in 

doctrine and discipline; monasticism. 5) Expansion. Only when 

these points are sufficiently made clear, the time will come to 

write a history according to critical standards, and to determine 

the position of the Nestorians historically, theologically, religiously. 

One further point may be mentioned which is of special interest 

for the study of the New Testament. During the last fifteen years 

a good deal has been made of the Mandeans and their religion. 

It was thought that they are the true followers of John the Baptist, 

and that their books (dating from the 9th century and later!) give us 

an insight into the world of Eastern “Gnosis’* which had influenced 

the beginnings of Christianity to a very large extent.1 A strong 

blow against this theory was given in an article of Prof. Lietzmann,* 

who showed that the Mandeans were totally dependent on the 

Nestorians and that the Nestorian ritual of Baptism was the pattern 

on which the most conspicuous rite of the Mandeans was made. 

All the points mentioned above tend to show the importance 

of the investigation of the liturgy; for it is different from that in 

other churches; preserved traditions from the ancient church of 

(1) Cf. A. Baumstark, Die nestorianische Schriften “de Catisis Festorum”, in: O.C., 
1901, S. 341-342. (2) For our purpose it is not necessary to mention the great 
mass of books and articles in which the statement made in the text was debated, 
nor to discuss the points involved. It will be sufficient to refer the readers to 
the article of K. Kessler (1903), Mandaer, in: P.R.E.3, xii, S. 155-183 for the 
older literature, while the discussions we have in view are summarized by 

H. Schlier, Zur Mandderfrage, in: Theologische Rundschau, 1933, S. 1-34; 69-92, 
and: J. Thomas, Le mouvement baplisle en Palestine et Syrie (150 av. J-C300 ap. 

j/.-C.), Gembloux, 1935, p. 184-267. (3) H. Lietzmann, Ein Beitrag gur Mandaer- 
Jr age, in: Sitzungsberichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, phil.-hist. Klasse, 
1930, S. 596-608.-AS it is our sole aim to draw attention to the part which 
the Nestorians play in this discussion, we do not examine the question whether 
Prof. Lietzmann’s case is sound or that of his critic Schlier, a.a.O., S. 84-90; cf 
the mediating position of J. Thomas, Le., p. 217, n. 2; 218 and p. 221, n. 2: 
"nous ne nions pas que les Mand^ens aient emprunt^ k la liturgie syrienne; ce 
que nous nions, e’est qu*on puisse expliquer par 1& toute le complexe de leur 
rituel baptismal." 
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Mesopotamia and of the Antiochene teachers (in the Mystagogy); 

mysticism was often connected with liturgy; and the Canons 

about it were often the same in various churches; while being the 

centre of religious life it was spread all over Asia and formed the 

heart of Christianity, even its single expression for many people 

during several ages.' 

ii. A short summary of what has been written about the 

Nestorian liturgy will be useful to become acquainted with the 

questions that are under discussion and the material that is at our 

disposal.1 We pointed out before, that it was not before 1890 that 

the Nestorians came to the fore in scientific literature. In general 

this statement is true, but it must be modified with regard to their 

liturgy. For at the very beginning of the comparative study of the 

liturgy the classical work of E. Renaudot made known the three 

Eucharistic formularies used by the Nestorians, viz. that of the 

Apostles Addai and Mari, of Theodore of Mopsuestia and of 

Nestorius,* in a latin translation with notes (which are, however, 

not so complete as those on the Coptic and Jacobite rite).4 He 

made a “Dissertation precede which is as always full of good 

remarks. He begins by telling that these translations have been 

made from real nest. Mss., but these authorities were not many 

(1) Wc do not deal with the history and liturgical pratices of the so-called 
Chaldaeans = Nestorians, united with Rome. Their history beginj at 1552. 
Their liturgy is practically identical with that of the true Nestorians; some 
slight differences are found; see: Badger ii, p. 241-243, and: L.E.W., p. ixxxi, 
referring, to: G. Bickel, Dtr katholische Oritnt, Miinster, 1874, no* 6. But they 
cannot be considered as maintaining the Nestorian traditions, for all that was 
inconsistent with the Roman doctrine, was expurged; cf. L. Duchesne, Origuus 

de Cullt chrttitn 5, Paris, 1925, p. 72, n. 2: “Ceux qui servent aux communaut^s 
catholiques ont subi de nombreuses retouches inspirees par un z£le qui n’a pas 
toujours 6ti scion la science’*; and: A. Mingana, India, p. 167. See about the 
Chaldaeans, R. Janin, Les lgluts orimtales et Us tilts orUntaux *, Paris, 1926, p. 
513-522. (2) We do not propose to give a complete bibliography, but only 
those works which contain observations of some special importance for our 
subject; neither did we register all translations. (3) The ordo communis of 
these formularies is the same. The Anaphora of ‘Theod.* is used from the First 
Sunday of Annunciation or Advent till Palmsunday; ‘Nest.* is used five times a 
year, viz. on Epiphany, Jan. 6th; Friday of John the Baptist (first Friday after 
Epiphany); Memorial of the Greek Doctors (Friday after the 4th Sunday of the 
Epiphany); Thursday of the Rogation of the Ninevites (cfad Q_. 11); Passover 
(cf. ad Q. 50). ‘Addai’ is the anaphora during the rest of the year. (4) E. Re¬ 
naudot, Liturgiarum Oritnlalium ColUctio, 2 volumes; 1st edition, Parisiis, 1716; 
2nd ed., Francofurti ad Moenum, i847.-The translations mentioned in the 
text: ii, p. 578-642. (5) L.O.C., ii, p. 561-577. 
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nor were they old; on the other hand they agreed practically in 

every thing.' His argument is directed against the Italian mis¬ 

sionaries who had treated the venerable rite of the Indian Chris¬ 

tians in such a miserable way at the Synod of Diamper (1599) 

and had introduced several new ceremonies instead of leaving to 

the Thomas-christians (cf. p. 27, n. 2) their own liturgy without 

heretical names (the ordinary Roman Catholic way of treating 

the Uniates). As a matter of course it is also against the Protestants 

to prove the correctness of the R.C. attitude regarding the 

Eucharist (this is the aim of both volumes). Therefore this intro¬ 

duction deals with two points: a. the Nestorian ritual is old; b. it 

is not infected by stains of nest, heresy. ‘Addai’ is called after the 

Apostles who according to the common Syriac tradition won 

these countries for Christianity, and the Jacobites and Greeks 

have never blamed them for making a Nestorian liturgy on their 

own hand; consequently Renaudot is inclined to affirm the first 

part of the question whether this is the old Mesopotamian liturgy 

or imported from the heretics, though he acknowledges that it is 

rather difficult to decide. The fact that its prayers are generally, 

compared with those of other rituals, simple and not verbose, is a 

proof of their age. This cannot be said about the rubrics as these 

were generally not inserted, but handed down in other books.1 

Besides the other liturgies refer to the former and not the other 

way round. It goes back to the time before the division. Nothing 

particularly Nestorian will be found in them except some places 

in ‘Nest.’ (as opposed to the Daily Office that is full of it). The words 

of the Institution (which are missing in ‘Addai’) are the same as in 

other eastern liturgies, and are followed by an EpiclesisJ These 

liturgies contain all the elements of a “valid’* liturgy. The words 

of the Institution arc not found in the older codex, but some pages 

of it are missing on which they might have been written, for it is 

impossible that they should have been omitted and they are also 

(1) He used one MS. that wa3 mutilated and repaired; one written by the 
Chaldaean Patriarch Joseph in Rome 1697 (corrected after R.C. Missals) while 
some help could be derived from the translation of the liturgy found in India 
by the Missionaries mentioned in the text. (2) L.O.C., ii, p. 563: “De ritibus 
etiam certa conjectura duci non potest: cum in plerisque Missalibus libris 
cujuscumque linguae, non semper adscripti sint, nam aliunde peti solent. Aliquos 
ex aliis Ecclesiasticis monumentis agnoscimus, quorum Codices in Orientc 
scripti mentionem nullam faciunt, de quibus tamen dubitare non possumus, 
quamvis notitia illorum satis obscura sit, quia libri Nestorianorum prae cacteris 
rarissimi sunt.” (3) Cf. ad Q. 15. 
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found in ‘Thcod.’ and ‘Nest.*. ‘Addai* has also an Epiclcsis before 

the words of Christ (in an ordinary scheme of liturgy), but not 

in the usual place for which Renaudot gives some parallels; he 

assumes that there was a double Epiclesis. It does not matter that 

the breaking and signing of the host is the same as found elsewhere; 

on the contrary it proves its unity with the rest in the doctrine of 

transubstantiation. With regard to his translation he says that 

it is as literal as possible, but that the Syriac style does not allow 

a verbal one in latin. At the end he says that the Greek authors 

do not betray any knowledge of the Nest, liturgy. Leontius of Byzance 

is the only one, but his statement cannot be pressed and he tells only 

that there was a liturgy known as that of Theodore. If this was true 

that it was full of blasphemy, it is different from that called ‘Theod.* 

by the Nestorians.' Summing up we find that here is given a 

publication of the texts that falls short of its own requirements; 

that questions about origin, words of the Institution and Epiclesis 

are put; that the Greek evidence is negative and that the Nestorian 

doctrine of the Euch. agreed with the Roman Catholic. On the 

other hand nothing is said about historical development of the 

formularies. 

About ten years later J. S. Assemani published his famous “Biblio¬ 

theca Orientalis”, iii i (1725) giving in it several new texts (Canons 

and Letter of John Bar Abgare-excerpts from the expositions of 

George of Arbela and Timothy ii), and 2 (1728) containing a 

systematical survey “De Syris Nestorianis”. He dealt with the 

Eucharist in § 12 of Chapter vii1 2 that tells about “Nestorianorum 

veterum et recentiorum errores’\ This title is eloquent! Its aim 

is controversial by nature; it does not clear the historical questions. 

It does not contain a discussion of the questions raised by the 

liturgy (had this sufficiently been done by Renaudot?), but of 

liturgical usages and Eucharistic teaching in which the Nestorians 

seemed to deviate from the Catholic doctrine. All utterances of 

(1) As this text is used over and over again in the discussions I shall give it 
here in full: Leontius Dyzanlinus, advtrsiis incorrupliocolas el Nestorianos, iii I9» 
in: AI.S.G., hh, I, p. Ijhilc: to)ui xai <7»r,ov ■/.?.*',v :wv tior.ui'jt.tv ou ofvtccov. 

avayooav yro v/vn j'u izioav raw 7r,v ~iv rate ezx/.r.vizt.; raoa J■::vr,v, p/.ri rr,v 

tgjv arroaro/Mv u/,re rr,v tvj tuyat/ov llx'Tt/nov ev 7'»> avT'i rrvtvuatTt 

Kyo j Ttvo; Koivr.>v a:tav fv r, avayooi /?/2<ryr,ucv>v (o\> yrn eis/w) tiaitt.v 

Since this statement has no hearing upon the questions discussed in the main 
part of this thesis we do not need to give an exact interpretation of these words. 
(2) B.O., iii 2, p. ccxc-cccxviii. 



the Nestorians (Babai, George of Arbela, Timothy ii, ‘Abdisho’) 

are placed on the same level, though he points out at various occa¬ 

sions that the older Nestorians were closer to the Catholic truth 

than their posterity ± 1700. We may summarize his argument in 

the following way: The Nestorians adhered to the doctrine of their 

spiritual father who taught: ‘‘In sacramentis vivificantibus nos 

hominis simplicis corpus et sanguinem sumere”, though they 

confessed the real presence of Christ in the Eucharist. Their 

teaching is the same as that of the R.C. but in explaining it there 

are tw'o opinions “Plerosque quidem confiteri, in Eucharistia vere 

ac realiter existere idem corpus Christi, quod est in coelo; nonnullos 

vero asserere, Eucharistiam nil aliud esse, quam corpus mysticum, 

idest, unitum vero et naturali corpori Christi, non ipsum Christi 

corpus”. Next comes a discussion of the rebukes of Joseph ii,' 

the uniate Patriarch, about the preparing of the Euch. bread from 

the ferment, called Malcha, about the use of grapes instead of 

wine, about the omission of the words of the Institution, about 

the consecration effected by the Epiclesis, about the offering of 

a host in honour of the Virgin which is supposed to be her body, 

about the fact that the Patriarch officiates with his head covered. 

In connection with the first point he mentions the apocryphal 

story about the particle of the Eucharistic bread of the Lord’s 

Supper itself, which was handed down to the Eastern churches 

whose tradition goes right back to the Lord himself.* The belief 

that the elements are changed by the Holy Spirit is a later intrusion, 

the words of the Institution must be supplied from the other 

formularies. The other points are of minor importance, e.g. the 

objections against the Nestorians by a certain Thomas about their 

receiving the Eucharist in their hands and the “Communio sub 

utraque”. Assemani accuses the Nestorians of the following mistakes: 

some of them think that “Communio sub utraque” is absolutely 

necessary, which he denies by pointing to the children’s communion, 

and that of the sick; they condemn the use of the Greeks of the 

intinct bread and of putting hot water into the chalice; they do 

not practise the reservation of the Eucharist; some of them forbid 

the Eucharist to be taken to the sick; they forbid to hold mass twice 

a day on the same altar; they do not know private masses; they 

think the bread and wine are polluted by various occurrences;1 

(i) Joseph ii lived ± 1700. (2) See ad Q.52. (3) In this connection Assemani 
uses our “Questions”. 
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they do not read the scriptures in ferial offices; and according to 

some people they celebrate the liturgy on Maundy Thursday after 

sunset. All these points are extensively discussed. A grave defect, 

however, consists in the fact that this part is really controversial 

and that the texts quoted arc not historically arranged, but 

systemadcally. Consequently we cannot say, that his work helps 

much towards the solution of the questions connected with the 

history of the rite. The texts he published had some importance. 

But unfortunately the subsequent writers used these excerpts with¬ 

out recurring to the original texts. It goes without saying that 

their interpretation was often wrong, because the contexts were 

missing. 

Within the scope of his great work on the “History of the Holy 

Eastern Church*’ Dr. J. M. Neale, one of the leading liturgiologists 

of the middle of last century, said some words about the origin of 

the Nest. Liturgies (the Nestorians are not treated separately). 

He argued that a part of ‘Nest.’ was older than 431 since the 

Nestorians did not borrow from Constantinople anything after 

that date, and that ‘Nest.’ has its origin in Byzance is proved by 

an addition to the Epiclesis. Because ‘Addai’ formes the pro- 

anaphorical part of the other two, this must be considerably older. 

The names show Persian origin. Neale puts this dilemma: Seleucia 

had little contact with the Roman Empire; “they (the Nestorians) 

must therefore either have had the liturgy of S. James, and after 

the time of their separation have rejected it, and formed an other 

office from their own fancy; or they must have had a primitive 

liturgy from their own apostles, to which they stead-fastly clung’’. 

The first supposition is excluded by the School of Edessa, neither 

does the liturgy contain Nestorianism nor were they ever blamed 
for changing it. Conclusion: the last assumption is right! Sign of 

its old age is its simplicity; the structure cannot be deduced from 

Cesarea or Jerusalem.' So he argues for a higher estimation of 

this particular liturgy that has always been neglected; it “is one 

of the earliest, and perhaps the very earliest of the many formularies 
of the Christian Sacrifice”.1 The latter statement is right, I think; 

(1) Palmers argument against its old age, viz. that Ephraim Syrus shows a 
variation, if compared with all three Nest, liturgies, since they have the 
Intercessions before the Epiclesis and Ephraim after it, is dismissed by pointing 
to other transpositions of prayers in other liturgies (2) J. M. Neale, Introduction 

to the History of the Holy Eastern Church, London, 1849, i, p. 3i9~323*-On the 
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but the way in which it is reached cannot be approved of from 

the historical point of view; his way of arguing is untenable in 

view of the evidence which could not be known to him. That the 

Apostles have entrusted a complete liturgy to every one of their 

churches is a fundamental idea of Neale' that is inspired by his 

dogmatical view, but cannot possibly be held. Besides that his 

discussion only deals with the origin of the Nestorian liturgy, but 

leaves aside its subsequent history in the church. The texts published 

by Asscmani have not been used. 

In the same time, Rev. G. P. Badger published the results of two 

travels in the East which he had made to see what could be done 

by the English to help the Nestorians. He wrote his well-known 

“The Nestorians and their rituals”. The second part is of special 

interest and it marked a new step forward, because it had collected 

a great number of liturgical texts in an English translation. As to 

the Eucharist he gave ‘Nest.’ and elucidated some dogmatical 

points by quotations from the Daily Offices and ‘Abdisho’s book 

“The Pearl”. His method consisted in following the 39 Articles 

of the Anglican Church and comparing the Nestorian doctrine 

with them.1 About the Lord’s Supper they believe in the real 

presence: the Lord distributes Himself to the worthy recipient and 

seals to him the forgiveness of sins and strengthens the grace of 

God; they believe that the elements are changed by the Epiclesis; 

the wicked do not eat Christ’s body, therefore there are strong 

admonitions to humbleness; they communicate “sub utraque” 

though under Roman Catholic influence some ignorant priests(!)> 

practise the “communio sub una”; as to the sacrifice the Nest, 

know only one real sacrifice of Christ upon the Cross, that upon 

omission of the words of the Institution, sec p. 485-487. Mr. Neale considered 
it to be late. 

(i) As to the liturgies of James, Marc, Basilius and Chrysostomus he simply 
takes over the results of such witers as Rcnaudot, Lc Brun, Le Quicn, Bona, 
Palmer and otheis; he assumes “that these Liturgies, though not composed by 
the Apostles whose names they bear, were the legitimate development of their 
unwritten tradition, respecting the Christian Sacrifice; the words, probably, in 
the most important parts, the general tenor in all portions, descending unchanged 
from the Apostolic authors.” (2) G. P. Badger, The Nestorians and their Rituals, 
London, 1852, 2 volumes; about his method cf. ii, p. 20.-Thc Eucharist is dealt 
with in chapter xxxii-xxxv and xlii; the discussion was based upon Oriental 
Mss.; the text of‘Abdisho’ was already published by A. Mai, Veterum Scriptorum 

Nova Collectio, x, Romae, 1838 with a latin translation. (3) The same words 
as found in our treatise, cf. ch. vi. 
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the altar is commemorative; there are no solitary masses; the 

prayers for the dead are only for those departed in righteousness. 
Quite righdy his book was qualified by Dr. Baumstark' as “filr 

seine Zeit hochst verdienstvoll”, but he adds that it is only concerned 

with the final result of the development, while it does not say 

anything about the other documents which may throw some light 

upon this development. This is exactly the right estimation of the 

value and defect of this book. For its importance lies in the fact 

that it had collected so many different formularies and as such 

it has done service to many scholars. 

The “Dissertatio” of Th. J. Lamy1 * * (1859) does not possess any 

value of its own (this judgement does not affect the main part of 

the book, being the publication and commentary of two important 

Jacobitic writings, but the pages on the Nestorians). It depends 

on the texts published by Assemani. He is only concerned with 

the dogmadcal and controversial question; the first part of his 

wridng tries to prove from Syriac sources that the Protestant 

opinion about the Eucharist is wrong and that the R.G. position 

is strengthened by the evidence, even of these heretics. He concludes 

that: “Realem autem Praesentiam a Nestorianis negari nullus 

Syrorum hucusque, quod sciam, dixit. Semper itaque in ad- 

mittendo eo dogmate cum catholicis convenerunt Nestoriani sive 

antiqui sive recentiores, etsi in explicatione illius mysterii saepc 

hallucinati sunt, et in re disciplinari merito reprehensi” (p. 59) 

though he admitted that some Nestorian authors held an other 

view (but they, he thinks, were not of importance); the same 

result as that of Assemani. 
Dr. Stcitz who wrote a long series of articles on the Eucharistic 

teaching of the Greek church which were of great influence,* stands 

in the same relation to Assemani. He formulated his conclusion after 

a reproduction of some of Assemani’s texts, in this way:4 “Dass die 

Nestorianer dem symbolisch-dynamischen Standpunkte in der 

Abendmahlslehre treu geblieben sind, wie er in den Jahrhunderten 

(1) A. Baumstark, Festbrevier und Kirchenjahry S. 2. (2) Th. J. Lamy, Dissertatio 

de Syrorum fide et Disciplina in re Evcharistica; accedunt veteris ecclesiae syriaeae monu- 

menta duot Lovanii, 1859, Art. vii, p. 44-59. (3) F. Kattenbusch, Lehrbuch der 

vergleichenden Confessionskundey Frcib. i. Br., 1892,1, S. 413 AT. based his paragraph 
on the Eucharist upon them; and A. von Harnack, Lehrbuch der Dogmengeschichte*, 

Tubingen, 1931, ii, S. 457 fT. constantly refers to him as the great authority. 
(4) G. Steitz, Die Abendmahlslehre der griechischen Kirche, in: Jahrbucher filr deutsefu 

Theologiet xiii (1868), S. 58-66, § 46 Die Nestorianer des Mittelalters. 
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der grossen christologischen Kampfe der Kirche libereinstimir md 

fcstgchaltcn wurde.” This could be compared with the Christology 

“in ahnlichcr VVeise namen sie zwar das in seiner natlirlichen 

Integritat unverandert fortbestehendc Brot als Bild des zum 

Himmcl erhohten Christus, bekannten aber gleichwohl einen Leib 

im Abcndmahl und im Himmel vermoge der Identitat der ver- 

sohnenden Kraft und Wirkung. Diese Ansicht hat vermoge des 

dynamischen Symbolismus, von dem sie ausgeht eine unverkenn- 

barc Vcrwandtschaft mit der monophysitischen” though their 

christologies were totally different (S. 58). He does not accept the 

double line of Assemani-Lamy; all texts are, in his opinion, ex¬ 

plained by the theory formulated above. 

This paper was the last in which the dogmatical position of the 

Ncstorians regarding the Eucharist was discussed. After that time 

this question rested and this was right, I think. The mistake was 

that the discussions were held 1) with insufficient survey and criticism 

of the sources; the difference that exists between the nature of 

various books quoted, was overlooked; all utterances were thought 

to be of equal importance and the possibility of historical and 

dogmatical change was not taken into account; 2) with questions and 

arguments determined by Western controversies: R.C.-Anglican- 

Calvinistic-Lutheran. The fact was not considered that the Nes- 

torians, like the Eastern Church in general, might have had an 

opinion that did mot fit in with Western categories, that their 

approach to “Sacrament” was different. Though these discussions 

were not so heated as those regarding the Greeks and other liturgical 

families that were better known', yet it was fortunate that it came 

to an end, since it was hopeless because of the scarcity of texts. 

Yet the publication of Renaudot had a lasting value and Assemani 

had shown that the information about the history of the Nest, 

liturgy could be enlarged. But the problems concerning the fate 

of the liturgy during some 15 or more centuries had not yet been 

detected. The second phase in which the texts were published is 

marked by an absolute change of interest. This change coincided 

with and was the result of the great development of the historical 

investigation of Christianity and of the growing understanding of 

the meaning of “Liturgy”. 

(1) Gf. Neale, p. 319: “It (the Nestorian liturgy) is generally passed over as 

of very inferior importance'*; and: F. E. Brightman, L.E. \V.t p. x. 
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This new era* began already in 1871 when Dr. Bickel edited two 

leaves of the MS. Brit. Mus. Add. 14669 exhibiting an anaphora- 
text of the sixth century in a very mutilated state.1 This anaphora 

was clearly of an East-Syrian type. But for the moment nothing 

could be made of it as the historical background was wanting. 

The same scholar once prepared “eine auf dem gesammten 
Quellenmateriale beruhende Entwickelungsgeschichte und Dar- 

steilung der ostsyrischen L.” But, unfortunately, this book has never 

been issued and I do not know what was the state of his investigations 

or what has become of his notes. The article he contributed to the 

encyclopaedia of Prof. Kraus * must take its place. This rite existed 

before the Ncstorians came to Persia; this older formulary has been 

treated by Isho'yabh iii in the same way as the Roman Mass by 

Gregory i. He gives a survey of the various texts: ‘Fragment’ is 

typically Persian (“memento” before the Epiclesis); it is ‘‘ein 

Uebergangsstadium von der gemeinsamen Grundlage zu der 

sp^tern nestorianischen Form”; probably it represents a rest of 

the normal liturgy before its curtailment by I. m.-‘Addai’ is 

“wohl im Folge jener Abkiirzung im Kanon, arg zerriitet und der 

Berichtigung durch die beiden andern nestorianischen Anaphoren 

(1) Wc pass by the books on “Konfessionskunde”, such as: F. Kattenbusch, 

a.a.O.\ F. Loofs, Symbolik, i, Tubingen, 1902, and: H. Mulert, Konfessionskunde, 

Giessen, 1927, as their sections on the Nestorians are very small and do not 

furnish dctails.-R. Janin, Les tglises orientaUs et Us riles orientaux*, Paris, 1926, 

p. 478-496 has much about it, but only the present usages; he assumes influence 

of Antioch (Palestine) upon the Persian rite, revision by Isho’yabh iii, and 

enriching in later times, p. 479. The historical apparatus and proofs for these 

statements are wanting.-A most excellent and up-to-date first part of a 

“Konfessionskunde” was published this year by Prof. F. Heiler, Urkirche und 

Ostkirche, Mtlnchen, 1937. As to the Nestorians it does not embody original 

research, but is a comprehensive survey based upon the best authorities. He 

does not speak about the history of the rite (S. 446-450) but only mentions the 

fact that ‘Addai’ is the liturgy of Seleucia and got its present form through 

Isho’yabh i and iii (byzantine influence); the main part consists of a description 

of ‘Addai'-the words of the Institution are omitted because of the holiness of 

the words. He sums up the other anaphora-texts and the days in which they 

are said. In dealing with the Nestorian doctrine of the Euch. he uses the texts 

of Jugie (cf. p. 55), but without their Roman-Cath. interpretation (S. 44*). 

-S. Salaville, Les Liturgies Orientates, Paris, *932, deals exclusively with the Greek 

rite; what is said about the Nestorians is extremely p°or and without value. 

(2) G. Bickel, in his: Conspectus rei syrorum literariae, Munster, 1871, p. 71 —73* a 
reprint in: Appendix L of L.E.W., p. 511-518. A revision of it made from a 

fresh collation of the manuscript was given by Dom. R. H. Connolly, Sixth 

Century Fragments of an East-Syrian Anaphora, in: O.C., 1925, S. 99-128. 
(3) G. Bickel, Lilurgie iv, in: F. X. Kraus, Real-Encyklopddie der christlichen 

Alterthumer, Freiburg i. Br., 1886, ii, S. 321-323. 
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bcdiirftig” (it rnisscs the words of the Institution, though they are 

usually said)-‘Theod.’ and ‘Nest.’ are not written by these heretics. 

Next he ofTers a survey of the text as he thinks it had been fixed 

by I. iii, a reconstruction from the texts in Mss. and printed books 

controlcd by the older nestorian liturgists. In spite of a number of 

additions “stimmt die ostsyrische L. auf das Genaueste in ihrer gan- 

zen Anordnung mit der vornicanischen gemeinschaftlichen ueber- 

ein wic sie denn auch in ihre Diction und Anschauungsweise einen 

hochst altcrthtimlichen Charakter bewahrt hat”. He describes the 

Roman Catholic editions of the Missale for Mesopotamia and India 

and refers to his own critical edition in: “der katholische Orient” 

1874, based upon some printed texts and one London MS.-I have 

summarized this article, partly in his own words, because it is an 

excellent piece of work which shows in every line the great knowl¬ 

edge of its author on this subject. It makes us regret the more that 

death prevented him to publish the book he promised. 

To this we join the book of the well-known liturgiologist at the 

end of last century Prof. Probst.' In his usual manner he had 

collected from the latin translation of the Ephraim-edition of the 

Assemani’s those places that seemed to him to contain reminiscences 

of the liturgy of ‘Addaih They show according to Probst that this 

liturgy was known to Ephraim from beginning to end and that 

the Nestorian tradition that it had been composed by the Apostles 

themselves was right. No further use is made of this argument. We 

cannot think of discussing all the places he adduces, but we may 

point out that he often gives the text a meaning that cannot be 

taken for an unprejudiced exegesis. He overlooked that it is not 

certain that the ‘Addai’ was the liturgy of Edessa. (For the use that 

can be derived from Ephraim’s writings see p. 19; many of the 

works of Ephraim are spurious and a critical sifting is necessary 

before using them.1) 

The complete Syriac text of the Liturgy had been published 

some years before by the Anglican Missionaries in Mesopotamia, in 

the: “Liturgia Sanctorum Apostolorum Adaei et Maris, etc.”1 

(i) F. Probst, Die Liturgie des 4. Jahrhunderts und deren Reform, Munster, 1896, S. 
308-318; (2) Gf. O. Bardcnhcwer, Geschichte der altkirchlichen Literatur1'*, Freib. 
i. Br., 1924, iv, S. 348-349. (3) Lilurgia Sanctorum Apostolorum Adaei et Maris, cui 
accedunt duo aliae in quibusdam festis et feriis dicendae: Necnon Ordo Baptismi, Urmiae, 
Typis Missionis Archiepiscopi Cantuaricnsis, 1890 (the volume I used had only 
one title-page; in: L.E.W., p. Ixxvii it is said that it was published in two parts, 
resp. 1890 and 1892). 
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With regard to the Eucharist this Missal contained besides the Ordo 

Communis and the three Anaphoratexts, the formulary for the 

renewal of the Holy Leaven and for the Preparation of the Elements. 

27 Canons containing “Admonirions of the Altar” were joined to 

it. An introduction dealing with the Mss. etc. has not been prefixed, as 

this book was destined for practice. Something about it, though in 

an other form than is wanted in a scientific edition, was given by 

Dean Maclean who had helped to prepare it: ‘‘In the preparation 

of this edition of the Takhsa several comparatively modern manu¬ 

scripts, the only ones available, were collated from different 

districts inhabited by the East Syrians. The oldest of these, written 

at AJqosh about 1500 A.D., was taken as the basis, and all matter 

taken from other manuscripts was included in brackets. We must 

specially notice that these printed books aim rather at representing 

the present use of the East Syrians than at reproducing the most 

ancient text, and are published for practical rather than antiquarian 

purposes.”1 Nothing is said about the canons. It seemed as though 

it had escaped the attention of the editors that they are the same 

as those of John B. Abgare published by Assemani.1 

The section on the Eucharist given by Browne and Maclean in 

their book on the East Syrians, is mainly a description of the Lord’s 

Supper as celebrated by the Nestorians. It is based upon these 

texts and their personal impressions. They wrote their book to 

excite interest in their missionary efforts, not to give a critical 

exposition of the history of Nestorianism; so it describes the state of 

this church ± 1890. They were of opinion, that ‘Theod.* and ‘Nest.* 

did not originate from Mopsuestia and Constantinople; but that the 

latter certainly was composed by using a Constantinopolitan liturgy 

(St. Basil) though the heretical traces are of Syrian origin.> Dean 

Maclean was also assisting in preparing the translation of the 

Persian rite in Brightman* s collection,4 that is made upon the 

Takhsa-text. The Introduction (p. Ixxvii-lxxxi) gives in its usual 

way much bibliographical information. Dr. Brightman mentions 

(1) A. J. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices, London, 1894, p. xxviii-xxix.-I 
do not see what is meant by J. M. Hanssens, Institutions Liturgicae, ii, p. 310: 

“ratione tamen habita additionum quas editores in ordinem istius missae in- 

duxerunt”. The Ordo Praeparationis was derived from one manuscript of Jilu, 

L.E. W.f p. Ixxvii. (2) B.O., iii t, p. 238-248; cf. p. 133. (3) W. H. Browne-A. 

J. Maclean, The Catholicos of the East and his People, London, 1892, p. 243-266; 

the reference in the text is to p. 245-246. (4) F. E. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern 

and Western, i Eastern Liturgies, Oxford, 1896, p. 245-305. 
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tlic liturgical books and their printed texts (including the Chaldean 

ones); the Mss. known to him; and he gives the sources for the 

history of the rite, though this is not tabulated in an Appendix. He 

sums up: three other Anaphoratexts, viz. of Barsauma and Narsai, 

mentioned by ‘Abdisho’ (B.0.y iii, p. 66, 65) and of Diodore of 

Tarsus, mentioned in the account of the Synod of Diamper of 

which Renaudot (L.O.C., ii, p. 569) questioned the existence and 

of which nothing else is known. As to ‘Theod.* he points to the 

evidence of Leontius Byzantinus. The assigning of Bickel’s text to 

Diodore by Dr. Wright* was groundless. For further information 

he refers to the “Commentators, of whom the works of the following 

are extant’*: Isho’yabh i, George of Arbela, Yabhallaha ii, Ques¬ 

tions found in Vat. Syr. 150; George of Arbela, Exposition of the 

ecclesiastical offices; ‘Abdisho’, the Pearl; Timothy ii, On the seven 

causes of the Mysteries; the Book of the heavenly Intelligences. 

The following he enumerates as lost: an exposition by Narsai, by 

Hannana of Hedhaiyabh and by Isho’barnun. He has omitted the 

canons of John v.; ‘Fragment’ has been reprinted in an appendix 

(cf. p. 37 n. 2). An examination of this summary must be post¬ 

poned until the moment when we make out what problems result 

from the discussions.1 

In his popular book “die Messe im Morgenland”* Dr. Baumstark 

associated himself with Dr. Brightman to a large extent; he gives 

the flesh to the skeleton of his predecessor. He points out, that the 

West-Syrian mass (Jerusalem type) could not supersede the East- 

Syrian one, because this had become the Nestorian formulary to 

which the Jacobite stood “im Verhaltniss der Todfeindschaft”. 

Christianity in Edessa c.a. had been purely Aramean, thus a 

liturgy must have coincided “mit der ersten erfolgreichen Predigt’’ 

(S. 48; where does B. know this from?). The indications of Ephraim 

arc scarce and rather unimportant, though his writings like those of 

James of Sarug and Philoxenos of Mabbug (Jacobites) need a closer 

(1) W. Wright, Syriac Literature, London, 1894, p. 28. (2) The article of 
Mr. H. W. Codrington, on the Nestorian liturgy of the Presanctified., in: 
J. Th. St. 1904, will be found summarized in the Commentary ad Q, 16. 
(3) A. Baumstark, Die Messe im Morgenlande, Kempten, 1906 (1921), S. 48-51.- 

Dr. Baumstark wrote in 1922 about this former book: “Ein ohne Vorwissen des 
Verfassers veranstalteter Neudruck der infolge vieler und hochbedeutsamer 
Fundc heute naturgemass vielfach vollig veralteten Arbeit, erschien 1921” in: 
Vom geschichtlichen Werden der Liturgie, Freib. i. Br. 1922, S. 139. But this decla¬ 
ration aflects other parts, but not so much that on the East-Syrians, for the 
discoveries which gave many problems a new aspect were not in this field. 
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investigation from the liturgical point of view which may yield some 

result. The expositions of Barsauma and Narsai were still known 

in the 13th- 14th century, they may have reflected the use of 

Nisibis. He mentions the fragment of Bickel as the sole survival 

of the old East-Syrian lit. ‘Addai’ must be considered as the liturgy 

of Seleucia-Ctesiphon which was extended all over Asia. Its pre¬ 

vious history may be found in some places of the Acts of the Persian 

Martyrs and the “Synodicon Orientale”. The activity of Isho’yabh i 

was of extreme importance and that of Isho’yabh iii was conclusive. 

The latter had been in the West and some traces of Byzantine 

influence may go back to his time.' The edition of Takhsa has no 

historical value, since it is based upon Mss. not older than the 

15th century. The history must be found in the expositions, of 

which he mentions the same as Brightman (but not ‘Abdisho’). As 

his work was destined for general readers, these facts arc only stated, 

but not proved by references to the sources. 

The contribution of the same author to the “XpvaoaxbpiKa” 
does not belong, properly speaking, to the works discussed here.1 

For it aimed at showing that in ‘Nest.’ the liturgy of Constan¬ 

tinople before the 9th century has been preserved, though it had 

undergone various changes and was modeled after the East-Syrian 

pattern. This was done by Mar Abba and Mar Thomas, who 

translated it after their visit to the West (cf. the texts S. 777-780* 

Baumstark tries to prove that this liturgy is a neglected source for 

the history of the Byzantine rite previous to ‘Chrysostomus*. It is 

noteworthy that B. pointed out that the dogmatical retouches 

are not of “Nestorian” (in the heretical sense) origin, but are 

(1) Cf. A. Baumstark, Ostsyrisches Christentum und oslsyrischer Hellenismus, in: Rdmi~ 

sche Quartalschrift, 1908, ii S. 24: “Im 7. Jahrhundert ist dcr Schopfer der end- 

giltigen Ordnung nestorianischcn Gottesdienstes (Isho’yabh iii) in Konstanti- 

nopci gewesen, und man braucht nur das von Bedjan zum Druck bcsorgtc 

Brevarium Chaldaicum aufmerksam durchzugehen, um zu empfinden, wic bedeu- 

tungsvoll die Rcisc nach dcr byzantinischcn Kaiscrstadt fur das Lebenswerk des 

Manncs geworden scin muss.” (2) A. Baumstark, Die Chrysostomosliturgie und 

dit syrische Liturgie des Nestorios, in: Xovaoffriuux, Roma, 1908, S. 771-857* His 

results were disputed by Th. Schermann, in: Theologxe und Glaube, 1913, S. 299- 

3*3, 392-395- (I have not seen this paper.)-This discussion is important for 
the history of the Greek liturgy, but does not really afTcct that of the Nestorian 

liturgy. Therefore it has been mentioned by the great investigator of the Byzan¬ 

tine rite, Dom. PI. dc Mcester, in: D.A.C.L.> s.v. Grecques (liiurgies)y t. vi, col. 

1602 [1924]. He expresses his judgement in these words: “M. A. Baumstark 

n’enlfcvera pas la conviction que ses Etudes rcstent entach^es d’un a priorisme 

ind^fendable”. 



anti-pneumatological. He says that ‘Theod.’ was the liturgy of 

Mopsuestia treated in the same way (p. 850; 848).' 

In the large “Dictionnaire” of Dom. F. Cabrol-Dom. H. Leclercq 

a very short and unsatisfactory article is written by V. Ermoni.* It 

says something about the title of ‘Addai* and about the mission in 

Edcssa which has no connection with the liturgy. It Is pointed out, 

that the Nestorian tradition ascribes the definite formulation “dans 

la forme abr^gee” to Isho’yabh iii. Then a survey of the service 

is given (according to Renaudot). The pecularities of it are 1. the 

great intercession is placed before the Epiclesis and after the 

Anamnese; 2. bread and wine are covered by a separate cloth 

and then by a common one, called Anaphora; 3. at the begin¬ 

ning they use incense; 4. there are two fractions, during the 

first the bread is broken into two parts, during the second into more 

for the communion. Nothing more is said and no effort is made 

to solve the riddles, nor to give a survey of the problems connected 

with this liturgy and its history. The points he mentions, are not 

of great importance. * 

The knowledge of the sources was greatly enhanced by two 

publications of Dom. R. H. Connolly. In 1905 Dr. Mingana had 

published two volumes with poems of the “Harp of the Holy Spirit” 

Narsai.4 Among them some were of special interest for the study 

of the liturgy in general, viz. the numbers xvii, xxi, xxii and xxxii; 

and the first two for the Eucharist in particular. These four were 

translated by the well-known Syriac scholar into English, and so 

readily accessible. Horn, xvii contains a mystagogical exposition of 

the complete service without the Mass of the Catechumens (corre¬ 

sponding to: L.E.W.y p. 267-304); xxi some very short references, 

the Eucharist being treated here only as a sequence to Baptism. 

The former is by far the more complete and important. For in its 

cxtra-anaphorical part it runs parallel with ‘Addai’ (cf. the Table 

(1) A Greek reconstruction of what he thought to be the original, is given in: 
A. Baumstark, Die konstanlinopolitanische Messliturgie vox dem ix. Jahrhunderty in: 
Kleine Texte 35, Bonn, 1909. (2) V. Ermoni, D.A.C.L.y s.v. Addte et Maris 

(Liturgie d'...), t. i, col. 519-523. (3) Indispensable though D.A.C.L. is for the 
beginnings of Christianity and for the Western part of the Church, it is extremely 
disappointing to notice that the East has been treated in a very insufficient, 
and sometimes absolutely deficient manner. An article on the Nestorian liturgy 
is missing. It may be found in very few words s.v. Orientales (liturgies), t. xii, col. 
2659 (9 lines!!). (4) A. Mingana, Narsai homiliae et carminay Mosul, 1905,2 
vols. - R. H. Connolly, The liturgical homilies of Narsai, in: Texts and Studies, viii 
i, Cambridge, 1909. 
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of Connolly, p. 1-lxii) which would prove its age (the plus in 

‘Addai’ is “elaboration”). If it were genuine! This is not absolutely 

certain. The homily is not found in the Mss. that formed the basis 

for the edition; it is ascribed by some authors to ‘Abdisho’ of Elam 

(13th century) and contains elements that are certainly of a later 

date than Narsai. Dr. Mingana1 pointed out that the authorship 

of a 13th century-writer is impossible, as it is written in a non¬ 

riming style, while all verses of the 13th century are riming; but 
that it had been brought up to date by a man living some centuries 

after Narsai. The greater part of Connolly’s introduction discusses 

this genuineness: the internal evidence of metre, the use of words 

and similarity of ideas with the homilies that are undisputed show 

to him that Narsai was the writer. Comparison with ‘Addai’ 

showed that it “runs parallel with the Liturgy of the Aposdes 

except in the Anaphora portion”, the deviations in the anaphora 

consisting in: shorter form of the Sanctus, a short prelude to the 

Institution, an Intercession in the same place, but much longer 

(agreement with ‘Nest/ and ‘Theod.’); an apparently different 

invocation. Connolly suggested that Narsai who is credited with 

a “Qudasha” by ‘Abdisho’, used here his own work that agreed 

with ‘Nest.* in the intercession (Connolly assumed that Anaphora’s 

of Barsauma and Narsai once existed, p. lxx). With regard to the 

anaphora of ‘Addai’ we have no answer that was older than N. 

As to ‘Nest.’ and ‘Theod.’ he holds the usual opinion. He has an 

important “Additional note” in which he compares the under¬ 

lying liturgies of Narsai and George of Arbela;1 the latter stands 

between N. and the present rite. He discusses interpolations viz. 

the Lord’s Prayer (as to the Litany p. 24-25, cf. Expos. 1. iv, c. 25, 

he does not consider it spurious); he shows that George knew 

‘Theod.’ and ‘Nest.’ (a.o. with regard to the words of the Institution). 

A very valuable appendix was added by Mr. E. Bishop. It contains 

a storehouse of comparative material, inserting the information 

furnished by N. into the history of the liturgy of the ancient church. 

We may note the following observations: Narsai does not seem to 

know altarveils, the faithful could see everything (p. 90-91); N. 
stresses the feeling of “Awe and Fear” towards the Eucharist, like 

Chrysostomus (Antioch), contrasted with the Cappadocians whose 

feelings are different, ‘Addai’ is reticent and more on the side of 

(1) See: Connolly, p. xiii, where a letter of Dr. Mingana is quoted. (2) Cf. 
p. 44. 
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the latter (p. 94-97); he thinks that the “diptychs” were introduced 

into the mass in the East in the course of the 4th century (p. 113); 

that the canon was said in a voice not audible to the congregation 

in the 5th century in Persia in the same way as in Constantinople in 

the 8tli (p. 126); about the moment of consecration he suggests 

that Narsai used an earlier East-Syrian terminology in which our 

Lord Himself is designated in the Eucharist as “the Spirit” (p. 148). 

Some years later the exposition, generally ascribed to George 

of Arbela, was published by the same Benedictine together with 

a latin translation. ‘ The fourth book explains the Eucharistic sen/ice, 

including the Missa Catechumenorum, in a mystagogical way.1 

It docs not contain many historical references. In a very short 

introduction Connolly showed that it was baseless to assign it to 

George as there is no evidence in the Mss. In 1913 he thought 

‘Abdisho’ B. Nahriz (beginning nth century) was the writer; two 

years later he changed his opinion and then his conclusion was, that 

it was written probably in the 9th century by an unknown author 

(ii, p. 3).* Connolly did not add any investigation; only a sketch 

of an Ncstorian church based upon these treatises was given (i 

p- • 95-97)•4 
The second volume also contained the text of Abraham Bar 

(i) Anonymi Alstons Expositio Ojficiorum Ecclesiae Georgio Arbelensi vulgo adscript a, 
cd. R. H. Connolly, in: C.S.C.O., ii 91-92, 1911-1915, 4 volumes.-About its 
contents, see p. 127. (2) Cf. Expos, ii, p. 2: (mysteria) “figuram alicuius rei 
praeteritae vel futurae depingunt” viz. the history of the world, culminating in 
the death and resurrection of the Lord, and its future till the second-coming of 
Jesus and the fulfilment of the Kingdom of Heaven.-Some remarks on “Mysta- 
gogy” will be found on p. 61, n. 3. (3) That it was not written by George (so since 
Assemani every author) is the prevailing opinion at the present moment, see: 
A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 239 and: J. B. Chabot, La Literature Syriaque, Paris, 1934, 
on the authority of Dom. Connolly. - 1 think his conclusion is right, though his 
arguments are absolutely wrong. (4) Not for its intrinsic value but because it 
has not been mentioned by Connolly and because A. Baumstark has a long note 
upon it, we state that the Ms. of which G. Diettrich saw the beginning, the rest 
being missing, was identical with Expos., see: G. Diettrich, Bericht iiber neu 

enldeckte handschriftliche Urkunden zur Geschichte des Gottesdienstes in dtr nestorianischen 

AircAr, in: Nachrichten von drr kgl. Gesellschaft der WissenschafUn z.u Gottingen, phil. 
-hist. Klasse, 1909, S. 160-218, Ms. ii, described on: S. 170-182. A. Baumstark, 
A.(7., S. 200, Ak. 14, asked whether this writing had been identical with that 
in five books of Gabriel of Beth Qatraja though this is impossible if the agreement 
with George of Arbela must be explained by dependence of the former on the 
latter. The extracts from the text given by Diettrich are: S. 176 = Expos, i, p. 
25* 23-26, 29 (text); 178 = 28, 18-30, 13; 180-181 = 31, 6-32, 5; the list of 
chapters is the same, expect ch. ix (Con.). The only difference was that Con.’s 
text was divided into seven books, the other into nine. 
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Liphch’s Exposition. This one seems to be incomplete; for Abraham 

b. Lipheh is quoted in the Expos, at various occasions in which 

these sentences can not be traced in the present edition. It is not 

stire when its author lived; Connolly decided for the 7th or certainly 

8th century (ii, p. 150), but this supposition is extremely weak. 

The greater part of this work forms a Mystagogical explanation of 

the Eucharist in very short words. 

Dr. J. //. Srawley dealt with the Eucharist before 431 A.D.; so 

a discussion of the Nestorian evidence did not fall within the scope 

of his book. Vet he thinks that ‘Addai’ is older than that date and 

has importance, as it comes from a region that “was not affected 

so early or to so great an extent as other regions in Eastern Christen¬ 

dom by the developments which were taking place in Greek- 

speaking lands during the fourth century’*. As characteristics he 

gives: no words of Institution; no parallel to the Anamnese; the 

Invocation has something in common with that of the Ethiopic 

Churchorder; the prayers before the communion prepare for the 

communion; there is no correspondence with the intercession for 

the dead.1 

It is a matter of course that the history of Syriac literature of 

Prof. Baumstark contains a good many references, that are of 

importance for the history of the liturgy too. We need not register 

all the places where he mentions it. Of special interest are the follow¬ 

ing. 1) Giving his opinion about the authorship of Homily xvii of 

Narsai he says that it is impossible to find here a work of this 

Father as the underlying liturgy seems to suppose knowledge of 

‘Nest.’ which was translated after his time;1 3 it may be that he was 

the redactor of ‘Addai* or made himself an anaphora. As to the 

“Qudasha” of Barsauma he thinks that this was not a lost 

Eucharist-formulary, but the prayer ascribed to him in the ritual 

of altar-consecration J 2) The fragment of Bickel is important 

because it gives us an insight into the peculiar nature of the 

Eucharistic prayer of the Monophysites in Mesopotamia. Its struc¬ 

ture is much akin to that of the Nestorian ‘Addai’.4 3) His most 

important remarks are of course about the great reformer of the 

liturgy Isho’yabh iii. It is generally supposed by later writers, that 

he reformed the ritual of Baptism and Reconciliation that bear his 

(1) J. H. Srawley, The early History of the Liturgy, Cambridge, 1913, p. 127-128. 
(2) A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 112 and S. 348 (the latter is the more important). 
(3) A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 108. (4) A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 140. 
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name, as well as the Eucharist. It is said that he forbade to use 

any other anaphora besides the three and that he shortened a 

very long text, probably that of ‘Addai’ that gives really the im¬ 

pression of being handled in that way.' Baumstark gives a 

list of the Mss., none of them being older than the 14th cen¬ 

tury. Most of them give a normal text that cannot be traced earlier 

than the 15th century, while two of them show that there existed 

even in the 13th century a text different from the normal one (Ms. 

Sccrt 38, lost; Berlin 38=Sachau 167, 1496 A.D.).1 We pass over 

all the other names of those who have written anything about the 

liturgy and whose works are indicated with Baumstark’s well-known 

carefulness; most of them will be adduced in the sequence of our 

book J 

Though4 his remarks about the Nestorians as well as those on 

the Oriental Liturgies in general are very poor the name of Mgr. 

L. Duchesne justifies to summarize his opinion. 5 He distinguishes 

between the usage in Edessa (Roman territory) and Seleucia- 

Ctcsiphon (Persian); about the former he says we are “m^dio- 

crcment” informed (this is a rather mild expression!); the Nestorians 

have preserved much of the latter for us. A particularity is the place 

of the “Memento” before the Anamnese. The oldest literary docu¬ 

ments are the four homilies of Narsai (xvii is considered genuine); 

(t) For details see p. 126. (2) A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 199-200. (3) See the many 
references in the footnotes which show how much the present writer is indebted 

to this safe and accurate guide through the complicated history of Syriac litera- 
ture.-Thc same author’s: Vom geschichtlichen Werden der LiturgU, Freiburg i, Br., 
1922, docs not deal with the Eucharist in particular. (4) G. P. Wetter, Alt- 

christliche Liturgien, Gottingen, 1921-1922, 2 vols., can be omitted. His studies 
arc in many respects very interesting and stimulating, but he “prends son bien 
ou il le trouve”, and mixes all liturgies without distinguishing the various centres 
and their history. What he thinks to be old, is put together. Consequently the 
Nestorians arc not specially mentioned. The only point that is worth while to 
notice is his suggestion that the omission of the words of the Institution in 
‘Addai* and ‘Fragment’ is a very ancient characteristic (he refers to “Canones 
Hippolyti” and the exposition of Cyrillus Hieros.; i, S. 61). As a matter of fact 
they do not fit in with the conception which Welter supposed to be the oldest.- 
A reaction on this idea is given by Prof. Y. Brilioth, Eucharistic Faith and Practice, 

Evangelical and Catholic, London, 1930, p. 41 (the sole place in which he mentions 
the Nestorians), it may represent an ancient type, but “then it is a lingering 
relic, in a backwater of the church”.-‘Lhis book discusses in an admirable clear 
and succinct way the general idea of the Christian liturgy, but does not offer a 
detailed study of the separate types and their growth. Accordingly, it is not 
necessary to refer it in detail. (5) L. Duchesne, Origincs du Culte chritien ®, Paris, 

*925» P* 7o~72* (the first edition is of 1889; I think that the impression I used 
was made ^ 1910 and that that of 1925 was a mere reprint). 
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he mentions the names of the various formularies saying that 

Renaudot’s text was “imparfaitement editde”. The omission of the 

words of the Institution seems to be a “particularity, yvidemment 

tr&s importante”, though they are found in the Malabar-rite and 

Narsai; it has not yet been explained. ‘Addai’ is the work of 

Isho’yabh iii, according to the Nestorian tradition, “dans la forme 

abregee ou nous la presente le texte attribuc aux saints Addde et 

Maris”. It does not give us any other information. 

Prof. Lietzmann used as a basis for his masterly study in “Messe 

und Herrenmahl” the Urmia-text (and Brightman’s translation) 

and the ‘Fragment'. He paid no attention to the other sources and 

did not mention anything that can contribute to the history of 

the rite. He studied first the separate parts of the anaphora: i) the 

words of the Institution are omitted from fear of profanation; 

because the Liturgy contains an Anamnese, the words must always 

have been spoken, even if they were not written down; ‘Fragm. 

points to the place of the Holy Words, but that is a “sekundaren 

Formulierung” (S.33-35); 2) the Anamnese is not separated from 

the missing words of Institution by a number of intercessions, 

which usually follow after the Epiclesis; this is a secondary for¬ 

mation and Lietzmann suggests that it happened after the time 

when the Institution was thought to effect the consecration instead 

of the Epiclesis; transition to the idea of offering is not found 

and this fact, as some other defects that seem to point to antiquity, 

makes it probable that it is a shortened edition of an older text 

(S. 54); 3) the Epiclesis of‘Addai* may contain a number of very 

old features (S. 72); 4) about the Euch. prayer, he judges as follows: 

“Als Ganzes betrachtet ist somit die Praefatio der Nestorianer ein 

spates und Uberarbeitetcs Mosaik aus bekannten Stricken (S. 148, 

cf. S. 145-149). Summarizing his work and marking its general 

results, he says that the Antiochene liturgy of the 4th century was 

built upon the text of ‘Hippolytus’ and that from this Ant. Lit. 

descend: Byz. (Bas. and Chrys.)-James (with several other Ana¬ 

phoras); “moglich, dass die nestorianischc Apostclliturgie eine 

altere Form reprasentiert oder wenigstens Spuren davon erhaltcn 

hat: aber auch dann ist ihre wurzelhafte Verbindung mit dem 

antiochenischen Typ unbczwcifclbar. Moglich ist freilich auch, 

dass sie cinen ganz sekundaren Charaktcr tragt” (S. 261-262). 

After the foregoing expositions of Lietzmann this conclusion or 

better: dilemma sccms'somewhat strange; and it seems as though 
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he tends to prefer the second part. At any rate the wording shows 

that a definite answer cannot yet be given; this result is in contrast 

with that about the other liturgies, because his opinion about them 

seems fairly settled. In other words a reopening of the investigation 

docs not seem to be superfluous. In connection with the use of the 

sources already referred to an examination of what the history of 

this rite may teach us, must precede.1 

The year 1929 yielded two very important contributions. The 

famous bishop of the Uniate Jacobites Mgr. Rahmani who, a 

Syrian himself, was well known for his books on Eastern liturgies, 

published the results of a lifetime of study in this field.1 Though 

this work betrays on every page the wide knowledge of its learned 

author, it cannot be denied that it contains many too rash con¬ 

clusions, nor can it be called exhaustive. Many books and problems 

are clearly overlooked. As a matter of fact, time has not yet come 

for such comparative studies, as the necessary preliminary inves¬ 

tigations have not yet been made. A special chapter deals with, 

“la Liturgie des Syriens orientaux”,* though its treatment was not 

so full as that of St. James. We summarize here his argument. The 

case whether the Apostles Addai and Mari converted the East, 

is left undecided. He mentions by the way the expansion and 

separation of the Persian Church. “Les Syriens orientaux se sont 

distingues des autres chretiens par leurs rites et leursceremonies.” Ac¬ 

cording to the Nestorian tradition the Eucharistic Formulary, made 

by the Apostles, was abridged by Isho’yabh iii4; he observes that no 

trace whatever has been preserved from this abridged original. Next 

he gives a survey .of the sequence and a reproduction of various 

prayers (French translation; syriac original in the footnotes) of the 

‘Fragment’. This shows no similarity neither in form nor contents 

with ‘Addai’. An important witness of the prior history of the ritual 

is the Hymn xxi of Narsai (follows survey), for it contains a tes¬ 

timony of the great antiquity of some ceremonies and prayers in 

the Missa Fidelium.* He denies that Horn, xvii can be regarded 

(1) H. Lietzmann, Messe und Herrenmahl, Bonn, 1926, a.a.O. (2) I. E. Rahmani, 
Les liturgies orientates et occidentalest Beyrouth, 1929. (3) Rahmani, l.c., p. 335- 
376. (4) See below p. 126. (5) As such he mentions: a) Disposition of 
bread and wine on the altar; b) the presence of two deacons near the alter, 
one with a fan; c) the officiant addresses his prayers on behalf of the congre¬ 
gation to the Father; d) the Sursum Corda and its response; e) commemoration 
of living and dead; f) the preface ending with the Sanctus; g) the Epiclesis; h) 
the fraction of the host and its signing; i) the formel “the Love of God the Father 
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as genuine, external arguments (consult the survey of Connolly’s 

book, p. 43) militate against it and ceremonies and prayers are 

mentioned that were introduced into the Nestorian liturgy in the 

course of the 7th and 9th century (their origin was mostly, he thinks, 

Byzantine).' Some specially Nestorian usages he sums up next: 

they have had for long a piece of leather instead of a sacred stone 

(he does not say since what time); he mentions some particulars 

of the clerical garments, based on George of Arbela, Expos., 1. ii, c. 6; 

the response after the Sursum Corda: “Unto thee, o God of 

Abraham etc.” (L.E.W., p. 283), and: “The offering is being 

offered unto God the Lord of all” (ibidem); the response of the 

people: “And with thee and with thy spirit” (L.E.W., p. 275); 

the prayers after the Sanctus are addressed to the Son. Byzantine 

influences may be seen in the following acts: making the sign from 

the right shoulder to the left, reciting secret prayers ending with 

an ecphoncsis (said in a loud voice), the dialogue between the 

officiant and the deacon, the litany L.E.W., p. 262-266, a trans¬ 

lation of the Greek. Then he surveys the whole mass and his 

conclusion is: “qu’on ne peut faire remonter au dela du ixe si£cle 

la liturgie nestorienne, dite des apotres, £tant donn£ que e’est le 

catholicos J<£sus-jab qui l’a redigee dans sa forme abr^gde, et que 

ses successeurs jusqu’a Timoth^e ier (t 823) y ont introduit des 

additions empruntees au rit byzantin.” (p. 363). It is not of 

apostolic origin because its Euch. prayer is not addressed to the 

Father, contrary to the other liturgies of the Apostolic Sees and 

etc.”; j) the preface to the Lord’s Prayer; k) the elevation of the host and the 
profession of faith; Holy is the Father; 1) the communion “sub utraque” and a 
special formula for each of them. 

(1) His arguments seemed to be convincing to a scholar as Prof. A. Rucker, 
see his review of the book, in: 0. C., 1928-1929, S. 28t.-Dom. Leclercq (in 
his article in: D.A.C.L., s.v. Nanai, t. xii, col. 884-888) simply reproduces the 
conclusions of Dom. Connolly and Mr. Bishop (see p. 43) and does not say a 
word on R’s objections.-In this connection an article of Prof. F. C. Burkitt, 
the Atss. of "Nanai on the Mysteries”, in: J. Th.St., 1928, p. 269-275, must also 
be mentioned. He drew attention to the difficult manuscript-tradition and 
added to Baumstark’s list: Br. Mus. Add. 18716 with the same text as Cam¬ 
bridge Add. 2818, where Narsai’s homily (the authorship has been proved by 
Dom. Connolly) is preceded by an "Editors Introduction to a ‘classic*.” 1 he 
Mss. give an "edition of the ancient Homily on the greatness of the Mysteries, 
prepared by ‘Abdisho’, Metropolitan of Elam about A.D. 1222. The edition 
consisted in a set of prefaces, the insertion of rubrics in the text and also some 
additions which were almost entirely in prose” (p. 274). It may be that these 
new points give us the clue to solve the problem. 
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Justin, (an exception is made by the Coptic Lit. of St. Gregory). 

Nevertheless there are some expressions and ceremonies “de la 

plus haute antiquitc”: the dismissal not only of the catechumenes 

but also of the non-communicants; the allusion to the Eucharist 

without mentioning it in that formula; not: the Holy Things to 

the Holy Ones, but the Holy Thing (cf. Matth. vii 6; and Test. 

Domini, Ephraim Syrus, James of Sarug, p. 290); the officiant 

kisses the host at the elevation; he gives the communicants a part 

in their right hand; he distributes the remnants among the children 

after the communion. The omission of the words of the In¬ 

stitution is a “grave defaut” of the Mss., but found in the Nestorian 

authors and in the Maronitic liturgy of St. Peter.* Some remarks 

about the Uniate Missal of Mosul which follow do not concern us 

here. The ‘Theod/ and ‘Nest.’ were translated by Mar Abba and 

Thomas as is written in the best Mss., but as the Greek originals 

are lost we do not know in how far this translation was an accurate 

one; at any rate the tradition was known in the 10th century. 

There are a number of places which are tabulated by Rahmani, 

showing the similarity of ‘Theod/ and ‘Nest.’ with ‘Bas/ and 

‘Chrys/ (p. 368-374). He ends by pointing out that the formula 

of consecration in ‘Nest/ agrees with traditions of Irenaeus (adver- 

sus haereses v 33) and Ephraim (quoted by Rahmani on p. 207) 

about the Lord eating and drinking His own body and Blood. 

Resuming the arguments of Rahmani we find that: a. ‘Addai* in 

its present form dates from the 9th century; b. it has some very 

old features; c. we do not know anything about this ancient liturgy; 

d. it is largely influenced by Byzantine elements. It would be right 

to accept these conclusions, if they were based on a study of the 

whole history of the liturgy in the Nestorian Church. This has 

not been done.* Nevertheless it must be admitted that these pages 

form one of the most profound investigations of the subject and its 

results must be seriously weighed by a future student. 

The second contribution of the year 1929 was an article by 

Mr. E. C. Ratcliff on: “The original form of the anaphora of Addai 

(1) In a special paragraph Rahmani pointed out the affinity between ‘Addai' 
and the Maronitic liturgy of St. Peter, p. 322-332. “Cette resscmblance peut 
s’expliquer par deux hypotheses, ou bien Ies deux liturgies proviennent d’une 
source commune, ou Pune des deux derive de Pautre'', p. 332; R. adopts the 
latter possibility: the Maronites being the borrowers. (2) Ad Q. 105-116, it 
will be shown that this leads to mistakes which can prove fatal for the whole 
construction. 
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and Mari”, called by the writer himself: “A suggestion”.' After 

an introduction in which he points out the fact, that this church 

of the East was cut off from the rest of the church and had a devel¬ 

opment of its own, he says that ‘Thcod.’ and ‘Nest.’ belong in 

their present form probably to the middle of the 6th century, 

‘‘are examples of ‘Jerusalemization’, and are not representative 

of the earlier East Syrian tradition of Liturgy” (p. 24). Some words 

are said about the lack of Mss. and the relation of ‘Addai’ 

and the Malabar-liturgy. Then he goes on arguing that Narsai 

was deeply influenced by the Greek spirit; “the Eucharistic out¬ 

look of his xvii and xxi Homilies is in complete harmony with the 

spirit of Jerusalem” (p. 26). He is probably commenting upon his 

own anaphora that must have been of 4th century Greek, Jerusalem 

type. For while the framework is that of ‘ Addai', he leaves this text 

in the anaphora, because its prayers were not sufficiently developed 

to suit a mind acquainted with those Greek liturgies. This anaphora 

contains an Institution. The simplicity of‘Addai* is favourable to 

its priority. “There is no doubt that embedded in the present ana¬ 

phora of Addai and Mari, there is to be found the Eucharistic prayer 

of the old Edessene Church” which was connected with Antioch 

(p. 26). Narsai has no place for these have been inter¬ 

polated. There remains: 1. an expanded Eastern form of “Sursum 

mentes”; 2. address of praise to the Trinity, the Maker and Saviour 

of men, leading up to the Sanctus; 3. thanksgiving; 4. intercession 

and oblation; 5. prayer expressing the significance of the rite 

including an Epiclesis. The place of the intercession does not 

form part of the oldest stratum: it consists of two parts Vsuoo and 

IAjctu^ ; the former is not found in George of Arbela, the latter 

is earlier, but without any connection: “we should note that with 

it disappears the only mention in the anaphora of the offering of 

Body and Blood of Christ by priest and people” (p. 27). Mr. 

Ratcliff tries to show that the Sanctus is an intrusion and the 

Epiclesis as well, because they have no links with the sequence of 

the foregoing and following thoughts and he suggests that they 

were a consequence of Hellenization. The result of this manu- 

pulation is: a. an address of praise to the name of the Creator and 

Redeemer; b. a thanksgiving for what has been done for us; c. a 

solemn following of Christ’s example and a special commemoration 

(1) E. C. RatclifT, The original form of the anaphora of Addai and Mari, a suggestion, 

in: J. Th. St., 1929, p. 23-32. 
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of llis redemptive death and resurrection for which thanks are 

offered. “This is a tO)((xpiaT(oc pure and simple . . . The rite 

lias no necessary connexion with the Last Supper; the connexion 

is rather with the Emmaus Supper”; it is not simply an Agape, 

but a 6p<xpoc cf. Did. x. The prayers are addressed to the Son; 

this may be late, but may have some connection with early East 

Syrian tradition, cf. Acta Thomae. 

Of course these are mere hypotheses, so is rather difficult to 

criticize them. It is not quite certain what Mr. R. understands by 

“Jcrusalcmization”. It is remarkable that the result of this analysis 

brings out a type of liturgy that has some striking resemblance 

with the type analysed by Prof. Lietzmann in his “Messe und 

Ilerrenmahl” who called it the “Scrapion-type”. But these sug¬ 

gestions can only be made fruitfull, if we possess a critical edition 

of die text. Before that time it is useless to discuss them. 

The most comprehensive collection of materials concerning the 

Eucharist in the Eastern Churches after the publications of 

Rcnaudot and Dr. Brightman, are the “Institutiones” of Prof. 

I/anssens.1 He has not reedited the old texts nor brought to light 

unknown liturgical sources. But he has registered every detail 

found in the printed texts (formularies, canons, passing references) 

in an admirable way. He deals with the elements, preparation 

and administration of the Eucharist; describes the “usus praesens” 

and the history. He compared all the liturgical groups for every 

act seperately. Yet, it is not a history in the true sense, but a store¬ 

house of facts.-It is a matter of course that all points of Eucharistic 

practices are also illustrated by Nestorian quotations. It is unneces¬ 

sary to tabulate all these places as they can easily be found with 

the help of the index. Yet we may draw attention to the survey 

of the sources of the history , of the liturgy during the 4th-8th 

century (p. 458-470) and of those of the 9th century till the present 

time (p. 501-502). He points out that we do not know anything 

of this rite before the 5th century, but probably it was not very 

unlike that of Edessa. He quotes the Canons 9, 13, 15 of the Synode 

of 410 A.D. He thinks that the ‘Fragment’ was an anaphora from 

the time before the introduction of Nestorianism and draws some 

parallels between this one and that of ‘Nest.*. Next he gives an 

extract of Narsai’s Horn, xxi, exhibiting a reformed ordo. Horn, xvii 

(1) J• M. Hansscns, Institutiones Lilurgicae, Tomus ii, De Afissa Rituum Oricntalium 

Romae, 1930; Tomus iii, 1932; Appendix ad T. ii et Hi, Romae, 1932. 
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he thinks dubious, for the reasons referring to his critical biblio¬ 

graphy (this has not yet appeared). He mentions the tradition 

about ‘Theod.’ and ‘Nest.’ and infers from Canon 14 of Ezcchiel i 

(576) that everywhere the same liturgy was celebrated in Meso¬ 

potamia.' Then follow the Canons i, 2, 3 and reference to 5 of 

Isho’yabh i to James Bishop of Darai. The account of Isho’yabh iii 

and his reformation is mainly extracted from the “Expositio”1 * 3 

(summing up the pages where I. is mentioned) with the other refer¬ 

ences (ch. vi,iic) Nextcomcs thesurvey of Abraham Bar Lipheh. The 

importance of the “Expositio” is mentioned, but it is not sum¬ 

marized. The “Rcsponsiones” of George of Arbela in Vat. Syr. 150 

are still inedited. Further he mentions a book “Dc Divinis Officiis” 

written by Ibn at-Tayyib and refers to the schoollaw of Sabarisho* 

ii (831-825). This list is pot quite complete, for why has Timothy 

ii been omitted and other books registered already by Brightman; 

the Canons of John v arc not described either. The third part 

consists for the larger part of a discussion: “De singulis missae 

orientalis ritibus”-Ch. xvi (p. 622-632) gives a complete list of the 

editions of the texts; of the names of the Anaphora’s (‘Addai’; 

Barsauma [lost]; Diodorc of Tarscs [lost; suppressed by Isho’yabh iii, 

but found in India at the end of xvith cent.]; Ephraim [lost; cf. 

p. 126]; Narses [lost]; ‘Nest.’; ‘Theod.*; ‘Fragmcnt’[?]); of the 

expositions; he mentions the work of Isho’yabh (cf. ch. vi, ii c); the 

origin of ‘Addai’ is Edcssa and Leontius Byzant. refers to it 

(p. 31, n. 1); the origin of ‘Theod.’ and ‘Nest.* is made known by 

the colophons in the Mss. (translated by Mar Abba and Thomas 

Edcss. [i 550]); Prof. Hansscns refers to the opinion of Rahmani 

and the discussion of Baumstark without a further decision. 

In a small paperJ Prof. Brightman tried to show that the liturgy 

of Theodore of Mopsucstia mentioned by Leontius of Byzancc is 

really ‘Addai’; his argument is mainly based upon similarity in 

ideas, but I cannot find among them anything that is conclusive. 

(1) This interpretation of the text is wrong. (2) Hansscns says,/./., p. 465: “In 
islis autem constitutionihus rondendis, Irsuinbus earum rerun) praesertim 
soilicitus fuerat, quae mystrria exprimerent; minus vero ci rurae fuit, ulrurn 
omnia quae icripsissct diligenter pcrficcrcntur necne”. I bis serins to be a reflex 
of Expos, ii, p. 33, cf. p. »o<), bui (lie last clause does not express (lie exarl sense 
for in (lie text it is slated that he was silent about those which did not express 
a type. rI his makes a dillerenre! Moreover, this is clearly the idea of the author 
ol Expos., and cannot betaken as the exact reproduct ion of the thoughts of I. iii. 
(3) F. F. Brightman. The Anaphora of Theodore, in: J. 7 h. St.% 1930. p. 1O0 ib*l- 



M r.7‘issnant in his detailed history of the Ncstorians 1 has only 

| very'short note on their liturgy. The present Ncstorian rite must 

h.u-e some connection with Antioch, “mais le developpement s’en 

rst fait d'unc fa^on tellemcnt independantc qu’il n’y a plus grand’ 

t jlosc ci0 comnuin an point dc vuc liturgique, entre les deux hran- 

thes ile l’figlisc dc la langtic syriaque” (col. 314). The words of 

ihr Institution have no importance for them, the real presence in 

Mhich they believe being effected by the Epiclesis. Further he gives 

some information on their manner of communicating and the 

preparation of the Malkha (col. 315-3*6). With regard to the 

details of the Mass (which he did not discuss) he referred to an 

aitide “Orientales (messes)”, bv I. Ziadc,1 an extremely poor 

contribution (at least about the Ncstorians). The Persian rite lias 

been simply incorporated with that of Antioch. As to its history 

he repeats the contents of R. Janin (sec p. 37, n. 1; Col. 1436). He docs 

not sav a word on the commentaries or Mss. and the main part of 

it consists of a survey of the course of the liturgie in the different 

rites belonging to the groups of Antioch, Alexandria, Byzance. Of 

course the fact that the words of the Institution arc missing is 

mentioned; several explanations are offered. Mr. Z. himself docs 

not know where they should be said properly, but: “il semblc 

impossible que le rite ncstorien se serve pour la messc normale 

d'unc anaphorc nc possedant pas Pcsscntiel”. 

In 193: D0111. Engbrrdingi published a paper in which he pursued 

a clue given by Mgr. Rahmani, viz. the comparison of‘Addai’with 

the Liturgy of Peter of the Maronitcs. This study is a model of its 

kind from the point of view of method. His conclusion, reached 

after a careful collation, was: “Das gcgcnscidge Ycrhaltniss der 

beiden Be arbeitungen muss dahin bestimmt werden, dassmdurch- 

weg die altere und damit die ursprUnglichcre Gestalt bietet”; it has 

grundlegcnde Bedeutung” since it exhibits the text of the old 

i itriarchate of Antioch before 430 A.D. which reigned over Meso¬ 

potamia and the Libanon. In passing it may be observed that the 

author does not believe that Isho’vabh iii curtailed the older texts. 

Though it does not belong to the Nestorian Church properly 

>pcaking, we may mention here the find of Dr. Mingana, who dis- 

(1) E. Tisscrant, D.Th.C.. s.v. Mslonrnne. t. xi. cf. p. 22. n. 1. (2) I. Ziadc, 
P 1 • >-v* Or\ritetes( mtssts}, t. xi, col. 1434 1487. (3) H. Eng herding, Urgtstal^ 
.tfmtrt tnd Entu like lung rims aUantiochmuchm F.ucfusrutischsn Hochgebtt, in: 0. C-t 

>93?. S 32-48 -Its conclusion is opposite to that of Mgr. Rahmani, p. 50, n. 1. 
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covered the “Book of the Mysteries” or “Liber ad Baptizandos” of 

Theodore of Mopsuestia.' For it is well known that this book has not 

only been preserved by the Nestorians, but has also deeply influenced 

their ideas about the liturgy.1 * * In his preface the learned Editor 

quotes the first half of Prof. Lietzmann s conclusion, pointing to 

the antiquity of the Nestorian rite, which is exactly his own opinion 

too and in favour of which he quotes also an arabic book of the 

late Archbishop Joseph David, entitled Kusara. He states that 

“the Liturgy commented upon by Theodore has nothing in 

common with the Liturgy ascribed to him, in the East Syrian 

Church” (p. xiii).» The discussion of this liturgy which has been 

commented upon by Theodore, by Prof. Lietzmann4 shows that it 

has the same structure as the ordinary Antiochene type. 

The doctrinal aspect of the Nestorian Eucharist was considered by 

Mr. A/. Jugie A He has used all sources available and exposes their 

doctrine of the “presentia realis” (which all teachers have held 

though their statements about it w'ere not always sound according 

to Jugie); of the “materia eucharistiae” (Malkha); of the “forma 

cucharistiae” and Epiclesis (the older Nestorians held the conversion 

by the words of Institution, but some of them as the present people 

attribute the consecration to the Epiclesis-we may quote here a 

typical sentence [p. 316]: “Inde colligere potes sacerdotes nes- 

torianos, quoties hac liturgia utentur, revera non consecrare; quod 

Deus accidere ideo fortasse permisit, quod fideles nestoriani sine 

(1) A. Mingana, Commentary of Theodore of Mopsuestia on the Load's Prayer and on the 

Sacraments of Baptism and the Eucharist, W. S. ri, Cambridge, 1933. (2) Dr. Mingana 
mentioned only the quotations found in the Greek and Latin Church. It does 
not seem to be out of place to give the following Nestorian writers who quoted 
him: Narsai (xvii, once he is introduced by the author’s name, but aLso the pa* 
rallels given by Connolly from Cyrillus Hieros. are his); Abraham Bar Lipheh 
{Expos. :i, p. 165); Dadisho’ (in: IV. S. vii, p. 94-96); and in the statute for the 
schools of Sabarisho’ ii quoted by ‘Abdisho’, Aomocanon, vi 3, the reading of this 
book is obligatory even for those who are studying medicine, cf. p. 147. (3) Against 
H. B. Swete, in: Dictionary of Christian Biography, s.v. Theodore, London, 1887, iv, 
p. 943, and: O. Bardenhewer, Geschichte der altkirchlichen Literatur *, Freiburg i. Br., 
1923, iii, S. 321, who states that ‘Abdisho’ in his catalogue does not mention 
it, but he thinks no reason to doubt the Nestorian tradition and Leontius. 
(4) H. Lietzmann, Die Liturgie des Theodor ton Mopsuestia, in: Sittingsberichte der 
preiLssischm Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1933. (5) M. Jugie, Theologia Dogmatic0 

Christianorum Onentalium ab ecclesia catholica dissidentium, t. v, De theologia dogmaticc 

yestorianorum et Monophysitarum, Parisiis, 1935, p. 295-318.-A short, but con* 
venient sketch of Nestorian literature will be found on p. 27-38! A remarkable 
statement of it is the following about Abraham bar Lipheh: “scripsisse videtur ante 
reformationes liturgicas Iso’yabhi iii” (p. 33). I do not know what are his reasons. 
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pracvia pcccatorum confcssione ad sacram mensam accedcre 

solcnt”); of the eucharist as sacrifice and mentions some (very 

few) practices. It should be said, that it is not a history of the 

Eucharist but only a small part of it. Its collecdons and comments 

must be used with caution, as the learned author uses the roman- 

catholic schemes and doctrines as a standard which prevents him 

and his readers to grasp exactly the Nestorian point of view. 

What is the result of this variety of opinions? For this word 

expresses the impression left by reading the books quoted before, 

In spite of the fact that according to most authors the Nestorian 

liturgy is of great antiquity and forms a class of its own, a com¬ 

plete monograph of it does not exist, has not even been tackled.' 

Except for the mentioning of editions the above books and articles 

have not so much in common; the only point that often recurs is 

the omission of the words of Institution. It is of course impossible 

to submit all these pages to a thorough criticism; for this would 

compel us to go outside the Nestorian area and it seems to 

the present writer that many of the problems touched upon are 

not yet “spruchreif”. Besides that many of the previous authors 

worked with insufficient knowledge of the sources. Therefore we 

will only try to form a clear idea of the points at issue. The for¬ 

mulation of the -questions is in itself a criticism, as it shows where 

the learned authors who have written on this subject, fall short. 

i) Direct sources: Three liturgies appointed by Isho’yabh iii; 

not one of the Mss. known so far goes back beyond the 13th century 

(this fact is not changed by the Mss. of the Mingana collection). 

‘Addai* was perhaps shortened by I.; ‘Theod*. and ‘Nest.* were 

translated from the Greek in the 6th century.1 The question is: 

Have we in our Mss. and editions the unchanged tradition of I. 

before us? In other words have the 6-7 centuries not influenced 

their texts? Two forms of the texts are at our disposal: Urmia 

(Bnghtman) and Renaudot but a critical edition is wanting. They 

are not in all respects similar. Takhsa has the longer one. Which 

is the more original? Baumstark gives the impression as though 

Cod. Berl. 38 shows a totally different recension of ‘Addai*; a 

(i) Except by Bickel, cf. p. 37. The publisher Aschendorf, Munster i. W. an¬ 
nounces a forthcoming volume of the: Liturgische Quillen und Forschungen, written 
by Prof. A. Rucker, Die ostsyrisehe Afesslilurgien, but without any indication of 
its character. (2) This is certain by manuscript-evidence. 
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perusal of this Ms.' and comparison with T. has not convinced me. 

Before speaking about the Nestorian Liturgy it must be fixed 

which text is the purest and oldest. The greatest difference may be 

found in the rubrics; generally those in T. surpass the rubrics 

of the others in length. ‘Fragment’ is practically useless, as it does 

not show historical connections, and everything that is said about 

it is mere conjecture; for the present it can only be used as a 

separate type but without great authority. 

2) These questions lead us directly to the history of this rite: 

indirect sources. It can be divided into two periods: by the activity 

of Isho’yabh iii. It is good to take the chronologically reversed 

order: a) What changes has the liturgy undergone in the time from 

I. till our Mss.? b) What was the character of the reformation of 

I.? c) What was the pre-Ish. ‘Addai’ and its connection with the 

old liturgy of Persia and Edessa? 

The answer to a) can be given, as the list of Brightman seems 

to give us help. Yet it must be cleared. It has become known that 

the exposition of George of Arbela (?) enables us to get a survey 

of the liturgy of his time‘(but see p. 127-128); the same may be said 

about the older one of Bar Lipheh (not mentioned by Brightman). 

The commentary of Narsai, which he stated to be lost, has been 

recovered in Horn, xvii according to some people, which would 

be an important evidence to the antiquity (pre-Ish.) of the parts 

of ‘Addai* outside the anaphora, this latter being probably his own 

work; though interpolations are not to be excluded. Other scholars 

disputed this view and credited later times with this exposition. 

The question is still sub-judice. As to the “exposition of the services” 

by Isho’Bar Nun that was thought by Brightman to be a Eucha¬ 

ristic document (lost), this may have been a reform of the Daily 

Offices (Baumstark).* The L»?clo of Bar Sauma is designated by a 

word of too vague a meaning to apply this without further comment 

to the Eucharist, since it means simply “Consecration” which may 

be said of various liturgical practices. Brightman also mentions an 

anaphora of Diodorus which is said to be referred to in the Acts 

of the Synod of Diamper; the Ms. Berlin 39 styles ‘Theod.* as “of 

the interpreters Diodorus and Theodorus”.* It might be that the 

(1) I used a facsimile through the kind offices of Prof. Lietzmann of Berlin. 
(2) A. Baumstark, L. G., S. 220; - Or was this the Expositio, ed. Connolly, as seems 
to be the opinion of Assemani, B.O.t iii 1, p. 166 (apparently this has escaped 
the attention of Connolly)* (3) Cf. A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 120, Ak. 3. 
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same is the case in the Acts, so that we need not suppose it was a 

lost anaphora. ‘Abdisho* ascribes' to Isaac of Nineveh a book “De 

divinis Mystcriis”; it is not known what this means; it may have 

been simply an ascetical work.1 We may point to some books 

mentioned by Baumstark that seem to be lost or have not been 

examined yet: S. 218, Ephraim of Elam, a letter against the 

reception of the communion from the hand of Greeks and Jacobites; 

S. 240, Elias of Kashkar, a book on the “Mysteries of the Church” 

(nothing of it is known; is it too bold to venture that this book is 

the same as the “Expositio”?); S. 287, ‘Abdisho* Bar Bahriz, also 

an exposition (this was first identified by Connolly with his ex¬ 

position; afterwards he retracted it and came to the conclusion 

referred to before); S. 311, John Bar Zo’bi, an other explanation 

in poetical form (preserved in several Mss.); S. 324, Ak. 5, a short 

exposition of the Daily Office and the Mass by ‘Abdisho’. The 

“Pearl” of ‘Abdisho’ does not contain anything that is of interest 

for the history of the rite; it is dogmatical and shows the Nestorian 

doctrine about this sacrament in the 13th cent. 

So we find that there are left from Br.’s list: the items of Vat. 

Syr. 150 and the book of Timothy ii. The latter has not found an 

editor yet.» We read the 4th book which deals with the liturgy, 

in: Codex Mingana Syriacus 13. It appeared that the analysis given 

by Asscmani is not unsatisfactory. The questions do not contain 

any information that is actually of importance for the better 

knowledge of the history (the proper names mentioned by Assemani 

are the only ones occurring). In ch. 15 a commentary of the liturgy 

is given occupying nearly half the treatise; the explanation is very 

short. Of course it furnishes us with the outline of the liturgy of his 

days (as far as I could see it does not deviate very much from the 

ordinary form in T.; it goes without saying that this form is also 

of importance in collating Codex Berlin 38). At any rate it gives an 

interesting insight into the questions that, were discussed in his time 

in the Nestorian church, e.g. 14: “Ad Patrem dirigi Orationes in 

Li turgia” (cf. the remark of Rahmani, p. 48-49). Some of them may be 

traditional, as appears from 16: “De Consignationibus”, in which 

the same point is discussed that was treated some centuries before 

(it is cited ad Q. 89). Vat. Syr. 150 is left; nothing about it is 

(1) Ap. Assemani, B.O., iii 1, p. 104. (2) A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 223. (3) A good 
number of Mss. contain it, cf. A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 325, Ak. 8. 
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known except some information scattered in the Bibliotheca 

Onentalis” (see p. 65). It is needless to dwell any longer about 

it as it will be the subject of the next chapters of our introduction. 

We asked: what is the value of these writings for the “History 

of the rite”? Beforehand it must be fixed what is the exact meaning 

of “rite”; it can contain prayers and indications of liturgical actions. 

In most cases only the former category is examined but the latter 

also belong to the liturgy and these are susceptible of expansion. 

Besides that the liturgy is encircled by usages such as: Communion, 

Preparation of the Elements, etc. It is not advisable to give it too 

narrow a meaning. In this connection the Canons of John v Bar 

Abgare get their importance. 

b) We are very badly informed about the character of the refor¬ 

mation of I. iii concerning the Eucharist. A provisional discussion 

of it will be given afterwards (p. ch. vi, iic). A definite investi¬ 

gation of the subject must try to detect I/s liturgical texts. If this 

has been done, one can test the opinion of Baumstark (copied by 

Heiler) that he acted under Byzantine influence (it may be 

asked whether this traces of Byzantine influence are real or merely 

due to the same origin, or are of a later date than I. iii). 

c) Hardly anything based on facts (!) can be stated about it; 

some information may be derived from the Synodicon Or. along 

with the Horn, xxi of Narsai. At this point a decision about the 

genuinity of Horn, xvii is urgent. In how far is Rahmani right with 

his “ancient features’*? Must one be satisfied with hypotheses? 

What is the relation between the opinion that ‘Addai’ is the ancient 

liturgy of Seleucia-Ctesiphon and the statement of Isaac, 

Canon xiii (quoted p. 118)? Is it possible to reconstruct an original 

form by comparison with other formularies? This is the more 

important for ‘Addai* which is a complete liturgy while the others 

are merely anaphora-texts. 

3) Not before a careful examination of these points has brought 

about what is the value of the printed texts and what can be 
* • • 

separated as later intrusions, one may go in for an investigation 

into the filiation with other liturgical groups.' It is natural to do 

(1) As to the study of the liturgical relation between the Nestorians and their 
neighbours, one should keep in mind that the Nestorian Church had a develop¬ 
ment of its own, but that churches were not in watertight compartments: there 
was intercourse between the Nestorians and the Jacobites (cf p. 17* n> *» anc* 
p. 25, n. 1). A very interesting symptom of it is offered in our treatise Q. 108. 7 his 
relation must be taken into account and it seems to the present writer that the 
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so with ‘Thcod.* and ‘Nest.’, since it has been handed down that 

they originate from the Greek church. ‘Nest.* was already subjected 

to a discussion between Prof. Baumstark and Prof. Schermann. As to 

‘Thcod.* a careful comparison with the liturgy underlying Theo¬ 

dore’s commentary must be recommended in spite of the verdict of 

Dr. Mingana who nevertheless left the final decision to professional 

liturgiologists. Are they really the liturgies of respectively Con¬ 

stantinople and Mopsuestia? In case of the latter it seems advisable 

to break away for the present from die statement of Leontius 

Byzant.; every interpretation of what he meant by “Blasphemies” 

was mere guessing. It is possible that Leontius who lived a century 

later' has made a mistake and it should not be overlooked, that 

he was a polemist! Perhaps “Blasphemies” must not be limited to 

wrong teaching about the dogmas; everything called by Theodore 

“Prayer” was eo ipso blasphemous for his opponent; what mattered 

was the interpretation of the same statements.1 The case of Addai’ 

is not so easy; it must undoubtedly be considered as the oldest, 

as was seen already by Renaudot, and provisionally as a separate 

type. Here we get back the dilemma formulated by Prof. Lietzmann. 

Perhaps it cannot be solved before more is known about the 

liturgical history of the Nestorians and the rival churches. 

This concerns the prayers of the liturgy (in Lietzmann’s book 

only those of the anaphora). Besides them there are the acls. These 

too must be submitted to a comparative research, keeping in view 

three questions: is this spontaneous development; or borrowing; 

or descent from common ancestors? In so far as I can see, the 

answer to these problems will be different from that mentioned 

before and will not corroborate it; other filiations and links will 

appear. At any rate it is wrong to neglect this growth of the rubrics 

etc. especially as these acts had a dogmatical meaning for later 

generations. 

The Homilies of Narsai, the “Expositio” etc. were valued before 

formula of Dom. H. Engberding, Altantiochcuischcs Euchanstisches Hochgebet, in: 
O.C.y >932, S. 47: "der mcthodische Grundsatz dcr vcrgleichcndcn Liturgie- 
grschichte (ist): Wo in getrennten Kirchcngcmcinschaltcn cin gemeinsamer 
Text sicli hndet, ragt dirsrr in scincm Alter bis in die Zcit vor dcr Trennung 
hinauf" though right in many cases, should not hr applied in a too simple or 
too doctrinaire manner. 

(1) O. Bardcnhewcr, Geschichte dcr altkirchlichen Literature Freiburg i. lir., 1932, 
v, S. 9 -' 3. (2) Compare for instance the totally opposite conclusions drawn from 
the same Niccnc diced by Nestorians and Jacobites. 



only as soarccs to reconstruct the liturgy in use at a certain date. 

As a rule this is the only use made of these books. But it is not the 

end which their authors had in view (see e.g. the quotation on 

p. 127). 

4) In this way we come to more dogmatical positions with 

regard to the Eucharist, viz. to the question: what is the meaning 

of all these actions and prayers? Does there exist a special doctrine 

about essence, aim and working of the Sacrament? What is the 

relation with the Mystagogy, i.e. the exposition of Eucharist? Is 

there a connection with Mysticism? The point must be considered 

whether additions have been made for dogmatical reasons. It is a 

matter of course that these questions must also be dealt with by 

way of comparison. This will explain much that is obscure.' The 

study of the Mystagogy dr explanation of the liturgy is still waiting. 

Yet it should not be neglected as it reveals the feelings of the 

believers during the celebration.1 From these sources it is obvious 

that the Nestorian teaching has not been so traditional as it is 

often thoughti and that it changed through the ages (read: Narsai, 

Horn. xvii[?] and xxi; Abraham b. Liphch; Expos.; and Timothy ii). 

The influence of Theodore (see p. 55, n. 2) and of Dionysius Areo- 

pagita, who is generally considered as the great teacher in these 

matters,4 can be examined here. Then arises the question about the 

(1) Cf. Expos, ii, p. 4, about this obscurity, (2) Cf. R. H. Connolly, Two Com' 

rruntaricSy p. x: “... commentaries on the whole Liturgy, which give a more 

lively picture of the manner in which the Holy Eucharist was celebrated by the 

Syrian Jacobites in the Middle Ages than the manuscripts, with their brief 

rubrics and limited scope can afford. In these commentaries we have, more¬ 

over, the ideas and sentiments connected with the celebration of the Christian 

Mysteries in the minds of living men.’’-Many Greek and Syriac commentaries 

are left which have never been investigated. Something of it in: F. Kattenbusch, 

Mystagogische Theologie, in: P.R.E. xiii, S. 612-622 (D.Th.C. and D.A.C.L. 

do not contain an article; A. Wilmart, D.A.C.L.f s.v. Expositw Missae, t.v, 

col. 1014-1027 treats the Western church alone, a defect which is often found 

in this indispensable and magniheant work). (3) There is a marked difference 

between the Nestorians and the Jacobites. The latter have a strong chain of 

tradition as will be seen in reading Codrington-Connolly, Two Commentaries as 

compared with the Exposition of Dionysius b. Salibi (ed. Labourt). Of the for¬ 
mer everyone has his own view (the same will be found in another department, 

p. 136, n. 1.); Expos, ii, p. 34 dares to say about his predecessor Abraham b. Liphch: 
“Ab. in dementia sua’’! (4) A. Ehrhard, ap. K. Krumbacher, Geschxchte der 

byzantinischen Literatur *, Munchca, 1897, S. 141, says about Dionysius’influence 

on the Byzantine Church: “Den Ausgangspunkt dcrselbcn (Mysticism) bilden 

die mystischen Schriften dcs Dionysius Pseudoareopagites von denen sic ihre 
Eigenart, ihre kultisch-symbolische Richtung empfangen haben’’.-Dionysius 

was known in the Nestorian church (see: Timothei i Patriarchae, Epistula xvi, ed. 
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connection with Christology as discussed in several places of Babai, 

“Liber dc Unione”,' and others. In this borderland of liturgy and 

dogmatics nic must always keep in mind the links with both.1 

For in the life of the church the one could not be thought of 

without the other. Practically nothing has been done so far in this 

field! The knowledge of liturgical hymns is connected with it. It 

will enable us to answer what is typically Nestorian,* what is the 

relation with the Antiochene school, and in what respect we may 

speak of a common “fond’' with the other churches. By combining 

3 and 4 the omission of the words of Institution can only be fruit¬ 

fully discussed (it has also been omitted in Theodore’s explanation). 

We see several diverging sets of problems arising from the 

evidence, which cross each other in the study of the liturgy. 

Reviewing what has been done to solve them permits us to say that 

it is still the “least known of Eastern rites” (Brightman).4 It is out 

of question to examine all these subjects in one book though we 

must be aware that all these problems are linked up with each other. 

We must begin at the beginning. Our attention is drawn by the 

question: what are the contents, nature and meaning of the treatises con- 

O. Braun, p. 120 (in: C.S.C.O., ii 67); xxxiii, p. 156; W.S. vii, p. 13-15; Isaac of 

Nineveh, tr. A. J. Wensinck, p. 114; but I do not believe that he had a far- 

rcaching influence upon the liturgical explanation; in that connection he is 

never quoted. 

(1) Babai Magni, Liber de Unione, ed. A. Vaschalde, in: C.S.C.O., ii 6i, Parisiis, 

19!5. (2) Dom. H. Engberding, Die Kirche als Draut Christi in der ostsyrischen 

Liturgie, in: Orientalia Christiana Periodica, Roma, iii, 1937, S. 5: “Man kan nicht 

bchaupten, dass die wissenschaftliche Forschung das Gebiet der ostsyrischen 

Liturgie stiefnhitterlich behandele. Im Gegenteil, die letzte Jahrzehnte haben 

manche, z. T. recht wcrtvolle Arbeit, hcrausgebracht (on S. 44-48 he gives a 

bibliography of the work of the last century; it contains all sorts of liturgical 

editions and studies, not only eucharistic.-With regard to the great task I cannot 

help thinking that these words of Dom. E. give too favourable a representation 

of the results attained). Und doch lasst sich nicht leugnen, dass alle diese 

Arbeiten, cine cinzigc ausgenommen, einen Bereich fast vollstandig ausser Acht 

lassen: den der Theologie, d.i. der systematischen Aufarbeitung und Unlersuchung 

des in der genannten Liturgie niedergelegten religiosen Gedankengutes”. (3) Cf. this 

judgment of Renaudot, L.O.C.t ii, p. 565: “Liturgiac iliac, prima (‘Addai*) 

praesertim, etiam in codicibus non admodum vetustis, inter multas, variique 

generis oraliones vix ullam habent, quae Nestorianae doctrinae particularn 

aliquam repraesentet, una Nestorii excepta”, and of A. J. Maclean, E.S.D.O., 

p. xxv: “The infrequent occurrence of Nestorian language will perhaps surprise 

the reader .... we shall find no trace of heterodoxy in the following pages.... On 

the other hand, we find much that is quite inconsistent with true Nestorianism.M 

(4) L.E.W., p. x. 
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tained in Vat. Syr. 150. For we must first have a profound knowledge 
of the materials that can be disposed of, before we come to other 
questions, because otherwise the uncertainty will remain whether 
this unknown source will interfere with the results reached. In 
the following pages we propose to publish and comment upon 
the first part of them, the “Special Introduction” will discuss 
the problems involved. The plan to do so is evident. We must 
try to determine the exact date of the writing and after that ask 
whether its form or contents enable us to consider the whole book 
as a piece of evidence of the practice of some centuries before. 
The commentary will discuss the same for the separate questions 
and special points. Although the first part will be published, it 
is a matter of course that the author examined the other parts too, 
as will be seen from many places in which they are quoted. 
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iii. description and comparison 

OF THE MANUSCRIPTS 

The text of the Ncstorian treatise we are publishing here is based 

upon two manuscripts. One of these is deposited in the Vatican 

Library, where it is known as Codex Vaticanus Syriacus 150; the other 

manuscript lies in the Mingana-Collection at the Selly Oak Colleges* 

Library in Birmingham. Its class-mark is: Mingana Syriacus 566. 

Before we pass to a description and comparison of these codices, 

we record for the sake of completeness that a third manuscript is 

known to have existed at one time at the Archiepiscopal Library of 

Seert.' A short description from the hand of Mgr. Addai Scher has 

been incorporate by Dom. R. H. Connolly in his edition of the 

‘Tntcrprctatio Ofhciorum” of Abraham bar Lipheh. This MS. was 

designated by him as codex i.1 It was a: “Codex chartaceus, saeculo 

ut videtur decimo sexto exaratus”. It contained among various 

other items on different subjects: “Quaestiones de Eucharistia**. 

They were anonymous and the same as the tract that is published^ 

her:, as Dr. Mingana kindly informed me.* Together with the 

whole collection of which it formed a part this codex was burnt 

»n the World war in 1916. 

Description. We now turn to those manuscripts which did not 

sufFcr the fate of $0 many oriental books, that were destroyed in the 

calamaties which befell Eastern Christendom at so many occasions, 

or perished through the carelessness of their owners. For the reader’s 

convenience we may give the contents of the two manuscripts, 

so far as it is of interest for the present investigation. We follow 

their description as given in the respective Catalogues of their collec¬ 

tions. 

The beginning of the Vatican MS. was analysed by the Assemani’s 

as follows4: “Codex in 8., bombycinus, foliis 215 constans, 

strongulis Syriacis exaratus, inter Orientales Codices ab Andrea 

Scandar in Vaticanam Bibliothecam inlatos, olim Tertius. 

i. Georgii Arbelae et Mosuli Episcopi, Quaestiones de ministerio 

(1) A. Scher, Catalogue des manuscripts syriaques et arabes conserves dans la bibliothique 
episcopate de S/ert, Mosul, 1905. (2) Expos, ii text, p. 162, n. 1. (3) Letter, Bir¬ 
mingham, 9-3-1935. (4) St. Ev. Assemani et J. S. Assemani, Bibliothecae Aposto- 
licae Vaticanae Codicum Manuscriptorum Calalogus, Pars i, Tomus iii, Romae, 1759 

(reprint: Paris, 1927), p. 280-281. 
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Altaris . . . Quaesita ct Responsa circa Consccrationcm Ecclcsiae, 

et Chrismatis: circa sacram Liturgiam, ct Communioncm Corporis 

ct Sanguinis Domini, circa Panis Eucharistici confcctionem, ct 

VinI praeparationem: circa Officium Divinum, vcspertinum, noc- 

tumum, ct matutinum: circa Sponsalia, ct Bcncdictioncm Spon- 

sorum; et circa Exequias Defunctorum. 

ii. Ejusdcm Georgii Quaestioncs dc Baptismo fol. 39b. 

iii. Jaballahae Magni Patriarchae Chaldacorum qui olim 

Nuhadrac Episcopus fuerat, Quaestiones dc Baptismo, dc Sacris 

Ordinationibus fol. 56. 

iv. Ejusdem Jaballahae . . . Quaestioncs dc Sponsalibus, dc 

Nuptiis, ct dc Sacra Liturgia fol. 66. 

v. Jesujabi Arzunitac. . . Quaestio, an Eucharistia extra Eccle- 

siam sit deferenda fol. 93.' 

vi. Georgii Metropolitac Arbelac ct Mosuli, Quaesita dc Com- 

munione in Paschate, fol. 94. 

It appears from the Colophon (fol. 215) that this MS. was written 

Anno Graecorum 2020 (A.D. 1709). In the “Bibliotheca Orientalis” 

iii 1 and 2 various parts of this codex were extracted by Assemani:1 

from i: 1, p. 240, 242, 243, 244, 245, 248, 251, and a reproduction 

of several regulations (without quoting them) in 2, p. cccxvi,§ 7; 

from ii: many sentences in his description of the Nestorian Rite of 

Baptism, in 2, p cclxi-cclxx; from v: 1, p. 244. 

Through the kind offices of Dr. R. R. Post, formerly of the 

“Nederlandsch Historisch Instituut te Rome”, now Professor at 

Nijmegen University, it was made possible for me to study 

those parts of this codex in facsimile which are concerned with my 

subject and still unpublished, viz. foil. 1-40 and 65-94. The same 

scholar was so kind as to write me, that the state of this manuscript 

is very bad, and that it has been pasted over to save it from 

perishing. Except for a number of places which are absolutely 

ruined and where nothing is left but a hole, the codex is still 

very legible.1 Some places where the reading was doubtful were 

collated for me upon the MS. itself by Prof. Georg Graf, to whom 

I wish to express my sincerest thanks for his kindness. 

On closer examination one finds, that the codex has eighteen 

(1) In: B.O. iii 1, p. 11 i-Assemani gives a better summary: ,,Fragmentum de 
modo Eucharistiae infirmis administrandae; de confcctione hostiae Eucharis- 
ticae; de Baptismo in Ecclesia, ubi Baptisterium dcsidcratur, confcrendo; deque 

Liturgia a solo Sacerdote minimae celebranda”. (a) LetUr, Rome, 3-6-1934. 
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lines to the page, and that Assemani’s statement, regarding the 

first four treatises at least, needs a small but extremely important 

addition. It is a fact (which is impossible to infer from his report) 

that the authors’ names, both of George of Arbela and of Yaballaha 

were added in the margin by a later Maronitic hand, as Prof. 

Baumstark already observed with regard to the first item.1 These 

names, therefore, arc suspect from the point of view of textual 

criticism. As to the following two treatises, here the proper name 

forms part of the text itself. 

The account of Assemani does not shed any light on the origin 

of this codex. So we are at a loss about its ancestry. 

The codex Mingana Syriacus 566 has been analysed by Dr. Min- 

gana in the Catalogue of his collection.1 In this case too it is not 

necessary for our purpose to quote his description in full. The 

contents of this manuscript (size 236 x 177 mm with 199 leaves 

and 18 lines to the page) are rather miscellaneous. The items our 

study is concerned with, are the following: 

A. Ff. 1 8.34a •* Questions and Answers dealing with the Eucharistic 

elements and with liturgical subjects . . . The questions are asked 

by a young scholar and answered by a venerable teacher. 

B. Ff. 343-46*. Theological Questions and Answers dealing with 

baptism. 

C. Ff. 463-668. Theological and liturgical questions and answers 

dealing with baptism and liturgy and attributed to the Patriarch8 

Isho’yabh the Great who had been Bishop of Nuhadray^. 

D. Ff. 668.67b. Similar questions and answers by Georg, 

Metropolitan of Arbcl and Mosul. (At the end of all the above 

questions and answers is the following subscription [fol. 67b]: >n.\» 

^cdo Ivcnoi oicno^Q^iOo [The 

description of] the observances of the service of the alter and the 

r est is brought to a close through the help and mercy of our Lord.) 

' Dated (fol. 1988) 17th June 1931, and written for me (through 

(he deacon Matthew, son of Paul) by the deacon Joseph, son of 

Thomas, son of the deacon Sipa, of the family of Baith Abuna, 

of the small town of Alkosh, in the time of Pope Pius xi and of the 

(1) A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 239. (2) A. Mingana, Catalogue of the Mingana 

Collection of Manuscripts, Vol. i, Syriac and Garshuni Manuscripts, Cambridge, 

*933* Col. 1070-1076. (3) Lit.: the Catholicos, an East-Syrian name of the 
Primate; cf. D.A.C.L., s.v. Katholicos, t. viii, col. 686—689. 
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Chaldacan . . . Patriarch Emanuel ii. Copied from a MS. of the 

monastery of our Lady, which is dated 1994 of the Greeks (A.D. 

1683) and which was written in the monastery of Rabban Hormizd 

by the priest ‘Abdisho* . . . Bold East Syrian hand. Fully voweled. 

Headings in red. Profusely rubricated. Fairly broad margins” 

(col. 1076). 

For a clear apprehension of this Colophon it is necessary to 

know that Dr. Mingana had a manuscript very carefully copied by 

the mentioned deacon Joseph in cases he could not acquire the 

manuscript itself, so that he got “a faithful copy”.' The codex 

which is meant is no. 93 in the list of Mgr. A. Seller.1 A copy of a 

certain part of it was used by Dom. Connolly as codex ii of his 

edition mentioned before J Nothing else of this manuscript has been 

published, as far as I know.4 Although we have in codex Mingana 

Syr. 566 a very young manuscript, its text is certainly older than 

that of the Vatican one. 

Henceforth these manuscripts will be designed by the symbols 

V. and M. 

The first thing to do is to make a comparison between these two 

codices. From the full analyses as given in the Catalogues it does 

not seem likely as though they have much in common. There is 

only one striking conformity viz. V. ix = M. S.* The other names 

are totally different and the divisions show that V. is not a direct 

copy of the “Vorlage” of M.6 We are obliged to recognize the 

existence of two manuscripts which have not been copied from the 

same original. Although it is possible that there exists a conformity 

in the other treatises in spite of the differences in names and divisions 

(which may be due to copyists), this fact has no further importance 

for the investigation with which we are concerned in this book. 

Henceforth we shall deal only with the parts mentioned before 

which treat of Questions about the Eucharist. We find these in V.: i-vi = 

M.: A.-D; On collating these texts in both codices it becomes 

apparent that they are for the greater part the same, a result not 

(1) Cf. A. Mingana, Catalogue etc., Introductory Note, p. vi. (2) A. Scher, Notice 
sur lei manuscripts Syriaques consents dans la bibliothtque du Convent de Notre-Dame-des- 

Simences, in: Journal Asiatique 10, 8, p. 55-82. (3) Vide p. 44, n. 1. (4) We cannot 

speak here with certainty in view of the fragmentary character of tradition which 

has generally not much respect for the names of authors. (5) Cf. A. Baumstark, 

L.G., S. 220 Ak. 2. (6) Thus the Exposition of Abraham b. Lipheh is wanting 

in V. (but was contained in the Se£rt MS. which, however, has no further 

relation with the others). 
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to be expected from the descriptions of the catalogues. First we 

start upon a careful comparison of these parts as far as the contents 

are concerned (A), afterwards we shall ask whether the part we 

propose to publish might offer some special text-critical points (B). 

A. For the sake of clearness a list of the names in the headings 

had to be made: 

V. M. 

i. anonymous; in margin: George of Arbela = anonymous. 

n* ft rt tt 
• • • 

m. tt tt tt 

v. Isho’yabh i of Arzun 

vi. George of Arbela 

ft M tt tt 

Isho’yabh the 

Great, Bishop 

of Nuhadray^ 

= George of 

Arbela 

Yabhallaha the Great, 

bishop of Nuhadra = 

ditto = 

The last and the first two items (not taking into account what is 

written in the margin of V, though it needs to be asked whether 

this addition is right or not) agree in both MSS. They deviate from 

each other in the rest where only the nanus of Isho’yabh and “the 

Great, Nuhadra” are points of contact. Presently, viz. in the next 

parts of our investigation we shall answer this question regarding 

the authors. For the present moment we are only concerned with 

the differences between the two manuscripts. 

We may say a word on the note contained in M. after item D. 

What is the meaning of this reference? The easiest explanation 

of “Observances of the Service of the Altar” is that these words 

were culled from M. fol. ib, and that “the rest” includes Baptism, 

marriage etc. as a matter of minor importance. The result would 

be that in (one of) the ancestor(s) of M. these subjects were reckoned 

as a unit by a copyist, not formally but materially.1 

We may register in i the following external differences: 

A. The reversion of the order of the questions 10-13, as follows: 

M. 10-11-12-13 and V. 12-13-11-10. 

B. Q. and A. 24 is omitted in V. 

C. V. has in Q, 41: “Question” instead of “Solution”, and goes on 

with this change until Q. 44 after which he returns to the right track. 

(1) The possibility that the Canons of John b. Abgarc once stood in this place 

(as in M. viii), but were left out, seems to be less probable, as their name was: 

“Canon* and Observances of the AJtarM. 
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D. In Q. 46 V. has not the “Solution” but puts this in the place 

of Q- 47- 
E. V. omits the Solution of Q. 47 and Q. and S. 48; conse¬ 

quently we get a very queer change for V. goes on to write “Solution 

instead of “Question” etc. 

F. Something similar has happened elsewhere: fol. 29^18-30*1 

(Q. 112). Here the contents of the Q. and “Solution” have been 

omitted and the word “Question” is immediately followed by the 

“Answer” and consequently the text is unintelligible. 

G. The concluding rubric of the treatise at page 34* is omitted. 
• • • 

We pass ii and iii as irrelevant for the present investigation. 

Questions about the Eucharist return in V. foil. 66-93 = M. 51-66. 

V. shows in these pages a considerable plus over M., viz. twelve 

questions. These additions do not give the impression of being 

interpolations. On the contrary they fit in very well in the preced¬ 

ing context at least so far as one may venture to affirm about this 

Quaestiones-Literature *, its structure being always loose. Yet 

the possibility cannot be ruled out that a reader at some later time 

should have provided his copy with some new questions in places 

which seemed to him wanting a further explanation. But still, the 

former suggestion seems more probable. I am inclined to the view 

that M. omitted these pieces which seemed superfluous. I may refer to 

the fact that M. or his “Vorlage” obviously changed the text of V. fol. 

93b in such a way that not only the inscription of V. was left out, per¬ 

haps because the name of Isho’yabh was found already at the begin¬ 

ning ofiii, but that also a part of its first Q. was affected. Consequently 

the text in M. was thrown into confusion and its sense destroyed, while 

V. has kept the right order.* In view of the present material it 

cannot be settled what reason compelled the copyist. Dogmatical 

corrections* (the writer of M. is, as appears from the colophon, a 

Uniatc = Chaldean = a Nestorian, subject to the See of Rome) 

are out of the question. The choice remains between carelessness 

of the copyists or the possibility that the first author himself should 

have given at one time a revised edition. 

In surveying these two parts we observe the remarkable fact that 

(1) About the Questions vide ch. v. (2) This regards only the collation of V. 

and M.; but this is not sufficient as the Arabic tradition is different, cf. p. 121-122. 
(3) They are very often found but almost exclusively in dogmatical statements 

and names, cf. e.g.: A. J. Wensinck, Mystic Treatises of Isaac of Niruveh, Amster¬ 

dam, 1923, p. xvii, and: A. Mingana, Early Christian Mystics, W.S. vii, Cambridge, 

!934» P- 74-75- 
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while i shows only very unimportant changes, those of ii are of a 

ilifTrrcnt nature and contain a certain amount of new information. 

This may be due to the two treatises having once circulated in¬ 

dependently. Their union may have taken place at a later date. 

In this connection it should be remembered that each of them 

has its own conclusion and that codex-Scert contained only the 

first group. But all these suggestions are merely hypothetical. 

B. I have given the text of the best written manuscript M. in 

facsimile'. This text has served as a basis for my translation. This 

procedure was justified by the following reasons: i. It is a copy of 

the elder codex; 2. According to the result reached in A. it seems 

that M. has the better text, for this part at least; 3. A detailed study 

of the variants as found in V. and M. cannot be decisive in favour 

of one, only two codices being at our disposal, but M. seems in 

most cases to have the text that should be preferred. 

This last point needs some further explanation. Appendix i 

shows a table of the places where V. deviates from the standard- 

text. Whatever was of some importance for the translation has been 

referred to the foot-notes. 

This list does not register the fact that V. often has “Answer” 

where M. uses the word “Solution” or the reverse, this change 

being of rather small importance. Yet we may mention these 

places here: 

28 X at the questions: 27, 28, 29, 38, 49, 53, 63, 

65, 66, 67, 69, 73, 74, 75, 76, 78, 80, 86, 88, 89, 

9°. 9>. 97. 98. 99. I0°. i°2- i°3- 

V.: Answer 

M.: Solution: 

V.: Solution: 

M.: Answer 
4X at the questions: 16, 17, 105 and 117. 

In overlooking this series one cannot say that either manuscript 

has a preference for a certain terminology. Both seem to use these 

terms at random and I have been unable to detect a reason for these 

variations. It appears that both words were considered to be inter¬ 

changeable. In the next paragraph some works of Greek origin 

will be dealt with; the same change, viz. between doTOKplcru; and 

Aucnc; will be found there. 

Still another kind of differences has not been specially noted. 

V. (and this fact is not a favourable presumption for the text of this 

(1) Words of the MS. in red have been underlined. 
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manuscript) seems to have been written, especially in the second 

part, by an untrained copyist. Consequently there are many places 

in which he began a word on one line, but having written two 

letters he saw that the space did not suffice. He then wrote the word 

on the next line and marked the preceding letters by a circle of 

dots. He records this for the sake of completeness, though it is of no 

further importance. 

That the text of V. is not very good, is proved by a number of 

mistakes in which Syriac words were written, that have no meaning 

in the sentence, cf. c.g. Q. 69, 84, 105 in stead of 

“end” in stead of “beginning”.' The number of mistakes in M., 

see: 2&I, 9bi4 is considerably smaller. 

In one instance I ventured to go against the unanimous 

witness of V. and M., viz. in Q. 83-84; the context shows clearly 

that “Answer” and “Question” have been left out. It may be that 

something of the same character happened in Q,. 37 where we 

should add: “Question” before “I saw”, and “Answer” before 

“This”; but in this case one cannot say that the sequence of thought 

is confused. The text of the manuscripts gives a sufficient sense. 

These facts raise the question of the origin of our MSS. Both copies 

might possibly descend from one and the same codex. The evidence, 

however, is too small for certainty on this point. The common 

source lies further back than the direct fathers of the present 

manuscripts; perhaps it was due to the author. 

We have arranged our list of variants under some heads giving 

now a few illustrations for each of them: 

1. A number of places show a reversion of the order of the 

words, such as is common in many manuscripts: M. 4b6, 6*3, 

8*8-9 etc* (not marked in the foot-notes). 
2. At some places an accusative is expressed in M. by ^ which 

has been neglected in V.: 17*8, 2^4, this use of the preposition 

being facultative.1 In several places the reading of either manuscript 

(i) Have we a similar case in instead of M. 25^3 and 

29* 18; this form as it stands can only be derived from a-** to suffer, pt. 

Ethpe’el; but this has nothing to do with "to use” which is required by the 

sentence. Unless a verb is not registered in the Dictionaries, as is the case 

with .N. M. 20b9~V. variant reading in 15^6; M. 19*3 where V. 

has the ordinary 1>Qj/. (2) Th. Noldeke, Kurzgefasste syrisch* Grammatik , 

Leipzig, 1898, § 288. 
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varies only orthographically: 8*2, M. l/o^cnlvO-V. 8*10. 

M. 0nJ^o-V. H-Xso;» 8b 15, M. A.|mA*-V. i6bia, M. 

]Ajlj£u--V. |A^>].< In other cases one manuscript has the object- 

suffix immediately with the verb while the other writes it separately 

(or with the substantive itself): 1 ibi (not marked in the footnotes). 

3. Likewise we did not mention in the footnotes the differences 

in the use of conjuncdons such as ^1, <_>>, o], o; it being well 

known how easily such words are inserted or left out in copying. 

Both manuscripts vary here without a chance of some characteristic 

of private or peculiar style. The same holds good for the change 

of prepositions having the same meaning. 

4. Various places show differences in the use of synonyms. For 

examples see: M. 33817 U cel.** = V. Uxinma]; M. i6*41-lOklo 

= V. M. 1184 = V. 'ill; M. 1037, bi = V. 

M. 8» 14 = V. M. 22a 12 fcoao = V 

M. 32a2 lrJA = V. lAjtisO. We choose some very conspicuous in¬ 

stances, some of which may have exegetical consequences. It is impor¬ 

tant that these cannot be derived from the same original MS. 

5. Next comes a number of places where either M. or V. have 

a surplus. All these cases are marked in the footnotes. Some of them 

arc but extensions of the quotations from prayers. This is a charac¬ 

teristic of V. This MS. often quotes extensively where M. has only 

the first two words (cf. M. 5ai3, 31*3) and in some cases it offers 

a text which is not found in “Takhsa”. This fact is only remark¬ 

able because it shows the variety existing even in the 10th cent. 

The same is found in the Office of Bapdsm.J The reverse, 

however, is also found; V. omits in several places: “and in the name 

of the Son etc.” 

The value of these variants for the text is but slight. In contrast 

with the greater part of the cases of the former category,6 it re¬ 

quires notice that V. has a number of additions in the beginning 

but that the number of omissions compared to M. was growing 

as it went on. These omissions do not generally effect a change in 

the meaning of the sentences because the lost words merely re¬ 

peated things already said. It is, therefore, often difficult to decide 

about the original text. Yet we are justified in saying that the rule: 

“lectio brevior potior” does not hold good here. There are a number 

(1) Ibid., § 202 I 7. (2) Ibid., § 202 D. (3) Ibid., § 155. (4) Cf. J. Payne 

Smith, Dictionary, s.v. (5) Cf. G. Dicttrich, Taujliturgie, S. 65-66, and else¬ 

where. (6) Cases mentioned sub 3 are not taken into account. 
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of places in V. which show clearly that this codex has left out 

typical Syriac epithets (e.g. 2^15). One might quote evidence from 

other Syriac manuscript copies showing omissions of one half of a 

paralellism of words for the sake of brevity. This tendency is evident 

in V. in various places, eg. M. 13*18-81; 15b9~ 1 o; I think almost 

everyone of V.’s omissions (as far as they arc not mere mistakes) 

should be explained in this way. It is not so easy to decide, whether 

the same is true for M.; the possibility, however, (see Q. 100) should 

not be rulled out. At any rate, I could not find any other reason 

for the origin of these variant readings. 

6. Finally V. has in some places (viz. Q,. 10 end, Q. 16, Q. 17, 

Q. 52) extensive stretches of “varia lectio” or rather additions. 

Their origin has not become clear to me. 

In surveying this matter and carefully weighing its critical impli¬ 

cations the choice of M. as the leading manuscript may certainly 

be justified, as long as a third independent witness cannot be found. The 

origin of variants like those sub 4 and 6 remains a problem. Did 

they arise from dictation? One might prefer this guess, as it could 

also serve as an explanation of those sub 3 and 5. 
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1 V. THE WRITER AND HIS TIME 

Wc observed in the previous chapter that neither of the manuscripts 

of the treatise has an author’s name prefixed, but that George of 

Mosul and Arbcla was mentioned as its author by a later Maronitic 

hand on the margin of V. 

The first author who published some information about our 

treatise was, as has been said before (p. G5), J. S. Assemani.' In his 

“Bibliotheca Orientalis” and in his “Catalogue” he accepted the 

above tradition concerning the writer without any criticism. His 

opinion has been generally received. Dr. Wright has borrowed 

it from him,1 so did Prof. Brightman>, Dom. Connolly4 and some 

time ago J- B. Chabot* and Prof. Hanssens.6 Prof. Duval is silent 

about this question, since he did not include liturgical writings 

in his History of Syriac Literature.7 In his exhaustive handbook 

of Syriac Literature Prof. Baumstark uttered some doubts. He 

expressed himself as follows: “Dafur dass er (George) sich in gelehrter 

Arbeit mit dcmselben (liturgical study) bcschaftigt habe, bieten, da 

er als Autor nur von einer spaten maronitischen Hand bezeichnet 

wild, Bcantwortungen von ‘Fragen liber den Dienst des Altares* so 

wie von solchen liber Taufe und Osterkommunion keinen sicheren 

Beleg”, referring to V.8 

Having reproduced the current opinions on the author of our 

treatise as found in the handbooks we must try to settle this question. 

The obvious questions are: What is known about this George of 

Arbela? What are the external witnesses except the doubtful note 

in the margin? What is the internal testimony of the treatise itself? 

i. All the sources on George of Arbcla have been brought 

together and analysed by Prof. Baumstark.’ He was ordained a 

bishop of the well-known See of Mosul and Arbela by the Catholicos 

Emmanuel (938-960). Twice (in 963 and 987)lo he was a candidate 

for the highest office of the Nestorian Church, but he never issued 

victoriously from the intrigues during these choices (we may note 

(1) Cf. about this family L. Petit, in: D.A.C.L., t. i, col. 2973-2981. (2) W. Wright, 

A short History of Syriac Literature, London, 1894, p. 231, n 3. (3) F. E. Brightman, 

L.E.W., p. lxxx. (4) R. H. Connolly, Expos., II b, p. 2 (though this applies to 

V '•)• (5) J* B. Chabot, Litt/rature syriaqut, Paris, 1934, p. 116; he does not 

consider the Expos, to be a work of George. (6) J. M. Hanssens i, p. 501. 

(7) R. Duval, La Lilltralure Syriaque3, Paris, 1907, p. xvi; at least I think this is 

lhe reason though he mentions, /. p. 393, the Expos, as a work of George, 

(fl) A. Baumstark, L. G., S. 239; Ak. 6: iii° should be corrected in vi°. (9) A. 
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that this intriguing was usual under these circumstances). He 

died probably in 987. Further, he is mentioned by the Nestorian 

writer ‘Abdisho’ and in several MSS. as an expert in ecclesiastical 

law, redactor of the Daily Ofhce of 6th August' and compiler of 

some prayers and hymns. The quotation from Baumstark puts the 

“Questions about Easter-communion and Fasting” among the 

“dubia”. But there is, to our view, no sufficient reason to do so. 

We have been unable to detect any internal grounds against his 

authorship. Both manuscripts tell us that follow: 
riLkvv;;^iaAv^ = (Some) of the ques¬ 

tions of Mar George Metropolitan of Arbela and Mosul” and this 

is part of the text, and not: in one manuscript, and by a later hand 

in margine! It follows from this heading that we find here an extract 

from a larger collection.-We have already mentioned (p. 44, n. 3), 
that the authorship of the extensive and important “Expositio Officii 

Ecclesiastici” is no more ascribed to him since its publicadon 

by Dom. Connolly. These are the facts known thus far. 

ii. Consulting ‘Abdisho’ one discovers that this author has 

mentioned him in his “Catalogue” among the Canonists (§ 192 

Collectores Canonum).1 This passing glance does not mean much 

as A. does not say a word about George’s other, undoubtedly 

genuine, writings. J. S. Assemani treated George in his “Appendix 

ad Catalogum Ebedjesu Sobensis”. This “Appendix” contains more 

than one well-known name which ‘Abdisho’ had skipped over. But 

Assemani only gives a detailed analysis of the “Exposito”* and does 

not speak about our treatise. This did not happen intentionally 

for in his “Catalogue” of the Vatican MSS., at a later date, Asse¬ 

mani shows no doubt about the authorship. My investigation 

Baumstark, L.G., S. 239. (10) Dr. Wright, Syriac Literature, p. 230-231 wrongly 

says that he was also a candidate in 961 (three times altogether); but B.O., ii, 

p. 452, to which he refers, does not contain a word about it. 
(1) In Ak. 3 of Baumstark it must be added that it also is found in the manu¬ 

script that was examined by G. Diettrich, Bericht u.s.w. (cf. p. 44, n. 4), S. 268 
and N. 1. With all probability he is meant in the Letter of Elias of Nisi bis (cf. 

p. 83, n. 7), in: O.C., 1913, S. 259 as the man who changed prayer during the 

consecration of a Katholikos. cf. p.. (2) Ed. B.O., iii 1, p. 279.-About this 

'Abdisho* see: A. Baumstark, L.G.y S. 323-325. (3) B.O., iii 1, p. 5,0-54°» 
that on Baptism is not mentioned either; this fact probably induced G. Diettrich, 

Die nestorianische Taufliturgie, Giessen, 1903, S. 61, to mix up the Expositio (writ¬ 
ten in questions) and the Quaestiones. But the criticism of Dom. Connolly, Expos. 

ii, p. 3, is too severe, as the critic himself is liable to a grave mistake ascribing 

the Quaestiones to George of Arbela. 
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has not provided me with any external witness to throw light upon 

this matter. So we have to consult the writing itself. 

iii. In its Introduction something is told about the origin of this 

work. The information furnished by it is as follows: The person 

who answers the questions is an “Old man” who may be counted 

among the teachers of a school since he is confronted with a student. 

The starting point is that the service of the church is neglected and 

not administered according to the tradition of the Ancients, be¬ 

cause many people have lately become priests who were not 

sufficiently qualified, and did not possess the indispensable knowledge 

of the Canons and Formularies in question. Every one is doing 

what seems good to him and nobody takes care. Ignorance and 

arrogance are the characteristics of these priests, as another place tells 

us (cf. Q. 119). The author has been summoned to cope with this 

evil as he has acquired a sound knowledge of the exact liturgical 

tradition which he has received from the Ancients. He will surely 

stop the mockery of the ignorant. Though acknowledging his own 

unworthiness and stupidity, he is willing to tell what he saw from 

the Ancients with whom he once performed the service of the altar. 

Some points are clear from this, yet in reading this preface we 

are struck by its very traditional tone. This complaint about the 

low standard of the present clergy compared with the excellence 

of the past is one that is found over and over again in Nestorian 

and other literature: the race of the “laudatores temporis acti” 

never dies. The modesty of the author is also a typical and in¬ 

dispensable part of such a preface. Arrogance and ignorance are 

generally imputed to opponents.1 Does the schematical character 

of this framework invalidate this information? This is one question. 

But there remain other points to consider. 

Proper names are generally fit to give a clue. The names Hazza 

and Nineveh in Q,. 116 do not yield more than that our treatise 

must have been written before A.D. 1200, since Arbela which took 

the place of Hazza was founded at that time.a- The Tigris (Q,. 78, 

79) is specially mentioned among the rivers into which dust and 

ashes are thrown; in V. it is even the only one. So it is obvious to as¬ 

sume that the writer and his pupil lived near this river. - The books 

quoted are only the “Canons” (preface, Q. 48) or “Admonitions” 

(1) For details cf. the Commentary on this place. (2) Cf. the Note ad Q,. 116. 
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(Q. 49) which the author has also in view elsewhere without naming 
them. These Canons may be identified with those given by John v 

bar Abgare (900-905)The persons which our text mentions are 

the Cathoiici Timothy (i ± 800, cf. Q. 108) and ‘Abdisho’ (Q. 7). 
The latter must be the first of this name.1 * 3 He reigned from 963-987, 

and is known as a contemporary and rival of George of Arbela. A 

liturgical addition ordered by him is quoted here with approval. 

We notice that this ‘Abdisho’ was a pupil of the “High Monastery” 

near Mosul; the importance of this fact will become clear after¬ 

wards* (p. 148). 

This last name gives a terminus a quo though it does not affect the 

question about which we are concerned here, namely whether 

George was the writer, since he outlived ‘Abdisho* (and the text 

does not say plainly whether ‘Abd. is still alive or not) and was 

candidate for the Catholicate after ‘Abd.*s death.-The name of 

Hazza fixes the terminus ad quern on 1200 A.D. 
More information enabling us to fix its date between 987 and 

1200 A.D. cannot be gathered from this treatise. We must attain our 

end by a roundabout way. This will have the advantage that it 

puts us in a position to answer the question which arose at page 68 

with regard to the writers cf the other treatises. 

iv. In Q. 108 the writer happens to speak about reciting the 

Lord’s Prayer in the Ritual of Baptism. He says: “We have spoken 

at some length about Baptism and shown that it is necessary that 

the Lord’s Prayer should be recited in that service . . . three times . 

and in Q. 109 he is asked to specify them, as it said only twice. 

Nothing relating to this question is found in the preceding part, 
as one would expect. We must turn, therefore, to the second tract 

dealing ex professo with Baptism. In fact we find something of the 
kind discussed there (M. fol. 358-36*): On account of the Question 

why formerly the Baptismal Service began with: “We confess and 

adore .. .”4 and now with the Lord’s Prayer,* it is said that formerly 

Baptism was immediately joined to the Evening Service of the 

(1) Vide p. 133-135. (2) The Nestorian Church had 3 Patriarchs of that name, viz. 
i 963-986; ii 1074-1090; iii 1138-1147. At this state of discussion it is impossible 
to decide who is the right one. But from the facts brought together in the next 

pages it will be seen that the choice made in the text is the only one possible. 

(3) All the sources of his life are compiled and analysed in: A. Baumstark, L.G., 

S. 239; and cf. the note of Dr. Mingana in: W.S. vii, p. 145, n. 1. (4) T., p. 
61 (after the preparations). (5) As is done in the present formulary, T., p. 55. 
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Resurrection; so they began with the said Prayer of: “We confess 

He.” as the Lord’s Prayer had been recited already twice. So the 

opinion prevailed, that this was the proper beginning. But now the 

Priests have understood, that no sacramental action can be per¬ 

formed without the Lord’s Prayer.' This correspondence shows con¬ 

clusively that our treatise and that on Baptism are at any rate by the same author. 

Now we turn to the third tract. This includes M. fol. 46^-65^ 

the end docs not belong to it, but are questions by Isho’yabh of 

Arzun.1 In V. it runs from fol. 56-93 (there is no reason for dividing 

it into two parts, as is done in V.)-That its author* is the same as 

that of i is proved by M. fol. 53a. He writes there: “I have asked 

you before about the Gemurta which falls from the paten of the 

Sacraments on the ground; is it right to return it to the paten; and 

you answered: No! Now I want to ask you etc.” To this subject 

the author reverts some pages later (M. fol. 55a). Here we meet 

with a clear reference to Q. 41 of our book: “Q,.: What must be 

done with the Gemurta that falls from the paten on the altar? 

S.: They must carry it with care and give it to one of the people, 

and add another one to it, but it should not be returned to the 

paten”. This is in fact not a literal quotation, but its contents do 

agree exactly with the above (cf. ad Q. 41). His references, both 

here and in Q. 108 (sec before), are more paraphrasing than literal. 

A further proof is found in M. fol. 58a where a decision a minori 

ad maius is given from Q 11 and 59 (cf. the Commentary). 

We notice from such references that the treatises V. 1, ii, iii (+ iv) 

= M. A-C belong together and have the same author.4 A corro¬ 

boration is also found in the fact that only the first one has an in¬ 

troduction while ii and iii start immediately with their questions. 

It may be that the remark in M. fol. 67 (cf. p. 66) has some impor¬ 

tance in this connection, the author including the Q,Q.. of Isho’yabh 

in his work since they deal with the same matters. 

Up to this point we have established the following facts: the 

(1) The text is not important enough to justify its publication in full; this 

summary of the argument will suffice. We want readers to observe that two 

more Lord’s Prayers are said in this Service (cf. ad Q,. 109) about which no 

question existed; making altogether three times. (2) About the disorder of its 

beginning in M. cf. p. 69 and 120. (3) The question of the different author’s 

names in M. and V. will be left aside for the present moment. It will be discussed 

at the end of this section. (4) Codex Scert contained only the first item. But 

this seems to have been a MS. drawn from different sources without any idea 

leading this choice; so its witness cannot count against the other two. 
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writer was a teacher living in the neighbourhood of the 1 igris, be¬ 
tween A.D. 987-1200. As to the sequence of publishing his writings 

this is not identical with that of our MSS. but: i on Baptism; ii on 

the Eucharist 1st part; iii on Ordination and the Eucharist 2nd 

part.'-This result is still somewhat poor, but the unity of author¬ 

ship we have observed puts us in a position to go further. It is 

really a fact of fundamental importance since iii offers a number of 

highly interesting data. 

v. The new data furnished by iii are the following: 

a. In M. fol. 52b we read: “Q.: I have seen in the town Mosul 

in a big church in the days etc.” This shows that the conversation 

described in our treatise was not held in this city. 

b. In an Answer M. fol. 59a it is said: “It happened in the days 

of the right reverend Mar George, Metropolitan of Mosul, while I 

was a deacon etc.” From this it appears that the writer’s identity 

with George of Arbela, suggested by V. in the margin, is excluded.1 

He must be a, probably younger, contemporary of his. The tract 

seems to have been written after the dead of George 987. But as it is 

not said when he obtained his office, we cannot say anything about his 

age; nothing can be derived from the fact that he is styled “a venerable 
old man”, for it is not clear what is the exact meaning of this name. 

r. With some hesitation we quote the Question of the same page: 

“The bishop has authority over his diocese (country), cathedral 

(church) and residence (town). But if to us happens something like 

this, how must we do?” The Questioner seems to be exempt from 

the jurisdiction of a bishop; so he was probably a monk. We 

draw this conclusion with hesitation since we do not know how 
this point was exactly regulated.>-i 49 is not sufficiently clear 

(monasteries-churches of laymen). In this connection we may 

(1) The definition of the contents of our tract by Assemani is not right; see 
ch. v. N.B. In the sequence i and ii are always referring to the tracts on the Eucharist, ii 
beginning with M.fol. 515 1 1 = V. fol. 66. (2) I have not found any indication 
pointing to the origin of Assemani's statement. (3) J. Labourt, Christianisme, 
1904, p. 324 says: “Cette soumission absoluc h l’^piscopat est un des traits 

caract^ristiques du monachisme oriental”. - He knows only of two cases of 

exemption “pour I’^poque qui nous occupe” (ibid., n.); in later ages exemption 

was the rule, as appears from ‘Abdisho’, Nomocanon, vii 6: “on the privilegies of 

the monasteries and their exemption from the jurisdiction of the bishops . - 

D.A.C.L.. s. v. Exemption monastique, t. v, col. 951-962 deals exclusively with the 
West. D.C.A. i, p. 643 s. v. Exemption mentions one case of the 7th century in 

the East (emperor Mauricius). 
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point to the formula: “Your Brotherhood” and “Venerable old 

man” in the Introduction, which are typical for monks circles.' 

d. The time is definitively fixed by the last and most important 

quotation. Its interest will justify the literal translation of the full 

text, long though it be. M. fol. 46b-48b (Syriac text in facsimile at 

the end of this book).1 
“Question: There was once a dispute between the Catholicos 

Mar Mari and Mar George, Metropolitan of Mosul, the matter 

of dispute being how the signing of the Ordination must be signed 

over the head of the Ordinand (of all ranks) from the Reader up 

to the Catholicos. Mar Mari said: From his back he must begin 

with the signing to his forehead, and from his right ear to his left 

one. But George said: From the forehead of the Ordinand he must 

begin to his back, and from his right ear to his left one. Which of 

these two is right? What clear demonstration is brought forward by 

everyone of those who hold either view? How did you see that the 

Ancients signed, tell us clearly. Because in the lifetime of the 

Catholicos Mar Mari the sign was made according to his command; 

but after that they followed the practice of Mar George. When we 

asked them: Why have you left your rule and reverted from it? 

they answered: This rule was a wilfulness of his; but the rule of 

Mar George is the right one.* But this Catholicos of our days, Mar 

John signs according to the rule of Mar Mari, and he said (in defence 

of this practice): By this rule I was signed a Bishop and Metro¬ 

politan, and I do not deviate from it. But others do not follow it. 

And you, how did you see the former generations signing? Answer: 

I do not remember to have seen it done by the heads of the church 

from the day on which I entered into the service of the Church and 

the School in a way different from that of Mar George. It happened 

once upon a time in the High Monastery, that Priests and Deacons 

were consecrated according to the precepts of the Scholars. I saw 

they wore signing according to that of Mar George. Besides that 

in the time of his trouble with the Catholicos, Mar George asked 

the old men, older than he himself: How did you see the Metro- 

(i) Cf. e. g. Budge, B.G. i, p. xxxiii n. i, and on many other places; and almost 

every book dealing with Monasticism, not only in Syriac. (2) It was super¬ 

fluous to reproduce fol. 48*’, since only one word of that page belongs to this 

extract. Therefore CH i.a.P^P should be added at the end of fol. 48*. (3) In 

the Officebook the rule of Mar George is found, cf. G. P. Badger ii, p. 324 rubric. 

- 1 imothy ii, Liber de Sacramentis, I 12, mentions this question in dealing with 

the form of the cross in the ordination, in: B.O., iii 1, p. 573. 
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politans Israel and Luke1 making this sign? The old men answered: 
We do not remember nor knowhow they signed. Question: What led 

Mar Mari to this change? Answer: Because in the time of the 

Catholicos ‘Abdisho*, that is to say after his death, the Metropolitans 

and Bishops came together to elect a Catholicos. Mari of Persia 

was present with them, though it was not habitual that the faithful 

came together with them, and by royal assistance he was made 

Patriarch. Having finished his election the Bishops came before 

him that he might confirm them, and he signed them according 

to the rule he had ordained. But when Mar George saw the change 

made by Mar Mari in the signing he said to his fellow Metropoli¬ 

tans: “Behold that Catholicos you made Patriarch over you, does 
not even know how to sign! When the Patriarch heard this, he 

became angry but hid it in his heart. After a month he convoked 

the Fathers and they made a Synod; and the Fathers subscribed 

that his way of signing was valid; even Mar George did so and 

professed but without his will that it was valid”. This paragraph 

is followed by an exposition of the liturgical reasons of the Fathers 

(fol. 48b-49a) and the argument of Mar George in support of his 

opinion, (fol. 49a-b) which have nothing to do with the point 

discussed here. 
This piece is valuable for several reasons. In the first place it con¬ 

tains information about the author. He was in the service of Church 

and School. Once he lived in the High Monastery (cf. p. 148); 
at least, the way in which this fact is mentioned, proves that he is 

there no more. The proper names are all of the end of the 10th 

century. (Mar George vide supra p. 74-75; the other names will be 

found in the next paragraph). He wrote in the days of a Catholicos 

named John. All this information squares with what we have found 

before. 
Next to this we see that Georg of Arbela, as was partly known 

from other sources, has been much interested in the exact main- 

(1) This Israel may be the Patriarch of that name, see below p. 86. In this 

connection it is worth while to notice that he is styled as redactor of the formu¬ 

lary of Ordination (not in: A. Baumstark, L.G.), cf Badger, /./., p- 322: The 
ordering of Readers, Sub-deacons, Deacons, and Presbyters, drawn up by Mar 
Kiprianus Metropolitan ofNisibis, by Mar Yeshua-yau Catholicos and Patriarch, 

and by the learned Mar Israel’*. About Cyprian of Nisibis (£ 75°) scc; 
Baumstark, L.G., S. 213 and Ak. to; Iso’yabh is iii, A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 200 

Ak. 5 (about the Israel mentioned in: A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 334 see ad Q,. 16).- 

Luke was probably the predecessor of George on the See of Arbela 930~95°» 

cf. B.O., iii 2, p. deexxi. 
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tcnance of liturgical traditions which came to him by oral trans¬ 

mission. As such he might have been the champion of the strict 

party as against Mari who was ignorant of the Traditions of the 

Nestorian Church. 
Here it is the right place to discuss the external facts, after the 

internal evidence viz. the author’s names in the MSS. In V. the 

tract is ascribed to “Yabhallaha the Great, the Patriarch who was once 

bishop of Nuhadra" (in the margin)-in M. to “the Patriarch Isho’yabh 

I hr Great who was bishop of Nuhddraye”. These titles have in common 

(he words in italics. Nuhadraye means inhabitants of Nuhadra.' 

(Beit) Nuhadra is a district between the Tigris and Zab north of 

Alqosh.1 But the proper names are not identical. The preliminary 

question is: who can be meant by these names? 

a. The Nestorian Church has had three Patriarchs of the name 

Yabhallaha. The first one reigned A.D. 415-420;* nothing is known 

about his liturgical activities. -The second was Patriarch 1190-1222; 

he is praised as a good leader of the Church and it is known that 

he occupied himself with liturgical poems; he had been bishop 

of Maipherkat. According to Assemani and Prof. Brightman4 he was 

the author of these Q, Q (on what authority, I do not know). 

Frof. Baumstark' docs not mention this fact.-The last one of this 

name is well known for his journal; he reigned 1281-1317. His 

lifcslory, interesting though it may be, cannot be told here.6 He 

had not been bishop of Nuhadra. As far as I know nothing has 

been found which marks him as a great liturgical teacher. For 

though G. Diettrich? credits him with a redaction of the Baptismal 

Rite according to a Berlin MS., he does not give any reason for 

assigning it to him, and it is safer to follow Prof. Baumstark8 who 

leaves it open (“ungewiss wclcher” S. 368). 

However this may be, it is of no weight for the present investiga¬ 

tion. For a comparison betw een the established facts of p. 81 and 

these dates shows that none of the three Yabhallaha*s answers to 

the requirements. 

(1) Cf. Noldeke, Gramniatik, § 135. (2) The exact frontier in: Budge, B.G. ii, 

p. 111 n. 2; cf. a map of the country, c. g. in: J. Labourt, Christianisme- But in 

the time of our treatises Nuhadra was a bishop’s see on the borders of the 

Euphrates, cf. A. R. V ine, The Nestorian Churches, London, 1937, p. 115 and 

map, p. 121. (3) J. Labourt, Christianisme, and: VV. A. Wigram, Introduction, 

1910, Index s. v. (4) L.E.IV., p. lxxx. (5) A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 304. 

(6) Cf. A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 325-32G and: E. Nestle, Jahballafui iii, in: P.R.E.3, 

viii, S. 523-524. (7) G. Dicttrich, Tatijliturgie, S. xiii, N. 1. (8) A. Baumstark, 

L.G.t S. 199, 351. 
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b. When the Nestorians are speaking of Isho’yabli the Great, 
especially with regard to liturgical matters, the thoughts turn im¬ 

mediately to the third Patriarch of that name.' He was the great 

reformer of the liturgy and as such he had won his fame. He lived 

in the middle of the 7th century. So he cannot be taken into account 

for our treatises nor can, of course, the foregoing Patriarchs of his 

name. - Assemani* mentions one bishop of Nuhadra, named 

Isho’yabh living in the time of the Patriarch Machicha 1091-1108; 

but he is so obscure that the epitheton “the Great” which is incon¬ 

testable by the witness of the two MSS. is impossible, and his 

lifetime does not agree with that of our author. 
How can we solve this riddle? I venture to suggest that the real 

name of our writer written in top of the treatise was: Isho’yabhJ 

Well, we find in the history of the Nestorian Church a man of that name in 

the time of *Abdisho’ and John, who became Patriarch, viz• Isho'yabh iv, 

the immediate successor of John vii. Whatever we know about his 

life4 agrees very well with the data of our treatises. He studied at 

the School of Mar Mari in Dorkoni, a small village on the borders 

of the Tigris;* he became a priest and after a short time he enjoyed 

a great reputation owing to his integrety (not usual in his days, 

see below) and chastity. The text of Mari is worth being quoted in 

full: “Morum integritate ct castimoniae ac doctrinae laude in- 

claruit. Eum ‘Ebedjesu (‘Abdisho’) cpiscopum praeposuit sedi 

Qa$r et Nuharwanarum,6 constituitque doctorcm ac procuratorem, 
mox praeclara eius fama circumquaque divulgata est. Scholam 

rexit reliquis diebus ‘Ebedjesu, ac tempore Mar Maris, Joannis et 

Joannis. Aufugit autem ab oppressione Ibn Gabri”. He was or¬ 

dained a Patriarch in 10217 and reigned till 1026. 

(1) Gf. ch. vi, ii c. (2) B.O., ii, p. 455-456. (3) It may be somewhat bold; but 

I would point for this substitution of J. by Y. (meaning practically the same) 
to the following parallels (which are, however, not quite sure): A. Baumstark, 

L.G., S. 304 (thinks that a writing of Isho’yabh b. Malkon is ascribed to 

Yabhallaha b. M.) and the MS. of Berlin, mentioned in the text, (all other 

MSS. ascribe the ritual of Baptism to I. iii; the text of this MS. cannot be 

called “revised”). (4) Gismondi i, p. 103-104; ii, p. 56. (5) B.O.y iii 2, p. 

cmxxx; this school was named after Mar Mari, the Apostle of Persia who was 

said to have died there (the Acts of Mari, in: P. Bedjan, Acta Martyrum et 
Sanctcrumy Parisiis-Lipsiae, 1890, i p. 92. (6) Cf. B.O., iii 2, s.v. Kosra: “urbs 
Episcopalis in Babylonia ad Provinciam Patriarchalem pertinens”.-! his 

conflicts with “Nuhadra” in the heading of MSS. (p. 68). I suggest a 

variation between the Syriac and Arabic names. (7) His choice was con¬ 

sidered uncanonical by Elias of Nisibis (because of the reading of a wrong 
word in the liturgy and simony), in a letter translated by B. Vandenhof, Ein 
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Of course, we cannot control how far we are justified in com¬ 

bining the statements of our tracts with those of the Chronicles 

since they are not identical in all particulars. But at any rate it is a 

highly probable suggestion explaining various data which other¬ 

wise should remain unexplained. He is not called: “the Great”, 

but toi has also the meaning of “Teacher”;' so it is not necessary 

lo stick to the translation of Assemani and Dr. Mingana as the only 

one possible. Whatever may be the true rendering, both meanings 

of the epithet may justly be applied to him, according to the 

testimony of Mari. 

In this way a very conspicuous figure would be added to the 

list of Nestorian authors in which he is missing up to the present 

time (a matter of little weight owing to the fragmentary state of 

tradition); and the shadowy name of Isho’yabh iv would get a 

more pregnant meaning. 

vi. The names mentioned in the preceding paragraph may guide 

us in a research concerning the lifetime of our author and the 

state of affairs in the Church during that period. Our sources are 

those parts of the “Liber Turns” of Mari and Amr, which were 

published by Gismondi and a portion of the “Chronicum Ecclesi- 

asticum” of Bar Hebraeus which is based upon them.* As has 

been observed these Chronicles are of a rather fragmentary charac¬ 

ter. They relate many anecdotes but do not attempt to draw a 

truly historical picture. We shall only quote what seems necessary 

for our subject; but in doing so one is largely handicapped by the 

nature of these books. 

We make our starting point in the beginning of the loth century. 

The first year of this century is also the first of the reign of the 

Patriarch John v bar Abgare (9007905).* His choice to the patriarchal 

See raised the usual contentions. John was chosen under the 

influence of the Caliph but without bribing, a point which is marked 

in our sources as a very striking one. He is characterized as: “ex¬ 

celling in knowledge and ascetism”.4 At the very beginning of 

Brief d/s Elias bar Sinaja uber die Wahl dts Katholikos Iso'yabhs ivt in: O.C. 1913, S. 

56-81, 236-262. 

(1) Gf. J. Payne Smith, Dictionary, s.v.-This title is also used in the R/sponsa 

Canonica of John of Telia (ed. Lamy.) (2) For the titles see p. 19; cf. B.O., 

iii 1, p. 617-618 with his cross-references; for the writers of that time, see: A. 

Baumstark, L.G., S. 235-242, 285-288. (3) Cf. A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 235. 

(4) Bar Hebraeus, col. 227. 
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his reign he made a vow and professed his ideals of his duty which 
he made obligatory for his successors: (a) maintenance of the true 

doctrine and (b) care for the Church by building churches and 
finally: “Eas (ecclesias) piis viris commissuruin, presbyterum aut 

diaconum non ordinaturum nisi secundum canones, presbyterum 

quidcm post lectionem novi testamenti, diaconum vero post lectio- 

nem psaltcrii, nec divitem ad ordines promoturum qui miminc 

sit idoneus, nec pauperem reiecturum qui sit idoneum,\' This 

quotation shows what seemed to be a grave defect of the Church 

at that time: office and rank varied with the sum of money one 

was ready to pay, simony being the rule. He restaured the old 

rule requiring knowledge in stead of money (cf. p. 75). On several 

occasions he gave directions how the service ought to be conducted 

by answering questions and by promulgating “Canones” that since 

have formed part of the Officebooks (cf. p. 134)- The sum¬ 
mary of his Patriarchate was: “Optimo regimine ecclesiam guber- 

navit”.1 
He was succeeded by Abraham iii (905-937), whose reign 

seems to have been a flourishing-period for his church: tot 

florucrunt sapientes viri insignes ac scientiarum doctores, quot 

hie diserte memorare longum esset” (we cannot but regret that 

Mari has restrained his eloquence just here). Not so much charac¬ 

teristic for this time, as important for the history of the liturgy is 

the fact that an addition was made to the liturgy because some 

ecclesiastic had turned to the Melchites as he thought he was not 

sufficiently honoured by the Nestorians; “ipsius causa compositus est 

uterque canon qui in liturgia recitatum de eo qui in sua fide divisus 

est: ‘qui anceps in sua fide haeret . . . Abeat qui non amat’ "A 

During the office of Emmanuel (938-960) the church had a time 

of further peaceful development and was not troubled by Mohamme¬ 

dan riots. His knowledge of the future, his skilful interpretation 

and his eloquence are praised but unfortunately he was very 

avaricious, a fact which was not profitable for the Church.4 

(1) Gismondi i, p. 78; ii p. 48 added after the reading of the Psalms: “et quae 

iis adjecta sunt (ex hymnis aliisque)”. (2) Gismondi i, p. 79* (3) Gismondi i, 

p. 81.-This is probably an addition to the words at the beginning of the Offer¬ 

tory (L.E. IV., p. 267); but it is found nowhere in the MSS. and editions of T. 

which I consulted.-About Abraham, Gismondi i, p. 79-84; ii, p. 48-49. The 

latter tells us, *Ab. wrote a “liber admonitionum”, but we do not hear anything 
else about the nature of this book; so we do not know if it is liturgical (not in: 

A. Baumstark, L.G.). (4) Emmanuel: Gismondi i, p. 84-87; ii, p. 49. 
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Israel whose name we mentioned before, reigned but one year (963). 

He owed his elevation to the Chalif whose victory lie had foretold. 

He had been a teacher in the school of Mar Mari (cf. p 83) and 

was “castimonia ac pietate iilustris”.' From the fragment given 

above it appears that he was held to be an expert in liturgical 

tradition. 

Now we come to the time immediately preceding our writings. The 

name of the succcssing Patriarch viz. ‘Abdisho’ has been mentioned 

several times.1 He was educated in the High Monastary and Bar 

Hebraeus tells us that he was “expert in the ecclesiastical sciences 

and trained in logic by Bar Nesicha, a pupil of the holy Moses bar 

Cepha of ours”.> This is a very interesting remark as this Moses 

was one of the most famous Fathers of the Jacobites. Moses bar 

Cepha died in 903 and wrote many books on exposition of the Bible 

and of the liturgical Offices.4 ‘Abdisho* was the author of some 

prayers and probably of several sermons. Changes in the liturgical 

order and building of churches are also referred to him. About his 

character we hear that he was conspicuous for his sanctity and 

doctrine and gifted with an excellent intellect but rather irascible. 

As a matter of fact people could bear him only because of his holy 

living, for there was much reason for complaint. Personally he was 

in no wise able to administer the church in the right way. 5 This task 

was left for others who were “wicked people”. They embezzled 

money received for assistance of the poor, and for that reason he 

had even to dismiss one of his friends called ‘Abdisho’ . On the 

other hand he stirred up bad feelings by inflicting excommunication 

on several occasions. From all this information we can easily guess 

that his time was not a culminating-point in the life of the church. 

During the vacancy of the See a certain Elias of Cascar looked after 

it. He was designated his successor but died before his inthroni- 

zation/ The death of this man who is highly praised proved fatal 

to the church. The Mari mentioned in the foregoing fragment now 

ascended the throne (987-1001).7 He was a man of noble birth 

(1) Israel: Gismondi i, p. 87-88. (2) Vide p. 77. (3) Bar Hebraeus, col. 251. 

(4) All sources about his life are found in: A. Baumstark, L. G.y S. 281-282, and 

S. 360 where the important explanation of his on the Eucharist is mentioned 

(ed. R. H. Connolly-H. W. Codrington, Two Commentaries on the Jacobite Liturgy, 

Ixjndon, 1913, p. 16-86 [text] = p. 24-90 [tr.]). (5) His reign was taken as an 

example by Elias of Nisibis in contrast with his ownt imes (Letter, cd. B. Vandcn- 

hof, in: Q.C., 1913, S. 65-66). (6) Cf. A. Baumstark, L. G., S. 240. (7) Gis¬ 

mondi i, p. 92-97; ii p. 55. 
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and had filled a high office. Afterwards he became a monk and 
was appointed inspector by ‘Abdisho’. At a later date he became 

Bishop of Persia and discharged his office very well. His choice 

was as usual accompanied by various contentions, but he was 

acknowledged by the Chalif as head of the Christians, and Bar 

Hebraeus tells us that as a matter of fact he was thrusted upon 

the church by the Chalifs. We saw from the fragment that there 

were troubles between him and the other priests at his ordination, 

since he made a liturgical mistake in the signing and we are also 

told that he read the Gospel but did not expose it; he held Mass 

but did not preach at the entrance of the altar as had been the use 

of his predecessors. It should not be forgotten that George of Arbela, 

one of his leading opponents, had been a candidate himself. That 

accounts for some jealousy. His personal character is praised for 

his compassion and modesty. But he missed the qualities of a good 

governor and moreover he was reputed to be ignorant of the 

teaching of the Church and of its services and orders (“eius 

regimen viri potius erat opulenti sane ad gubernandum idonei ob 

divitias quam regimen patriarchae statuendi praesenpta juris 

studiosi: nec religionis doctrina pollebat”). His financial manage¬ 

ment was not so bad but in spite of that some instances are told 

of selling church property,’ and, worst of all, he ordained many 

unqualified persons “haud cxcultos nec idoneos qui Deum nequa- 
quam verebantur, nec de ecclesiastica disciplina quidquam 

noverant”. This, for our subject extremely important, testimony’ 

throws a glaring light upon the situation of the Church during his 

reign. We can hardly expect better from a leader that was not 

instructed himself, and though his reign lasted only fourteen years, 

the church was saddled with these bad functionaries. Our writer 

looking back upon this time knows that in his days things have not 

changed. At this time John was patriarch, probably the one who 

follows next in the list, viz. the 6th of his name (iooi-ioi i).* That 
he is meant in the fragment quoted before (p. 80), seems to follow 

from the fact that he did not wish to leave the practice of Mari 
which is easy to understand, if he was his immediate predecessor. 

(i) This bad habit is often combatted in the Synodical Canons but it seemj to 

have been an inveterate evil of all ages not specially of his time. (2) Cf. the 
Introduction of our tract: . . all the priests, our colleagues took recently pos¬ 

session of the churches and were not instructed, and so did not follow the Canons 

and Orders of the service of the altar’*. (3) Gismondi i, p. 97-100; ii, p- 55"5^» 

Bar Hebraeus, col. 261, 272-278, 281-283. 
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11 is former life had not been the best preparation for his high office; 

lie had been rather wicked. Having been ordained Bishop by Mari 

he became afterwards Metropolitan of Persia, but he was not popu¬ 

lar among his corrcligionists being rather self-conceited and 

arrogant. He took openly profits from the ordinations and instead 

of building churches he ruined them; he closed schools and prevented 

the giving of alms. Moreover he was rather inclined to anathematize 

his opponents. We can gather from this that things went in the 

same bad way as under his predecessor. 

We assumed before that this John vi was intended as “our 

patriarch” but one might defend also the view that his suc¬ 

cessor John vii (1011-1020) is meant.' This ecclesiastic had 

been Bishop of Hirta. He was famous for his intellect and tolerance, 

though he was not free from avarice. In his time the threats of 

pogroms of which we hear also in the decades before became a 

bitter reality. Christianity in those countries was badly smitten by 

persecution. A vivid description of the dreadful manner in which 

they were usually executed is found in several places of Mari’s 

Chronicle.1 In this time the Christians were forced to wear a 

distinct dress and we are told that many apostasized from the faith 

because of the contumely and the stoning to which they were 

exposed. The consequences were naturally felt in the performance 

of public worship: Vcuius rei causa exstitit hominum in sua religione 

1 claxatio ac sacerdotum pessima agendi ratio in altari et ecclesiis ac 

oratoriis”. In several places churches were destroyed. 

Surveying the history of the internal state of affairs in the 

Nestorian church during the 10th century, we find that its standard 

was very low, partly by the lax discipline and administration of its 

highest officers who were often haughty, corrupt and ignorant, 

partly by the menace of the persecutions and the apostasy or at 

least the weakening of faith among the masses. This is exactly the 

background that suits the features we found on page 76. These facts 

answer us the question we have put before, viz. whether the traits 

of the introduction were not traditional; our conclusion is: they 

arc not. The church at the author’s time was in sore need of 

rcstauration in various respects and one of the most urgent measures 

(1) Gismondi i, p. 100-103; ii, p. 56; Bar Hebraeus, col. 283-285. (2) Cf. 
Gismondi i, p. 69-70, and in his history of Mari and his successors; this has been 
the same during all ages; the slaughters of the Armenians in our century are 

still fresh in mind. 
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was to stop the liturgical disorder, since the liturgy was of such a 

great importance. This was his aim in writing his treatises.' 

vii. Conclusion: Resuming the facts about the author, they are 

the following: he was Isho’yabh, who afterwards became the fourth 

Patriarch of that name, but at the time he was bishop of Nuhadra 

and a Schoolmaster of very high repute (the name of the School is 

not mentioned, but was probably in his diocese). He wrote his tracts 

on liturgical matters in the two first decades of the nth century 

about ioio, in order to restaure the awful state of affairs in his 

church which had arisen during the bad government of the last 

Patriarchs, especially in liturgicis. He had been at the High Monastery 

and deacon in Mosul, in touch with George of Arbela and 

‘Abdisho’, both of whom he followed. 

Having thus fixed the name of the author and the time of our wri¬ 

ting we may insist on its importance both for our knowledge of the 

history of that time and for the liturgy in general. In giving a chrono¬ 

logical survey in the second part of his “La Litteraturc Syriaque”, 

Prof. R. Duval says about the ioth and 11 th century: “Cesi£cleest 

aussi terne que le precedent; la decadence litt^raire ne subit plus que 

de rares arrets. Apr£s de longs intervalles apparait quelque savant 

docteur qui s’efTorce de ranimer 1c feu des Etudes pr£s de s^teindre, 

mais ses efforts tourneront le plus souvent au profit de la science 

arabe”.* This judgment is very much to the point, though he did 

allow that the Nestorians kept the first place. Our treatises enable 

us to fill this gap to a certain extent. They have been written 

by a prominent teacher and clergyman of the Nestorians, a doctor 

of the type mentioned by Prof. R. Duval. But even when taking 

these books into account, it must be allowed that our sources for 

the history of the Church in Asia in this period are very scarce and 

(i) It is interesting to read the picture drawn by Elias of Nisibis in his Letter 

(cd. Vandenhof, in: 0.C., 1913) as it agrees in many respects with the facta 

mentioned in the text. He wrote in 1021 and described the sad state of the church 

in that time as compared with that of‘Abdisho’ i; the decline was manifested 

by the manner of worship and the study of the schools.-It was the result of 

despising the Canons of the Church (S. 65-66). Formerly one choose pious and 

orthodox men to be Patriarch, “jetzt aber fragt man nach dem, der schon ist 

an Gestalt, einen langen Bart hat, reich ist an Geld, keck, erfahren in (alien) 

wcltlichen Handeln, wahrend man nach dcr Lehre der Kirche und nach dem 
was oben gcschrieben steht (Canons) nicht fragt” (S. 259).-These sentences 

were directed against Isho’yabh iv! (2) R. Duval, La Literature Syriaque* p. 394. 
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l>oor. Concerning the internal ecclesiastical life they arc almost 

deficient. This lamentable fact does not only apply to this age. 

We do know very little about the daily life of the Churches. One is 

;\t a loss to say exactly, how the priests performed their services in 

the churches of Mesopotamia and Middle Asia. In such a case 

those sources that arc still at our disposal, obtain a greater impor¬ 

tance. The tracts edited here give us at least some insight into the 

life of those churches and into various liturgical practices and diffi¬ 

cult ics of a place and a time of which too much is unknown. 

We should like to know more, but we must make the most of the 

little that is left. 
From the liturgical point of view our treatises have, of course, some 

importance of their own. Besides that we know that about 1000 

A.D. some interesting liturgical movements were on foot in other 

oriental churches.' The question may be posed, if the liturgical 

revival in the Ncstorian Church, from which these documents 

resulted, had any connection with that movement. The answer 

must be, I think, in the negative. It appeared from the sources 

that the revival was sufficiently justified by the whole state of 

affairs in this particular church itself. On the other hand it is not 

probable since the Nestorians were not in close touch with the 

Jacobites and even less with Western (Byzantine) Christendom. 

For several reasons (historical, geographical solation) all great 

movements in Christianity passed by the Persian Church. 

T o estimate more precisely the value of this book it will be necessary 

to investigate in what degree the form in which this information 

have come down to us should be traditional, and what was the 

actual background of the study of liturgical matters within the 

Ncstorian church. The next chapters are devoted to this end. 

(») A. Baumstark, Festbrevier und Kirchenjahr der syrischin Jakobiten, Paderborn, 1910, 

S. 43: “Wir werden auch in anderem Zusammenhang der Nahe der Jahrtausend- 

wendc als einer in der Geschichtc dcr jakobitischen Liturgie nicht weniger 

als in derjenigen der syrisch-byzantinischcn Kunslvcrhaltnisse wichtigen Epoche 

begegnen, die durch ein neues Sichbegegnen orientalischer Elemente dcs Ostens 

und ursprvinglich hellenistischer Elemente des Weatens ihr eigentiimliches Ge- 

prage erhallt, sei « nun, dass im einzelnen Falle mchr Ostliches nach dem VVesten 

oder Westliches nach dem Osten zuvordringt”. 
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V. THE FORMAL CHARACTERISTICS 

OF THIS WRITING: QUAESTIONES 

Before passing on to a research of the style and form of this book it 

will not be superfluous to give a survey of its contents. We 

informed the readers already of the description given by Assemani 

in his “Catalogue” (cf. p. 64-65). But comparing his analysis with the 

treatise itself one will find that actually the subjects mentioned by 

him are found there, but that his statement prevents us from 

getting an exact idea of the nature of the matters under discussion; 

and this may be expected from such a report. We will give another 

one, more in accordance with its contents. Fullness of detail is in¬ 

evitable because of the great number of questions raised. 

Introduction: p. 1-2: The writer is asked to give the exact liturgical 

rules according to tradition concerning various points, because 

many people deviate from them at the present moment. Reluc¬ 

tantly since he does not think himself the right man to do so, he 

promises to reproduce what he saw the previous generations doing, 

i. Q. 1-7' Consecration of the altar: where the right practice is 

found (1-2); how many signs of the Cross and 

G^hanta’s must be made over the oil (3-5); howr 

the sign of the Cross should be made over holy 

vessels (6); an addition to one of the G^hanta’s (7). 

ii. Q. 8-51. Violation of the holiness of the altar or of the Eucharistic 

elements in the liturgy through various mistakes: 

8-9 Closing of the curtains of the Apse. 

10 Placing of a wrong chalice on the altar. 

11—14 Falling down of Eucharistic elements on the 

altar. 

15 Consequences of wrongly mixing the chalice. 

16-17 Consecration while Eucharistic bread is 

reserved or left by accident. 

18 Eating Eucharistic bread during the ablutions. 

19 The Sacristan takes the Eucharistic bread to 

distribute among the people before the proper 

time. 

20-22 Touching or kissing of paten and chalice by 

laymen. 

(1) The numbers refer to the questions in my translation, but are not found in 
the Syriac text. 
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23-25 Communion of patcri (23) and chalice (25) 

the officiant being without girdle or while the 

communicants do not kiss nor ask for forgiveness. 

26 Difference in solution between 23 and 25. 

27 Censing by a priest who is not fasting. 

28 Entering the altar without girdle. 

29-31 Entering of the altar by a pagan or a 

Christian child. 

32 An angry communicant returns the Sacrament. 

33 Cooked food next to the Eucharistic bread on 

the paten. 

34 Drinking at the ablutions in the altarplace. 

35 The altar without Cross or Gospel. 

36 Communion by a single priest. 

37 Leaving of Eucharistic bread. 

38 Ordering of the Sacrament by a single priest. 

39 Entering the altar without sandals. 

40-41 Eucharistic elements touching the ground. 

42 A pagan receives a host. 

43 Communion of wine only. 

44-45 Desecration by a flood. 

46-48 Mixing the chalice in cases of lack of wine. 

49-50 Taking more pieces at the ablutions than is 

allowed; exception on Maundy Thursday. 

51 Carrying the Eucharist outside the church. 

Q, 52-86. Preparation of the Eucharistic elements for Consecration. 

52 Baking of the Eucharistic bread. 

53-55* Impure oil in the dough. 

56 Dough falling to the ground. 

57 Water on the dough. 

58 The bread touched by a layman after baking. 

59 Water on the bread. 

60 A small particle is the same as the whole bread. 

61 Offering a piece that had fallen on the altar. 

62-63 Unlawfully entering the altar at the Prothesis 

without girdle or sandals. 

64 How much of the unconsecrated bread may be 

distributed. 

65-67 How and how much bread should be offered 

on the altar. 



68-69 What must be done if too small a quantity 

is offered and the punishment of the priest. 

70-71 Eucharistic bread damaged. 

72-75 A mistake in composing a chalice. 

76 Adding afterwards Eucharistic bread in cases 

one thinks there is too little. 

77 What must be done with the bread that is not 

destined for the altar but is put upon it. 

78-79 Cleaning of altar and censer. 

80-81 Difference between bread for the altar and 

the Eulogia. 

82-84 Mistake in kneeding the dough. 

85-86 Desecration of the oven after baking, 

iv. Q. 87-104. Some acts and objects in the mass. 

87-89 How many times and where should the sign 

of the Cross be made over the elements in the 

liturgy and deviation from it. 

90-93 The whole number of signs, which and 

where. 

94-95 The habit of deacons to say “Bless, o my 

Lord” in receiving the chalice. 

96 A wrong way of making the sign of the Cross. 

97-99 Cross and Gospel; censer, and elements on 

the altar on the right- or lefthandside of the 

priest. 

100 Mystagogical meaning of the fans beside the 

altar. 

101 Difference between Cross and Gospel. 

102 How many times the priest says “Peace be 

with you”. 

103 Place of the Cross beside the Bishop. 

104 Mystagogical meaning of the “Throne”. 

v. Q,. 105-116. Why the Lord's Prayer should be said at the be¬ 

ginning of all services except Betrothal and 

Marriage and Funeral, while in former times it 

was never said. 

117 Connection of Evening-service and Funeral- 

service. 

vi. Q,. 118-123. Place of Cross and Gospel beside Bishop, priest and 

altar in the mass. 
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Wc have summed up in this table the great variety of questions 

under some heads to get a survey. But it is apparent that this book 

does not prov idc a systematic unity neither in the main sections nor 

in the sequence of the particular questions though some questions 

actually belong together. The questions are posed pell-mell about 

various difficulties which may occur or have really taken place in 

the practical preparation and execution of the liturgy by the 

officiants. As to the third part (V. iii = M.C) it is even impossible 

to give the slightest order. Here one is struck by finding more a 

narrative and it is on the whole more extensive in its questions and 

answers. 

Wc observed already that the form of our writing is that of 

Question and Answer or Solution.' Besides that we notice a certain 

uniformity of the questions. Generally they are very short: A 

question is posed how a certain act should be performed rite; after 

having received the answer the questioner goes on with: “I have 

seen people who . . .”, telling a different way of performing it, and 

asking whether this is right. Sometimes the introduction is: “It 

happened once that . . then it is simply recording a case with 

the request to tell precisely what should be done. Many times the 

student begins with: “If such or such a case occurs, how must it be 

dealt with?”1 It is superfluous to give examples; by far the greater 

part of the questions are treated in this way. Besides that, there 

are some questions asking information about the meaning of certain 

objects in the cult (Q. ioo and 104); dogmatical (101) and a long 

scries about the Lord’s Prayer, a subject to which so much attention 

has been devoted since it raised a good deal of dust in the Nestorian 

church (cf. ad Q. 105-116). The answers are generally very concise, a 

single time only a reason is given and there is only one place in the 

questions where the Bible is quoted (Q. 60 in M., omitted in V.). 

7he whole book gives by the tone of its writing the strong impression that 

they are real questions about occurrences in the practice of the church. This 

impression is corroborated if it is noticed that many cases are 

reactions upon the canons divulgated by the Patriarch John v (e.g. 

Introduction, Q. 48, 49). The preface fits in very well with the 

state of affairs in the Nestorian,church about 1000 A.D. as was 

shown before. Are these impressions right? 

It is not without importance to study this question more closely 

(1) On p. 70 we saw that the latter indications arc used interchangeable. 

(2) 1 his last clause is often omitted, and the sentence has an elliptical character. 
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since we arc concerned about the value of these documents for our 

knowledge of the liturgical life of the Nestorians. On account of 

V. x Mr. Bensly pointed out “that other instances of the catechetical 

method of conveying instruction may be seen in Cod. Vat. cl under 

the remaining titles, and also in one of the Syriac MSS. preserved in 

the British Museum (cf. Dr. Wright’s catalogue, p. 985*)”.' This 

shows that there existed a certain type of literature of Quacstiones 

dealing with various subjects (V.: liturgical, biblical, dogmatical). 

It is worth while to examine this form somewhat closer. The question 

arises whether the form of this book allows us to find here traditional material, 

literary fiction or freshly formulated questions. The observations of some 

scholars quoted below point to tradition. It is also suggested by 

some indications of the treatise itself: the introduction is largely 

traditional in its expressions; the writer refers over and over to the 

Fathers; several questions are dealt with elsewhere. 

The best way to discuss this matter is by giving a succinct survey 

of works that have been written in this form and by ascertaining the 

observations made by various scholars on this point. We confine 

ourselves within the limits of the ancicnt-christian, Byzantine and 

Syriac literature, w hile keeping in mind that the method of Ques¬ 

tions and Answers has remained a favourite one up to now espe¬ 

cially for catechetical instructions both in eastern and western 

Christendom. 

Yet we must protest against styling these books “catechisms”, 

for these suppose a systematically arranged wTole of notions in 

which gradual progress of thought is made by the way of Questions 

and Answers. But this is not the case here. The questions stand 

without any connection side by side. If some questions arc linked 

up, the author w'ants to investigate some possibilities arising from 

the same situation. But the survey on p. g i - 93 shows sufficiently that 

a logical development of ideas was not aimed at. 

Prof. Jordan whose “Gcschichte dcr altchristlichcn Litcratur” as 

(1) R. L. Bensly, ap. H. B. Swctc, Theodori. . . Afopsuesteni . . . Commentani, Cam¬ 

bridge, 18O0, i, p. xii n.-G. P. Badger, ii, p. 164, n. quotes, in discussing the 

Ncstorian opinion about the influence of an unworthy priest on the administra¬ 

tion and efficacy of the Eucharist, a “Query” and “Answer” from "an ancient 

manuscript in the possession of Kasha Mendu of Amcdia. The book appears to 

be a sort of general catechism, but is so much mutilated that I was unable to dis¬ 

cover the title of the work or tlie author’s name” (I could not trace elsewhere 
the quotation he gives).-Likewise Tli. J. Lamy, p. 62, n. 1, says that there exists 
such a form and gives some examples, but he did not go further into the matter; 

he styles it catechetical; cf. the quotation of Bardenhewcr below p. 97. 
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a whole is built upon the principle of the formal characteristics of 

the writings under discussion, and Prof. O. Bardenhewer in the 

summaries at the head of the 3rd and 4th part of his “Geschichte 

dcr altkirchlichen Literatur” have concerned themselves with this 

class of books and ordered the material falling within the limits of 

their works.' The first scholar referring to the researches of Prof. 

Heinrici* pointed out that there had come into being among the 

Greeks a kind of exposition “welche schwierige Stellen griechischcr 

Autorcn dadurch erklarte, dass man Widcrspruche . . . aufdeckte 

und dann loste, and das literarisch in der Form fingierter Ge- 

sprachc, in Rede und Antwort... mit dem Titel £pcoTrja£i<; TreOaeu; 

kocI ccTTOKplaen;, daTOploa koci AvcT£i<;, lateinisch quacstiones und ahn- 

lich”. The Jewish philosopher Philo was the first to apply this 

method to the Bible; several times it is found in the commentaries 

of Origen and the Homilies of Chrysostom. The first among the 

Christian scholars who published a whole book in this form was 

the churchhistorian Eusebius in his: “On the Discrepancies of the 

Gospels” in two volumes.’ Besides that this kind of literature was 

used in the works of Theodoretus of Cyrus and in various pseudo- 

athanasian and -augustinian, anonymous writings; later on by 

Byzantine authors. Jordan observes in a footnote that this form 

seems to be specially used in the well-known Antiochene School 

who applied it to dogmatical and similar subjects, e.g. the four 

pscudo-justinian tracts.4 He concludes saying that it is important to 

see “dass im diesen Aporicn sich eine lebendige Tradition gcltend machte, 

sodass *Frage1 und ‘Losung1 von einem bis zum anderen weitergegeben wurden 

und dann gesammejt oft hinsichtlich ihres Autors nicht mehr be- 

stimmt werden konnen” (italics are mine). 

Bardenhewer has taken this over in substance though he re- 

(1) H. Jordan, Geschichte der alichrlstlichen Literatur, Leipzig, 1911, S. 409-411, 

69 Die Aporienliteratur. - O. Bardenhewer, Geschichte der altkirchlichen Litera¬ 

tur, Freiburg i. Br., iii*, 1923, S. 29-30, and S. 667; iv 1_2, 1924, S. 12-13. (2) G. 

Heinrici, Scholien, in: P.R.E.3, xvii, S. 736-738, and: ^ur patristischen Aporien¬ 

literatur, in: Abhandlungen der k. sdchsischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, phil.-hist. 

Klasse, 1909, S. 841-860. (3) It dealt with the various traditions about the Birth- 

and Rcsurrectionstories; nothing but fragments are left, cf. O. Bardenhewer, 

a.a.O., iii, S. 257, and: G. Beyer, Die evangelischen Fragen und Losungen des Eusebius 

in jakobitischer (Jberheferung und deren nestorianischen Parallelen, in: O.C., 1927, S. 

80-97 and 284-292 (he does not say anything about the form). (4) O. Barden¬ 

hewer, a.a.O., i*, 1913, S. 240-246 (a mixture of exegelical, apologetical, 

dogmatical, cosmological and other questions); they are well known because 

A. von Harnack thought to have discovered in them the lost writings of Dio¬ 

dorus of Tarsus. 
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cognized in it an “autochthones Gcbilde” of the Christians built up 

from real questions. He added a number of titles, mainly latin, and 

pointed out that the Greeks afterwards used this form for dogmatical 

and ascetical purposes. Next to this kind of literature which is 

essentially exegctical occurs this form of questions in an other 

category of writings, viz. “Schriften populiir-didaktischer, kathe- 

chismusartiger Tcndcnz” as the two Monksrules of St. Basil. “Hier 

sind die Fragen reine Fiktionen”. Ten years later he distinguished 

this form sharply from the dialogue; the latter consists of a dis¬ 

cussion of a central theme, while the Quaestiones contain a varie¬ 

gated series of different topics. It is allotted to exegctical literature.' 

As a matter of fact most of the books written as “Quaestiones et 

Responsiones” deal with the Holy Scripture. In an extensive 

scries of articles M. G. Bardy has carefully investigated this form. 

It is not necessary for our purpose to give an exact account of them 

all. But it is worth while to give his, what seems to me, undisputable 

result: “Encore pouvons-nous distinguer deux categories de ques¬ 

tions. Les premieres sont purement artificielles: e’est Fcxeg£te lui 

mcme qui les pose, afin d’avoir l’occasion de les resoudre, et, s’il 

suit, comme il est frequent, Fordrc mcme des livres saints, nous 

nous trouvons en presence d’un commcntairc plus ou moms 

suivi . . . Les autres sont vraics questions: cllcs ont ete posees a un 

interpr^tc en renom, a un savant evcque, a un ami, par des cor- 

respondants rc£ls, et Fexegete n’a ricn autre chose a faire qu’a 

fournir la solution des problemes souleves par son correspondant .* 

He points out that there arc many standing questions; that after¬ 

wards they become absolutely traditional; he draws a parallel with 

the Florilcgia and Catenae from which they are only distinguished 

by their form. Actually this last observation is a very suggestive one. 

For these commentaries in Florilcgia and Catenae* have been made 

to collect the authoritative exposition of the Fathers about certain 

places in Scripture and they are a marked feature of the Byzantine 

(1) Besides those categories mentioned before I should like to draw attention to 

the “Responsa CJanonica” of Timothy of Alexandria (381-385) in the same form 

(O. Bardenhewer, a.a.Oiii, S. 104); it is not clear to what class they belong 

according to Bardenhewer. This wiiter docs not say a word about the genuinity. 

(2) G. Bardy, La literature patrislique des “Qiiae it tones” et “Responsiones” sur / Venture 

sainte, in: Revue Biblique, 1933, p. 351 (the whole series in the volumes of I93a 

and 1933). (3) G. Hcinrici, Calenen, in: P.R.E.3, iii, S. 754-767* xxiii, S. 
295-296, gives a short but clear summary. Of course some more work has t>een 

done in this field during the last twenty years; but it is superfluous for the pres¬ 

ent purpose to cite more titles. 
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Theology. It is well known that these writings have been drawn 

up from various sources and that their tradition and filiation is 

extremely complicated: in copying, names have been omitted, 

quotations shortened or left out. But they are very important since 

they contain many fragments of Churchfathers (even heretics) 

which would otherwise have been lost. Here we have a case where 

older traditions have been preserved through later compilations! 

Arc we right in saying: the same holds good for these “Quaestiones”? 

Wc saw before that the traditional element is stressed both by 

Prof. Jordan and M. Bardy. If the “Quaestiones” are traditional 

in the same way as the Catenae, the result would be very important. 

For in that case we might find in them a witness of a stage of the 

liturgy some ages before the actual compilation, e.g. in this book 

of the 11 th century rules of the 5th century or of Isho’yabh iii. 

Before entering upon an investigation of this, we will see the result 

of the study of some other examples. But at the outset we must 

keep in mind that the two cases compared before are not quite 

parallel. For the text of a Bible is a fixed subject without any 

change. But the liturgy though it is fixed is dependent on different 

factors from outside when it is performed. 

The Byzantine literature has continued the methods of their fore¬ 

fathers, in accordance with the highly traditional character of that 

Church. It was observed by Ehrhardt that this form needed further 

investigation;' he gives as specimens the “Quaestiones et Res- 

ponsiones” of Anastasius Sinaita and Maximus Confessor dealing 

with exegetical, dogmatical and moral questions;1 Photius’ “Amphi- 

lochia” discussing without any systematical order all kind of theo¬ 

logical and profane subjects showing the state of knowledge at the 

time of its writer;* besides that dogmatical, ascetical and liturgical 

works.4 As far as the study of these writings allows a judgement, 
• 

ir seems that the Byzantines did not hesitate to copy their prede¬ 

cessors, as usual. 

(1) A. Ehrhardt, ap. K. Krumbacher, Gcschickle der byzantinischen Literatur2, Miin- 

chen, 1897, S. 65. (2) The printed text is not that of Anastasius, a.a.O., S. 65, 

cf. O. Bardenhewcr, a.a.O., v, 1932, S. 45. (3) a.a.O., S. 75, cf. F. Kattenbusch, 

Photius, in: P.R.E.3, xv, S. 386-387. (4) E. g. on theology and incarnation by 

Nikolaos of Methone, a.a.O., S. 87 — Theodore of Raithu (cf. O. Bardenhewer, 

a.a.O., v, S. 13); several of Symeon of Thessalonica, a.a.O., S. li3.-Some of 

the Apocryphal Books of the N.T. are Questions toand Answers of the Lord. “The 

Byzantines were fond of this form of writing”, says Dr. M. R. James, The Apocryphal 

j\tw Testament, Oxford, 1924, p. 504, cf. p. 187. As this category is a group of its 

own with a special development, we may leave it aside in this discussion. 
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Without repeating what is contained in Vat. Syr. 150 (liturgical, 

exegetical, canonical, grammatical questions) we find in Syriac lite¬ 

rature' books giving answers to biblical questions, among others the 

“Book of Scholia” of Theodore Bar Koni who also treats grammat¬ 

ical, apologetical and anti-heretical points.1 Many examples of all 

these sorts may be found scattered in Baumstark’s “Geschichte . 

As distinct from the former groups it is extremely difficult to 

demonstrate dependency and imitation here. Even if this can be 

done in a certain case, it does not necessarily apply to the others. 

On the other hand it may be and is very likely (since the Nestorians 

and Jacobites were as traditional as the other Churches) that several 

writers have largely quoted others now lost so that it is impossible 

to trace the degree of their plagiarism. We are allowed, I think, 

to state that tradition as such is not inherent to the literary form of 

the questions, but that this must be determined for every category 

in particular and that it depends upon the subject matter. 

One more kind of writings was omitted, important though it may 

be since it is of the utmost value to know whether we have to do here 

with traditional materials. This is that of the Questions and 

Answers about the canonlaw and liturgy (the latter subject is often 

subsumed under the former), for here we are concerned about the 

question, how in a certain time such or such a priest or Patriarch 

of a certain oriental church judged, how a certain rite had to be 

administered. For this decides to what time these books really 

belong. Are they living questions, or merely copied from former 

ages, but without connection with the present liturgy? We know 

that liturgies that were out of date, were still copied by some 

people who had literary or historical interest to preserve them.1 

Besides that the Eastern books of Canon Law are simply large 

(1) The Christian Arabic literature offers some examples (biblical, dogmatical, 

diverse), cf. G. Graf, Catalogue de manuscripts arabes chretiens conserves au Caire, Citta 

del Vaticana, 1934 (Studi e Testi, 63), p. 309, Index s.v.-Quotations from the 

Responsa Ecclesiastica of Michael on points of the ritual in: Z..O.C., i, p. »7^~,77* 
-But the present state of our knowledge makes it impossible to decide the ques¬ 

tion whether they are composed of older traditions or not. (2) Cf. A. Baum- 

stark, L.G., S. 60, 116, (not preserved), 127 (idem), 129 and Ak. (idem), 218-219, 
200 (not preserved), 2O6 (published), 295 (preserved), 310. Ascetical works e.g. 

in: A. J. Wensinck, Mystic Treatises of Isaac of Nineveh, chapter xxxv, p. 152-180. 
IKS’, vii, p. 165-168, cf. p. 146. (3) Th. Schermann, Aegyptische Abendmahls- 

liturgien des ers'.a Jahrlausends, Paderborn, 1912, S. 7; cf. the interesting question 

in: A. Rucker, Das dritte Buch der Memrl des Kyriakos von Antiochien und seine l ater- 

gitate, in: O.C., 1934, S. 114, about the question, why the “lcstament of our 

Lord” is not used any more. 
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collections of older material. They are totally different from 

Western “Corpora Juris Canonici”. They consist of canons and 

decisions of Synods and Patriarchs brought together in chrono¬ 

logical order, but without much system (sometimes under special 

headings). Consequently comparatively young books contain ancient 

material (cf. e.g. Riedel, Bar Hebraeus* “Nomocanon”, “Synodicon 

Oricntale”). 

In the ancient church only the Responsa of Timothy of Alexan¬ 

dria can be compared, but nothing special is said about their origin. 

But a parallel is offered in the 2 Regulae Monasticac of Basil. We 

heard that Bardenhewer called them fictitious. Against this 

statement a severe objection is that these rules are not in system¬ 

atical order, what should be expected in this case. On the contrary 

the subjects arc very loosely connected. Quite rightly Mr. Clark 

observed in his examination of the ascetical writings of St. Basil: 

“This very lack of order is a strong proof that we have before us a 

bona fide record of real answers to real questions”.' We can safely 

stick to this opinion as long as the proof of the opposite has not been 

given. Bardenhewer fails to show that it is a fiction. 

We return to the Syrians. We find that there existed a translation 

of Timothy of Alexandria.* An offspring of the Syriac church itself 

arc both the “Resolutiones Canonicae” of John of Telia (519—538) J 

where questions put by a disciple Sergius are answered, and those 

of James of Edessa (7th-8th century).4 The first editor Th. J. Lamy 

remarks that this literary form exists, but he did not go further into 

the matter.* The translator of the latter work Kayser6 facing the 

question whether -they were written by James himself, leaves it 

open. He thinks that it is not certain that this form of tradition is 

genuine, as the MSS. show variations and Bar Hebraeus has in¬ 

corporated them in another form in his “Nomocanon”, the big 

collection of all previous canonical work of the Jacobite church.7 

“Es fragt sich nun, hat Jakob selbst diese Zusammenstellung ge- 

macht, oder hat erst ein Spaterer nach den Entscheidungen und 

Anordnungen dieses Bischofs, die er in seinen Briefen und Aktcn 

fand, unsere Sammlung veranstaltet und dabei die Fragen zu 

(1) W. K. L. Clark, St. Basil the Great, Cambridge, 1913, p. 73, cf. p. 69-74. 
(2) Cf. A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 263; it is preserved in the MS. of Paris 63 con¬ 

taining several canonical works. (3) A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 174. (4) One of 

the most famous Jacobites, cf. A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 24B-256. (5) Th. J. 

Lamy, p. 62, n. 2. (6) C. Kayser, S. 74-78. (7) Bar Hebraeus, Nomocanon, ed. 

P. Bedjan, Parisiis, 1898. 
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Grundc gclcgt, welchc in den Klostcrschulen mit den jungen Geist- 

lichen gewohnlich verhandelt wurden” (S. 76). He considers it 

certain that real questions are at any rate the basis. I he heading 

of the book is rather explicit on this point: “Fragen, die der Pres¬ 

byter Addai Philoponus an den Bischof Jakob von Edessa richtete 

und auf welche derselbe (nachstehendc) Antworten gab. Einige 

von diesen Fragen regten zwar Andere bei dem besagten Pres¬ 

byter an, andere aber warf er von selbst auf. . .” (Kayser, S. 11). 

I cannot see why this reference to a later schoolmaster is necessary 

(perhaps it is the outcome of a certain type of historical and literary 

criticism of the end of the 19th century). The deviations of the 

manuscripts cannot possibly militate against the authorship of 

James. Why is it impossible that James himself should have an¬ 

swered these questions and that Bar Hebraeus, the great compiler, 

should have made an extract from them? A similar case may be 

found in Bar Hebraeus’ treatment of George, Bishop of the Arabs.' 

He wrote several letters on liturgical matters. Prof. Ryssel, the editor 

of his works, said that the Canons of his were not culled from a 

special book of churchlaw, but “wahrscheinlich solche Stcllen aus 

seinen Schriften ... welche Entscheidungen iiber Fragen des Kultus 

und des Kirchenrechts enthalten und die von Spateren, evcntuell 

sogar erst von Bar Hebraeus, der sie in seinem Nomokanon auf- 

genommen hat, in die fur Kanones notige pracise Form gebracht 

wurden”.* So we may safely conclude that there is no reason to 

throw doubt upon the authorship of James who gave in it real 

questions of the practice of the church. We have discussed this in 

such a detailed form because we meet with the same question on 

the Nestorian sideJ 

(1) Cf. A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 257-258. (2) V. Ryssel, Georg der AraberbischoJ\ 

in: P.R.E*y vi, S. 529. (3) As to their outward form, their expression and their 

"atmosphere” the QQ. of John Tell, and James Edess. are exactly parallel to 

our book; in this respect they are useful to illustrate the point at issue. But it is 
not out of place to remark that a great difference in contents exists between the 

Jacob, and Nest, books under discussion, though they all deal with liturgical 
Questions. The former group gives resolutions about the treatment of the host 

and other subjects outside the Liturgy, about the intercourse with heretics, 

magicians, the duties of a deaconess, burial, conditions for admission to the 

Eucharist etc. (for this reason the title of Lamy’s book, Disserlatio de Syrorum Fide 

et Discipline in re Eucharistica, is somewhat misleading since the two documents 

published are for the minor part Eucharistic. A Nestorian parallel to them may 

be found e.g. in the letter of Isho’ Barnun to Macarius, cf. p. 131-133)* They 
do not discuss points of the Liturgy proper, as is done in our treatises. In the 

formergroup we find juridical questions, in the latter ritual questions. 
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The “Synodicon Orientale” has preserved a letter of the Patriarch 

Isho’yabh i (581-596)' to James, Bishop of Darai, in which 

various points of the liturgy and of its requirements are dealt 

with. This is a reply to questions put by the said Bishop as 

appears sufficiently from the introduction: “Und wir, von der 

Bittc deincr Liebe gezwungen, antworten der Wahrheit gemass 

ohne Zogern, wenn auch kurz, auf deine Fragen liber die prie- 

stcriichen Ordnungcn und kirchlichen Kanonen des Dienstes des 

geisligen Lcbcns”. 

Some centuries later we find that the famous Catholicos Timothy i 

(780-823)' gave the Canons of his first Synod in the form of 

questions and answers; and some other works about the Canonlaw 

are divided in the same way. Among those published by Prof. E. 

Sachau, dealing with the law of succession and other secular questions, 

since the Catholicos was also the head of the Christians in their civil 

relations, is one about the Reservation of the host.* In this case too 

the variety of subjects makes it highly probable that they answered 

real needs which were generally the cause of convoking a Synod. 

The same was done by his successor Isho’barnun,4 both in his 

decisions edited by Sachau* as in his replies to letters which were 

inserted in the part of the “Synodicon Orientale’* that has not yet 

published. Another specimen of this manner of codification of 

canonlaw may be found in the “Quaestiones Ecclesiasticae” of 

John Bar Abgare to which a letter is prefixed in which he wrote 

to his correspondent: “Quod porro spectat ad Quaestiones, quas 

proposuisti, cupiens discere, quid ad singula quae rettulisti, nos- 

trorum canonum leges praescribant; id vero ad praesentium litera- 

rum ealeem a me expositum accipies, ubi ad singulas quaestiones 

tuas plane distincteque respondeo”.6 

The Exposition of the Liturgy, ascribed to George of Arbela, 

is also written in questions and answers. But there is a difference; 

for they give explanations of what is found in the liturgical books, 

while the category we have in view tries to solve difficulties arising 

(1) A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 126; the letter in: O. Braun, Das Buck des Synhados, 

Stuttgart-Wien, 1900, S. 237-277. (2) Sources and Literature collected in: A. 

Baumstark, L.G.> S. 217-218. (3) E. Sachau, Syrische Rechts bile her t Berlin, 1908, 

ii, S. 68-69, Kanon 14. (4) Cf. A. Baumstark, L.G.y S. 2i9-220.-Are there two 

letters to Macarius, viz. in V., fol. 175^-180b. — M., fol. 149 <1-1520 and in 

Mingana Syr. 587 = Vt. B. 81 (K. vi) or are their identical, cf. p. 132? (addition 

to Baumstark, S. 220, Ak. 1). (5) E. Sachau, a.a.O., S. 119-147. (6) They 

are published in: B.O. iii, 1, p. 249-254, the quotation is from p. 249. 
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from the performance of the liturgy since theory of the books and 

practice of the Church were often different; and many cases were 

not provided for in the liturgical books.' In Expos, we find the 
logical order that is missing in our treatises. It may safely be ranked 

with the Catechisms. 
Surveying the questions mentioned in the last sections the 

thought suggests itself that we have to do with real questions.1 

The preceding words always suppose an actual questioner; the 

variation of the subjects > shows that these collections are not trea¬ 

tises adorned with a proper name as dedication which is merely a 

literary fiction. 

What reasons may have caused the compilation of these questions 

in general? What was their “Sitz im Leben”? Besides the facts that 

can be taken from the introductions to the letters quoted before, 

some very interesting accounts may be given showing how these 

various categories came into existence. 
In the big collection of stories about Monks of Thomas of Marga 

it is told that a certain Narses was asked what was the origin of 

the answers inserted in the Paradise of Palladius. He said: “The 

holy Fathers were accustomed to sit down with the novices before 

them and scribes wrote down the questions which were asked and 

the explanations of them, and counsels, and answers, and they 

placed them in writing for their own benefit and for the benefit of 

those who should come after them”.4 It may be that this statement 

is not true in regard to the time of Palladius; but at any rate it 

shows how people imagined that it had happened and this imagi¬ 

nation was probably a picture of their own methods. 

One example may suffice to show at what ancient date the treat¬ 

ment of ritual questions which necessarily arise through the ex¬ 

pansion of the ritual, came into being. Hieronymus replied to a 

correspondent: “De sabbatho quod quaeris utrum ieiunandum sit, 

et de eucharistia an accipienda quotidie . . . scripsit quidem et 

(1) The “Questionsdu patriarche Timothee sur rofficc”, mentioned in: A. Baum- 

stark, L.G., S. 325, Ak. 8, are the same as his book on the Mysteries and not real 

questions, as Dr. Mingana kindly informed me, L/her-Birmingham, 9~3_,935* 
(2) For only in very few cases Canons of former churchmen are quoted, while the 

Nestorians, too, were used to cite them, if possible, cf. e.g. Elias of Nisibis, Letter, 

tr. Vandenhof, in: O.C., 1913, who fills several pages with a long array of rules 

against simony; Isho’yabh i, letter to James of Darai, Can. iii (O. Braun, Synhados, 
S. 243) quotes Nicaea, Can. xviii; the compilations in: ‘Abdisho’, Nomocanon. 

(3) The various topics are not systematically exposed, but only casually (the next 

chapter § ii offers a good many examples). (4) Budge, B.G., ii, p. 547*548* 
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llippolytus vir discrtissimus et carptim diversi scriptores c variis 

aucloribus cdidcrc”.' 

With regard to the subsequent history we confine ourselves to 

some examples from the Syrians. In 538 some eastern Jacobites 

asked their co-religionists in Constantinople for information and 

the answer is still extant; it was edited by Mgr. Rahmani.1 

Another instance of this kind is found in the correspondence of 

Isho’yabh iii (as a matter of fact this is the only one in all his 

letters) J 

The history of the Patriarch John vi (cf. p. 87-88) furnishes another 

example. In his time a king of the Turks had been converted to 

Christianity since he had been saved in a wonderful way by a 

Christian saint when he had gone astray. His people lived on milk 

and meat. The question which the Bishop of Merw wanted to be 

answered, was: what must be done by these people in Lent as the 

ordinary regulations for fasting were impossible in this case. The 

Patriarch decided that they should abstain from meat and if they 

were used to drink sour milk they should take sweet milk as a 

change of habit.4 This shows clearly how all kind of difficulties 

arose form practice. Certain conditions, laid down by the lawbooks, 

arc or cannot be fulfilled; the decision built upon these conditions 

cannot be applied and the question is: what should be done? 

Afulatis mutandis we find the same case in our treatises. In the second 

part (V. iii and iv = M. C.) the author mentions several times the 

origin of these questions. So ii 15 deals with a sacristan who finds 

crumbs and now goes to ask a priest what he should do. The 

questioner is not satisfied with the priest’s answer and wishes the 

decision of our author, ii 23 informs us that by accident something 

(1) Hieronymus, Epistula 71, 6, in: M.S.L. 22,001.672. Some interesting parallels 

maybe found in the Old Testament, cf. Haggai ii 12 and 13 with the note of E. 

Scllin, Das /jxblfprofetenbiuh}-*, Leipzig, 1930, S. 463: ”Der Prophet soli die 

Priesterschaft um cine das kultische Leben betrefiende Thora angehen; man 

sieht,dass die miindliche Thoraerteilung durch ihre schriftliche Fixierung noch 

nicht verdrangt war, vgl. Mai. 2, 7; Hos. 4, 6; Deut. 17, 9. 11 usw.” (2) I. E. 

Rahmani, Vetusta Documenta Liturgica, in: Studia Syriaca iii, Sharfeh, 1908, p. 5-23 

(text) = p. 30-48 (transl.).-The text we read here is only the Answer in the 

form of Canons, without the Questions. The heading and ending in a codex of 

the Library in Sharfeh informs us about the authors of the questions and of the 

answer, published p. 27 (tr.); the codex Paris-Sang. 62 followed by Rahmani in 

his edition of the text misses it. (3) Isho’yabh iii, Liber Epislularum, ed. R. Duval, 

C.S.C.O., ii 64, p. 244 (t. = 177 versio). (4) Gismondi, p. 100; Bar Hebraeus, 

Chr. Ecel.j col. 279-281; A. Mingana, Early Spread of Christianity in Central Asia, 
p. 16- f 7. 
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was poured over the altar and people went to ask the Bishop about 

it. The teachers as authorities in these matters are mentioned in 

ii 17 and 35, they were asked for instruction but their answer seemed 

to be highly disputable.' The same is supposed in the Introduction, 

when it is said that everyone speaks about all the events according 

to his own knowledge (cf. also ch. vi, i). These statements give us 

an insight into the church-practice and show vividly how they 

used to act. These questions were put in the school; but they arose 

when in a certain church the conditions necessary for performing 

the Eucharist were not fulfilled because of the ignorance or negli¬ 

gence of the priests. What has been done in the Ncstorian church 

with regard to these subjects? What part did the schools play in 

them? These questions form the theme of the next chapter. 

To this it may be added that it appears very clearly that we have 

not to do with fictions of the writer. See e.g. Q,. 85: a case 

is told; but the answer cannot be given properly as the author has 

never heard of such a thing from the Ancients. In ii 24 he says that 

he will record what he has seen, concerning the consecration of the 

altar, and a story follows from the time that he was a deacon. All 

this shows what meaning must be attached to his “I have seen or 

heard”. It implies real facts. 

Their treatment seems sometimes to tend to casuistry when a 

solution is followed by: “But if. . .”. But it is not absolute casuistry, 

since it gives so many examples from real life which are not specially 

constructed. Besides that we find only comparatively few instances 

of it, and we may make the same remark as is done on p. 95 about 

the catechisms. 

From the foregoing investigation we may conclude that there 

existed a type of literature in the form of questions dealing with 

various subjects. In many cases Q. and A. were handed down from 

generation to generation. But the Questions of practical Theology 
go back to real questions unless the opposite is definitly stated (it 

will be shown in the next paragraph, that “Ancients”, “Fathers” 

etc. are not a sufficient warrant to date these Q.Q,. some centuries 

before the actual time of their publication ± 1005--1015). But li 
goes without saying that this fact docs not exclude the existence of 

(1) These questions will be found quoted in the commentary ad Q. 15, Q. 17, 

Q. 24 and Q,. 35.-ii is throughout this book: V. iii -f iv = M.G.; my num¬ 
bering begins at M. fol. 51 b. ii.-Cf. Isho’Barnun, quoted in: B.O. iii 1, 

p. 224: “Many teachers do not allow it at all and some of them ....*' 



parallels in other liturgical sources which will be quoted in the 

commentary. But they are not of a nature to necessitate the suppo¬ 

sition that our author merely copies predecessors. The similarity must 

be explained by the fact that the author wished to maintain the tra¬ 

ditions of former times. Besides that it is quite probable that the same 

case took place several times in the course of some ages! It cannot be 

concluded from the mere form of these writings that it contains older layers. 

This does not preclude the possibility of a certain tradition in regard 

to the shaping of these questions. Both in the Jacobite questions of 

John of Telia and these of James of Edessa as in our Nestorian ones is 

found a particular way of putting the questions. JOy\ or at the 

beginning (their meaning will be discussed later on) is frequently 

occurring. The Greek aequivalent is found in those of Timothy of 

Alexandria. This shows the same form of expression in the course 

of six centuries (these are not the only (formal) resemblances, see 

p. 114, n. i and: commentary, passim). Nevertheless thisdoes not prove 

anything about the contents, for it should not be forgotten that this 

material is canonical which reveals a strong traditional form as is also 

found in every juridical expression. The same is true for other words 

that are often found in these treatises, e.g. to qualify the actions of 

opponents as stupidity which is typical for antiheretical treatises. 

It remains a noteworthy fact that proofs from Scripture are 

missing, the more so as this occurs in other replies to liturgical 

questions (so in Timothy i and Isho’Bar Nun).1 It is possible that 

this was omitted because the purpose of the writer was only to give 

the heritage of the Fathers without their foundation. 

As to the style this is on the whole very abrupt, sometimes 

obscure, especially for those who are not well informed about the 

Nestorian liturgical usage, though this was naturally no drawback 

for its first hearers or readers. On the other hand it is somewhat 

verbose so that V. shortens by omitting epithets etc. (p. 73). After 

all it shows a kind of style which is typically Syrian. Whether it 

has some pecularities of its own or is characteristic for a special 

time, I do not dare to decide. 

(1) A very striking example of the use of Scriptural prooftexts may be found in: 

YV. Riedei-W. E. Crum, The Canons of Athanasius of Alexandria, London, 1904 (since 

this book will be quoted in the Commentary at several occasions, and has such 

an illustrious author’s name, it is not out of place to refer to O. Bardenhewer, 

Geschichle der altkirch. Lit,, iii, S. 68-69 who considers it spurious. “Sicher aber 

ist, dass diese Kirchcnordnung aus Agypten stammt, und wahrschcinlich, dass 

sie der Zcit des Athanasius nicht fernsteht”). 
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vi. THE “QUESTIONS ON 
THE EUCHARIST” OF ISHO’YABH IV 

AND THEIR RELATION WITH THE 

LITURGICAL TRADITION OF THE 

NESTORIANS 

We discussed in the previous chapter the formal side of our writing, 

and saw that its form did not answer the question whether the 

materials contained in it were traditional; on the contrary, everything 

pointed to assuming here real questions arising out of the liturgical 

practice of ± 1000 A.D. But to estimate more exactly its value 

for the knowledge of the history of the liturgy, it is necessary to 

examine the contents of the book. We must face this problem: do 

these questions and answers transmit the substance of the instruction of 

previous generations, of some centuries ago?1 In other words: is it allowed 

to use this work as a witness of the liturgical practice not only of 

the io-i ith, but also of the 7th or even 5th century? 
The solution of this problem can only be tried by the way of an 

exact interpretation of the information given by the author about 

the kind of difficulties which threatened the liturgical life of his 

church and about the sources of his knowledge which enabled him 

to give this (right) answer. 

i. Some sentences at the very beginning of the “Introduction”1 

form the obvious starting-point. The Questioner describes the 

bad state of the church in his days because of the priests who are 

not instructed and do not follow the “Canons and Orders of the 

Service of the Altar”. If something happens during the performance 

of the liturgy, they do not care for it but they act as they like it 
(commentary). But this young priest himself comes to his teacher to 

learn the rules of the old men, in order that he might be right 

according to the standard of the church. These words may seem 

somewhat enigmatical. If they are read in the light of the whole 

work they become perfectly clear. 

(1) Wc speak of the special regulations as given in our Q Q,. It is a matter of 

course that the elements from which they arc made existed centuries before; e.g. 

the Lord’s Prayer dates from the very beginning of Christianity, but Q. 105 

sqq. are only possible after the time of Timothy i; the same is true for the altar, 

Eucharistic Bread etc. But we ask here when the special rules of our QQ.* 
have been made. (2) The Introduction is an integral part of the book. 1 here 

are no reasons to consider it spurious. 
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In the “Commentary on the Liturgy”, written by the Jacobite 

Father Moses bar Kepha (cf. p. 86, n. 4) some similar tones are heard. 

He blames “many untrained and ill-instructed priests” because 

of an improper addition.' He tells us, that some people say a 

“Gloria” in the Anaphora, although it “does not belong to the 

Qurrlbha, but has been introduced by the presbyters. This appears 

from the fact that the service-books of the presbyters are written 

according to the pleasure of each one and there is no agreement 

between them: for whereas the lcctionaries of the Old and New 

(Testaments) do not vary in a single place, thou seest that the 

service-books of the presbyters contain frequent and considerable 

variations”'-a statement which seems to me to be of the utmost 

importance for the (textual) criticism of the Jacobite liturgy. He 

uses the same qualification for those who “strike their hands upon 

their foreheads” at the “Kyrie”. They who break the Coal “are 

uninstructed and ignorant of the Mysteries of the Christians” J 

In reading these words one should remember that Moses is ex¬ 

posing the spiritual meaning of the prayers and actions of the 

liturgy. But the latter are only mentioned in passing, and this book 

has a positive aim and not the negative one to correct those 

priests; so the notes upon them are rather incidental. At any rate 

the quotations show priests who had peculiarities both in their 

prayers and acts because of their ill-instruction while the service- 

books exhibited great variations. 

Our treatise has been written about a century later. Does it 

combat the same irregularities, viz. changing of prayers and actions 

of the divine liturgy itself? What is the character of the events? 

The ill-instruction of the priests, i.e., not following the “Canons 

and Orders” and giving a wrong solution of various occurrences, 
/ 

is evident from the questions. This definition implies that the right 

otder is indicated in the books mentioned. They will be found in 

the “Takhsa” (cf. p. 38-39). This service-book contains the “Canons” 

of John bar Abgare which will be discussed later on in this chapter.4 

fi) Moses bar Kepha, in: Two Commentaries on the Jacobite Liturgy, ed. R. H. 

Connolly-H. W. Codrington, p. 36; cf. the quotation from John of Telia, p. 14a. 

(2) Ibid., p. 39-40 (quoted by Dionysius b. Salibi, Expositio, ed. H. Labourt, 

C.S.C.O. ii 93, Parisiis 1903, p. 61).-He uses the same word )A*£L JLS = service- 

book as our author (Q_. 1 and fol. 34a; cf. p. 125). (3) Ibid., p. 61-69 (“coal”- 

cf. commentary). (4) Gf. p. 133-135; it is clear that the present edition is a 

composition which contains several formularies which arc much later than the 

time of Isho’yabh iii. 
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The “Orders” dealing with the matters of our QQ. are the 

Liturgy of the holy Apostles Addai and Mari' for the liturgy proper; 

the Formularies for signing of the Altar with or without oil in cases 

of consecration or desecration, and the Order of Mixing (which 

was prefixed by Dr. Brightman to ‘Addai’ in L.E.W. but is not 

found before it in the MSS.). From the present edition it is quite 

clear what should be done. Many questions are, from this point 

of view, merely asking what one knows already; and the answer 

repeats simply what may be read in T. on various places.1 Yet it 

seems as though the Questioner was himself not quite sure in 

referring to the service-books since he is afraid of being mocked at 

and asks for exact indications. Besides this it is not superfluous 

to remark that there exists some difference between the 19th and 

the 10th century, between the printed text of T. which incorporates 

everything mentioned in various MSS. and the MSS. themselves 

as used in the churches. 

It is a well-known fact that the oldest liturgical texts such as Scra- 

pion, Apostolical Constitutions * etc. contain hardly any direction for 

the right performance of the liturgy besides the prayers. It is true: 

they are not service-books in the strict sense, but the lack of 
“rubrics” (the indication of the actions, generally written in red 

characters) is striking, the more because they are not found in 

the oldest MSS. either. These copies are generally very young, 
mostly after the 10th century. The rubrics as given in L.E.W. are 

not.old, but actually modern.4 With regard to the Western Church 

Dom. J. Baudot wrote: “Chaque <£glise particuli£re poss^dait ses 

ordinaires ou coutumiers (in which the regulations for a solemn 

performance of the Mass are found); ces sortes de directoires sem- 

blent s’etre r^pandues surtout k partir du xie et du xii* si£cle.”* 

The same freedom and variety seem to have ruled in the Eastern 

Church and among the Nestorians. 
It was pointed out before (p. 57) that the Nestorian MSS. 

(1) It is natural for the parts outside the Anaphora; but in the Anaphora, too, 

he follows ‘Addai’, as appears from Q. 89 sqq.-see Commentary. (2) The 

Commentary gives sufficient proofs for this. (3) The Euchologium of Serapion, 

in: G. Wobbermin, Altchristliche liturgische Stiicke aus der Kirche Agyplens, Leipzig, 

1898 (Texle und Untrrsuchingen 17,3); the other texts in: L.E. W. (4) L.E.W. 
p. viii-ix; cf. L.O.C. ii, p. 563 (quoted on p. 30, n. 3) and: J. Braun, Liturgisches Hand- 
lexicon, S. 301: “In der vorkarol. Zeit gab es in den lit. Biichern nur sehr wenige 

Rubriken . . . Im sp&ten Malt, sind sic ihnen meist bereits in sehr erheblichem 

Ausmass eingefiigt.” (5) J. Baudot, D.A.C.L., s.v. Cirimonial, t. ii, col. 3296. 
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show variants in the prayers, but mainly in the rubrics. Even in 

the i r)th century there were not uniformly ordered; while the prayers 

arc practically the same, the directions they contain are different. 

There are additions (see ad Q. 94 and ad Q. 24). This fact is in 

accordance with the general rule that the prayers had been fixed 

before the rubrics (cf. also p. 127). The liturgy underlying the 

“Expos.” follows in the main the present text of ‘Addai’, but not 

in every detail. An exact collation of the existing MSS. of the 

Eucharist has not yet been made.' To compensate this defect 

to a certain extent we may refer to the critical study of the text 

of the Nestorian baptismal rite published by Dr. G. Diettrich in 

19031 since this formulary offers a good parallel. A glance through 

his book shows the growth of the formularies and the insertion 

of various ceremonial notes. This ritual is generally ascribed to 

the great reformer Isho’yabh iii. But the actual situation of some 

centuries after his death is very well illustrated by the following 

notice. The MS. J2 which often exhibits remarkable and, for our 

purpose, illuminating additions, draws attention to a varying 

practice.* This makes Diettrich observe: “Aus diesem Verhor der 

Zcugen ist soviel gewiss, dass Iso’yabh III keine bindenden Be- 

stimmungen tiber die Kronung der Getauften und ahnliche damit 

verbundene Ceremonien gegeben hat. Beachte das vollige Schwei- 

gen der Codd. J1 Jahbh mal p und das: Venn es beliebt’-auch 

jenes: ‘das sei nach der Gewohnheit des Ortes’ bei J2.” There is a 

stock to which all sorts of expansions are added and it seems that 

each church or country had its own specialities. This offers a good 

parallel to the situation in the time of our QQ,. 

From these facts it is clear that the service-books in the time of 

our author varied in their rubrics. The rubrics were not the more 

important part of the liturgy. But at the same time the danger was not 

imaginary that the differences in practice would become greater and 

that every priest would perform his task on his own hand. The 

unity of the liturgy is threatened, a matter of great importance for 

a church of that type4 (cf. commentary). This diversity of the MSS. 

(i) I compared the texts of T.; L.O.C.; Berol. 38 and various Nestorian Expo¬ 

sitions. The result cannot be published here. (2) G. Diettrich, Die rustoriamscht 

Tauflilurgie, Giessen, 1903. (3) G. Diettrich, a.a.O., S. 87. The additions are 

scattered over the whole formulary. (4) Cf. the state some ages before (time 

of Babai): “Each country, and town, and monastery and school had its own 

hymns and songs of praise and tunes, and sang it in its own way, and ifa teacher 

of a scholar happened to be aw’ay from his own school he was obliged to stand 
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is one reason for the uncertainty. It is caused by another one. 1 hese 

variations in the MSS. show that they do not go back to the same 

archetype; and secondly that the common ancestor of the prayers 

did not contain such detailed rubrics as the present books. This is in 

accordance with the general observation made before and is made 

highly probable too by the way in which “Expos.” speaks about the 

service-book which had been made obligatory for the Nestorian 

churches by Isho’yabh iii (see below ii c). Not everything had been 

regulated in them. Besides that it happened that a former practice 

was neglected or substituted by another one (cf. ad Q,. 87). The Q,Q. 

reveal the dangerous places. It is noteworthy that the formulary of' Addax 

with its prayers is not under discussion. The difficulties came from 

the outside; by certain circumstances the matter becomes so com¬ 

plicated that it has not been provided for in the service-books. For 

they can prescribe what the Officiant must do, what vessels are 

required, what Elements must be used for the Eucharist. But they 

can not know what hindrances are possible. It is to a certain 

extent always ideal, and it supposes the knowledge of many prac¬ 

tical questions. So the “Formulary of Mixing’5 says that wine and 

water must be mixed in the chalice, but does not indicate the quantity; 

‘Addai’ that everything must be ordered at the end, but not what 
must be done with the remaining particles. Some directions were 

given in the “Admonitions” or “Canons”, but in spite of them there 

remained a great number of uncertainties and it is doubtful if the 

Canons were generally accepted (cf. p. 137-138). 
From other sources it can be seen that these QQ. are linked up with 

the state of affairs in the Nestorian Church T: 950-1000 A.D., not only 
with regard to the outward circumstances (cf. ch.iv), but also to 

their contents. Q. 87 sqq. arc a clear proof. If compared with T. it 

seems as though they are rather superfluous, since they agree exactly 

with T. They cannot be explained but by assuming that the matter 

had not been fixed in that time. This turns out to be the right 
solution. Timothy ii mentions a controversy about this very point 

in the 13th century. He writes,' after having indicated that they 
must be signed as is done in our book: “We practise according to 

[silent] like an ignorant man’*, in: Budge, B.G. ii, p. 293-Babai (i 700; 

A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 212-213) brought unity in singing as Isho’yab iii (p. 125) 

had done for the services.-At the time of our treatises other divergencies were 

dangerous. But in all cases we observe local varieties which ask for uniformity. 

(1) The full text is quoted in the Commentary in loco. 
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the prevailing Law (liDO^aj) and the given Commandment 

(Vjr^Q-S). This is according to die opinion of the Catholici and 

Patriarchs Mar Abraham and Mar Emanuel.” The other opinion 

is that of the Catholici Isho’yabh, Sdiba Zakha and Isho’Barnun. 

The wording of Timothy shows that he recurs to tradition of the 

loth century in which Mar Abraham and Mar Emanuel reigned 

(p. 85) and that this tradition had replaced an older one. I 

docs not become clear whether it formed already a part of the 

liturgy. But probably it was not so. 

When the groups of questions as divided in the table p. 91-93 are 

examined, it becomes sufficiently apparent that they were not yet 

fixed. In the first group the “cardo quaestionis” is found in Q. 5, and it 

seems in Q. 6 as though the signing with oil is not generally known 

(sccii), while the Addition of ‘Abdiso* is of the author’s time. The 

second group deals with cases which cannot be provided for; as to 

the reconsecration of the altar difference is made between “with or 

without oil”. Some of these cases are mentioned in the rubric T. 

p. 119, but not all (cf. ad Q. 1) and it is not certain when this 

rubric has made been. There is a formulary, ascribed to Isho’yabh 

iii, to do it “with oil”; another one “without” is anonymous. Prof. 

Baumstark assumed that this one was probably made bij Elias i 

(102O-1049) who is credited with a regulation of altar-consecra¬ 

tion.* This would fit in very well with the fact that in the time of 

our writing it was^ not fixed and that the regulation was made by 

the Catholicos after the discussion in the school, because the need 

was felt. In the third group the preparation of the Elements is 

discussed. It is stated expressedly by the “Expos.”1 that no such 

formulary had been given by Isho’yabh iii. It may be that the first 

one who laid down the rules for it was John vin his Canons which 

were not strictly followed (p, 137-138) and left a large playing 

ground. The date of the Formulary is absolutely unknown; but 

it is not incorporated in the MSS. of T., but drawn by the editors 

from a special sourceJ An investigation into the matter of Q. 96 

shows that the regulation such as it stands in T. and is given in this Q,. 

has been decided by Elias of Nisibis (f after 1049) ;4 once more a 

case which was open in the time of our author and required a definite 

rule. The question of the Lord’s Prayer had divided the church into 

(1) A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 286. (2) Expos, ii, p. 36. (3) “a MS. of the district 

ofjilu", L.E.W., p. 246; another MS. and oral tradition b mentioned, ibid., 
p. 249, n.b. (4) Cf. ad Q. 96. 
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two camps, one following the commandment of Timothy i, the 
other party sticking to the old regulation of I. iii. It is mentioned 
in “Expos." and in that time it had not yet been decided (cf. ad 
Q. 105). The place that must be taken by the Cross etc. (group 6) is 
not prescribed by the formulary; freedom could lead to disorder 
and in the time of Timothy ii it seems to have been fixed.' 

These Q.Q. reflect this situation: the liturgical book did not 
contain provisions for all matters; and even if there was a rubric 
about a certain case, it was rather young or caused differences 
and other people followed another, often diametrically opposite, 
line.1 

In cases of doubt people used to go to some teacher, priest or bishop 
(cf. p. 104-105). The answer did not always satisfy the questioner. 
Therefore he wants “clear” or “exact indications”, appealing to 
“the witness of the very old men, ancient of days” who do not live in 

his own time (cf. ch.ivand p. 140), but he asks his teacher who has 
seen and heard them (Introduction; various other places speak of this 
way of transmission). The teacher himself has asked, he says, 
many people and everyone gave his own answer (Q. 110 and 
ii 14, 17: “some people say”). This can be easily understood as some 
problems are rather difficult to solve (Q. 17, ii V. 5).* They need 
a careful examination (ii V.3) and the bad priests of his time 
neglected this (Introduction). Various practices are corroborated 
by a “proof” (Q. 89, 109, 116, 117, 123; ii 19; M. fol. 48** 
though the author considers it in some cases nothing but a pretext 
(ii 34). The author’s style is rather succinct and he gives hardly 
any argument himself. In this respect he is a striking contrast with 
the answer of Isho’Barnun to Isaac of Beth Qatraye who gives 
many references to Scripture (p. 131). In some cases the author 
confesses that he does not know it himself, because he has neither 
seen it nor heard of it;4 he solves the difficulties by saying “according 
to my knowledge” (Q. 17; ii 20, 36,38,39 V.3 en 22). Of course, 
he uses this term in a way different from that in the Introduction 
where it indicates ill-instruction or laziness. He has investigated 
everything, but it was impossible to find the opinion of the old 
men. In some instances he leaves the decision to the questioner 

(i) Particulars about these facta in the Commentary, (a) ii 16 quoted ad Q,. 78; 
variety of opinion: Q. 39, 65, 89, 101 and elsewhere. (3) ii V. 5 = addition of 
V. to ii 5 (see p. 69). (4) Cf. ii 36: something which that has not been done 
in our days but which the teacher has read in the Synodical Canons. 



(Q. 116) or says that if somebody wants to act in another way, he 

may do so and our author is not inclined to quarrel with him about 

it (Q. 5, 16; ii 24, 39).' Vet by far the greater part shows no 

traces of hesitation; the author knows exactly what is required. 

Where did our teacher get his knowledge from? He has heard or 

seen it, he assures at numerous places. He himself refuses to be 

called one “versed in knowledge”, but he is ‘.‘like one who has 

tried and seen things from the old men, ancient of days”. He bases 

his knowledge not upon a written tradition, but upon an oral one. 

The authority was a number of initiated persons, since not every 

man of old age serv ing in the church belonged to them, for the 

questioner remarks that his time is deprived of such men, a state¬ 

ment which would be somewhat strange if it should be taken in the 

literal sense. Several times their witness is called upon (Q. 37, 

89, 110, 118, 123). Once they are called “Fathers” or “Ancients” 

(Q. 116). He speaks of tradition (Q. 36, 94; ii 34 in a disapproving 

manner). If these statements will yield the answer to the question 

put at the beginning of this chapter, the contents of the following 

points must be defined: how where these liturgical matters trans¬ 

mitted, orally or by writing?-who are meant by the “old men”; 

do they form a warrant for an old tradition?-what was the part 

played by the schools because the author is a schoolmaster?-These 

terms suggest tradition. Is that true? 

ii. Our Questions point to oral tradition. As a matter of fact it 

was found side by side with written regulations. In the 9th century 

the Patriarch Isho’Bamun answered to the question in what books 

it was written that the Purshana in the church is the Body of the 

Holy Virgin, that not everything that is traditional is written in 

books.1 Although this statement does not strictly belong to the field 

that is explored here (it is more or less mystagogical), it is so explicit 

that it forms a suitable starting-point. The books are depositories 

(1) It is interesting to note similar expressions in the answers of John of Telia: 
“I think” (Can. 9, Lamy, p. 70; 23, p. 78; 26, p. 82); “one should not doubt” 

(Can. 8, p. 68-70: ]Aa^s/ 9> p- 70: ]/*]/ J); he prefers 

3 what is better 2> Can. 8).-Expos, uses the same words and offers many 

different opinions, but since the subject-matter is quite different, they do not 
form a clear parallel. (2) Isho’ Barnun, ad Macarium, Q. 65, in: Mingana Syr. 586, 
fol. 440b (Purshana = Eulogia in other churches; for the connection with Mary 
cf. L.E.\V.y p. 304: Prayer of Mary). 



of Canon-Law'. If it had not been written down it was called 

“custom” which had the same validity unless a canon made it 

impossible. The same Isho’Barnun ordered that it was allowed 

to go on fasting after using the Mysteries, except on Sundays1 

because there was no canon forbidding it. * Along with the Canons 

custom had a large and unlimited field. By decision of a Patriarch 

or of a Synod such a custom was made obligatory.4 But oral tradi¬ 

tion is the mother of written orders which were made if required, 

c.g. by variety. This is the reason why the handbooks of oriental 

Canon-law generally miss systematic order; they do not contain 

all the rules; only those that settled a point of dispute. 

This usage, familiar to the reader of the preceding pages, is 

found at the very beginning of the codification of churchmatters. 

It suggests even a parallel with the Jewish practice in post-exilic 

times, notably strong in the days of the N.T.* Within the limits 

of the present investigation it is impossible to deal extensively 

with this idea of Tradition in liturgicis.6 Yet it will not be superfluous 

to recall some facts. The first who gives a remarkable notice in this 

respect is Tertullian. He ranks custom with the Scripture and 

against those who demand written authority he points to some 

generally accepted facts.7 Augustin says the same: “In his enim 

rebus, de quibus nihil certi statuit Scriptura Divina, mos populi 

Dei, vel instituta majorum pro lege tenenda sunt” and mentions: 

“quae non scripta, sed tradita custodimus”.8 This teaching is 

in accordance with that of Basil,’ of whom it was said in the funeral 

oration by Gregory of Nazianza that he had made vopo9ecrloci 

(1) It would be interesting to compare the development of canon-law in the 

(Eastern) church with that of the Law in Islam, see: I. Goldziher, Vorlesungen 

fiber den Islam, Heidelberg, 1910, ch. ii, Die Entwicklung des Gesete.es> S. 35-79, 

which offers striking parallels to the points discussed in the following pages. 

(2) This is “always reputed a crime deserving ecclesiastical censure” from the 

time of Tertullian onwards; cf. a number of places in: J. Bingham, Antiquities> 

xvi '5* 3- (3) Isho* Barnun, /./., Q. 28, fol. 436b. (4) Cf. the fragment quoted 
on p. 81. (5) noLpacdfOti^ r<uv notopyjripw, cf. G. F. Moore, Judaism in the first 

centuries of the Christian Era> Cambridge (Mass.), 1932, i., p. 98-99, 251-262; 

H. L. Strack-P. Billerbeck, Kommentar eum N. T. aus Talmud und Midrasch> 

Miinchcn, 1922, i S. 695^. (6) Vide A. von Harnack, Lehrbuch der Dogmrnge- 
schichtel> Tubingen *932-33, Indcxs.v.; F. Hciler, Urkirche und Ostkirche, Miinchcn, 

1937, Index s.v.; P. Tschackert, Tradition> in: P.R.Exx, S. 8-11; N. P. Williams, 

E.R.E., s.v. Tradition> vol. xii, p. 411-415 (generally treating the relations 

between Tradition and Dogma). (7) Tertullianus, De Corona 3, in: M.S.L.i> 

col. 98-99; cf. de Virginis Velandis 2, in: M.S.L. 2, col. 938-939. (8) Augustinus, 
Epist. 86, in: M.S.L. 33. col. 296-297, and 54, i in: M.S.L. 33, col. 200. 

(9) Basilius, De Spiritu Sancto> 27 in: M.S.C. 32, col. 188. 
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povocoxcov fyypoccpoi re Koti dcypoapoi.1 These quotations show 

sufficiently how both were thought to be of the same validity 

though we observe in later times a growing tendency to quote 

prooftexts from Scripture. If circumstances compelled to do so, 

the custom was fixed in an official canon. When Can. xviii of 

Nicaea speaks of the rumour that deacons have given the Commu¬ 

nion-bread to the priests it says: 6ixep oOrc 6 kocvujv oOtc f] 

auvr'jSeia TrocpticoKe; and immediately a canon is made to check 

such a wrong practice lest it might become tradition.* 

In this connection it will be useful to quote some sentences from 

the introduction of Isho'yabh i in his letter answering the question 

of James of Darai on “die priesterlichen Ordnungen und kirchlichen 

Kanonen des Dienstes des geistlichen Lebens”. He will write because 

the subject had not been dealt with systematically by the 

Fathers. Nevertheless he writes himself according to the tradition: > 

“Indem wir entsprechend der bei uns von den V&tern vermitteltcn 

apostolischen Oberlieferung schreiben, weisen wir die anderen 

Oberliefcrungen zuriick, die irgendwie durch irgend jemand 

Eingang gefunden, an verschiedenen Orten angenommen und von 

unvorsichtigen Leuten, die von solchen annehmen, die ohne gelernt 

zu haben, lehren, festgehaltcn wurden, von solchen, deren t)ber- 

licfcrungsgcschwatz das Organ zur Verfilhrung vieler haltloscr 

(Leute) is.”4 We learn from this quotation that there was a double 

custom; the right one may be learned (in the school?-see sub iv). 

Unfortunately the criterium which was applied to decide what was 

right or wrong is not so definite as to enable us to distinguish in a 

certain case between old and young. He also distinguishes between 

his answer and Canons: the latter are short “zur Einschllchterung 

der Ungehorsamen mit Anathemen”; the former arc extensive in 

teaching and exposition, reproducing the doctrine of the Fathers 

and giving proofs from nature and Scripture. The former are 

discussed by teacher and pupil: “nicht in synodaler Form auf einer 

V&terversammlung in autoritativer Entscheidung unter Vielen auf- 

gestellt.”* By the incorporation in the Synodicon they also have 

(i) Gregorius Naz.t Oratio 34, in: M.S.G. 36, col. 544. (2) In:J- B. Pitra, Monu¬ 

ment,[t p.434-435. (3) Cf. the beginning of his Canon xx (O. Braun, Synhados, 

S. 268-269): ’’Mein Verstand legte mir nahe, auf diese Frage nichts zu antworten, 

weil die Regenten und Lehrer der Kirchc daruber nicht aussprcchcn.*'-He does 

not answer other questions: “Da sie den Vcrstandigen klar sind, oder weil die 

Vorsteher der Kirchc daruber nach geltender Gewohnheit verfugen." (4) O. 

Braun, Synhados, S. 239. (5) Ibidem, S. 271-272. 
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been ranked with Canones!-At the end of the Canons of his Synod 

(xxxi, O. Braun, Synhados, S. 234) it is said that everyone of the 

subscribers bound themselves to read them once a year before their 

flock. Naturally they would always have them at hand. 

So we find that Canon and Custom (or teaching of the Fathers) 

stood side by side (the Q,Q. of Isho’yabh i are the deposit of the 

latter). The Canon is a definite commandment (exceptions by “ne¬ 

cessity”, see commentary), the custom is not.* It happened sometimes 

that Canon and Custom did not agree; Isho’yabh iii mentions in one 

of his letters such a case: “si vero apud vos per quosdam homines 

contra legem ecclesiasticam nunc prolatae sunt seniorum tradi- 

tiones quae decretum a tua Paternitate legetime sanctitum abo- 

lent . . Their relation is parallel to that of Dogma and Doctrine; 

of which the former was only formulated to exclude wrong opinions. 

Only when abuses creep in, the right practice is regulated; otherwise 

it was handed down from generation to generation without being 

written down. This prevents us from defining what exactly belongs to it or 

when a measure was introduced; for it might have been customary 

already for a long time before it became a Canon. This is the more 

conclusive in case of Orientals who have such a strong sense for 

oral transmission. It follows that it is impossible to get knowledge 

of these “Customs” but by indirect references. Something which has 

been written down at a late date, may be very old; but it is not 

necessarily so, because it is called “traditional”. This “Custom” is 
an absolutely incalculable factor. Yet it is important to see that the 

limits between Canon and Custom were vague from the outset. 

It remains the same through all ages, though the place of the limits 

may change. Another cause of complication forms the fact that 

some places developed peculiarities of their own (see p. 110 

“Gewohnheit des Ortes”, and the freedom that seems to have 
existed and of which these pages show many examples). We now 

pass on to a survey of the contents of the written tradition since this will 

give us some hold and reveal us something more about the validity. 

a. At the time the Persian Church separated itself from the 

Greek Church (see p. 22), it took over the regulations that had been 

(1) Yet there are even at the present moment in the Roman Catholic Church 

(in which these matters are regulated much better than in the Oriental Churches 

in the past and present) “Consuetudines contra legem”, cf. J. Braun, Lit. Hand- 

lexicon, S. 122, s.v. Gewohnheit. (2) Isho’yabh iii, Epistulae, ed. R. Duval, p. 114. 



made at several synods of th'c Greek Church. We must keep in mind 

as far as our subject is concerned, that already very soon several 

synods were held and made regulations about quesdons that 

occurred again and again, such as: who was to be admitted to the 

Communion; is it allowed to take the Eucharistic bread home? These 

Canons together with others were taken over by the Persians and 

caused them to have a common basis about these matters with 

the Greeks. The Synod of Yabhallaha i (419-420) decided that 

the following should be obligatory: the Apostolical Canons, those 

of the Synod of Nicaea (325), Ancyra, Neocaesarea, Gangra, An¬ 

tioch and Laodicea (that of Chalcedon [451] was added by 

Mar Abba).' From the liturgical point of view one Canon of 

Isaac (410), viz. xiii is important; he decided: “Auch im Dienstc 

dcs Abcndlandes, den die BB. Isaak und Maruta uns ge- 

lclirt und in dem wir alle in der Kirche von S. sie dienen sehen, 

wollcn wir von nun an insgesammt ebenso dienen.” It contains: 

Caruzutha’s by the Deacons;* reading of the Scripture, offering 

of the oblation on one altar in all the churches, not in private 

houses.* So all matters were brought into agreement with Seleucia 

and the West. The "Abendland” is the Church in the Roman 

Empire. 

The reference found about Mar Abba viz. “ordinavit ritum 

ccclesiae”,1 2 * 4 * is too vague to draw from it a definite conclusion. It 

may simply be a reference to his translation of ‘Thcod.’ and ‘Nest.* 

(cf. p. 41). 

b. a The letter of Isho’yabh i of Arzon has already been referred 

to several times.* He wrote to his correspondent that he did not 

say all that could be said, but only what was asked. We may 

summarize those that deal with the liturgy. The first prescribes that 

the priests should draw near to the altar with ‘‘awe” and the priests 

must be blameless.6 He gives a short survey of the service, men- 

(1) O. Braun, Synhados, S. 38-39; Mar Abba, ibidem, S. i38.-About this collection, 

cf. G. Kruger, Handbuch der Kirchengeschichle*, Tubingen, 1923, i, § 29, 8; the 

oriental collections mentioned in: F. Haase, AlUhr. Kirchengeschichle, S. 234-236. 

(2) Cf. E.S.D.O., p. 294: The litany of the Deacon. (3) O. Braun, Synhados, 

S. 2t.-For the reference to Isaac and Maruta compare Gismondi i, p. 26: 

"Interim (during the reign of Isaac) MarOtas episcopus medicus non cessavit 

orientalis fideles docere instituta universa ac dccreta occidentalium, quae in 

corumsynodocommuni consensusanxerunt. (4) Gismondi ii, p. 24; cf. A. Baum- 

stark, L.C., S. 119. (5) His life and works in: A. Baumstark, L.G.y S. 126. 

(6) Cf. Isho’yabh i, Canon 5, O. Braun, Synhados, S. 206-208. 



tioning the fact that the priest comes to the altar, kneels and kisses 

it; he greets and blesses the people and their response; then he 

speaks “entsprechcnd der Aufeinanderfolge dcs kirchlichen Ritus . . 

(das) in alien Kirchen Gottes gebetet wird” (not specified) and the 

signs of the Cross are mentioned. The second orders that the cele¬ 

brant must first of all receive the communion as he also needs 

forgiveness. The order in which this must be done is given here. 

The Can. 18 of Nicaea is repeated in Can. 3 here; but if there is 

no other priest it must be done nevertheless, though in a special way 

which is indicated. He .orbids a priest to officiate in anger (5) and 

a minister may not prevent an other man with whom he is quarrel¬ 

ing from receiving the sacraments (6). An adulterous priest must 

be punished by excommunication (11).1 It will be seen that these 

Canons are mainly dealing with the conditions for communion. 

p. In the introduction to this letter he refers to a writing of 
his which he had composed when he was a teacher “auf der hohen 

Schule”, at the request of the Bishops, in which he explained “klar 

und distinkt”: “wie der Priester zu der Taufe und der Darbringung 

des Opfers im furchtbaren, Gott versohnenden und die Getauften 

heiligenden Priesterdienst hinzutreten soli, in dem wirjedem (Text) 

wortc seine Erklarung in einer Menge kurzer (Bemerkungen) bei- 

fiigten.”1 Nothing of such a book is spoken of in the “Catalogue” 

of ‘Abdisho*; but this writer mentions 22 Q,Q,. on the Mysteries.1 

Prof. Baumstark identified these two books and supposed that in 

V. fol. 93 one question of it had been preserved: whether the liturgy 
may be brought out of the church (the latter suggestion had been 

expressed before by Prof. Braun).4 This identification of three data 

without having seen the part in question, is somewhat too prema¬ 

ture. For even if the first clause of this sentence may be taken as 

dealing with liturgical indications, yet it seems to be about the 

liturgy proper and the priest, but not about accidentals such as the 

Question in V. does. But the second part rules out the possibility of 

(1) One of his arguments is Matt. 7 : 6: “Heilig und Perlen nennt er das h. 

Sacrament unter dem Bilde kostbar geachtetcr (Dinge)”. (2) O. Braun, 
Synhados, S. 239. (3) B.O., iii 1, p. iio-iii; but Amr ascribes them to Isho*- 
yabh ii of Gadala (J. Labourt, Christianisme, passim): *‘de Sacramentis Ecclesiae 

in duas supra viginti interrogationes totidemque responsioncs distributum.” 

Of I. i he wrote only these words: “canones edidit et sacramenta exposuit”, 

in: Gismondi ii, p. 31 and p. 28. (4) A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 126 and Ak. 10 

(vielleicht); O. Braun, Synhados, S. 239, N. 1 (the number of the MS. is omitted); 

R. Duval, Literature Syriaque, p. 349, does not mention what is said in the 

Synodicon at all. 
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this explanation and shows that we must think of a mystagogy. 

It cannot be said whether this is the same as the 22 Q,Q.; but in 

Amr they are clearly distinguished. It is not impossible because 

they deal with the mysteries. On the other hand the form of the 

“question” points to actual difficulties in the service. This fits 

in very well with a subject as that of V. There are some incalculable 

points, especially as the expression of ‘Abdisho’ is far from clear. 

Before some of the data are rashly combined and identified, all 

the materials that are left should be examined. 

We begin with Vat. Syr. 150. The authors referred to above 

started undoubtedly from the “Catalogue” of Assemani (cf. p. 65). 

It is not clear why they confined themselves to this one alone. If we 

take before us V. v we read that it is ^ = “on emergen¬ 

cies”.' This item does not agree exactly with the description given 

by Isho’yabh himself, nor does it look like that of ‘Abd., for they 

are not in the form of questions. Their contents are: 

1. the precautions for bringing the communion outside the 

church to a sick person (published by Assemani, B.0.y iii 1, p. 244); 

2. baking of the eucharistic bread by a sipgle priest; 

3. the place of the font of baptism; 

4. consecration of the eucharist by a single priest is forbidden 

(only allowed by the 318 Fathers of Nicaea to hermits). 

In V. these canons had a special heading. In M. the text had 

become somewhat confused as the heading and the first topic were 

omitted; consequentely this piece is put very akwardly between the 

Q,Q. But with V. in hand it is quite clear (it is possible that the 

name of I. was crossed out in codex M., since it was the same name 

as that of the heading of C.). 

In his collection of the ecclesiastical lawbooks of Alexandria Dr. 

Riedel inserted and translated “Befehle der Vater, der Vorsteher, 

der Gebieter.”' According to the editor they are nothing but a 

compilation from the Arabic times. They offer parallels to the 

Syriac text mentioned before. § 20 of them contains the canon about 

the communion of the sick (1), in every word agreeing with the 

Syriac text; and § 19 that one on the consecration by a single 

priest (4), but this recension is much longer. A striking difference 

between these two forms is that they are here introduced by the 

entry “sie haben befohlen und gesagt . . .”. Is this the work of 

(1) About this idea cf. commentary. (2) W. Riedel, Die Kirchenrechtsquellen des 

Falriarchals Alexandria, Leipzig, 1900, S. 187-193. 
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the Compiler? How were they brought into the Alexandrine 

collection and why have they another order? 

Another important piece of evidence is contained in one of the 

MSS. of the Baptismal Service J.1).1 3 After the prayer of T. p. 65, 

1. 3 a long passage follows ending with the words: “The great 

matters of dispute solved by Mar Isho’yabh of Arzon before in¬ 

telligent people, arc brought to a close.” G. Diettrich thought the 

passage ‘‘leicht tlberarbeitet”. 

Assemani has given a report of the Arabic translation of the 

Synodicon by Elias Damascenus.* It contains the following items: 

“14 Jesujabi statutum de Eucharistia. 15 Mosis in idem, nec non 

de Baptismo”. Together with no. 13 they are not found in the 

Syriac text. Assemani’s statement was derived from Vat. Arab. 157 

about which he did not furnish any other information, exception 

being made for his quotation of the decision of the said Moses whom 

he identified with Moses of Kashar mentioned by ‘Abdisho’:* 

as the text stands it deals with the consecration by a single priest 

and communion outside the church; the sequence is the same as 

that of Riedel’s text; the former decision is very short. For the 

rest nobody seems to have asked who was the Isho’yabh of item 14 

(that is the more striking because it might have been that it was 

I. iii and that his work contained something about the liturgical 

reformation). What is contained in this Arabic text?4 
The parts mentioned stand after two writings of George i (680- 

681), long after I. i. no. 13 (Ass.) begins like this (fol. 79b): “further 

they said”, introduction to a summary of the order of the Bishops 

at an official meeting. Next to it come the parts that interest us 

here (fol. 798-81 b). “It is handed down from Isho’yabh that he 

laid down as a rule and taught”: 
1. a canon about the provisions to be made when cucharistic 

bread is left; 

2. about the ablutions of the chalice; 
3. (introduction: likewisehesaid) about the consecration by asin- 

gle priest, which is inconsistent with the church-law;* joined to it is a 

(1) Published by G. Diettrich, Nest. Taufliturgie, S. 94-99; neither this reference 

nor the other materials have been incorporated by Prof. Baumstark in his note 

on Isho’yabh i. (2) B.O., iii 1, p. 5i4.-About the Arabic translation cf. p. 20. 
(3) B.O., iii 1, p. 276 (the codex has here the classmark 37); A. Baumstark, 

L.G.y S. 122-123, thinks this identification probable. (4) Thanks to the kind 
offices of Prof. Dr. R. R. Post I received the facsimiles. Prof. Dr. A. J. Wensinck 

had the extreme kindness to translate these parts. (5) Syr.: Breaks the Canon. 



bit of polemics against the Greeks (Rum);1 it was ordered by God 

that everything in the natural world should be done in pairs, as 

it is in heaven (Is. vi). The argument is reinforced by a quotation 

of Mar Moses from his book “The Beauty of the Works”;1 

4. (without introduction) about the communion of the sick;1 

5. further thcy(!) taught (the usual introduction to all the 

following canons): about baking the eucharistic bread while there 

is no priest to consecrate it,4 and drinking of the chalice; 

6. the bread must remain on the altar until a priest comes to 

consecrate it; another person must be present for the “ordering”; 

otherwise the priest must wait and fast till somebody comes; 

7. the following persons may not communicate: mad people;* 

people who have been excommunicated; heretics and mockers; 

8. the deacon is allowed to “sign” the chalice if something was 

left, but not to say the formula: “this chalice is consecrated etc.”;6 

9. about Baptism in a special part of the church? that can only 

be entered by certain ranks of the clergy, and about laybaptism.8 

We have given in the notes the points of similarity between the 

various sources. It is clear that the divison of Assemani (two 

treatises of I. and Moses) is definitely wrong; the Isho’yabh that 

seems to be quoted was i, as we may infer from V. while nothing 

militates against this statement; Riedel’s text is a descendant of the 

Synodicon with some correction; its quotation in a Jacobite context 

explains sufficiently that the proper name has been replaced by: 

“they”. It seems as though in V. all canons are ascribed to I. while 

in M. they are anonymous; in Arab, they are the decisions of a 

(1) The Greeks allow: one priest in several villages (cf. ad Q,. 36); the priests 

entering the altar with shoes (cf. ad Q. 39); the nuns to enter the altar (cf. ad 

Q. 29-30) and to communicate to the people (the Jacobites only, if there was 

no priest, Velusta Doc. Liturgica, p. 7 = 33 tr.). (2) This agrees with Riedel, 

§ 19 ( S. 192-193); variants: Elias omits: “diejenigen, wclcheden Bcstimmungen 

zuwider handeln und der Tradition widerstreiten und diejenigen, welche ihnen 

die Erlaubnis dazu gegeben haben, sind gebannt, ausgeschieden”; the quotation 

of Moses is cited, but introduced with “Einige Heiligen haben gesagt . . is 

this tendentious? (3) Quite the same as Riedel, § 20 (S. 193) — V. The quo¬ 

tation of Assemani gives the impression that this Canon is also of Moses. It is 

clear from the context that it is not. (4) — V. and M. (5) This is a general 

rule in Eastern churches, Vetusta Documcnta Liturgica, p. 6-7 = 32 tr., but 

cf. p. 133 n. 4. That the other categories were excluded from communion 

is natural. (6) Cf. ad Q. 21. (7) = V. and M. (8) The quotation by 

C. Dicttrich, mentioned before, is a very large expansion of this Canon. 

It is not clear, where the words of I. i begin or whether the whole belongs 

lo this Patriarch. 
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Synod that met under George i1 or afterwards. They used the 

traditions of I. i; his canons were once more underlined and ex¬ 

panded; and they profess to be in accordance with the tradition 

of the church. It is remarkable that Syr. and Arab, have deviations 

on some minor points as regards the author’s name though Isho¬ 

’yabh i is mentioned every time. Yet the evidence is too confused 
to make us say without any doubt: these canons were derived from 

the book: “Questions about the Mysteries” of Isho’yabh i; nor can 

we say that it was identical with that one referred to in the Intro¬ 

duction of his letter. But it is clear that the Questions were probably 

not mystagogical but practical and that Isho’yabh wrote another 

book of interpretation. 
We will stick to the Arabic text. It shows that there was in this 

respect a tradition that was cultivated. It dealt with cases of: 

preparation and ordering of the liturgy. 

c. At this point we must record the liturgical work of the great P atri- 

arch Isho’yabh iii. His name has been mentioned before at several 

occasions as he is called the great reformer of the liturgy. He lived 

in the beginning of the 7th century and ruled from 648 (or 650)-* 

657.* This time is outwardly marked for the Nestorians by the 

change of government, since the Persian Sassanides must cede 

their reign to the Islam, inwardly by a reorganization of all forces, 

as the church had to face so many new problems. A monograph 

about this outstanding man and his work in these troublesome 

years is still wanting, though it would be an attractive task to write 

it. We cannot undertake it within the limits of the present investi¬ 

gation. We cannot even consider the whole of his liturgical work, 

but the scheme of this book imposes the questions: what was the 
character of his activity concerning the Eucharist; what has he 

bequeathed to posterity? After the paragraphs devoted by Prof. 

Hanssens to these points, > it is not superfluous to put them again, 

since he docs not offer all the materials available nor gives an answer. 

The editions of the Eucharistic Liturgy which I have consulted 

(i) Cf. Vat. Arab. 157, Fol. Sib: “the book of the collected decisions of the 

Synode is brought to a close, according to the Institution of the Apostles in 

consecutive times and the traditions of the 318 Fathers that came together in 

Nicaea". Or is this the end of the whole collection? (2) For the sources cf. 

A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 197-200, and add: VV. Wigram, Introduction to the history 

of the Assyrian Church, London, 1910, passim.-D.A.C.L. does not contain an article 

about him. (3) J. M. Hanssens, Institutiones, ii, p. 465-467, and: iii, p.627-628. 
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do not offer a single remark about Isho’yabh’s activity. But it 

should be said once more that a critical edition (p. 11 o) does not exist. 

So we do not know what may be contained in some MS. or other; 

at the present moment, however, the liturgy itself does not give 

us a clue. Among the writings of this author are no directions for 

the administration of the Eucharist, such as John v has given some 

centuries later in his Canons (p. 133—135), nor does his Book of 

Letters, published by Prof. Duval,1 offer any help, since it does not 

contain any letter dealing with Eucharistic problems or any reference 

to the liturgy or to his own activity about it. The result of the direct 

sources is rather disappointing; so we must see whether the indirect 

sources yield any result, as there must be some reason to mention 

his name in connection with the Liturgy. 

The references of the Nestorian Chronicles are rather poor. Mari 

thought 13 lines sufficient honour to this Patriarch and did not write 

anything about a liturgical reform.* Amr gives a longer note with the 

following detail which is of interest: “promovendis scientiis operam® 

dedit, ordinavitque officum per anni circulumy uti nunc sc habet (14th cen¬ 

tury): sermones etiam, hymnosque composuit, qui inter preces 

rccitantur’*J The words which I italicized, point to liturgical 

activity, but the Eucharist is not specially mentioned; the concluding 

words suggest that this office remained the same in the course of 

time.4 The summary in the “Catalogue” o{'Abdisho' (± 1300) reads 

like this: ‘‘and he ordered an order of the churchbook of the ‘Circle 

of the Year’ and Baptism together with the Absolution and the 

Consecration of a new church and Ordination-formularies of all 

Orders etc.”* Besides the Hudhra, about which we will speak 

presently, all the rituals specified here mention the name of I. 

in their MSS. and confirm the notice of ‘Abdisho*.6 Our treatises 

refer twice to him: in Q,. 1 in connection with the consecration 

of a new church; in M. fol. 34a in connection with Baptism, 

(1) Isho’yabh iii, Liber Epistularum, cd. R. Duval, Parisiis, 1904, C.S.C.O.t 

ii, 64. (2) Gismondi i, p. 55.-It may be remarked that the reference of Hanssens, 

ox., iii, p. 628 to Gismondi i, p. 49 and ii, p. 28 are wrong. These pages do not 

deal with the third patriarch of that name. (3) Gismondi ii, p. 32; see the 

previous note.-About: “promovendis scientiis” cf. p. 145. (4) Yet the refor¬ 

mation of the High Monastery (p. 148-149) also affected it; we must understand 

this sentence to mean that the general scheme was Isho’yabh’s. (5) B.0.t iii 1, p. 

j39-140: |ZA? ]_»>cloo Ljdclaj ]r^>\o IAaCi ld jhoo^o 

.»,g'ko? |(6) Cf. A. Baumstark, L.G.t S. 

199-200 notes passim. 



Is this coincidence with ‘Abdisho’ merely accidental? Neither of 

these writers says a word about the Eucharist. Or must we interprete 

the fact that the author of the “Questions” refers to his great 

namesake at the beginning of his treatises, in this way that all the 

following teaching was derived from the Churchbook of Isho’yabh? 

The former possibility seems to be preferable; for, if the latter 

supposition were right, we should have expected this reference in 

the Introduction and not connected with a question on a particular 

rite. However this may be, I believe that the author of our Q,Q.- 
had not this reason; but that it was impossible for him to connect 

the name of I. iii with the Eucharistic questions as these points were 

not dealt with in the churchbook. The chapters in the “Book of the 

Governors” dealing with the lifetime of I. iii1 do not contain much 

about the Patriarch himself, since the work is concerned with monas- 

ticism and not with the history of the church as a whole. Nothing 

but the Hudra is ascribed to him; it is called here: Ucu-O? ]A>n tz> = 

churchbook of the canons (it appears from the context that the 

Hudra is intended).1 “Hftd(h)ra (Kreislauf), eigentlich Penqid(h)ta 

(ttivock(6iov, Tafel) der Kanones dcs ganzen Jahreskreislaufes” 

heisst das grosse Choralbuch des nestorianischen Ritus, das auf die 

Sonn- and Festtage des Kirchenjahres und die Werktage des Nine- 

vitenfastens* und der vorosterliehen vierzigtagigen Fastenzeit die 
alteren wechselnden Gesangstlicke filr das kirchlicheTagzeitcngebet 

und die Eucharistiefeier enthalt”.* Prof. Baumstark distinguished 
this book from the Takhsa which contained the various formularies 

for the priests (its contents, see p. 109), some of which were fixed 

by Isho’yabh iii, but up till now we did not hear anything about 

the Eucharist. Thomas of Marga refers to him in another place 

which is generally overlooked. In describing the work of Babai 

(± 700) he says in the sequence of the words quoted on p. 110, 
n. 4: “As before the time of Mar Isho,yat>h of Adiabene the 
Catholicos, the orders of the services were performed in a confused 

manner in every place, and by the means of this man the services 

of all the churches acquired connected order, so also etc.”* This 

(1) Budge, B.G. ii, p. 131-179. (2) Budge, B.G. ii, p. 176-177, quoted ad 
Q,. 106. (3) Cf. ad Q.. 11. (4) A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 198. (5) Budge, 

B.G. ii, p. 293; the Syriac text reads as follows, B.G. i, p. 142: rr&l 

y[\ to 2U Ns I^vj In^oAo doiAqs-* 
,N\P I VXD jlJl£> .fcOKlflLOa^O (J|/oi\NQ^> :OOOT 
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text tells us that there was a great confusion in the Nestorian church 

with regard to the services themselves, not about the singing which 

was the point in the time of Babai; probably every church and 

country had developed his own liturgy and the unity was broken. 

It was the great merit of Isho’yabh iii to have unified all the local 

varieties. The pardcular word “takhsa” which is used here can 

denote the order of every service, either Baptism, Eucharist etc. or 

Daily Office, but preferably the former (T. is the name of the 

Nestorian Euchologium). Though this text does not specially 

mention the Eucharist, it seems to be included and in general 

this notice is of great value. With it one sentence of the Chronicle 

of Seert fits in very well. It is told in the history of Ephraim: “II 

(Ephraim) composa une messe dont sc servent encore les Melchites. 

Les Nestoricns c^l^braient aussi cette messe a Nisibe jusqu’aux 

jours du mtftropolitc J&uyab qui, lorsqu’il regia les prices, choisit 

trois messes et prohiba les autres.”' This fact can easily explain why 

the Eucharist is not mentioned in other places which tell something 

of the liturgical activity of I.: while he himself took a part in the con¬ 

ception of the formularies catalogued by ‘Abdisho’, he confined him¬ 

self with regard to the Eucharist to stopping the local varieties and 

selecting three existing formularies. But there are two other notices 

found in the literature which point into another direction. The 

Nestorian canonist Ibn-at-Tayyib (| 1043, in the time of our 

treatises) observes in his Arabic Nomocanon: “La messe des 

apotres a composee par Addai et Mari, et le catholicos Jesus-iab 

l’a abr^g^e”;1 the same seems to be intended in the Chronicle of the 

Jacobite patriarch Michael (i 1150): “and he abridged the liturgy 

of Nestor, since it was very prolix.”* As far as I know it has been 

impossible to detect rests of the unabridged liturgy (‘Fragment’ and 

the text of Abraham b. Lipheh, cf. p. 55, n. 5??) and these texts do 

not help us to determine the character of the curtailment. The 

MSS. do not help us either.4 

(1) Chroniqut de Sierty ed. A. Schcr Paris 1908, P.O. iv, p. 295-The three masses 

p. 2g. n. 3.-Does this reveal something about the origin of‘Addai'? Dom, Eng- 

berding (cf. p. 54) has overlooked this text, though it confirms his view. (2) This 

Synodicon has not yet been published. The quotation in: L.O.O., p. 338 and 

n. 1. (3) Michael i, Chroniaim> ed. T B. Chabot, Parisiis, 1898, iv, p. 776a 

(tr. iii, p. 52i)-Prof. A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 199 suggested that “dies angesichts 

der breiten Ausfuhrlichkeit gerade dieses Formulars ('Nest.*) nur auf cinem 

Missverstdndnis beruhen (kann) und es muss vielmehr an die Apostelanaphora 

gedacht werden, deren iiberlieferter Text in der Tat den Eindruck starker Kur- 

rung macht’*. Such a mistake would be easy for a Jacobite. (4) A monograph 
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Last of all wc must pay attention to those places where I. is 

named in the “Expositio"'. At the very beginning in his apology 

[Expos, i, p. 16-18) the author declares that he wants to be in 

everything in accordance with I. He has been asked about the 

reasons of the offices of the church. There are different inter¬ 

pretations (Expos, i mentions a good many of them; it is striking 

that they arc not found in such a large number in the expla¬ 

nation of the Eucharist).1 To find the right path he wants 

“normam a sanctis patribus statutam tenere ct exsequi, qui 

suis interpretationibus restrictis nonnulla tacuerunt ut aliorum 

laboribusaliquidrelinquerent: id quodet bead Iso'yabh patriarchae 
consilium fuit, qui Codiccm ilium insignem canonum instruxit.”1 

By this I. gained the victory over the heredcs “qui in ignoranda 

haeresim suam tenent, et officia negligcnter persoluunt. In ridbus 

ergo atque canonibus explicandis qui in Codice dcscripd et innexi 

sunt” our author has followed his great forerunner.4 He describes 
the plan of his work in the following words: “a re chronologica 

incipicmus; deinde orationum nostrarum commentaria aggre- 

diemur”.* In execudng this plan he discusses the chronological 

quesdons in liber i; ii and iii deal with the Daily Offices; iv with 

the Eucharist; v with Baptism; vi with the Consecradon of a new 

Church and vii with the Funeral and Marriage-services. In com¬ 

paring the plan and its execudon we must conclude that the con¬ 

tents of liber ii-vii are summarized under the head: oradones. 

The consecradon-formulary was at the end of the Churchbook 

(1. vi, c. i). We can be sure that the Eucharist as commented upon 

by this anonymous author was contained in it, because he says at 

the beginning of book vi: “Dei adiutorio absolutae sunt omnes 

expositiones officiorum quae in cyclo (Hudhra) anni positae sunt.”* 

on the work of Isho’yabh iii must fix the relation between 'Addai* and Narsai, 

Horn, xvii (if genuine); and the investigation has to be extended over the other 
formularies as well. 

(i) Timothy ii does not mention him a single time; the Isho‘yabh being 

quoted was i. (2) Sometimes he combats his predecessors, cf. e.g. Expos, ii, p. 34: 

“Abraham bar Lipheh in dementia sua”. (3) Expos, i, p. 17 ; 1?oi 1A*£L1^> 

•m ^ l DTj-Ds • the same words as in Budge, D.G. ii, p. 177, see p. 125. 

(4) Expos, i, p. 18: 1A*q i°io> lUicLl-do X o>oi.l^Q-^ 

(5) The prayers are defined in the next sentence: "primum 

mensium, hebdomadarum ac dierum, expositionem instituemus; deinde medio 

loco ponemus cantiones, et mystica praeteriti, praesentis et futuri temporis 

cantica, donee in portu quiescamus illo, ubi tempus nullum est etc.** (6) Expos. 
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Our author wants to follow closely the book of Isho’yabh, of which 

the prayers seem to be the most important part. Did the book of 

1. contain very specified indications of the actions of the priests? 

The following sentences can give us an answer: “beatus ISo’yabh 

de cis rebus sollicitus fuit, atque praescripsit, quae mysteria expri- 

merent, ncque de factis ipsis adeo curabat”' and when he speaks 

about the “Pax” (L.is.lT., p. 283) given by the deacon “qui 

proclamavit” (which is sometimes done, but had not been prescrib¬ 

ed by I.) he says: “et ecce, quamvis apud nos ille diaconus hanc 

paccm annuntiet qui et proclamationem fecit, tamen, uti superius 

dixi, beatus lioyabh ea omnia praescripsit, quae typum aliquem 

regni exprimerent, neque curae fuit ei ut omnia quae scripsit 

plenc pcrficcrentur, ita ut nihil aut adderetur aut demeretur.”1 That 

everything which had been ordered by I. had a typological mean¬ 

ing, is the favorite dogma of our author which guides his own 

interpretation (cf. c.g. n. 5 of p. 127 and Expos, i, p. 126; ii, p. 75, 88, 

91 etc.). T hese words combined with the fact that he calls the ritual 

“prayers” can only mean that the servicebook of I. contained the 

prayers together with the directions which were most needed, 

but that it left a great freedom to the officiating priests with regard 

to the rubrics, a fact which agrees with the supposition of p. 110. 

There are strong reasons to believe that the text which can be re- 

constructed from this Commentary offers the text of L himself and not 

that of the author’s time. For he says that it is not wise to trans¬ 

gress the rules laid down by I. (“Sine ergo res debito more proce- 

dant, et quo modo docuit beatus Isoyabh . . . Quidquid ergo 

nobis non praecipitqr, hoc faccre non debemus.”)* The evidence of 

the following sentence seems to me conclusive: “Officium mysterio- 

rum scrutarc, et haec omnia ante oculorum tuorum aciem finge, dum 

ritus pcrlcgis quos praescripsit beatus Iso‘yabh, etiamsi non pera- 

guntur.”4 There are some places where the practice of his time has 

more than that of I. and they are duly marked': ii, p. 36 I. has not 

given an order for the preparation of the elements; ii, p. 53 (quoted 

before); ii, p. 82-83 on the addition of the Lord’s Prayer by Timo¬ 

thy i (see commentary ad Q. 103 sqq.). Once only he records an 

ii, p. 106 and ii, p. 66, quoted on p. 129, n. 1. 

(1) Expos, ii, p. 32. (2) Expos, ii, p. 53; about the end of the sentence cf. the 

commentary ad Q,. 1. (3) Expos, ii, p. 102. (4) Expos, ii, p. 74. (5) Perhaps 

it is not out of place to stress the fact, that Expos, contains only very few historical 
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addition which I. himself has made to the older liturgy and he tells 
us that there were many people who opposed to it and churches 

where it was not said even in his own time, because they wanted to 

preserve the tradition.' The same fate occurred to the addition 

of Timothy i. Why are these additions and changes of the tradition 

allowed while others are not? Because they have been made by 

men guided in a special way by the Holy Spirit. The author 

appeals to Paul’s dictum in Rom. xiii i and continues: “si ergo 

omnibus potestatibus subditi esse iubemur, cur non huic se sub- 

iciunt, qui a Spiritu constitutus fuit ut nos regeret? Cum enim 

Timotheum repudiarint, repudiarunt et Iso’yabh: etenim ambo 

pariter patriarchae fuerunt.”1 But changes made by the priests 

on their own authority are wrong. It must be noticed that Expos. 

does not say anything about a reformation of the Eucharistic 

liturgy by I., while he mentions an older practice.* 

These are the facts that can be derived from the study of the 

“Expositio”. They are, I think, sufficiently interesting to pay some 

attention to them. As a matter of fact this book gives the fullest 

information and it is somewhat strange that it had generally been 

ignored. Summarizing the results wc find the following data: 

the author has closely followed the ritual of I. iii; it was contained 

in a book which comprised both Hudhra and Takhsa (according 

to the terminology of Prof. Baumstark) and which is generally 
called Pcnqitha;4 the number of the rubrics was comparatively 

small; additions to these actions may be made, though it is better 

to stick to the prescripts of I.; additions to the prayers may only 

be made by the Patriarch. 
Reviewing the evidence of the preceding pages wc get this 

(i) Expos, ii, p. 66: “Sciendum tibi est, frater noster, quod haec proclamatio 

(caruzutha, L.E. \V.} p. 294-295) non est ex praescriptione antiquorum et apos- 

toloruin, sed beat us ipse Iso’yabh earn praescripsit et instituit per Godicem 

suum, ita ut vix ac molestia accepta sit ab iis qui veritati resistuntetdoctoribus. 

Sed et multi diu manebant ecclesiae ncc earn dicebant; et ferunt eliam, esse 

usque ad hodiernum diem ecclesias quae non earn proclamant.” (2) Expos. 1, 

p. 122-123. (3) It will be remarked that he does not say anything of Baptism 

either. But his activity concerning Baptism did not consist in a partial change, 

but: “dieser allein hat das unsterbliche Verdienst, an Stelle des alten nestoriani- 

schen Katechumenentaufrituals das jetzt noch gcbrauchlichc Kindertaufritual 

eingefuhrt zu haben” (G. Diettrich, Taujlilurgie, S. xvii). In explaining the 

ritual there was no reason for Expos, to mention the older one; I. iii had made 

a new beginning. (4) It may be that the use of Hudhra etc., which we found 
before, must be explained from this point of view and not in that strict sense 

as Prof. Baumstark did. 
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rough picture of Isho’yabh’s activity: when he got his highly 

responsible office, there existed a great confusion among the 

Ncstorians; he put in order a churchbook which contained the 

Daily Offices and rituals, some of which were new, while the three 

Eucharistic formularies were selected from a vaster number (and 

abridged?)' Because they were real liturgies, they were called 

,,prayers”, for the liturgy is always the work of the “EcclesiaOrans.” 

He did not decide the questions of admission to the communion and 

so many practical questions which might arise during the service. 

His few rubrics left a fairly large field uncovered (take e.g. the 

preparation of the elements) the custom filled the gap. But this 

undefined custom might be the source of much trouble; and Isho* 

yabh’s successors fixed afterwards several rules (see below), and 

as they never appeal to the great Patriarch, while the Eastern 

people are so traditional we may find here an affirmation 

of our view that he had not given rules about it. The time of our 

Q.Q.* again showed confusion, because these matters had not 

been fixed in writing. 

d. The following churchman of whom something of this kind 

is preserved was Timothy i (780-823).1 In connection with other 

decrees about ecclesiastical orders he prescribed what should be 

done when a layman was angry and refused to accept the com¬ 

munion from a priest (14) and that it is forbidden to preserve the 

eucharist to the next day, in proof he refers to the paschal Lamb 

and MannaJ 

e. Several of the writings of the successor and former opponent 

of Timothy, Isho’Barnun (823-828).4 They are not found among 

those published already by Prof. Sachau;* we consulted them in 

codex Mingana Syr. 586 and 587 (these MSS. contain the same 

matter, I believe, as Vat. Borgia 81 (K. VI 3). 

(1) The same is said among the Byzantines about the work of Basil and 

Chrysostom with regard to the Liturgy of James (Pseudo-Proclus, in: Af.S.G. 

f>5, col. 849-852, whose verdict is generally rejected at present, see: PI. de 

Mcester, D.A.C.L., s.v. Grecques [liturgies], t. vi, col. 1597). Is Dom. Engberding 

(cf. p. 54) right in h is inference from this similarity, that the statement of 

Ibn-at-1 ayyib is without any value?-The question whether I. iii has been 

influenced from Byzance (p. 4!) does not afTect the theme of our investigation. 

(2) Cf. A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 217-218 and the Commentary ad Q 105 sqq. 

^3) E. Sachau, Syrische Rechtsbucher, Berlin, 1908, ii, S. 68(6g) and 70(71). 

(4) Cf. A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 219-220. (9) E. Sachau, a.a.Oii, S. 119-147. 
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oc. Letter to Isaac, visitor of Beth Katraye (587, fol. 360a- 
367b). After a long introduction the QQ. follow, all about litur¬ 

gical matters, though not exclusively on the Eucharist. They are 

treated very fully, stating several mystagogical reasons. It is suffi¬ 

cient for our purpose to summarize those on the eucharist. Q. 1: 
whether the “Treasury” (cf. ad Q. 16) may remain on the 

altar for several days; the answer is in the negative; he refers to 

the paschal Lamb as a symbol (Ex. xii 10); it is a King that cannot 

be despised and another symbol is found in the Manna (Ex. xvi 

19).' But in any case it is better to keep it for one night than to 

take it unlawfully, since nobody may take more than 5 G^murta’s; 

then he gives the acts of penitence for those who have trespassed. 
The remaining particle must be given to the communicants or 

be buried in uncultivated soil or in the wall of the sacristy. The 

chalice must be “ordered” (cf. ad Q. 18) by the priests and deacons, 

and prayers must be offered, the punishment must be the same. 

The last argument is drawn from the scapegoat (but this reference 
is not very clear). Q. 2: what must be done if a believer or for¬ 

eigner touches the altar? Answer: If an outsider enters forcibly 

the memory of it must be blotted out by prayers (with reference 

to Nicodemus and Joseph, John xix 38-39); oil is not needed. If 

it was a layman who touched it nothing had to be done, since it 
did not happen from disrespect. Q. 4: If the Qudasha is consecrated 

twice on the same altar, not from necessity, it must be corrected 

by fasting, as it was done from greed. The Q. 6 of the MS. contains 

two questions; the latter gives several mystical reasons why the Quda¬ 
sha may not be said on the Saturday following Good Friday. Q. 8: If 

an altar is left without mass for 7 weeks, it need not be reconsecrated, 
only some hymns should be said. Q. 9: The portable altar must 

be kept with the same honour as the ordinary altar, though it is 

not quite its equal as it may be removed from its place. 
p. Letter to the deacon Macarius (586, fol. 4318-4416). It 

contains 74 QQ. on various points. The answer is usually very 

short, nothing but a direction as to what has to be done. The 

following items are important for the liturgy: (Q. [?]: The Euch. 
Br. should not be left on the altar; in case of necessity for 3 days 

(1) It may be seen already from the foregoing quotation of Timothy i, that 

paschal Lamb and Manna are favourite prototypes of the eucharist. They are 

found over and over again in Patristic literature. Of course they originate 

from John vi and John i 29, xix 34-35. 
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([quoted in: B.O., iii i, p. 244]).' Q. 17: Everything may be done 

after the communion because it is only given to blot out sin. Q. 21: 

On Saturday of the Holy Week mass is not said: but after commu¬ 

nicating in the night of Sunday the fast may be broken. Q. 23: 

When a drop of the Wine is spilled the place must be washed and 

this water must be smeered on the altar or given as a “grace”* to 

communicants. Q. 25: It is allowed to cut one’s hair and to enter 

a building before and after the communion. Q. 26: It is not strictly 

forbidden to talk with pagans. Q. 27: It is not allowed to eat 

anything in the church. Q,. 28: It is possible to fast after the com¬ 

munion except on Sundays. Q. 29: If somebody cannot digest 

food he may not communicate lest he should vomit. Q. 31: 

No one may communicate unless he is sinless, or confesses his 

sins. Q. 34: No priest may leave a host on the altar after the serv¬ 

ice, or take it alone. Q. 35: If much consecrated bread is left 

several priests must “order” it, everybody taking no more than 5 

Omurta’s. Q. 36: During the “ordering” it is not allowed to go out 

and speak with anybody. Q. 42: The communion may be brought 

to a sick man or to a prisoner only if he is a believer. Q. 45: If 

somebody cannot break the fast by communion he must fast 

some days longer and wash his cross and drink the water with 

prayers. Q,. 47: Such a believer may not go to the churches of 

the heretics. Q,. 55: It is not allowed to leave the Qudasha on the 

altar for three days. Q,. 56: It is allowed to take medicine after 

communion. Q,. 57: If one knows his sin but not the reconciliation 

while communicating, he must be without doubt. Q. 58: If some¬ 

body does not want to be reconciled with his brothers, one may 

take the communion though there exists some quarrel. Q. 62: 

The Lords Prayer must be said at the beginning and end of every 

service. Q. 65: The Purshana is the body of Mary. Q,. 66: If 

somebody is not able to communicate he must fast till the evening; 

then take a Henana and eat bread; the service should be said at 

the ordinary time, though some say only the first part of it, until: 

“Let us all stand up as is right” (L.E.IV., p. 262). Q,. 67: It is not 

allowed for a priest to perform the service unless he has served 

(1) It is not found in the form of B.O. in the letter I read, see Q.. 55. Did I. 

write two letters to Macarius? (cf. p. 102, n. 4). (2) Henana “was composed of the 

dust of some martyr and oil and water”, cf. Budge, B.G. ii, p. 600, n. l-p. 601; 

it was also known among the Jacobites and already mentioned in the Canones 

of Rabbula (f 435), see C. Kayser, S. 108. 
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at night. Q. 68: Priests or deacons are not allowed to abstain from 

the service for one year unless they arc old. Q. 69: Fasting on 

Friday and Wednesday for priests is not prescribed by canon but 

is a tradition'. Q. 70: One may receive the communion daily if 

one is pure. Q. 71: Nightly pollution does not prevent from com¬ 

munion, if it does not arise from dirty thoughts. Q. 72: I he 

menstruation does not prevent from communion.1 

If we survey these questions it will be seen that they are dealing 

mostly with the conditions for communion, while some are direc¬ 

tions about the service of the priests. It will be noticed that some 

points occur in both letters, though the former gives more reasons 

for its decision. The same will be seen in comparing Q. 45 and 47 

with the regulation (§ 126) of the same Patriarch, published by 

Sachau.* Some of these Questions offer parallels to the book of 

Isho’yabh iv and will be printed at the proper places of the 

commentary. 

f. In connection with the foregoing questions we find some 

others about whose author it is only said that he was not Isho’- 

Barnun: codex Ming. Syr. 586, fol. 444a, Q. 13: Somebody possessed 

by the devil may receive the communion if he does not blaspheme, 

but if he praises and prays and fasts. He may not drink liquors.4 

g oc. The Admonitions or Canons of John v Bar Abgare* have 

systematized, so it seems, the work of former generations. We saw 

before that he bound himself to raise the standard of the church 

by examination of the future priests (cf. about his life, p. 84-85). 

Nothing is said about the time and reasons when these canons 

were divulgated. Prof. Baumstark surmised that they originated 

from a Synod that was held during his life. This statement may 

find some support in Canon i, iii and xix6. If we compare them 

(1) Did he not know Can. Af>ost. 69, ed F. X. Funk, i, p. 5B4? (2) This subject 

is discussed over and over again, cf. Timotheus Alex., Resp. 7. ed. Pitra, Monu- 

menta, i, p. 631, and Jac. Edes., Canon 5 (cf. Kayscr, S. 88-89) who hold an 

opposite view; it is connected with the idea of women and their place in reli¬ 

gion; it cannot be denied that the answers of the latter are derived from the 

O.T. (3) A.a.O., ii, S. 174(— 175). (4) Cf. Tim. Alex., Resp. 3, ed. Pitra, /./., i, 
p. 630, and p. 122, n. 5; cf. the interesting discussion of Moses bar Cepha, 

o.c., P* 33- (5) These Canons are called: “Cautelae Missae” by Browne- 
Maclean, p. 261 sqq, and mentioned as such by F. Heiler, Urkirche und Oslkirche, 

S. 450. (6) “It seemed good to the Holy Spirit to order through the Holy 

Fathers'*, can. iii-Thc same introductory clause, as found in all these canons, is 
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with the letter of Isho’Barnun to Macarius we find that several 

topics are similar (xvii = QK 36; xviii = Q. 42; xix = Q. 55 and to 

Isaac Q. 1; xx = Q,. 34 and Q. 35; xxiii = ad Isaac Q. 1; xxvii = 

CK (>7). The difference is that the Canons are more extensive and 

have more particulars, as may be expected from a lawbook. But 

the similarity of topics and the direction in which the answers 

arc given is quite clear. From this fact we may infer that he canon¬ 

ized in the same way other traditions which are now found 

in the Canons. They are very easily accessible in the “Bibliotheca 

Oricntalis”, so we need not give a detailed analysis though they 

are of extreme importance for the history of the liturgy. There is 

another edition in the Takhsa with a different numbering (Asse- 

mani inserted a translation of an Arabic canon which is wanting 

in the Syriac texts v; the following numbers differ accordingly;- 

Ass. xii = not T. xiii, but T. xv; consequently A. xiii = T. xi etc. 

till Ass. xvii = T. xvi etc.); we follow T. since it is the official 

edition.' B.O. and some MSS. have the author’s name; T. and< 

other MSS. are anonymous. But the latter fact cannot make us 

believe that the name of the Patriarch is spurious. The fact men¬ 

tioned in p. 133, n. 6 points to the same author and it is easier to 

assume that his name was left out in the service-books than that it 

was invented afterwards. 

Canon i-ii deal with the altar that must be fixed and should not 

be of wood; may not be laid bare nor washed. Canon iii-iv 

prescribe who must mix the Euch. Br., sum up the ingredients. 

Canon v-vii: about the state and number of the bread that had to 

be brought on the altar. Canon viii-ix: on the kind of wheatflour 

used for the bread. Canon x: the sacristy must be swept once a 

week. Canon xi: an Eulogia may not be given to a pagan. Canon 

xii: a lamp must bum before every altar. Canon xiii: reserving of 

something of the Euch. Br. Canon xiv: the Euch. Br. may not be 

baked for two days or pass over the night. Canon xv: some leaven 

must be reserved in kneading. Canon xvi: 3 hosts must be on the 

altar, or at least 2. Canon xvii: a priest may not leave his service. 

also seen in other non-Eucharistic decisions inserted in the Nomocanon of 

‘Abdisho*, iv 1, v 6-7, 10 etc. I believe that they were of the same Synod and 

that those of the Eucharist were brought together and transmitted as a separate 

body, because they had a special interest for the priests. 

(1) The edition of T. is not mentioned by Prof. Baumstark, L.C7., S. 235, Ak. 7 

where he also enumerates the MSS.; Mingana Syr. 121 should be added (it has 

a numbering of the canons which differs from the editions; it is anonymous). 
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Canon xviii: communion may not be brought outside the church 

except for some reasons. Canon xix: the Eucharist may not be 

left on the altar for two days. Canon xx: the ordering of Bread and 

Chalice without greed. Canon xxi: a priest may not “order” alone. 

Canon xxii: if Euch. Br. must necessarily be left the priest must 

“order” with a believer or leave it on the altar during the night 

with great care. Canon xxiii: how the particles must be received. 

Canon xxiv-xxv: on the mixture of the chalice. Canon xxvi-xxvii: 

the conditions which the priests must fulfill before doing service. 

Canon v Arab, deals with the instruments and vestments of the 

priests during the preparation of the Euch. Br. 

It should be noticed that the introductory formulas are extremely 

severe: the canons are ordered by the Holy Spirit and are in (ac¬ 

cording to) the word of the Lord. The highest authority in the 

church is invoked to protect the contents (cf. p. 137)- 

(3. In his Arabic letter: “Quaestiones Ecclesiasticae” he has 

several Eucharistic points.' Q. 2: A priest goes to the altar while 

quarreling with another (heading). Q. 3: Communion of boy or 

girl after baptism. Q. 6: The altar must be fixed and of stone. 

Q. 10: The deacon may bring the elements to the altar, if no 

priest is present. Q. 11: The deacon may not give the communion. 

Q. 12: The priest must enter the altar with special sandals. Q,. I3: 

If only two priests are present and give the communion to each 

other it may not be given to anybody else who comes in. Q,. 14: 

The sacrament may not be consecrated in the hands of the deacon 

except by special permission. Q. 15: The Archdeacon may be 

permitted to consecrate the altar. Q. 19: On the communion 

of children who are not fasting (after baptism only). Q,. 20: The 

treatment of the altar that had been desecrated by enemies. Q. 25: 

Deacons and priests may not serve unless with sandals. Q,. 26: 

The elder priests must precede the younger. Q. 27: The liturgy 

is more than a mere rite. Q. 28: The Euch. Br. must be baked 

in a special place in the church. 

y. Some other canons of the same Bishop have been preserved 

by the Nomocanon of‘Abdisho’, viz. on the communion of a woman 

and of one possessed.1 

(1) Ed. B.O.t iii 1, p. 249-254 (28 QQ., not everyone of them has been trans¬ 

lated; of several the heading alone is given). (2) ‘Abdisho’, Nomocanon, v 16, 

Mai, p. 252. 
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h. Here we must commemorate the work of George of Arbela. 

Wc have seen before that much of what was once ascribed to him 

is not his (sec p. 75). But in V. = M. some answers of his are 

found: 1. The fast of Lent may not be broken before a fortnight after 

Eastcrday, if somebody communicated on Maundy Thursday, but 

not on Eastcrday. If he did not take it on either day he must be 

abstinent till Ascension-day though he needs not fast. 2. The 

Omurta immersed in the chalice may be taken to a sick man on 

Eastcrday under great precaution (refers to Canon xviii). 3. On 

the case when there is dearth of bread and vegetables in the fast. 

It is not necessary to speak anymore about the collection of 

traditions found in our QCK; we may refer to the commentary 

and to what has been said about them in this introduction. Much 

of the material found in the rest of the codices V.=M. has been 

published in the commentary (we hope to be able to publish the 

remaining sections of the book of Isho’yabh iv in the near future). 

The commentary shows the degree of dependence upon older 

traditions. 

We have made the above summaries of the various writings 

because it seemed not to be out of place to have the whole body of 

Nestorian tradition about these points in a short form. For it is 

remarkable that the Nomocanon of ‘Abdisho* does not contain any 

special section on the Eucharist, whereas a section on this subject 

is found in the word of his competitor in the Jacobite Church 

Bar Hebraeus, Nomocanon iv.' The only remark of Timothy ii in 

this direction is about reservation the Eucharist, for which he 

refers to the Canons.* 

Is this defect in ‘Abdisho’ for some purpose? For his book con¬ 

tains many remarks about the priests in Section vi. It might have 

been cither because it was sufficiently regulated elsewhere or 

because it was not thought worth while. The latter possibility 

can safely be ruled out as it is opposed to the whole spirit of Eastern 

Christendom. Probably he thought the directions of the rubrics 

of the liturgy and the canons, supplemented by the answers found 

in the letters mentioned before which were inserted in the cano¬ 

nical books of the Synodicon, were quite sufficient. 

(1) Among the Jacobites the tradition is very strong and easy to establish, cf.: 

Johannes of Telia, who quotes others, James of Edessa, Bar Hebraeus who marks 

the author’s name in ever)’ entry. (2) Quoted ad Q. 16. 
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In reviewing the tradition about these points we saw that the 

canons probably used writings or traditions of some predecessor.. 

But on the other hand it is remarkable that we find so very few ca^es 

of overlapping. This is the more striking as in other instances we 

find the same orders given over and over again, as may be seen 

from reading the various books of Canon-Law. It cannot be proved 

that the treatises to which our study is devoted were composed 

from extracts of older books. The few cases of repetition can easily 

be explained from the particular situation. 
The question arises in what respect these Canons and pres¬ 

criptions of the Bishops were thought to be valid. There are reasons 

to believe that many of them were not so well known or obeyed as one 

is inclined to suppose. We have already referred to two interesting 
cases of addition;' especially the history of the time of Timothy i is 

striking and the answer of the writer of Expos, is highly instructive. His 

idea is that the authority of all the Bishops is the same viz. in¬ 

spired by the Holy Spirit, and that there can be an evolution of 

these matters while the other groups did not acknowledge any 

progress or expansion of what had been fixed centuries before. 

Our Q,Q. too show in many places that people did not care about 

the Canons. It is easy to understand that this happened to private 

letters as those of Isho’Barnun as these were personal before they 

were incorporated in the Law Books. But here we have another 

case. We pointed out already that the form in which they were 

made obligatory is very severe. Generally those decrees are in¬ 

troduced by the ancient church as regulations of the Apostles. But 

for the Nestorians the regulations of the Apostles can be expanded 

by a decree of a Patriarch.* The Patriarch himself is inspired; 

therefore John v appeals to the Holy Ghost and Jesus Christ 
Himself (cf. Act. xv 28). Probably these strong words were nec¬ 

essary too. I do not consider Q,. 49 as evidence of neglect, where 

it is said that the Canon holds only good in the Monasteries, but 

not in the other Churches, since this is a clear example of “force 

majeure” (sec commentary). But when in Q,. 48 it is asked what 

should be the quantities of wine and water in the chalice, it can 

only be understood when Canon xxiv was unknown. Several other 

cases may be found where the teacher simply reproduces the con- 

(1) See p. 128-129. (2) Expos, ii, p. 66, quoted p. 129, n. l.-Or by a synod 

of bishops who declaired a certain custom valid and obligatory, sec p. 122, 

’’they” and the quotation on p. 115. 
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tents of various Canons (ii 26-27 and cf. Commentary passim). 
It shows that these Canons had authority for our teacher but the fact 

that he has to repeat them, shows that they were not generally 
known a century after their divulgation. Of course this is connected 

with the lax ideas and stupidity of the priests of that time. But on 
the other hand that would not have existed if these Canons had 

been known and enforced. 
It is clear that the subject-matter of our questions is somewhat 

different from that of the Canons. The latter deal with the ordinary 
services and acts, while the former treat difficulties that arise where 

the ordinary service is disturbed. What is the origin of these 

directions? In some places the “proof” is given from analogy. 

But most times no such proof is given and we must assume that 
it is “custom” (cf. p. 115) or “according to the old men”. 

iii. What is meant by this category of old men or of the Fathers? 
In other words how far does this go back and can it serve as *a 
principle to fix that the subject matter of these Q,Q,. really belongs 
to former ages? 

There is some reason to put this question. It seems easy to find 
the explanation; it is only necessary to reproduce the general 

opinion about the traditional character of Eastern Christendom. 

Within the limits of this tradition the Fathers hold a predominant 

place.' Among the sources of knowledge and witnesses of the 
truth they are numbered since the end of the 4th century along 
with the Councils. At first the word denotes only those who followed 
the Apostles; later (5th century) especially the teachers of the 

4th were considered as such and after the 7th Council all the 

previous centuries and their teachers were “antiquity” and 
adorned with the crown of Authority. These teachers were inspired 
by God (9c6Trve\;(JTOi).* Actually it remained a rather uncertain 

and undefined category. Yet that teaching was orthodox, “fur 
die man sich auf die Vater von Athanasius bis Cyrill berufen 

konnte”.1 At the Councils the statements of the Fathers were 
simply counted. This habit is one of the reasons to compile the 

(1) A. von Harnack, Lehrhuch der Dogmengeschichtc 5, Tubingen, 1931, ii, S. 96-99. 
(l) Cf. in the Fxfim. whrrr thr trarhrr* arr railed* ] \n . UjI 

(lext i, p. O7) or: l<n-X] . .i.n \ Uj] (i passim) = 9cO(p6pOl (on this 

word see J. B. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, Part ii. S. Ignatius, S. Polycarp,* 
London, 1889, ii, p. 21-22. (3) A. von Harnack, a.a.O., S. 97. 
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collections of excerpts, that favourite form of Theology in after 

times. One will have to reckon with fraud. But it will be seen that 

as far as dogmatics are concerned the Fathers are men who possessed 

the truth once for all. We find the same opinion among the Nes- 

torians (Babai).' 
Something similar (which forms a transition to the way in which 

they are introduced in our treatises) is found in Mysticism. Prof. 

Wcnsinck quotes a saying of Isaac of Nineveh to the effect that 

Isaac writes what he has learned from contemplation of the Scrip¬ 

tures and the Instruction of the Fathers, while he himself had 

experienced only a very small part of it. Prof. W. points out that 

this is a general characteristic: “Nearly all of them confess, that 

their own time is void of the highest mystic experience and that they 

themselves are longing to reach what their predecessors seem to 

have reached’*.1 * * The way in which these Fathers are spoken of 

in this book and by Dadisho’J shows that the writer has specially 

in view the Monk-Fathers as Euagrius and others. It will be known 

that “Father” is an ordinary name in the fellowships of the Monks 

for the older members and so the language is somewhat ambiguous. 

Authority is dependent on age and the dead Fathers have the 

greatest authority. In this case Father generally points back to 

the origin of the ascetic (and mystic) movement.4 * 6 
As a matter of fact whatever field is considered, everywhere this 

reverence for the forefathers in contrast with the time of the writer 
is found. It goes so far that Leontius of Neapolis in the Introduction 

to his “Life of John the Almsgiver” protests forcibly against it. Fie 

says, he wrote his book to show that in his own lifetime (6th century) 

there were also people of very great godliness.5 “Dogma und 

Recht sind geschaffen durch die alten Konzilien”; thus the opinion 

of the East towards these questions was summarized by Prof. 

Baumstark.* It is this tradition that gives Eastern Christendom 

such an oldish aspect. Can the same rule be applied to the liturgy 

and its accidentals? This seems to be pre-eminently a matter of 

(i) Babai, Liber de Unione, ed. A. Vaschalde, C.S.C.O. ii 6i, p. 3, cf. p. 305,306 

etc. (2) A. J. Wcnsinck, Mystic treatises of Isaac of Nineveh, p. xxii. (3) Cf. IF.5. 
vii 2, p. 70-143 passim; wc give only these examples that can easily be augmented 

by others from all sources related to ascetism and mysticism in every branch of 

the Church. (4) Compare the Jewish: (5) Leontios’ von Neapolis, Leben 

des heiligen Johannes des Barmherzigen, ed. H. Gelzer, Leipzig, 1893, S. t-2. 
(6) A. Baumstark, Grundgegensatze morgenlandischen und abendldndischen Christentums, 

Rheine, 1932 S. 41. 
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tradition. Is it necessary to give examples? Firmilian speaks of 

cases “which arc handed down from the beginning1’.' The great 

teacher Theodore speaks in several places of the regulations found 

in the church from the beginning.1 Isho’yabh i answering James 

of Darai says that he wants to write “entsprechend der bei uns 

von den Vatern vermittclten apostolischcn Oberlieferung” 

und that these Fathers were not his immediate predecessors is 

shown by the sequence.) On the same line lies the statement of 

the author of the “Expositio”;4 it is clear that there the “maiores” 

and “patres” lived many years, even centuries before (Isho’yabh 

iii; Bar Liphch). 

All conditions of analogy of several departments are there to 

justify the conclusion: these “ancients” are a tradidonal category 

covering either real tradition or pseudcpigraphical contents. This 

is the traditional opinion. Yet in this case it is wrong. Behind this 

name stands immediate oral tradition. The “Fathers” lived in the same 

lime as our author. 

This is shown by the way in which is spoken of the Elders in the 

“Ilistoria Monastica” of Thomas of Marga: “I will set down in 

consecutive order what I have learned from the Elders whom I have 

met, and from these things which are already written down”.5 
Here we find the two sources of tradition together. The same 

can be applied to its use in our Q£K It is not sufficiently clear from 

the wording of Q. 116.6 But it is proved by the usage of “hear” and 

“sec”. If the solution of a difficulty was doubtful, one went to bishops 

or teachers (p. 104-105). The evidence of the quotation from M. fol. 

47-48 (see p. 80-81) is conclusive: The teacher is asked how the 

“ancients” signed, the synonym of this word is “heads of the church 

from the day on which I entered etc.”; he states that George 

asked the old men about his immediate predecessors; the Fathers 

who arc mentioned later on are the Bishops who lived in the time 

of Mar Mari and George.7 The same result is produced by a close 

(1) Cyprianus, Epistula 75, 6, cd. Hartel, p. 813-814. (2) Theodorus Mops., 

Liber ad Baptizandos ii, W.S. vi, p. 35, 90-92, 120. (3)0. Braun, Synhadosy S. 239. 

(4) Expos, i, p. 17, 127 and passim; cf. the wording of Timothy ii, quoted ad Q. 

89- (5) Budge, B.G. ii p. 288; in every place in which Thomas speaks of 

“FJders”, he means people he has met. (6) When Islio’Barnun, ad Isaac Q. 9 

writes that the “ancients” had no tabula, it is not intended to be a category of 

authority; it is merely a historical reference to the times in which persecutions 

were unknown. (7) This is on the same line as the use of “Fathers” in the 

synodical Canons; a common word for the Bishops ar.d other High Officeis of 
t he Church. 
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interpretation of Q.87-89 (see the commentary) and ii 23-24 (ad 

Q. 11); the practice followed by our author is that of the teachers 

of the 10th century while the other manner was supported by 

older churchmen! (on the teachers of the 10th cent, sec p. 84-88 

especially p. 85). 
From this we must conclude that there is no reason whatever 

to trace the decisions given here (of course not their suppositions.; 

further back than one or two generations. In this way we come to ± 920- 

940. We do not possess any guarantee that older decisions are underlying them. 

For when we use the argument that the “old men” of our author 
had been instructed in the same way by their spiritual Fathers, 

it is not based upon facts but merely hypothetical. We cannot 

say about it: this was the traditional treatment of the Nestorian 

Church, as long as we have no more facts at our disposal; but 

only: this was a certain liturgical tradition in that church, which 

is often young. Along side with it there existed others that are 

disputed. We find a strict and lax practice and this writing seems 

to be an exponent of the former. A further question we must 

put in this connection, is: What was the place of the school? 

iv. Our treatises originate from the school. It appears that 

the discharge of the priest’s functions required a great amount of 
knowledge. The people deviating from the usages as reproduced 

by our teacher, act from ignorance; the new priests are not well 
instructed (see Introduction).' This word is explained by a peculiar 

addition in V.; it says they were not instructed “in the sanctuaries”. 

It shows that the future priests got their lessons in that part of the 

church, viz. during the service. The same observation can be made 

in our treatise when our author says that he has seen it or heard 

from the ancients before whom he served in the church. On the 
other hand we saw (p. 140) that people asked advice from the 

clergy and from the teachers. We shall go somewhat further into 

this matter about the Instruction of the clergy. 

Hardly anything is known about the way in which it was given 

in the times of Christian antiquity.1 From the beginning of the 

(1) The remarks by the Chronists on the Patriarchs quoted before p. 19 should 
be compared. About ‘Abdisho’ ii it is told that he changed the recital of the 

Lord’s Prayer “ignarus cum esset canonum ecclesiae” (Gismondi i, p. 121); many 
remarks are to the same efTect. (2) At any rate I did not find any help in the 

ordinary handbooks nor in D.C.A. ii, s.v. School, and: D.A.C.L., s.v. Ecole, t. iv, 

col. 1730-1783-Bingham, vi 3, 3 quotes something of Jerome and of the 4th 
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Jacobite church we have a precept of John of Telia to his Monks, 

which may give us an idea of this matter, canon 13: “we have 

heard that some priests who do not know exactly the liturgy 

transgress audaciously; they draw near in the awe-inspiring time 

to offer and they become confused in their prayers and are a source of 

mockery and scandal at that moment for those who meet for prayer. 

Therefore nobody shall dare to do so before having learned the 

whole Mass accurately and having repeated it before somebody 

who knows it well.”1 Of course this canon does not deal with the 

same matters as our QQ.; but it offers a case of the ignorance 

of priests and the way to stop it by requiring an examination. 

The way in which it was taught (the Bishop has the prayers 

specially in view) is not indicated. The editor Kuberczyk referred 

to Ncstorian parallels from the Canons ofTimothyii (13thcentury).* 

But it should be observed that there is rather a great difference 

of time between them. Do we hear anything more about the 

liturgical activities of the schools and the Instruction of the clergy3 

among the Nestorians? The question is not difficult to answer. 

Fairly much is known ahout these points. Assemani already 

devoted a chapter to them.* He gave a long list of names of places 

where a school had flourished for some longer or shorter time 

with the names of teachers or of students; among them those of 

Nisibis, Seleucia, and of Mar Mari at Dorkoni are specially note¬ 

worthy. From his collection it appears that many such institutes 

were scattered over the country. He has also collected statements 

and regulations about their teaching. Of course this is done without 

much historical insight. Most of these schools are known by name; 

they were in the cities and villages, in the houses of the Bishops 

and priests and in the monasteries; both clerics and laymen were 

instructed there. Of course it surpasses the limits of our investigation 

Council of Toledo (633) can. 25: “Sciant sacerdotes Scripturas Sanctas, ct ca- 

nones meditentur.” But this docs not say anything about liturgical study, and is 

rather late.-I know the thesis of H. R. Nelz, Die theologischen SchuUn der morgen- 

landischen Kitchen wdhrend der sieben ersten Jahrhunderle in ihrer Bedeutung Jur die Aus- 

bildung der Klerus, Diss. Bonn, 1916, only by name. The famous school of Alexandria 

did not produce liturgical books.-E. R. Hayes, VEcole d'Edesse, Paris, 1930, derives 

all facts concerning the inner history from the sources about the daughter of 

Edessa, Nisibis and has nothing of its own. It shows sufficiently that we do know 

about this subject next to nothing, except the information of Nisibis. 

(0 Johannes bar Cursus Tellensis, Canones, ed. C. Kuberczyk, Leipzig, 1901, 

P- 29~3° (cf. Moses b. Kepha p. 108). (2) Ibidem, p. 16; the references are to 

‘Abdisho’, Nomocanon, ed. Mai, p. 265-266. (3) B.0.t iii 2, p. cmxxiv-cmxlviii. 



to deal with their outward history. This is not even possible as 

from most of them only the name or a single fact are known. 

Many of them existed only for a certain time, and were not of 

great significance. 
The most famous among them was the school of the Persians in 

ffisibis. During the last 40 years a good number of documents 

with important data have been published about its origin and 

organization. It is not necessary for our subject to enter into the 

questions connected with it; we may refer the reader to the latest 

discussion of these points by Liz. Th. Hermann, who mentions 

all the sources and literature about this institution. After a careful 

examination of the first years of its existence Mr Hermann says: 
“Mit der gleichen Eindeutigkeit, mit der die Quellen die Entstehung 

der Schule von Nisibis erzahlen, werden wir leider nicht liber die 

sog. Akadcmie der Perser unterrichtet und nicht nur das, auch 

liber die an ihr entfaltete Unterrichtstatigkeit vermogen wir uns 

kein rechtes Bild zu machen.”' Several titles of functionaries are 

mentioned in the Canones published by Prof. Guidi and return in 

the “Book of the Foundation of the School”\ It seems as though 

exegesis» of the Bible and philosophy were the main studies. As 

far as the liturgy is concerned, one officer is called the 11 = 

teacher of reading. Prof. Baumstark summarizing the general 

opinion, says: he was the man “dem die Einiibung der liturgi* 

schen Textesrezitation einschliesslich des Gesanges und des ge« 

sammten Chordienstes oblag”.« It may be, however, that the 

= teacher of Meditation, had also something to do with 

this department. The explanation of this name is very obscure and 

several opinions have been uttered without success. * means: 

to meditate, to read syllable by syllable, to study and to take in 

something by murmuring (this Eastern way of learning is well 
known). But this meditation was somewhat different from our 

idea. In the Canon x of Seleucia under Isaac (410) it was pre- 

(1) Th. Hermann, Die Schule von Nisibis vom 5. bis 7. Jahrhundert, in: J^eitschrifl 

f. d. neatest. Wisstnschafl, 1926, S. 89-122.-The summary in: D.A.C.L., s.v. Nisibis 

(Ecole de), t. xii, col. 1377-1386, is insufficient. (2) Ed. A. Scher, in: Patrologia 

Orientalis, iv and ix.-Thc Canons ed. I. Guidi, Gli Statuli della scuola di Nisibi, in: 

Giomale della Sociela Asialica Italiana, 1890, p. 165-195. (3) In this respect the 

school was very famous, see the Introduction of Junilius Africanus, de Institution 

divinarum lectionumtin: M.S.L. 70, col. 105. Many of the writings and names 
of teachers show its predominant place. (4) A. Baumstark, L.G.f S. 1 14- 

^5) Cf. J. P. Margoliouth-Payne Smith, Supplement to the Thesaurus Syriacus of 

R. Payne-Smith, Oxford, 1927, p. 96. 
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scribed: “Dass jedcr ein Exemplar dicser Kanonen besitzen soli, 

dicselbcn in meditiren und aus ihnen die Reekie festzustellen etc.”;' this 

connection cannot mean anything but: to consider how the older 

Canons might be used in the practice of the present day. In other 

regulations we find it used for “reading” (cf. p. 147, n. 1). It 

may be that it lias something to do with the explanation of the 

liturgy in the mystagogy and with practical theology. 

Of the liturgical activities in this school we hear that Narsai 

wrote some poems spoken of before (p. 42), but they are different in 

character from the subjects we are looking for here. On the same 

line, though with a slightly different nature are the kind of writings 

known as: “de Causis Festorum” which were fully discussed by 

Prof. Baumstark. They seem to have been lectures dealing not 

with the festivals themselves, but with their connection with the 

Economy of Christ. The first who delivered them was Mar Abba 

the Exrgete and after him Thomas of Edessa at the instance of the 

“reading-master” Moses. They produce hardly anything of interest 

for liturgical practices, only on the receiving of the communion 

in hand, and on the serving of the priest while fasting. Their main 

interest is found on the side of dogmatics. In passing we may note, 

that the first book of the “Expositio” of several centuries later seems 

once more to take up the same theme.1 

The two names of Abba and Thomas have been mentioned before 

(and this is important to notice) as the translators of the Greek 

liturgies into Syriac (see p. 41). 

It is worth while to mention in this connection also Isho’yabh i. 

He had been a teacher in Nisibis himself. In the Introduction of 

his letter to James of Darai, that has been quoted several times, 

he says that he will write about points that had not been made 

sufficiently clear by the Fathers and Brothers. Then he goes on: 

“Auch sollst du wissen, dass, als wir auf der hohen Schule waren, 

tier ocKjjq der Forschung, wir auf die Bittc.gcschrieben”. 

The contents of his writing were quoted on p. 119 where it was 

pointed out, that it was probably a mystagogy. But on the other 

hand we may consider this letter, with its “reasons”, as a specimen 

of the way in which these matters were treated at the schools. 

(1) O. Braun, Synhados, S. 20 (italics arc mine). (2) A. Baumstark, Die 

mstonanisehen Schr\ften 44de causis feslorum'\ in: O.C., 1901, S. 320-342, an 

rxtrcrncly important article on Ncstorian theology. For the liturgical practices 

cf. S. 337, n. 3-4. 
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Isho’yabh writes to his correspondent as a teacher to his pupil, 

as he confesses himself, and the teacher himself had learned the 

traditions very well.' Whether there is a connection of his canons 

mentioned before, with the school is not possible to decide, but 

it is not probable. They seem to be decisions of a Bishop rather 

than of a teacher. 

It lies outside the scope of the present investigation to deal with 

the history of the growth and decline of these institutes nor with 

the founders and teachers of some of them. The Chronicles, pub¬ 

lished by Gismondi, and the “Book of the Governors” are full 

of passing references. They had all their times of growth and decline. 

It is noteworthy to see how many times the laxity of discipline 

is spoken of. The successive Patriarchs tried to keep up or to restore 

the high standard of study and life; but without much success. At 

present we look only for liturgical activities. 

A remarkable story is told us from the time of Isho’yabh iii. 

Immediately after his accession this Catholicos enlarged the 

monasteries and after that “wished to build a school near his 

cell, and to provide it with all that was necessary and to bring to 

it teachers and masters and expositors, and to gather many scholars”, 

in order that the pupils of the school might enter the monastery. 

But the monks did not like it and they prayed him not to put 

this plan into execution. Their argument was: “It is not good for 

us monks, while dwelling in our cells, to be disturbed by the sound 

of the chanting of the psalms and the singing of the hymns and the 

offices, and by the noise of the voices of the schoolboys . . . We 

are destined for weeping and mourning, while we dwell in our 

cells . . . Mar Jacob, our Father . . . did not command us that 
one should teach the other to sing and to read the offices from 
books.”* Of course this is only the audible part of the school. 

At any rate it is important to hear that the singing of the various 

services was actually taught at these Institutes. By their appeal to 

their own Father it is shown that this teaching was not quite incom¬ 

patible with the monastic order in general. The activities of Mar 

Babai (beginning Oth century)’ may be recorded here. It is told: 

“when this blessed man had come to the country of Marya, he 
first of all gathered together the scholars and founded the Hudra 

and revised and corrected the codices”. He founded a number 

(i) O. Braun, Synhados, S. 239 and 271 (cf. p. 1 iG). (2) Budge, D.G. ii, p. 13* 

sqq., p. 148. (3) Cf. A. Baurmtark, L.G., S. 212-213. 



of new schools and corrected the older ones; he raised funds to 

run them properly. “Twice a year he visited all the schools, in 

order that laxity of discipline might not enter into them, and that 

the musical training and canons and orders of services which he 

had made his disciples acquire might not be destroyed.”1 The inter¬ 

pretation of this last sentence is somewhat doubtful. Are “Canons” 

the appointed hymns, or: the rules of the Church;1 are the 

orders (in general) or those services, collected in T.? After the 

words just quoted follows: “and thus this manner of singing was 

railed the ‘musical system of Rabban Babhai’ Does this imply 

that “Canon” and “Orders” had also a musical meaning? On the 

other hand the logical order in Syriac is generally not very strict; 

so it is not improbable that it is only an explanation of the “musical 

training” before, and that Canons and orders have the latter mean¬ 

ing of those offered before. Regarding the discussions on liturgical 

matters we do not hear anything about them. This quotation shows 

that this study of the liturgy formed an integral part of the course. We® 

may infer that the future priests were not only taught the prayers, but 

also the actions that had to be made during the service. The danger 

of slackening is imminent and the Patriarch does his utmost to 

stop it. But it docs not become clear, how the liturgy was taught. 

We must now look at some regulations that are for the greater 

part found in ‘Abdisho’, Nomocanon, vi 3 and which were copied 

by Assemani. The first is of uncertain date; it gives the subject 

matter divided over three years. The time-table contained writing 

of the Mauteba’s> and from the Scriptures of Paul and the 

Pentateuch; together with choirsinging and reading of the Lec¬ 

tions they must learn the funeral (hymns). In the second year 

the pupils go on with the Maut^ba’s and from the Scriptures 

Psalter and Prophets; along with the Lections they must learn the 

Anthems of the Mysteries. The last year comprises the third part 

of the Maut<*ba’s and the New Testament; together with the 

Lections they are taught the Antiphons.4 

(1) Budge, B.G. ii, p. 296-297. (2) Cf. ad Q. 4-5. (3) Cf. ad Q. 114. 

(4) Thai the priests learned the serv ices by heart may be illustrated by the story 

of the pasturer of camels who had been taken captive by the Arabs and lived in 

the desert, who recited every day the service of one festival of the Lord, Budge, 

B.G. ii, p. 274-277.-The powers of the Syrians are prodigious in this respect, cf. 

Browne-Maclean, p. 209 and p. 165.-The minimum of the requirements for the 

clergy in town and in the country, see: Canon 3 of Synod . . . ., in: ‘Abdisho*, 

Nomocanon, vi 4. 



The date of the following regulation is quite fixed. After the 

death of Isho’Barnun the affairs had gone the wrong way and when 

in 834 Sabarisho’ ii had paid a visit to the schools he found that 

they were almost ruined: only very few old doctors had remained: 

the young students were ignorant and did not serve the daily 

offices. The Patriarch saw that the people did not want to obey 

his commandments to improve this abuse. So he gave again an 

order: he made a table of the hymns that should be sung on the 

Sundays of the year and which had to be copied at the schools 

and sent to the priests. He repeated the preceding programme 

and impressed it once again upon them. Twenty years afterwards 

Theodosius (853-858) refers to these regulations and gives some 

more prescripts: the writers and surgeons must read the exposition 

of the New Testament and the “Book of the Mysteries” of Theodore; 

those who stand for the priesthood must read the Homilies of the 

whole year by several writers of former times. This is substantially 

the same as the requirements put down in the JSfomocanon of I bn 

at Tayyib. From the declaration given by John v (see p. 85) we 

see that his standard was somewhat lower as he asked only the 

reading of the Bible what was “secundum canones”. If we survey 

this evidence and ask what is its result for the question we put 

at the beginning we must come to the conclusion that it is very 

scarce. We arc informed that the future priests wrote, read and 

learned the books required for the Offices; but nothing is told of 
their study of the matter found in the rubrics nor of discussion of 

liturgical questions (though it will be remembered that the texts of 

the prayers occupy a far greater place than the actions and required 

more study). To speak in the terms of the Statutes of Nisibis, it is 

all about the work of the reading master (Mcqarjana) perhaps 

of the meditation master (Mchagjana).' 

Yet it seems that the description of this evidence is not quite 

complete. In the letter of Isho’Barnun to Macarius it is said that 

“some teachers say . . It is not sufficiently clear to what class 

of teachers he is referring, anyhow we shall keep it in mind. It 

may be that it is a witness of the liturgical activity in the school. 
The “Expositio” shows also that the schools had their different 
opinions. The author speaks about the division of the ecclesiastical 

(1) In the regulation of Theodosius l^v^cn is used for the work that had to be 

done by the pupils.-About Sabarisho’ and Theodosius, see: A. Baumstark, L.G.y 

S. 233. (2) Quoted in: D.O., iii I, p. 244. 
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year (Hudlira) and the anthems and points out that tlicy d ffer 

in respect of the “week of Dedication”' for which every school 

had its own order, but it seems that we must infer from the words 

of the author that these differences existed only in matters that 

were not regulated by Isho’yabh hi.1 Another instance to the same 

effect is found in his discussion of the order of the Night Office. > 

This statement of his about the field in which liturgical discussions 

were held is important; as always the authority of I. iii is un¬ 

assailable. It is important to notice that we do not find such 

differences in the Eucharistic part ot Expos. Whatever is not decided 

by his regulations is free (see Q,. i). 

Another important piece of evidence may be found in the quo¬ 

tation from M. fol. 46b sqq. (before p. 80). There the writer 

tells us that he was once in the High Monastery and in that time 

some people were consecrated “according to the precepts of the 

scholars”. The ritual of consecration was the same as that of George 

of Arbela. In tins case the author reproduces the opinion of those 

scholars. In Q,. 7 he refers to an addition made by the Patriarch 

‘Abdisho’ i with great approval; this ‘A. had been a pupil of the 

same High Monastery. These two facts make me think that the 

author of our work had some connection with (was once a pupil 

of) this Institute. 

What was this High Monastery? All that can be known about 

this place which had a great influence upon the fixation of liturgical 

matters was collected some years ago by Prof. A. Riicker.4 It is 

not out of place to summarize here his article. He starts with the 

remark that many East Syrian MSS. show the Colophon: “Ac- 

coiding to the rite of the High Monastery or the Cloister of Mar 

Gabriel and Mar Abraham near Mosul.” It occurs specially in 

the Hudhra, Gazza and Kashkul (never in “Before and after”) 

lectionaries and the ritual of Marriage and Funeral. About the Psal¬ 

ter and the Takhsa Prof. Riicker says that it is not found there “in 

(*) One of the seven “Weeks” of seven Weeks in which the Nestorian year is 
devided, see ad Q.. 37. (2) Expos, i, p. 29, cf. p. 128. (3) Expos, i, p. 160. 
(4) A. Rucker, Das 'Obere Kloster' bet Mossul und seine Bedeutung fur die Geschichle 

der ostsyrischen Liturgiey in: O.C., 1932, S. 180-187.-Something, but of course 
without the scientific apparatus, is given by G. P. Badger ii, p. 17, N. •; he says: 

it is still a common practice among the Chaldeans who seek a special blessing 
to resort to these ruins, where after lighting a taper near where the altar is sup¬ 
posed to have stood, they ofTcr up their prayers to Almighty God.” (5) For these 
names see the Introduction to E.S.D.O., p. xi. 
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welchen wohl hochstens noch die Rubriken und die in den Brevier- 

handschriften stehenden Gesangstexte dcr Messe Anlass zu Neu- 

regelungen boten; wenn cinmal sogar in einer Handschrift (Cambr. 

Add. 2045) dieses Sacerdotales die Bemerkung steht dass dieser 

Taksa dequrbane nach dem Brauch des Oberen Klosters nieder- 

geschrieben sei, so kann das nur auf die sonstigen Beigaben des 

Buchs beziehen, oder die Notiz ist von einem gedankenlosen 

Schreiber aus andern liturgischen Buchtypen auch auf dieses 

tlbertragen wordcn” (S. 182-183). He sketches the history of 

this Monastery and mentions several names of teachers. Under 

and after Yabhallaha ii (± 1200 A.D.) it is mentioned no more. 

It was situated in the North East of Mosul (for the exact place 

sec the article). In the end Prof. Rucker points out that nothing 

is found about it in the “Expositio” and asks whether Timothy ii 

furnishes some data. 

These are the results of the material collected by Prof. Rticker. 

In connection with our subject we may be allowed to add some 

remarks. The question about Timothy must be answered in the 

negative. Assemani’s account is fairly reliable and for so far we com¬ 

pared the book wc did not meet with anything of the kind. Regarding 

the “Expositio” i, I am not so sure; it is certain that the Monastery 

is not mentioned by name, but it is possible that a careful 

investigation of its former part about the Daily Offices would 

furnish some data (it goes beyond the limits of this book to do 

so here). Prof. Rucker thinks it disputable “ob wir uberhaupt 

einen bestimmten Zeitabschnitt nahmhaft machen konnen, indem 

die Reform vollendet wurde.” (S. 187). This is as a matter of fact 

all that can be said at present about its liturgical reformation. At any 

rate it is clear even from this poor information that its influence was 

considerable. It seems to have been a sort of standard for the 

rest of the church and so it is looked upon in our treatise too. I 

believe we may assume that our author also gives instruction that 

runs parallel with that of this Monastery. 

We must not forget that it appears from the “Introduction” that 

the Liturgy was learned by seeing the performance of the sendee 

by older priests, along with oral instruction (hearing) which 

refers with all probability to the work of the schools. 

From these data our knowledge of the schools of the Nestorians is greatly 

enlarged, although it belongs only to the 10th century. For while the 

texts given by Assemani only show the learning or reciting of 
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liturgical books, the others we cited indicate that what was left 

undecided by Isho’yabh iii, and not formulated was the subject 

of discussions in the schools. The school served practical life and 

was not merely instructing the students in antiquated matters. 

For once this type of religion being accepted it was an imperative 

necessity to perform the service with the utmost care. From the 

way in which Isho’yabh i wrote to his correspondent wc can 

safely deduce that this kind of teaching had been given already 

centuries before our author lived, though everything was not so 

well defined as seems to have been the case after I. iii. But this 

fact does not imply anything about the antiquity of our Q,Q. 

For it is sure that even in the ioth century older traditions were 

abandoned (cf. the case referred to by Timothy ii, ad Q. 87-89). But 

in view of the poor state of the tradition (mainly oral instruction- 

perishing of writings) it is almost impossible to give a definite 

answer to the question when these matters have been fixed for the 

first time. Even if parallels in other churches can be found it is? 

not strictly necessary that both go back to the same origin. It may 

be that one fact is derived from one other and why should it be 

out of the question that the same things arose independently of 

each other. 

It was pointed out before (p. iii) that these QQ,. arc closely 

connected with the state of affairs in the Nestorian Church 

i 950-1000 A.D. From the evidence exhibited on the preceding 

pages and in the commentary it appears that these matters were not 

fixed, but circulated in oral tradition. The latter does not go back a long 

time. This much we Can see from the historical, not hypothetical evidence 

(cf. § ii and iii). It cannot be settled what points were handed 

down from generation to generation and what was freshly 

formulated. The question put at the beginning of this chapter must 

receive a negative answer. It is only in some cases that one is 

allowed to vindicate an old tradition, merely iffacts can be adduced 

which prove its existence in former times. It is necessary to 

stress this point, since often a rule is applied in liturgical study 

to derive practices of the 13th or 19th century simply from the 

4th or 5th century appealing to the tenacity of Eastern tradition¬ 

alism and pointing to the similarities of life in the O.T. and in 

the 19th or 20th century in the East. But because the rules of 

the present-day Nestorian Church agree with those of the ioth 
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century, it is not proved that the standards of the 10th and of 

the 5th century were the same. On the contrary facts show 

that some very important changes have taken place, first 

of all the fixation of the formularies by Isho’yabh iii which 

got a binding authority and were expanded during later ages 

(see ch. vi, i). To make “Riickschlusse” is safe only in cases 

of well-known compilors such as Bar Hebraeus and Dionysius 

Barsalibi who faithfully mention their authorities. Our treatises 

cannot be claimed to be from some centuries before its publication, though 

some prayers and cult-objccts which are spoken of were used 

already in the 5th or 7th cent. They warn us for hasty appeals 

to Eastern tradition. The book pretends to stand on the line of 

(incalculable) tradition and combats slackening. Everything must 

be maintained as strictly as possible, in honour of the holiness of 

the Sacrament. But there are indications that another tradition 

stands behind the practices of the “opponents” (cf. ad Q. 89). The 

standard of distinction between right and wrong tradition is 

not made apparent. 

Now it becomes also plain why these discussions are held about 

the “framework” of the liturgies and not about the anaphora-part 

of liturgy. The latter had been definitely settled since Isho’yabh 

iii; it was recited by every priest. Nothing more could be said 

about it. It was the norm of every one. But the framework could 

be performed in a lax or in a strict way. It could not be learned 

from the books, but had to be seen or heard in the church or school. 

Everyone who did not learn it was “ignorant” and in fact a heretic.' 

If we rightly assumed that these treatises had some connection 

with the High Monastery (and there are sufficient reasons to do so), 

we do get in this way an insight into the activity exercised by this institution 

concerning the Eucharist. This reformation could not be very radical, 

as it was bound by the limits of I. iii, it could only lay down rules 

(1) Cf. this remark of Expos, ii, p. 102 (against people who tresspass against the 
Baptismal rules of Isho’yabh): “Sed die mihi, tu, quisquis canones I$d‘yabhi 
transgrederis, num virtutem intelligis eorum quae in canonibus praescribuntur? 
Quod si intelligis, et si sapienter sunt constituta, noli eadem transgredi; sin vero 
minus sapientia, noli omnino in illius canonibus ambulare, sed in tuis ipsis . . . 

* • 1 • * * 
Si autem intelligis, commentarios prius scrutare, deinde innova; et non in igno- 
rantia manere.”-It appears that ignorance has various aspects: of the facts which 

had been prescribed, of the written tradition and of the mystagogical meaning. 
Heresy and ignorance belong together, Expos, i, p. 18 (quoted at p. 127), just 
as heresy and pride (see ad Introduction). 
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for the accidentals although they seem to be inserted into the body 

of our present MSS. of the liturgy.' It should not be forgotten that 

(he Eastern Church did not and does not know what the Western 

Church got in the “Congrcgatio ss. rituum” (since 1588). Yet a part 

that can in some respects be compared with it, seems to have been 

played by the High Monastery and other schools such as that of 

S. Mari where Isho’yabh iv taught. Then we see that the supposition 

of I}rof. Riicker quoted before, to the eject that it was merely rubricisticy was 

quite to the point. It is of great importance in view of the young 

date of (he MSS. that it can also be concluded from the sources 

that the liturgy itself was not a subject of discussion', and that the 

only great liturgical reformation of which we hear in the Neslorian church 

did not affect it! This statement remains true, though Prof. Baum- 

stark says: “Frcilich lasst sich auch dieser (der Text der Apostel- 

anaphora) nicht uneingeschrankt fur I. in Anspruch nehmen, 

da seiner nicht tiber das 15. Jh. zuriickzuverfolgenden Vulgar- 

gestalt eine noch im 13. und 14. gebrauchlich gewesenc altertum- 

licherc Form gegenubersteht.”* The latter statement requires an 

exact collation of those different texts; the former is a (negative) 

conclusion from the study of the treatises. The result of both can 

only be made out in a critical history of the text of the Nestorian 

liturgy. For the moment we keep to the above, since we try to 

fix the importance of our treatises for the history of the liturgy. 

Additional Note: Based upon the above facts, we may venture to 

offer an explanation of some very peculiar places in T. It must 

strike every one reading this text (or that of Brightman) that at 

several occasions it seems as though it polemizes. Nothing of that 

kind is found, as far as I am aware in any other Missal, nor that 

somebody seems to be addressed in the second person singular. 

Flic following cases I have in view: T. p. 9 = Br. p. 272: “Here 

I inform thy love, o my lord ...” = Berl. fol. 83a; not in Ren. 

p. 581.4 T. p. 10 = Br. p. 274: “And know that...” = Berl. 

fol. 833-8; not in Ren. p. 582. T. p 22 = Br. p. 289: the priest 

must draw near to the signing “with his hands outstretched and 

(1) It did not giv'' rise to different “schools” of permanent influence nor to a 
divergent practice o» schism. (2) In this respect there is a difference between 
the Nestorian and the Jacobite liturgical difficulties (cf. p. 101, n. 3). (3) A. Baum- 
stark, L.G., S. 199-200. ^4) T. = Takhsa; Br. = Brightman, L.E.W.; Berl. = 
Cod. IVrolin. Syr. 38; Ren. = Renaudot, L.O.C., ii. 



not folded as illiterate men do” = Berl. fol. 92* (the text is some¬ 

what effaced, but it was in it); not in Ren. p. 587. T. p. 23 = Br. 

p. 291: “And some here sign the p^rista with their thumb at the 

time of the breaking: but do thou beware of such an audacity etc.; 

. . . as others are wont to do . . = Berl. fol. 93a;' not in Ren. 

p. 588. (We may also compare the Ritual of Ordination, in Badger 

ii, p. 322: “Be it known unto thee, our brother, etc.’*; T. p. 75 = 

Diettrich, Taujlit., S. 52: “Und wissc, dass ohne Konsekration 

iiberhaupt keine Taufe volzogen wird”; and the additions to the 

Liturgy of Baptism of the MS. J*, in: Diettrich, a.a.O., S. 63, 74, 

81, 101 and J Jahb? a.a.O., S. 69; the former MS. has the heading: 

“Ferner die Ordnung der heil. Taufe, die von dem Katholikos 

Mar Iso’yabh . . . verfasst und damach von dem Katholikos 

[Patriarchen] Mar ’Eliya ausgelegt wurde.” [S. xii; hruZ] = to ex¬ 

plain, not of mystagogical exegesis, but of specification of rubrics] 

This clearly shows the origin of the additions, viz. made by a 

particular Patriarch. This Elias might have been not the third 

of that name, as Mr. Diettrich assures without any proof, but the 

first one 1028-1049*, who is said to have made some liturgical 

regulations. That would bring us into the time of our treatises!) 

It is obvious that the text of these passages was not fixed, as appears 

from other rubrics too. It is not possible to say whether the text of 

Ren. is the original one or merely an abridgement of the others. 

At any rate these places cannot be explained, unless by assuming 

that they originate from a liturgical school in which some often 

occurring faults are indicated (cf.: Illiterate men!) This point 

cannot be illustrated from other sources. But its tone is very much 

akin to that of the people speaking in our treatises, so that we 

seem to be justified in concluding that they arose from the same 

environment. 

(1) Cf. the commentary ad Q.. 96. (2) A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 286-287; on 

S. 289 he expresses his doubt concerning D’s identification. 
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TRANSLATION OF THE TEXT 





(V. M. ib). By the power of our Lord Jesus Christ we begin to write 

the questions and the admonitions of the service of the Altar in all its orders. 

Our Lord help me to its completion. Amen. 

Request of the questioner: Your Brotherhood, o modest* old man, 

knows that in this our time which is deprived of men, old and 

ancient of days, all the priests, our colleagues took recently1 pos¬ 

session of the churches and were not instructed*, and (so) did not 

follow the “Canons and Orders of the service of the Altar”; and 

about ail the events that took place and4 occurred to them, now 

and then, in their own churches and outside, everyone of them 

speaks according to his own knowledge of the events that took 

place. And sometimes they neglect them from carelessness and 

do not accurately investigate them nor do they show themselves 

to be experienced leaders and heads and do not set right the in¬ 

juries and events which take place. (V. 2*) And if someone blames, 

rebukes (M. 2a) and admonishes them, they pout and speak 

derisively.* Or otherwise they say: “Who has made thee a head, 

master and judge over us?” And (thus) he becomes, instead of an 

admonisher, a culprit among them, and lacking in knowledge and 

without experience in this. I wish to appeal to the witness6 of the 

very old men, ancient of days, in order that I may speak with con¬ 

fidence and without hesitation, in accordance with the testimony of 

our Saviour, that the witness of two men is true. Therefore answer 

me wisely about all the questions which I shall put to you on every 

subject, in the measure (V. 2b) in which the Holy Spirit grants you 

wisdom and confirms your words, according to the grace of the 

love of God. 

Further an apology of the old man to the student. Great is the heavy 

burden which you imposed on me, o esteemed7 brother. May our 

Lord enrich you in all scriptural and natural sorts of wisdom! I am 

not able to bear (that burden) (M. 2b) and I am loathe to refuse 

the request of8 your love, and ashamed not to heed your high com¬ 

mand. And lo, I am standing in the middle of the sea and a tempest 

is tossing me from every side and I who am not an accomplished 

swimmer fear that in executing swimming-movements I should 

(1) V. om. (2) V.: “foolishly”. (3) Or: “trained”; V. adds: “in the Sanctuaries”. 
(4) V. om. (5) V. adds: “Where did this one pick up this perfect knowledge.’'” 
(6) V. plural. (7) V. om. (8) Following V.; M. has: “your request and your 
love”. 
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fail and sink, and by refraining from the swimming-movements 

I should sink in the depth as lead in deep waters. And I implore the 

(V. 3a) Lord to hold my handsand todrawmeoutofthetempestuous 

sea and bring me into a peaceful harbour, in order that I may be 

enabled to answer the request of your love and that your trust in me 

may not be in vain; not as though I am versed in knowledge, nor 

did I serve in the sendee of the church, but like one who has tried 

and seen things from the old men, ancient of days - ^blessed be their 

memory!' - before whom I laboured and performed the service of 

the Sanctuary and of the Church, those of whose churches I did 

not even dare (M. 3a) to call myself a doorkeeper in their days, 

I answer ryour question1, in the measure vouchsafed by (divine) 

Grace and allowed me by the Spirit. Not that the greatness of your 

knowledge and training needs the’ demonstrations of my ignorance 

(V. 3b) and wretchedness,4 but that your greatness may be ex¬ 

tolled and your humility may be exalted and your wisdom may be 

revealed before the eye of every man. But I rwill act as a man’ under® 

command and order, and as a disciple serving your Brotherhood 

which is dear to me. To everything about which you ask me, I will 

give an answer, not from myself nor from my own knowledge, 

but from the old men6 whom I saw and questioned with accuracy.7 

Questioner: I ask you to describe to me with accuracy the conse¬ 

cration of the altar and all its signings in good order, as you have 

seen the deceased Metropolitans and Bishops8 consecrating. (V. 4a). 

Answer: Go to the Churchbook and examine the Order of Mar 

Isho’yabh (M. 3b) the Catholicos. You shall not add anything to it 

nor shall you diminish anything from it and it may be sufficient 

to you to see and to learn it. 

2 Question: I have seen many people who were consecrating the 

altar in another way, and one added to and another took away from 

its consecration and signings. Solution: Everyone performs a certain 

act according to his knowledge and in the measure of his capacity, 

pow'er and ability. In short, consecration is performed by those who 

participate in it; and if only the sign of the cross were made over 

the altar, it would be consecrated. In the same way when saying 

orally: “The altar is desecrated”, it becomes desecrated. Through 

(1) V. om. (2) V. om. (3) V. adds: “poor”. (4) V.: “meanness’*. (5) V.: 
“I shall be as a slave”. (6) V. adds: “ancient of days”. (7) V. adds: “(with) 
great (accuracy). But if it pleases you, the Spirit will investigate the matter; 
but if otherwise, leave . . .(?)”. (8) V. adds: “(who left) this world”. 
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his word', when the altar is defiled, it becomes bound and reconse¬ 

crated. (V. 4b). 

Question: How many times is the oil which the Bishop1 consecrates 

to be oil of the altar, signed and on how many occasions? Answer: 

Every consecration, either of oil of the altar, or of the Paghra and 

Dema, or of Baptism, or of the Ordination, or of the Betrothal 

(M. 4a) and Marriage-sendee, needs three signings and three times 

they use to sign over it. 

Question: I have seen many people consecrating oil and reciting 

only one prayer of inclination over it. How do they sign three 

times? Answer: Those who recite one prayer of inclination, say 

first: “The grace of the Lord”, and sign it once and recite: “Celestial 

Treasury”.’ And at the end of its canon the second sign is made. 

(V. 5a). Then the third sign is made with the three fingers which 

arc near his thumb, while saying: “This holy oil is signed and 

sanctified by the sign of the living and lifegiving Cross that it may 

be used for the signing of the consecration of this altar; in the name 

of the Fathei and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost”. Then the 

three signings are (in this way) completed. 

5 Question: Those who consecrate the oil by reciting three prayers 

of inclination, how do they sign, and on how many occasions? 

Answer: In the case of those who recite (M. 4b) three prayers of 

inclination, the first (prayer) is: “O Lord, omnipotent God, help 

Thou rmy infirmity”,4 a prayer which is said before the altar and 

during which the Consecrator makes a sign over himself. When 

they place (V. 5b) the vessel of oil on the altar, they cover it with 

a napkin. At the first prayer he makes a sign over himself and after 

that the Archdeacon intones the “Peace be with us” and (the 

Consecrator) says: “The grace of. . .” and makes a sign over the 
oil. Further he recites: “Our Lord Jesus is the Treasury”; and at the 

end of it he makes a second sign. He recites: “Celestial Treasury 

and at the end of its canon he makes a third sign. Next he signs 

again a fourth sign with his three fingers. In support (of their view 

about) thisfourth sign they refer tothc Paghra and D^ma. Afterhaving 

signed them three times they sign the Dcma with the Paghra and 

the Paghra with the Dcma.’ About this question we have no 

quarrel with them. Accept what seems ( M-5a) good to you. 

(1) V. takes these words to the preceding sentence. (2) V. om. (3) 
“Treasury which enriches its receivers”. (4) V. om. (5) V. has the acts in a 
reversed order. 
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6 Qjiestion: Indicate clearly, how he signs the Altar, the Sanctuary, 

(V. 6^) the walls, the Temple' and the doors, naming each one 

separately.1 Answer: He dips his three middle fingers in the oil, 

found in the vessel, and signs the top of the altar from East to West 

and from North to South, and says: “This altar is signed and con¬ 

secrated to the service of the Mysteries etc.”> He signs the Eastern 

wall4 with his first finger from top to bottom and from right to left, 

and says: “This Holy of Holies is signed and consecrated etc”.* 

He signs the small altar as he has signed the large one; (V. 6b) 

and signs the northern wall with one finger, and in the same way 

the southern wall. Thus he signs over the altar (which is) outside 

in the Temple, and says: “This Temple is signed . . .”. Some 

people sign the western (side) of the altar(placc), (while they them¬ 

selves are) in (M. 5b) side and not outside. Then he returns to the 

altar under the candle which is in the middle of the altar(place), 

turns his face to the West, lifts his hand in the air, and says: “It is 

set apart etc.”. 

7 Question: I have seen some people who add to the prayer of in¬ 

clination: “Celestial treasury”, “O6 Lord, mighty God”.7 What is 

this addition, by whom was it made, and is it correct to say it or 

not? Solution: Of every consecration, whether of the Paghra and 

l>ma, or of Baptism or of Ordination, the opening words at the 

beginning of the prayers of inclination are: “God and Lord”.8 But 

in the prayer of inclination: (V. 7a) “Celestial Treasury” there is 

not the name of God and9 Lord. Well did Mar ’Abdisho*, the Ca- 

tholicos,'0 order this addition: “O Lord, mighty God," Celestial 

Treasury”, and command under pain of excommunication that it 

should be said in this way, in order that it may not be without the 

name of God and Lord. 

fi Qjiestion: If it happens that the sacristan in ordering the Qudasha," 

forgets to draw the curtains of (M. 6a) the Sanctuary, and he has 

abluted the chalice outside the altar(place)' * or in the Sacristy, is 

(1) V. adds: “and the doorposts”. (2) V. adds: “by its designation”. (3) V.: 
“holy (Mysteries) of the omnipotent Lord, in the Name of the Father and of 
the Son, etc.” (4) V. adds: “beyond the altar”. (5) V. adds in stead of: 
“etc.”: “to the service of the holy Mysteries of the omnipotent Lord, in the 
Name of the Father and of the Son etc.” (6) V. om. (7) V. adds: “omnipo¬ 
tent, fill it . . .” (8) V.: “Lord and God”. (9) V. om. (10) V. adds: “who 
added it to it”. (11) V. inserts: “to” (reading: “O Lord, mighty God” to: 
“G.T.”). (12) V. adds: “and ablutes the Chalice”. (13) V. adds: “or inside 
the altar (place)”. 
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he allowed to enter the altar(place) and draw the curtains of the 
Sanctuary?1 Answer: He is not allowed to return to the altar at all, 

but if there be anyone who is fasting, the latter must enter and 

draw the curtains of the Sanctuary. 

9 Question: But if there is nobody who is fasting, and it is (therefore) 

urgent for the sacristan to enter the Apse, is he allowed to enter or 

not, in case he carries a spear (V. 7b) or a cane to draw the curtains 

of the Sanctuary? Answer: If he stands outside the door of the apse, 

and with the cane or the spear which is in his hand, he draws1 the 

curtains of the Sanctuary, he is allowed to do so. But he is not 

allowed to enter inside the threshold. Let him be careful that the 

spear should not touch the altar and cause any injury! 
Question: I have seen a sacristan who mixed two chalices, one 

with wine and water and the other with water only. At the moment 

of the Qudasha the deacon> made a mistake and offered (M. 6b) 

the chalice in which the water was. What should be done with the 

altar; ^and what should be done with4 the Paghra he offered thereon? 

Answer: The altar is to be consecrated with oil,5 and that Paghra 

must be distributed among the faithful as an Eulogia (blessing). 

^They must provide another Qctsatha and renew its Leaven.6 

11 Question: If it happens, that, in offering the Paghra and Dcma 

on the altar, the chalice is spilled over the altar before the con¬ 

secration, is the altar injured? Answer: If they arc careful, that 

what is spilled does not touch the altar, (V. 8*) but is poured 

out on the altarvestmcnts and? the vessels, since no damp has 

affected the altar, it is not injured. But if damp has affected the 

altar, it needs consecration with oil. 
12 Question: If it happens, that a chalice is spilled and a drop falls 

round about the altar and they wish to throw water on it, and it 
happens, that water (M. 7a) sprays fall on the altar, what should 

be done with it? Solution: They shall not throw water on it, but 

dip the sponge in water and wipe the place (V. 8b) carefully and 

not touch the base of the altar. 
13 Question: What if a Gemurta falls round about the altar? Solution: 

They shall carefully wipe that place with the sponge. 
14 Question: If the Dfma is spilled out of the chalice, when the chalice 

(1) V. adds* “or not". (2) V.: “shuts’*. (3) V. om. (4) V.: “together with”. 
(5) V. adds: “in perfection”. (6) V.: “they must bring a Leaven from another 
place. The water in the Chalice must be sprinkled over leathern bottles which 
have not been touched by anybody”. (7) V.: “or”. 
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is consecrated, is the altar injured? Solution: The altar is not injured 

by what is consecrated, but they shall wipe the place with the 

sponge. 

Question: It happened once to a sacristan that he mixed wine 

and water in the chalice, but by mistake he mixed olive-oil instead 

of wine. The sacristan placed it on the altar as such, rand it was 

consecrated' and the Epiclesis was said over it. In the moment 

of (he1 signing he noticed (it) or> before the administration.4 Show 

me5 clearly with exactness: if (the chalice) has not been conse¬ 

crated, what must be done with the Paghra and with the chalice 

containing oil and water?6 But if (M. 7b) it has been consecrated 

and the Spirit has been invoked over it, what must be done (V. 9a) 

with the Paghra and also with the chalice? Solution: If the Spirit 

has not been invoked over it, the Paghra must be distributed as 

an Eulogia for the faithful, and the water and the oil of the chalice 

must be kept to be mixed with the flour which is kneaded for the 

Qftsatha. The altar should be consecrated with oil. But if the> 

Spirit has been invoked over it, and they7 notice it at the moment 

of the signing/ they must bring another chalice with the mixture 

of wine and water, and the priest who has consecrated must take 

the Qftsaja d^Bukhra, and sign that chalice, far from the altar, 

and speak in this way: “This chalice is signed with the precious 

Paghra, in the name of the Father and of the Son”,8 and he must 

place the chalice on the altar and complete the Mysteries and 

distribute to the people as usual. And the former chalice’ should 

be kept so that it may be kneaded with the Qctsatha. Or they 

must light (V. 9b) the lamps'0 with it. But on the morning of the 

next day they must-consecrate (M. 8a) the altar with oil. 

Question: If the Gazza is left over to (the charge of) the sacristan 

and he guards it with care rtill the next morning'', and it happens 

that on the morning of that day there is in that church a comme¬ 

moration of a saint or a service of “Consolation”, and a priest comes 

and consecrates the Mysteries, not knowing that Paghra is in the 

House of the Treasury from the previous day; show me: is the altar 

injured or not; does it need consecration? Answer: This accident 

is not reprehensible, but is an oversight and forgetfulness, because 

(i) V. om. (2) V. adds: “last”. (3) V.: “and”. (4) V.: “the consecration”. 
^5) V. adds: “this”. (6) V.: “water and olive-oil” (7) V.: “he”. (8) V. adds: 
“and of the .Spirit”. (9) V. adds: “of oil should be desecrated with a small 

quantity of water and”. (10) V.: “lamp of the altar”. (n)V. om. 



it is not right that two Kings should sit on one Throne;1 but those 

who perform the service of the altar must be careful of this.' The 

altar needs no consecration, because (the Paghra) is not something 

foreign to it. If however anyone says that the altar needs to be 

signed,* we will not quarrel with him, in order that there may be 

greater (V. ioa) care. 
17 Question: If by accident a G<*murta or a Qftsaja or a complete 

Bukhra falls from the paten on the altar, and if it happens that it 

falls under the vestments of the altar (M. 8*>) and among the 

Books that are on the altar, and the sacristan does not know it, 

and the Gemurta remains on the altar, one, two, three or more 

days,1 3 what is to be done with the G^murta or with the Bukhra, 

if he finds it? How must he put it in order: should he mix it with 

a new Paghra4 * or give it (without an addition) to one of the people? 

Answer: The solution of this case is very difficult and I have never 

seen nor heard from those who have preceded me anything like 

it. But I shall speak, according to my knowledge. If he finds it 

after one day and it is his turn to consecrate, and he finds it before 

the consecration, let him transfer it to another altar and consecrate 

(V. 10b) the Mysteries, and let him afterwards return it to the paten. 

He must join with it a portion of what he has consecrated,1 and 

give it to one of the faithful and give him the chalice at the 

end. But if (it remains there) two or three or more days-it 

is really a grave accident-he shall give it (M. ga) to the be¬ 

lievers, adding to it another portion from what he has conse¬ 

crated on that day. But if he finds it at the moment of the 

Ordering, while he shakes and cleans the altar, and does not find 

anybody to whom he might give it,6 he should throw it in the 

chalice and it should be counted as crumbs (of the Eucharistic 

Bread) which remain on the altar and in the chalice by accident 
(unwillingly). He must strive to drink? it at the ablutions of the 

chalice. (V. 1i*). 

8 Question: If it happens that while priests and Levites are ordering 

the Qudasha in summer or in a time of drought, and in the hand 

(1) V.: “This fact is a transgression of the commandment. But they must try 
to be careful that it will not befall them again**. (2) V.: “consecrated**. 
(3) V. adds: “and afterwards finds it’*. (4) V. adds: “Qftsatha”. (5) V. om. 
(6) V. adds: “it is not right to order it; because they have not given it to him. 
But if there is a deacon with him, he may order it, because nobody is allowed 
to receive Qudasha twice nor is it allowed to leave it till the next day. He shall 
not desecrate it, but clean it”. (7) V.: “to receive**. 
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of llicm arc three or more G^murta’s. a Gkmurta remains in the 
\ 9 

throat of one of diem and he cannot swallow it and is about to 

die, what must they do to make (him)' swallow the G^murta? 

What must be done with the part of the Paghra remaining 

in his hand? Answer: If his fellow sees that he is about to 

die, he must throw the Paghra which is in his hand into a chalice 

and give him the chalice that he may drink until his trouble 

(M. 9k) has passed and the portion in his throat has gone down; 

then lie shall return the chalice to his fellow and they shall dese¬ 

crate the chalice with water and take the water (that served) to 

take away (the trouble of) his throat. 

19 Question: If it happens that a priest has consecrated (V. 111>) the 

Qudasha, and before making the last sign, (viz.) of the Paghra 

over the D«ma and of the D^ma over the Paghra, the sacristan 

comes in a state of agitation carrying a paten and he takes 

Bukhra from the paten on the altar and breaks it on that other 

paten in his hand. The priest who has consecrated, says to him: 

“I have not yet signed it”, and (the sacristan) returns the Qetsaja’s 

to the paten on which is the Paghra, and he signs the Paghra, 

and then the sacristan takes again the Qptsaja’s and gives them to 

the people.1 Tell me: is the altar injured1 or not? Answer: If they 

take the Bukhra before the Epiclesis and break it on another 

paten, they cause a great injury. But if they break it after (M. io*) 

the Epiclesis and return the Q^tsaja’s to their rightful place and if 

they have been signed (V. I2a) together with all the Paghra, 

(they do not cause) a great injury, but a small one, and the altar 

docs not need signing. 

20 Question: A priest takes the paten to distribute to the people, 

and one of the faithful comes and throws a Zuza on the paten and 

his hand touches the Paghra which is on the paten. Because of 

his joy about the Zuza the priest neglects the fact and returns 

the paten to the altar. Show me the kind of injury inflicted on 

the Paghra and that on the altar. What must he do with the 

paten and the altar? Answer: These things happen to many 

priests, and because of their joy about the gift they become 

careless about the4 accident and the injury that proceeds from 

the gift; but a priest must be careful and examine exactly the 

person who threw it on the paten. If he threw it from a dis- 

(i) In V. (2) M. has: “to the world”; V. rightly: “to the people”. (3) V. 

adds: “by his deed”. (4) V. adds: “great”. 
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tanc* (V. 12b) there is no harm in it; but if he threw if from 

close by (M. 10b) and his hand touched the paten or the 

Paghra, he shall not return the paten to the altar, but it must 

remain in its place,' until he has completely distributed it to 

the people.1 He must clean it with another* chalice and give4 

the contents of that chalice to one of the deacons outside the 

altarplacc. 
Question: When they give the chalice to the women, they (the 

women) are veiled, lest they should be seen; and they hold the 

chalice with both hands and (in this way) they communicate. 

Show me: is the chalice injured and should the priest return it 

to the altar? Answer: When the chalice is touched by a profane 

hand, a great* injury affects it without any doubt. And when 

this happens the priest must (V. 13a) take a Qftsaja fto sign with* 

from the paten before returning the chalice to the altar and 

sign the chalice in the presence of the deacons and say: “This 

chalice is signed with the holy Paghra, in the name of the Father 

rand of the Son etc.”* If no priest is near, the deacon (M. na) 

must of necessity sign it alone, rand reprimand the women who 

have done this.* 

Question: I have seen faithful who kissed the paten, when they 

received the Qudasha, and their hand touched the paten, and the 

priests by negligence did not admonish them, and they did not 

know what they had done with the paten of the Mysteries. Answer: 

The faithful are not allowed to touch the paten rat all.* The 

priest who carries the paten must be careful to hedge the paten 

well* with a veil on all sides, so that nothing uncovered is seen 

on it. They should kiss the veil and not the paten. But if the priest 

does not take care (V. 13b) of the paten and the faithful touch it, 

the sin redounds on the priest and the faithful are set free from the 

blame. 

Question: If it happens that, when a priest or a deacon carries 

the paten to distribute to the people, his girdle is loosed Trom 

his loins,* since he cannot (M. 1 ib) bind it with one hand, and it 

is not admissible for him to put the paten6 on the ground, and it 

is impossible for him to bring it back to the altar going without 

girdle, ^because the Paghra is injured, and if he brings it back8 

(1) V.: “in his hand”. (2) V.: “(to) all (the people) of the Lord”. (3) V. om. 

(4) M. Iitt.: “desecrate”; V.: “drink”. (5) V. om. (6) V.: “it”. (7) V. om. 
(8) V.: “goes”. 
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to the altar, the altar too' should be injured, what must be done 

with the Paghra and the altar? How is it to be safe-guarded? 

Answer: When the girdle of the one who carries the paten is loosed 

and falls,1 he must summon a priest or a deacon, if such a one is 

present, and he must give him the chalice, and then put on his 

girdle and carry the paten in his hands and they must distribute 

it to the people.1 (V. 14a) Because the Paghra is injured, he should 

not bring it back to the altar, lest the altar might be injured. 

And lie must order it outside the altarplace in the Baptistery 

or in the Temple, but only after having ordered the altar and 

having drawn the curtains of the Sanctuary, lest any injury might 

affect the altar. 

24 Question: I have seen some faithful who, in receiving the Qurbana, 

did not kiss the feet of the priests (M. 12a) of Christ neither did 

they ask forgiveness of their sins from them. Solution: I think, 

there is for them loss and not gain, and they do not receive anything 

from the hands of the priests neither Paghra nor help. 

25 Question: When the girdle of a priest or deacon who carries the 

chalice falls in the Temple or in the Baptistery or in the altarplace, 

and he is unable to put on his girdle in the altarplace fwith 

one hand,4 nor to return the chalice to the altar, what must he 

who carries the chalice do and how must he extricate himself 

from this situation? Answer: If the girdle of him who carries the 

chalice falls in the Temple or in the Baptistery, (and) if a priest 

or deacon is present, he must give (V. 14b) the chalice in his hand, 

remain in his place, bind his girdle and bring the chalice close 

to the altar and sign.it with a Qctsaja and say thus:4 “This chalice 

is signed (M. 12b) with the holy Paghra, in the name of the Father 

fand of the Son etc.*’4 But if there is nobody present, he must 

leave the chalice inside the threshold of the altarplace and then 

bind his girdle and take the chalice in his hand, bring it before 

the altar and sign it with a Qctsaja of Paghra and return it to the 
altar. 

26 Question: What do you say? If4 the priest brings the Paghra and 

places it on the altar, the altar is injured together with the Paghra. 

But in the case of the chalice you say that he must sign it with a 

Qctsaja and return it to the altar, while (thereby) neither the 

(1) V. om. (2) V. adds: “from him”. (3) V. adds: “that they may order it”. 
(4) V. om. 



chalice nor the altar is injured? Answer: When the chalice is in¬ 

jured, (V. 15a) it must be signed with the Paghra, and then it 

returns to its holiness. But when the Paghra is injured, it must 

not be signed with the D^ma; and if it comes, when injured, near 

to the altar, then the altar is injured as well. 
Question: If it happens that a priest or deacon burning incense 

in the time of (M. 13a) the service by negligence goes to the altar, 

when he is not fasting, what must be done with the altar? Solution: 

If he has reached the lamp which is in the middle of the altar 

there is no injury. But if he goes beyond the lamp, the altar needs 

the consecration with oil.' 
28 Question: If a priest or deacon comes to the altar and by 

negligence he has not his girdle on him, and other people see him 

and rebuke him, what must he do? And what* must be done 

with the altar? Solution: If he has forgotten to gird his loins and 

enters accidently, (V. 15b) one step or two, immediately after 

remembering this he must take his napkin from his shoulder or 

his stole, and gird his loins; he must return backwards outside 

the altarplace and gird his loins rwith his girdle,* and go to the 

altar as usual. But if he has reached the lamp which is in the 
middle of the altar, the latter needs consecration with oil. But 

if he willfully commits rthis insolence (M. 13b) and contumely,1 

he must be reproved for his impertinence > by the head rof the 

Church.4 
29 Question: If a pagan rhas gone5 to the altar, some three steps, 

is the altar injured? Solution: Some people say that the altar is 

not profaned by a pagan. But in order that rwe may not treat 

the matter6 lightly, let the one who signs the altar stand in the 

middle of the altarplace under the middle-lamp, when the curtains 

of the Sanctuary (V. 16a) are drawn, and say: “This altar is 

signed7 and consecrated, in the name of the Father rand of the 

Son etc.”* 
30 Question: What if he goes beyond the curtains of the Sanctuary 

and touched the altar? Answer: The altar must be consecrated’ 

with oil. 

(1) V.: "the Consecration of the Altar". (2) V. om. (3) V.: "insolence 

(4) V. om.; but adds: "and they must consecrate the altar". (5) V.: “8°^ • 
(6) V.: "the matter may not be treated". (7) V. adds: "and is rejoiced 

(sic!) - it should be read: /r^A^o” = “is renewed". (8) V. om. (9) V.: 

"signed". 
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3i Qtiestion: What if one of the children of the Christians, a child 

under the age of discretion, comes and reached1 only the threshold? 

Solution: There is no blame attached to him, because he is under 

the age of discretion and reached* only the threshold. 

37 Qjieslion: I saw a sacristan who, in giving the Qudasha to one 

of the faithful, rebuked (M. 14a) him because of his carelessness in 

lhe communion; and the faithful became angry and returned the 

Grmurta and threw it on the paten and said: “Let your Qudasha 

be a curse to you!” What must the sacristan do with the paten* 

(V. 16^) and with the Paghra which is on it?’* Solution: The Gc- 

rnurta which that4 foolish person returned, must be given to 

another person, and the sacristan must give another ^from the 

paten5 together with it, and the paten must be carried with his 

hands, until nothing from the Paghra which is on it is left. He 

must clean it with another chalice and desecrate it, that is to say: 

he must order it with a deacon. 

33 Qjiestion: What if a sacristan takes a paten on which the Paghra 

is placed, and puts cooked food on it? Solution: That paten must 

not go6 to the altar, and the sacristan must be rebuked for his 

insolence. 

31 Qjieslion: I have seen sacristans drinking in the altarplace (the 

water used for) the desecration of the chalice. Solution: They are 

not allowed to drink the water, used to desecrate the chalice, in 

the altarplace, but in the Baptistery or in (M. 14b) the Sacristy 

or in the Temple. 

3r> Question: I have seen altars (V. 17s) on which was a Gospel, 

but no Cross, and the Qudasha was consecrated on them. Solution: 

The Cross and the Gospel must not be removed from the altar, 

and rthc Qudasha may not be consecrated,7 when there is no Cross 

and no Gospel. 

3b Question: Many priests found in the church, (act in this way): 

when they consecrate the Qudasha, the one who consecrates with 

them gives them the Paghra at the Morning Service, and they 

distribute from it till the end; and then the priest orders alone. 

Solution: This is a reprehensible tradition from the beginning. The 

Fathers have allowed it in the villages in which there is only a 

single priest who consecrates in two or three villages for lack of 

(1) V.: “passed”. (2) V. adds: “in his hand”. (3) V.: “on the paten”. 

(4) V.: “the”. (5) V. om. (6) V.: “ascend”. (7) V.: “there may not be 

consecrated nor (be anyother) Qudasha”. 



priests. But when there is a deacon (V. 17k) in the village, the 

priest must consecrate with him and deliver the paten and the 

chalice to him, and then return to iiis own village to complete 

(M. 15a) his Mysteries. This' (is only allowed) in case of necessity, 

poverty of the church and absence of priests.1 
37 Question: I saw very old priests of a very high age who consecrated 

in the Morning Service of Friday and Wednesday in the Hebdo- 

mada of the Apostles and of Elijah, and they entrusted the Mysteries, 

according to their careless habit, to a sacristan who gave them to 

the people the whole day; and at bedtime the sacristan took from 

the paten what appeared to him (to be a sufficient quantity), and 

he ordered the chalice and desecrated it. He kept till the next day 

what was left on the paten. In the Morning Service of that day he 

signed the chalice with the Paghra and distributed it to the people. 

Answer: rFy, this is* a doubly reprehensible thing. rThe foolish 

sacristan1 had to distribute the Paghra which was on the paten 

*at the end of the day1, and to order ^what was left.1 But he is not 

allowed (V. i8a) to leave anything for the next day. I saw a man 

who received the Qudasha one day and left something of it for 

the next (M. 158). This is also greatly reprehensible. 

38 Question: I saw a priest who made Qudasha and distributed to 

the people the whole day, and at the end he ordered the Qudasha 

alone, while there was no deacon with him to whom it could have 

been given. When they rebuked him for what he had done, he 

said: “I did it by an oversight”. Solution: The altar must be signed 

and the priest must be rebuked for his4 insolence. 

39 Question: When a priest or deacon by an oversight goes to the 

altar barefoot *or with pierced sandals,5 what must be done with 

the altar? Solution: The altar must be signed. 
40 Question: A sacristan took a chalice to pour the mixture into it; 

and by an oversight he placed it on the ground. How must he 
bring it back to the altar, (V. i8h) after he had placed it on the 

ground? Solution: It is never right to place it on the ground; but 

it is sufficient to place the chalice on the ledges. 
41 Question: What must be done with the G^murta that falls from 

the paten which is upon the altar? Solution: They must take it 

(M. i6a) with care and give it to one of the people and add 

another one to it. But it should not be returned to the paten. 

(1) V. om. (2) V.: “a priest”. (3) V. om. (4) V. adds: “despising”. 
(5) V. om. 



\ 2 Question: If a pagan takes the Qurbana' from the hands of the 

priest who does not know his identity; but afterwards he becomes 

aware (of the fact)1 that he who received and rtook the Gcmurta1 

from him was a pagan, what must Tie do with it (the rest of the 

Eucharistic Bread) ?4 Solution: The priest must add another Gcmurta 

to it and give it to one of the people. 

n Qtiestion: If* one of the faithful comes to receive the Qudasha 

and he finds that the sacristan has ordered the Paghra; (V. 19a) 

and the Dema in the chalice remained rwithout the Paghra6; may 

l he sacristan give the Dcma in the chalice without Paghra? Solution: 

If lie has cleansed the paten with the chalice, and crumbs have 

fallen into the chalice, they must give them to the communicant. 

But they must not give7 the chalice alone without crumbs. 

\\ Question: In case there is much rain from which a large flood 

arises which8 goes into the Temple and the Sacristy (M. i6t>) isrthc 

altar’ injured? Solution: If it does not reach the altarplacc there 

is no injury to it. 

15 Qtiestion: What if the water has penetrated one foot10 or two into 

the altarplace. Solution: rThe altar needs signing.'1 

4b Qtiestion: If there is no wine found for the mixture (of the Eucha¬ 

ristic Wine), may they take raisins and soak them in water which 

they would offer on the altar? Solution: In the case of lack of wine 

they must soak raisins on the same day and in case of great ne¬ 

cessity they may offer the juice on the altar. 

47 Qjiestion: (What) if the sacristan is obliged (V. 19b) to consecrate 

at Morning Service, and the water has no time to get the strength 

of the raisins, unless they are soaked a day or two beforehand, in 

order to impart strength and colour to the water? Solution: They 

must break them to pieces in a mortar, pour water over them 

and purify them in a vessel, and then offer their juice on the 

altar in case of great necessity. 

4B Qjiestion: How must the mixture in the chalice of wine and water 

be composed? How many portions of (M. 17a) wine and how 

many of water? Solution: According to the “Canons” (Law) equal 

parts of each. But if there is not enough wine, a third part of it 

(1) V.: “Gfmurta”. (2) V.: “the case becomes known”. (3) V. has the passive 

construction. (4) V.: “be done”. (5) V. om. (6) V. om. (7) V. om. 

(allowed by the Syriac syntax). (8) V. repeats: “flood”. (9) V. om. (10) V.: 

“step”. (11) V. takes this to the preceding sentence, as a question. The Solution 

follows: “Yes”. 
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(must be wine), and if there is not enough for a third part a fourth: 

five parts of water and one of wine. If there is not enough for a 

fifth, then ten of water and one of wine. 

49 Question: It is written in the “Admonitions” that a priest is not 

allowed to take more than five G^murta’s, and a deacon (no 

more than) three. But lo, we see sacristans giving two and three 

to the people, and more than three to the deacons and more than 

five to the priests. Solution: This Canon holds good in the monas¬ 

teries where the sacristan knows the number of the communicants' 

more or less exactly. But (V. 20a) in the churches of the laymen1 there 

is no fixed number, as sometimes a hundred draw near and some 

other time two hundred *and more.* Because the priests cannot 

know the quantity of the Gazza which might remain for them, they 

distribute it to the people *as without their will.1 

50 Question: I saw on Maundy Thursday that the sacristans (M. I7b) 

gave more of the Paghra than is due to the deacons and the 

clerics. Solution: Because of the carefulness *of the sacristan4 that 

nothing of it should remain till the next day he distributes 

it because (it is) the Passion (of our Lord), I mean. 

51 Question: Is it allowed to bring the Qudasha outside the church 

to the sick *and the invalid,* and to take it to the houses of the 

faithful? Answer: The Qudasha should not be brought outside the 

church and be taken over unclean places, except in case of ne¬ 

cessity till the outer-door of the church with lights and incense. 

But it ^should never be takcn7 outside the outer-door of the church. 

52 Question: I saw sacristans who kneaded a Qetsatha with ordinary 

leaven, in the time of the Evening-service, and at the time of the 

Night-service they took half of the dough and baked therewith 

Purshana’s in the ordinary way; they signed the other half with 

the holy Leaven and baked this dough rand offered it8 on (V. 20b) 

the altar under the pretext that they would give from those Pur- 

shana’s (M. 18a) to the pagans and children who are not careful 

with them and with the crumbs that fall from them, because 

sometimes they eat them after their food and drink. Answer: The 

Q^tsatha must be kneaded in the middle of the night, when the 

(1) M. and V. use different words to express the same thought. M.litt.: 1 receiv¬ 

ers'*.-V. litt.: "those who draw near**. (2) V.: "of the towns”. (3) V. om. 
(4) V. om.; reads: "of his carefulness*’. (5) V. om. (6) V. has plural: * censers 

(the Syriac has both meanings). (7) V.: "is not allowed”. (8) V. om.; con¬ 

sequently its text is without meaning. 



cock cries; this is fit and right. ^Hut those who desire to sleep knead 

it in the evening, under a pretext whicli is not valid. If they want 

(he truth, they must knead the dough of the Purshana’s in the 

time of the Evening-service and bake both parts in the Morning- 

service after having impressed a stamp in that profane part, that 

it may be distinguished from that dough that is kneaded when 

the cock cries; thus lie shall make a Q^tsatha with the holy Leaven 

intended for the altar, and that ordinary one for distribution.' 

Qiicstion: If a sacristan by mistake puts oil of the lamps in the 

Qctsatha in stead of olive-oil and he notices ^his mistake1 * 3 soon 

alter while kneading the Qftsatha, what must he do?' Solution: 

He must leave that dough to make Purshana’s (from it) and prepare 

another dough (M. i8h) ^with another leaven.1 

Question: If a sacristan brings oil from the grocer and makes 

a dough with it, and the smell of the oil is (V. ?ia) different from 

that of olive-oil, what must he do? Answer: He must make from 

it Purshana’s, and prepare another dough with other olive-oil *and 

leaven to make a Qctsatha.1 

Qjiestion: If impure olive-oil bought in the market is brought 

into the church and the sacristan does not notice it and makes a 

Qftsatha with it, is the Qctsatha profaned and the altar injured? 

Answer: If the sacristan does not notice it, he is set free from blame 

and the sin is on the one who adulterated the oil because of a 

higher price. 

Question: If a piece of dough falls from the hands of the sacristan 

to the ground, ^aftcr he has signed the Qftsatha,1 and it is covered 

with dust, what should be done with it? Solution: The sacristan 

must make a mark on it, in order that when it has been baked 

he should not bring it on (M. 19a) the altar. 

Question: I saw sacristans who in baking the Qftsatha rubbed 

water on their hands and under (V. 21b) the Perishta, and baked 

it in the oven. Solution: The Qetsatha after having been kneaded 

with olive-oil] and signed by the holy Leaven and stamped with 

(he sign of the Cross should not have any water on it. 

Question: What if a layman touches a piece of dough or the 

Perishta, after its being taken from the oven, or aBukhra from il? Solu¬ 

tion: The Qftsatha is desecrated, and they needs must fetch Leaven 

(1) V.: “but in this our time since they desire to serve in the Morning-service, 

they knead it in the Evening-service and take it in the Night-service”. (2) V. om. 

(3) V.: “oil”. 



from another church, fif they have no other Leaven preserved 

besides the one by which to sign,' and prepare another Qftsatha. 

59 Qiustion: What if water* falls on the Qctsatha after it has been 

baked? Solution: The Qftsatha has lost rits holiness* and they 

must prepare another one -in its placeJ 
60 Question: If a drop of water falls on a Pcrishta or on a Buklira 

and the sacristan takes it (M. 19b) and places it on one side,’ 

can he perform the Mysteries with (V. 22a) that Qftsatha? Solution: 

If a layman4 touches a piece of dough or a Bukhra,* all the dough 

is injured. In the same way when a drop of water falls on a Buklira, 

all the Qftsatha is injured. fSt. Paul bears witness to this: “And 

whether one member suffers, all the members suffer with it”.6 

61 Question: If a Bukhra falls to the ground from the basket which 

is in the hands of the sacristan, what must be done with it? Solution: 

The sacristan must put it aside so that they may not bring it by 

mistake (on the altar).7 

62 Question: What if it happens that a deacon in helping the sacristan 

to prepare a Qetsatha forgets to gird his loins for steals something 

from the Q^tsatha or from the altar?8 Solution: That Qftsatha is 

desecrated and if8 they bring (something) from it on the altar, 

fthe altar8 is desecrated ras well.8 
63 Question: What if he prepares the Q^tsatha without sandals? 

Solution: Tt is desecrated (M. 20a) as mentioned before.’ 
64 Question: (V. 22b) When the sacristan consecrates in the Morning- 

service of Sunday rand brings10 sufficient Paghra for his need and 

he is about to bring other Bukhra’s in the Mysteries, and die 

sacristan wishes to distribute to the people Purshana’s, what must 

he do? Answer: He" must single out more than he needs and set 

it aside for the communion of the Mysteries, and distribute what 

is left in the basket as he likes it. 
65 Question: Some people say that it is not right to bring Bukhra s 

in pairs on the altar; is this true or not? Solution: After having 

reached the number of three you may bring them in the way 

you wish. 
66 Question: In case there are only a few communicants, how many 

(1) V. om. (2) V. om.; consequently the meaning of the preceding words 

changes into: “profaned”. (3) V. adds: “because he may not offer it on the 
altar”. (4) V. om.: “lay”. (5) V. adds: “being baked”. (6)V. om. (7) Added 
in V. (8) V. om. (9) V.: “It is desecrated in the same way”. (10) V.: bring¬ 

ing”. (11) V. adds: “the sacristan”. 
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of them (viz. the Bukhra’s) must they bring on the altar? Solution: 

Less than three is not allowed. 

(j; Question: If there are no communicants at all, apart (V. 23a) 

from the priests and deacons, ^how many of them' must they 

bring? Solution: One to sign with and another to be signed; it is 

not* allowed ^under any circumstance1 rto bring1 less than two. 

f>8 Question: (M. 20b) And if they bring only one Bukhra, what 

must be done to them? Answer: Those who bring one Bukhra 

must be deprived of their office that they may not serve the order 

of the Priesthood, because they have insulted the holy Mysteries. 

f>9 Question: If the priests who have been insolent have been rebuked, 

should they be admitted again to their office? Solution: After their 

rebuke they should stand in sackcloth and ashes in order that all 

who see them may know4 their transgressions and admonish them 

not to repeat their wrongdoing.* 

70 Qiiestion: Are they allowed to bring on the altar a P<*rishta that 

is slit (V. 23b) or torn in the oven, or a Bukhra which is defective? 

Answer: It is not allowed to bring on the altar anything defeedve 

and the sacristan must be careful in this (respect) with might 

and main. 

71 Question: If they bring them on the altar by mistake, is the altar 

injured? Answer: If the thing is done by mistake, they must show 

condescension to the sacristan; and the altar is safeguarded. But 

if this was done (M. 21a) by purpose, the sacristan must be rebuked 

and the altar signed. 

72 Question: If a priest comes to pour the mixture into the chalice 

and by mistake he pours in wine which has not been mixed? 

Answer: The chalice is desecrated and if they bring it on the altar, 

the altar becomes desecrated as well. 

73 Question: What should be done with it, if he does not bring it 

on the altar? Solution: He must take a Qftsaja from the paten and 

sign it, as we have shown above, *and say: “This chalice is signed 

with the lifegiving Paghra, in the name of the Father and of the 

Son etc.”.6 

74 Question: (V. 24a) And what must be done with it, if he brings 

it on the altar? Solution: He must distribute it together with a 

chalice that is desecrated to the people, and the next day they 

must consecrate the altar with oil. 

(1) V. om,; but meaningless. (2) V. om. (3) Not in M., but in V. (4) V. has 

the passive. (5) V. adds: “blameworthy”. (G) V. om. 
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75 Question: And if by mistake he pours water (alone) into the chalice 

in stead of the mixture? Solution: The same thing must be done 

as in the case of wine alone. 

76 Question: If the sacristan brings Paghra on the altar in (the time 

of) the Mysteries and afterwards it is seen that there is not a 

sufficient quantity on the paten, can he (M. 21b) add something to it 

before consecrating? Solution: They bring the paten of the Mysteries 

with the Anthem of the Mysteries, and the sacristan may add to 

it as much as he desires, until they lift the veil from the paten. 

But after the Officiant has signed it ^at the first' “The grace of. . .” 

he should never* add anything. 

77 Question: If the sacristan bakes a Qftsatha and together with it 

other ordinary (V. 24b) Bukhra’s and by mistake he brings one or 

two of such Bukhra’s in the time of the Offertory and if this error 

is noticed by him at the time of the breaking of the Bread, what 

must he do with that ordinary part and with the altar? Answer: 

(In a case like this) he must distribute the ordinary part to the 

communicants, because the Spirit has been invoked over it,’ and 

the next day he must consecrate the altar with oil.4 

78 Question: When the sacristan cleans the altar, what should be 

done with the dust? Solution: (The altar) must be carefully cleaned, 

and they must throw (the dust) in the river Tigris or any other 

river or in a place that is not (M. 22a) trodden by feet, because 

nothing must remain of the crumbs which are cleaned from the 

altar. 

79 Question: And rwhat about4 the ashes that are found in the 

censer? Answer: They must throw them in the river Tigris, because 

prayers have been recited over them, and their perfumes have been 

incensed before (V. 25a) the Ark of the Lord. 

80 Question: I saw deacons who received the Qudasha in the Myste¬ 

ries at the time of the hymn: “Our Lord Jesus, the adorable King”, 

and the sacristans then gave them Purshana’s which they put in 

their pockets, and they returned at the last Lord’s Prayer and kissed 

the altar and the priests while the Purshana’s were with them. 

I think that this is reprehensible. Solution: Bukhra’s* should not 

be brought to the inner side of the candles which are in the middle 

of the altarplace, and those who bring them are reprehensible. 

The sacristan rwho has to keep order and not disorder6 must 

(i) V. om. (2) V.: “not”. (3) V. adds: “and it has been consecrated”. (4) V.om. 

(5) V.: “Purshana’s”. (6) V. om. 
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distribute the Purshana’s after the Lord’s Prayer while standing at 

the entrance of the altarplace and give to everyone who goes 

away rhis portion1 in his hand. (M. 22b) The latter must rkiss it and 

go.1 In case he lias taken anything before the aforesaid time, he 

may not enter the altarplace, (V. 25b) but must leave the Purshana’s 

on the outer side of the lamp, and enter, kiss and afterwards go 

away. In the same way the sacristan should not bring the Qftsatha, 

when it is baked, to the inner side of the lamp, but he must put 

it on its outer side, and there he must single out for the altar what 

is to be consecrated. fHe must be careful in the preservation of 

the altar, in order that the younger deacons may not cause great 

injury.1 

hi Qjiestion: What must be done, when a Qftsatha is baked and 

they consecrate a part of it in the Morning-service, and they have 

need of consecrating another part of it in the Mysteries and the 

sacristan wants to distribute Purshana’s from it to the children 

and the faithful? Answer: When the sacristan is consecrating in the 

Morning-service, he must single out what is necessary for the 

Mysteries on one side, and then distribute the rest. 

82 Question: If a priest of the church sits down to make the Qetsatha, 

and in putting olive-oil and flour into it and kneading them together 

forgets (M. 23a) to put (V. 26^) salt into it, and remembers some¬ 

what later that he did not put salt (into it); and afterwards,* being 

perplexed in his mind and wishing to ascertain whether he had 

put salt (into it) or not, he takes a little of the Q~tsatha and puts 

it in his mouth to taste it. Having observed that it is without salt, 

he returns the small portion of dough which he had put in his 

mouth to the Qctsatha and spits what he had masticated out of 

his mouth on the ground, and throws salt on the Qftsatha and 

finishes his work of baking, and consecrates (apart) of that Qftsatha 

and distributes it to the people. What do you say about this?4 

Answer: It is a Jewish practice and not that of true* Christians. 

'That wretched man committed many irregularities in his diabolical 

deed. 

Qttesfion: Show me clearly the nature of his irregularities. (Answer:) 

The first irregularity is that he tasted the Qftsatha and desecrated 

the Leaven; the second that he broke (V. 26b) his fast; the third 

that he brought back to the Qftsatha what he had masticated 

(i)Y.nm. t-j) V.: “go away”. (3)V.om. (4) V. adds: “tell me”. (5) V. om. 
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and made it dirty (M. 23b) with his saliva; the fourth that he 

desecrated the altar by bringing a Qctsatha that was profane 

and dirty, and consecrated it. All this is unlawful. 

84 (Question:) What if someone asks: “How can this wound be healed, 

and what must be done with his' Qetsatha and with the altar 

to return its holiness1 unto it? Answer: Leaven must be brought 

from another church, the sacristan of which is of an established 

reputation in virtue and carefulness and well known1 in the service 

of the alter. They must consecrate the altar, and the priest should 

henceforth never be trusted with the service of the church. He 

who admits him again to serve the altar is reprehensible in the 
same way. 

85 Question: A (V. 27a) sacristan baked a Qetsatha in the oven, 

and because the oven was not heated as it ought to have been, 

the Qetsatha stuck to the oven and he could not take it out, because 

it was not yet baked. He brought dry vineshoots and threw them 

in the oven and set fire to them and heated the Qetsatha which 

became baked; and he took it out as he wished. What would you 

(M. 24a) say about this? rIs the Qetsatha injured or has it been 

saved?4 Answer: I have never heard of such a thing. But I think 

that the Qctsatha is not injured. 

86 Question: What if after the sacristans have baked and taken the 

Qctsatha out of the oven, they bring5 some straw and throw it 

in the oven rthat it may loose its holiness,6 and a sacristan takes 

pieces of wood to which he sets fire; is the Qctsatha not injured? 

Solution: When the Qetsatha has been taken out of the oven, 

we throw some (V. 27b) wheat6-straw and desecrate the oven, 

in order that no layman may touch it; then we throw pieces of 

wood into it and set fire to them. As long as the Qctsatha is in the 

oven, the latter is not desecrated. 
87 Question: How many times do we sign over the Paghra and 

Dema? Answer: Three times; apart from the signing of the Paghra 

with the Dema and of the Dcma with the Paghra. 
88 Question: Which are these signs and in which places (of the Liturgy) 

should they be made? Solution: The first at: “The grace of. . 
the second at: “And for all . . .” (M. 24b) and the third at: . lift¬ 

ing up . . 
89 Question: I saw some of the old men who did not sign at the 

(1) V.: “the”. (2) V.: “to his saints” (?). (3) V.: “knowledge”, 

injured?” (5) V.: “they throw”. (6) V. om. 

(4) V.: “is it 
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first “The grace of...” while the rest signed (there) and (do so) up 

(ill now. Solution: Those who do not sign at the first “The grace 

of. .” say this: “Three signs only should be made and not four; 

one at: “And for all...” (V. 28a), the second at: . . lifting up . 

and the third with the Paghra over the Dema and with the Dcma 

over the Paghra. But the rest sign at the three Canons, and say 

that the fourth sign is separated from these three, because it is 

1 he union of the Paghra with the Dema and of the Dema with 

the Paghra. (They take) their argument from the Ordination- 

service, when the Ordainer signs three times over the Ordinand, 

the fourth time being when he says: “N.N. is set apart, consecrated 

and perfected for the work of priesthood, in the name of the 

Father”. The same is the case with the fourth sign over the Qurbana 

which is (that of) the (above) union. 

90 Question: How many are the signs which the priest makes in the 

time of (M. 25a) the Qudasha? Solution: Nine. 

91 Question: Which are they? Solution: Three over himself; three 

over the Paghra and Dema; and three over the people. 

92 Question: Mark them clearly for me. Solution: ^Over himself:* 

(V. 28b) the first at: “ . . . and that we may raise . . the 

second, when he signs the Bukhra; and the third, when saying “One 

holy Father, one holy Son, . . .”. 

93 Question: Those over the Qurbana are known as they have 

been spoken of above; (but) those over the people which are 

they? Answer: The first is at the second: “The grace of. . when 

the priest raises his voice, and although he signs over his own 

person, he lifts his hands upwards, in order that he may sign the 

Cross over the people; and then the people bow and adore, because 

the Mysteries were finished at the “The grace of. . .”, and kiss 

the Cross with the symbol of which they have been signed. The 

second is at: “The gift of the grace of. . .”; and the third at: “He 

who has blessed us . . .”. 

94 Question: I saw deacons who said in receiving the chalice to 

bring it out to the people: “Bless, o my Lord”, and took the veil 

from the chalice and (M. 25b) immediately they returned it 

(V. 29a) and so went out. What symbol does this represent (lit. 

is this mystery)? Answer: The deacons are following unknowingly 

a tradition which they see from one another. 

(1) V.: “his”. (2) V. om. 
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95 Qyestion: Show me clearly what symbol is therein? Solution: llie 

deacon says: “Bless, o my Lord” and he bows his head, because 

he expects to participate in the signing which the priest makes 

over the people, together with them.' 
96 Question: I saw some priests who in taking the Bukhra said in 

the moment of the last signing: “We draw nigh, o my Lord, in 

the true faith” and signed the symbol of the cross over the Bukhra 

which was in their hands, with their thumb. Answer: This is blame¬ 

worthy and practised only by men of the villages and of the moun¬ 

tains. But you, ^o Brother,* be careful never> to let a man practise 

this! 

97 Question: When the deacons come (V. 29b) from the Bema 

carrying the Cross and the Gospel, on which side must he who 

carries the Cross stand, and on which side the one who carries 

the Gospel? Solution: He (M. 26a) who carries the Cross must 

stand on the righthand side, rwith his face turned towards the 

people,4 because coming out first4 he enters first, and they go to 

meet him and kiss him. 
98 Question: Why must the censer in the time of the Qudasha stand 

on the lefthand side and not on the righthand side? Solution: 

Because the censer must be at the righthand side of the priest, 

as he is the consecrator of the Paghra and (also because they burn 

perfume) in honour of the Qurbana and of the priest and of the 

holy words that come forth from his mouth. 
99 Question: Why must the Paghra, when placed (on the altar) 

be placed on the lefthand side and the chalice on the righthand 

side? Solution: Because when the priest turns his face (V. 30s) 

towards the altar and the East, his (right) hand consecrates the 

Paghra and absolves the people. ' 
too Question: What symbol is there in the two fans which are in the 

hands of the two deacons which stand round about the altar, ron the 
righthand side of the priest and at his left,4 when he* consecrates? 

Solution: Because6 they fill the place (M. 26b) of Gabriel and 

Michael who were at the sepulchre of our Lord. Although there 

are many angels7 these two only have charge of the service of die 

altar and of the priest who consecrates. 

(1) V. om. (2) V. om. (3) V. om. the negative; but the meaning is the same: 

“beware of letting a man practise this". (4) V. om. (5) V.: “the priest*. 
(6) V. om. (7) V.: “(although there) were (many angels) there. So also there 

are many deacons present,’*. 
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Question: There was once a dispute as to which was greatci the 

Cross or the Gospel. Answer: Some people say that the Cross is 

not greater than the Gospel, nor die Gospel greater than the Cross. 

These two are one. The Cross fills die place of Christ, while the 

Gospel is His message,1 His word and His commandments.1 (V. 30b) 

Question: How many times does the priest say in the Mysteries: 

“Peace be widi you”? Solution: Three times; once before the Gospel; 

die second lime ^ after the Canon:1 ”... and that we may raise .. 

and die third time before: “One holy Father”. Their meaning 

is the peace which our Lord gave unto His disciples after His 

resurrection: once on the Sunday of die Resurrection, another time 

on die New Sunday, and die third time at the Sea of Tiberias when 

John said: “It is die Lord.” 
V.* 

Qjirstion: (M. 27s) If a Metropolitan or a Bishop be present at 

the beginning of die Mysteries, and the priest takes the Cross, 

when (the procession) conies out for the Bema, where must the 

priest who carries the Cross stand, on the righthand or on the 

Icfthand side? Solution: The Bishop stands before the altar, his face 

(looking) to the West, and the Cross on the righthand side on the 

righthand (V. 3 1 a) of the Bishop. The Cross comes out first and they 

kiss first die Cross and then the hand of the Bishop. Those who 

make the Cross stand at the lefthand side, do it for one of the 

two following reasons: either from ignorance or pride, as they 

consider themselves higher than the Cross. 

Question: Show me the meaning of the Throne in the Temple 

or in the House of Prayer, and of its decorative work and its 

coverings. Answer: The Throne in the church is like Golgotha on 

which it is believed that the Cross of our Saviour was fixed. The 

big cross at its head (represents) the wood on which (M. 27b) our 

Lord was crucified. The Cross on the Throne which is at the top 

of Golgotha is the image of Christ on the Cross. The Gospel 

which is at the side of the Cross (V. 31b) represents the word *of 

Christ our Lord4 with His Gospel and commandments, in the 

likeness of a king holding in his hands the scepter of the reign. 

The purple-coloured covering which is over die Cross5 is the likeness 

of6 (the purple with) which the priests covered our Saviour? when 

they brought Him out to be crucified. The two fans at the two 

(1) V.: “hope”. (2) V. singular. (3) V.: “before”. (4) V. om.; the pre¬ 

ceding words: “His word”. (5) V. adds: “and the Gospel”. (6) V. ora. 

(7) V.: “our Lord”. 
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sides are the two robbers at the right and at the left (of Christ). 

105 Question: Why do all the services begin with the Lord’s Prayer, 

while in the services of Betrothal and Marriage and in the funeral- 

service they never say the Lord’s Prayer, neither at the beginning 

nor at the end? Answer: You must know that in former times they 

never said the Lord’s Prayer, neither' at the beginning nor at the 

end. There was once a Jacobite monk who began to dispute with 

a Cathoiicos of ours in the East, and that (M. 28a) monk wrote 

in one of his books (V. 32a) words of insult against us, saying: 

“You Nestorians do not recite in your services the prayer which 

our Lord has taught His disciples, as we recite it at the end 

of our services’*. And when the Patriarch heard the insult of the 

heretic,* the Cathoiicos ordered that this’ prayer: “Our Father 

which art in heaven ...” should be recited at the beginning and 

at the end of our services: a thing which is more than the Jacobites 

do, because they recite it only at the end of their services. 
106 Question: How did formerly the service begin in the Evening, 

at Night rand in the Morning?4 Solution: The deacon intoned: 

“Peace be with us”, and the priest recited in the Evening-service: 

“Let us confess, O my Lord, thy Godhead . . .” and began the 

Marmitha. In the Night-service the deacon said: “Let us arise to 

prayer. Let us pray. Peace be with us”; and the priest prayed: 

“Let us arise, o my Lord, in thy power” and began (V. 32b) the 

Hulala’s. 
107 Question: Who wrote the addition to (M. 288) the Lord’s Prayer? 

Solution: Formerly this prayer was recited without the addition 

as the Jacobites recite it. But when the Patriarch Mar Timothy 

was ordained, he added this Canon: “Holy, holy, holy art Thou, 

our Father which art in heaven, full are . . in it. He took two 

words from its beginning which he joined to the Canon and added 

at the end of the prayer: “Glory be to the Father . . . From ever¬ 

lasting . . .” He then returned to the first two words which he 

made to follow the Canon: “Holy, holy”, as they farce the Mar- 

mitha’s with the canons. This Canon (rule) was handed down 

in all the churches of the Nestorians. 

108 Question: It is good that this prayer is said in all (V. 33a) the 

services and there is a great advantage in it. But why do they not 
recite the Lord’s Prayer in the Rituals of Bethrothal and Marriage, 

(1) V. om. (2) V.: “monk". (3) V.: “the". (4) V. om. 
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Baptism and Burial?' Solution: We have spoken at some length 

about Baptism and shown that it is necessary that the Lord’s 

Prayer (M. 29a) should be recited in that service at the beginning, 

in die middle and at the end as it is recited (also) three times in 

the Mysteries. 

*°9 Question: Name clearly these three times to me, because it seems 

that it is only recited twice. Solution: The first time at the beginning 

of the service; the second time after the consecration of the oil, 

because he signs it with holy (previously consecrated) oil and 

says: “Fit us ever, o our Lord and our God, . . .” and diey respond 

with the Lord’s Prayer. The third time when they desecrate the 

water of Baptism, (V. 33b) they recite in responses* the* Lord’s 

Prayer and the rest and they sing in praise: “One is the Lord 

etc.”. They describe the power of the Lord’s Prayer fully in those 

two antiphons. A clear demonstration and confirmation of these 

(prayers) is the prayer that accompanies it: they pray after these: 

“O Compassionate One whose name is holy” and its alternative 

prayer, and the Priest seals. 

1 10 Question: What is the reason that this prayer is not used in the 

Ritual of Betrothal and Marriage? Solution: We have (M. 29b) 

asked many people about this, and everyone gave his own ex¬ 

planation. 

111 Question: Mention them to me. Solution: Some say that the Lord’s 

Prayer comes rfrom the mouth of the Saviour and4 must be recited 

by the mouth of the whole congregation, when they are calling 

for help, hallowing His name, magnifying His heavenly4 kingdom 

and asking for (V. 34a) food for the sustenance of their lives and 

deliverance from evil. But in the Betrothal- and Marriage-services 

every prayer and supplication is for two persons, that their doing 

may be successful and their consent rand betrothal4 may be 

blessed and their drinking-cup may be consecrated; and at a 

Marriage that their wedding may be blessed and their bed con¬ 

secrated and their conjugal intercourse perfected. They do not 

ask at that time for the forgiveness of sins nor for the abundance 

of food. But others say that they do not recite the Lord’s Prayer 

because of the laziness of the priests. 

112 Question: rBut you, (M. 30s) what do you say about this? So¬ 

lution:4 I say that all things that happened to the faithful in ancient 

(1) V.: “Burial of the Dead”. (2) V. singular. (3) V.: “this”. (4) V. ora. 
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times were performed in the church and accomplished in the 

middle of the congregation of the faithful. (V. 34k) Usually they 
performed the betrothal in a Sunday-service, so that there would 

be a great congregation in the church; and after the moming- 

psalms they recited the Lord’s Prayer and immediately after this 

they performed the Ritual of Betrothal while the Lord’s Prayer 

had already been recited. 
113 Question: But if they do not marry in the church, but go into 

the house' of the bride to marry, how can they share* in the Lord’s 

Prayer? Solution: First they begin with the Lord’s Prayer to 

which they join the Ritual of Betrothal. 

114 Question: But if their wedding takes place after days or months, 

will they be without participation in the Lord’s Prayer? Solution: 

The Betrothal and Wedding is one act. (M. 30b) As the clergy 

recite one (V. 35a) Mautebha at night, in the time of the Evening- 

service, and sleep the rest of the night, and arise at the end of the 

night and finish their service without the recitation of the Lord’s 

Prayer having been said, but praying1 and intoning the Hulala, 

so also at the Wedding-service. Because the Lord’s Prayer, once 

said, does not need to be repeated. 
115 Question: What is the reason that they do not recite the Lord’s 

Prayer in the Funeral-service? Answer: A dead man who passes 

away returns to the earth whence he was formed. He does not recite 

prayers nor does he hallow the name of his God nor can4 he praise 

his Lord and magnify His kingdom. God’s will has been fulfilled 

for him, because he returned to his dust, and he does not need 

any sustenance or food. He is delivered from the harms of evil 

(V. 35b) and those who pray for him ask that lie may be accepted 

by his Lord and acquire confidence before Him and his sins 

may be forgiven. As from the mouth of the dead man (M. 31*) 

they make supplications, such as this: “O Lord, Thou God of 

my salvation”, and: “Behold the dead”, and “You shall not 

forget my soul”, and: “O Lord, (rebuke me) not in Thine anger” 

retc., together with Antiphons and hymns etc.5 
116 Qjustion: But what is the second method? Solution: If a man 

(1) V.: “church” (meaningless). (2) V.: "addM. (3) V. adds: "a prayer”. (4)V.: 

“does” (omitting: “can”). (5) V.: “and: ‘Til! when*, and: *A man as inhabit¬ 

ing’, and: ‘O Lord, my hope’, and the Antiphons of the same kind; and the 

hymns: ‘Have mercy on me, o Lord’, and: 'Who is upright*, and: 'Have mercy 

on me in His mercy*, and the rest of the ‘Antiphons of the Way’ ”. 



dies at the end of the day, after the Evening-service, the priests* 

must go to the house of the dead man and recite the Mautebha 

over him, and in this way the Lord’s Prayer is recited, (V. 36a) 

and during the Morning-service after the morning-psalms they 

begin the Mautebha’s of the Funeral-ritual and all their service 

over him, and in this way the Lord’s Prayer has been recited: a 

clear argument that we must recite the Lord’s Prayer over the 

departed. I have buried many dead in the village Nineveh, ^the 

house* of the ignorant, and I saw their priests who after* the dead 

man had been buried and they had sealed the prayer over the 

grave, returned to the church with the whole congregation of the 

faithful and recited the Lord’s Prayer; they kissed the Cross 

(M. 3ib) and gave peace to one another and recited two prayers 

and scaled. 7'hen they went to the house of the dead man and 

ate. Then the Lord’s Prayer is properly recited in the Funeral- 

service. I have heard that also in the country of Hazza (V. 36b) 

they recite the Lord’s Prayer at the Funeral-service. We are not 

able to find the custom of the Ancients about this question. Do 

what may please you! 

*1 7 Question: I saw many priests who when reciting the Mautebha 

of the Evening-service over the dead recited two prayers only. They 

did not recite the Seal of the prayer nor did they sign over the as¬ 

sembly or over the dead man. Some of them, however, did recite 

the Seal and made the sign over the assembly and also over the 

dead man. What is the reason of this difference and what is the 

reason of those who sign and the argument of those who do not 

sign? Answer: The argument of those who do not sign is as follows: 

the Service and the Burial (M. 32a) of the Departed has no regular 

beginning and end; they simply join in it one Mautebha with 

another, followed (V. 37a) by the “Antiphons of the Way”. After 

having buried the dead man and finished their whole service, 

then they seal. They reckon in this way that Mautebha of the 

Evening-service as the beginning of the Mautcbha’s of the Morn¬ 

ing. This is the argument of those who seal after the end of 

the Burial-service. As to those who seal in the Evening-service, 

they argue as follows: This day we recite one Mautebha, and it is 

not necessarily joined with the Mautebha’s of the Morning-service, 

sealing the Evening-service, because (die service) is ended. The 

(1) V. om. (2) V. om: “after”; consequently the translation should be changed 

a little. 
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next day we begin with the Service of the Departed. In this way 

the Mautebha of this day is not reckoned with that of to-morrow. 

Therefore we sign and seal the people that is assembled, in order 

that it may not be sent away without blessings and the sign of 

the Cross rof the Lord.' He (the priest) makes also the dead man 

a partaker of his signing as though he was still with us in his body 

and needing the signing *of the Cross.' (V. 37b). 
118 Question: When1 a Bishop or a Metropolitan (M. 32b) begins 

the Mysteries and they (the procession of priests) go out while 

(reciting) the Anthem of the Sanctuary,’ where must the Cross 

stand, on the righthand side of the Bishop or on his lefthand side? 

Solution: The Bishop takes the place of Christ, as is written: “The 

priest like Jesus Himself etc.**,4 and the Cross is the symbol of the 

victory, as we sing in the Antiphon: “The head of the Angels 

Gabriel extolls the symbol of the Cross’*. Therefore the Cross 

must stand and be on the righthand side of the Bishop. The as¬ 

sembly kisses (first) the Cross and then the Bishop. The Ancients 

did so. 

119 Question: We see now in our days that they do the contrary: 

the Cross stands at the lefthand side of the Bishop and the faithful 

(lit. men) kiss first his hand* (V. 38*) and then the Cross. The 

same thing is done on Palmsunday: when they recite the Antiphons 

and celebrate the feast with a procession, the Cross is on the 

lefthand side of the Bishop and the Gospel on his righthand.6 

Solution: The ecclesiastical chiefs of our time do this for one of 

the two (M. 33a) following reasons: either from pride or ignorance. 

120 Question: How is this (to be understood)? Solution: Because they 

have the presumption that they are the Church and the Altar, 

having power over all and being higher than the Cross and the 

Gospel. O ignorant Bishops, who do not know how to stand! 

Those who kiss the hand of the Bishop before the Cross do this from 
ignorance as well. 

121 Question: There are also some priests who when they begin the 

Mysteries place the Cross on the platform in front of (V. 38b) 

the altar, the Cross facing the altar, and when they carry the 

Cross while reciting the Anthems of the Sanctuary? they turn its 

front to the West and go in this way to the Temple. Solution: 

Every Cross when it is set down must face the West and be 

(1) V. om. (a) V. adds: “either”. (3) V.: “of the sacristans” (cf. n. 7). 

(4) V. om. (5) V. adds: “of the Bishop”. (6) V. om. (7) cf. n. 3. 
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placed in the East, and the priest who carries it and goes out to 

the Temple is bound to bow and adore first before the Cross; then 

take it and go out. But those (M. 33b) who let the Cross face the 

altar,1 argue that they carry it in the same way as they come; they 

need not to turn the front of the Cross from East to West. They 

act in this way either from laziness or ignorance. 

122 Qiiestion: There are some who in bringing out the Cross place 

it (V. 39a) on the Bema facing the altar while the Gospel which 

is at the side of it faces also the altar. Solution: I have never 

seen this nor have I heard it from the Ancients. Wherever1 the 

Cross and the Gospel are placed they must be placed in the East, 

in order that they may be adored by the faithful (lit. men). He 

who does something else strays from the truth of the Church. 

123 Question: To say more of what I asked you concerning the Palm- 

sunday, to the effect that we see that the Cross stands at the left- 

hand side of the Bishop and the Gospel at his righthand side: 

you have not given me an argument for this. Solution: Those who 

do this argue (M. 34a) that die Gospel is higher than the Cross 

and do not know that without the Cross the Gospel would not have 

been known nor that the Cross taking the place of Christ comes 

first. Let these diings (V. 39b) be known to you! rHere end the 

various (questions) concerning the ecclesiastical orders and 

PRAISE BE TO GOD. > 

(1) V.: “the East”. (2) V.: “however”. (3) V. om. 
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COMMENTARY 

General Observations 

The Commentary which follows must explain the contents of the preceding 

questions and answers. But before we do so, it is not superfluous to say a word 

about the translation and the manner in which the Commentary has been 

compiled, as it often happens that such explanations give either too much 

or too little. 

Our translation has followed the original as far as possible. In cases insertions 

w'erc made to get a text that was well to read for us, it has been done silently 

as the words were generally of small importance. The difference between the 

syriac and english idiom is so great that an absolutely literal translation (even if it 

were possible) would be practically unreadable. Yet we tried to translate the 

same syriac words by the same english equivalents. A number of technical 

terms in syriac denoting the eucharist have been simply transliterated. Often 

they are hard to reproduce in a western language, as the original has got a 

certain shade that has no identical word in another tongue. It seemed to us 

that those who use the translation alone can see here in what connections 

various words have been applied; a translation of these terms will be found 

here after. 

As to the explanation the danger of too great fullness of detail was not imaginary 

in connection with the comparative methodc. It could be avoided for a good 

deal by continual references to the standard collection of parallels brought 

together by Prof. Hanssens in his “Institutiones etc.” ii and iii. Undoubtedly 

everyone interested in our writing will have this indispensable book at hand, 

along with L.O.C. and L.E.W. which have been worked up in that book though 

they are not superseded by it. 

The contents of this book are, as we pointed out (ch. iv and vi), closely linked 

up with the whole state of affairs of the nestorian church in the ioth century. 

Therefore it is often impossible and needless to look for parallels as they will fail 

owing to the fact that the Nestorian liturgy was different from those in other 

countries. The aim is only to adapt this writing when it is used in studying the 

Nestorian and Eastern churchlife. 

The first thing that is needed is to compare it with the various other Nestorian 

sources we met before. As several of them are still unpublished, these texts 

had to be quoted in full. Because of their incidental character our Q..Q.. are ill 

adapted to serve as a basis of extensive liturgiological dissertations concerning the Eucharist 

as a whole. And we had to comment upon this book. So the present writer is 

quite aware of the fact that much had to be left open. Nevertheless I have tried 

to show on places that permitted it, how the responses and the suppositions 

of these Q,Q„. throw light upon several problems of wider interest than can 

be examined here. 

Much interest has been paid to Syriac and Coptic Jacobite parallels, a conse¬ 

quence of the fact that the Nestorians seem to have had a fairly regular inter¬ 

course with these churches, (at least we find that they have read the books of 

the others, cf. e.g. p. at, n. i and the list of Elias Nisib., Opus Chronologicumt ed. 

E. W. Brooks, Parisiis, 1910, in: C.S.C.O., iii 7-8 (7, p. i-iv Praefatio), a fact 
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(fiat is often neglected). In this way it may be possible to find relations of which 

we fiavc no direct witnesses. For these parallels we used only printed texts, not 

Mss. Such a connection did not consist with the other churches and the parallels 

we find in those cases must be explained, if they arc real parallels, in another way. 

If it was possible to compare these advices with writings from the ‘'Ancient 

Church” we have noted them. For this is the only way to fix in what respect 

these Eastern churches have been traditional. But this principle is not carried 

through too far. When the word “Lamp” is met a big volume could be written 

on the liturgical and archaeological material about this usefull article. It would 

hardly have anything to do with our QQ. Therefore such subjects were only 

investigated so far as a certain peculiarity was stated and this one was compared. 

Otherwise it seemed to be sufficient to refer to some encyclopaedias though 

they are not very complete on the Eastern side. On the other hand when some¬ 

body wants to deal with such an object in a monograph, hr will be obliged 

to use these questions. In the same way words used for “Eucharist” (mysteries 

etc.) arc used without the slightest reference to tfie “original” sense. Therefore 

it is needless to compare these words with terms of other churches in explaining 

our writing. Such a lexicographical research is wanted, but lies outside the 

scope of this book. 

For the same reasons we did not look for parallels from other religions. 

Of course they can be found and may illustrate some points (e.g. burying 

in uncultivated soil). But such an investigation must be based upon more data 

than we were able to collect for the explanation of our book. The purpose 

of stjch an investigation must be: to fix the relation between Christianity and 

heathen religions. Moreover it is questionable whether we can speak here of pagan 

influences making themselves felt after a long time or of a usual form of 

thought that is neutral from the religious point of view. It should not be forgotten 

that several ages of Christian thinking and feeling had preceeded our writing 

and that such a borrowing belongs to an earlier stage. The influence of the O.T. 

might have been considerable though it has never been properly traced. I am 

sure that the Law has deeply influenced certain parts of Christian living. This 

inquiry will, even if it is concerned only with a special point, never be limited 

to liturgical sources and one must be conscious of the historical connection 

and of the differences. 

We have pointed out in ch. v that this book of Questions and Answers 

misses systematic order. But on the other hand, in perusing this writing of 

Isho’yabh iv one will find the same words and ideas over and again. The 

points of several questions show a certain similarity. It will be useful to explain 

them before we start upon an examination of the separate QQ. 

But before we do so, one point must be mentioned. Von Harnaek wrote 

in iqoq: “Die Entwickelung dcs Mysterienwcsens und Cultus von Origenes 

bis zuin 9. Jahrhundert gehort nicht in die Dogmcngeschichte. Sie ist sammt 

den AufTassungen von Taufc, Abendmahl, Sacramcnten und Bildern cine 

nocli niemals geschriebenc-Gcschichtc fur sich, die der Dogmcngeschichte 

parallel Iauft” (I^hrbuch der Dogmengeschuhte4, ii, Tubingen, 1909, S. 441). 

It is possible to repeat these words in 1937, for this history has not yet been 

written. It is true for the Eastern Church in general, and the Nestorians do 



not form an exception. Because of this defect, it is impossible to refer to a book 

describing the doctrinal background and setting of our QQ., viz. the Nestorian 

conception of the central Sacrament (cf. Elias Nisib., Bcweis, S. 101: "Bci ihnen 

[heretics] und bei uns bildet das Abendmahl die Grundlage”). Isho’yabh iv 

does not mention it explicitly either, because it was selfevident for a Nestorian. 

We cannot think of giving such a description within the limits of the present 

book (many investigations on which such a description must be based, are still 

to be done; we have signalized the dangers which make this task so arduous); 

the following sketch is only provisional; because of this we refrained from a dis¬ 

cussion of other interpretations. We have inserted very few references; the 

evidence will be found in reading the books on liturgy and canon-law men¬ 

tioned in the preceding pages. This sketch has been made to illustrate the present 

book and not the Nestorian conception as a whole (e.g. the conditions for the 

believers who want to receive the communion etc. are not discussed). 

The fundamental distinction in these QQ. is that between holy and profane 

(it is not: “mysteries”, the word by which many people express the idea of 

the Eastern cult; it is used several times to denote the Eucharist or the elements, 

L.E.V/., p. 583; in Expos, ii, p. 6 this definition is read: ‘“Mysterium* nomen est 

alicuius rei, quae aliquid quod abest repraesentat atque imitatur ... Ita et 

mysteria ecclesiae: figuram alicuius rei praeteritae vel futurae depingunt. 

Quod praeteritum est, per narrationem, quod autem futurum est, per fidem 

praesentamus”; it is true that Isho’yabh iv knew this mystagogical inter¬ 

pretation, see Q. 94, 100, 104; but it cannot help to explain our treatises). 

Every thing or person belonging to the sphere of God is holy; and every thing 

which misses this character is profane. ' It should be remembered that 

according to the Eastern Christian conception the universe consists of these 

three spheres: the unseen kingdom of God; its counterpart, the unseen king¬ 

dom of Satan and his demons; and between them the created world which 

is the battlefield of the spiritual powers of God and Satan. “Profane” does not 

imply the idea that a thing bearing this character is possessed by demons; it is 

neutral, simply meaning: something missing the special character of Gods 

kingdom, viz. holiness. * “In primitive Semitic religion, holiness might be 

regarded as the nimbus or outflow of Deity which attached itself to everything 

that mediates in worship, whether persons or things, between the God and the 

worshipper” (O. C. Whitehouse, E.R.E.t s.v. Holiness, vol. vi, p. 752)* This 

very same definition is also the leading conception of the Nestorians of the 

loth-iith cent. It was not weakened, but intensified by the authority of the 

Bible, mainly the legal parts of the O.T. (e.g. Lev. and Ez.; it is interesting to 

quote Browne-Maclean, p. 315: “The Mosaic law is looked on as almost, if 

not quite in force now. The book of Leviticus will be known thoroughly by those 

who can hardly pass an examination in Gospel history”). The Sacraments 

effect consecration (U?ar>); they have all one end: to impart this holiness 

which puts men in a position to communicate with God (this is the reason 

(l) trytOf-XOtv**;, cf. G. Kit tel, Thftogitchtt H'Srltrbuth cum N.T., Stuttgart, i, I933i U>37» • v*v,» 

Syriac: - *r aod (a) II ii interesting to notice that the distinction made in our treatises 

is not that between ' pure” and •’impure’* (see: G. Kittel, a.m.O., Stuttgart, iii, 193®. • v* K2 3 *<>'/<)• 

"Pure” is sometimes used for the state of persons going to communion, but it is not predominant. 



why the various formularies are used as a proof, see ad Q_. 3, 92, 114). The funda¬ 

mental conception may be formulated with these words of Gregory of Nyssa (De 

Hap l is mo Chrisli, quoted by Bingham, xi 10, 4): “Do not contemn the Divine laver, 

nor despise it as a common thing, because of the use of water. For great and 

wonderful things are wrought by it. This altar before which we stand, is but 

a common stone in its own nature, differing nothing from other stones, where¬ 

with our walls are built; but after it is consecrated to the service of God and 

has received a benediction, it is a holy table, an immaculate altar, not to be 

touched by any but the priests and that with the greatest reverence. The bread 

also is at first but common bread, but when once it is sanctified by the holy 

Mystery, it is made and called the Body of Christ. So the mystical oil, and so 

the wine, though they be things of little value before the benediction, yet, 

after their sanctification by the Spirit, they both of them work wonders. The 

came power of the word makes a priest become honourable and venerable, 

when he is separated from the community of the vulgar by a new benediction” 

(cf. Expos, i, p. 28). It is interesting to sec this sequence; bread and wine do 

not form an exception. It is a well-known fact that the Eastern Church did 

not fix the number of the Sacraments, and that the distinction between Sacra¬ 

ments and Sacramentalia is not clear. The only point that matters is: the Holy 

Spirit has taken them as vessels to impart what is hoped for (cf. in the Epiclesis, 

ad Q,. 15). By the benediction a certain person or thing has got a new quality. 

The holiness is like a veil which qualifies a thing as belonging to God. 

We should observe that there is an apparent difference between persons and 

things. Persons, once imparted with this holiness (priesthood) do not loose it, 

except by very grave sins by which they become impure (sexual sins; heresy). 

But things loose it every time when they are touched by something profane 

(the oven Is desecrated, see Q. 86; the altar is often desecrated or reconsecrated, 

passim; the consecration is taken away by water, ad Q. 78; see below). 

Holiness is not transmitted mechanically; if something profane is touched 

by something holy it does not become holy; on the contrary, the holiness 

is broken (cf. Haggai ii 12-13; ad Q. 10). It is not mana, as in the conception 

of the Mass among the Melanesians, see: G. van der Leeuw, Phaenomenologie der 

Religion, Tubingen, 1933, S. 6); it does not extend itself as an oil-staint. The 

situation is like this: God, the Holy One, has given unto this world of men 

who are separated from Him by their sins, canals of grace which restore the 

broken connection. Jesus Christ in His work of Death and Resurrection is the 

Rcstauration Himself. He has instituted the Sacraments which distribute the 

grace after His ascension (cf. Isho’Barnun, ad Isaac, Q,. 9: consecration imparts 

grace b-J->j). On purpose I used the word “canal”. Grace is not a river “flowing 

free”, but bound within the borders revealed by God according1 to His plan. 

Certain elements, acts and prayers have been choosen and form these borders. 

Everything which does not belong to this group prescribed by the Bible or 

Canon law (Patriarchs guided by the Holy Spirit, p. 137) is wrong (see ch. vi, ii), 

especially when it does not fit in with the leading dogmatical interpretation 

(e.g. Expos.), seems to be an expression of heresy or betrays disrespect. It inter¬ 

rupts the stream. To eliminate even the slightest interruption everything had 

to be regulated (see ad Q.. 52 sqq). For it is a current idea that those objects 

which had to serve as a vehicle of the Spirit, had a “proleptic” holiness. What 



arc the requirements for a valid Sacrament or with the words of ‘Abdisho’, 

Pearl, iv i: the holiness and sacramental nature of the Sacrament? “First: a 

true priest who has attained the priesthood rightly, according to the require¬ 

ments of the Church. Secondly, the word and command of the Lord of the 

Sacraments whereby He ordained each of them. Thirdly, right intention and 

confirmed faith on the part of those who partake of them, believing that the 

cfTect of the Sacraments takes place by a heavenly power”. 1 The Eucharistic 

Sacrament is more frequently used than the others; it shows most clearly this 

general conception. God acts in the Eucharist in the way of a certain order; 

a deacon is not allowed to do the work of a priest. But it is wrong to think 

that the Sacrament is merely a rite, cf. John bar Abgare, Quaest. Eccl., Q. xxvii: 

“Christianus quidam de Oblatione minus rccte sentiens dicit earn esse mcram 

legem, seu ritum quendam. Respondetur, communione privandam esse, donee 

a peccato suo resipiscat, et pocnitentiam ostendat, atquc confiteatur Oblationis 

excellentiam, et convcnientem eidem honorem, illamque esse Corpus, et Sangui- 

nem Christi, quo peccata delentur, et debita remittuntur.” This statement of 

a Patriarch who was considered by our author as one of the leading authorities 

in ritual matters, is interesting from various points of view. It shows most clearly, 

a) that the Liturgy is more than a simple venerable rite, performed without 

the faintest notion; b) that the Eucharist is looked upon as the “Body of Christ”, 

and c) the aim of the Eucharist. 

Some words must be said on b) and c). Does b) mean that the Nestorians 

confessed the Transsubstantiation? No! This is excluded by the doctrine of 

the Sacrament as expressed by Gregory. Expos, ii, p. 61-62 is quite conclusive: 

“quidam theophori viri dixerunt haec mysteria esse proprio sensu corpus et 

sanguinem Christi, non corporis et sanguinis eius mysterium . . . Quae cum 

ita sint (the author has drawn the usual parallel with the Nestorian Christology), 

etiam panis hie et vinum facta sunt corpus et sanguis, non natura, sed unione”. 

This idea was generally accepted, see: Babai, de Unione, ed. A. Vaschalde, 

p. 223: “In its nature the bread which is placed upon the altar and is broken, 

consists of wheat; but through the prayer of the priest and the brooding of the 

Holy Spirit, it receives power (IL-m) and it is the Flesh of the Lord in power 

and remision and forgiveness of sins; together with the Flesh of the Lord in 

heaven one Flesh in unity.1 c) The Eucharist J imparts forgiveness. 1 his is 

not only a particularity of John, but it is also found in the quotation of Babai 

and in a saying of some monks under Sabarisho’ (O. Braun, Synhados, S. 289-290): 

“Nachlassung unsrer Schulden und Verzeihung unsrer Siinden gemass der 

Verheissung unsres Erlosers” (according to Expos, ii, p. 73-74: the communion 

is a symbol of the last Judgment). Narsai, Horn, xxi, Conolly, p. 60, and: Elias 

Nisib., BeweiSy S. 93 add to it: the resurrection of the dead. It is typical to see 

(1) Elias Niiih., Brwtii, S. lOi: "Was fur einen Nutitn konnten wir von dtm Genus* eines Abend - 

mahli hal>en, von dem wir wissen, dau derjenige welclier e» auf den Altar bring*, unreinen Glauben* 

und Priesterthums i*t, *icl» in Stinde und L'nwalirheit brfindet, die rechten canoni»chen Regeln nicht 

beobachtet, noch nach den wahren Kirchenge*etren handelt.” (a) To explain "nature’* and "power", 

cf. Nanai, Horn, xxi, Connolly, p. jfl: "not in (Hi*) nature doe* the Spirit, who doe* not move about, 

come down: it i* the poner from Him that come* down and work* und accompli*hei all.” (3) The 

Eucharist is considered in our treatise* only as an act of God or the Church. It* character of 

"sacrifice" on ihe part of men is not mentioned. A complete history of the Nat. doctrine could not 

neglect the Latter aspect. It may be said, however, that it is not preed orninant. It «•: oblation, before 

the consecration. The Roman theory of sacrifice difTen in many respects! 



(hat in after times this idea has parti/ disappeared, while it is a leading idea 

of (he exposition of Theodore Mops. We must stress this point, as the opinion 

is widely-spread that the Eastern Church had its doctrine formulated once 

for all by Ignatius, ad Ephes. 20, 2: yapuaxov a5ava<jia;, avridoro; roO /jlyj arro^awlv- 

It may be that this phrase expresses the opinion of the greater part of the 

Eastern Church; it cannot be called a definition of the Nestorian idea. 

This consecration corner into being by the prayers and actions of the priest, 

the prayers being of greater importance (cf. p. 127, n. 5). 1 Here we touch upon 

another generally accepted judgment, viz. that the Eucharist is a magical 

ceremony; if some special formula’s are said, the effect is guaranteed. It will 

be observed in reading the Nestorian books, that people felt a great difference 

between the Sacrament and magic (against which many severe canons were 

made, see: O. Braun, Synhados, Index, s.v. Aberglaube and other law books); 

it is remarkable that wonders with the Eucharistic elements, of which the 

Middle Ages have so much to say are hardly found, if any, among the Nesto- 

rians). Q. 2 describes the means of consecration in this way: “by the word of 

the priest it is bound or loosened”. But we must make a clear distinction. It 

is not said, that it happens by the word of any person; the word itself is not a 

charm; but it is the priest who acts and speaks “vice Christi” (cf. ad Q,. 118), 

see: Narsai, Horn, xxi, Connolly, p. 48-49. “To bind or loosen” is to act with 

Cods authority (see: G. Kittel, a.a.O., ii, 1935, s.v. and: I. Goldziher, Fior- 

lewrigen, S. 56). Secondly: the Nestorians have always known that these prayers 

instituted by the Holy Spirit Himself had a meaning which they understood 

(c.g. ad Q. 110 sqq.). The effect is the answer of the Holy Spirit who “listens 

(to their invocation)”, even when wicked priests are praying. The personal 

virtue of the priest does not matter (cf. ad Q. 84). “For as the righteous do not 

bring down the Spirit through their righteousness, neither can sinners prevent 

His descent by their sins. This is a gift of grace given for the pardon of man¬ 

kind . . . He does not regard the actions of him who invokes, but the supplications 

of those who stand behind the priest” (Badger ii, p. 164, n. from the book, 

mentioned p. 95, n. 1). The Holy Spirit answers by coming down. Every 

thing depends on His good pleasure. The priest is mediator. He can prevent it 

in one way, viz. by being disobedient to the rules of the Spirit. 

Because of their holiness before (Q. 52 sqq.; proleptic) and after the Epiclesis 

the Elements of Body and Blood which arc precious (Can. xxiii) must be honoured 

(it is the [type of the] Lord or King = Malkha, ad Q. 16), and must be handled 

with care. This is one of the most striking words in these treatises. It can be 

excellently explained by a quotation from Hieronymus, Epist. 60, in: M.S.L. 

22, col. 596: “in omnes caeremonias pia solliciludo disposila non minus, non 

maius ncgligcbat officium”. On the other hand the element of “awe” or “fear” 

is missing. Wc stress this point because here we notice a difference between the 

older and younger Nestorian feeling towards the Sacrament (cf. E. Bishop, in: 

(1) Of the Action* the signing is of extreme importance; »ee ad Q. 15, 87-89 and ii 9 ad 

Q. 41. In Q |6 there is a variant reading: - *r O. It is the making of the sign of the Cross (cf. 
• 

/).C A. s. v.), a very common action among the Christians and applied to all sorts of benedictions. 

C :f. 'Alxlisho', /Var/, iv 1 calls it a sacrament: “the sign of the life-giving (a standing adjectivel) 

('•Mss is that by which Christians are ever kept, and by it all the other Sacraments are sealed and 

pci freted." 
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Connolly, Nanai, p. 92-97 who points out that this feeling of “awe" is particular 

for the Antiochene preachers; among the Nest, we find it in Narsai and 

Isho’yabh i). If anybody does not handle the elements with care, if he despises 

them by his greed (Can. vii) and insolence, he runs the risk that the holiness 

is injured (UlU), he makes a wound (Q. 84). These acts of carelessness 1 

consist in doing the wrong act at the wrong moment, in touching or using 

wrong elements. If something is holy, it becomes profane; if it is not 

holy, it cannot be consecrated. Negligence is the counterpart of this care. It 

was the habit of those priests who did not know the liturgy and were not real 

Christians. The blame or sin of such a mistake redounds upon the man who 

made it or made no effect to stave it o(T. But always upon him who was the 

“prima causa”, not upon the actual sinner. Some of these mistakes are made 

from audacity (sometimes a deviation from the order of the Formulary) because 

the officiants did not think of the greatness of their work or because they dispised 

the things sanctified by the Spirit (which is the same as blasphemy). But how¬ 

ever grave the mistake may be, a difference is always made between those who 

do it willingly or repeatedly, and others who do it by forgetfulness or against 

their will. The latter are always free; the former are rebuked and punished 

(see ad Q. 68-69). Again we see here that the Sacrament does not operate 

mechanically; but that an ethical factor on the priests side must be taken 

into account. 

In our treatises we must say: Cult is “religio'\ it is: “service” (|Aa^>Q*Z). The 

liturgy must punctly be done to effect the consecration, to prevent injury, to 

obey the commandments of the word of the Lord (written and unwritten 

tradition). We find that practices done by the priests on their own hand are 

not allowed (Q. 1), because every act and prayer has its particular place and 

meaning. Nevertheless wc hear of many additions and changes; we observe 

an evolution of the liturgical practices (and it has not caused a great schism 

as in Russia, cf. N. Bonwetsch, Nikon, in: P.R.E. I, xiv, S. 187). But these 

changes are made by Patriarchs and bishops (Expos, i, p. 115)* ^ l^ey arc mac*c 

to enhance the honour, due to the Sacrament, they are permitted. The same 

holds good for many practices which had not been regulated by law or tradition. 

In this connection we must discuss the meaning of ^ and lvvo 

words which are used so many times, not only among the Nestorians but also 

in Jacobite books. Lamy (p. 64, n. 1) said that they are used promiscuously 

(along with that is not found in our books); he translated by justum 

est, fas cst, oportet, dccct, convenil”, its meaning varying between “res prae- 

ccpta” and “res conveniens”. Kayser (S. 86, on account of James Ldess., Q. 4 
where both words occur next to each other) defines the former by: “durch kirch- 

lichcs Gcsctz und Sittc erlaubl”, the latter by: “dcr sitllichen Norm, dem 

gdttlichcn Gesctz cnlsprcchend” (the equalization of the two halves is somewhat 

strange!). These two expositors did not adduce the Greek equivalents found in 

the Questions of Timothcus Alex. (cd. Pitra, Monumenta, i, p. 630-645, passim), 

viz. fjyiiiti — vii = •_£)?]; tlm-i — djvarzi — roovr./.it = hese equivalents 

(l) ('••rrlrstneis of (lie cnmtminicuiiM cnL»ri*'*ii’* ilirii *in» (!•*<•*/ 

of llir Sacr.iiunil .'Mr Lcfoie). 

ami «lcpiive» limit '*f •!>* Iienefiu 
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show that these words are not quite interchangeable and bring out their 

meaning. The former is stricter than the latter. 

In some cases the requirements for a proper performance cannot possibly 

Ik* or are not fulfilled. This is called: 1^.1 = necessity. It is generally distin¬ 

guished from sickness. It happens in spite of the activity and vigilance of the 

priest; and comes from outward circumstances. Isho’Bamun, ad Isaac, Q_. 4 

admits that: “necessity knows no law.” Isho’yabh i wrote a book about such 

rases (p. 120). They were the cause of several letters (see ch. iii). It is not 

surprising that this word belongs to the "eisernen Bestand” of canonical 

literature. But its contents is unlimited and variable as Life itself. 

These few words must suffice to sketch the background of our treatises. But 

there is one more point to which we must draw the attention of the readers. 

It is a matter of fact that the very same ideas as found among the Nestorians 

occur in the books of the other churches too (cf. Timotheus Alex.; John Tell.; 

James Edess.; and others quoted in the commentary). It is true, the whole Eastern 

Church, however divided, held the same conception of the Eucharist. And it 

does not surprise us to find that the liturgical part in polemical literature is 

very small. This fact would astonish us, observing the liturgical differences, 

if the wording of prayers, sequence of actions etc. were exclusively valued. But 

if such differences are mentioned, it has some dogmatical reason (cf. Elias 

Nisib., BeuxiSy S. 98-Moses b. Ccpha, Commentary, p. 69, ed. Codrington-Conolly) 

or the opponents are accused of disrespect. 

Our treatises use a good many words to denote the Eucharist. Some of them 

which are somewhat particular are discussed in the commentary. But most 

of them are very common in the Eastern Church; so we may refer the readers 

to the excellent “Glossary” of Dr. Brightman in quoting what is necessary 

for our purpose (see the desideratum p. 188). 

Paghra (Body-Flcslij-Z^ma (Blood), see before-from the Gospels. (Mt. xxvi 

26-28.) 

Bukhray ‘firstbegotten’, Hebr. i 6 (it is interesting that Babai, De Unioney 

who speaks frequently about Christ as the firstbegotten, p. 135, 139,201,210, 

never alludes to the liturgy) name of the Eucharistic host., L.E.W.y p. 572. 

G'murtay coal, L.E.W.y p. 573 “a formal title of the consecrated particle” 

(cf. L.E.W. p. 584; four of them form a complete host.). Pearl: Margarita is 

never used among the Nest. 

P'rishta: Euch. bread. 

Qurbana: L.E.W.y p. 579: “oblation, offering: (2) the concrete eucharistic 

oblation” (the first meaning viz. sacrifice is not found here). 

Qlsajay act of fraction. 

Qlsalhay “broken portion”, name of the Euch. bread. 

The Bread of the Nestorians is “ round, leavened, cake, 2 X j in., stamped 

with a cross-crosslet and four small crosses” {L.E.W., p. 572). 
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COMMENTARY 

Introduction: In the previous discussions of eh. iv and vi most of the points 

that are raised in these sentences have been investigated, and we may refer 

the readers to them for the explanation of most of the expressions. Some points 

however remained. Canons and orders are put between quotation-marks 

since it is indisputable that the canons are those of John Bar Abgare (p. 133-135) 

and the “orders” is the same word as used for the formularies in T. It is striking 

to notice that they are quoted anonymously. Does this happen because the 

respondent does know that the matters discussed here could not possibly be 

found in those books drawn up in order of I. iii (cf. ch. vi, iic). The answer 

given by those neglectful priests who mock at the sacred things ancf the 

commands of the elders looks very much like that of Exodus ii 14. „The word 

of the Lord”, cf. Matthew xviii 16 and John viii 17 (a quotation from Dcut. 

xix 15): the questioner means to strengthen his point against his opponents 

by referring to this teacher. The good wishes at the end may express that it was 

thought that this theological knowledge was given by inspiration and could 

claim the prerogative of inspiration. Nevertheless this explanation is not very 

probable in view of what we found in ch. vi about tradition. Therefore it is 

simply an ordinary Eastern wish that is always uttered in somewhat excessive 

words and with a kind of repetition, especially in matters of high importance. 

“Your brotherhood” and “your love” (in the apology) are ordinary Eastern 

expressions to address somebody (cf. our: “Your Majesty”). The author 

describes in a vivid manner how troublesome he thinks his task. “Sea” may 

also be translated with “lake”. The translation “peaceful” was adopted for 

the sake of giving a close translation. In spite of industrious searching I have 

not found any proof that this comparison is traditional. Yet swimming is not 

a common sport in the East and travelling by sea not an ordinary occupation 

of those teachers. These observations make the invention by the author himself 

somewhat suspect. On the other hand it is not uncommon that people take 

their examples from places far away. “May their memory be a blessing is 

a common addition to the names of the departed, cf. Budge, B.G. 11, p. 303, 

458, 495, and: Proverbs x 7. “Doorkeeper” seems to be reminescent to Psalm 

lxxxiv 11, for here it is a sign of humbleness though this order ranked among 

the (inferior) ecclesiastical orders in ancient times (cf. D.C.A., s.v. Doorkeepers). 

A striking feature of this introduction that is also found elsewhere in our 

treatise Q.. 120 (cf. also ii io) is the note of humility and personal ignorance 

opposite to the greatness of him who is asking on one hand and on the other 

hand the haughtiness and conceitedness (which is mere stupidity) of those 

people who do not care for the traditions of the Ancients (cf. Isho'yabh iii, Epistulae, 

ed. R. Duval, p. 202-203 (tr-) who accuses some people of heresy because they 

are ignorant of the laws of God and “insane” [nevertheless they are Nestorians]; 

before p. 151 n. 1). These characteristics together are often found in other places in 

Eastern literature. They may be called the usual adjectives for people who are not 

in accordance with the speaker. Humility is the great virtue in Judaism, both in 

the O.T. and afterwards, cf. G. F. Moore, Judaism, ii, p. 245-246; 273-275 who 

refers to several places of the O.T. and the Apocrypha. The first Epistle 
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of Clemens with its stress upon humility is another instance, at the ver' be¬ 

ginning of Christianity. Time and again it is to be read in the Refutation of 

heretics, e g. Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. iv 26, 2 (ed. Stieren, i, p. 645), who are lacking 

it, because they oppose in every part the truth of the Church. Dom. Leclercq 

calls this repeated stress upon humility a mere “clause de style”, D.A.C.L., 

s.v. f/umilis, t. vi, col. 2791. It is hardly necessary to give here a great array 

of examples, showing how this humbleness is thought to be the right Christian 

attitude, because it is found so often; some from the Nestorian Church will 

suffice. It is clearly expressed in this sentence: “It is evident that meekness 

and humility are the most excellent of all virtues which are cultivated and 

perfected by the body and soul . . . there is nothing worse than pride and 

arrogance” (Budge, B.G. ii, p. 60). A bishop governs his diocese “with all the 

humility which befits the governors of the flocks of Christ” (Budge, B.G. ii, p. 282) 

cf. also B.G. ii, p, 436 and the introductions to every seperate Life; O. Braun, 

Sjrdujdos, S. 40 IT; 88-89; 182. It is evident that though the Eastern mind tends 

to meekness and the Christians had learned it from their Lord (Mt. xi 29), 

its use had become highly traditional and lost a good deal of its power. 

Such an “apology” of a “modest old man”, full of the expressions of humility 

was usual; cf. e g. Dadisho’, in: W.S., vii, p. 76-77, and Expos, i, p. 16—x8. 

'Lire text of the addition in V. (p. 158, n. 7) is not easy to read; I do not sec 

quite what is meant here. 

Q. 1. The point of this question is shown in the differences of practice 

discussed in the next QQ,. “Metropolitans and Bishops” see besides the Hand¬ 

books Labourt, Christianismt, p. 326-329. About Isho’yabh iii and his church- 

book see the references in: ch. vi, iic. In the present (N.B.! p. 109-110) form of T. 

there arc two formularies ofaltar-consecration, one with and the other without oil, 

the former being ascribed to I. iii. The former consists of hymns, prayers 

after which the oil is put upon the altar and signed several times (Q. 3), followed 

by anointing of the altar with the oil (Q,. 6) and ending with prayers and 

hymns. The latter uses other words and misses of course the anointing, the 

altar being simply signed (cf. Badger ii, p. 349). “The former is only for 

new' churches, or for churches rebuilt, or when for some grave cause the 

church has to be rededicated. The latter, which may be performed by priests 

commissioned by a bishop, is for more ordinary occasions. Consecration 

with the Syrians is not looked on by the Syrians so much as a ‘baptism of 

the church’, a formal dedication once for all to God which may not be 

repeated, but rather as a blessing of the building” (Brownc-Maclean, p. 303) 

-Similar rites of consecration with oil are found in other departments of 

the Church, cf. P. de Puniet, D.A.C.L., s.v. Didicace des Eglises, t. iv, col. 397-398; 

but for the present purpose it is superfluous to compare them, since the 

distinction made here is typically Nestorian.-Because it is of some importance 

for the understanding of the Q.Q.., which follow in the course of this treatise, 

wc may translate here the rubric ofT., p. 1 19: “if one of the Bukhra’s should 

be left in the oven, or a Gemurtha falls from the hands of the priests in 

the altar or a beetle or any other insect falls into the mixture, or they bring 

a mixture without water or water without wine, or the foot of a child comes 

into the altarplace or the girdle is loosened in the altarplace, all these do 



not need the consecration with oil. Further if water is spilled in the allar- 

place or the chalice is spilled over the altar or a dead mouse is found in the 

chalice or a beetle or mouse cats from the Paghra or the chalice is broken 

in the altar or a thief enters the altarplace or an altar-cloth is stolen or a Bukhra 

or vessels, these (accidents) need consecration with oil.” There exists a mono¬ 

graph of J. F. Irving, The ceremonial use of oil among the Nestorians, London, 1903 

which I was unable to consult, but found quoted in: D.A.C.L., t. vi, col. 2791. 

“Not adding to or taking away from” is a typical feature of orthodoxy, cf. 

Deut. iv 2, xii 32 where the law of God is sanctioned by this command, and 

Revelation xxii 18-19 with its grave penalties for those who dare touch the 

book of the Seer. The same is said by Polycrates (2nd cent.) ap. Eusebius, Hist. 

Eccles. iv 24, 2 ed. Schwarz, i, p. 490. It is perfect, exactly like the Trinity to which 

nothing can be added or from which nothing can be taken (Babai, De Unioney 

ed. A. Vaschalde, p. 295). In Canon 12 of Athanasius, ed. Riedel-Crum, p. 24 

the text Deut. xii 32 is quoted in view of the singing of Psalms (the editors refer 

in a footnote to Athanasius, in: M.S.G. 26, col. 1437 on.the canonical Scriptures, 

Can. Laod. 59 and Gan. Basil. 97). Cf. the statement of the Byzantine Patriarch 

Photius, Epist. 13, in: M.S.G. 102, col. 754 D., that even the slightest deviation 

from the liturgical practice leads to contempt of the dogma. For the Nestorians we 

may refer to the following writers: about dogmatics, Elias of Nisibis, Beweis. S. 22, 

98 and John Bar Abgare’s Promise: “si quid in fide ecclesiae mutavero aut 

addidero aut dempsero, futurum hoc mihi esse in opprobrium” (Gismondi ii, 

p. 47-48); for the liturgy: ‘Abdisho’, Nomocanon, v 2 (cf. ad Q.. 106) about the 

Horae and cf. Q,. 122. The sentence quoted on p. 128 is in flat defiance of the 

general rule which is reflected in its wording. But the author of Expos, has clearly 

written it to save his own theory of explanation (viz. that I. iii expressed a type 

of the Kingdom of Heaven in the liturgy). Extremely important is the rule laid 

down by John Bar Abgare, in: ‘Abdisho’, Nomocanon, v 6: “Placuit spiritui 

sancto, et praecepit, ut nemo fidelis, quicumque fuerit, diaconis, aut presbyteris 

in ecclesia, et in tempore ministerii, et in eius ordinationibus, ac temporibus 

(divino cultui adsignatis) ullo pacto praecipiat, aut loquatur, aut dicat, neque scilicet 

addendo negere diminuendo in his qui divine perficiuntur." Our author reflects these 

words. In spite of these strong rules it seems as though the whole of this ritual 

was not essential, for Q,. 2 shows that some people performed it in an other 

way and our author does not rebuke them. He acknowledges that it depends 

on one’s knowledge and on those who perform it. Essential is to make the 

sign of the cross or to say the words. See p. 189 sqq. about the consecration. 

Q. 3. According to T. it is really done three times. The oil is brought 

upon the altar, p. 131, and the signings are found in the rubrics on p. 132, 133, 

134. We find here that all formularies must be treated in the same way and 

that they are to a certain extent parallel (see p. 190). The point that matters 

is the number: three. The same insisting upon this number is found in Q. 5, 

67, 90. In commenting upon the last place a reference to the Jacobite commen¬ 

taries will be included showing that they too wanted a multiple of three. 1 he 

commentators always hint to the Trinity. This reference forms I think a 

sufficient explanation of this insistence of Eastern people and Eastern rituals on 

the number three. Once the mystagogical explanation being adopted in one 
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sense or another, it is quite natural that it should influence the rite itself to 

make it more impressive and in accordance with its explanation whenever it 

did not fit properly. The symbol of the Trinity was of course directly at hand 

showing forth the essence of Christianity. Whenever the number of acts is 

about the same as has been discussed and when there are differences between 

churches it is always for dogmatical reasons that they combat one another. 

This is the primary reason. It seems to me to be quite superfluous to surmise 

here influence of ideas connected with the number three in other religions (cf. about 

the symbolical meaning of the numbers, three included: F. Cabrol, D.A.C.L., 

s.v. Nombres, t. vii, col. 1464-1469, and: W. Cruickshank, in: E.R.E.ts.v. Numbers, 

ix, p. 416-417; O. Riihle, in R.G.G. *, Tubingen, v, 1932, Sp. 2063-2068). 

Q. 4-5. The turning point of these questions lies in the number of the sig¬ 

nings which should be three. It seems to be supposed by the author that the 

signing is bound up with the "prayer of inclination**. This is called in Syriac a 

G«hanta = a prayer said in a low voice (as is always said in the rubrics). "Canon" 

is the end of those Gehanta*s which is said aloud; the various meanings of 

"Canon", see in: E.S.D.O.t p. 292 (rule; prayer; antiphonal chant), and: 

F. Cabrol, D.A.C.L., s.v. Canony t. ii, col. 1847. 

In T. the manner of signing is according to Q. 5. The sequence of the prayers 

given in 5 corresponds to T. resp. p. 141, 1. 14 (prayer ascribed to Narsai), 

the sign over himself being found p. 142, 1. 4 (mentioned twice in Q. 5); the 

placing of the vessel etc., p. 142, 1. 5; the cry of the arch-deacon, p. 142, 1. 12; 

but in T. it is found after the benediction of the priest and the sign over 

the oil, p. 142, 1. 7-8; 2nd sign, p. 142, 1. 26 (prayer)-p. 143, 1. 18; the 3rd 

one, p. 143, I. 21 (prayer)-p. 144, 1. 17; the 4th sign is p. 144, 1. 18-19. The 

places mentioned in Q. 4 are: p. 142, 1. 7; 2nd: p. 143, 1. 21-p. 144, I. 17 (this 

being the only one G'hanta, while the prayers mentioned in Q. 5 and T. are 

all such prayers); the 3rd: p. 144, 1. 18-20 (though the rubric in T. indicates 

that it should be said softly). 

The difference is of no great importance to our author; sec p. 193. This 

observation is of some moment with regard to the so called magical practices of the liturgy 

where everything must be done according to a fixed number and where the 

validity was dependent on it. The end of Q. 5 may be compared with the 

question in Q. Og sqq. That it could be used as a proof see p. 190. 

Theaddition in V. (p. 159, n. 3) not in T. That the Nestorians signed with three 

fingers is also expressly stated in the rubric p. 145 and introduced by the for¬ 

mula: "and be it known to you, o Brother that all signings of the rest must 

be signed with three fingers", (p. 000) It is well known that the number of 

the fingers was thought to express a kind of confession. The Jacobites used 

only one finger because of the one nature, and the Melchites or Byzantines 

used two fingers, cf. Elias Nisib., Deweisy S. 39; he goes on: "unsere Genossen, 

die Orientalen, fuhren fort sich wie in alter Zeit mit der ganzen Hand zu 

bekreuzen, was mit den Erfordernissen des Christentums, welches von keiner 

Vcranderung getroffen und unter keinen Widerspruch gelitten, ubereinstimmt." 

Cf. on the different manners of signing E. Fehrcnbach, D.A.C.L., s.v. Binir 

(manure de)y t. ii, col. 746-758. Three fingers is always an expression of the 

Trinity. (The reversion of V. p. 159,0.5 is clearly mistaken, cf. L.E.W., p. 29!.) 
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Q,. 6. The answer is the same as the contents of T., p. 144-146, respect, 

p. 144, 1. 25 sqq. (cf. 1. 22 sqq.); p. 145, I. 6 sqq. (though it is said here and in 

the next case that he should sign with three fingers); northern wall, 1. 12 

sqq; southern wall, 1. 15 sqq; the door-post (only in V.) 1. 18-sqq.; small altar, 

1. 22 sqq. (it is also mentioned in: Gisinondi i, p. 89; “fidelibus ex ara minori 

eucharistiam sumentibus”; but it is not clear what was its place in the sketch 

of Dom. Connolly, Expos. i, p. 196). Only the signing of the temple is not 

mentioned separately but in the concluding formula, p. 146, 1. 22. T. sup¬ 

poses signing of the Western side, inside the altarplace. It is not said in the 

rubric that the consecrator goes under the candle, but he stands “on the 

platform” (see Q. 121) p. 146, 1. 20, quite in accordance with the description 

here.-This question can only be explained, I think, by assuming that there 

existed some differences about it though they are not specified. The addi¬ 

tions in V. are merely fuller quotations. 

Q_. 7. The prayer discussed here is T., p. 143, ascribed to Bar Sauma of 

Nisibis; see: A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 108-109, and add: Wigram, Introduction, 

p. 142-171. In T. it begins with the opening words that are discussed here. Here 

again we find the parallelism in the formularies (p. 190). About ‘Abdisho’ see 

p. 86. We do not know anything about this addition (which was, it is readily 

admitted, of no great importance from the liturgical point of view) from other 

sources. It seems, however, that ‘A. attached some great weight to it since 

disobedience is punished by excommunication (cf. D.C.A., s.v; for the Nes- 

torian Church, see J. Labourt, Christianisme, p. 344; it “is still a very serious 

punishment ... It can, however, always be revoked in as much as it is a com¬ 

mand to the offender to repent’ ”, Browne-Maclean, p. 191-192. ‘A. was very 

ready in distributing this punishment’, Gismondi i, p. 90: ‘‘Excommunicationis 

poenam saepissime infiigebat”; what is done often, looses its force. 

Q,. 8-9. The 1 aQJLD translated always by “sacristan” is somebody who 

has to do with the IojLo, a word borrowed from the Greek, meaning: shell; 

it is typically Nest, to denote the Apse or Sanctuary (cf. Expos, i, p. 9°~93i 

for the archaeological material see: D.A.C.L.> s.v. Abside, t. i, col. 183-197), 

though it is sometimes found in Greek (Bingham, viii 6, 9, who refers to 

Dufresne) because it has the form of a shell. (T., p., 7, l. 21 ** L.W.E. p. 270 it 

is explained by “altar”: QjOCTI* 1^» ; this quotation shows once 

for all that “altar” has a wider meaning than of table alone; cf. Svaiaanipov, 

Ignatius, Eph. 5, 2, Trail. 7,2; hence we often translated it by: “altarplace”). 

His task is the same as that of the Skeuophulax among the Greeks (D.C.A.t s.v.). 

He had to take care of all matters required for the right preformance of the 

service and had to order the vessels at the end. The office could only be held by 

priests and deacons since only they were allowed to come everywhere in the church 

(E.S.D.O., p. 298 adds: “according to the books” without a further reference). 

It is not always certain what functionnary is meant. But from Q,. 81 it seems 

to be sure that he was generally a priest; a variant of ii 12 might be compared 

where M. has 1 a-* a. O and V. 1 1 O of whom is spoken before in the same Q.. 

and who distributes the communion which was only allowed to a priest. 
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“Sacristy”, lit.: “Deacon’s house”, see Q. 34, 44 and p. 226; L.E.W.y p. 587 

(to distinguish between Nest, and Chald. as is done by Brightman is wrong): 

“the chamber attached to the church in which the sacred vessels etc. are kept 

under the charge of the deacon”; in the Sketch of Dorn. Connolly, Expos. i, p. ig6:E. 

At the end of the service the veils are drawn, cf. L.E. W.t p. 302 (T. uses 

slightly different words). When there is no service the altarplace may not be 

entered. A young priest was once rebuked “quod altare inierit . . . quo tempore 

rninime id fert consuetudo”, viz. at night (Gismondi i, p. 107). The places 

of the laymen in the church were separated from the Sanctuary by an elevation 

i_0) with openings that were closed by veils “utquc ab oculis mor- 

talium abscondantur ea quae ibi observantur” says Expos, ii, p. 114 cf. i, p. 90-93 

(D C.A., s.v. Cancelli and Veils; L.E.W., p. 590; D.A.C.L., s.v. Cancelt t. ii, col 

1821-1831 about its aim and shape; it is the usual scheme found in the Eastern 

church since the 4th century. Pictures of such veils in C. M. Kaufmann, Handbuchy 

S. 569-571). At certain moments of the liturgy they were opened and closed 

(see e.g. T., p. 7; there are slight variations between rubrics and practice). 

Phis was specially done during the communion. Then the firmament is put 

aside and the unity of Heaven = Sanctuary and earth = church that is aimed 

at in the liturgy is realised (Expos, ii, p. 37, a usual symbolism, see e.g. Ghry- 

sostomus, in Eph. iii 5 in: L.E. W., p. 480). When the liturgy is finished this connec¬ 

tion is broken and the altar protected against defilement. This seems to be the ob¬ 

vious explanation. (See also: E. Bishop, in: Connolly, Narsai> p. 90-91). Yet 

it is highly probable that we are here on the wrong track. I believe that the 

writer has in mind altarveils proper viz. those close around the altar, L.E.W.y 

p. 590-591. For in ii 39 sqq. (quoted ad Q. 39) a sacristan is spoken of who 

stands on a ladder in the altarplace to fasten the veil and the evidence of Q. 

29-30 is conclusive by its climax. In our Q.. the sacristan may not enter the 

Sanctuary, yet to put it right again he has to reach over a long distance, 

therefore using a cane which would not be necessary if the veils of the Cancelli 

were meant; and he risks to touch the altar. 

At the end of the service follow the ablutions, cf. Q. 18. By doing this the 

priest breaks his fast after which he was not permitted to enter the altar (Can. xxvi 

and ad Q. 27). It is a clear case of collision of two precepts and of course that 

of the guarding of the altar prevailed. About touching the altar see ad Q. 10. 

Q. 10. The chalice is in all Christian liturgies composed of wine and water 

(sec ad Q_. 46 and 72-75). It is mixed before the service (L.E.W., p. 251). 

One of the two chalices which are mixed here (in view of the 2nd one: fill, 

would be a better translation) was reserved for the Eucharist. It is not clear 

for what purpose the other one was made; possibly for the ablutions (see ad 

Q.. 18). The deacon was permitted to bring the elements on the altar, at 

any rale the chalice and if there was no priest present also the bread (John Bar 

Abgarc, Qiiaeslio Eccl. x, cf. Isho’ Barnun, Q. 23 and ii 23-24 ad Q. ii). 

V. omits “deacon”; it may imply that sacristan and deacon were thought to 

be equivalents. It is not certain if it must be inferred from M. that the sacristan 

and deacon were separate persons. wOflp] Aphel of » n\.CP = to bring on high. In 

itself this does not express the thought of ottering, though it is also found in 

that meaning (Thesaurus Syriacus s.v.) and that a certain shade of it was found 
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in the word is proved by ii 17 quoted ad Q. 15 (die same is the case with the latin 

“ofTerre”, see: Lietzmann, Afesse, S. 182). We may compare John Tell., Canon :2 

(Lamy p. 72): Is something that was put on the altar by mistake, holy or can 

it serve a common end Answer: Yes, if the mysteries are performed 

over it; otherwise it may be taken away. A reference to Exod. xxix 37 may 

be useful: “it shall be an altar most holy: whatsoever toucheth the altar shall 

be holy*'; the same in: Exod. xxx 29. Cf. ii 1: a chalice with insects must be 

thrown away (cf. ad Q. 78) “because it has been placed on the sacred altar”. 

Yet it seems to be better to take the neutral sense, cf. ad Q. 15. The mixing 

was done after the example of Christ; bringing an unmixed chalice causes 

a great injury. Therefore the altar should be consecrated with oil; that dilFers 

from the rubric of T., p. 1 ig, where it is mentioned among the cases that need 

consecration without oil. Of course the Paghra is also affected and cannot 

be used any more for consecration and communion. It is distributed as a 

lAosao = blessing. For since it was separated and set upon the altar it had 

got something of consecration that should have been completed in the liturgy. 

That is the reason of the often occuring “distribution”, a word used without 

addition as a terminus technicus, not to be confused with communion. |AoklO 
= eulogia. The latter word has many shades in the ecclesiastical language, 

(D.C.A. s.v. and: D.A.C.L., s.v. Eulogie, t. v, col. 733-734; L.E.W., p. 579)* 
At the end of the early Christian times it means preferably: a particle of the 

bread from which the host is taken; but which was not consecrated, and which 

was given to some people instead of the communion. The Nestorians do not 

use this name, but Purshana, cf. p. 114, n. 2; ad Q80. Brightman gives the word 

Mecaprana and says that our word is speciallyjacobite. It may be that it has not 

such a specialized meaning; it was given together with the host (Q. 32) as an extra- 

gift. (We should notice that there does not exist a transliteration of the Greek 

Eulogia as in Coptic; does this show that the technical meaning of this word 

is from a date after the separation?) 

We may compare with this question a piece that is only preserved in V. 

(fol. 83b-84b); it may be that it was omitted in M. because the writer (or 

copyist) thought that it was sufficiently dealt with in this Q, cf. p. 69. It reads 

as follows: “Question: A priest of the church throws water into the chalice and by 

mistake he forgets to mix wine with it, and he brings the paten and the chalice 

upon the altar and completes the Qudasha. At the end of the Qudasha the deacon 

draws near and receives the Qudasha. Having tasted it (communion, L.E.W.t 

p. 298), he says to the priest: ‘this is water without wine*, and (then) the 

wretched priest remembers that he did not mix wine with it. After that the 

sacristan comes and throws pure (lit.: living = not mixed with water) wine 

into the chalice, takes a Q'tsaja from the paten, signs the chalice and offers it on 

the altar. Solution: The altar has been profaned since they brought profane water 

upon it. Question: What must be done with the Q«tsaja that has been consecrated 

together with the profane water, and with that chalice in which new wine 

was thrown in the end? Solution: It must be distributed among the people, 

and the altar must be consecrated with oil. Thus that stupid sacristan should 

have acted, instead of throwing pure wine into the chalice by which act pro¬ 

fanation was added to profanation. His behaviour was stupid in all respects. 
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Hut lie must mix equal parts of wine and water and throw the mixture into 

the chalic and give it to the people; and on the morning of the next day the 

bishop must efface the profanation of the altar**. This seems practically the 

same question; and the solution is similar. There is only one difference viz. 

that in this case consecration has taken place while in our Q. it had not yet 

been consecrated. Yet it does not remove the profanation: if the elements are not 

made according to the law, they do not become consecrated. The sacristan 

thought he could put it right by pouring wine into it at random, instead of 

the usual half and the ordinary signing by which the consecration was always 

brought about. But everything is wrong from the very beginning. Only the 

consecration of the altar can bring relief. That makes the lawful state in which 

the consecration of the Eucharist may become effective. This case is mentioned 

in the rubric of T., p. i 19 (cf. p. 196). 

These questions are important to supplement Q,. 10, since nothing was 

said there about the chalice. We may conclude from the parallel that the matter 

could not be put right by simply substituting the right elements. The whole affair 

should be built up from the beginning. In M. it is said that new Euch. Br. 

must be provided and the Leaven renewed (see Q. 58 and 84), but not how 

it should be done. According to V. it must be brought from another place, 

(see the same Q.Q.-)- The treatment of the water which is prescribed here differ^ 

from that of Q,. 75 where the same matter of bringing a chalice with water 

alone is discussed and where the connection of the sentence suggests that the 

chalice with water must be distributed together with the Eulogia. Here it must 

be preserved, though it is not said for what purpose (ablution?). 

Among the Copts, the deacon was ordered to smell whether the mixture 

was all right (Villecourt, Observances, p. 249); probably this was prescribed 

for the deacon to notice whether the mixture was not yet corrupted; but it 

bad also the effect that he could see whether it was water alone or mixture. 

Q,. 11, 12, 14. They must be treated together since they deal with the 

same matter, viz. the dropping of one of the Eucharistic elements, the wine. 

The bread is spoken of in Q. 13, 41, 56 and 61. Both during the preparation 

and the communion something might easily be dropped and admonitions 

to make the administrance careful are very old. See p. 234 Generally the point 

is there that the elements are injured in some way while here the effect upon 

the altar is considered. Therefore fio difference is made between “consecrated” 

and “unconsecrated”. First the unconsecrated wine is dealt with. In various 

places this spilling of the wine is treated. In Canon 100 of Basilius (Riedel, 

S. 278) the priest is advised not to fill the chalice “bis zum Rande . . . damit 

nichts auf den Boden verschiitet wird”. Gabriel Ibn Tarikh, Can. ii (ed. O. H. E. 

Burinester, in: Le Musfon, 1933, p. 52) says: “he who has not reached his majority 

shall not carry the chalice, lest some of it be spilled, and this is a great sin; but 

lie shall carry it who has the ability to take care of it”. The point in question 

is not: what must be done with the wine, as in John Tell., Can. vi (Lamy, p. 66) 

and James Edess., Can. 32 (Kayser, S. 21-22; text, S. 1), but with the altar. 

Isho’Barnun, ad Afacarium speaks about spilling in every place in general 

terms: Q. 23: What must be done if it occurs to a deacon carrying the chalice 

that something of the blood is shed on the earth? Solution: The place must be 
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washed with water. This water must be used to cover the wall of the altar 

or to be a Henana for the true believers who must necessarily receive the com¬ 

munion together with it in the church.” (It must be concluded that it was wine 

from the chalice which the deacon carried to communicate; otherwise it was 

forbidden that water should touch the altar; for covering the walls see ii i 

ad Q. 78; Henana see p. 132, n. 2). Here the matter is pursued with the unconse 

crated wine. Q. 11 is referred to in ii 19 (ad Q. 59). The meaning is perfectly clear. 

It is spilled in the prothesis. According to Q.. 15 the consecration takes place 

at the Epiclesis. The altar was covered with a number of vestments and various 

vessels used during the service, specially the paten was placed upon it (cf. 

L.O.O., p. 51-62 and T., p. 146). These objects prevented the altar itself of 

becoming touched and thereby desecrated. If the stones of the altar are reached, 

consecration with oil is necessary, see also the rubric T., p. 119. 

In ii 23-24 the same question is put in a different form. There the author does 

not seem to be so sure. He gives an other solution and finishes by expressing 

his doubt. The text reads as follows: “Question: A deacon of very good reputation' 

in our country who was in a'town in the neighbourhood said to me: ‘I saw a 

priest and a deacon bringing the paten and the chalice on the altar at the time 

of the mass* and the contents of the chalice were spilled over the altar and 

the altar with all its vessels and vestments was drowned by the mixture of the 

chalice. They went to tell the bishop about it.» He answered them that the 

altar was not injured by it. What is your opinion about this fact? Answer: 

The priest must judge as his eyes saw it.* By the word of his mouth the altar 

becomes consecrated and by his words it loses its consecration.5 Question: The 

bishop has authority over his diocese, cathedral and residence.6 But if to us 

happens something like this, what ought we to do?7 Answer: I do not know it 

from a bishop, but I only tell what I have seen. It was in the days of Mar 

George, Metropolitan of Mosul,8 while I was a deacon, on the Wednesday 

of the Fast of the Ninevitcs? and at the moment of the Offertory I took the 

chalice and the priest took the paten. After I had taken it, the contents of the 

chalice were poured from my hands over the altar. The altar with all its vessels 

and vestments was drowned by that mixture. The parish-priest went out to 

tell it to His Holiness (the bishop) and he ordered to carry out the altar and 

its vessels. They brought in other vessels and vestments and endued that altar 

and they brought a consecrated wooden altar10 and placed it on the large 

altar. The bishop celebrated the Eucharist according to the liturgy of the Holy 

Mar Nestorius*1 and distributed the Euch. bread to the believers. In the morning 

of the next day11 the bishop came back and consecrated the altar. So we have 

seen it with our eyes. But if somebody says something else, we shall not quarrel 

with him.” We find here a supplement of what is discussed in Q. 11. From 

(l) See ad Q. 84. (2) L.E. W., p. 267; cf. ad Q. 10. (3) It seems as if it did not occur very often. (4) The 

iniwer of the bishop suggests that nothing had happened to the altar. Y et the point is uncertain, as it is written 

that everything was drowned. It would be quite probable that the altar was actually profaned. It can only be 

decided by the priest who assisted. (3) Cf. ad Q. a. (6) Lit.: "Country, church, town” (V. reads instead of 

the last word: "Altar”). (7) Does this clause imply that the questioner was a monk who did not live under the 

jurisdiction of a bishop? (8) See p. 74-75. (9) The date of this Fast was not hard since it was held 70 days before 

Eastern, E.S.D.O., p. 368 and note, and A. Baunutark, Ftslbrtvur, S. 191 — 194; it seems to be a Mesopo tamian 

speciality, but it is also found in the Ethiopicchurch, (to) CS.Canon i and Iaho’Bamun, md Itoat Q. 9 (quoted 

ad Q 29-30). (11) See p. 39, n. 3 for the dates on which it should be said. (12) The conseoration takes always 

place at this time; probably because it was a new day and a fresh situation (cf. Q. 74)• 
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this quotation we can induce that our author starts from the method in which 

George of Arbela had solved tHis difficulty though he did not consider it obli¬ 

gatory. 

Q. 12 does not state clearly at what moment the chalice was shed and there¬ 

fore it is not known whether it was consecrated or unconsecrated wine. No 

similar questions besides that of Isho’Barnun are known to me from the 

Nestorian church. Among the Jacobites Bar Hebraeus, Nomocanon, vi 4 brings 

several Canons prescribing the treatment if consecrated wine was spilled 

fat any rate this interpretation is suggested by its connection and by the similar 

decision, of John Tell., Can. 6 (Lamy, p. 66) who orders that coals of fire should 

be laid in that place). Very interesting in this respect is the response of James 

Edess. who tells us that there was a double practice about this point: some 

people throw water in that place while others lay glowing coals on it; the 

former do it to cover the place, the latter to purify it; “jedoch weder diese 

noch jene konnen jenen heiligen Tropfen von dem Orte entfernen. Dcnn 

dire Absicht ist die, dass er nicht mit Fussen getreten wird.” Therefore James 

advises to scrape ofT that place with a knife and to throw away or to burn 

these scrapings. If that cannot be done, the practices mentioned before are 

allowed. He docs not think it to be of great importance since the power of the 

consecrated elements is not attached to the earth but to the hearts of the faithful 

{Can. 32, Kayscr, text S. 1, tr., S. 21-22; it is not found in Lamy’s text as it fails 

m the Paris Ms.). Rabbula ordered what was rejected by James whose directions 

are taken over by Bar Hebraeus. It is not superfluous to notice that burning 

holy things wa:. an atrocity to our author ii 15, ad Q. 78). The Nestorians seem 

to have followed the first practice. They run the risk that the altar will be 

affected, e.g. by the flowing away of water. This can be prevented by using 

a sponge. This article is found in all Eastern rites and is used to wash the chalice 

and the paten (D.C.A. s.v. sponge, D.A.C.L., s.v. Eponge, t. v, col. 344 and L.O.O.> 

p. 58. Of course it was also holy. John Tell., Can. 15 [Lamy, p. 74] ordered that 

if a sponge could not be used any more it should be burnt lest it may be despised.) 

Even in this case one should be careful not to transgress the Canon. For it 

was prescribed that the altar should never be washed when it had once been estab¬ 

lished (Canon ii). 

Q. 14. Belongs to Q.. 11 dealing with the other possibility. Its principle is 

a logical one, but is never expressed so plainly. Some people however thought 

that in such a case the altar did need signing. The author did not want to 

quarrel with them but he did not think it necessary, if only care was displayed 

tii V. 25, quoted ad Q. 16). 

Q. 13. For the Eucharistic bread the same measures are applied as for the 

wine in Q. 12. Basilius, Can. 99 (Riedel, S. 277) impresses on the priest to take 

care that nothing should fall upon the earth during the fraction (Copt.). Cf. 

below Q. 40-41, 61. 

Q.. 15. This is analogous to Q. 10. Olive-oil was necessary for preparing 

ihe dough (cf. ad Q. 53) and for the lamps {Can. xii). It is not easy to see why 

the sacristan could make this mistake since the smell and the nature of these 
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two liquids were so different. At any rate there was a mistake. 1 he literal 

translation was: “and the Descent was called” and in Q.. 19 ^ b styled: 

“the calling of the Spirit”, a common name for the Epiclesis among Jac. and 

Nest. In Expos, ii, p. 60 (text) )A»»SO is also used absolutely. Another name was 

1 10jO from the first words of the prayer: “and may there come, o 

my Lord” (L.E.W., p. 287) in which the Descent of the Spirit is prayed 

for. “The moment of signing” is that part of the liturgy in which the priest 

breaks the host and signs the chalice with it reciting several prayers, and then 

he signs the bread with the chalice in saying a special formula {L.E.W., p- 

289-293; L.O.C.y ii, p. 587-589 is much shorter). The “administration” seems 

to be another name for the communion. Some attention must be paid to the 

variant in V, though it seems to me that this text does not fit in with the follow¬ 

ing sentences. The answer does not agree quite with the Q. so far as the former 

part is concerned. It is a habit of the teacher to give an answer which contains 

more than a simple answer of the question. 
It is here the place to enter into a discussion: what is the moment of con¬ 

secration? In our Q. the Epiclesis forms a clear division between one state of the 

Elements (viz. unconsecrated) and another (viz. consecrated). This prayer 

is one of the most central points of liturgical investigation. It turns about the 

points: at what date this prayer was introduced (historical); why it does not 

take such a prominent place in the Western formulary (when it is found there) 

as in the Eastern liturgies (liturgical) and what was its effect (dogmatical). 

The debate has been very sharp since it was one of the points of difference 

between Eastern and Western Christianity; see: F. Cabrol, D.A.C.L., s.v. EpicUse, 

t. v, col. 142-184 (very important); F. Heiler, Urkirche und OstMirche, S. 256- 

262; Hanssens ii, p. 454-463. What consecrates the elements: the words of the 

Institution or the Epiclesis? It is well-known that the former answer was given 

by the Western church while the Eastern church ascribed the effect to both 

while stressing the latter (cf. the fact that in most liturgies they are found 

both together; it is clearly expressed by ‘Abdisho*, Pearl iv 5: “The form He 

conveys through His life-giving word, and by the descent of the Holy Ghost .) 

But from the expositions of the liturgy it is obvious that they ascribed this 

power to the Epiclesis since they pass over the words of the Institution while 

they have much to say about the E. The questions referred to above arc very 

complicated, but need not be answered here (cf. E. Bishop, The Moment of 

Consecration, in: Connolly, Narsai, p. 126-163; and: Lietzmann, Afesse, S. 68-81). 

The Nest, church shared the general conception of the completion of the con¬ 

secration by the Epiclesis, cf. M. Jugie, Theol. dogm., v. p. 308-316 (who tries 

to weaken this statement as far as possible, and to bring it into agreement with 

that of the Roman Catholic Church.) They even omitted the words of Institution 

in the Mss. of ‘Addai’ (p. 56) though it is said there in practice; at any rate 

they are found in the 2 others). All the Mystagogies pass over these words 

while it is emphasized that the Spirit brings about the change (Theodore 

Mops., W.S., vi, p. 111, 113, cf. p. 103-104; Narsai, tr. Connolly, p. 20-21; 

Expos, ii, p. 56; Timotheus ii, Ming. Syr. 13, fol. 129a). 
Yet there existed at the time of our treatise another point of difference with 

regard to the consecration, ii 17 discussed the question whether it is right 

to bring back the wine into the chalice, if the contents of the chalice had been 
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shed over the Paten with the Bukhra, as some very learned teachers permitted. 

T he answer is as follows: “some people think that when the Paten and Chalice 

are brought upon the altar, they are immediately consecrated from the mere 

fact (hat they have been placed on the altar and become Paghra and D«ma. 

But others say that only at the moment when the power of the Spirit comes 

down on the elements, and the D«ma has been signed with the Paghra and 

the Paghra with the D«ma they are signed and completed and have become 

Paghra and D'ma.” Parallel points are mentioned ad Q. 10. The latter view 

is the only right one according to our author who sticks to the traditional 

opinion. Yet it is interesting to find this former view. Already at the Prothesis 

and L.E.W.y p. 267 the elements are styled: Body and Blood. It is not par¬ 

ticularly Nest., but is also found elsewhere (see: Lietzmann, Afesst, S. 190 ff; 

and: L.O.C.y i, p. 171). It shows once more that the words of Institution were 

not thought of in this connection, and that the exact dogmatical definition 

of this point was not yet given. We may insert here also a piece that has been 

preserved only by V. (fol. Oi). It mentions once more the case that bread 

and wine are mixed by accident, and it is asked whether anything is injured 

if it happens before the signing of the elements. The answer is sufficiently clear: 

“no consecration is completed before the Epiclesis, but through the Epiclesis 

it is consecrated. If the chalice is shed after the Epiclesis the altar is not injured 0 

and the signing after the Epiclesis is only a supplement of the consecration” 

(cf. B.O.f iii 1, p. 246 and Q. ig, Q_. 89). Here another possibility is offered 

viz. that only at the signing (L.E.W.y p. 291) the effect which is required is 

brought about. But our writer considers it only as an addition; his view of 

the moment of consecration is very definite. It is also shown here. If it is noticed 

before the Epiclesis the same must be done as in Q.. 10; what is said there about 

the renewal of the bread is undoubtedly supposed here though it is not ex¬ 

pressed; after that the service can go on. About the ingredients of the bread 

see ad Q,. 53. The treatment is different if the Epiclesis has been said, for then 

something has happened. A single formula is said over the renewed chalice, 

which is not the same as the ordinary one: “the precious Blood is signed with 

the lifegiving Body of our Lord Jesus Christ etc.” (L.E.W.y p. 291). Of course, 

the normal form cannot be used. But to this word of consecration applies what 

is said Q. ii 23: “by the word of the priest it is consecrated”, cf. Q. 2. After 

that the mysteries are ended by communion. The wrong chalice that came 

in touch with the Holy must be reserved for the holy use. It seems as though 

it was a valid Eucharist. Yet the altar is injured and needs consecration. 

Q. t6. The word “Treasury” is rarely met with; in our treatise cf. Q.. 49 

and ii 4: dealing with the signing of chalices where it is allowed by lack of a 

consecrated chalice to sign “the chalice with the particle of the Paghra, the 

Treasury” (the last words are omitted in V.). It seems as though this name 

is only found among the Nestorians (it is not found in the index of L.E.W.y 

nor anywhere else; the example given by Payne Smith, Dictionaryy s.v. is a 

Nestorian quotation that will be cited afterwards. The first place where it 

occurs as far as I know, is in the letter of Isho’yabh i to James of Darai, Canon 3, 

in: O. Braun, Synhadosy S. 243: he describes the way in which a priest should 

receive the communion, if only a deacon is present. He must act in the same 
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way, if no deacon is present, but "wenn der Schatz dcr Eucharistic vorhanden 

ist”. "Illis word is used without any further explanation; this fact shows that 

it wras not an invention of I., but already existing (it may be that the hymns 

of Ephraem contain some help to detect the origin of this word). In Isho’Barnun, 

ad Isaac Q. i it is asked whether the treasury may remain on the altar overnight. 

The answer is to the negative for various reasons (parallel with the Paschal Lamb 

Ex. xii, and the Manna Ex. xvi); only one exception is made, viz. if there is left 

more than may be taken at the Ablutions (cf. ad Q. 18); this is on account of the 

weakness of our nature. If neglectful people leave it for many days they must be 

punished. A similar, though shorter Q. is found in the same author’s adMacarium. 

But there the word “Treasury” is not found; he uses “Holy Paghra of Christ”. 

The same regulation about the Treasury is given in Can. xiv in slightly different 

words. It is said there that it was prohibited in the law of Moses (Ex. xii to, 

Lev. vii 15; the parallel with the Paschal Lamb is a very favourite one among 

the Eastern Christians, cf. for the Copts, Riedel, S. 276, Villecourt, Observances, 

p. 208). It is not difficult to decide what Treasury means here. Isho’Barnun 

uses as a synonym: Qudasha ahd Mysteries, and he and Can.: Paghra. It should 

be observed that it is always used of the Paghra that was left. This may also 

account for its special name (we should also compare the addressing of the 

Lord as “Celestial Treasury”, in the hymns Q. 7). These regulations repeated 

on various occasions, cf. very severely Q. 37, are directed against the old Christian 

use of the reservation of the Sacrament (D.C.A., s.v. Reservation; W. H. Freestone, 

The Sacrament reserved, Alcuin Club Collections xxi, 1917, (which I did not 

consult). Originally the laymen had taken the communion home and preserved 

it for private communion (see ad Q. 51, which was strictly forbidden, because 

it gave rise to various abuses, e.g. as a charm Jac. Edess., Can. 9 and Kayser, S. 

94-95). At an early date it was already condemned by Origenes, in Lev. v 

in: M.S.G., xii, col. 459 saying that Christ did not allow the Euch. Bread to be 

left till the next day. Later on this preservation was definitely forbidden, but 

practised still by the clerks and monks. In the churches it was preserved for the 

communion of the Missa Praesanctificatorum (cf. D.C.A., s.v. Presanctified, and: 

Hanssens, ii, p. 86-110, xix and iii, p. 546-556), consecration of altars, communion 

of the sick. But those practices do not seem to have occurred in the Nestorian 

church; for the communion of the sick see ad Q. 51; Expos, i, p. 52: “Mysteria 

plena, id est cum consecratione non conficiuntur”, cf. also ii, p. 67, do not deal 

with a “missa Praesanctificatorum”; “mysteria” means here: “liturgy” and not: 

“the sacrament”; for the consecration of the altar see before. The Nestorian 

Canonlaw prescribed to “order” the elements directly after the service (Q. s8). 

If this were impossible, the Bread might be left upon the altar under the light 

of a candle and should be carefully guarded; the guarding priest was not 

allowed to eat, to drink or to sleep (Synodicon Arab.t fol 80b). In plain words it 

was interdicted by Timothy i (E. Sachau, Syrische Rechtsbiicher, ii, S. 70-71): 

“Q,. xvii: Is it right to leave the Qudasha on the altar till the next day? Solution: 

It is in no wise right to leave it. It must be taken on the day itself. For it was 

not allowed to leave anything from the Manna or from the Paschal Lamb 

which were types of the Body of our Lord. The fact that the Manna was reserved 

for the Sabbath, is a Mystery in a type like this: that we cannot draw near 

to God, neither in this world the type of which is the Sabbath eve, nor in the 
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world to come, the type of which is the Sabbath, except by the manhood of 

Christ who is the Mediator between God and men.*’ I do not know whether 

(his was formulated by him for the first time. At any rate it is sure that it was 

repealed at several occasions by his successor Isho’Barnun (see before; in the 

letler ad Macarium he states that many teachers do not allow it at all, but that 

some permit it in emergencies up till three days; he himself adhered to the 

former point of view, cf. Ming. Syr. 586, fob 439b, Q. 55: “Is it allowed to 

leave the Qudasha on the altar for three days? Solution: That is absolutely not 

permitted”). The arguments given by Timothy ii are very curious. He says 

that it was ordered by the Fathers that the priest must do his service standing 

before the altar as long as Eucharist was upon it (cf. the Arabic Synodicon before 

and Can. xxii afterwards); but they understood that the priest could not do 

so night and day and therefore they ordered that nothing should remain (this 

is rxactcly the opposite view of that given in Can. xxii and ii 29). His other 

explanation is that it is a type of Christ depicted in the O.T., referring again 

to Paschal Lamb and Manna that became spoilt if they were left. Therefore 

he repeats the commandment that is only broken by some daring people (Ming. 

Syr. 13, fol. 135a-136a). Besides these Nestorian canons we draw attention 

to Pscudo-Nicaea, Canon xix, in: Mansi, Conciliorum nova collectio, ii, col. 1029- 

1030: “Quoties hunt commemorationcs in ecclesiis, monastcriis ct martyrum 

aedibus et aliquid cucharistiae residuum fucrit, eo honorentur sacerdotes in 

scquenlis diei mane, antequam communiat: si autem residuum multum fuerit, 

partiuntur illud inter se, et unusquisque suam sumat portionem unica tantum 

vice per modum unius boli, sive parva sit ilia sive magna, nec iterum aut tertio 

id liat.”-The origin of this rule is unknown; it is not quite the same as those 

we have met before; but it offers a parallel since it does not allow that Euch. 

Bread remains during another service. Cf. Athanasius, Canon 78, ed. Riedel-Crum, 

p. 48-49: “And concerning the holy Mysteries, the body of Christ and His 

blood, they shall not let aught thereof remain over from evening to the morning, 

but shall do with it whatsoever they will. The holy altar having been prepared 

and so long as the holy Mysteries are thereon, ere he hath raised it up (ivayqmv), 

the readers shall not be silent before it ... . And because it is His body and 

blood, so shall they not leave praising Him until the time when the place is 

cleansed”, and Timotheus Alex., Q.. 16 (2ndseries), in: Pitra, Monumenla, i, p.641. 

It will be seen from these examples that the later Nestorian Canonists em¬ 

phasized this point and did not know anything of a permission to reserve the 

bread. We must reconstruct the history in the following way. It was not allowed 

to end the service if anything of the Eucharist was left; this was hard in practice. 

Then the priests were allowed to take at the Ablutions more than usual. This 

commandment should not be contravened although it was rather difficult, 

see Q. 49. The case provided for in Can. xxii: “. . . if by urgent circumstances 

or without the will of the priest the urgent case arises in which the Holy Sacra¬ 

ment is kept overnight on the altar, because there is nobody to order it, let 

him do one of the two following things with the sacrament: if a believer, male 

or female, is found let them order among themselves the chalice, and this must 

be reckoned as the two elements of the sacrament, when the priest knows 

that this remained from the communion of the sacrament. He should order 

the chalice only; for he should never order all the Eucharistic bread. Because 
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of its abundance the Eucharistic bread may stay over night on the altar, if 

sufficient care is displayed towards it through the burning of the lamps and 

the service of the night. But if it happens that there are no persons who can 

order the two elements of the sacrament, the man who is in charge of them 

shall stand on his feet, till the moment they order it, be it night or day; and 

he should never leave this service without a substitute.” This canon explaining 

what is meant by the information that he "guards it with great care” is also 

reproduced in ii 29.' In ii 33 we have a case of a priest who forgot his duty 

for he placed the Paghra in the House of the Treasury (see below). Those 

priests who broke these rules were heavily punished (see ad Q. 69) and this 

shows that great weight was attached to it. The reason of it was that one was 

anxious that the elements should become corrupted; as is apparent from the 

parallel with the Lamb and the Manna. It can also be seen from the rebuke 

of Elias Nisib. to the other Christian churches (Beweis, S. 99): "sic bewahren 

es (die Eucharistic) cine lange Zeit auf, und setzten es den Mottcn, den Wurmern, 

der F&ulniss, den M&usen and andcrcr Verderbnis aus; also strafen sic das 

Wort der Schrift Ltigc, wenn sic sagt: keine Anderung und kein Verwcsung 

soli sein Lcib treflen (Act. ii 27, 31 ).** He is right in saying that it was not 

practised by the others. The Jacobites did not know it, cf. John Tell., in: Bar 

Hebraeus, Nomocanon, iv 1: "si superest ex margaritis, custodiantur caute, 

et aliis diebus dentur” (this being the practice allowed by the Nestorians in 

urgent cases!), and James Edess. (Ibidem) went even further in saying: "xatam, 

quae superest, possunt sacerdotes vendcre, verum sacerdotibus sociis suis.” 

We surmise that in this case too the Nestorian practice had become stricter 

in course of time and that the allowance made for urgent cases was really the 

more ancient practice. We suppose that this stricter rule was made sometime 

in the middle of the 8th century. For there we find for the first time this Canon 

directed against reservation. It is not improbable that one might challenge 

our statement that the Nestorians did not know the reservation by pointing 

to a sentence of P. Bedjan (Isaac Ninevita De Perfectione Religiosa, Leipzig, 1907, 

p. xvii): "Ce qui prouve P usage de la Ste. Reserve.” The emphasis with which 

this point is underlined by drawing attention to it in the preface, proves suffi¬ 

ciently that this place was also a pecularity for this connoisseur of the Nest. 

Literature. The place he referred to was found in what seems to him a letter 

of Isaac that he published in an incomplete form, but was reedited completely 

by Dr. Mingana as a word of Dadisho’ (end of the 7th cent., cf. A. Baumstark, 

L.G., S. 226-227). There we read (W.S. vii, p. 90) that a recluse was advised 

not to go to communion until the end of his solitude of the 7 weeks. “If, how¬ 

ever, you converse with others, and thus do not live in complete solitude, go 

out of your cell on the night of Saturday, a little before the bell of the Night 

Service, and receive the Communion from the Sacrament that has been 

consecrated on Friday.” It proves that in monks’ circles the sacraments were 

reserved from Friday on which mass was said, to Saturday. But this is not so 

amazing since the Nestorians did not consecrate on Saturday, as is stated by 

Elias Nisib., Beweis, S. iio-lii; he objects to the Greeks that they do so and 

(l) Cf. Elias Nisib., fltuxn, S. 09: *'Zur Fastenzeit heiligen sie die Elemente am Sonntag fur die game 

Woche, und nehmen dann jeden Tag davon, was sie brauchen; die heiligen Can ones verbieten solchet; 

das Abendmahl soli kein einziges Mai Ubernacht aufbewahrt werden.” 
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continues: “Es ist aber bekannt, was das Abendmahl an diesem Tag besonders 

nnwerth marht; zunachst das wir die jiidische Sitte verwerfen und die Juden 

nur am Sabbat in ihre Kirchen gehen . . . ferner noch das Abendmahl ist 

der Leib dcs Herrn und cs ist bekannt, dass er am Samstag im Grab und bci 

den Todten war. Daher muss man fur die Fcier dcs Abendmahls dem ersten 

besten Tag in der Woche den Vorzug vor dem Samstag geben, es sei denn 

dass ein Festtag darauf falle, an dem das Ausbleiben dcs Abendmahls unstatthaft 

ware”; and cf. the special case quoted ad Q. 50. It might be explained to 

the Nestorian mind by referring to the fact that it was expressly stated in 

Scripture that Manna should be taken on Friday for 2 dap. And Dadisho’ 

lived before the time of the rules against the reservation. 

At this place we should also mention a formulary published by Mr. H. W. 

Codrington in 1904 which seems to be inconsistent with our conclusion, as it 

is called an East Syrian Liturgy of the Presanctified (H. W. Codrington, The 

Syrian Liturgies of the Presanctified iii, East Syrian or Persian, in: J.Th.St., 1904, 

p. 535-545). It will be useful to give a summary of this article. Mr. C. found 

this rite which is now obsolete, in two MSS, viz. Cambridge Add. 1988 (A.D. 

1559 ) *n which Israel, bishop of Kashkar (t A.D. 877,) is called the author, 

and British Museum Add. 7181 (A.D. 1570) under the name of'Abdisho’ 

of Elam (13th cent). The former MS. is more detailed. „The rite is con-o 

structed in the same manner as the Jacobite Presanctified, from which the 

idea may have been borrowed by the Ncstorians of the plains, and is adapted 

to the normal Persian liturgy.” Its use is obscure, because the Ncstorians 

rejected the reservation (Mr. C. quotes: Elias Nisib.; our Q. 49; Can. xix). But 
• 

Isho’Barnun allowed it to remain for three dap (but see before). “The present 

rite would therefore seem to provide for the contingency of the Body alone 

remaining.” He finds a difficulty in the rubric: “when the Treasure remains 

in the night in which the Holy Thing is baked,” as it could be consumed at 

the celebration of the Mass which follows the baking. The text and its trans¬ 

lation will be found on p. 538-545.-Prof. Hanssens ii, p. 91 accepted the con¬ 

clusion of Mr. C. though with some hesitation (cf. iii, p. 556 and p. 627). The 

article summarized before seems to have escaped the attention of Prof. Baumstark. 

He mentions only the Cambr. MS. and dates (L.G., S. 334) this Israel “spatestens 

in der ersten Hiilfte des 16. Jhrh.” and credits him with other liturgical activities. 

This formulary is called: “ein Formular zur Konsekration des Kclches ausser- 

halb der Messe” and Ak. 6 adds: “So und nicht ‘der Prasanktifikaten-Liturgie’ 

wird zu sagen sein, da cine solche im technischen Wortsinne dem nestorianischen 

Ritus fremd ist.” 

Whose opinion is the right one? Baumstark’s dating is based upon the year 

of the MS he knows, but is rather vague. On p. 81 a liturgical authority, called 

Israel was mentioned (n.b. “the learned”, in n. 4). I do not see any reason 

why we should not assign the making of the formulaiy under discussion, to the 

later half of the 10th cent, as the rubric supposes the canons given before and 

this time showed a great liturgical activity. It is even mote important to answer 

the question whether it is a “Missa Pracsanctificatorum”; it will be good 

to copy the rubrics at the beginning. “The order of the signing of the Chalice 

or of the Treasure, that is, when the Treasure remains in the night, in which 

the Qudasha i* baked; ordered by Mar Israel the sharp of wit, bishop of 
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Kashkar. First it is not right that the Treasure should stay the night, except 

from necessity; and when it happens to stay the night, let there not be therein 

anything that is kneaded at all, except the true bukhre, or perisatha; (but 

let not the chalice stay the night in any way) a light not departing lrom 

before it.” It appears that the Qudasha remained in a special vessel. Next 

follow the prayers etc.-Everything in the rubric fits in very well with the 

evidence we have collected ad Q_. 16 and 18. This formulary was not per¬ 

formed as an ordinary ritual such as the Greek Praesanctified, L.E.W., 

p. 345-352, but only in case of emergency, viz. when there were not a suffi¬ 

cient number of people to “order” and the quantity of Bread too large. Ifie 

difficulty which Codrington found here is quite easy to solve as “it is not right 

that two Kings should sit on one throne”. It is not a “missa pracsanctificatorum” 

as Baumstark already observed, but the sequence of the “ordering” in the 

morning of the next day (why ‘Abdisho* is mentioned in the other MS., I do 
1 

not see. A. Baumstark, L.G. does not mention him). 

The teaching of the Nest, about this point is clear though it is not always 

the same from the beginning; among the Jacobites there was none such pro¬ 

hibition. They order that the priests must take care that the bread grow mouldy 

and that the chalice must be cleaned to prevent the wine becoming sour 

while it is supposed that the bread is always left (James Edess., Can. 16 and ap. 

Bar Hcbraeus, Nomocanon, iv 2-8, quoted by Kayser, S. 41, cf. Lamy, p. 216-218 

"De asservatione euch.”). I have not found any changes mentioned. But that 

does not imply that they did not exist. At any rate this was the teaching of the 

leading Nomocanonists. And it differs from the Copts who strangely enough 

seem to have points of contact with the Nest. They also refer to the Paschal 

Lamb: “Et pareillement, nous, nous mangeons le vrai agneau Pascal, le corps 

et le sang de notre Signcur J£sus Christ qui a etc immolc & cause de nous, et 

nous n’en r<fservons rien jusqu’au second jour.” One pointed also to the example 

of the Lord (Villecourt, Observances, p. 208; an exception in the week of the 

Passion; what had been consecrated on Palm-Sunday might be distributed 

on Tuesday, sec: L. Villecourt, La Letlre de Macaire, in: Le MusSon, 1923, p. 41). 

In the same way it was strongly impressed upon the clerks not to leave anything 

till the next day cf. L.O.C., i, p. 273, and: “Statutes of the Apostles” (tr. 

G. Horner, London, 1904, p. 201, 277, 344-345); the Arabic text reads as 

follows: “And the little (pieces) which remain over let the deacons take care 

of, lest any should be left of the Oblation, and let the priests take great care 

that there should not be much left”. 
The Greeks do not know this reservation; they have a large host consecrated 

on Maundy Thursday from which pieces are taken during the year (Salavillc, 

Les liturgies Orientates, p. 138-139; D.C.A., s.v. Dove). Special measures are 

not found. We have reproduced the evidence because the Nest, have a develop¬ 

ment of their own about this point and because it show's that the statement 

of Mgr. Rahmani (L.O.O., p. 61-62), “tous les ancients documents attestent 

que les syriens, les grecs, et les copts conservaient le saint sacrement”, based 

totally upon Jacobite evidence needs some rectification. 
It has already been indicated how this Treasury should be guarded (cf. 

also ii 34). It was laid in the Beth-Gazza. According to Payne Smith (Dictionary, 

s.v.) it means: "a recess in the north wall of the Sanctuary”, an explanation 
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given by Dean Maclean (E.S.D.O., p. 294 and: L.E.W., p. 590, referri ig to 

p. 2G2 where it is said that the priest places the Paten in the Treasury until 

the cat uzutha is finished). It is not said on what evidence this explanation is based. 

The term is not found anywhere else. Certainly, the name Gazophylacium is 

found (cf. D.C.A., s.v.), being a “storehouse attached to a church, for the recep¬ 

tion of the offerings of the faithful, made either in bread and wine, or in money 

for the service of the altar.” It is clear that in this connection it is used in a 

different sense. Nevertheless it may be that after the time in which the offerings 

of the people fell into disuse, the name was retained and attached to another 

place. On the other hand it may be a simple derivation from the word Treasury 

in its special use as has been discussed before. For the moment we must leave 

this matter open. I suppose that the translation given before goes back to the 

practice as seen by Dean Maclean among the Nest, at the end of last century. 

The word is also used in the rubrics of the “Consecration of the altar with oil** 

of I. iii: “And if there is a small altar, that is to say a Beth-Gazza etc.” (T., p. 135). 

Unfortunately it is not clear what is the precise relation between the “big” and 

“small” altar. (Cf. ad Q. 6. Several altars in the church arc also mentioned in 

Can. xii and Q. 17.) Phis gives a meaning somewhat different from that of 

Maclean. I do not know what must be chosen here. 

The Eucharist was held “on festivals and memorials and Sundays and Fridays, 

except Good Friday”, T., p. 150. (Cf. also Expos, i, p. 107). The practice in 

the ancient church varied in different countries; many people held daiiy com¬ 

munion which is also implied in: Babai, De Union* (ed. Vaschalde, p. 284), 

see: D.C.A., s.v. Communion, and: D.A.C.L., s.v. Communion quotidienne, t. iii, col. 

2457-2462. On the memorials some prayers were different from those that 

were usually said, see notes in L.E.W. LltJI>0* is the yearly memorial service 

for the saints (‘Abdisho’, Nomocanon, v. 12). For the service of “consolation”, 

cf. Browne-Maclean, p. 287: “For the second and third day (after the funeral) 

services of ‘consolation’ for the mourners are appointed; and on other days 

also ‘memorials’ are very commonly made of the dead. The Holy Communion 

is celebrated, alms are offered by the relatives”; formerly it was held on other 

days. As “memorial” and “consolation” are distinguished here, I have adopted 

this interpretation. But in Expos, ii, p# 137 (text: p. 152) is used of the 

“consolation” too (cf. the question: “Quare tertia die, non secunda, commemo- 

rationem faciunt? et quare itcrum die septima, nee non quinta decima, ct in 

ftnc mensis?”). 

“King” cf. the quotation from Can. ix ad Q. 52; it proves that it was spe¬ 

cially used in connection with the Holy Leaven. The simile of Abraham b. 

Liplich, Expos, ii, p. 162 shows that it laid at hand to use it in connection with the 

host. Later on it got a pregnant meaning (cf. ad Q. 52-but not here.) “Throne” 

as a name for the altar is also found in the Byzantine writings (L.E.W., p. 569 

and cf. ad Q. too) but Suicerus, Thesaurus Ecclesiasticus, and: Sophocles, Greek 

lexicon oj the Roman and Byzantine Periods, Cambridge (Mass), 1914, s.v. do not 

mention it. The Syriac Jacobites and Nestorians have it both (see also: L.O.C., 

ii, p. 52. It is a common Ncstorian name-Diettrich, Taujlit., S. 31, 77). In our 

treatise it is found Q. 104: LkJXdoO; T. uses the word «JDCUO iZ. Brightman thought 

the name had been derived from Isa. vi which had a considerable influence upon 
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Mystagogy; Renaudot pointed out that it was called so because Body and Blood 

were placed upon it. It is not clear at what time the name arose nor from what 

place it was borrowed. The agreement between the great Christian communities 

points to a time before the separation and from Antioch(?). In: Expos, ii, p. 62 

the altar is called the mystery of the “throne” of Christ; and altar is here clearly 

distinguished from the Apse (not: = “altarplace”). This makes Dean Maclean’s 

explanation of the word: Beth-Gazza less probable for our Q. As far as I know 

it was not specially commented upon in the Mystagogies though one would 

expect it. Is it lawful to infer from this fact that the name came into existence 

outside the sphere of the explanation of Eucharist (in contrast with "grave”, 

Q.. too)? In that case Brightman's derivation was wrong. I should like to 

point to the possibility that the identification of altar and throne is a very 

old one, though it is only found at a late date in Christian Literature; see the 

word in Apoc. ii 13, the throne of Satan in Pergamus = the altar of Zeus 

(E. Lohmeyer, Die OJfenbarung Johannis, Tubingen, 1926, z. St.; and others). 

"Foreign” = hostile to God; cf. Lev. x t, where it is said that the sons of Aaron 

“offered strange fire before the Lord, which he commanded them not”. The 

place is of a somewhat doubtful interpretation as to what kind of fire b meant; 

but the meaning of “strange” is clear; see also Exod. xxx 33; Ode of Solomon 

vi 3 (ed. Harris-Mingana, Manchester, 1920, ii, p. 232): “for he destroys 

what is foreign, And everything is of the Lord”; so-called Churchorder of Hip- 

polytus c. 60 (ed. Hauler, p. 117); “nolito effundere (calicem quasi antitypum 

sanguinis Christi), ut non spiritus alienus velut te contemnente illud delingat.” 

Canon xx speaks of a priest who is insolent in regard to the Eucharistic element 

that “he is a stranger to the holy Sacrament” and must be deprived of his 

office. All these places point to the same meaning. 

i 

Q. 17. This Q. does not treat of the same matter as Q. ti. The latter 

deals with “falling” upon the altar; the former with remaining upon it. The 

present Q. is a counterpart to Q. 16. In the previous Q. the consecrated elements 

remained there without it being known; here something unconsecrated is lying 

there. 

Books upon the altar: either liturgical books summed up in: E.S.D.O.t p. 

xxv-xxx, or simply the Gospel. For the form of the answer see p. 113. 

The answer distinguishes between 3 possibilities: a) before the consecration 

after one day = after one consecration1; it is set apart upon another altar 

(Q. 16) during the next mass to prevent a second consecration. Though the 

matter is not quite right it is given as a communion with the chalice while 

another host is added. The last clause is omitted in V, thereby considering 

it as an ordinary host, b) Discovered after several days — after several con¬ 

secrations; given as an Eulogia (see ad Q. 10). c) If it is not possible to distribute 

this blessing from lack of people present, the altar must be shaken (see ad Q. 

78); the particles must be put in the chalice as the crumbs and be drunk, as 

in the Ordering Q. 18. V. adds that it was not allowed to take twice the 

Eucharist, of course because one was not fasting any longer after the first 

time. “Not leave anything” see Q. 16. 

(1) It hii forbidden to coiiKcrtte l«ict a day upon the umc altar, ef. Iiho’Uantun, /«***, Q. 4.- 
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Q. 18. The climate of the Country round Mosul (Irac, Kurdistan, Persia) 

is well known. Water is scarce. In summer and time of drought it is difficult 

to get. Dr. Pudge has collected (D.G. ii, p. 336, n. 1) many instances of droughts 

which are recorded in history. Several prayers for rain and against drought 

are found in: E.S.D.O., p. 231, 249. 

The “Ordering’* of the Mysteries takes place at the end of the service. After 

the communion and thanksgiving the deacon draws the curtains of the Sanc¬ 

tuary (see Q. B) L.E. W.% p. 302. Next follows the dismissal and the distribution 

of the I’urshana’s. (Q. 80). L.E. W., p. 304-305 gives some prayers to be said 

“when they order the mysteries”. But it is not indicated what should be done. 

Vet from other sources we find the following data. 

»CQO^ = to order, is used Expos, ii, p. 36 in an other sense: to prepare. But 

in our treatises it is always used of this special Ordering at the end of the service, 

the Ablutions. In Q. 16 we saw that the Nest, did not allow that anything 

of the Eucharistic elements was left. Yet it was not always possible to make 

the number of particles exactly correspond to the number of the communicants 

(see Q. 49). Then something remained. The first of whom we read something 

about this point, was Isho’yabh (cf. p. 122): “If something of the Eucharist 

remains, the lamp may not be taken away from it. If many G«murta’s arc left, 

after the communion of the people, the priests who are on the altar and hav% 

not communicated, take from them, so that every one takes a mouthful only once. 

For it is not allowed to communicate twice a day. If the priest who distributes 

the Eucharist is alone, and nobody is present to teceive a portion, he is not 

allowed to take it himself. He can only give it to somebody who receives it from 

him. As to the chalice (cf. ad Q. 26), if there is no priest, one of the monks 

must order it, and if no monk is present, one of the faithful, a man of goodness, 

piety and virtue, shall order it and empty it at one draught” {Synod. Arab., fol. 

79b-8oa). Isho’Barnun directed in: ad Macarium Q. 35 in answer to the question: 

“Are one or two priests allowed to order it when much Qudasha is left, 

and how much may they eat after the Qudasha, more than one Purshana? 

Solution: If much Qudasha is left, it is not right that one or two order it. But 

every one may take in* the Ordering three or four G*murtha’s. If it is an urgent 

case he may go up to five. But if he eats more than five, it is audacious and 

careless. After the Qudasha he is allow ed to eat one Purshana, and if the P'rishta 

is large, a fourth.” In his letter ad Isaac the same Patriarch said (Q. 1) that 

every one who trespassed against this commandment, did so to his own con¬ 

demnation (cf. t Cor. xi 29). Like several others of his prescripts this one 

was taken over by John Bar Abgare in his Canon xx though with a somewhat 

different phrazing (cf. ad Q. 49). The same canonist decided that the chalice 

should not be filled too full. With emphasis it is said that one should not tres¬ 

pass against these regulations: “that act should not express greed and insolence 

as regards the Ordering of the sacraments which by grace had been given to 

the congregation.” In Canon xxi it is strictly forbidden that a priest or deacon 

should order alone under pain of deposition. If it is impossible to do so, the 

Paghra must remain on the altar while it must be duly preserved (see ad Q. 16); 

after that it must be ordered in the usual way. First the bread must be taken 

and then the chalice. In our treatises the writer solved various difficulties 

connected with the execution of these Canons (cf. also ii 7, l 1, 33-39). We 



find the following acts mentioned: the curtains must be drawn “lest any injury 

might affect the altar” (Q. 23); then the altar must be cleared, the crumbs of 

the paten must be swept into the chalice; the bread must be consumed by 

two persons in the altar, but not more than is ordered in the Canons 

(during this act people who wanted to communicate could come and take 

it (Q. 43); after that the chalice should be taken to the sacristy (deacon's 

house) or any other place outside the Sanctuary and be consumed there. This 

drinking of the chalice was done to desecrate it, therefore it could not be done 

in the holiest place of the church (during these ablutions the “injured” bread 

was also eaten). We see that these measures are quite in accordance with those 

of John; but the cases that made it necessary to lay down these rules, show 

sufficiently that the canons were not always observed in spite of their severe 

penalties. 

Having thus summarized the Nestorian ways of treating the remains of the 

Eucharist we must look at the similar material in the other churches. Un¬ 

fortunately I was not able to consult the monograph of W. Lockton, Treatment 

of the Remains at the Eucharist after Holy Communion and the Time of the Ablutions, 

Cambridge, 1920. Not much is known about it (Hanssens iii p. 527-533), 

and it seems as if the Nestorians were the only people who had strict rules for 

it, though Prof. Hanssens (l.c.) has little to mention about their present rite, 

and nothing about its history. The Byzantine church used to give the rests 

of the consecrated loaves to young children after some days, a practice which 

still existed in the 14th century (Euagrius, Hist. Eccl. iv 36; Nicephorus Callistus 

xvii 25, quoted by Bingham xv 7, 4). In the present Greek rite the priest and 

deacon consume the remains in the prothesis (A. Baumstark, Messe im Morgen- 

land, S. 169; S. P^trid^s, D.A.C.L., s.v. Ablutions, t. i, col. ito) and purify the 

vessels, of course while saying certain prayers. The same is done in the Jacobite 

rite (L.E. \V.y p. 106-109) where it seems to be done however in the sanctuary 

itself, together with the chalice. According to John Tell., in: L.O.O., p. 707 and 

notes, this was the function of the deacon. James Edess., quoted by Kayser, 

S. 38-39: “Die, welche des heiligen Kelches warten, sollen wenn sic auch 

Wasser um ihn auszuspiilen hinein thaten (und das Wasser tranken), nicht ver- 

hindert werden, wenn sie an dem Tage noch communiciren wollen, weil sic 

nicht gewohnlichen Trank genossen” (cf. Kayser’s comment., S. 17G; interesting 

parallel to the quotation from Isho’yabh i). Concerning the church in Jerusalem 

the well-known place in Hesychius (quoted ad Q. 78) tells us that there the 

remains were generally burnt. The Copts, just like the Nestorians, did not 

allow it to be left on the altar; therefore they ordered the priests should take 

it whether it was much or little (Villecourt, Observances, p. 257, cf. ad Q. 16, 

49). However these usages may vary in the different churches, all of them 

were used to purify and desecrate the chalice by pouring water into it (the 

Byzantines used hot water, a practice severely impugned by the Nestorians, 

Elias Nisib., Deweis, S. 99). In the present time it is usual among the Nestorians 

that the priests take their communion at this moment (E.S.D.O., p. 297; 

already in the 10th. cent?, cf. ad. Q.. 43). 

The foregoing excursus explains sufficiently why one priest has several 

G«murtha’s in his hand and what is the meaning of: “his fellow”. “Levites” 

is a common name for the deacons since the very beginning of the Christian 



church (i Clemens 40, 5; it is not necessary to give examples of this use since 

the name is found in all the departments of the church; see: D.C.A., s.v., 

and: D.A.C.L., s.v. I^evita, t. viii, col. 2992-2996 give exclusively western 

texts.) ITe clergyman has not sufficient saliva to masticate the bread because 

of the dryness of the atmosphere; he almost chokes in swallowing it. The Answer 

of our author is not immediately clear as is often the case in oriental books 

owing to change of subject. The fellow must throw a particle of the bread into 

a chalice that is not consecrated, but becomes so through this particle and is 

therefore similar to the chalice of the ablutions. 

Q. 19. The places of the liturgy in which the priest makes the sign of the 

cross are specified in Q. 90 sqq. The one meant here is: L.E.W., p. 291.The 

influence of this signing has already been spoken of on page 192, n. 1. Since this 

last sign has not been made, the bread is not “made perfect”. The moment 

when the sacristan comes, is not exactly indicated. Therefore the answer is 

twofold and the division is again made at the Epiclesis (see ad Q.. 15). In this 

state the sacristan is not in the least able to administer the Eucharist; of course 

he will be inclined to make mistakes. For one should not add to (cf. Q. 1) 

nor lake something from the bread of the consecration during the most holy 

moment of the Eucharist. |*oAfD lit. = table = paten, cf. Budge, B.G. ii, 

p. 430, n. 3; in our Q.Q. it is the only word used for this article while T., p. 

12, 1. 22, Can. xxiii uses also 10Q\a 3; both words together T., p. 6, 1. 10-11. 

It is never used to mean “altar” as among the Jacobites (cf. John Tell., Can. 

46, Lamy, p. 94; Lamy, p. 24!, quotes Dionysius B. Salibi who clearly states 

this identification; James Edcss., Lamy p. 100). Several other words for this 

plate are mentioned by Rahmani, L.0.0.t p. 54 (cf. Kayser, S. 83-65) who 

however docs not mention our word. Pictures of it in: D.C.A., s.v., and: Kauf- 

mann, Handbuch, S. 571-573. There were always several patens at the altar- 

place for the usual distribution. The course of events is clear if one remembers 

the meaning of Qftsaja and Bukhra (p. 194) and the effect of the consecration. 

It is clear too that in the latter case there is a slight mistake as the sacristan 

brought it on the paten in his hand before the time appointed in the formulary. 

Q.. 20. A Zuza is a coin, according to Payne Smith = a quarter of a jewish 

shekel = a Greek drachma worth dr to pence (Dictionary, s.v.; Budge, B.G. 

ii, p. 403 n., gives a somewhat different account: “the 1)01 is explained by 

Dirham. The gold dindr which weighs from sixtyfive to seventytwo grains was 

equal in value to twenty dirhams, or about to-*- English shillings”). In this 

case it had probably been given for the sustenance of the priests. This is the 

reason of the priest’s joy! It is uncertain what was their income among the 

Nestorians. In the ancient church it was taken from the church-property of 

land and slaves, gifts from the state and occasional gifts (D.C.A., s.v. Property 

of the church; D.A.C.L., s.v. Lxbiralill des FidHes, t. ix, col. 489-497, deals 

with the various sources of income, but admits that little is known about it). 

The Persian church has always been under non-christian rulers, therefore it 

was dependent on the gifts of the faithful and even if it had some property of 

its own there was always the danger that it might be seized by the Government. 



The piety of the people expressed itself in the building of churches and monas¬ 

teries, as is said by Isho’yabh i; he quotes this as an example to his contemporaries 

who neglect their churches because they do not want to give any money, or 

they spend it on other holy places than those of their own parish, because they 

are so unbelieving as to think that God will hear them better there (Canon 

x-xii, in: O. Braun, Synhados, S. 214-216, referring to John iv 23-24). But 

we shall not be wrong in assuming that the income of the priests was not very 

high. Isho’Barnun prohibited to give the Qudasha for money (E. Sachau, 

Syrische RechtsbUcher, ii, S. 122-123) cf. the same order of Rabbula in: F. C. 

Burkitt, Early Eastern Christianity, p. 149. Therefore we must think here of 

a voluntary gift. The answer covers more than is asked. A Zuza may be thrown 

from a distance, but the touching of paten and bread is forbidden. The dis¬ 

tribution means the communion. The paten is unclean and may not be cleaned 

at the altar, cf. Q. 18 and Q. 78. Touching of the Pathora is also strictly pro¬ 

hibited by James Edess, Can. ii and xxiv, though in these regulations the upper 

part of the altar seems to be intended. Cf. p. 190 about touching. We might 

compare a part inserted in V. after ii 3 (M. fol. 68a-b) which is possibly omitted 

in M. because it agreed with what has been said here. “Question: If the sacristan 

receives the paten to order it and he has taken one or two parts, and a believer 

enters to receive the Qudasha (cf. Q. 43), and the sacristan gives the Paghra 

and the believer throws a Zuza on the paten and his hand touches the paten 

or the Paghra on it, is the Paghra of the paten injured or not? Answer: Yes. 

Question: What must be done with the paten and the Paghra on it that is in¬ 

jured; can he return the paten to the altar or take the Paghra standing (in the 

same place). What must he do with the chalice and how must he take the 

chalice after that defiled Paghra? Is the chalice injured together with the altar? 

It is a grave mistake. Tell me: how must the sacristan extricate himself and 

the altar that it may not be injured? Answer: Your question is difficult and 

needs a careful investigation. Question: Explain it carefully. Answer: Our Fathers 

appointed in their ‘‘Admonitions” that when a sacristan orders and has taken 

only one G'murtha, he is not allowed to give something of it to anybody. 

If he does something trespassing against this Canon he must expiate (where 

is this written? It is not found in the Canons of John B. Abgarc). The fact that 

a believer touched the Paghra while throwing a Zuza upon it, is an injury 

to the Paghra and also to the paten. If he takes it standing near the altar it 

is not certain that the altar and the chalice thereon arc not injured. As it seems 

to me he must place the paten on the Gospel, receive the chalice to order the 

altar while the curtains are drawn, next take the paten (standing) at the door 

of the deacon’s house near the altar, clean the chalice, desecrate it with water 

and use the crumbs left on the paten for the ablutions” (for the answer see 

ad Q. 18). 

Q. 21. Quoted by Assemani, B.O., iii 1, p. 248, to demonstrate the care 

of the Nest, towards the Eucharist (Mr. H. W. Codrington, in: J.Th.St., 

1904, p. 237 has quoted the essence of this Q. from Denzinger, Ritus Orientalium, 

i, p. 85, whose source was Assemani, who is not mentioned by Mr. C.) It was 

not definitely prescribed for Christian women to wear a veil, but at any rate 

it was decent. It is a well-known fact, that wearing of veils was common in 
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the East and it may be that the chri3lians specially based it upon the words 

of Paul i Cor. xi 3fT (cf. H. Lietzmann, Die Korinlherbriefe J, Tubingen, 

1931, z. St.). It was specially worn by the “Virgins”, cf. Tertullian, De Virginibus 

velnndis (Bingham, vii 4, 6; C. M. Kaufmann, HanSbuch, S. 564-565). That 

the women should come to the communion dressed with veils, is also ordered 

in the Apost. Co/ut. ii, 57 (ed. F. X. Funk, i, p. 167): “Let the women approach with 

their heads covered, as is becoming the order of women”, and the reason is: “lest 

they may be seen”, and is perhaps depicted in the well-known “Fractio Panis” 

(so Kaufmann). D.A.C.L., s.v. Femme, t. v, col. *300-1353 does not say anything 

alrout the dressing of women in the church nor about their relation to holy 

things. Afterwards it was called “Dominicale” in the Western church (Concil. 

Auxcre A.D. 5O7, Can. 42; it is not right to take this Dominicale to mean the 

veil over the hand, cf. D.C.A.t s.v.; J. Braun, Lit. Handlex., s.v.; D.A.C.L., s.v. 

Dominicale, t. iv, col. 1385 quotes a letter of Leo the Great in which it is said: 

“mulieres possunt sub nigro velamine sacrificium accipere ut Basilius indicat.” 

Kalimani who generally reproduces very faithfully the Syrian (Jac.) usages, 

does not speak about it. From our Q. it is clear that it was generally used. A 

modern description is given by Browne-Maclean, p. 93: “A cap is worn on the 

head, covered by a muslin veil, one end of which is carried from the back of 

the neck to cover the mouth in the case of married women, but the rest of the 

face is exposed. It is considered improper to let the hair be seen. The women 

generally move this veil aside when they kiss the hand . . . The girls ... do 

not wear veils.” Something among the orders of Gabriel Ibn Tarikh in the 

Coptic Church may be compared with it (L.O.C., i, p. 264-265): “Communio 

autem mulierum summam diligentiam ct curam exigit: nam cum mulicr velata 

sit, nemo quacnam ilia sit agnosere potest . . . curam adhibere vos oportet, o 

saccrdotes, ne detis corpus Christi et sanguinem indignae’* (sec the Can. in 

Riedel, S. 209, tha* women should be veiled if they were of age). Its usage is 

defended by pointing to the decency and is not connected with special physical 

qualities of women that would cause special rules for the behaviour of women 

in the cuitus (as e g. the Canons about communion after menstruation found 

in all churches)'. The chalice was generally given by the deacon, but it is not 

said that it should not be taken at hand by the communicants as was for some 

time done with the bread (see ad Q.. 32). Again the answer generalizes. Recon¬ 

secration see Q. 15 with practically the same formula. As to the rule about the 

deacon we must connect ^cnQsOxAN\0 grammatically with \ but it 

implies also that he was only allowed to make the sign and not to say the formula. 

Cf. the Canon in: Synodicon Arab., fol. 81 a: “If a deacon wants to sign the chalice, 

if something of the Eucharist is left, he must sweep the altar called the Holy 

of Holies and light the candle, prepare the perfume, put the vestments on the 

altar, bring forth the napkin or vessel in which it is and place it on the altar, 

adore and kiss the altar and a Gcmurtha, sign with it the chalice without saying 

a word. For he is not allowed to say the Canon of the priest. As to the priest he is allowed 

to say: ]^ok> ]^DO lo] >QO |Aa lL>cn UnO >CL**A5£> 

(1) Cf. p. 133, n. 2; a woman wa* not allowed to enter the altar, e. g. for the communion after bap¬ 

tism, Johannes b. Abgare, Qy*nt. Etcl. iii; “»i vero femina fuerit, nefaa eato huiui modi (a« a man, 

*d Q. 39) ad allare progredi, »ed pro eju» foribtu coniutem, communionem percipiat” (and »ee the 

note of Auemani, R.O., iii 1, p. 230). 



l-a-tOlD* (this formular of the priest is written in the Arabic text in 

Syriac speech; cf. H. VV. Codrington, in: J. Th.St.y 1904, p. 23G [see before p. 210]: 

“According to the directions at the end of the Cambridge text, the Catholicos 

Isho’yabh iii [f A.D. 660) permits the deacon in cases of necessity to ‘sign the 

chalice’ in the absence of the priest [cf. J.Th.St. vol. iv, p. 70]. In the formula 

given the consignation is with ‘the propitiatory coal, in the name of the Father, 

and of the Son, and the rest' differing from that in the texts,” and p. 542“543: 

“This chalice is signed with the lifegiving Body of our Lord Jesus Christ, in 

the name etc.”; the phrasing shows slight varieties and is almost identical with 

that of our Q..). But it does not matter, if he does not say it, since there is blood 

(sic!) in the G«murtha as the priest has consecrated it, and this consecrates 

the chalice”. It is clear from this quotation that the principal thing was the action 

while the words were only accidental. The bread had already been consecrated, 

by the word of the priest. Why it was impossible that the priest should be near, 

is not apparent; does it mean that he himself was busy in distributing the 

communion? If this is the case there is no punishment. 

Q. 22. The kissing of the paten is no liturgical action properly speaking 

and is not mentioned anywhere else. It is as the kissing of the feet of the priest 

(Q. 24), of the Eucharist (Q. Bo) and of the Cross (Q. 93) a sign of deep de¬ 

votion. It should well be distinguished from the “kiss of peace”. Several in¬ 

stances of this practice such as kissing of the altar etc. are found, see: Bingham, 

viii io, 9; D.C.A.y s.v. Kiss (F. Cabrol, D.A.C.L., s.v. Baiser, t. ii, col. 117-13° 

deals with the “Kiss of Peace” and the liturgical discussion of it). In the same 

way as the altar itself must be protected by vestments (T., p. 14G, 1. 18), the substi¬ 

tute of the altar must be covered. “Veil” = \ I ; this word is usedelsewherc 

for “humeral veil, . . . worn by the deacon who holds the paten at the com¬ 

munion of the priest” (L.E.W., p. 591); this use in T. p. 25, 1. 19; ii 11 (i° 

Ordering the M. touches the paten and takes away a particle of the bread), 

and: Budge, B.G. ii, p. 485 and n. 3; Timotheus ii, Mingana Syr. 13, fol. 119b 

mentions it as a “humeral veil” worn by the priest who carries the Gospel, 

(L.E.W.y p. 260). But this is impossible here or it must be that this stole was 

used to cover the paten, a kind of corporale of the paten. The l-3-»cx» was 

laid over the bread; this veil was under it (see also ii 25: by mistake the chalice 

is poured out over the paten; “the priest took the mixture of the paten and 

returned it into the chalice, and placed it on the aitar. He took the Bukhra s 

on the paten on one side, and covered the paten carefully with the M.; after 

that he placed other Bukhra’s on the paten”). (For the words used before, see: 

J. Braun, Lit. Handlex.y s.v. Humerale and Korf/orale). 

The end of the answer proves once more that the Eucharist is not a magical 

ceremony. For in that case he who made the transgression should be punished. 

But here the guilty person is the priest who did not take care to prevent a 

mistake (cf. “his sin falletli upon the bishop”, in: Athanasius, Can. 23 and 24, 

ed. Riedel-Crum, p. 29 and 30). 

Q. 23. [+JO] = cingulum; mentioned in several rites as an indispensable 

part of the priest’s vestments, especially necessary for the Euch.; it was also 

necessary during the preparation. James of Edessa, Canon 14 (Lamy, p. 11G 
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and Kayser, S. ioo-ioi) calls it: “Altar-girdle” (cf. about this vestment: 

L.O.C.y i, p. 161-162; D.C.A., s.v. girdle-, L.E.W., p. 592; L.O.O., p. 78). 

It is not said how it was made in former times; Mgr. Rahmani, who gives 

only the name ^-£>1 (cf. Q. 28, 80), says that it consists at the present 

time of "une pi£ce d’tkofTe de petite largeur, ayant k ces deux bouts deux 

agraffes en argent ou en m<Hal pour la boucler par devant”. An interesting 

statement about it is found in: Gismondi ii, p. 32, about Mareme, living before 

Jsho’yabh iii; “ipse primus fuit qui mandavit sacerdotes vestem gerere cingulo 

palam obstriclam ut a ceteris distinguerentur” (what is meant by: “ceteris”? 

the laics or the priests of other churches. For the latter interpretation, cf. the 

fact that the Nestorian monks had another tonsure than those of the Mono- 

physites. Budge, B.G. ii, p. 40-41; the former is based on the Canon of John v). 

If anybody leaves the service he loosens his girdle, see: Gismondi i, p. 102: 

Marcus of Tagrit apostasized to Mohammedanism and “progressus in aedes 

chalifae proprium cingulum scidit et Christo renuntiavit”, and: i, p. 81: A certain 

Theodore is accused of being married; he went to the palace of the caliph 

*‘ut fidem suam eiuraret. Haec retulit Abu-l-Farag filius DinAr: ‘aderam ipse 

cumque vidi, antequam ingrederctur ad vestes decoras deponendas ac cingulum 

scindcndum*.” According to John Bar Abgare (‘Abdisho*, Nomocanon vi, Mai, 

p. 277) there was a difference between the priests and laymen in the vestments 

and cloaks and the Tonsure and “especially in the girding of the loins”; they 

should not gird themselves as the soldiers, though it is uncertain what was 

exactly meant thereby. It is not superfluous to draw attention to the opposite 

view of Canon of pseudo-Nicaea Ixvi (Mansi, ii, col. 1002) prohibiting “ne lumbos 

suos praecingant zonis tempore orationum clerici, quia ingenui, ac liberi 

sunt, et nemo eis dominatur nisi Dominus Christus Deus corum”. In Q. 25 

and 28 something similar to this Q. is dealt with; if the girdle failed, it was a 

sign that there was no service, cf. Can. xvii: “no one who administers the altar, 

is allowed to leave the sacrament and sit down or loosen his loins and sandals”; 

for the sandals see Q.. 39; and also the Arabic Can. v of John B. Abgare quoted 

ad Q. 52. We may also compare Severus of Ashmonin, De Agno Pascha/i (L.O.C.t 

i, p. 162): “Sacerdotes ftdeles calceos in pedibus habent, dum consecrant 

corpus Christi, signum externum rei internae: sicut etiam quod Zonis prae- 

cinguntur signum est praecinctionis interioris” (is this really Coptic as far as 

the sandals are concerned? Cf. Q. 39). In the Pearl of ‘Abdisho’ the girdle 

is one of the signs that praefiguratc the world to come (v 6; Badger ii, p. 418- 

/j<9): he points out that it is a sign of “preparedness for service, and a ready 

appearance before the Lord, after the manner of those who stand in the presence 

of Kings of the earth”, but specially as a divine commandment (Ex. xxviii 

4, Luc. xii 35-36); it teaches that its bearer is a worshipper and minister of 

the Kingdom; possesses “a wakeful mind, pure intention, and being in wait 

for Him”; it is a sign of death (John xxi); travellers are girded and it shows 

that we are pilgrims to heaven and must make a viaticum for it viz. “orthodox 

faith and practice of good works”. It is remarkable that nothing is said here 

about the Eucharist. He speaks only about “girding of Christians (in general) 

at the time of prayer”. Yet it is curious to read this exposition; for this is the 

only vestment to which such a meaning and importance is attributed. Unfor¬ 

tunately it is unknown in how far 'A. reproduces here tradition (the Greeks 
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give quite another explanation, cf. Salaville, Les Liturgies Orientals, p. 162; 

among the Copts, it is not specified but only a sign of an inner state as it is in the 

Canon of Pseudo-Nicaea, see the quotation given before). At any rale it shows 

that great importance was attached to it. Without it the priest was not in the 

right condition; and unable to do his service. Therefore he was not allowed 

to enter the altar and the Paghra was not treated in the right way. One of the 

charges of Elias of Nisibis against the validity of the Patriarchate of Isho'yabh iv 

was: "(Denket an) den Giirtel, der dem neugewahlten Patriarchen losging zur 

Zcit, da er in der Mitte des Altares die Gewander anlegte” (Letter, ed. B. Van- 

denhof, in: O.C., 1913, S. 260); it had been a "malum omen" (as to the rules 

of the ancient church it is worthwile to quote Timotheus Alex., Q.. 13, 2nd 

series, in: Pitra, Monumenta, i, p. 641: T.« iTiariv iipict ix ^.ovxyyyj rxyux-o; 

xarayiurov £sjvr,v £r,jwur<j3xt xxi ovrr.i rooofiouv, r, 0"; A: 0 xav&>v 'A 

o*x tytc). The altar did not need consecration with oil, cf. p. 196. It is not 

surprising that this girdle is spoken of in several places in particular since it 

naturally slipped down very easily. 

To put on the ground see ad Q,. 13. The places of "ordering" ad Q. 18 and 

34. "Chalice" as read in both codices is rather akward since it is not spoken 

of before and I do not know that it was taken together with the paten under 

the name "paten". It may be a mistake and perhaps simply 1>oAs> should 

be read. It does not become clear from this Answer how it should be done if 

nobody is near by. It must be concluded from this sentence that a deacon too 

was allowed to carry the paten for the distribution. This is not found anywhere 

else and the Q. does not speak of an urgent case. So I suppose that this distri¬ 

bution is not the communion, for from: Expos. ii, p. 72 it is clear that it was not 

done. To "distribute" is also used of the Eulogia’s (see Q,. 80). Perhaps it 

should be taken in this sense. 

Q.. 24. Omitted in V. which goes on immediately with Q. 25 that offers 

the same contents of Q. 23. That the communicants were obliged or used to 

kiss the feet of the priest as a token of honour, see ad Q. 22, is found, as far 

as I know, no where else. Kissing of the hand of the priest was very common, 

D.A.C.L., s.v. Communion, t. iii, col. 2437 (where Dom. Leclercq implicitly corrects 

the statement of Prof. Drews, Eucharistie, in: P.R.E. 3, v, S. 567, who only mentions 

the picture in Cod. Ross. Tab. vii and goes on: "wie weit dieser Brauch kirch- 

lich war, ist nicht sicher"). Gabriel Ibn Tarikh of the Coptic Church com¬ 

manded that "e laicis qui communionem accipiet, metanoeam sive prostra- 

tionem faciet versus altare dei", in: L.O.C.t i, p. 264. But no where if found this 

adoration of the priest. "To ask forgiveness of their sins" hints at private con¬ 

fession. About the connection between Eucharist and forgiveness see also 

the commentary of Theodorus Mops. (fP.S'., vi, p. 118 sqq.). We cannot enter 

here upon an investigation of the Eastern doctrine of confessions and its de¬ 

velopment, cf. M. Jugie, Theol. Dogmatica, passim; the Nestorian doctrine 

in: v, p. 318-321, though it is worthwhile to investigate it. It is well known 

that confession should precede the communion (Isho'Barnun, ad Afacarium, Q.. 31, 

57 and 59; ‘Abdisho’, Pearl iv 7. Loss and gain: see p. 193. 

Q. 25. A parallel case to Q. 23. Two possibilities are distinguished: a) 
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Somebody helps and thereby the injured chalice is restored by signing; the 

formula see ad Q. 21. b) Nobody is able to help; the sacristan is allowed to put 

the chalice on the ground (that is not allowed for the paten!), but only inside 

the threshold cf the altar as this ground has shared in the consecration of the 

altar. 

Q_. 26. It is very properly observed that the two elements are not treated 

in the same way. It remains obscure why the chalice can be reconsecrated 

by signing with the bread, but the paten not. At any rate it appears that greater 

holiness was ascribed to the Paghra than to the D«ma. The same can be con¬ 

cluded from other places. Expos, ii, p. 72, says that they are one. Yet some 

difference was felt, since the question is asked why the chalice, too, should 

not be carried by a priest. However this may be, it is true that the chalice 

could be carried by the deacon (the lower officer) and the paten not, in bringing 

the Elements to the altar (cf. ad Q. to). In the same line lies the remark of Timothy 

ii that the Blood cannot augment the Bread in the same way as the Bread 

does the Chalice (he explains it by pointing out that blood is soon corrupted 

while flesh can be preserved and that flesh is the cause of the blood, because 

without flesh there would not be any blood. Ming. Syr. 13, fob I33a-b). I 

have not found this remark anywhere else, but one should not be surprised, 

at that on account of the poor tradition and it is possible that nobody else has 

ever thought of it. It docs not seem to be particularly Nest. But we must also 

remind the readers that they had a special doctrine about the Holy Leaven 

which is said to be descended from the Last Supper; and this doctrine though 

it is of very young tradition shows that the Paghra was estimated very highly 

(cf. ad Q. 52). This feeling about the bread may be a heritage of the Ancient 

church, cf. the remark of Prof. Drews, P.R.E. J, v, S. 567: “(Reich) der weniger 

als das Brot gait”. Prof. Lietzmann (Mtsse, S. 248, cf. S. 238-249) pointed out 

that it seemed as though there existed a religious meal of the Christians alongside 

with the ordinary Eucharist in which bread was the sole clement. This type was 

perhaps the base of the Serapion-Lit. and was afterwards influenced by and 

transformed into an ordinary Eucharist. He speaks of “relative Gleichgiiltigkeit 

gegen das zweite Element der Eucharistie”. This dictum remains true, it seems 

to me, although the rest of his construction is still disputable. The question 

of the connection between the views of this early time and those of the 10th 

century, cannot be solved with the'present material and will remain unsolved 

unless the links between them are found. In any case it is a remarkable coin¬ 

cidence that has to be explained somehow. For though our treatise feels here 

a difference, it states it merely and fails to give any clue for the explanation. 

Timothy’s words do not give an answer which is historically sound. 

Q. 27. Lamps in the service are mentioned in the Christian church from 

the beginning of the 4th century, even in cases where they were not so strictly 

necessary, as in the Catacombs. Some opposition against them had to be over¬ 

come because of their pagan precursors. T hey are preserved in various forms 

(D.A.C.L.y s.v. Lampesy t. viii, col. 1086-1221; D.C.A.f s.v. Lampsy Lights; 

Kaufmann, Hnndbuchy S 581-592). It is not specially stated that they were used 

for the altar, and this is the point in question. Can. Apost. iii (ed. F. X. Funk, 
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i, p. 564) speaks for the first time of “a holy lamp” for which oil should be given. 

It is uncertain how this must be understood, but the connection seems to point 

to an altar-lamp. According to Paulinus of Nola there were several. The places 

given by Brightman (L.E. W., p. 580, viz. Chrysostomus, in Malth. xxx 6 and 

Job. Damasc., de Jrruginibiu iii 33), which mention 'kjyyix (resp. plur.) are not 

very clear about this point. Though the context shows that lamps in the sanc¬ 

tuary, standing or hanging, are intended. In the Canons of the Arabic Synodicon 

(fol. 7ga and 80a) it is ordered that the candle may not be removed from the 

altar as long as the Eucharistic bread is upon it. The interpretation is doubtful: 

is a lamp meant hanging over and in front of the altar or one upon the altar 

as the present Eastern rites show (2 among the Nest.); L.E.IV., p. 530 calls 

this however “at earliest medieval use”; cf. N. Muller, Altar, in: P.R.E. *, 

i, S. 396). The former possibility must be chosen I think. At least John Bar 

Abgare summarizing the tradition(?) says something similar in: Canon xxii: 

The Eucharistic bread may be preserved if only care is displayed in the ‘‘keeping 

of the lamps”. These lamps or lights must be those hanging over and in front 

of the altar; see: Can. xii: . there must be a lamp before the altar, filled 

with pure olive-oil, burning always night and day. It should not go out under 

any circumstance, there may be or may not be consecrated bread. Where 

ever there are two fixed altars, there are also two lamps needed etc.” (cf. also 

E.S.D.O., p. 297 s.v., who adds: “this is not done in practice”.-It is recorded 

from the time of Machicha i, 1091-1108 that one of the great outrages of a 

monk was that he extinguished the lamps in the sanctuary, Gismondi i, p. 

I20.-When Narsai, Horn, xvii, tr. Connolly, p. 12 says that lamps shine in the 

church, his statement is of no use for the present investigation since he does 

not describe their place). It is not easy to decide whether this Canon is of 

ancient date. Yet we may refer to possible influence of the O.T. Ex. xxvii 20; 

Lev. xxiv 2 though the author himself did not suggest it.1 There are also lamps 

mentioned in: Can. xxvi: “. . . no priests or deacons may touch the altar after 

the breaking of his fast; and when the Holy Sacraments have been ordered, 

he is not allowed to draw near, under no circumstance, not even to the door¬ 

post of the Sanctuary (beth maqd'sha). But if there are no Sacraments on the 

altar, and it is an urgent case, as far as the outer-candle. But when he enters 

and passes the lamp, if he is drunk, even if the enters when there are no Sacraments 

prepared or ordered, and does not enter the Sanctuary nor a part of it, because 

of the greatness of the evil and the sin, there is no absolution for him”. Whether 

the same lamp is spoken of is not clear. For our question it is important that 

we find mentioned here a candle in the sanctuary that served as a limit. Nothing of this 

kind is found in other churches; at least D.A.C.L., s.v. Choeur, t. iii, col. 1409- 

1413 does not say a word about it. The Expos, contains several places about 

various kinds of lights in the service (ii, p. 9, 11, 92), but they are very well 

distinguished from the lamps that are spoken of in: i, p. 108-09, ii, p. 36, and 

that should be cleaned before the time of the services according to the rule of 

Isho'yabh iii. It is the row of lamps indicated in the sketch (i, p. 196) by C. 

Among other things it is said that the deacons arc allowed to go to the throne 

=* altar in the apse, but that the sub-deacons should not go further than “usque 

(l) It ii done in the somrvvhat confused Csnon 13 of Athanasius, ed. Riedrl-Crum, p. 24. 
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ad incdiam absidem, sive ad lampadum locum” (i, p. 109, cf p. 120; in agree¬ 

ment with this information is the statement in: Badger ii, p. 325: “sub-deacons 

to he admitted as far as the lamp, hung in the middle of the bema”, “bema” 

being here the niter-place; cf. ad Q. 97). Our treatises mention candle-sticks 

on the altar at the time of the Sacraments (ii to, text somewhat obscure); 

but along with it, as in our Q. “a candle in the middle of the altar or 

Sanctuary” (Q. 6, 28, 29 and 80). In Q. 28 and 80 distinction is made 

between the part before and beyond the lamp. Only if this limit is passed 

the injury proper takes place. This is the entrance of the Sanctuary in 

the strict sense of the word. Another parallel of this use is Can. 26 of an 

anonymous Synod in: ‘Abdisho’, Nomocanon, vi 4. It ordered that beer for 

the priests should not be brought “inter cancellos” during the funeral service 

hut should be placed on the steps in the middle of the temple. Only the 

beer for the Patriarch may be brought “in cancellos” till the lamp if one 

wants to do so, in order that it is placed in his grave (in the chronicles it is 

often found that Patriarchs were buried in the oratorium, is this the same 

place?) One should be inclined to call the place beyond the lamp “holy of 

holies”. According to: E.S.D.O., s.v. (the same in: L.E.W., p. 578) this is a general 

name for the sanctuaries (the same remark is found in: Z..0.O., p. 39-40, but 

Mgr. Rahmani has generally only Jacobite matters under consideration) 

and specially for “the space under the baldakyn of the altar”. The latter ex-9 

planation fits in very well with our Q. while the former may suit to Can. xxvii 

where it is said that a priest or deacon who has not taken part in all the services 

of the day, is not allowed to enter the holy of holies; although this can also 

apply to the place around the altar (at least if this Canon must be interpreted 

in accordance with this Question of Isho’Barnun, ad Macarium, 67: “Are a priest 

or deacon who have not served in the Night-service, allowed to go to the Apse 

to serve the Order [Takhsa] and to consecrate the Qudasha, or not? Solution: 

He is not allowed to serve the Takhsa, to go to the Apse and to consecrate 

the Qudasha. He is allowed to receive the Qudasha.”). We should also observe 

that the name is used in the Formulary of Consecration of the Altar with oil for 

the most oriental wall of the sanctuary (T., p. 145; before Q. 6; also D.C.A., s.v.). 

It is not certain what is the date of this statement; the formulary is ascribed to 

Isho’yabh iii. Must we also assume some influence of the division of the Temple 

in the O.T.? Incense is mentioned in several places of the Nestorian Liturgy 

(L.E. W.f p. 262, 282, 289; the various formularies do not always mention it in 

the same places; so Tim. ii adds it to L.E.W., p. 292). It is not clear what point 

of the liturgy the author has in mind. His mistake is not that he brings the 

incense, for it is always an olTering to make men pleasant for God. But it is 

a parallel to the case quoted in: Canon xxvi since he is not fasting; John b. Abgare, 

Canon iii, ap. ‘Abdisho’, Nomocanon, vi 6, Mai p. 278, forbade any priest, deacon 

or monk to do (heir service after a meal, if he was not kept by the holy fast 

(cf. Can. xxvi quoted before; for the meaning of see: Payne Smith, 

Thesaurus, s.v. and also Q. 8, 9, ii 2 quoted on Q. 82) and in such a state it is 

not allowed to come near to the altar not even if covered by the Holy incense. 

This case is not provided for in the rubric T. p. 119. 

Q. 28. Belongs to Q. 23-25 for the essentials. Here however he is 
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inside the sanctuary with the polluted elements. He must try to restore the 

fact as soon as possible even if the altar is injured. The is not mentioned 

by Brightman’s index nor by Rahmani. It is according to the context a napkin 

hanging loosely over the shoulder. Another use of it is found in: John Tell., 

Cart, v: l_»sCLO CTL^ lL»r-Ll£), translated by Lainy: “mantille quae 

corpus sanctum attigit” (p. 66-67; cf. note 4, where he compares it with the 

latin mantille “linteolum . . . abstergendis manibus inserviens”. Among the 

Syrians however “ad oblationem tegendain vel sustentandam, ad instar map- 

pulae, ex quaestione praesenti conjeccrim”). According to Dean Maclean it 

is either a white Baptismal robe or a napkin, without further comment (E.S.D.O., 

p. 295). Prof. J. Braun styles it a medieval word for: altarveil, manipel, covering 

of the chalice, “Schultervelum des Patenarius” (Lit. Handlexicon, s.v.). The 

Syriac places given before are covered by this explanation. Only the view that 

it was medieval though it may apply to the western church, should be revised. 

For it appears already in the 6th century in Syria. In our Q. the last meaning 

given by Braun is the right one. About Dean Maclean says (E.S.D.O., 

p. 293): “an ecclesiastical vestment now obsolete (shape unknown); an altar- 

cloth”. The definition given by Brownc-Maclcan, p. 263 is rather obscure. In 

the Dictionary of Payne Smith, s.v. it is added that the latter meaning is specially 

East Syrian and another explanation is offered viz. “a woollen cloack worn 

by monks or shepherds”. For our Q. only the first meaning remains. A rubric 

of the Pontificale prescribes at the ordination of new priests: “the consecrating 

Bishop takes the Gulta that lies upon his shoulder, and covers him with it . 

Mgr. Rahmani (L.O.O., p. 81 and n. 1) who describes this vestment as belonging 

only to the Nest., translates: “shape”; but that cannot be applied in our case. 

The etymology of ^0*^^= to twine round, does not bring us further. Is it perhaps 

a Nest, name for: orarium = stole that was worn both by priests and deacons? 

If one passes by the lamp (see ad Q. 27), the altar is injured and must 

be signed with oil. The rubric T., p. 119, does not provide for this occurrence. 

It orders consecration with oil if the girdle is loosened in the altar. The 

punishment of the priest is simple rebuke cf. ad Q. 69. “Head of the church , 

must be taken as Bishop, as appears from Q. 119 and Can. xviii. 

Q,. 29-30. Another case of the degrees of Holiness in the sanctuary marked 

by the threshold (31) and veils (cf. ad Q_. 8). Several places in this treatise 

speak about pagans (cf. ad Q. 42, 52). Can. xi specifies: pagans, Magians, 

priests of another religion. A useful comparison is offered by the letter of Isho 

Barnun, ad Isaac, second question: “If it happens that one of the faithful or a 

foreigner 1 enters (the church) and lays his hand on the altar, how should 

one put this right? Answer: If a foreigner enters forcibly or without the knowl¬ 

edge of the servants of the altar, since the affair is not blameworthy, its memory 

will be blotted out with prayers;1 because it was not Nicodemus who drew 

nigh unto the gravel nor was it Joseph the Councillor, the honest anointers 

(l) Cf. ad Q. 17. (2) It will be teen that the injury n determined by the guilt of* chritlian wbo bnrw 

what to do or had no rcipect, in »horl that tomething it blameworthy; if it it forced upon tomebody 

he it not guilty. The motl remarkable thing it the memory of the miideed. Cf. p. cf. 193. (j) Name of 

the altar, tee Q. 104. 
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ol the Holy Body, ‘ let the priest recite in a special Hulala1 the ode which 

David sang prophetically in the person of the Maccabees and it is ‘O God, 

the gentiles have entered in Thy inhcritence’, I and with the ‘Onitha4: ‘Thy 

altar, omnipotent God’4, and the hymn: ‘High and Holy*. There will be no 

need of oil or of anything else. In case that he who entered and touched the altar 

was a believer if the cause of his entry was the abundance of his faith or his 

ignorance,1 none of the above things are to be done because he did not do 

it in disrespect.1 This is not comparable with the case of a son who touches 

the honourable things of his Father or a servant those of his master, because 

the son would then be in need of admonition and the servant of rebuke.” 

It is not remarkable that pagans are spoken of in this country. Christianity 

was surrounded on all sides by Mohammedans, adherents to the old Persian 

religion and people that were not Christians because they did not belong 

to any other of the great religions (Jews are not mentioned! It does not imply 

that the rule was not applied to them; but simply that they did not seem to form 

part of the population that counted). See: Budge, B.G. ii, Index s.v. Arabs, 

Magians, Pagans (and the division of Bar Hebraeus, quoted by C. Kayser, S. 112). 

The three groups arc sharply distinguished there: at any rate, the Arabs worship 

one God while the pagans adore mute idols (p. 508); the Magians are those 

who venerate the celestial bodies (p. 307). But this makes no difference in 

fact. It is a matter of course that pagans were not allowed to enter into the 

sanctuary wheie even those who had the “sign of life” were prevented from 

doing so (Bingham, viii 6, 7; Kayser, S. 80-81. Only the higher clergy from the 

deacon upwards were allowed to enter. The deaconesses should be consecrated 

“in the deacon’s house (cf p. 200), before the door that leads to the apse”, because 

they are women, Synod . . . (?), Can. i, in: ‘Abdisho’, Nomocanon, vi 4, Mai, 

p. 275). I* should be observed that James Edess., Canon i, calls this a partic¬ 

ularity of “these Eastern countries” (cf. D.C.A., s.v. Laity). Yet it was often 

impossible to prevent pagans from entering into it; attacks on the churches 

during progroms are often recorded in history (cf. in the above quotation: 

“Forcibly”; cf. James Edess., quoted in: L.O.O., p. 169 and n. 4: it is necessary 

to close the doors of the churches “pour d^fendre 1’entr^e aux Hager^ens 

[ = Mohammedans], qui de nos jours dominent, d’entrer audacieusement dans 

les ^glises, troubler 1c peuplc de Dieu et profaner les saints Myst^rcs). About 

pagans at the Christian Service, cf. ad Q. 42. The measures that should be 

taken in that case were mentioned by John Bar Abgare, Quaestio Eccl. xx: 

“Accidit Altare consecratum in loco hostilibus (these “hostes” may be 

heretics as well, but that does not make any difference) incursionibus 

obnoxio reperiri. Quaeritur, an illud tollere et condere liceat, postea loco suo 

refigere, atque in eo Sacrum facere? Respondetur, id minime licere. Nam si 

Altare in loco, cui fixum fuit, convelli contingat, ne dicam alio transferatur, 

nova consecratione indiget. Quodsi accidat fidei nostrac hostes Sanctuarium 

jntrarc, nec Altaris arcam convcllere, communes Ecclesiae preces inibi cclebrari 

(i)Joh. si* 38-39. (2) Cf. ad Q. ui6. (3) P*. Ixxix i;cf. T., p. 134. Quotation from Theodorus Mops. 

Ta'jra '/;» 0 uaxxoo; d £* rtpwoK'j'j tcov \|■x/.xz'lri'ov yr.aiv xt).. in: F. Baethgen, 

Subtntthn Hutkkabaiitht Ptolnun narh Thtodor von Alopjutjha, in: gtilichnfl f.d. oltt/st. H'ujenuha/), 1887, 

S. 49 (similar view* on S. 48). F.rfioi. i, p. 123 refers it to the time of Nebucadnesar. (4) T.: Consecration 

of the altar without oil, p. 120; with oil, p. 133. The differences between the facU and the treatment 

should be observed. 
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hoc minimc obstante licebit, modo sanctuarii pars orientalis crucc signetur 

manu, non autem chrisrnatc, citra Arcam ... Si vero Area e loco, in quo 

fixa est moveatur, aut alio asportetur, iterum earn consecrari oportet.” We 

may compare James Edess., Can. xxv-xxvi (Lamy, p. 126-128. Or is in xxv 

special stress laid upon the eating = contact with the demons?), who ordered 

that the Tablitha = the altar-table that was not fixed must be washed care¬ 

fully and be counted as profane or that it must be broken, as would be the 

case with the altar, and buried carefully (for the difference between the two 

cf. Isho’Barnun, ad Isaac Q. 9 who says: that this Tabula is “not equal in honour 

to the altar is known by the fact that if the altar is shaken it becomes desecrated, 

as to the portable altar although it is carried to many places, the grace is kept 

in it.” He says also that the Tabula was an invention of the time of tribulation. 

Cf. alsojohn b. Abgare, Canon i; ii 24, ad Q. 11; L.0.0.t p. 49; on “autels portatifs” 

see: D.A.C.L., s.v. Autel, t. i, col. 3187.-It is the Greek “antimension”, not used 

before the Iconoclastic War, S. Petrid^s, D.A C.L., s.v. Antimension, t. i, col. 2319- 

2326). The remark of Kayser was very much to the point saying that not all the 

canonists were so strict, referring to “Prices du rite de reconciliation d’un autel 

ou d’une ^glise qui avaient <£t<* profanes par dcs h^retiques ou des patens” 

in Dr. Zotenberg’s Catalogue of the Syriac MSS. of the Biblioth£que Nationale 

(Kayser, S. 113; cf. his comments, S. 112-113. As to the Coptic church he 

might have referred to: L.O.C., i, p. 55-56 and 312: washing with water, reciting 

of prayers, incense, crossing of the altar, after the ritual of Gabriel of Alexandria). 

The burying that is also found elsewhere (cf. ad Q.. 78) was a usual manner 

to dispose of sacred objects. Yet I have not found that it was practised by the 

Nestorians in cases of injury of the altar by pagans. Isho’Barnun gave restoration 

without oil. John Bar Abgare distinguished between being shaken or not; if 

it was simply touched, signing and prayers = consecration without oil, as 

ordered by Isho’Barnun was sufficient. If it was shaken it should be consecrated 

with oil for then it had lost its “grace”. It is exactly in the line of our Q.Q.. 

that have only introduced the limit of the veil. The rubric T.,p. 119 does not 

mention these cases. The quotation Q. 29 = T., p. 128. A view that the altar 

would not be profaned by the entering of pagans is not found anywhere. It 

seems to me to run counter to the whole Eastern tradition and only proves 

lax views. Or did they think that it Wfes only profaned by actual touching? 

Q.. 31. Children of the Christians (naturally baptised) see Q.. 52, 81. Can. 

vii and xi. The question is: what is the age of discretion? According to Payne 

Smith, Dictionary, s.v., 1»^» means a child under the age of 5 years. It will 

be instructive to quote an answer of Timotheus Alex. Q. 18 (1st series), in: Pitra, 

Monumenta, i, p. 634): “From what age onwards are the sins judged by God? 

Answer: (It is done) according to knowledge and intelligence of everyone, some 

from being 10 years of age and some even older” (Pitra, /./., p. 644, remarks that 

something similar is asked by Nicephorus about the ordination of the clergy, 

and thinks that it might be here the same case. Yet this seems to be wholly 

improbable). “Threshold” see Q.. 9 and 25. It is always a holy limit. It is not 

indicated in the sketch of Dom. Connolly {Expos, i, p. 196), and I did not find 

it referred to elsewhere. It seems to be the place indicated in this sketch by 

d.d.t the small wfall between apse and katastroma (Cancelli). 
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Once more this whole question is a clear proof against considering the E; stern 

idea of holiness simply as magical. It is absolutely clear that the age of the 

trespasser was taken into account! According to V. the boy may go further 

into the sanctuary than in M., but the state of affairs is the same. 

Q,- 32. 1 he point is the “carelessness in communion”. Care was necessary 

for one who received “the precious Paghra that may not be despised” (ii 3). 

The formulary does not indicate how the communion should take place, nor 

is it staled in our Q.Q,. (for Q. 12 deals with another matter). In what did this 

care consist? Of course one should not drop anything (Q.. 11 sqq.), to kiss the 

hand of the priest (Q. 24). But this was not the only care; for if the angry 

communicant throws back the Grmurta, this carelessness must refer to some¬ 

thing before the communion proper. In Narsai, Horn, xvii (Connolly, p. 28-29) 

we read: “He who approaches to receive the Body stretches forth his hands, 

lifting up his right hand and placing it over his fellow. In the form of a cross 

the receiver joins his hands; and thus he receives the Body of the Lord upon 

a Cross . . . (Narsai gives a further explanation of this symbol in which the follow¬ 

ing words occur “on the same cross He flew and was exalted to the height 

above”, a remark not commented upon by Dom. Connolly. Yet I do not under¬ 

stand what the writer had in mind) . . . He receives in his hands the adorable^ 

Body of the Lord of all; and he embraces it and kisses it with love and affection. 

Ifc makes to enter, he hides the Leaven of life in the temple of his body etc.” 

thus: receiving upon the crossed hands, kissing and eating of the Euch. This 

East Syrian practice agrees with the way of communicating elsewhere in the 

Ancient church. It is needless to give references here since no other practice 

is found, cf. D.C.A., s.v. Communion, and: Bingham, xv 5, 3 and 6. Generally 

one communicated standing. This way of communion is also supposed in the 

communion-prayer: ‘^strengthen, o our Lord etc.” (L.E.W., p. 300; it is ascribed 

to a certain Isaac, A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 133, AJc. 12-134). The present practice 

is that it is given by the priest into the mouth of the communicant, cf. Badger 

ii, p. 242. But cf. E. Tisserant, D.Th.C., s.v. Nestorienne, t. xi, col. 315: “les adultes 

rc^oivent la parcelle dans la main droitc et sc communient eux-m£mcs” (the 

learned author has confused the former with the present practice). This 

practice existed already, so it seems, at the time of our treatise; at least this 

may be inferred from the fact that a Bishop is rebuked in ii 10, who “de¬ 

spising the particle in the cup todk it in his hand, placed it in his mouth 

and communicated as if it were from the hands of the priest.” It can also be 

deduced from: Canon xxiii which ordains that any who orders must do so with 

care; the precious Paghra must be received “on a piece of leather or on the 

covering of the chalice or at all events on the palms of his hands; he shall 

not bring any particle of the Paghra with his hand to his mouth, but take it 

(directly) with his mouth, because it is heavenly pasture”. We should realize 

that from the information of this Q. the conclusion may be drawn that the 

G«murtha was given into the hand and thrown back, yet in fact he received 

it in his mouth, took it from there and threw it back. The reverse of a blessing 

is always the curse, cf. i Cor. xi 29. Naturally he acts “foolishly” for he despises 

the gift of God and causes it to become the opposite. It is not said what should 

be Iiis punishment; was the fact that he did not receive the Eucharist or better 
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that he cut himself off, a sufficient punishment? The way in which the |>olluted 

paten should be treated is the usual one. “Clean” viz. the crumbs, cf. ad Q. 18 

about the Ordering. 

Q. 33. I have not found any parallel of this Q,. (but cf. Dionysius b. Salibi 

ad Q. 46-47?) It is not clear why this cooked food should be placed on the 

paten together with the Paghra. It is a matter of course that the paten is defiled 

since the cooked food was not consecrated nor fit for consecration (since it 

did not belong to the Euch. Elements), and only something answering this 

condition may be brought on it. It is a case that “holy” and “profane” are 

brought together, which is not allowed under any circumstance (cf. Rabbula, 

Canon 31, in: Burkitt, Early Eastern Christianity, p. 147: “Let not any of the 

Priests or Deacons or any of the Sons of the Church dare to place common 

vessels side by side with the Sacramental vessels in any box or chest.”) 

Q. 34. “Ablutions” see ad Q. 18. That this must be drunk in the places 

mentioned in the text, is also stated in Q. 23 to which may be referred. 

Q. 35. This Q. teaches that Cross and Gospel on the altar are indispensable for 

a valid Eucharist (cf. T.,p. 146). This agrees with, looks like a quotation from the 

Expositio of Abraham Bar Lipheh: “Crux vero et evangelium quae ponuntur super 

altare, ct imago Domini nostri super ea, ipsum Dominum nostrum repraesen- 

tant. Quare omnino non licet consecrari rnysteria sancta sine pracsentia cruets 

et evangelii et imaginis Domini nostri” (Expos, ii, p. 161). This means that 

those two objects should be standing upon the altar during the Mass. Cf. ad 

Q. 118 sqq. cf. Expos, ii, p. 33 text: 1 Q*N^) JOCTl-X 1) 

i)|tf ^ (iOaX^joIq. This Cross and Gospel were 

alwaysonthe altar, sec the story in: Gismondi i, p. 106-107. This is confirmed also 

by Narsai, Horn, xvii (Connolly, p. 12): “The altar stands crowned with beauty 

and splendour, and upon it is the Gospel of life and the adorable wood (jc. 

the Cross)”. It docs not matter that the authorship of this Homily is not quite 

sure since the Cross upon the altar is found in other places of Narsai too (cf. 

Connolly, p. xxx). From this oldest Nestorian statement it is not clear whether 

it was a simple Cross or a Crucifix as in the example quoted by Prof. Baumstark 

from the Biography of Bar’Itta (cf. A. Baumstark, Altarkreuze in nestorianischen 

Klostern des vi. Jahrhunderts, in: Romische Quartalschrift, 1900, S. 70-71; also in 

C. M. Kaufmann, Handbuch, S. 575, who gives some more examples, but that 

of Narsai that could not be known to Baumstark seems to have escaped 

Prof. K.’s attention). An example of a Crucifix was known to Baumstark only 

from 872 A.D., but he does not say, what (on the use of the crucifix by the Nesto- 

rians, see: L. E. Browne, Eclipse of Christianity, p. 78, 79). Cf. also Q. 104: The 

Crosses the author has in view are not those on the sides of the altar nor crowning 

the ciborium, since they are put on the same line with the Gospel. For the 

western materials see the short statement by N. Muller, Altar, in: P.R.E. *, i, 

S. 396, and: D.A.C.L., s.v. Croix et Crucifix, t. iii, col. 3079; Dom. Leclerq sap on 

account of the article of Baumstark: “le fait de la presence du symbolc sur l’autcl 

cst certain, et l’Orient, sur ce point, est cn avance de six si^dcs sur POccident”. 

An image of the Lord is not mentioned here. The context of Abraham shows 
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(hat it was not a Crucifix, but probably a picture. Mgr. Rahmani gives an 

instance from the Jacobite church of the 6th cent. viz. in the Admonitions of 

John Tell. to a deacon which he quotes in translation (L.0.0., p. 52: “Si Ie 

pr£tre t’ordonne de preparer l’autel pour la messe, . . . aie soin lorsque tu t'en 

approchcs . . . que la croix ne soit pas inclinee par negligence; si tu la trouve 

ainsi, tu dois la remettre en place d’une manure digne de la liturgy sacr^e.” 

Otherwise I did not find a statement proving that Cross and Gospel on the 

altar were indispensable requisites for the Jacobites (Syr. or Copt.), though 

it was certainly the case, as in the Byzantine rite (Salaville, Liturgies orientates, 

p. 142, 185). 

Q,. 36. Morning service see ad Q. 105. It seems to be supposed here that 

it was a High Mass in a big church where several priests were wanted for the 

distribution of the Eucharistic bread. The matter of discussion is that they 

wait until all the bread is given to somebody (cf. ii 14, a sacristan distributes 

from the early morning till noon) and do not return to the altar. The officiant 

goes on with his service, and finishes it while he “orders” alone. In: Canon 

xx and especially xxi it was strictly prohibited under pain of expulsion from the 

office. At least two ministers were necessary to give Bread and Chalice to each 

other or a priest and a deacon (Isho’yabh i, Can. iii, in: O. Braun, Synhados, 

S. 243-244). According to our author there is one exception, namely the villages 

since the necessary priests and deacons are not found there on account of the 

small number of the inhabitants and of the priesls caused by persecutions. Nearly 

one thousand years later Badger's description from 1840 gives a good impression 

of such a state: “Very many of the Nestorian villages in these two districts 

are consequently left without resident clergy, and are dependent for the ordi¬ 

nances of religion upon the ministrations of a single priest who travels among 

them from place to place” (i, p. 195). For the state of Christianity in the country 

see also ad Q. 96. In any case it was strictly forbidden to consecrate alone, 

(Riedel, S. 192; cf. p. 121-122). It is supposed that a priest is travelling while a 

deacon is found in several of the villages that have no priests. It was forbidden 

by an anonymous Synod, quoted in: ‘Abdisho’, Nomocanony vi 4, Can. 3-4 (Mai, 

p. 276; 2nd Synod of Carthago, Can. ix?); but it might be allowed by the 

Chorepiscopos; cf. George i (| 680), Canon x, in: O. Braun, Synhados, S. 342: 

“und sie (the priests) durfen sich nirgends hin von der Kirche und Stadt ent- 

fernen, . . . ohne Erlaubnis des B.”; the priests could not decide this themselves 

except in urgent cases. If therefore a priest wished to consecrate on one day 

in several villages he was allowed to do so, and this seems to be the intention 

of the writer. - 1_J(TLD = “priest” is especially the priest as officiant; other¬ 

wise it is practically identical with 1 ajT) = “presbyter”; cf. Expos, ii, p. 46: 

“nunc autem (L.E.IV., p. 282) ablatum est nomen ‘presbyter’ et ‘cpiscopus’, 

et ‘sacerdos’ vocatur. Cum iam sacerdos, Christus, officium hoc persolvat, 

sublalum est nomen ‘presbyter’ et ‘cpiscopus’,” referring to some verses of 

Ephracin. What allowance of the Fathers is meant, is not clear. We may suggest 

that it was an unwritten tradition of the men of the High Monastery (p. 148) 

or it may be that it refers to the 318 Fathers who allowed that solitaries 

who could not go to a church might consecrate alone (Riedel, S. 192). 

In that case our answer gives an expansion of that Canon. The urgent cases 
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arc twofold: a) a travelling priest (allowed by the Greeks, sec p. 122, n. 1,) 

comes into a church without any clergy; b) he comes into a church where a 

deacon is found. In a) he must do all the service alone, the ordering included; 

in b) he must leave the rest of the service to a deacon who may take over the 

priest’s duties in emergencies (cf. Canon lii of Isho’yabh to James of Darai, in: 

O. Braun, Synhados, S. 243). -iCDOp] may be either: finish his mysteries, 

or: consecrate. The former opinion seems to be intended; but cf. Expos, ii, 

p. 145 (text): |p) -t translated by Connolly with: “iam consecrata 

mvsteria” (ii, p. 132). 

Q.. 37. Since the end of the 2nd cent. Wednesday and Friday (feria quarta 

and sexta) had already been not only days of fasting, but also of celebration 

of the Eucharist (Bingham, xiii 9, 2; xv 9; Drews, P.R.EA, v, S. 569-570; for 

the practice of the Nestorians of the last century see: Badger ii, p. 242-243: 

often there is no Eucharist at all, and Maclean, E.R.E., s.v. Syrian Christians, t. xii, 

p. 177). - “Hebdomada” = week; we have introduced this term because otherwise 

some confusion might arise. For the week mentioned here is a typically Nestorian 

liturgical division that is, as far as I know, not found anywhere else. The year 

is divided into 7 periods each of which had about 7 weeks, named respectively: 

Moses; Annunciation and Birth; Baptism; Fast; Resurrection and Ascension; 

Apostles; Summer; Elija (and the Revelation of the Cross). This is the summary 

given by the Expos, i, p. 27-28. Maclean gives a somewhat different one (E.S.D.O. 

p. 265, n. 4; where p. 264-281 show the Nestorian calendar). He added to 

“Moses” the “Hallowing of the Church” (this is a subdivision of Moses in the 

Expos, and definitely settled, i, p. 28-29); he began with Advent. This latter 

fact is in agreement with the ordinary liturgical year. Therefore it is possible 

that the order of the Expositio which is of course ascribed to Isho’yabh iii 

must be preferred, since it stresses the point that one should begin with “Moses”. 

From Gismondi i and ii it will be seen that these names occur in the histories 

of the Patriarchs after the reign of I. iii. It is not known what reasons led 

this Patriarch to this division nor if there were older examples. To answer 

these questions the data are failing. A treatise of Berikhisho’ about the division 

of the year by Isho’yabh iii (cf. ch. vi, ii c) as an introduction to the Hudhra in: 

Cambr. Add. 1981 and published by: W. Wright-St. A. Cook, A catalogue oj 

the Syriac Manuscripts preserved in the library of the University of Cambridge, Cam¬ 

bridge, 1901, p. 164-168. 

The fasts of Apostles (middle of July, it lasted 7 weeks from Whitsuntide 

till the last Sunday of the Hebdomada of the Apostles; often mentioned as date, 

e.g. Gismondi i, p. 71, 74 etc.) and of Elija are treated in connection with the 

origin of the four fast terms in the Greek church by Prof. K. Holl, Die Entstehung 

der vier Fastengeiten in der griechischen Kirche, in: Ges. Aufsdtze zur Kirchengeschichle, 

ii, Tubingen, 1928, S. 177-180. It lasted 40 days {Expos, i, p. 52). The times of 

these fasts may be previous to the order of Isho’yabh.-The sacristan trespasses 

against: Canon xx, for he takes so much as seems good to him [ in stead of following the 

Canon (this is his mistake!)] and leaves the rest for the next day, probably without 

precautions, a practice that was strictly forbidden. He seems to be administering 

a kind of “missa praesanctificatorum”. Sec about this point the discussion 

ad Q. 16. The chalice was as ever cleansed the previous evening, and is simply 
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icconsecrated by signing (cf. also ii 4: “this that they sign the chalice with the 

particle of the Paghra the Gazza, may be done, if they are forced by lack of a 

consecrated chalice; but where a consecrated chalice is found they are not 

allowed to sign with a particle’*; cf. about the end ad Q. 72). 

The end of the answer looks like a separate Q. and A.; it deals with reserva¬ 

tion by the communicants (the beginning mentioned the priests). 

Q. 38. Cf. ad Q. 36. He trespasses against: Can. xxi. We may also compare 

ii 34: “A priest consecrates in the Morning service a Qudasha, and preserves 

it till noon or evening. When he does not find a deacon to order with him, 

what must he do?” In our Q. the priest himself solves this question as is also 

said in the answer: “This is a blameworthy tradition; priests of our time main¬ 

tain it and make a steady use of it, giving as a pretext that they cannot find 

anybody to order with them owing to lack of deacons. But at the end of the 

Qudasha the priest should deliver it up to a deacon and say: ‘the precious 

Paghra is delivered up from the altar, pardoning the modest priest of God, 

that be may distribute it to the people of the Lord, and order it to life eternal*. 

Likewise the chalice in the same way.” Here the formula that should be said 

is given; naturally it is not the same as that of the communion. It is a mattec 

of course that the altar is defiled though this case is not found in the w'ell-known 

rubric on p. 1 19 of T.-About the answer of the Priest and his punishment 

see Q. 69. 

Q. 39. Asscmani cited this Q. (B.O., iii 1, p. 251) in commenting Quatstio 

Eccl. xii of John B. Abgarc. When asked if a priest may serve with ordinary 

sandals John answered that this was allowed in urgent cases though the use 

of special vestments and shoes for the service of the church was advisable. 

In Q. xxv he forbids expressly to serve without sandals. During the Preparation 

(cf. ad Q. 52), too, the Priest should wear sandals. An adult man, being baptized, 

must come to the altar to communicate “atque calccamcnta ferre et suis incedere 

pedibus permittatur” (John b. Abgare, Qiiacst. Eccl. iv). Our Q. is an answer to 

the question what should be done if somebody trespassed against it (cf. also Q. 

63). This point seems rather important for the Nestorians. In the Arabic 

Synodicon fob Boa = Riedel, S. 192, cf. p. 122, n. 1) objections were made to 

the Greeks that they entered the altar naked and barefoot, and the first 

accusation of Elias Nisib. against the Jacobites (Beweis, S. 98-99) was: 

“Ihre Priester, zu der Schandlichkeit ihres der Wahrhcit wiedersprechenden 

Glaubens, halten es fur crlaubt, barfuss und ohne Beinkleider den Altar zu 

betreten.” I have not found any regulations about this point among the groups 

that are accused here. On the other hand it is remarkable that Bar Hcbraeus, 

Nomocanon iv 2, quotes the decision of John Bar Abgarc with the entry “Per¬ 

sians”. At the end of the last century the Nestorians were liable to the same 

error of which they accused their neighbours (cf. Brownc-Maclcan, p. 214 

who point out the difference); the people of the mountain districts (see ad 

Q. 96) exchanged their shoes for special slippers. Several rules about the foot¬ 

wear are found among the Copts and it is possible that Elias hinted at them in 

his !>ook. The priests had to wear special liturgical vestments that might not be 



taken outside the church1; and: “keincr soli innerhalb des Chores Schuhc 

anziehen”, referring to Ex. iii 5, (Basilius, Can. 96, Riedel, S. 273; L.O.C., i, 

p. 160-163). Coptic fragment of uncertain origin, published by Dr. (.'rum, in: 

W. Riedel-W. E. Crum, The Canons of Athanasius of Alexandria, p. 144: ‘'No 

priests shall put sandals upon their feet, when they go into the church”, referring 

to Ex. iii 5, Josh, v 16. The first Canon of Christodoulos of Alexandria (11 th cent.) 

ordered the same: ”... no one shall enter the church unless bare-headed 

and bare-footed” (O. H. E. Burmester, The Canons of Christodoulos, Patriarch 

of Alexandria A.D. 1047-1077, in: Le Ktusion, 1932, p. 79; Assemani, /./., referred 

also to it). Here tlie rule seems to be extended over all the faithful (about the 

uncovering of the head cf. L.O.C., i, p. 264-265). Yet it is not quite fixed, for 

Rcnaudot quotes a book of Severus of Aschmonin, de Agno Paschali, of which 

no date is given, and that expressed the opposite: “Sacerdotes fideles calceos 

in pedibus habent, dum consecrant corpus Christi . . (/./., p- 162). It is 

difficult to decide which is original and which derivative. It may be that the 

O.T. had some influence as is also suggested by some Egyptian canons (the 

same was found among the Jews, as appears from the Talmud Jerus., Pessachim 

7, 11 [35^]: “our scholars put ofT their shoes when they entered the outer door 

of the mountain of the Temple”, quoted by J. Klausner, Jesus von Nazareth*, 

Berlin, 1934, S. 433). John Bar Abgarc refers in other places also to the O.T.; 

he draws a parallel between a prince of this world before whom nobody will 

come unshod, and the Lord of Heaven, but he did not cite a special place 

(ap. ‘Abdisho’, Nomocanon, vi 6, 2, Mai, p. 277-278). It may be that in the Nes- 

torian prescripts a certain awe inspired the Canonists viz. not to toiich the 

holy ground, or the fact that a person was not well dressed without sandals 

(cf. John Bar Abgarc) as we found also in regard to the girdle (Q.. 23). We 

must also refer in this connection to the Q.Q.. in ii 39-42, that suggest that 

the former opinion is the better. The author discusses what should be done 

if a sacristan standing on a ladder to fasten the veils of the altar loses his sandal 

that falls in the middle of the altar-place. The Solution is that “as long as he 

is on the ladder, he does not do anything blameworthy”, he must try to pick 

up his sandal without touching the ground with his bare foot; if he cannot 

reach it he must walk on his hands and one foot “as cattle, holding his bare 

loot in the air” and reach it in this way. If both his sandals fall he must try 

to reach the nearer and so on, but if that is impossible: “he must call for the 

Bishop that he may consecrate the altar”. One sees what capers the poor man 

must cut to prevent his touching the earth and thereby desecrating the altar. 

The difference in practice may be old and the losing of the sandals some¬ 

thing that was typically Egyptian (among the Nestorian it was the sign of rest 

and that the priest w'as not seizing, cf. the quotation ad Q. 23). Its origin was 

probably to be found in monks’ circles. Only a single place was quoted by Bingham 

(viii 10, 6), from Cassianus, Institutiones, i 10, which refers to it as a pecularity 

of the Egyptian monks: “Nequaquam tamen caligas pedibus inhaerere per- 

mittunt, cum accedunt ad celebranda vel percipienda sacrosancta mystcria, 

illud aestimantes etiam secundum literam custodiri debere quot dicitur ad 

(l) Cf. Athanasius, Ccn. a8, ed. Riedel-Crum, p. 31: “The garments of the priests, wherein they 

celebrate, shall be white and washed. They shall be laid in the storechambers of the sanctuary. 

even as the prophet Ezekiel hath ordained”, (aliv 19, cf. ibid., p. 77). 
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Nloyscn vcl ad Jesum filium Nave” (sec before). But for the rest Bingham 

observed: “We do not find it mentioned as a general custom prevailing among 

the primitive Christians.” This statement is true. That it is found among the 

Abcssynians, as Bingham already remarked, is of course owing to Coptic 

inllucnce. 

Q. 40. Mixture of the chalice etc. cf. ad Q. 72 sqq. One should be careful 

not to place it on the ground. The chalice was, as will be remembered, already 

brforc the consecration itself holy to a certain extent, as it contained the holy 

mixture and might not be polluted. Special Canons about it as among the 

Jacobites (Bar Ilcbraeus, Nomocanon, iv 2) are not found among the Nestorians 

so far as I know nor special consecration-prayers as among the Copts (L.O.C., 

1, p. 307). It is possible that the fact that the chalice was “separated” or “set 

apart”, or put on the altar, was already thought sufficient as seems to be sup¬ 

posed by John Tell., Can. xii (Lamy, p. 72). not in the Thesaurus of 

Payne Smith and the other Dictionaries. For the meaning “shelf”, see: Thomas 

Ando, Dictionnaire de la langue chaldcenne, Mosul, 1897, vol. ii, s.v. 

The point is: not to place it on the ground of the Temple (ad Q.. 44); for in 

Q.- *5 it *s ordered to place it beyond the threshold of the sanctuary, if it is im¬ 

possible to give it into the hands of a priest, as this ground shared in the con¬ 

secration of the altar. Cf. also Q. 23 where a prohibition concerning the paten is 

given. The “ground” always plays a desecrating part, see also Q. 56 and 6t. The 

same regulation was made concerning the water of Baptism (in two MSS J‘ 

and J1): “und cs sei Vorsicht, dass man nicht Taufwasser auf die Erde fallen 

lassc” (G. Diettrich, Taujlit., S. 79-80. Prof. Drews (quoted by F. Loofs, in: 

P.R.E. b xxiii, S. 3) supposed with reference to Tcrtullian, De Corona 3, in: Af.S.L. 

2, col. 98-99: “we feel pained should any wine or bread, even though our own, 

be cast upon (he ground”, that this anxiety arose from fear of the demons who 

were thought to have their home especially in the earth. This opinion is right, 

I think. We know of the great importance of the “chtonic” gods in the ancient 

religions, and it is a matter of course that these gods had become demons for 

the Christians. We may refer to Hippolytus, Canon 29: “Der wclcher die Mysterien 

austcilt, und die wclche sic empfangen, sollen seharf aufpassen, dass nichts auf 

die Erde falle, damit sich nicht ein boser Geist dessen bemachtige” (Riedel, 

S. 219), cf. the Latin text of the Churchorder of Hipp. (quoted ad Q. 16) 

and: Horner, Statutes of the Apostles, p. 181. The demons were specially connected 

with the earth; and they could not enter the altar-place because it was con¬ 

secrated and exorcised. 

Q. 41. This fact docs not happen in the communion as in the cases that 

are generally quoted to show the care taken with regard to the Eucharist 

(Bingham, xv 5, 6), but it is a matter of the priest as in Q.. 13 which says what 

should be done with the place and Q. 15 about the wine. Here the same rule 

holds good: the holy altar is not desecrated by the holy bread. But since the 

mistake of dropping has been made, the G. cannot be given in the ordinary way. 

About the “paten which is on the altar”, see ad Q. 19 and: L.E. IT, p. 267-268 

rubrics. This Q. is the one that is quoted in ii 5 when it is said “I asked you 



before about the Gemurtha which falls from the paten of the sacraments on 

the ground: is it allowed that it returns to the paten?, and you answered: No 

(a wording somewhat different from our Q., but with the same meaning); 

and it becomes certain when it follows, though the connection is somewhat 

loose: “Now I want to ask you again: If the sacristan ofiers the paten on the 

altar and the Bukhra falls on the altar-vestments, is he allowed to return it to 

the paten or not? Answer: If he returns it to the paten, he does it rightfully, 

as in the case when we return a G'murtha when it has fallen from the paten 

on the altar.” Since the subsequent Q.Q.. offer a good parallel to others of 

our treatise we may give them here in translation: Question: And if the Bukhra 

falls on the ground? Answer: He may in no wise return it to the altar. Qiiestion: 

What must be done if it comes on the altar? Answer: They (the priests) must 

set it apart, and take it outside the altarplace after the Ordering. Question: 

What if the priest lifts up the veil (over chalice and paten) to consecrate {L.E.W.y 

p. 282) and a Bukhra falls to the ground? Answer: He must deal with it in the 

same way. Question: If it happens after the first, second and third signing that 

a Bukhra falls, how must he deal with it? Answer: The priest must return it 

and take it into his left hand and make it partake of all the signings which he 

makes, and distribute it to the believers joining with it another portion’ 

(cf. ii 11). 

Q. 42. Canon xi impresses on the priests to take care that no host mixed with the 

holy leaven of the Eucharistic bread (cf. ad Q. 52) should be given to a pagan, 

magian or priest of any other religion may be used for Jews and Moham¬ 

medans; while it is also a usual word for the members of Christian sects; all this 

is comprised in it. That the magians or priests of the Persian religion are specially 

mentioned must be explained from the Persian origin of the Canons; in many 

places in the Book of the Governors and the Acts of the Persian Martyrs it may be 

seen that they still exercised a considerable influence) cf. ad Q,. 29 and Copt.: 

Hippolytus, Can. 28 (Riedel S. 218): “Die Klerikcr sollen achtgeben und keinen 

an den heiligen Mysterien kommunizieren lassen als allein die Glaubigen’ ; 

and: Basilius, Can. 98 (Riedel, S. 276). 

It is well known that the Mass was divided into the “Missa Catechumenorum” 

and the “Missa Fidelium”, and that after the reading of the Scriptures and 

Prayers the deacon shouted that those who had not been baptised, those who 

had not received the Sign of Life, those who would not communicate should 

depart {L.E.W., p. 267; we take the Nestorian form; but in a slightly different 

wording it is found in all the liturgies; cf. also L.0.0., p. 164-169; Hanssens 

iii, p. 265-272). We confine ourselves to the Nestorian material. In the time 

of Narsai this usage seemed to be still in practice {Horn, xvii, tr. Connolly, 

p. 2-3). Abraham Bar Lipheh gives a very queer explanation; according to 

him it meant the entering of the souls into Paradise. It is impossible however 

to decide whether this meant a real expulsion or not {Expos, ii, p. 160-161). 

In the time of the Expos, it had already become obsolete; the older meaning 

was known; but had been replaced by another (ii, p. 30-33). Timothy ii connects 

it with the congregation itself (Ming. Syr. 13, fol. 121a). It seems as though 

this institute had lost its meaning as it happened in the other Eastern churches 

(cf. e.g. Moses bar Cepha, in: R. H. Connolly-H. W. Codrington, Two Com- 
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m/ntartes, p. 31: “at one time”, the whole explanation is in the past tense. 

I’raelirally it was out of use.) Pagans assisted at the whole service. This appears 

c g. fioin the History told by Bar Hebraeus (Chron. Eccl. iii, col. 239-241) 

that a Mohammedan Vizier asked the Gatholicos Abraham (p. 85) how the 

communion was distributed, and the answer was that tlie Mohammedans 

knew it very well as they had often seen it. John Bar Abgarc strictly forbade 

(Ibristian people to send their children under the guidance of a pagan to receive 

the communion as the holy Mysteries would be an object of mockery and 

derision for those infidels.This evidence shows sufficiently that pagans assisted 

at the service. Naturally the priests could not always distinguish a pagan from 

a Christian (unless they had different dresses, p. 08).-The similar case of a 

heretic coming to communion is not found in our Q.Q.., but was dealt with 

by Timolhcus Alex., Q. 20 (2nd series), in: Pilra, Monumcnta, i, p. 642: The 

answer is: 0jx i7utiv it pr, otoa rt; rcuv iv jvr, ixx).r,<xia Xx3ot npovtun/, xixt 

■/ap orvrj3’j\o; c«ttm (ha rov oy/ov xxi tf,v ayvotxv 0 imdi'h'j;. At one time it was usual 

that a foreigner before being admitted to the communion had to show a com¬ 

mendatory letter of his Bishop (D.C.A., s.v.; D.A.C.L., s.v. LitUrat Commendatitiai 

ft Formataf, t. ix, col. 157*-*576); but there was a great distance between 

Canonlaw and practice!-The fact that the pagan had communicated, had, 

of couisc, polluted the whole G*murtha (since a pagan stood under the influence 

of demons). The care for the holiness of the Sacrament went so far as to avoid 

speaking to a pagan after the Communion, although this intercourse could 

not really affect the Sacrament, and therefore if it was necessary one could 

talk with a pagan (Isho’Barnun, ad Macarium, Q.. 26). 

Q. 43. “Ordering” cf ad Q.. 18. It can be gathered from several other 

QQ. too that no communicants were present during the service; see ii 13 

in which is told how the priest had to act in such a case when he had another 

occupation ‘ (the Solution is: “From sheer necessity he must throw the particle 

of the Euch. Bread into one of the unconsecrated chalices and pour water on 

it and keep it till the Ordering and mix it with the rest of the chalice and take 

it to the deacon’s house after the Ordering”; and ii 11: “after a G«murtha 

had fallen that had to be given to one of the people (Q. 41) it lasted some time 

before there appeared somebody (V. adds: to receive the Qudasha) to give 

it together with another G^murtha which had been joined to the former, and 

nobody was present, and the sacristan wants to order etc.” It shows that the 

priests waited some time to see whether a communicant should appear. Cf. John 

Bar Abgarc, Quatstio Eccl. xiii: “Accidit duos sacerdoles nullo alio pracscnte 

solos ad altarc adcssc: quare alter alteri porrigit communionem. Contigit post 

advenire fidelium quempiam, et communionem expetere. Quaeritur, liceat 

necnc sacerdoti communionem petenti porrigere ex ca, quam manu tenet hostia? 

Respondelur, hoc minime licere: nam quod pro Sacerdote offertur, ejusoblatio 

est, nec ei fast cst quidpiam ex eo alteri ccdcre, nec duorum Sacerdotum prae- 

dictorum cuivis licet communionem ex disco et calice alteri porrigere, deinde 

a birr et rclinqucre, ut ex eodem percipiat communionem quisquam pro suo 

(1) ) «lo not know uliat ii mfinl by "occupation”. I did not find that the priest* in this time 

had all *orts of holiness at in the day* of the Canons of Athanasius, 49-50, ed. Riedcl-Cruni, p. 36 

and passim. - Most of the priest* were monks. 



arbitratu”, etc.). The Priests communicated at the Ablutions (cf. ad Q.. 18). 

Our Q. makes it, nevertheless, possible. “Crumbs” and their treatment cf. ad 

Q. 17. This applied to the bread. Communion with the chalice only is never 

found. The opposite, however, occurs sometimes in urgent cases (cf. ad Q. 51 

and: Lamy, p. 181) for the sick. 

Q,. 44-45. In Mesopotamia the chance of floods in the rainy season must be 

considered or the rising of Tigris and Zab in the months from February to 

April when the snow on the Armenian mountains is inciting. This causes a 

rising of the water-mark of several feet. “Floods on the Tigris are often ac¬ 

companied by violent south-eastwinds which literally blow craft up the river 

or into the banks” says Mr. Budge (B.G. ii, p. 553 n. 1-554)- Several times 

large floods are recorded in history. In connection with our Q.. it is worth 

while to give the following quotation of the time of ‘Abdisho’ (Gismondi 1, 

p. 91-92): “Anno autem 367, Tigris fluvius adeo enormiter excrevit ut obrui 

bagdadenses periclitati sint, ni agger stetisset quern tempore alluvionis plagae 

orientalis Mu’izz ad-Daula excitaverat”. These floods occur so often that we 

cannot identify this one with that mentioned in our Q., apart from the fact 

that this speaks of Bagdad and not of the place where our author was probably 

teaching p. 83. It is clear that “altar” means here the whole place round about 

the altar-table, the Sanctuarium. For the water enters into it several feet. 

The difference turns here again about consecrated and unconsecrated places 

cf. ad Q. 27, 40. Several steps always lead from the Temple (= nave, L.E.W., 

p. 583) to the altar. It appears that the “deacon’s house” was not on the same 

level as the altar, a detail that is not seen in the sketch of Dom. Connolly, Expos. 

i, p. 196. The rubric T. p. 119 does not mention this case. “Signing” seems to 

imply that a formulary without oil had to be used. 

Q. 46-47. About mixing the chalice cf. ad Q. 72 sqq. There and in Q,. 10 

it is clearly stated that the chalice should never be given with water only, as 

was the practice of some sectarians, probably from ascetical reasons (cf. Hanssens 

ii, p. 223-224). But it might happen that wine was scarce (Q.. 48) or failed 

altogether. Mesopotamia and the mountain districts did not produce much 

wine (especially since the Government was Mohammedan). From Q,. 47 11 

appears that it was important that the mixture had the U— = strength and 
• * 

colour of wine. As to the latter point Hanssens ii, p. 230-231 gives some in¬ 

formation, but that is of little interest. The point of the colour: red or white, was 

left undecided. Probably it was red, the blood (d*ma) of Christ. (Cyprian, Epist. 

63, 7, ed. Hartel, ii, p. 705-706, and: Chrysostom, Horn. 82 in Matt, xxvi, 

in: Af.S.G., 58, col. 738). The former quality might be defined by "taste”. Ibis 

word is used by James Edess., Can. 32 (Kayscr, S. 22) and Isho’Barnun, ad 

Macarium Q_. 25 in connection with the sacraments but with a different meaning, 

viz. “das in den Sakramentcn Wirksame”. There it points to the consecrated 

elements and must be identified with the effect of the Descent of the Spirit on 

them. This possibility is out of the question here and with regard to what will 

be said ad Q. 48 we must offer an other translation as: “essence, nature . 

Though in that case ) 1 would be expected. 

This scarcity or lack of wine is not rebuked, as it was no fault of the sacristan. 
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Why not? Wc should certainly expect a remark about it. The reason lies, I 

think, in: Can. xxv: “It seemed good to the Holy Spirit to order that no one 

who is in charge of the service of the altar may oflcr without necessity marred 

wine in which is a defect, on the holy altar when good wine is left; nor mix 

marred wine for the ‘Chalice of the Blood of our Lord’;” the trespasser profanes 

the divine sacraments. Wine soon gets spoilt in the eastern climate; once spoilt 

it is forbidden to offer it. But it is rather difficult to notice it beforehand. There¬ 

fore the sacristan is not rebuked. For that reason, too, it was impossible to soak 

the raisins for one or two days, as would be necessary to get the result which 

was required (47). These raisins were pure at any rate. “Purify" means of 

course: pare off the skin and remove the stones. 

The same view is found in the Maronitic Nomocanon> quoted by Mgr. Rahmani 

(L.O.O.y p. 71; following a MS. in the Vatican Lib.; it is said to be “traduit 

Fan 1069 dc notre £re du syriaque en arabe par le m^tropolite David", p. 

722): “Le vin doit etre 1’extrait du raisin, fruit de la vigne selon la parole de 

notre Seigneur dans le s. t^vangile. II sera de la meilleure quality possible, ni 

aigre ni d’un gout desagreable. Les autres extraits dc dattes, de miel, dc bananes 

etc. . . . sont sev^rement interdits. Cepcndant l’usage du vin lir£ du raisin sec 

cst autoris^ par quelques p£res 1A 011 le jus de raisins frais fait d<Taut." The 

prohibition could not be traced among the Nest.; the view of our Q. is men¬ 

tioned here as allowed by some fathers (ch. vi. iii). The whole Canon fits in veiy 

well with the spirit of our QQ.. It is possible that its origin was the same as 

that of our treatise, this is the more probable as the Maronites have more points 

of the liturgy in common with the Nest. (p. 54) and the date suits very well. 

Yet origin and connections of the Maronites arc so uncertain that it is better 

to leave this question to someone who will in future investigate the whole 

problem of this sect (cf. E. Roedigcr-K. Kessler, MaroniUn, in: P.R.E. xii, 

S. 355-364, and: P. Dib, D.Th.C., s.v. Maronite (Eglise), t. x, col. 1-142). 

As to the Coptic Church it was told by Renaudot how an Egyptian prefect 

wanted to tease the Christians and prevented them from getting any wine, 

and how they used palm-wine from sheer necessity. He also cites from the 

Qjiacstiones Ecclesiastical of Michael of Melicha the following decision: “Licetne 

Eucharistiam ofTerre ex picato aut resinato vino, vel eo quod maceratione ex- 

primitur? R.: Picatum quidem adhiberi potest, quia medicamento quodam 

e genere picis praeparatur, in eoque non est aqua, verum odor tantum et 

fumosum aliquid; sed quod maceratione exprimitur, cum in eo aqua sit, illud 

omnino usurpare non licet ad Liturgiam celebrandam." The same Bishop 

decided quite in agreement with the Nestorian Canon that it was strictly 

forbidden to offer sour wine because that had lost the taste, name and use 

of wine and had changed its nature. The other Coptic Canons (also found 

in: Hansscns ii, p. 219-221; who tells exactly the same as Renaudot) agree closely 

with it. From the Jacobites he reproduced a decision of Dionysius Bar Salibi 

(not found in the Syriac Nomocanon) which differs a little from the foregoing 

because it allows to use “uvarum succus" in urgent cases, if it had not been 

in touch with fire or cooked food. The Etiopians, too, employed raisins (L.O.C.y 

i, p. 176-177; ii, p. 67). This is the same as found in Nest. We see that the 

Maronitic view is practically the same as that of the Nest, while the Jacob, 

and Copt, though similar in many respects, vary as to the decisions in emergencies. 
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Q. 48. About the proportion of wine and water in normal and abnormal 

cases viz. scarcity of wine (the opposite case is not spoken of). The Canon quoted 

is: xxiv (but Assemani did not illustrate this Can. by our Q..): “ . . • the mix¬ 

ture of the chalice should be made of equal parts of wine and water, for tl 

is said that blood and water came from the side of our Saviour (Joh. xix 35, 

this text is always referred to in this connection from the time of the com¬ 

mentaries of Augustin and Chrysostom.); and in the same way must the mix¬ 

ture of the chalice consist of equal parts of wine and water; if it is neces¬ 

sary owing to lack of wdne, it is allow-ed to use one part of wine and two of 

water; and if there is not even enough for that, one part of wine and three 

of water. But less than three is not allowed under any circumstance . . .” In 

spite of this last clause our Q. allows even more water and less wine. 

Nothing is found about it in the ancient church. As far as I know, the Jaco¬ 

bite John Tell. wras the first to give a regulation similar to the first part of the 

Nestorian one: “et in calice dimiduum vini, et dimiduum aqua misceatur 

(this place known from Bar Hebraeus, Nomocanon, iv 1 appears to be borrowed 

from John’s Admonitions to the deacon, quoted in: L 0.0., p. 71; Mgr. Rahmani, 

/.c., informs us that the Jacob, rubrics have the same rule). The Coptic Church 

prescribed (Can. 99 of Basilius) not to pour in too much water, no more than 

a third part; “sind viele Gerate(?) am Orte der Zubereitung, so geniigt ein 

Zehntel.” Never should the wine be taken unmixed (i John v 6; John xix 

34-35); neglect is punished by lifelong deposing off the office (Riedel, S. 277). 

This is the opposite of the foregoing rules; small quantity of water and di¬ 

minishing of it in relation to the number of the chalices. Practically the 

same is found in other places. For the rest of the material cf. Hanssens ii, p. 

242-250. 

It is clear that there did not exist any agreement except in the fact that the 

chalice should be mixed. The proportion depended on local circumstances. 

As to the Syrians we may be sure that they kept in view this rule that not: 

“vini proprius sapor mutetur in saporem aquae” (rubric of the Russian Missal, 

quoted by Hanssens ii, p. 243, tr. appendix, p. 78). This (probably late) Canon 

expresses very well the thoughts of the Syriac Christians too (what has been 

said before about the “nature” of the wine and what has been quoted ad 

Q.. 70 offers a very instructive parallel). 

Q.. 49. “Admonitions” = Canon xx where our Q. is quoted by Assemani. 

This Canon to which we have referred already ad Q. 18 (compare the com¬ 

mentary of that Q,. to understand the present Q.) is derived from Isho Barnun, 

ad Macarium Q. 35 and reads as follows: “. . . he who orders may not take more 

than four G«murtas or parts which form a complete Bukhra. If a very urgent 

case arises, they may take five parts which is however illegal and abnormal. 

But if much is left, it is by no means possible to order it. Whosoever dares to 

trespass, the justice of the Lord shall punish him . . .” (In the Coptic Church 

the following rule is given by the Statutes of the Apostles, ed. Horner, p. 205, 

280-281, 349: “Concerning that which is left of the Oblations. The Eulogia 

which is left of the Mystery besides that which they offered, the deacons shall 

distribute among the priests, with the knowledge of the bishop or presbyter. 

Four parts shall be given to the bishop, and three shall be given to the prrs- 
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|>yter, and to tlie deacon two parts, and to the others, to the subdeacon and 

to the reader and to the singeis and to the deaconesses, one part”, according 

to the Ethiopic text; the others have slight variations in wording, but not in 

facts). Here arose a collision of the law to leave nothing (ad Q. 16) and the real 

situation. The communicants had already gone home, and there was the 

danger of the perishing of the Body of the Lord. This was the decisive point. 

“Cazza” ad Cl- *6. The condition of our sources does not allow us to say 

anything about the church-going among the Nestorians. Of course it has 

always been a rule that all the members of the church should communicate 

every time. But that was an ideal. Here it appears that the number was rather 

fluctuating and could not be ascertained beforehand (an other variation allowed 

by the differences in the number of communicants viz. in cases the Euch. Bread 

is short, is found in the direction of Bar Hebraeus, Nomocanon, iv 5.) This variety 

seems therefore to be a case of emergency. 

Q. 50. This is the well-known prohibition of reserving Paghra till the 

next day (see ad Q. 16). ur> = Passover is according to: E.S.D.O., p. 297, 

y.v. Piskha; cf. Diction, s.v., a specially Nestorian name for Maundy Thursday. 

As a matter of fact I have not found it elsewhere. It is uncertain when this 

name arose. The Expos, slates that on this day the Mysteries were held in th& 

Evening (instead of at the 3rd hour) because this was the time of the true 

Mysteries (ii, p. 6); it formed the end of the Fast (i, p. 51-52). The Quaeslioncs 

of George of Arbela use also this expression (cf. ad Q. 51). The Formulary of 

the Renewal of the Holy Leaven that took place on this day (cf. Ex. xii 15; 1 Cor. 

v 7!), called this day = Feria quinta of the Passover. It 

is probable that tlie name was an abbreviation by omitting the first word 

(cf. “Hosanna” = Sunday of Hos. = Palmsunday). The expression is used 

in its technical sence by 7 homas Marg. in the mouth of somebody who lived 

some generations before {D.G. ii, p. 547-54O): a monk asked a certain Narses 

how the Quacstiones in the Paradise of Palladius had been preserved. N. 

answered: “Now on the holy days of the Passover, and the Passion, and the 

Resurrection when they (the monks) were going forth from the restraint of 

lasting between one service and the other,” the answers were given by the 

Fathers to novices and written down by secretaries. This story may be true or 

not for the time of Palladius, at any rate it shows that the practice of the name 

existed already long before Thomas; the three days arc the same as those men¬ 

tioned by George, and for the cr.d of the Fast see the Expos, i, p. 52. This reference 

is a “terminus ante quern”. It had probably been instituted by Isho’yabh iii. 

It was strictly forbidden to consecrate on Good Friday according to the rubric 

at the end of the formulary of the Consecration of the altar with oil ascribed to I. 

iii (T., p. 150). Nor was it practised in other churches, but there existed the 

“Missa pracsanctificatorum” (cf. D.C.A., s.v. Good Friday), but this was not 

done by the Nestorians. Reasons for it arc not found anywhere, but on the 

analogy of the fact that Isho’Barnun prohibited the Eucharist on the Sabbath, 

a.o. because the liturgy supposes that Christ lived while the Sabbath was the 

day of his death and the liturgy represents His resurrection {ad Isaac, Q. 7; 

ad Macanum Q. 21; cf. Expos, ii, passim), wc may say that this day of the 
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“Passion” (the Nest, terminus tcchnicus together with |AOO^) did not permit 

he Euch., since all attention was concentrated upon the sufferings and not 

jpon the Victory of the Lord. (The name Pascha is also found in ii 35, hut 

:here it muse have had another meaning following from the context and 

probably means there the week before Gcxxl Friday). 

Q. 51. A very famous question in the Oriental Church. We begin with the 

Nest, material. The first is the famous Qtiestion of Isho’yabh i, that is always 

quoted since Assemani published it from V. fob 93a to illustrate Can. xviii; 

together with it he cited our Q. It reads as follows: “If somebody is ill, or in 

an urgent case (agony?) (the priest) must take a particle, dip it into a chalice, place 

it in the cloth of the chalice and go to the sick man in the early morning while 

it is still dark, reciting in his heart psalms as long as he carries the G«murta, 

and give it; not sitting down in the meantime. Then he must return to the 

church, going on with his service”. The text of the Arab. Nomocanon (cf. p. 122) 

is slightly different; we remind readers that Assemani’s quotation of Moses 

Cascar. to the same effect is a mistake. Riedel’s text gives the following trans¬ 

lation: “Man darf das Opfer (Qurbana) nicht aus dem Chore (Tcmpcl) 1 heraus- 

bringen, ausser zu einem Kranken oder wo es sonst notig ist bei einem, der aus 

irgend einem Grunde nicht zur Kirche kommen kann. Zu einem solchen 

soil er es in einem Gefasse bringen und es in seinem Gewande geben, mit 

Lichten und Weihrauch und Lesern vor sich, damit dcr Kranke oder in Not 

Geratcne davon kommuniziere. Keiner aber von denen, welche es tragen 

und vor ihm dicnen, soil sich auf die Erde setzen bis sic es zum Altare zuriick- 

gebracht haben.” We see that the Arab, text lias an expansion about the carrying 

of the lights etc. Isho’Barnun {ad Mac., Q. 42) brings in a new element: “Is 

it allowed to take the Qudasha to a sick man or a prisoner? Sol.: If it is necessary 

and the sick man or the prisoner is a true believer (italics are mine), it may be 

done, as is prescribed in many places in the Law. But if that is not the case, 

it is forbidden.” Some further restrictions are made in: Canon xviii though it 

moves on the same lines: it is not allowed “except to a prisoner or a sick man, 

dangerously ill, on the day of the Feast of the Resurrection of our Saviour 

(by command of the Head and Leader; this clause is missing in Ming. Syr. 121 

and means: allowance of the Bishop), and at night”. If it is done on other 

occasions, one despises the divine sacraments to please the people. This “dange¬ 

rously ill” is not superfluous; Budge, D.G. ii, p. 402; 2G8 tells us that a very old 

monk who could only come once a week to communion did so, although it 

was the only thing he could do; another was carried by a fellow pick-a-back. 

Several parts from the foregoing quotations were put together by George of 

Arbcla when he answered the question: “If a man is so ill that it is impossible 

to carry him to the church on Maundy Thursday, and he asks for a Qudasha, 

what must be done for him?” by saying: “There is no necessity on Maundy 

Thursday; but on Eastcrday the Ganon orders that the G«murta should be 

carried immersed in the chalice, secretly at night, and they must not stop 

their prayers, and leave off from incense and lights, and they must take the 

(1) Thii ii a clear proof of Syrian origin; Temple = nave, not: ,,Chor” or Sanctuary, •» in 
Egypt, cf. Riedel-Crum, Cmnoru of Alhananui, p. 4a, n. 9 and L.E.W., P- 583, 587. 
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Omni la to ihc sick man”. He is clearly linking up Can. xviii with that of I. i. 

In contravention of these rules our Q.. prefers to take the certain for the uncer¬ 

tain and forbids it. He does not want to take the risk that the sacrament should 

be defdcd being put in unclean places; it is not quite clear, but it is highly 

probable that this unclean is meant in the ritual sense (cf. Kayser, S. 104). 

All the precautions apply to the church! The use of incense and lights, mentioned 

on several occasions in the Expos., arc necessary requirements at the celebration 

of (he Fairh., see: Rubric in T., p. 150 (they are also used in the other churches, 

D.C.A., s.v. light, incense). The author was very much afraid of desecration 

by taking it outside the church (cf. ii 22: “A Bukhra that was defiled because 

wine had been poured out, may under no circumstance be taken outside the 

church**). This makes the Communion of the Sick (D.C.A., s.v.; D.A.C.L., s.v. Com¬ 

munion, t. iii, col. 2437-2440, where the later development is neglected) ab- 

\ohitrly impossible. What is meant by ‘‘to take it to the houses of the faithful”, 

becomes clear from the parallels in the ancient and Jacobite church. I do not 

know what is the practice of the present time. 

hamy, p. 1 Bo-182 has collected and discussed several points; he did it in his 

way to show that the practice of these churches was practically the same as 

the practice of the R.C. church: ‘‘Coinmunio infirmorum sub una” (but it 

should not be overlooked that the Bread had been dipped into the Chalice 

first, as it was hard to walk with a chalice of wine to the house of the sick)’. 

The oldest Canon is that of John Tell., Can. 8. James Edess., Can. g, 10, 17 

specified some points. It was summarized by Bar Hebraeus, Nomocaiion, iv 4. 

It suffices to note the essential points. John Tell, is asked whether the holy 

Margaritha may be sent to a sick person in a \l\x i O as the authorities did 

not agree about this point. Lamy translated this with: ‘‘in canistro” and ex¬ 

plained it by ‘‘vas ecclesiasticum in quo distribuantur eulogae seu panes bene¬ 

dict i”. But it means ‘‘cake” (Diction., cf. Kayser, S. 97). Therefore the answer 

is that in such a case either the Margaritha or the cake can be broken. It is 

preferable to send it in a piece of linen or paper that can be burned afterwards 

(probably because it was sanctified by its contents and could not be used in another 

way). In emergencies it may be sent by a layman and even by a woman. Can. 

i 1 refers to this matter according to Kayser (‘‘Noch im 6. Jahrhundcrt gestattet 

Johann von Telia [Entsch. 1 1 bei Lamy] dem Priester den Kelch und die Hostie 

mil blosser Hand, wenn Eile notig, zu dem Kranken zu tragen, S. 93). This 

question was quite rightly not noted by Lamy among those about the commu¬ 

nion of the sick; for that it refers to the sick, is an addition of Kayser himself. 

The text has: outside the AaO — Sanctuary. It is simply a case about 

the ordinary communion. James Edess. joins John, adding that he has no 

objection to take a leaf of a cabbage. It would be proper that if it was taken 

home the priest should inquire beforehand what use would be made of it; 

this is however impossible in most cases. Therefore they must go themselves 

(they may go on horseback, Canon 17) or entrust it to faithful laymen or women. 

For its does not matter that the sick should take a part of the Eucharist for 

cure of body and soul. But it is strictly forbidden to preserve it in beds, walls 

(») The in irrprclation of l-amy is absolutely impossible, cf. .trah. Synod if on, fol. Bob: "It il not 

allowed to take the Cuch. Ur. without chalice, as the bread is the lkxi> (Pjchra) and the chalice 

the Wood (I >*ma) and these two may not be separated". 



or as charms for magical practices (Can. 9 and 12, cf. Kaysers Commentary). 

Besides that we observe that according to James, Can. 1 1 the Eucharist inay 

be administered in various places outside the church. Renaudot, L.O.C., i, 

p. 270 borrowed from Bar Hebracus as these regulations have the same authority 

among the Copts. The differences that occur are of no importance; “nam etiam 

in ipsa qualiscumquc sit, dissimilitudine, eadem animadvertitur rcligio circa 

Eucharistiam, ut quam decentissime tractetur, nullusque sit profanationi, 

neglegentiae, imo nec superstitioni locus”. Before following this track we must 

see the Coptic texts. For this remark of Renaudot’s may be conclusive from 

his point of view, the historian of the rite is interested in the differences. Basilius, 

Can. 98 (Riedel, S. 276) bases itself upon the precept in Exod. xii 46: the Paschal 

Lamb must be eaten at home and no bone may be taken outside. "YVir aber 

bringen das Mysterium iiberhaupt nicht aus der Kirche heraus um es jemand 

zu geben; nur bei Todesgefahr geben wir jemand von den Mysterien”. The 

same argument is used in the book of Abul Barakat (Villccourt, Observances, 

p. 208); he does not say anything, however, about the danger of death. Athana¬ 

sius, Can. 36, ed. Riedel-Crum, p. 32: “No priest shall carry forth the mysteries 

and go with them about the streets, except for a sick man, when the end and 

death’s hour of need draws nigh. And when they carry the mysteries (without), 

they shall suffer none but the sick to partake. And they shall not do according 

to favour and give unto one beside the sick, but unto the sick alone.” Wc see 

that they hold a position between the Nestorians and the Jacobites. 

Concerning the practice of the Ancient church it is well known that in the first 

extra-canonical account of the Eucharist the deacons take the Sacrament to the 

absent faithful (Justinus Martyr, Apol. 65. 5, ed. Goodspeed, p. 74). Many 

other examples from the following centuries are known that tell us that the 

Eucharist was not eaten in the church, but taken home by the faithful and 

preserved there to be used later. This ‘‘taking home by the faithful” (cf. our 

Q,.) was the origin of several practices inconsistent with the meaning of the 

Sacrament as was shown already by James Edess. (it is not necessary to repeat 

here these instances, cf. D.C.A., s.v. Reservation and: Bingham, xv 4). 1 his custom 

was abolished afterwards and instead of that we find the Reservation of 

the Sacrament in the church from which the sick and the dying men got their 

communion. We have observed already that this practice is not found in the 

Nestorian and Coptic church, see ad Q.. 16. It could not be treated in the same 

way as it was done by the Jacobite, in agreement with the Ancient church. It 

was only possible to take a particle by means of a priest who had to do a service, 

to sick people and prisoners. This limitation of the older practices was even 

forbidden later and confined to the highest service of the whole year at Easter. 

It is interesting to see the development among the Nestorians to a stricter 

observance. Our Q.. is the strictest of all. 

Q. 52fT. The following category deals with questions concerning the Pre¬ 

paration of the elements. The data as far as they are known at present were 

printed together by Hanssens ii, p. 206-21 1 Usus praesens; p. 21 1-217 Historia; 

iii, p. 283. The former part consists mainly of Canons of the Eastern Uniates 

which display a great care for the preparation. But most of them are of a recent 

date and nothing is said about their origin. The Nestorians and Acthiopians 
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ate llie only Ixxlics of non-Uniates mentioned. As to the history this consists 

mainly of Nest, and Coptic Canons. Those of the churches outside Persia prescribe 

mostly that the bread must he baked on the same day on which it is offered 

ami the material is merely traditional. In reviewing this collection of Hanssens we 

see that it was especially the Nestorian Church that had at an early date (10th 

century) a Canon-law of fairly detailed regulations. They have also a special: 

Formulary of kneeding and preparing of the mixture; (T. p. 105-110; translated together 

with ‘Addai* in: L.E.W., p. 247-252). It does not seem to occur in the ordinary 

copies of the liturgy. Rcnaudot and Badger did not mention it and in T. it 

seems to have been published from one MS. (cf. p. 112, it should be noticed 

that the Prothesis of Baptism is also found apart, see: Dicltrich, Tauflit., S. 55 

fin 7. \ p. 110]). At what time did it come into being? An important though nega¬ 

tive indication concerning this question is given by the Expos, ii, p. 36. It asks why 

lslio'yabh iii prescribed {L.E.W.t p. 268) the priests to order the Mysteries 

on the altar, but did not prescribe how it should be done nor how the bread 

should be baked and the wine mixed while he has given regulations on so many 

points of minor interest. The writer gives for it a mystical reason that does 

not furnish any point of liturgical importance. At any rate he sticks to what 

was dictated by Isho*yabh, and it does not become clear whether the rite of 

T. or something of that kind existed already. Anyhow it is sure that it was^ 

not ordered by Isho’yabh, but was of later date. The only regulation that is 

known before the Canoncs is Canon 26 of the Apostle Addai (Bar Hebraeus, 

Nomocanon iv i) that is nothing but a form of Canon 27 of the Apostles (Syr. 

rec. in: Mai, Scr. Vet. Nova Coll, x, 2, p. 5) to the effect that the bread of the 

oblation must be brought upon the altar on the same day and not afterwards. 

The Canons of John Bar Abgare are full of this matter and because we do not 

know whether this had been fixed before, they exhibit the first rules. As Prof. 

Hanssens did not translate them in full we will give them here all together, 

(following the text ofT.): iii “It seemed good to the Holy Spirit through the 

l athers (to order) that the mixers of the Holy dough should be priests and 

deacons. It is not allowed that anybody else than a priest or a deacon should 

draw near it. If a layman or an unordained monk does so, it is under pain of 

the Word of our Lord*L(cf. Armen. Sion i, Can. 12, 8th cent.(?) in: Hanssens ii, 

p. 211). iv . . . (we omit the introductory and final formulas) “nothing else 

should be used to prepare the dough, but pure, fine wheat flour and clear 

water and pressed olive-oil” (cf. also the rubric in: L.E.W., p. 247, and that 

for the renewal of the Holy Leaven T., p. 105. It is remarkable that nothing 

is said alx>ut salt though it was used, cf. Q.. 8t. This mixture was the same as 

that of the Jacobite Syrians who had at some day a controversy with their 

Coptic co-religionists as the latter did not mix in it salt nor oil, cf. Hanssens 

ii, p. 167-169 and his reference to Rcnaudot. Docs this agreement point to 

the time before the separation?) v (Arabic addition of Assemani). “Presbyter 

aut diaconus, qui oblationis panem praeparat sui instrumenti munditiem 

curet, habeatque, ne a laico contingatur. Habeat praeterea lumbos succinctos 

rt calceamcnta in pedibus suis, (cf. ad Q. 23, 39; this shows that the Elements 

had already a “proleptic” holiness), faciem ad orientem et amictu vclatam. 

Ministret autem cum psalmis.” viii “There may not be in the Q.«$atha two forms 

through two kinds of wheat flour, one white and one black. But there must 
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be one dough each day consisting of one kind of wheat flour; for in Christ’s 

Body (Paghra) there is not black and white” (lit.: "Cush and Ionian”, a play 

of words on Paul’s Gal. iii 28, Col. iii 11). ix "No priests nor deacons serving 

the altar shall make purshana’s of wheat flour when the ‘Malkha’ is of black 

flour. Because it is not fit that they should make ‘Malkha’ a black man who 

is a slave and not a free man, while the Roman is white” (the pun of Can. viii 

must be kept in mind; Malkha = King is used her in a twofold sence, viz. 

for the priest’s loaf and the Emperor of Byzance whose ordinary Syriac title 

it is, cf. E.S.D.O. p. 295, and p. 246-247. At any rate it is a highly remarkable 

quibble that one should not expect among the Nestorians since they were not 

adherents of the Byzantine church or subjected to that sovereign, on the con¬ 

trary that might be considered to be high-treason). Canon xi tells us that the 

bread must be mixed with holy leaven and xiv forbids to bake bread for two 

days (cf. the texts in: Hanssens ii, p. 212-215; iii, p. 283: Athanasius, Canon 64 ad 

Q.. 70; add to the Canon of John Tell., p. 212 a reference to: L.O.O., p. 69). In his 

Quaestio Eccl. 28 the answer of John to the question whether a priest who is 

afraid of staying the night in'the church may bake the Euch. bread at home 

and take it to the church, is that it is not necessary to take it into the church 

at night, but to bake it in the church. It may be done at home in emergencies, 

but in a special oven and only by priests and deacons (cf. Cyril, iii Ibn 

Laklak, in: Hanssens ii, p.214 and: Villecourt, Observances, p.247: "ne coquatur 

panis extra ccclesiam. Et si non cst furnus in ecclesia neque ibi confici potest 

(panis), sacerdos vel aedituus eum coquat in domo sua. Neve sinat feminam 

aut aliam quemlibet praeter semet ipsum ilium tangere”). Reviewing this 

evidence we see that they give regulations about officiants and their habits, 

place, time and materials that are necessary for a right baking. The questions 

that follow are also concerned with these matters; they suppose that the Canons 

were not used or were not known as they ought to be known. They show that 

as much weight was attached to them as to the liturgy itself. But it is not possible 

to state whether the formulary mentioned above was already existant. Nor 

can it be fixed whether these regulations were traditional (cf. p. 150-151). At any 

rate it seems to be a tradition that is peculiar to the Nestorian church. We 

do not hear anything of it in the Ancient church (D.C./i., s.v. Elements: "The 

more minute directions for the preparation of the Eucharistic bread belong 

to a later age”-cf. R. M. Woolley, The bread of the Eucharist, Alcuin Club Tracts, 

1913, a book which I was not able to consult). Originally it was taken from 

the oblata of the faithful (cf. the rule of Christodoulus of Alexandria, in: Hanssens 

ii, p. 217 that mentions still the ancient practice). But afterwards it was mainly 

done by ordained people. The evidence collected by Prof. Hanssens is mainly 

concerned with this* (the Aethiopians baked it in a special house near a church, 

the Bethlehem; cf. Hanssens ii, p. 210-211, and this seems also to be found 

elsewhere; at least Mgr. Rahmani states: L.O.O., p. 69; "On en voit encore 

de nos jours dans quelque ^glises syriennes [probably Jacobite] des villages 

et dans Ies ^glises du vieux Caire”). One of the points of reproach to the Jacobites 

who do not seem to have followed this strict practice was: "ihre Abendmahls- 

(l) Hanurm, did not quote the interesting Canon 34 of Athanasius, ed. Riedel-Crum, p. 3a 

“It is not permitted unto a priest to go out on account of the bread of offering, and to stand at 

the oven; but as he servelh the poople, so shall the subdracon serve him". 
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rlcmrntr werden auf den Markt gekauft, von Weibern geknetet, von Un- 

glaubigcn gebackcn” (Elias Nisib., Beireis, S. 99; the elements must be dis¬ 

tinguished from the ingredients, for from Q. 55 it appears that also the Nes- 

toiians bought them in the market place; the prohibition that women should 

knead it is also (bund among the Copts, Hanssens, ii, p. 214, on the other hand 

it seems to have been a peculiarity of the Nestorians, cf. the invective of a Greek 

author against the Armenians, Hanssens ii, p. 216, for the Greeks themselves 

allowed it as well). To praise the Eucharist of the Nestorians themselves the same 

author says (a.a.O., S. 102): “Niemand handhabt bei uns irgend ctwas beim 

Abendmahl, als der Priester und der Diacon, dein das Lcsen des Gebets, das 

Knctcn des Drots und dessen Verfcrtigung zukommt.” No directions about 

it besides those of Addai 28 and John Tell, are found in Bar Hebraeus, JVomo- 

canon; so the way to make the Elements was free and therefore such events 

could happen. 

We have reviewed the material because it explains why it is practically 

out of the question that we can find parallels to the subsequent questions. 

They seem to be impossible in any other church but the Nestorian, at least 

as far vve can see from the present state of our knowledge. What is mentioned 

by Prof. Hanssens under the “Usus praesens” is of too late a date to give 

any historical explanation and insight. It is well known and does not need 

further comment that the Nestorians as well as the other Eastern Churches 

except the Armenians used the Euch. bread with leaven (cf. Hanssens ii, 

p. 125-141). 

Q. 52. About the “Horae” mentioned here see ad Q. 105. It is not clear 

from the Canons etc. when the bread must be baked. It seemed that it was allowed 

to do so in the morning (Quaest. Eccl. 28, see p. 245). As to the leaven it is distin¬ 

guished in: “Ordinary” and “Holy”. These words are not used as in most 

cases where the former means something unconsecrated and the latter something 

consecrated (see e.g. for the altar Timothy ii, in: Ming. Syr. 13, fol. 49b; and 

at the end of this answer about the dough). In Q. 58 we also see that two kinds 

of leaven are distinguished: one to sign with and an other that must be kneaded 

into the dough (is this an invention of the time after the Canons as it is not men¬ 

tioned there in iv [that seems to be the opinion of Hanssens ii, p. 171] or does 

this Canon only sum up the ingredients?). The “Holy Leaven”, also called 

Malkha, is a terminus technicus', cf. T., p. 106: loXSD Qj»OCn* 1 a-irO ]r 

and sec p. 105, 114, 118. The Supplement to the Thesaurus Syr., s.v., says: “holy 

leaven”, made “with the leaven (|*ju*Q>j) kept from the last baking and with 

this holy leaven handed down from age to age and renewed yearly” (its second 

meaning is: priests Euch. loaf, p. 245). The Nestorians have a piece of leaven 

that is renewed once a year with ceremonies of the formulary (mentioned ad 

Q. 50) on Maundy Thursday. It is said in a prayer and told in the legend that 

it descended by succession from the Eucharistic bread that was given by the 

l«ord to His disciples of the East and bequeathed to the Persians (prayer: 

L. E.W., p. 248; the legend: B.O., iii 2, p. ccxcv-ccc; Hanssens ii, p. 171-174; 

M. Jugie, Theol. Dogmatica, v, p. 305-308). The writers who mention this story 

(1) Malkha — kin?, it a typical Neitorian term. 



arc all of later date, after the 12th century* and Badger pleaded (ii, p. 161) for 

a late date as he had not found this special leaven in any other ritual than 

in that Formulary that he assigns to (he 12th or 13th century, without giving 

however any reasons for this dating. At any rate we sec that this special leaven 

existed already in the 10th century (though it is possible that the legend did 

not yet exist). At the same time Elias Nisib. boasted that only the Nestorians 

had Holy leaven (Beweis, S. 102). On the other hand the Holy leaven of the 

Q«satha of Canon xi (see p. 245) does not refer to it; this appears from the ap¬ 

position; it is the leaven called in our Q. “ordinary” viz. that of the Eucharistic 

bread of the foregoing mass that was left and mixed with the dough (to indicate 

the continuity of the several Eucharists), cf. L.E.W., p. 247, n. a. 

This Holy leaven blesses the dough in the Preparation by signing (L.E.IV., 

p. 248). It is impossible to conclude with any certainty from the data what 

was its origin and at what time it was first used. It must remain undecided 

if there is really a connection as Prof. Baumstark (L.G., S. 310 Ak. 9) and after 

him Prof. Hanssens (ii, p. 170) supposed, between this leaven and the old- 

roman rite of the preservation of the sancta from one papal mass to the other. 

We think it possible to point to another parallel viz. that the Greeks have a 

holy Reserve of a piece of bread that is consecrated on Maundy Thursday 

(cf. ad Q. 16). It was known already in the time of James Edcss. who rejected 

it (Canon 7 and cf. commentary of Kayscr). 

According to the Formulary the priest mixes while reciting Ps. 1-30 and he 

kneads it with the (ordinary) leaven; next he makes a mark in the middle and 

on the four sides and covers it carefully “until the time of preparing” (Mixing 

and baking are two separate acts). If this has been done he takes a piece ofdough 

M^caphrana, then a piece for the leaven (of the next day); and from the middle 

the “royal Purshana”. After that the priest recites Ps. 145: i~7a and takes 

a piece Malkha = Holy Leaven and blesses the dough by signing it with the 

Malkha. After that he signs the Qfsatha; the Malkha is returned to its place 

on the altar and the priest goes on with kneading and baking. 

Those who are spoken of in the Q. did this accurately, but with one dough. 

It was forbidden in Can. xi “to give a Purshana of what has been mixed with 

the Holy Leaven of the Q^satha to a pagan or to a Magian (priest of the Persian 

religion) or a priest of any other religious body, not even to a Christian boy”. 

They trespassed against this rule by giving bread that had something holy 

in it, because it had been in contact with something that was destined for the 

Eucharist, while they themselves admitted that there was a danger of defiling 

(about fasting before Communion, cf. ad Q.. 82; crumbs were always dealt with 

carefully, cf. ad Q. 78; that children could be somewhat negligent is also said 

in Can. vii; “pagans” see ad Q,. 42). The “stamp” 1is not a terminus 

technicus as among the Jacobites for: Euch. Bread (L.E. IV., p. 71 1. 8, 

cf. p. 571). 

Our teacher specifics some points for it was not clear from the formulary, 

at what time of the day the dough should be made; it was, as has been shown 

here, at night. “Crying of the cock” is also found among the indications of the 

(1) The opinion of M. Jugie. Thiol. Dogm., v, p. 305, n, 3 is: "ad hanc traditionem jam alludil 

Joannes v bar Abgar" — but this rests upon a wrong interpreiation of Can. xi (quoted in the text); 

and John does not say a word about nor alludes to the apocryphal story. 
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“Horae” in: ‘Abdisho*,Nomocanon,\3 (Mai, p. 246), see also: Can. Hipp. 29 (Riedel, 

S. 219). From the Gospels it is well known as the Roman name for the third 

vigil, 12-3, see: D.A.C.L., s.v., Gallicinium, t. vi, col. 593-596. Instead of this 

they did it in the evening, went to sleep instead of serving the whole night 

(this was prescribed by Isho’barnun, ad Afacarium, Q. 67: “Is it lawful that a 

priest or deacon who did not serve in the night-service, should go to the apse 

to serve his order and to consecrate the Qudasha, or not? Solution: It is not lawful 

that he should do so. But he is allowed to receive the Qudasha”; and Can. 

xxvii repeats it and says that the priests must serve in the evening, night and 

early morning. Or is it a counterpart of the service of Can. xxii ad Q. 16, because 

this bread was already “holy”, cf. p. 190.) Sufficient proof of their laziness! If 

they want to give something to children or pagans they may do so if they make 

dough in the evening and mark it; but at the aforesaid time they must prepare 

the real F.uch. dough with the leaven; and bake them together. 

Q. 53-55. Among the ingredients is mentioned olive-oil, p. 244. Canon xii 

ordered that pure olive-oil should be burnt in the lamps of the altar, and if 

“there is no olive-oil available, they must take pure oil for the lamp in its stead 

(in passing I note that Dionysius B. Salibi objects to the Armenians, that they 

use Sesam-oil for the chrism instead of the Biblical olive-oil, W.S. iv, p. 37-38,0 

57); olive-oil for the lamps: Ex. xxvii, 20. But the Q^tsatha may not be prepared 

with other oil under any circumstance” (the oil of Anointing at Baptism should 

also be olive-oil, cf. Diettrich, Taujlit. S. 31, A. 1). The liberty granted here 

seems to have allowed the practice of distinguishing the oil of the lamps and 

the olive-oil. The latter was not only biblical, but also more refined and pure, 

while the former might be of somewhat inferior quality. Only at the second 

act when the leaven (of the previous day) had already been mixed, the mistake 

was observed. Everything had to be done again otherwise it would be wrong 

from the very beginning. About Purshana and double leaven cf. ad Q. 52. 

In Q. 54 a similar case with a similar solution; he notices it from the smell. 

Q. 55: the “purity” of the oil does not depend on the fact that there is dust 

in it, but that it is unmixed and is not what it is called. Of course this case 

stands upon the same line with bringing bad wine upon the altar, cf. ad Q. 46 (in 

this connection cf. Villccourt, Observances, p. 249, where it is prescribed that 

the sacristan must smell to see if the wine has not undergone an “alteration”). 

T his Q. is very important for the meaning of injury. 

Q. 56. The dough must be broken to pieces, see p. 247; about the falling 

on the ground see ad Q. 40. The signing mentioned here is the one that is 

made with the holy leaven. It was baked in any case. The writer does not say 

that it must be given as a Purshana, but this was probably the case. From this 

and the preceding questions it is clear that according to our author the priests 

should take care during the baking etc. that everything was done according 

to the prescripts. It seems that this was of the same importance as the later 

parts of the liturgy though they are generally neglected. A mistake here spoils 

everything. 

Q. 57. It is not said what use was made of the water. Possibly it was used 
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lest the bread should stick to the hands of the priests and so get a wrong shape. 

At any rate this was not ordained in one of the Canons and therefore it was 

wrong to use it, since it had nothing to do with the holy act. The olive-oil is not 

the oil used in the mixture, but that used for the special loaf of the priest ( C, 

p. 105,1. 12; L.E. IV., p. 247,1. 20). That it must be made in or with the form of 

a cross is not definitely stated in the formulary (*a* = to paint, to model, 

to adorn). The form of the bread is not given officially in the Canons. Prof. 

Brightman says that it is “a round leavened cake, 2X7 in., stamped with a 

cross-crosslct and four small crosses” (L.E. \V., p. 571-572; the forms in the 

other churches, cf. also: L.O.O., p. 68 and figure at the end of that book). Hie 

oven should be somewhere in or near the church, see the Q.. Eccl. 28 of John 

B. Abgare, p. 245, as in the other churches, (it is not mentioned in the 

Expos., therefore not indicated in Dom. Connolly’s sketch i, p. 196). ** not 

indicated in any regulation where it should be. In any case, it stood in a place 

where every one could enter (see Q.. 86). The formulary of baking provides 

a little consecration for every time the oven is used (L.E. W., p. 248), so it should 

not be used for anything else (John b. Abgare: "nihil aliud in ilium immissum 

fueril”; after the baking it was desecrated. Brightman came to the conclusion 

from the use of Ps. xl 2, that it had the usual form of an eastern oven: "a clay- 

lined cavety in the floor” (L.E. IV., p. 584 ; cf. the various forms of ovens in the 

East in: P. Volz, Biblische Alterliimer *, Stuttgart, 1925, S. 317—3*8- See ad Q.. 85). 

Q. 58. Originally (up till the 5th cent.) the laymen were allowed to bring 

personally the offerings to the altar; after having done this they should retire 

to the nave (cf. D.C.A., s.v. Laity). We observe a growing tendency of excluding 

laymen from the service. Among the Ncstorians the preparation was, as we 

saw, exclusively the work of priests and deacons and no laymen should touch 

it, and certainly not after that it had been signed by the holy leaven and ad¬ 

dressed as "King of Kings” (L.E. W., p. 248). If only one piece was touched 

all the dough was desecrated. In such a case one should begin anew from 

the very beginning, with a part of leaven from another church (sec Q,. 84). 

Q.* 59-60. Water has the same desecrating eflfect as a layman (cf. also 

Q. 57). This Q. is referred to in ii 19: the author gives a "proof” that his answer 

in ii 17 (see ad Q. 15) is the right one, and says: "When they offer a chalice 

on the altar and its contents are shed over the altar do you not know that the 

altar is injured from that mixture? (= Q.. 11) Again if a drop of water falls 

on one of the P«rishta’s in the basket before some particle of it has been con¬ 

secrated, the whole of the Euch. Br. is desecrated,” etc. The Ncstorians are 

stricter in this respect than the Jacobites, cf. James Edess., ap. Bar Hebraeus, 

Nomocanon, iv 1: the Body of the Lord is not injured if touched upon with water, 

Among the Copts on the other hand it was ordered that after the sacristan 

had brought the bread on the altar, "il essuie (lave) chaque (pain d’) offrande 

de face ct de dos” (Villecourt, Observances, p. 249). It is strange that suddenly 

a biblical text is used as an argument (but only in M.!). It is: 1 Cor. xii 26a; 

the quotation is not quite according to the P'shita (7he N T. in Syriac, ed. 

British & Foreign Bible Society, London, 1905-1920), but the variations are 

practically of no importance. 
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(i i. “Falling”, sec ad Q. 4t. It happens during the transferor the bread 

to the altar. After the preceding QQ. it is clear that it should not be used. 

It is not said what should be done with it; probably used for distribution. 

Q. 62-G3. About the girdle see ad Q,. 23 and the sandals ad Q. 39. Ad 

(_) • 3a we quoted already the Canon of John b. Abgare (Arabic, Assemani v) 

to the effect that nobody could prepare the bread unless he had them on. In 

(.K 23 and 39 we saw that no priest could do the service of the altar without 

(hem. It appears here once more that this preparation was considered as a 

close parallel to the Eucharist proper. The same is true as regards of the theft 

of a particle. For the rubric (T., p. 119) ordered to consecrate the altar with 

oil: “if an altar-cloth is stolen, or a Bukhra or vessels”. In that case the bread 

was not complete any longer as it ought to be; no more was the Q^tsatha (Q. 60), 

and unconsccratcd things defile that what has been consecrated, viz. the altar. 

Q. 64. The same point in a somewhat different wording is treated in Q. 

Ui. I cannot guess why it is dealt with twice, because there is no reference in 

the latter Q.. (there is no indication whatever that this book should have been 

compiled from two sources). About the services of Morning and Mysteries 

it will be dealt ad Q.. 105 (mysteries do not mean here “Eucharist” or “Sa¬ 

crament”, but the service at the third hour on Sunday-morning). It is quite 

clear from both questions what should be done. It is in accordance with: Canon 

xiii: “. . . any one who is in charge of the service of the altar, after having 

brought the CVtsatha to the altar, must before one Purshana of the Bukhra’s 

01 P^rishta’s is distributed single out from what remains and carefully 

preserve it. If he is forced to consecrate at the end of the day, he must 

consecrate from what he has singled out, a token to supply his need.” The 

bread was only baked once a day (the time see ad Q,. 52). If it was distributed 

without these precautions it was possible that nothing of it should be left (the 

lowest limit was two, Q. 67). The different words for the bread see p. 194. Pur- 

shana’s for children ad Q. 52. 

Q. 65-G7. These three QQ.. were quoted by Assemani (Z?.0., iii t, p. 243, 

and after him by Hanssens ii, p. 199-200) ad Canon xvi. It says that: “there 

should not be consecrated on the altar fewer than three Bukhra’s; if there 

are very few people only two: one with which the priest must make the sign 

of the cross and an other to be signed. But it is not allowed to consecrate one 

Bukhra”. The rubric (T., p. 5, 1. 13 = L.E.W., p. 262) only said that the priest 

must place them “according to his discretion”. Probably to give a more definite 

number in stead of this vague indication, the Canon was given by the Patriarch 

John. Yet our questions do not quite agree with it, though the difference is 

only very slight, since Q,. 67 admits two only in cases when there are hardly 

any communicants. In other cases they keep the number three. Undoubtedly 

this number was suggested by the thought of the Trinity. This is shown by the 

parallels that are found in the other Eastern churches, printed together by 

Hanssens ii, p. 182-200. Very interesting and instructive for a comparative 

study of the liturgy is the similar practice adduced from the Russian church 

by Hanssens ii, p. 193, which also denotes that it is unlawful to celebrate the 
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Eucharist with one loaf only. For it is rather unconceivable that here the in¬ 

fluence of the Nestorians was felt. Neither do they both go back to a regulation 

of the ancient church. For in reviewing the various Canons given by Hansseirs, 

we see that there existed a difference as to the number of the loaves. Generally 

it was an odd number (among the Greeks 5 or 7; the Jacobites generally 3, 

cf. L.O.O.y p. 277, n. 1 [Basilius. Can. 99: “in case there are few communicants 

only one!”]). It is not out of place here to draw attention to the remark of the 

traditional canonist Bar Hebracus, Nomocanon. iv i, to the cfTect that there was 

no apostolic Canon about this matter. In mentioning the number 3 the I rinity 

is generally referred to. Why was this asked as the answer could be found 

in the Canons? Again we must answer by pointing to the lax disciple of the 

time. In the rubric: L.E.W.y p. 291 is mentioned the signing with half a Bukhra. 

In reference to what has been quoted before, this sounds somewhat strange, 

as it seems to suppose that there was only one Bukhra on the altar. I do not 

know how this contradiction should be solved unless by assuming once more 

that this rubric is of a later date. 

Q. 68-69. Deal with the question that was left unanswered by Can. xvi. 

“Insult”sce p. *92-193. Thequestion must be seen in connection with the previous 

ones: Two is the minimum because of the signing. This cannot take place with 

one Bukhra; if it should be done with one it would be a deviation from the 

formulary. Then it speaks about the punishment of the priest (see also Q. 38). 

The way in which the priest should be corrected etc. is not often mentioned, 

nor is the kind of his punishment. The nature of his penance is dependent on 

the degree of the mistake, viz. whether it is of great importance or not, and 

whether it was done on purpose, and whether it is a recidivism. Isho’Barnun 

[ad Isaac, Q,. 1) says that one should not leave the bread during the night upon 

the altar; those neglectful people who do so, must be punished by the ecclesias¬ 

tical dignitary, but he must “make use of the usual long-animity of Christ, 

His prototype, and order that those who dare leave it, should stand in sack¬ 

cloth and ashes while fasting and reciting prayers of penitence during 

as many days as the number of the days in which they have left it.” I be 

canons say in several places that one who trespasses against the Canon given 

“according to the word of the Lord” should be deprived of his office (xv, xx, 

adding: he is a stranger to the Holy Sacrament and is anathematised by the 

Holy Spirit; xxi, xxv which adds “and becomes a layman, because he has 

profaned the divine Sacrament). Here we find some very grave penalties 

(lay-communion is one of the most severe punishments; “they [the priests] 

were reduced to the condition of laymen, deprived of office, and forbidden to 

exercise their clerical functions”; it is not specially connected with the Eucharist, 

cf. D.C.A.y s.v.; about “anathema” cf. ad Q. 7; the same climax, first an ad¬ 

monition and after repeating the mistake a penalty by the bishop is found in: 

Resolutio xxvi of the letter to the Eastern Jacobites, in: I. E. Rahmani, Vetusta Docu- 

menta Liturgica, p. 1 1-12 [text]). Very instructive is the case in ii 30-32 as it exhibits 

the various degrees. They speak about ordering by the priest alone without any¬ 

body else being present. The answer is given according to Canon xxii and the 

questioner Q. 30 goes on saying: “But if a priest by mistake thinks that it is 

entrusted to him as is the custom of the rulers, and received it for himself and 



lakes (hr nip, in what respect is the altar injured? Solution: The altar must 

|»c signed, and (lie priest must be rebuked for his insolence, if it has happened 

without his knowledge. Question: Hut if he has done this wilfully without any outward 

reason, what must he done with the altar and in what respect must the priest 

hr corrected? Answer: The altar must be consecrated with oil and the priest 

must be suspended for two weeks. If mercy is shown to him, he must stand in sack- 

cloth and ashes and confess his stupidity before (the eye of) everybody, lest he 

should do again something like this. Question: But if there is evidence against 

him that he has done it once or twice, what must be his punishment? Answer: 

He must be dismissed from his rank for one year, and after that he must stand in 

sackcloth and ashes. Next he must do the service of his rank, but the service 

of the altar shall never more be entrusted to him, because of his insolence 

against the Sacraments” (italics are mine). All these measures correspond 

exactly with the rules of the ancient church about the punishment of the church. 

The best summary of it will be found in: Bingham, xvii to which we may refer; 

lor the Persian Church cf. J. Labourt, Christianisme, p. 340, 343-346. It seems 

as though the Eastern church did not go beyond the development of these 

rules of the 4th and 5th century (sackcloth and ashes are the ancient symbols 

of deep mourning known already in the O.T., cf. P. Volz, Alterliimer, S. 325; 

for the Christian use see D.C.A. s.v. Sackcloth, and: F. Cabrol, D.A.C.L., s.v. e 

Cendres, t. ii, col. 3037-3040). The teaching of the different oriental churches 

atHHit these points seems to have been the same, sec e.g. J. Pargoirc, 

l.'Eglise Byzantine*, Paris, 1923, p. 304-305: ‘‘les clercs fautifs, k qui leur 

teprntir vaut d’etre rcintegres dans leurs emplois, n’en nru^ritent pas toujours 

pour cela d’etre readmis k Pautel”; John Tell., Can. 6 (Lamy, p. 66): if the 

mistake in mixing the wine (ad Q. 13) is made from negligence, “he 

must receive the canonical punishment” which is not defined; and Basilius, 

Can. 99 (Riedel, S. 277: 'Wenn einer die Bestimmung betriigt und thut, 

was unerlaubt ist, so soli er seiner Wvirde fur immer entkleidct und ihm niemals 

ctwas uberlasscn werden, womit er seinen Schcrz treibt.”) This is not surprising 

since all these churches maintained the tradition of the ancient church. 

Q. 70-71. The decision reproduces the precept of Can. vi: there 

may not be any defect in what is singled out from the Q^satha for the sacrament. 

It was not allowed under the old Convcnant to offer anything which was 

cripple, blind, weak or in which a defect was found; howmuch more caution 

must be taken with regard to the divine sacraments.” This is a reference to 

Deut. xv 21, cf. Lev. xxii 20, Deut. xvii 1. The same is found in: Athanasius, 

Can. 64, cd. Riedcl-Crum, p. 42: “An offering that remaincth over from yester¬ 

day (hey shall not offer, neither that which hath been divided in pieces in any 

church, but bread warm, fresh and whole.” Basilius, Can. 98 (Riedel, S. 275): 

The deacon must take care that the bread should not be burned or that a 

“Fchlcr daran ist, damit sic keinc Siinde begchcn”. A somewhat dilTerent 

answer w-as given by the Coptic Bishop Michael in his: Responsa Ecclesiastica 31 

(quoted in: L.O.C., i, p. 177); Q.: “Panis Eucharisticus fissus est aut ruptus: 

potestne olTeri ex eo? R.: Eligendus est melior et integer: tamen ob earum 

rerum defectum quae ad melius eonducunt, non est abstinendum ab Eucha¬ 

rist ia rclebtanda.” This is in contra-distinction with the wine; for he says 
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that if anything of this liquid is failing, it is not wine any more, while the 

nature of bread remains the same. In the Scriptures bread and wine have 

been prescribed, but nothing was said about their condition. The same judg¬ 

ment is given by other Coptic canonists, and among the Syriac Jacobites by 

Dionysius B. Salibi who allows a defect Euch. bread in urgent cases, as is stated 

in: L.O.C., i, p. 177. The decisive point is thus the nature of the element. It is 

remarkable that we notice that the O.T. has influenced the Nestorian Canon. 

On the other hand the result was practically the same, for it becomes clear 

in Q.. 71 that it was not a mistake such as would make the liturgy impossible. 

It is exclusively a matter that concerns the sacristan. 

Q.. 72-75. Something must be said here on the mixing of the chalice. Among 

the foregoing Q Q. 10 and 46 sqq. gave an opportunity to say something 

about it. It goes without saying that Hanssens ii, p. 217-271 has collected 

most of the material that would be necessary for a comparative study. Apart 

from some obscure sects that are always mentioned in this connection (the 

Aquarians, cf. D.C.A., s.v. Elements, i, p. 604-605; P. Battifol, D.A.C.L., s.v. 

AquarUns, t. i, col. 2648-2654.) Dionysius B. Salibi says, W.S. iv, p. 30: "when 

he [John Chrysost.] noticed that the Manicheans, the dirty Messalians, 

and Severus the heretic were offering the Eucharistic sacrifice with water 

only etc.”; in: M.S.G. 58, col. 740, Chrysostomus speaks of Marcion, Valentinus 

and Mani; about Severus cf. Eusebius, Hut. Eccl. iv, 29, 4-5, Schwarz, 

i, S. 390, and: Epiphanius, Haer. 45, cd. Holl, ii, p. 199-202) the whole church 

always used in the chalice a mixture of wine and water*. The only important 

exception are the Armenians who poured in wine only. They were severely 

attacked for this practice by the Greeks at the Council of Trullo (692) and other¬ 

wise in controversial writings and by the Jacobites who had close relations with 

them (particulars in: Hanssens ii, p. 265-271; at p. 268-269, the "adversus 

Armenos” of Dionysius, W.S. iv, must be added). At the mixing (L.E.IP., 

p. 251-252) the priest took wine and water and poured it crosswise into the 

chalice reciting texts that had some connection with it, ending with John xix 

34-35 which always forms the keystone. In ii 26-27 some more questions are 

put on this point: "When the sacristan mixes the chalice, what must he pour 

in first, water or wine? Answer: First they must pour in the wine and next 

the water, for about the water it is said: From His side came out wine and 

water (John xix 35)-Question: When they have consecrated the Euch. bread 

and wine and there is not enough mixture in the chalice, what must they do? 

Solution: They must mix another chalice, sign it with the consecrated one, 

place it on the altar and distribute it to the believers" (H. W. Codrington, in: 

J.Th.St., 1904, p. 544-545, published a formulary of "the Signing upon the 

Chalice on a day of want, before it goes up to the alter" from 2 MSS., see 

ad Q. 16.—11 is a clear proof that the communion was not given sub una; 

only in the communion it became apparent that the wine became deficient). 

This series of questions is to a certain extent a complement to Q,. 10. The 

situation is the same though the motive is different. There it was already stated 

that the altar becomes desecrated by it, as is the case here. I here it was asked 

(1) Adumasiuj, Csn. g, ed. Riedel-Crum, p. 21 referred lo Prov. ix 3. 
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what was the riled on the Paghra. Here it is discussed how this matter can 

hr solved. That the chalice is desecrated is obvious for it has been treated in 

the wrong way and is not fit for ordinary use. Signing is necessary. “As we 

have shown anove” refers probably to Q. 15 (sec in loco). 

In Q.* 74 h has got something of the conscciation, consequently it must be 

distributed as an Euiogia. Consecration on the next day see p. 203, n. 12. 

The elements ate ireated in the same way Q.. 75; none ranks prior to the 

other. 

(£. 76. The counterpart of what was quoted from ii 27 ad Q. 72. The case 

occurs while tlie number of the people present changed (Q. 49). “Anthem of 

(he Mysteries” after the Offertory (L.E.IV., p. 268-269). The dements when 

lying upon the altar arc covered with a veil. It was lifted up at the beginning 

of the Anaphora proper (L.E.W., p. 2O2); almost immediately it was followed 

hy the first blessing (L.E. IF., p. 283). For the signing see p. 192, n. 1.-Compare 

with this Q. the remark of Dionysius b. Salibi, Expositio Lilurgiat, c. 6 (Labourt, 

C.S.C.O., ii 92, p. 24-25: “Si vero adhuc expanditur anaphora (— veil), 

rt nccessarium est additamentum, [trlios panes] offeree licet, modo sint ordinc 

impares, ut diximus, cl numero impari, non vero pari scu equali, nisi tamcn 

sint duo . . . Quamdiu expanditur [super vasa] anaphora . . . hostiae con- 

venienter adduntur; at postquam anaphora amota est, [panes] signatos addere 

non dccet.” 

Q. 77. This is the analogy for the bread of Q. 15, 2, where a mistake con¬ 

cerning the chalice was dealt with. “Time of the Offertory,” (L.E. IF., p. 267^; 

“time of the Breaking” L.E. IF., p. 289. That chalice of Q. 15 could not be 

distributed; but this bread could. Otherwise the situation is the same. 

Q. 78. Assemani referred to this and the next Q.• without quoting them literally 

in his Comments upon: Can. x. This Canon reads as follows: “. . . the minister 

of the altar must clean and sweep the sacristy every day on which he has said 

the Qudasha. Before giving the Holy Mysteries he is obliged to sweep the whole 

sacristy and its walls once a week.” So w'e find here two ways of cleaning. 

In our Q. the fust one is spoken of, as in Q. 17b (the Jacobites allowed this 

to be done by a deaconess, James Edcss., Can. xxiv. The second manner of 

sweeping c.g. in the Arabic Nomocanon, fol. 81a (cf. ad Q. 21). But this Canon 

dors not say what must be done with the dust that was swept together. There- 

fotc this question. For as appears from the text it was not the dust itself that 

caused the Q., but the crumbs in it. The same rule applied to these remnants 

of the Euch. bread as well as to the more voluminous quantities (cf. ad Q. 

16). In breaking the bread some crumbs would naturally fall on the paten 

and on the altar itself. Those should be carefully collected into the chalice 

(Q. 17 and 43) and in this way be taken by the sacristan during the ablutions, 

(cf. ii 14 about crumbs that are found together as debris of a Bukhra in the 

allarplace). The same is found in ii 15 and 16: “I have seen a sacristan of a 

church who while he was cleaning the altar, found many crumbs underneath the 

altarvestments. He went to the priest of that church and asked him: What must 

I do w ith them? The priest answered: Gather them and throw them into the oven 



to be burnt. This act is altogether wrong I think. What is your opinion about it? 

Answer: Oh, this is a great insolence: to burn the ‘Body’ of our Lord with 

fire. This is not right.” We observe that in any case it was allowed by some 

people who probably did not consider it to be the body of the Lord. We can 

illustrate it by an historical witness, though from another part of the church, 

viz. the well-known place from Hcsychius of Jerusalem, in l^v. ii, in: M.S.G., 

93, col. 886d, also in: L.E.W., p. 4O7 and elsewhere, although he dealt with 

everything that remained: ‘‘sed hoc quod reliquum est dc carnibus et panibus 

in igne incendi praecepil (Lev. xiii 32, cf. also Ex. xii, 10 about the remains 

of the Paschal Lamb). Quod nunc videmus ctiam sensibiliter in ecclcsia fieri 

ignique tradi quaequmque remanere contigcrit inconsumpta, non omnino 

ea quae una die vel duabus aut multis servata sunt; sicut cnim apparet non 

hoc legislator praccepit sed quod reliquum est incendi jubet.” This shows that 

such a practice based upon the O.T., existed, but it was severely condemned 

by our writer. He prescribes what should be done in 16: ‘‘He must gather them 

in one of the unconsecrated chalices and pour water on them and desecrate 

them. After receiving the sacraments, the sacristan must after the ablution 

of the chalice take them in the sacristy.” This agrees perfectly with the precept 

of John Tell, to the deacon, commanding him to be on his guard that any 

crumb should remain on the altar or on the vessels after the service and to 

drink them together with the chalice (text in: L.O.O., p. 707, n. 2-3). 

In contrast with this our question is concerned with the crumbs that have 

fallen round the altar in the dust and can not be distinguished any more. Since 

it seems as though the Canonist was somewhat afraid of applying the same 

rules to this case which might have some bad influence upon the health of 

those who take them he indicates two ways of removing them viz. either throw 

them into running w*atcr or buy them in the uncultivated soil. Both these 

forms are also found together in ii 1 to remove mixture that has been defiled 

by insects (besides those mentioned before it ofTcrs the possibilities of throwing 

it into a fountain or sprinkling it on the walls of the church); and in ii 34 about 

the reservation of Paghra: it may be done according to Can. x_xii ‘‘or they must 

bury it in uncultivated and unlrqdden ground and conceal it there, or it must 

be thrown into the Tigris viz. t it may lose its consecration and may be 

defiled by the water and the fishes may eat it.” The last sentence reveils un¬ 

mistakably what was the meaning of this act.-The same rules were applied 

to the water of Baptism, cf. G. Dicttrich, Taujliturgie, S. 103: T., p. 75 orders 

that the water should be shed in a pure, untrodden place; MS. J.1 adds: ‘ or 

he (the priest) must give it to the faithful as a blessing or it must be thrown 

into a river”. 

Both manners are also found among the Jacobites': John Tell, dictates that 

the water in which the holy vessels had been washed should be thrown into 

(l) On the various Mays of removing holy things, rf. Timolheui Ale*, Q. 17 

1‘itra, Alonymmia, i, p. 641: Kav Vjufir, rtuta 'j'.tr,a oyjc. 17Zr(*.at. /J( 

ut72t/.r,Jiv avaVijinjat, ft xaittv a/ra rm gj'j ~y a*rojrtMy k 

017ry.-iaf ev rvravM viart, r, r.'.t; trt yo/.'77iv> avr^;: A. ro'urov ;xjv 

rov.otav too ut, tz> e.a »vatvt»x^/i#‘rtv. lit ciV t£ 

yrwViat, ovtt jea»i73 at on, vj'zi u/.v 'Azmlvi. »//.z y.i:v y/v/i'o; ot 

r*Tr /at ava/tVxrtv ZvTa — James I .dess, Con. yj, ad tj. I/. 

(and Series), in 

>jr, ovvav T«t It* 

/.tra, r, 'A77~liv 

t r.uriw 
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a deep hole in an honourable place, and the same must be done with the frag¬ 

ments of the holy vessels (Lamy, p. 64, Can. 3, cf. 2). This is slightly different, 

but James Edess. forbids to throw the dust of the sanctuary into a fountain, 

because one risks that animals shall drink from it; if no risk is run it is allowed 

t*» do so; but it should be buried in a pure place in a field (Can. xv). To explain 

this word “pure” Kayscr, S. 101 refers to places such as Lev. xviii 28, Num. 

xix 9, Dcut. xxi 23, Ez. xliii 7-9, viz. a place that is not polluted by idol-worship, 

cadavers etc. Among the Copts it was prescribed to throw it into a swollen 

river (Hippolytus, Can. 29, Riedel, S. 219, and: Basilius, Can. 96, Riedel, S. 272). 

I bis change probably depended on the geographical conditions. The Tigris 

is mentioned specially (in V. even alone) because it was the most important 

river in the Ncstorian country, flowing along the place where our author was 

teaching (p. 83). 

We arc unable to enter into the interesting “rcligionsgcschichtliche” parallels 

that show that these points are not specially Christian. It suffices to state that 

the uncultivated soil was “virgin” and if it was trodden upon it was defiled 

ef. Kayscr, S. 91, and: Deut. xxi 4. Running water is generally a purifying 

element; but here it serves to take away the “holiness” before it is touched 

by the unholy, p. 190 (cf. G. v. d. Leeuw, Phaenomenologie der Religion, Tubingen, 

1933, S. 320(T.-D.A.C.L., s.v. Eau and Fleuve does not contain anything of 

importance for our Q..). 

Q. 79. “Prayer of the Incense”: L.E.\V.> p. 282. “Ark of the Lord” is not 

a usual name for the altar in the Nestorian church. Neither is it a common 

expression in other churches except the Acthiopian, though here they do not 

speak of Aron, but of Tabot. For the rest of the question cf. ad Q,. 78. In the 

Coptic church the following was ordered: “s’il y on avait (viz. of the incense) 

dc reste, qu’il soil brfil6 entidrement ct sa cendrc conserv^e et jet^e dans le fleuve” 

(Villecourt, Observances, p. 260). This “fleuve” is undoubtedly the Nile, as is 

conclusively shown by the parallels of the foregoing question, and not “la piscine, 

la as it was explained by M. Villecourt (/./., n. 1), an equalization 

that is not clear without any further comment. 

Q. 80. The Tcshbuhta or Hymn: “Oh our Lord Jesus,”: L.E. \V.> p. 299 

n. a (is only said on Sundays) during the communion, instead of: “strengthen 

oh our Lord.” It seems as though JExpos. ii, p. 80 knows a practice that uses 

them together. It was followed by Thanksgivings and Dismissal. After that 

the Purshana’s were distributed; therefore in this case this distribution was made 

in the wrong place, loo soon. The deacons were allowed to distribute (of course 

not the Euch. bread!) as is also stated in the rubric: L.E.W., p. 304. The “last 

Lord’s Prayer” (cf. ad Q„. 105 sqq.) is found: L.E. IV., p. 303. The sequence 

of events is not quite clear in the short rubrics of T.; a somewhat clearer picture 

is shown by the Expos, ii, p. 70-80, which gives an extensive explanation of 

all the facts that took place at communion. For our purpose it is sufficient to know 

that the deacons communicated at the altar (p. 71). About ySXJI -f another 

verb, denoting a modification, see: Noldckc, Syrische Grammatik, S. 264. The 

fact of “kissing the altar and the priests” is not found elsewhere. L.E.W.y p. 

302, states that “the priests arc giv ing the kiss of peace to each other”; but Expos. 



ii, p. 82 lias a somewhat different remark, viz.: “Diaconus pacem secreto 

instituit; et qui in abside sunt pacem invicein secreto dant." Vet it is known 

that kissing is a common form of adoration which is not always laid down 

in the formularies (cf. Q. 24). In the answer several points should be distin¬ 

guished. 1) The lamp in the middle of the altar is again the limit, cf. ad Q_. 27. 

That the Purshana’s may not pass this mark is clear since they arc not conse¬ 

crated nor destined to be so. Therefore the mistake was not only that they were 

given at the wrong moment, but also, and this is the main point, that they 

were taken to the wrong place. The inaccuracy of the reading of M. is shown 

e.g. by L.E.W., p. 290 1. 2 where a fiukhra on the altar is mentioned. "After 

opp. to "during”; it does not include that it took place before the Dismissal. 

The rubric L.E.W., p. 304 says that: “The people kiss the cross in the priest’s 

hands and the Eulogia which was baked along with the buchri, is distributed 

by one of the priests or deacons standing at the nave entrance of the baptistry 

(this seems also to be meant in our answer. This is the ordinary course). 2) If 

this is not followed exactly, as in our Q., because the P. is given too soon, 

he must act as is said in the clause: "In case ... go out"; consequently not 

making them pass the limit. (3) About the "singling out" of the Qfjatha, this 

belongs to the preparation. It is possible that it was added because of the "Stich- 

wort" It may account for the origin of the word Purshana: the part 

that was separated for distribution. Canon xiii, quoted ad Q. 64, is followed 

in our Q. The Canons know the “lamp" (xxvi); therefore it is clear that 

>_ncp| is not: “to offer on the altar" but "to take into the altarplace." See also 

ad Q.. 10. 

Q. 81. This Q,. agrees perfectly with Q. 64 (see in loco). 

Q. 82-84. For the ingredients of the dough cf. ad Q. 53. Salt is prescribed 

in either of the Syriac churches as well as among the Greeks and Armenians 

(D.C.A., s.v. Salt)’, but not by the Copts (L.O.C.y i, p. * 74)- What takes place 

docs not need any comment. "Jewish" must be taken here metaphorically, 

as: "scandalous, impious." We can compare an exclamation of Chrysostomus 

that those who take the treasury of the souls of men and (at the same time) 

gave alms from their murders to the church, gave Jewish, indeed diabolical alms 

{Horn. 85 in Alt., in: AI.S.G., 58, col. 761). For 1 cannot guess what the author is 

hinting at if it should be taken literally. Leaven, see ad Q.. 52; this was left 

from the previous day and was holy, because it had been consecrated then. 

The Eucharist must be received fasting; this is a Canon definitely adopted in 

the church since the 4th cent, and strongly maintained since that date (D.C.A., 
s.v. Communion, p. 417-418; D.A.C.L., s.v. Jeunes, t. vii, col. 2486; for the Syriac 

church sec: P. dc Lagardc, Reliquiae juris ecclesiastici anliquissimae% sjnace, Lipsiae, 

1O5G, p. 18). L.O.C.y i, p. 266-267 collected the material from the Jacobites, 

(cf. John Tell., Cany 17, Lamy p. 74; Par Ilcbracus, Nomocanon, iv 2 and: Lamy, 

p. 182-1O4). Nevertheless it was one of the objections of Elias Nisib., against 

them that they communicated without fasting (Bewcis, S. 99; he probably 

generalizes from one or two instances. The same objection could be made 

against the Nest, according to our Q.Q.. Elias is a polemist!) Cf. ad Q. 27. 

In Q. 32 \vc saw that the children were allowed to receive the Eulogia only 
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*i.o. because they use it sometimes after other food.' In the main the Jac. and 

Nest, laws agreed on this point, though they varied in particulars. E.g. John 

Tell., Can. 9 (Lamy, p. 70) answered a question: “whether anybody who had 

drunk anything before sunrise was allowed to communicate on that day?” 

with: that he might do so, if he only fasted the rest of the day without having 

any doubt*. The Nestorians did not allow it to a priest: I cf. ii 2: “If a deacon 

or a monk or a priest drinks water, while it is still dark and makes a mistake 

and tastes something and by mistake has taken a draught and comes to receive 

the oblation; and while the oblation is still in his hands, he remembers that 

he is not fasting, what must he do with the Gcmurta?” The answer does not 

matter here, but we must notice that the G«murta is called “an injured Paghra” 

(ii 3). Has saliva a specially polluting quality that it is mentioned here? 

cf. spitting as an expression of strong aversion. It is not remarkable after what 

we found at the beginning of our treatise that the altar is defiled. Since the 

leaven is desecrated, another must be fetched from another church as in Q. 58. 

It is well known that the moral qualities of the priests have no influence on 

the efficacy of the sacrament (for the Nestorians it is clearly expressed in: 

Narsai, Horn, xvii, Connolly, p. 21-22: “The Mysteries of the Church are not 

celebrated without a priest, for the Holy Spirit has not permitted (any other) 

to celebrate them . . . These things the Holy Spirit celebrates by the hands of 

the priest, even though he be altogether in sins and offences’*; cf Badger ii, 

p. 163-164 with an interesting quotation which is, unfortunately, of uncertain 

date). But on the other hand it was inculcated upon the priests that their 

high office implied great obligations to preserve themselves pure, and priests 

who failed to do so were suspended (some instances from a great array: 

Isho’yabh i, Canon v, in: O. Braun, Synhados, S. 206-208; John B. Abgare, 

Canon iv, ap. ‘Abdisho’, Nomocanon, vi 6, Mai, p. 278; Kayser, S. 158 and N.). 

But this is not intended here. Our writer only wants to be sure that the Leaven 

that is brought, is absolutely pure, that no mistakes have been made in preparing 

it, that the priest has acted as he should do. |/o»AxlO in itself is no moral 

faculty; it denotes the qualities of its possessor in one field or another. All the 

qualifications, as in ii 23: “A deacon of the best reputation of our country” 

are exclusively concerned with the knowledge of liturgical usages (opposite 

to those priests mentioned in the Introduction). The first sacristan was unreliable 

and had to be deposed (for the penalty cf ad Q.. 69). 

Q. 85. Something about the oven is said ad Q. 57. The bread was baked 

by heating the surrounding stones. The sacristan raises the heat by adding 

(1) There if one exception allowed, vi*. immediately after their baptism, according to Johannes 

bar Abgare, Quant. Etcl. xix (communion was attached to bapliam, G. Diettrich, Tauflil., 

S. Q3, and : E*fx>s. ii, p. 103).-Priests serving the altar had to fast till nine o’ clock , Joh. 

IV A bga re. Can. 5, ap ‘Abdisho’, A'omtxanon, vi 6, Mai, p. 27O (times of the "Nupteriet”). 

(7) Timotheus Alex., Q. 16 (1st series), in: Pitra, Monumrnia, i, p. 634: ’Katv vr.ffTCV'.tv Tt; in 
• • s 

t'.’i xotvrovr.cat vcrT»*urvo; to erroua • * * 
oynAtt xotvMvr,73tt; — A: vat, rrri 

r, tv 

t jO'.t'J 

~.y pa'/.atvtiy xarfirtrv vc?r*»p ur, ).wv, it 

0 larava; orvoour,v roO zorXoitv avrov rr.r 
1st * w 

aotvr.tvta; (T'jyv’tTtWV 70V 70 TTOtO'Tft. — Drinking at the Ablutions was allowed, cf. ad Q. ifl. 

(3) This fact was used by some piiests as a pretext to get free from service, cf. Gismondi l, p. 38: 

••(presbytrros) vituperabat, quod causantes, quum ad ecclesiam arcedchant, se aquam bibisse sane* 

toarium minime ingrediebantur”. 



new fuel to prevent the Qesatha of becoming unbaked or defect (Q.. 70). It 

is worth while to quote here some words of the description given by Browne- 

Maclean, p. 40-41 about the baking of ordinary bread. They are highly in¬ 

structive. “On the floor enclosed by this truncated hollow cone of solid clay 

a fire is made . . . The fire is swept away, and a broom dipped in water is used 

to clean the interior of the oven of all dust and smoke. Then the dough cakes 

arc forcibly slapped against the side of the oven to which they adhere until they 

are baked. Sometimes it is necessary to put the embers back into the oven 

to bake the bread thoroughly.” The questioner thinks probably that there is 

a possibility of injury, because it was not provided for in the formulary, or 

that it was not allowed to add something afterwards, (parallel to Q.. 76). Dry 

vineshoots are very common fuel in the East, Ez. xv 4. 

Q. 86. The oven is reconsecrated every time when it has been used (L.E.W.y 
p. 248, cf. ad Q. 57); the consecration is removed after the baking, but not 

as is said here by means of some wheatstraw, but by incense, while these words 

are recited: “This earthen vessel is loosed and let it return to its former nature; 

in the name etc.” {L.E. W.y p. 251). It is not said what is the purpose of the 

throwing and kindling of the wood. A statement to explain it has not been 

found anywhere. Must there always be some glowing coals near, without 

the priest being obliged to make fire by burning wood? 

Q. 87-89. Something has already been said about the meaning of these Q.Q.. 

on p. 111-112, 150-151. Though we observed that the formularies in: L.O.C.y T. = 

L.E.W.y and Berol. Syr. 38 vary, especially in the rubrics (p. 00), yet they 

have all these 3 signings in the same places; respectively: 1) L.E.W.y p. 283 = 

L.O.C.y ii, p. 583 = Berol., fol. 88a; 2) L.E.W.y p. 285 = L.O.C.y ii, p. 584 — Berol., 

fol. 90a; 3) L.E.W.y p. 288 = L.O.C.y ii, p. 586 == Berol., fol. 91b. It is difficult 

to draw conclusions from the formularies underlying the Expositions since they 

do not comment on every act. “Canon” always means here the end of a prayer 

said in an audible voice (contrast: G«hanta), see the word in Q.. 89, and cf. 

ad Q. 4. This order of signings applies only to ‘Addai’, for in the other two 

occur also 3 signings, but in different places (‘Theod.’: 1) T., p. 33; 2) I\, p. 

36; 3) T., p. 39.-*Nest.*: 1) T., p. 41; 2) T., p. 46; 3) T., p. 52). We have here a 

similar question as in Q. 5. From Q. 89 it becomes clear what is its bearing. 

One insisted on the making of 3 signings in the whole liturgy. The point of 

controversy is clearly stated here. The first group is that of our writer and the 

liturgical practice of the present day. The second one omits the first blessing 

and counts as the third one that signing that is made during the Consignation 

(L.E.W.y p. 291), while the former considered it as of a different order. This 

opinion seems in fact to have been the most usual one. For in perusing 

the explanations of the liturgy we see that none of them mentions the signings, 

though they quote the prayers at which they are made. Of course it might 

seem to be possible that these signings were not made in the time of those 

expositors; but this observation misses the point as we see that it also applies 

to Timothy ii and we know that they were performed in his time (see below). 

But the signing of Paghra and D(ma in the Consignation is known to all. And 

they agree in their explanation of it, following Theodore Mops, who explained 
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it by the “Union” though their exposition is different (Theodore Mops., (UiS. 

\ i, p. 105; Abraham B. Liphch, Expos, ii, p. 164; Narsai, Connolly p. 23; Expos. 

ii, p. t>i; Timothy ii, Mingana Syr. 13, fol. 1298-1303. This thought of the Union 

it also found among the Jacobites, cf. Moses B. Ccpha (tr. Godrington-Connolly, 

/ fro Commentaries, p. 67). From these facts it appears that the one mentioned 

Inst was thought to be higher, at any rate different from the other, and deserving 

a special treatment. “After the Descent of the Spirit that is thought to 

hr completed by this, the priest makes no sign any more over the Mysteries 

for they have been brought to an end” says Bar Liphch, an explanation adopted 

afterwards by Timothy ii. Wc may also refer to ii 17, quoted ad Q.. 15 and to 

V. ad ii 25 which also makes a difference between signing before and after 

the Epiclesis. The argument of the Ordination: in the formularly “The Ordering 

nf the Clergy,” translated by Badger ii, p. 322-350, is only found the signing 

that is also mentioned here viz. that at the Consecration proper; nothing is 

said al>oiit the other three. That arguments were drawn from other formularies 

appears also in: M. fol. 488-493 (cf. p. 190). There some people make an analogy 

between the Ordination and the Consecration of the Church; pointing out 

that all signings must be executed in the same way. This shows that the Con¬ 

secration and the manner in which it was performed, was conceived as a unit; 

and that every consecration of whatever formulary was thought to have the 

same effect. It was considered unlawful that one should differ from another, 

^ Q.- 3- 
Wc return to the point under discussion. The Exposition of Timothy ii contains 

an echo. His information comprised some historical particulars, which are the 

more interesting since they arc so scarce in this book (we translate this part in full, 

in spite of the fact that the sequence of this question does not belong to the 

present Q.., but to Q. 92). He writes iv 16 (Ming. Syr. 13, fol. 137a f.): “Concerning 

the signings: For it is riglrt to know that the (number of the) signings that arc per¬ 

formed in the Mysteries of Body and Blood, is three. In this way every Mystery is 

completed (!), because they are performed in the name (MS.: “In the heaven”, 

sic!) of the Holy Trinity, even though those over the Mystery of Baptism are 

( ailed nine: the question is that besides those over the Mysteries three others are 

given lo the people and three to the priest (himself); in the same way it happens 

in Baptism: three over the oil, three over the Baptizand and three over the Font. 

( l hry are specified on fol. 139a). They are distinguished in this way: first of all 

the signing of the Mysteries: at the first‘the Grace of.. and at: ‘and for all.. 

and the last at: *. . . lifting up\ There exists an uncertainty about this signing 

on the part of some people. For they say that it is not right to sign after the 

Epiclesis (lit.: descent of the Spirit, see ad Q.. 15), as the Mysteries have 

got a sufficient completion by the Epiclesis. But wc practice according to the 

ruling Law, and a given commandment. This is according to the opinion 

of the Catholici and Patriarchs Mar Abraham and Mar Emanuel (cf. p. 85) 

But according to the opinion of the Catholici and Patriarchs Isho'yabh, Scliba 

Zaklia and Isho'Barnun (Isho‘yabh i 5O1-596; S.Z. 714-728; I.B. 820-824) 

the first signing takes place at: ‘and for all . . the second at: *. . . lifting up . . .” 

the last at: ‘. . . have been set apart and consecrated . . .* {L.E.W., p. 292).- 

Rut the signings which are used to-day by the ministers of the church are those 

of Abraham and Emanuel the Catholici. For they say: ‘The signing of the 
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Blood by the Body and of the Body by the Blood is the Mystery of the Unity 

and the return of the Soul to the Body we depict in the Fraction and the Unity 

(compare Abraham Bar Lipheh, Expos, ii, p. 164 who has the same explanation); 

they arc performed in the signing with the adorable names of the I rinity. 

They do not necessarily need signing. The signing over the priest: according 

to the opinion of the holy doctors (lit.: men) the first takes place at: *. . . and 

that we may raise . . .'. They give as an argument for this that every one who 

draws nigh unto a matter he wishes to complete, first of all beseeches help 

from God that this matter may be completed by means of him. In the same 

way the priest who consecrates must first pray for himself and show his wretched¬ 

ness and weakness, and that he is not worthy. He signs over himself that he 

may be accounted worthy by the strength of the Cross to complete it. The 

second signing at the second ‘the grace of. . the third at: 'Yea, o our Lord 

and our God . . .* (L.E. W.t p. 296). But according to the opinion of others 

the first at: *. . . and that we may raise . . .’; the second at:'. . . it is set apart. . 

that the priest agrees with it and shows herewith that up till now he has blessed 

and consecrated the Mysteries/so that they are completed; but that now he 

needs to be signed himself with the Mysteries; the third at: 'Yea, o our Lord 

and our God . . /.-Those over the people are in the same way three: the 

first at the first: 'Peace be with you’; the second at the last: ‘The Grace of. . 

the third at the last: ‘Peace be with you.’-According to the opinion of others: 

the first one at the last: ‘The Grace of. . .*; the second one at: ‘1 he Gift of his 

Grace . . for the third one is at the end of the Mystery: ‘He who has blessed 

us with all blessings . . .* of the Hutama’s (see ad Q_. 109)/’ After this follow 

the signings at Baptism that are of no importance for the present moment. 

The end of this quotation will be verified with our Q.Q.- in its proper place. 

Here it is worth while to observe that our question deals with a point that was 

of actuality and importance in the time of the writer, since the men who re¬ 

placed the older practice by a new one, lived some decades before his time 

and the signings were a part that could not be neglected in the liturgy. That 

older practice was covered by the name of Isho’yabh i, it is most probable that 

Timothy refers to the answer of I. i to James of Darai, Canon i (in: O. Braun, 

Synhadosy S. 240-242). It informs us that the manner that was prescribed by our 

writer and inserted in the liturgy is a later one. For the two points of view of 

Timothy agree closely with that of our Q.; for the apparent difference of the 

last signs is not one in the mind of the Nestorians, as it happens during the 

same act. 

Q. 90—91. “Nine signings”: the Nestorian expositors do not say anything 

about it; but their Jacobite colleagues often speak about it though there are 

differences as the Jacobites signed every time 3X and separately over chalice 

and bread etc. while of course the frame work of the liturgy was also different. 

But at any rate we find that the exposition of James Edess. (in: L.E. W.t p. 493)» 

Moses B. Cepha (tr. Connolly p. 70-71) and their plagiarist Dionysius B. 

Salibi (tr. Labourt, p. 89-90) speak extensively of the number of signings and 

they always have the string 3-9-18, as characteristic. Cf. ad Q. 3 on “three . 

Q. 92. The quotations are again following ‘Addai’, since ‘Nest.* and ‘1 hcod. 



ha\e them in other places. They are found: L.E.W., p. 274 = Berol. fol.,86b 

(has a very extensive rubric on tlie making of the sign); L.E.W., p. 233 = 

llrrol. fol. 94b; L.E.W., p. 296 = Berol. fol. 93b. As to the last one we observe 

that this signing does not occur in T. at this place, but somewhat earlier viz. 

at: 4 Yea, o our Lord and our God’ on the same page. This agrees with Timothy ii 

(see ad Q. 87-89). In the meantime this last sign seems to have changed its 

place.-The difference of the second opinion in Timothy ii consists in the 

second signing; this one is also found in: L.E.W., p. 292. 

Q.. 93* ^ hc reference is to Q. 87-89. The first L.E.W., p. 293, where the 

rubric has the same remark: “And he signs himself lifting his hands a little 

upwards on either side, because this signing is received on behalf of the people 

although he makes it on his own person” (the same in: L.O.C., ii, p. 589), but 

not in: Berol. fol. 94b that says simply: “And he signs himself”). It is not stated 

in the formularies that the faithful must kneel down at this moment nor that 

they must kiss the Gross. The latter usage is not found anywhere as a prescript. 

It is not necessary that it had become a fixed liturgical practice, but it might 

have been a sign of deep veneration as all other kisses (cf. ad Q. 22). The thought 

that the mysteries are completed at this moment is found everywhere in the 

Expositions.-2nd signing L.E.W., p. 298 = Berol. fol. 97b (adding: the priest 

stands at the door of the apse)~3rd L.E.W., p. 303 = Berol. fol. 97b (theprayer 

that is also occurring fol. 99a-ioob is ascribed to Elias of Nisibis, cf. A. Baum- 

stark, L.G., S. 288 and Ak. 11). In comparing this with thestatements of Timothy 

ii, cited before, we see that this is the second opinion mentioned by him that 

is also incorporated in the usual formulary. In the manner indicated by Timothy 

it takes place: L.E.W., p. 260 (or does “the first” mean: in the Missa Fidelium, 

p. 275?-(p. 293 = the first (one) in the other manner)-p. 296. It will be seen 

that this offers considerable variety. Yet I fail to see what might have been 

the reason of it, and the sources are silent about this preference of one way 

to the other. 

Q. 94-95. “Bless oh my Lord,” in: L.E.W., p. 298 = L.O.C., ii, p. 590 

=s Berol. fol. 96a (I. 21; we mention this line because this MS. has the same 

exclamation on that page 1. 11, before: “Let us pray,” L.E.W., p. 298 I.3; 

see below). Dr. Brightman pointed out concerning the Greek equivalent, that 

it was addressed to the celebrant by the deacon “often only as a signal for a 

prayer or blessing”; but that the Nest, thought that it had to be said to God, 

hence this translation {L.E.W., p. 597; the same opinion has been quoted 

from the English translation of T., London, 1893, by Diettrich, TaufliturgU, 

S. 25, A. 6). As a matter of fact it is found to have been used in this way, cf. 

r.g. L.E.W., p. 272, 274, 284, 286, 289, {L.O.C., and: Berol. do not always offer 

here the same text; this shows that it was not an indispensable element, but 

a free interjection; the Jacobitic opinion is expressed by Moses b. Cepha, 

tr. Godrington-Connolly, p. 36: “the deacon, by saying Bless, my Lord, really 

asks the priest to bless and pray”). But this case does not occur here and the 

person addressed to is certainly the priest as is shown by the sequence of the 

sentence. So it was understood by Timothy ii who appends to it: “And the priest 

blesses the gift with his blessing etc.” (in: Ming. Syr. 13, fol. 133b). It is also 
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clear from the statement in Berol. (fol. 96a b): “at the end of the antiphon 

the deacon exclaims and says: ‘Bless oh Lord!’, and being asked to bless the 

people in the Temple the priest leaves the deacon who carries the paten at the 

word: ‘The gift of. . .*, in the middle of the altar, goes to the door of the apse 

and blesses the people.” |^>QJD is the small veil that covers the elements; 

the same word is found in V. fol. 93a. The word generally found in the liturgy 

is: T. p. 12, 24, Expos., p. ii 38, The fact in itself is not quite clear; 

the last time but one that something about tlie chalice was said, was exactly 

the opposite, as found in the rubric: L.E. IV., p. 292: “Let him unwrap the 

veil which is folded round about the paten and the chalice” (this is missing 

in: L.O.C.); a special veil over the chalice is not mentioned, except Canon xxm, 

ad Q. 32: “covering” (of: None of the actions stated here are found any¬ 

where. It seems to be a peculiarity of some deacons. Nothing about it is found in 

the expositions, although they deal with everything that expresses a “symbol * or 

“type” (this word can mean, as in the Greek, several things; here, cf. Q.. too and 

Expos, passim, it is the prototype that is expressed by the image; “mystery is 

taken here in a very broad sense, as often, viz. a liturgical act. This mystagogical 

explanation seems to be wanted. But in Q. 95 the questioner is not satisfied 

and repeats his question. The answer however is no explanation of something 

that is hidden, but states exclusively the reasons of the deacon’s acts. Some 

difficulties remain. For it is clear that the deacons follow a certain tradition. 

But what means: and: jJ Should we take the trans¬ 

lation adopted in our text or must the latter number of words be taken 

in the second part of the sentence and mean: when they do not know (one 

another); that it formed a kind of sign of recognition. Or does the former 

part mean: which they see from one another: and learn by seeing though in 

that case should be expected. The text is found in both MSS. But where 

does that “one another” come from; nothing has been said about another 

group. One would expect that Q. 95 would give an explanation for the lifting 

of the veil. Instead of that it is said that the deacon bows his head to share 

in the signing over the people (L.E. W., p. 298 and cf. ad Q.. 93.) This bowing 

does not occur in the rubrics and is not at all mentioned in the foregoing Q,. 

which has not been answered. The 2 MSS. agree. It seems as though there 

is no other solution than assuming that the matter was already confused at an 

early date and that the words Q. and S. have disappeared in Q,. 95. 

Q. 96. Again something exclusively Nest. About the last signing is spoken 

in Q. 89; it is the one of the elements (4) L.E. \V., p. 290-291 etc. There is 

also found the prayer “we draw nigh etc.” T. has here the following rubric: 

“While naming the Trinity he breaks the Buchra that is in his hands attentively 

into two halves. And some hr re sign the P*rista with their thumb at the time of breaking: 

but do thou beware of such an audacity, for it is not necessary here to sign, but only to 

break in the name of the Trinity, holding them in both hands” (see about this place 

p. 153). This is exactly the mistake that is blamed in our Q. The italicized 

words fail in: L.O.C. and in: Berol. fol. 93a. The latter has before this rubric 

the following remarkable addition: “You must know that those signs according 

to the mind of Mar Elias of Nisibis save us from introducing a quaternity in 
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the breaking (E. of N., 975-dh 1050, writer of a good many books on various 

topics in Syriac and Arabic; his liturgical interest is shown by his composition 

of prayers and hymns; cf. A. Baumstark, L.G.> S. 287-288, and: G. Graf, DU 

chrUtlifh-nrabische Literalur, Strassburg, 1908, S. 59-67. We can infer from this 

note that he had decided this point; therefore it shows once more that our 

author dealt with Q.Q.. that were being debated then). We can assume that 

the shorter text is the original one and that the interpolation is made perhaps 

not under the influence of the present Q., but at any rate on account of 

the same combated practice, the more so because the audacity in both is 

the point attacked. Yet it is nowhere told what were their contents; anyhow 

it is not found in the making of the sign of the cross with the thumb, but in 

the fart that it should only be broken and not signed. This last act had to follow 

later. Probably the trespassers did so here because it is mentioned in the prayer. 

It is once more seen here that deviation from the sequence laid down in the 

formulary is severely forbidden. Q. 36 revealed already that the state of 

affairs of the village churches was not as it was desired by the High Church. 

The Book of the Governors of Thomas of Marga, so important from the point 

of view of the history of Culture, informs its readers over and over again that 

in rural districts even of Christian countries paganism was still prevalent and 

this had of course an influence upon Christianity. The people living on the3 

mountains were always rough, uncultivated and retained practices which 

had been condemned by the leading churchmen; so it is told that at the time 

of Mari 12th century they still held Agapae which had elsewhere fallen into 

disuse (Gismondi i, p. 4). This backwardness of those far-ofF places is not 

particulary Nestorian, but is also found at other times, even in the great ages 

of Antiquity, cf. K. Holl, das Fortleben der Volkssprachtn in KleinasUn in nachckrist- 

lichsr £eit, in: Ges. Aufsatze, ii, S. 246-248 and: John of Ephesus, Lifts of Eastern 

Saintsy ed. Brooks, P.0, xviii, p. 231-233. It should not be overlooked that 

a rigorous jealousy between the people of the plains and of the mountains 

existed through all ages (Browne-Maclean, p. 168). We must also take into 

account the bad means of communication that prevented the priests of the 

villages to have regular contact with the rest and brought about a relaxation. 

We must also remember that the instruction of the clergy was often very bad; 

a priest that was not well instructed could naturally not give good instruction 

himself (ch. vi). 

Q. 97. Cf. ad Q,. 1 18 sqq. 

Q. 98. The ordinary liturgical books do not say where the censer had to 

stand though both the liturgy and the Expos, (index, s.v. Thuribulum) mention 

the censing in several places (cf. D.A.C.y s.v. Censer and Incense; E. Fchrenbach, 

D.A.C.L.y s.v. Encense and Encensoirt t. v, col. 2-21, 21-33.) Neither do other rites 

give any information. Mgr. Rahmani says only (L.O.O.t p. 60) that ‘Tauteur 

anonyme de TExplication de la messe (with the vague reference: “dans le ma¬ 

nuscript de notre biblioth£que” n. 2 about which the notice bibliografique 

docs give any explanation) dit que Tencensoir se place sur 1’autel; mais 

cet usage a disparu depuis longtemps.” Yet he docs not say where nor how 

it is done at present. In spite of difference in space and time we must quote 
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here Can. 106 of Athanasius, ed. Riedcl-Crum, p. GO, because it contains an 

indication: “At all incense(-offering) that is offered up in the holy place, 

morning and evening, especially at the divine anaphora, before the Gospel 

(lesson), the archdeacon shall take in his hand a censer and fill it with coals 

and shall stand before the altar over against the Gospel (book) and into it shall be 

put for him the incense and he shall cause it to rise up until the Gospel is read. 

Then he shall go with the censer before the Gospel into the inner part of the 

holy place. It is not that the Lord hath need at all of incense. Nay, but man 

shall remember the incense of the ages of light where is no hateful smell before 

the Lord, the God of the living, where (are) hymns of praise.” The big question 

here is what means: left and right? Is it said looking from the church or from the 

east (cf. ad Q. 121)? In combining the data of the Q.Q.97~99» ,03 ar*d 118 *99* 

we come to the following sketch of the situation.1 In the prayers of the incense 

EAST 

LEFT 

O Lamp (Q. 27) 

j Croat 

| N Prieat-normal 

| C Priest-conaecraling 

B Bishop 

(L.E.W., p. 2O2 and 289, cf. the comparative study by Prof. Lictzmann, Aiesse, 

S. 86-93), it expresses the pleasant savour that makes the gifts agreable in the 

eyes of God; according to Timothy ii (Ming. Syr. 13, fol. 1 i7a-b) it expresses 

the pleasant smell etc. that will be the share of the elect. But nowhere the 

thoughts expressed here are uttered. Yet they were certainly connected with it, 

cf. J. Braun, Lit. Handlex., S. 369: “Ausdruck entweder dcr Anbetung od. blosser 

Ehrung”. 

Q. 99. The rubric: L.E. W., p. 267 = Bero). fol. 81a, prescribes in the Offertory 

that the priest and the deacon must bring the paten and chalice on the altar 

and then: “The priest takes the paten in his left hand and the chalice in his 

right putting his hands in the form of a cross” (L.O.C., ii, p. 580 mentions this 

crosswise, but does not say how; cf. Gismondi i, p. 16: “narratum est sacrum 

fecisse Simeonem [bar Saba'i, martyred in the great persecution of Sapor, 

Labourt, Christianisme, index, s.v.; Alartyrium and Narraiio, ed. M. Kmosko, in: 

R. Graffin, Palrologia Syriaca, i, 2, Parisiis, 1907, which do not contain this story] 

feria quinta paschatis in carcere, constituisscque loco altaris unum e suis pres- 

(l) When laho'yabh i writing to Jainet of Darai, Canon ii, in: O. Braun, Synhadot, S. 843. •*>"* 

"und aleht xur Rechten gegen Soden”, hit point of view it that of the congregation.-On thii 

confution of right and left, cf. D.A.C.L., t.v. Ontnlalton, t. xii, col. 2666. 
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bvtrris stantem deposito in cius dextera patena ct in lcava calice”; exactly the 

same words in Chronique de Seerl, ed. A. Schcr, P.0., iv, p. 305. But this piece 

of evidence is from a time before the exact rules.) The expositors do not comment 

on it. Only Timothy ii (Ming. Syr. 13, fob 121b) says that the paten must be 

,>n left and the chalice on the right, comparing in a very queer way the chalice 

with the liver which changes all food into blood and feeds the body. This remark 

is the same as that suggested in our Q. The difference between the rubric 

and this decision is merely the way of approaching the altar viz. in the former 

rase from the west, in the latter from the east (see sketch). The Syriac St. James 

{L.E.W.y p. 70-74) has something of the same kind. The text has merely: 

“Hand”, but the whole connection shows that it must be the right one. Never¬ 

theless nothing is found about that in the formulary. 

100. Un3Q^, ‘symbol” see ad Q.. 94. M. has here 1 m. LDSD, V. \ l.a.LO,^D; 

the first word is missing in Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus. In their present 

form both words arc derived from w*. LO “to collect, to wipe together” (the 

ending 1_L, cf. Noldcke, Syr. Gramm., S. 104) one who gathers together. This 

is impossible here. It must be an object in the hand of the deacons. Therefore 

I suppose that it should be read l La.QSP of JuO = ‘‘to drive, flap away”; the 

word is not found in the Thesaurus in this form; it gives the forms and 

)AjcQ-i3 (this in: Narsai, Horn, xvii, ed. Mingana, i, p. 281, cf. tr. Connolly, p. 

4, n. 1). But in the Expos, ii, p. 78 (text) this form occurs and was rightly translated 

by Dom. Connolly into ‘‘flabellum”. All Eastern rites know these fans in the 

hands of the deacons; see: D.C.A., s.v. Flabellum] D.A.C.L., s.v. Flabellum, t. v., 

col. *610-1625 (Dom. Leclercq gives reasons for its falling into disuse in 

the West); both articles with pictures, and: L.0.0., p. 52-53 and fig. i. The 

first time it is mentioned is in: Const. Apost. viii 12, 3, Funk i, p. 496; here it is said 

that they were used to drive away the flies from the elements. This forms a 

sufficient explanation of its origin since so many little insects were found in 

these countries (ii 1 deals, e.g. with the question of the desecration in case 

some of these insects should be found in the chalice). This view was expressly 

combated in the explanation of Bar Cepha (Connolly-Codrington, p. 36 tr.) 

where he says that they were used lest anything unlawful might come near. 

He compares these deacons with the angels viz. the Cherubim and Seraphim. 

This is a very common explanation of the Eastern Fathers. It is met with already 

in Theodore Mops. He combines both views. He compares these deacons 

with the angels spreading linen over the grave of the Lord. After that: “They 

stand up on both sides and agitate all the air above the holy body with fans, 

thus keeping it from any defiling object.” This thought is then expanded further 

(ad Raptizandos, W.S. vi, p. G6-87). The first part is borrowed by Narsai; 

lie omits the object of the “fanning”, but his symbolism is the same (tr. Con¬ 

nolly, p. 4 and 12). Neither Abraham B. Lipheh nor Timothy ii (the latter 

speaks of deacons on both sides of the altar, but not about the fans) mention 

it neither docs the Formulary. The Expos, mentions them only in passing. 

Flic symbolism of the angels near the grave has been abandoned: “neque 

illi diaconi, qui ad altare stant, ad negotium flabellorum accedere audent, 

donee sacerdos permiserit eis.” They are well distinguished from Gabriel who 
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is also represented by a deacon, in this connection (ii, p. 71). The fans are men¬ 

tioned once more at Baptism; those who carry them are compared directly 

with the Cherubim in reference to the vision of Isaiah vi {Expos, ii, p. 92). 

Regarding this evidence we observe 1) that the doubt uttered by Renaudot, 

whether the Syrians knew fans in their liturgy (L.O.C., ii, p. 80) as the Greeks 

did, is gratuitous; 2) the judgement of Dr. Brightman concerning the fan: 

“Not used apparently by Nest, and Abyssin”, L.E.W., p. 577 must be modified 

as far as the former group is concerned (about the latter I must abstain from 

judgement, though I think it highly improbable that it would not be found 

there). At any rate the word used by the Jacobites is different from that of 

the Nestorians. It becomes clear too why this question was put. For in the 

older explanations (as far as they are preserved) it held a real place, while we 

see that it is almost wholly neglected in the later ones. This gap had to be filled 

and it was the aim of the questioner to do so. 

Gabriel and Michael are prominent figures in the Nest, mystagogy as far 

as we know it from the Expos. They are not specially mentioned by 1 heodore 

and other older expositors. Neither do they play a predominant part in Jacobite 

liturgical literature (the highly traditional Dionysius B. Salibi mentions twice 

Gabriel but only in connection with the Annunciation and he does not mention 

Michael at all; Labourt, p. 34 and 8i). Narsai is the only one among the Nes¬ 

torians who mentions them separately among the choirs of the angels (Con¬ 

nolly, p. 48); the others do not refer to them, except the Expos. There they 

officiate as watchers; their “picture” in the liturgy are two deacons who address 

the people, read the Scriptures, recite the litanies etc.: Gabriel is the functionary 

of the New Testament and Michael of the Old (ii, p. 9, 14 etc.). This division 

of functions will be explained by the fact that Gabriel announced the birth 

of Christ (Luke i 26) and Michael who was highly venerated in the East, (cf. 

W. Lueken, Der Erzcngel Michael, Gottingen, 1898) was thougt to be the guardian 

angel of Israel (cf. Dan. x 13, 21; xii t). They are, as Dom Connolly aptly 

remarks the “Diaconiae officiales” {Expos, ii, p. 9, n. 2). They play here the 

same part as at the end of our Q,. V adds to the last clause: “In the same way 

there are many deacons.” It is difficult to decide whether this is the original 

text. At any rate it is the right “tertium comparationis.” Their service at the 

grave implies the identification of them with the two men “in shining garments ’ 

of Luke xxiv 4, an identification that is not far out of the way, but that I do 

not remember having found somewhere else. Though the names are not found, 

the explanation seems to be traditional; Narsai sings in one of his hymns {Horn. 

xxi, Connolly p. 56): “Two angels the disciples saw in the tomb of our Lord 

who were attending the place of His body as though it were the body (itself). 

In that apparel of the two watchers the two deacons are standing to hover 

over the Mysteries.” The equalization: altar = grave of Christ is a term of the 

Mystagogy that seems derived from Antiochene theology. Theodore Mops, 

expresses himself clearly in connection with what has been quoted before: 

“when we see the oblation on the communion-table-something which denotes 

that it is being placed in a kind of sepulchre after its death . . .” (IKS', vi, p. 

88-88). This agrees with his fellow countryman and contemporary John Chry- 

sostomus; for in the Explanation of Bar Cepha (p.34) a word of his (not traced in his 

works by Dom. Connolly) is quoted with approval, while other opinions, a.o. 
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(hat of Dionysius Arcopagita(!),«De Eccles. flier, iv, in: M.S.G. 3, coi. 484 Dare 

1 ejected. This was copied out by Bar Salibi (p. 50). The same thought is found 

among (he Byzantines; but in view of the present state of research it cannot 

be decided if it is a traditional feature there. At any rate the altar is styled by 

Symcon of Thrssalonica | I429(?), De Sacra Liturgia, cap. 98, in: A/. S.G., 155: 

“Throne*' and “grave”. The former name, see Q. 16 and 104; the second here. 

They arc also found both in Narsai, Horn, xvii: “The altar is a symbol of our 

Lord’s tomb, without doubt (Connolly, p. 4, cf. 7, 1 1 and 56) and it is followed by: 

“In another order . . . the adorable altar ... is a symbol of that throne of the 

Great and Glorious, upon which He will be seen of watchers and men in the 

day of His revelation” (p. 4-5). We see, the name ,,grave”, meaning “altar” 

is very current in Narsai. The same holds good for the other exegetes (Bar 

Lipheh, Expos, ii, p. 161; Timothy ii, Ming. Syr. 13, fol. 122a) and in the 

letter of Isho’Barnun, ad Isaac Q. 2, and in Canon ii, the parallel between 

the altar and gra* of the Lord is used as a conclusive argument, in 

the case of people drawing near to it; they can only do so if they come as 

respectively Nicodcmus and Joseph or the women. These facts form a sufficient 

refutation of the remark of Prof. F. Kattenbusch, Lehrbuch der vergleichenden 

Con/essionskunde, Freiburg i. Br., 1892, i, S. 496, Anm. 1: “Diese Specialitaten 

(viz. the symbolical burial of the Lord) haben sich . . . erst zwischcn dem elfter^ 

und scchszehnten Jahrhundert ausgcbildet.” In reading the expositions it becomes 

clear that this name fits in originally with the whole course of thoughts. Their 

view of the liturgy is, whatever may be the differences in regard to particulars, 

that it represents the incarnation, life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. 

This principal train of thought is crossed by another; therefore Narsai can 

say: “In another order.” But the motive out of which the name “grave” arose 

is the principal one. It accounts wholly for its use. And its meaning does not 

go further. It is simply a mystagogical name and it is rightly missing in the 

collection of names, made by Dr. Brightman, (L.E.W.y p. 596). We point this 

out because it is a well-known religious idea that the altar is a grave, as Prof, 

G. v. d. Lccuw remarked (Phdnomenologie, S. 375, Anm. 1); this latter designa¬ 

tion seems to originate from the fact that the dead members of the family 

were originally buried near the altar of the house. It is obvious that here exists 

only a similarity of name and that the thought is not the same. That relics 

were preserved on the altar of the Christian Church, that even the name 

“Sepulchrum” occurs in the Roman Catholic Church, may lie in the same 

line as Prof. v. d. Leeuw observes. But this was never the cause of special spe¬ 

culations in the liturgy. 

Q. 101. o] as comparative instead of the usual as in the answer cf. 

Noldcke, Ayr. Gramm., S. 187, Ak. 1; it is generally found in translations of 

the Bible under Greek influence and only very few times in original Syriac 

works. A discussion as is mentioned here and meant in Q. 123 has not left 

any traces in literature as far as I know. Unless one would like to refer to a 

story in: Budge. B.G. ii, p. 506, 516, that a saint wore on his breast a complete 

evangelium instead of a simple cross. But this is not liturgical as in our Q. 

The use of “other people say*’ is rather peculiar as another opinion would be 

expected. The same division as is found here is given by Timothy ii, cf. ad Q. 33; 
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it is possible that he had borrowed it from our Q. The Expos, does not mention 

this debate; it declares merely that the Cross is the “sign” of this conquering 

King and the Gospel the series of His commandments (Expos, ii, p. >o; i, 

p. 135: Cross instead of Christ). Abraham Bar Lipheh says that they are 

one, viz. the corporal being of Jesus (Expos, ii, p. 159)* That the Gospel was 

thought to be representing Christ is shown by the fact that at the Council 

of Ephesus (431) a Gospel was laid in the middle of the “Church of the Virgin 

on a throne to show that Christ Himself was present (J. D. Mansi, Sacrorum 

conciliorum nova et amplissima collection t. iv, col. 1237). 

Q,. 102. The quotations from the liturgy are found in T., p. 5 = L.E.W., 

p. 25o; p. it = p. 275; p. 26 = p. 296 (the first and the last are the same in ‘ Theod. 

and ‘Nest.’; the second T., p. 33 and p. 40 respectively stand in another connec¬ 

tion as that given in this Q..; this confirms the result of p. 259). In Berol. Syr. 

38 and: L.O.C., ii the first fails (the two others arc found: Berol. 87a = L.O.C., 
ii, 582; and: Berol. 96a — L.O.C.t ii, 590); this fact is probably the cause of 

putting the Q,. The witness of the Expositions is not very certain in this 

respect: the first one is not found in Narsai who does not deal with the 

beginning of the Mass, Abraham B. Lipheh and Timothy ii (this omission is 

very remarkable); but in Isho’yabh i, cf. O. Braun, SynhadoSn p. 240, and: Expos., 

ii, p. 2i-22;-the second in all: Narsai, Horn, xvii, p. 8 Conn.; Abraham, Expos, ii, 

p. 162-163; Expos. ii,p. 42; V.has the variant “before”, but this does not correspond 

with any textform; Timothy, fol. 125b, has it in a somewhat different place;-the 

third in all: Narsai, Horn, xvii, p. 26 Conn.; Abraham, Expos, ii, p. 69; Timothy 

ii, fol. 131b. (Hansscns iii, p. 206 finds three salutations in: Narsai, Horn, xvii, viz. 

on p. 8, 23 and 26 Conn. This second greeting is missing in my list, since on 

p. 23 the Priest gives a “blessing” = L.E.W., p. 293, and there is no reason 

whatever to suppose with Dom. Connolly, p. 23 n. 4 that “it would seem, ‘Peace 

be with you’” or to replace the present formula with Prof. Hansscns.) “New 

Sunday”-name of the first Sunday after Easter, typical Nestorian name, about 

the origin of which nothing is known. The Bible-texts alluded to are: John 

xx 19, 26 and xxi 7, though it may be observed with respect to the last text 

that it is not said that Jesus gave peace, as is suggested here; it may be an ex¬ 

pansion of some Homilist. The explanation of these texts is quite different 

from that given by other expositors. Their explanations show a great variety; 

the single point of agreement is that the last blessing is always connected with 

the events after the Resurrection. Probably the explanation given here is quite 

incidental; for it does not fit in with any other one. For whatever may be their 

differences all exegesis correspond in finding the Resurrection after the Con¬ 

secration. This cannot possibly be connected with the remark made in this 

answer. The number of greetings varies very much in the different rites; see 

the complete materials in: Hansscns iii, p. 194-198 (usus praesens), p. 198-209 

(historia). The quotation from John xxi 7 is in accordance with the P*sluta- 

text that reads: our Lord, and not: the Lord, as the Greek text (but cf. codex D.). 

Q. 103, will be treated together with Q.. 118 sqq. since it treats of the 

same subjects. 
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Q. 104. What is meant here by the “Throne”? The first thing that will 

he thought of is the Bishop’s seat that was not only found in the apse, but also 

on the Hcma (rf. Expos., i, p. 91 and the plan of the church drawn up by Conn, 

p. 196-197 indicated by P.). But when one tries this exegesis it appears that 

the explanation of the rest is impossible; for in reading what is said about the 

Cathedra in the handbooks (cf. C. M. Kaufmann, Handbuch, S. 164-165 and 

r^ir) We find there all kind of information, but nothing that shows any con¬ 

nection with the answer. The page of the Expos, mentioned before shows the 

light way. In his Mystagogical explanation of the whole church he also deals 

with the Bema, the platform in the middle of the nave. It represents for him 

as for others as Bar Lipheh and Timothy ii, Jerusalem. “Altare autem, quod 

in medio Bemate cst, locum Golgothac implet.” This is the same view as that 

of our question, for we have found already in Q. 16 that the altar was styled 

“Throne**, though in that case it was not quite sure whether it was a meta¬ 

phorical phrase or not. There are two other places in which the present writer 

found the name “Golgotha” in connection with the liturgy. Mgr. Rahmani, 

L.O.O., p. 42 and n. 4 states in summing up the parts of the church that: “k 

Tcnlrce du chnrur on dresse un pupilre, ou est expos^ le livre des ss. <^vangiles,” 

and indicates that this was called Golgotha. Unfortunately he does not say 

whether this name is generally found among all the Syrians or only among the 

Jacobites or Nestorians. He does not add any reference so that his information 

is for the greater part useless since we do not know at what time it was found 

fust. At any rate it cannot be the same as that of our Q,. as is clear from the place 

in which it was erected. It is possible that the Eastern Scholar had in mind 

the same practice as found in the information of Mr. Badger ii, p. 20 and n. 

Hr informs us that in this time (1840-1850) the Apostolos was read near the 

altar, but formely on the GagoJla, “the name given to an ambon at the western 

end of the church, consisting of two raised stone platforms, placed opposite 

to each other, and reached by several steps or stairs”. A picture of it is given, 

facing p. 2i. He adds that the only one he has met with was that in Tahara, 

a church dedicated to the Blessed Virgin in Mosul; for this object has fallen 

into disuse, and B. supposes that it has never existed in many small village- 

churches. He docs not give the data on which this opinion is based. Comparing 

these facts with our question it is clear that they do not agree. It stood in the 

Temple = nave and in the “House of Prayer”. The latter name is not found 

in the list of: E.S.D.O., p. 294 nor in the Dictionary, and is failing in the description 

of the Expos. Without any doubt it is the same as the Greek rjxtf,(otov, an 

oratorium, cf. D C.A., s.v. Oratorium.-D.A.C.L., s.v. Oratoire, t. xii, col. 2346- 

2372 does not contain any help for the explanation. A word with various 

meanings, among others: a part of the church, distinguished from Bema and 

Narthex, but not the choir. It is mentioned in several places of Amr and Mari 

as a place where Bishops were buried (Gismondi i, p. 126; ii, p. 60, 64, 68). 

In another place (Gismondi i, p. 91) it is said: “Oratorium etiam condidit 

(*Al>disho’) in atrio majori, cuius altaris faciem Moyses . . . velamine auro 

lexlo obtexit”; here we have together the place of the House of Prayer and 

the altar in it. Yet it is not clear where it should be placed in the sketch of 

Dom. Connolly. 

Two crosses arc spoken of, a big one that is supposed to have stood on the 
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Bcma on the rail side (head) and next cross and gospel that are explained as in 

Q. ioi. I did not find purple-coloured coverings over the Cross mentioned 

elsewhere. The writer is not very exact as regards the biblical data. For the 

priests and not the soldiers arc mentioned here as mocking Jesus, against the 

testimony of the Gospels, cf. Mat. xxvii 28 par., who also say (Mat. xxvii 31 par.) 

that Jesus was put on the Cross in his own clothes. Two fans see Q. too. 

Here we have a different connection as this is in the Missa Catcchumcnorum. 

The Expos, also says that it is an indication of the Cross. In: L.E.W.y p. 249, 

the robbers are mentioned for the Buchra’s viz. Titus and Dumachus (cf. C. 

Tischendorf, Evangelia Apocrypha, Lipsiae, 1853, p. 184); some other names 

are found elsewhere, cf. A. Meyer, in: E. Hcnnecke, Neulcslamentliche Apokryphen *, 

Tubingen, 1924, S. 79. 

The questions 105-116 deal with the Lord’s Prayer in the various services 

(Q. 117 is an addendum suggested by the preceding question). For while 

it was said in most rituals at the beginning and end, it was not done in the 

ritual of Marriage and Funeral service, as is observed by Q. 105. 

It is known from various other sources that it was discussed on different 

occasions. The subject of debate is the number of times the Lord’s Prayer 

had to be recited in the Eucharist (we may take this one for example, since it 

is used most of all): T., p. 1 and 30 = L.E. W.y p. 252 and 303 (in: L.O.C., ii, 

p. 589 only the latter is found; it is missing at the beginning, the text of which 

varies largely from that ofT.-Berol. Syr. 38 has it in neither place!). The Lord’s 

Prayer of T., p. 25-26 = L.E. W.y p. 295-296 is out of discussion. It is old and 

was fixed by Isho’yabh iii; cf Expos, i, p. 191 '. This latter finds its counterpart 

in nearly all the other liturgies between Consecration and Communion (it is 

not found in: Test. Dorn.; Const. Apost., East Syrian fragment, cf. L.0.0.y 

p. 240-241, and: D.A.C.y s.v. Lord’s Prayer. It is mentioned already by Cyril of 

Jerusalem. That it is not quoted by Theodore Mops., is hardly of any weight. 

The wording of James of Edessa quoted in: L.O.O., p. 240, N. 2 seems to suggest 

that it did not belong to the ancient form of‘James’.) But our topic is not found 

in any of them. It is a typical Nestorian controversy; D.A.C.L., s.v. Oraison 

Dominicaley t. xii, col. 2244-2255 has nothing about it. The point must be 

cleared from information of the Nestorians only. The oldest witness about 

a question of the use of this prayer is from the time of Isho’Barnun (820-824). 

In his letter ad Macarium he answers the question (Q. 62): “Should the Lord s 

Prayer be said at the beginning and at the end of the service? Solution: Officially 

it must be said. In this way one sticks to that Chrysostomus or Mouth of Gold, 

the blessed John and the blessed Nestorius. For they wrote as follows: “Every 

service of the church which does not begin or end with the Lord’s Prayer that 

the Saviour delivered to the church, is sinful and mutilated, and not perfect.” 

I do not know what places the author has in mind; it is not surprising since 

the tradition of the writings of Nestorius is so incomplete; but the quotation 

of Chrysostomus is somewhat suspect, the more so since we find that this point 

was debated, but never do we find this quotation of the famous Father cited. 

(1) Cf. Expot. i, p. 133: tho*e who followed the ancient practice, a* agaiutt the innovation "( 

Timothy I, *ay it once: "tempore myiteriorum cum comecratione*'. 
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This question was raised by Timothy i (780-820; see about his life and times 

the sources mentioned by A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 217-218). This Patriarch 

nr-dried at a Synod “ut Canonicac prcccs oratione Dominica et incoharentur 

ct ferminnrentur” (Auctor, Collectionis Canonum Eccltsiac Syro-Nestorianac, Cod. 

Arab. 36, t. 2, p. 507, quoted in: B.O., iii 1, p. 100-101). Here we find only 

the Daily Offices mentioned but not the other liturgies. The Expos, has more 

particulars. The case is discussed there three times. In: Expos, i, p. 121-123 

two questions are put on account of the Evening service, viz. a) why some people 

pi ay the Lord’s prayer at the beginning, while others do not? and b) why in 

some places the priest prays before the Lord’s Prayer and elsewhere after it? 

TJ»e Mystagogical reasons of the author need not to detain us. Within the whole 

of his work the reasons are clearly those of the author himself (i, p. 125 end) 

and are not historical. Concerning the matter itself he says that Isho’yabh 

iii did not order anything about it. It was introduced by Timothy i to be said 

at the beginning. Some people stuck to the older tradition while others obeyed 

the Patriarch. The author judges that this is right and that first the Lord’s 

Prayer and then the Office should be prayed. These statements are completed 

by i, p. 153: why some people do not recite it at the end. The answer is prac¬ 

tically of the same tenor. He leaves it undecided whether it must be said with 

or without Canon (cf. ad Q. 4). In explaining the Eucharist ii, p. 81-83 he^ 

states once more that this Prayer (L.E. IP., p. 303; the former is not mentioned; 

the beginning of T. docs not quite agree with the Expos.) is an addition of 

Timothy i, and is said by those within and outside (the altar). (‘Abdisho’ i 

has changed this; up to his time it was said by two choirs in the altar and in 

the nave; since his time it had to be said by all together, cf. Bar Hebraeus, 

Chr. Eccl. iii, col. 253. This is at any rate a “tempus ad quern” for dating the 

Expos.-rhe other question about the Lord’s Prayer at the end of the 11th 

century of ‘Abdisho’di and Machicha i [cf. Gismondi i, p. 121-122] is a totally 

different matter). 

Nothing about this question is found in the letters of Timothy i, published by 

O. Braun, Timothei Palriarchat i Epistulae, in: C.S.C.O., ii G7, Parisiis, 1915 nor in 

the short biography by.H. Labourt, De Timotheo i Patriarcha, Parisiis, 1903. But 

there is no reason whatever to doubt the information given before. It also ex¬ 

plains the question of his successor. They fit in very well with our QQ. which 

deal with points that are not cleared up in other places. The anonymous Pa¬ 

triarch or Catholicos of the East is Timothy i who is mentioned expressly in 

Q. 107 (in passing it may be remarked that Q. 105 and 107 do not treat the 

same subject. First Timothy ordered the recitation with “farcings” (“farcing”, 

sec ad Q. 107) after his ordination, after that at the beginning and end of every 

service). It is corroborated by the fact that we hear that it was ordered 

alter a dispute with a Jacobite in “books” and we know that Timothy i debated 

with a Jacobite. Bar Hebraeus, Chr. Eccl. iii, col. 181 sq. tells us that Timothy 

had a dispute with the Jacobite Patriarch George of Bc’ellan (it is nowhere 

said by ‘Abdisho’, Catalogus, § 86 that the (answers of) Questions, contained 

confessional polemics as was supposed by A. Baumstark, L.G.y S. 217.-That 

a Nestorian speaks in a way as is done in our Q. of a Patriarch of the Jaconites 

is not so remarkable; on the contrary its tone is rather gentle). 

It is important to hear what was the exact reason of this new practice. For 
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though it is in itself of minor interest, yet it is an example how one rite influenced 

the other; it should be observed that it is stated here that the Nestorians did 

so to overtrump the Jacobites! Very often such influences are suggested by 

the similarity between two liturgies, but hardly any direct testimony can be 

found about it. Though it is very sad, yet it is true that liturgical changes 

have been brought about silently (cf. p. 14); so it can seldom be historically 

fixed and even if that is possible we do not know the circumstances which 

led to it. Another remarkable thing is that here it is not only similarity which 

is the result in the formularies, but a disagreement which nobody however 

would suppose to be dependency. This point is useful to show how difficult 

it is to prove this borrowing. In view of this question Mgr. Rahmani said sim¬ 

ply that Timothy “a fait cet emprunt au rite byzantin”, L.O.O., p. 350 (this 

fact makes the other references to the Byzantine Liturgy on the same page 

rather questionable. It is an important point for the question of the genuinity 

of Homily xvii of Narsai, cf. p. 48-49,) referring to the places in ‘Chrysostom* L.E. W.% 

p. 353 and 393. But these prayers do not stand in the same place as in the Nes- 

torian Liturgy; hence there is no parallel between the two rites in this respect. 

Here we are informed that is was not derived from a Byzantine source, but 

sprang up among the Nestorians themselves in contradistinction to the Jacobites. 

The last Lord’s Prayer is also commented upon by Narsai, Horn, xvii (Con¬ 

nolly, p. 30), but the translator rejected it (p. 82) as an interpolation. 

We will examine now the details of the Q.Q,. 

Q. 105. Puts the question; the answer is an historical reminiscence stating 

the original form. The Jacobite ‘James’ has a Lord’s Prayer in the prothesis 

L.E. W.t p. 72 and at the ablutions p. 109, but this does not exactly agree 

with the Nestorian facts, it looks like a parallel with the Byzantine Lit. On 

the liturgy and its place in the intercourse between the various Eastern Churches 

something was said already on p. 194. Though the matter is worth while a 

closer examination it cannot be studied here. Many works of polemics are 

mentioned (about the polemics between Jacobites and Nestorians cf. the 

“Register” in: A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 363, s.v. Antihdretische und konfessiotull 

polemische Literatur) and in other places too we hear that there were relations 

between the two bodies and their nature was not simply that of” I odfeindschaf’ 

(A. Baumstark, Afesse im Morgenland, S. 48). The Answer was not a response 

to the question. But first of all the questioner goes into what was answered. 

Q. 106. What was the state before Timothy?-V. misses: “And in the morning* . 

It may be that it was done on purpose because this service is not dealt with in 

the answer! The three services mentioned here are the principal ones of the 

Daily Office. It is known that fixed hours of Prayer go back to the oldest times 

of Christian worship though there were differences in the times at which they 

should be said, cf. D.C.A., s.v. Hours ojPrayer, and: F. Cabrol, D.A.C.L.t s.v. Ofiue 

Divin, t. xii, col. 1962-2017 (mainly Western). It is not known in how far thisv.n 

taken over by the Nestorians. In any case Isho’yabh iii has regulated it. He 

had a book composed by ‘Ananisho’ indicating the prayers for a whole year. 

(Budge, D.G. ii, p. 1 77, cf. p. 189.-This book was the Hudra, cf. p. 125 On the way 

in which it was done Thomas says: “He alone possessed in a sufficient measure 
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a clear mind, and a natural talent lor the art of music, and a knowledge how 

to arrange words.” It is uncertain whether he has also fixed the hours of the 

day. The Expos, i, p. 106-108 has the answer to the question why the Fathers 

fixed three Daily Offices, viz. Evening, Night and Morning; why they ordered 

that on Sundays and Festivals the service of the Mysteries should be held and 

in Lent the Completes after the Evening-service and the Tcrtia, Sexta and 

Nona. The answer informs us that Evening and Morning-service were obligatory 

for everybody, but the Night only for priests and ascetes. This wording suggests 

that this docs not go back to a regulation of Isho’yabh. In Expos, ii, p. i it 

is asked why Isho’yabh ordered to hold the service of the Mysteries at the third 

hour and it seems as though he had some connection with it. At any rate the 

present state of tradition is not very clear. The Expos, cannot exactly be dated, 

but gives the reflex of the situation probably in the loth century. George i 

( j 68oor68i) decided that the laymen should assist the services in the congre¬ 

gation in the evening and morning, Canon xv, in: O. Braun, Synhados, S. 344- 

343. According to Elias of Nisibis the following services are obligatory for all 

the faithful: Morning, Evening and ‘‘Sacramentsgebet zur 3ten Stunde”; 

the priests, deacons and monks have beside them: Sexta, Nona, Completes 

and Night, Beweis, S. gif, quoted also in: B.O., iii 1, p. 304-305. (We pass over 

the witness of the Exposition of Abraham Bar Lipheh who mentioned only 

Night and Morning as it is not quite sure if this part is complete and not mutilated 

as are some others). Assemani did not trust this information; I think, wrongly 

(nr as to the former part it agrees completely w ith the Canon of George taking 

into account that the prayer of the Sacrament is only on Sundays. His objection 

is that “ex ipsis Nestorianorum Officiis constet, eos praeter Vespcras, Noctur- 

num, et Matutinum, nullas alias horas celebrare .” But this is merely based 

on the Expos, and, though we cannot investigate it here, it is probable that it gives 

us the practice of the High Monastery (p. 148-149), while in other places the 

old practise was maintained. According to the Nomocanon of ‘Abdisho* v 1 and 

2. Mai p. 245-246, one gets the following slate of affairs (from this place is 

derived the information of: B.O., iii 2, p. cccxxxvii-cccxli, and: E.S.D.O.y p. 

xii, cf. Badger ii, p. 16-17): seven times of prayer are instituted by Jesus Christ; 

the Oecumenical Fathers have prescribed these seven hours to the monks, 

pure priests and steadfast laymen. The Fathers of later times ordered that, 

because it was impossible to do so for many people, that four would be sufficient, 

viz. Evening, Completes, Night and Morning. The first and the last are the 

principal and “can neither be added to nor abridged” (cf. the note ad Q. 1); 

the other two are facultative for laymen. Badger and Maclean observe that 

the Completes have practically fallen into disuse (except for some days); this 

was already the case in the time of the Expos, and of our treatise. ‘Abdisho* 

says about the Completes and Night that they must be performed according 

to the rules of the (High) Monastery (the word “High” is not found in the 

edition of Mai, nor in: E.S.D.O., but in the text used by Badger, and probably 

right, because otherwise the statement is somewhat obscure). It may be that 

the fathers mentioned by him in the last place arc the same and it fits in very 

well with what wc found above. In v 3 lie gives I he names of the various services 

It is not known how old these rules laid down in this book are. Timothy ii repeats 

a (innon that agrees closely with the description of Elijah, Canon 3, in: ‘Abdisho*, 



Nomocanon, before Tomas ii, Mai, p. 263. We have summarized once more these 

places though they are also given in other books (cf. O. Braun, Synhados, 

S. 344, N. 2-345) because it seems to the present writer that they have not always 

be looked at in the exact historical sequence. It was asked how the Nestorian 

church divided its Horae without taking into account the historical connections 

and in this way the statements were somewhat contradictory. From these state¬ 

ments we can make the following reconstruction: the Nestorians took over at 

their separation the seven Horae as they had been developed in the cloisters 

and after that in the church; Isho’yabh iii reserved the 3rd hour for the Eucharist 

and laid down a rule for the Lessons and Prayers that had to be used. It is easy 

to understand that it proved to be impossible for laymen to share in all services; 

the result was that they had only to assist at the Evening, Morning and Eucha- 

rist-service. Clerics and Monks had also the Night-service (and Completes), 

a rule probably going back to the High Monastery, of which it is known that 

it revised the Offices (p. 148-149); the others were not used any more. In this way 

a good explanation is found for the sequence given by ‘Abdisho’. 

An excellent survey of the three services may be found in the East Syrian 

Daily Offices of Bishop Maclean (p. xiii-xvi), whose introduction and trans¬ 

lations must be used to get an insight into these services of the Nestorian Breviary 

(it is well known that the edition of P. Bedjan in his: Breviarium Chaldaicum, 

Parisiis, t886, 3 vols. is for the use of Uniates and is not a true presentation of the 

original Nestorian text (for the Jacobites, sec: A. Baumstark, Festbrevier und 

Kirchenjahr der syrischen Jakobiten, Paderborn, 1910; of course the rules were 

not the same there as among the Nestorians; they seem to have maintained 

seven hours). 

The quotations of the Evening service that open the answer, see: E.S.D.O., 

p. 2; the beginning of the present formulary was omitted.-Marmitha is a part 

of an Hulaia. The Psalter of the Nestorians or Dawida is divided into 21 Hulala’s 

and subdivided into 60 Marmitha’s, containing from one to four Psalms. A 

very clear “Table of the Divisions of the Psalter” may be found in: E.S.D.O., 

index i, p. 259, (the division is not the same as among the Greeks and Jacobites, 

cf. Budge, B.G. ii, p. 292, n. 6-293. The name is not found in: B.G. ii, p. 292, 

which uses the word “stations”; the first instance of it known to me is Abraham 

Bar Lipheh), with a survey of their use and the Daily Offices (index ii, p. 260); 

the Expos, i, p. 93-106 has the same. The first name (root: does not seem 

to be found outside its technical use; its meaning is not quite clear; Hulaia = 

Hallelujah. The origin of these names is obscure just as is their division. It is 

remarkable that the Expos. does not seem to connect it with Isho’yabh iii, 

cf. Expos, i, p. 160: “unaquaeque schola in re hullalarum adhibendorum suum 

exsequitur consilium. . . si (Isho’yabh) rcgulam imposuisset de hullalis, non 

potuissent homines rcgulam eius transgredi.” It is not necessary to enter further 

into these questions; there is still a wide field here awaiting the scholar. 

For the Night-service see: E.S.D.O., p. 85 (beginning omitted): the answers 

and prayers “strengthen, Our Lord etc.” p. 85, and “May the secret strength 

etc.” p. 86 are omitted as is done also according to the notes in the Roman 

Catholic edition; one proceedes immediately to the Hullala’s. 

We have observed already that nothing is said about the Morning-Service. 

There the Lord’s Prayer comes in: E.S.D.O., p. 106, in its present form after 
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a very long introduction, followed by the prayer: “O Compassionate one v hose 

name is holy etc.” This entry is the same for Festival as for Ferial services, 

it should be noted that our writer indicates the sequence of prayers that was 

iejected as inferior by the author of the Expos., p. 123; he thinks it better to 

say first Lord’s Prayer and after that the prayers of the priests. 

< ) . 107. The Lord’s Prayer that was introduced by Timothy was not the 

ordinary one but farced, that is: the addition of our question, viz. the Trishagion 

(2 x ) and the Doxologia Minor (cf. P. Drews, Liturgische Formeln, and: Tris¬ 

hagion, in: P.R.E. J, xi, S. 547-548, and: xx, S. 126-128), both occurring very 

often in all Eastern liturgies, were inserted into it. So we get the form given 

in: L.E. IP., p. 252, where it is placed within brackets as an addition not found 

in (no MSS. but in practice = T., p. 1 begins with an ordinary L.P. = E.S.D.O., 

p. >-2. On the other hand the Lord’s Prayer in: L.E.W., p. 303 seems to be 

said without farcings. This addition is not mentioned ipsimis verbis in the Expos.] 

but it was well-known, though some people recited it without Canon; the 

author leaves it undecided, Expos, i, p. 153. 

“Canon” is here the antiphonical singing (cf. ad Q,. 4). According to the 

astcriks in Maclean’s text, the changes are after: “Come”; before the full 

text of the Lord’s Prayer and after it; after the Gloria; after the following., 

Amen, and before the last Trishagion. This happened also at the Marmitha’s 

“after (he first clause of the first Psalm of each Marmitha say, Hallelujah (2X), 

yea Hallelujah, and repeat the first clause. After each Marmitha Doxologia 

Minor. Then there are two choirs in the church who sing it in turns, though 

this does not take place on weekdays (E.S.D.O., p. 2 and n. 3). Therefore we 

find here this comparison. It is not quite sure what is meant by the second 

“Canon”; whether it is the same as before or “Ecclesiastical rule”; the former 

is more probable though the latter is not impossible. “Of the Nestorians”- 

applicd to themselves; this shows it was not considered as an invective of a 

heretical name as is said sometimes; so e.g. J. H. Pctcrmann-K. Kessler, Nes- 

iorionen, in: P.R.E. J, xiii, S. 727. It is not a particularity of our Q.Q.., but it 

is also found, Expos, i, p. 86, 133 and cf. Isho’Barnun, ad Macarium 47, where 

the question is put: “If a Nestorian is sojourning in a country where they have 

no churches . . 

Q. 108. After this deviation in the foregoing QQ,. they come back to the 

original point.-The importance of prayer for the faithful is explained in various 

treatises dealing with this part of the Christian life, in some way or another 

(cf. Tertullian, Origen, Cyprian, on Prayer; Theodore Mops., ad Baplizandos ii; 

Isaac of Niniveh, Index in Wensinck’s Translation, s.v. Prayer). But this docs 

not ofTer an explanation of the “advantage” mentioned here, since it deals 

with the meaning of the Lord’s Prayer. Nor can it be explained by pointing 

to a treasury which is augmented by the prayers even if it were possible to 

show that this thought is found among the Syrians, or to thoughtless praying 

because saying prayers has a worth in itself. The Expos, i, p. 125 says: “in his quae 

docuit eos verbis, Dominus totum evangelii canonem comprehendit” that 

it is: i\OCPCLO \ (this phrase is of doubtful interpretation; it means 

either: “which fills the true beatitude”, or: “which is full of the true beatitude”. 



At any rate it is not quite clear what are the contents of this beatitude. In con¬ 

nection with the rest of the Expos, it means probably the eternal state of blessed¬ 

ness of which this prayer gives a glimpse and for which it asks). The ritual 

of Baptism was published in: T., 55-75. It was translated and examined by G. 

Diettrich, Taufhlurg'u, (cf. also the Review of this book by A. Baumstark, in: 

O.C., 1903, S. 219-226). He pointed out that this liturgy was moulded upon that 

of Eucharist (p. xx-xxiii), though Baumstark showed that this was not parti¬ 

cularly Nest. It may be that the latter author is right in his criticism. But the 

fact should not be overlooked that all Nestorian rituals seem to have the same 

efTect (cf. ad Q,. 3 and 92), and accordingly the same structure. We have found 

before and it is corroborated in this place that there should be a close parallel 

between the rituals. About the mysteries see Q. 89 sqq. The place of the Ques¬ 

tions on Baptism in which he deals with this matter was already been referred 

to on p. 77—78. From this quotation it must be concluded that the first time it 

was omitted (because they did not want to follow the rule of Timothy i ?; cf. 

G. Diettrich, a.a.O., S. 59). 

Q.. 109. As the remark in that place was somewhat vague they asked to 

give the precise places. They are found T., p. 55, 69, 73 (Badger ii, p. 195, 

206, 210; G. Diettrich, a.a.O., S. 4, 38 and 50) where also the Antiphons 

are found. “Holy oil” to sign with, see rubric T., p. 69 — Diettrich, a.a.0.y 

S. 37-38. The “power” of the Lord’s Prayer means here “its meaning”. 

About the beginning of Baptism, cf. Diettrich, S. 59 (his suggestion sub 4 is 

right). According T. the loosing of the water took place after the sealing (also 

Expos, ii, p. 103). The two alternative or accompanying prayers are not found 

in T. It gives on p. 74 two different forms of prayer plus an “alternative prayer” 

but not in the form supposed here. G. Diettrich, a.a.O., S. 93 offers a survey 

of the different “sealings” in the MSS. he has examined; one of them, viz. that 

from Malabar, exhibits a text which is supposed in our Q.; the alternative 

prayer is “through Thine blessing, o our Lord and our God.” Mr. Diettrich 

thought S. 91 that J mal. had preserved the original text in other places too). 

The text of “O Compassionate One etc.” e.g. E.S.D.O., p. 106. The Expos. 

is of no use here. “Alternative” not meaning: “taking the place of”, but: “linked 

up with”; see e.g. Timothy ii, Ming. Syr. 13, fol. 134b, speaking about the 

prayer: “It is fitting, o my Lord etc.” and its alternative prayer (L.E.W., p. 

302) styles it the two blessings of the Lord to His disciples. Nothing is known 

to me about further use of this word as a terminus technicus in Oriental Churches. 

“Sealing” and “seal”: E.S.D.O.y p. 292, s.v. Conclusionsy translates it simply 

by “Blessing”. As a matter of fact this happens here, but what is the origin 

of this name? (cf. Apoc. vii: Sealing of the Tribes of Israel?) In Q. 1 *8 occurs the 

phrase: “to seal the prayer”, which cannot possibly be a blessing. The word is 

found at the end of almost every formulary to denote the end of the service. It 

seems as though these prayers and hymns had not yet been definitely selected when 

the Formularies were drawn up. Those in Eucharistic Formulary of Berol. 38 

show a text which is different from that of T. and besides that it has more forms; 

T., p. 151-164 has a great number of 1As/ \±JdLclk>, most of them are from 

a later date than our treatises (viz. of‘Abdisho’ b. Berikha, 14th cent.); in L.O.C. 

they are not found. The same observation can be made in the various MSS. 
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of the Baptismal Rite, cf. G. Diettrich, Tauflit., S. 93. About this late Nestorian 

kind of poetry see: A. Baumstark, L.G.y Index s.v. Hutt^ma. The technical 

use of this word is not found in the other churches; cf. Diettrich, a.a.O., S. 

30, Ann. 3: “Die hier folgenden Hutamc finden sich in keiner der vcrglichencn 

Taufliturgien” (Hansscns iii, p. 521 informs us that the same word is also found 

in the Mmalr Sharfensc, p. 91-93; but this book cannot be considered as a 

witness of ancient liturgical practices. Besides this worthless remark Hanssens 

contains nothing of interest). Yet I think that it may go back to an ancient 

Christian use. Timothy ii, Ming. Syr. 13, fol. 135a speaks of the last Lord’s Prayer 

as “a seal of our prayers” i.e. a short summary and confirmation of them. 

I Indoubtcdly the same is meant here. Tertullian, De Oratione 18, in: M.S.L. 1, col. 

1 2II1, says that the kiss of peace is “the seal of prayer”. It is the corroborating con¬ 

clusion. We might also compare: Testamentum Domini, cd, Rahmani, Moguntiae, 

1899, p. 44: “seal of thanksgiving”, and: Euphemia and the Goth, ed. F. C. Burkitt, 

London, >913, p. . . and sealing their prayer with tears”. These places, 

show conclusively that the word was often used to denote the solemn ending 

of prayers. I do not know whether <7ypayi^fo is found in this sense. The Expos. 

mentions it in connection with baptism (sec Index, s.v.) but that is not sufficient 

to make our point clear since “Seal” is there a common name for baptism from 

the earliest times of Christianity (cf. W. Bauer, Handwbrlerbuch zum N.T.lf 

Giessen, 1928, Sp. 1276, s.v. ayoxytc). At any rate it is worth while to notice 

that the Expos, does not mention it at the end of the Eucharist' and this poses 

the question, if this kind of ending a service was a speciality of a later age. 

Since the Expos, wants to explain the rules of I. iii it may be passing over the 

additions of a later age, but already existing in its time, without comment. 

In this connection we may observe that one of the most important Hutama’s 

is ascribed in Berol. 38 to Elias of Nisibis (975-i 1050, cf. A. Baumstark, 

E.G., S. 287-288; “anscheinend” on S. 288, Abt. 11 can be struck out; and if 

this statement is accepted, it is highly probable that this kind of ending was in¬ 

troduced by the reform of the liturgy in the High Monastery. It will not be 

out of place to quote a sentence of Prof. A. Baumstark, L.G.> S. 303 on this 

kind of ending; in dealing with the revival of religious poetry in the 11th and 

12th cent, he says: “Freier ist in der Wahl des metrischen Aufbaues bei wenig- 

stens vorhcrrschendem Gebrauche von alphabetischer Akrostichis und Endreim 

der als dichtcrischc Weiterspinnung des priesterlichen Schlusssegens dcr eucha- 

ristischcn Lilurgie gedachte Hutt&ma.” This date is the same as that of our 

treatises! The H. is not only the end of the Euch. Lit.; the same question was 

discussed with regard to the Baptismal Ritual by G. Diettrich, Tauf,it.y S. 93 

who ascribed the introduction to Elias iii Abu Halim (1176-1190, A. Baum¬ 

stark, L.G.} S. 288-289), because this Elias is the only one who is known as 

a poet. As a matter of fact, he had been metropolitan of Nisibis, but the reason 

of Mr. Diettrich can also be applied to the former E. who is always called: 

of Nisibis and who is thought to be the author by Prof. Baumstark. 

Q. iia-112. The question in regard to the formulary of marriage is once 

more repealed; for the answer sec p. 1 13. For a right understanding of the following 

(1) While uses the verb several time* in the sense of‘ solemn ending” e.g. ii, p. 60. 



QQ. it is necessary to give a brief summary of this lite (the laws concerning 

Marriage, see in: ‘Al>disho’t Nomocanon, ii. A translation of the formulary |rd. 

by the Arch-Bishop of Canterbury’s Assyrian Mission, Urmia, which 1 

know only by name] was given by Badger, ii, p. 244-276, cf. the chapter on 

“Marriage-Customs” in: Browne-Maclcan, p. 142-159 [for the ancient rites, 

see: D.C.A., s.v. Marriage, and: D.A.C.L., s.v. Manage, t. x, col. 1888-1899, 

but the data arc not very old]). This blessing consists of the following parts: 

betrothal; marriage; blessing of the bridal attire; benediction of the colours 

and of the Crowns; coronation; setting up of the bridal chamber. The text 

of Badger contains a Lord’s Prayer at the beginning of ii (p. 245); it seems 

that this was an addition of a later date, since otherwise Q_. 114 would be without 

meaning. Here the question seems to have suggested the addition. Q.. 111 

shows clearly that these Eastern Christians were very well conscious of the contents of 

the Lord's Prayer. They did not conceive it, as is often thought, as a dead or as a living 

but magically operative formula,' which has power by being repeated. It is 

accentuated by the fact that the phrases used here, especially the verbs, do not 

agree with those found in the P^shita text, but replace them by synonyms. 

It is not obvious what suggested to the writer that this prayer is only to be said 

“by the mouth of the whole congregation”. It is possible that it was said because 

it had been taught by the Lord to His disciples (Mt. vi, cf. v ib; Lc. xi) and has 

the first person plural. 

The writer hints at what is going on during this service. The betrothal con¬ 

sists of asking the man and woman if they are inclined to be married; if they 

W'ant they are joined together and blessed by the priest. In the marriage-service 

prayers for help follow next, e.g. “Build up, O Lord, through Thy Word, and 

adorn with Thy hope, and establish in Thy mercy, this work which Thy servants 

have entered upon etc.”, an anthem and new prayers of the same kind. Next 

the priest takes the chalice in his hand, prays for the espoused and prays over 

the ring. He makes a sign of the cross over the chalice with the ring and throws 

it into the cup, in glorifying the great power of the cross. A small cross and 

H«nana (p. 132, n. 2) is also thrown into it and then the cup is perfect (a similar 

formula as that of the sacramental elements, p. 253). Bridegroom and bride 

drink from the cup (we observe that in our treatise this blessing of the chalice 

seems to bclpng to the betrothal). The bridal attire is blessed during which 

the following prayer a.o. is said: “Let the right hand of Thy mercy, O Jesus 

our Lord, rest upon this bridegroom and bride in Thy grace and in Thy pity 

make them a blessed pair, and enrich their dwellings with wealth and all 

manner of possessions etc.” followed by many biblical examples (p. 255-256). 

At the “crowning” (for this sign of victory, see: D.C.A., s.v. Crown; D.A.C.L., 

s.v. Mariage, t. x, col. 1889-1890; and the discussion of J. Rcndel Harris- 

A. Mingana, Odes and Psalms of Solomon, ii, p. 207-214.) The hope is expressed 

upon a temporal and eternal crowning, it is accompanied by all sorts of glori¬ 

fying of God’s greatness and strength. After that the couple is blessed and God 

is asked to enrich them. The last part “setting up of the bridal chamber is 

generally recited, as we are informed by Mr. Badger “in the evening, before 

the bridegroom and bride retire to rest for the night” (p. 271 n.). It consists 

(1) The »*me observation ran lie made in reading ttie ivordj of Timothy ii. quoted ail Q. 87 *1*1 •• 

as in mjt/iy other Lastern explanations of (he meaning of the LJturjn. 
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oner more of prayers for deliverance from the devil and of prayers for good 

faith: “Bless, O Lord, the bridal chamber of Thy servants, and keep the bride¬ 

groom and bride who dwell there in from the evil one,” again followed by 

examples from the O.T. It will be seen that our writer brings to the fore the 

leading thoughts of this ritual. Again he paraphrases them in his own way as 

is seen in glancing through the pages. The second reason is less spiritual and 

has been spoken of before. The argument of our author himself is based upon 

history, curious enough, since it is only once or twice that he speaks in this 

way. Unfortunately he does not say what is exactly meant by “formerly”. 

D.C.A., ii, p. i 107 it is said that marriages were generally celebrated in the 

< hurrh iii early times, but sometimes at home, especially in the East, referring 

to: Chrysostomus, Ifom. xlviii in Gen. xxiv, in: M.S.G., 54, col. 443. The latter 

practice was that of the writer’s age in opposition to the general practice of 

the Nrstorians. It is ordered in: ‘Abdisho’, Nomocanony ii 2, that “Betrothal 

must be performed in the church.” Our text agrees with the rubric of the 

present formulary (Badger ii, p. 244: “all shall assemble in the house of the 

damsel’s father etc.”) As far as I know the Ncstorians are the only Christians 

who have this festival at home. This is the more striking, since they have a 

high idea of common worship (cf. E.S.D.O., p. xviii). About the Lord’s Prayer 

after the morning psalms see: E.S.D.O., p. 167, referring to p. 106. 

O. 113 is the ordinary case. The present formulary does not provide the 

Lord’s Prayer at the beginning, nor did it do so at the time of our writer. It 

was simply put before it. “To share,” is possible. Yet the following is 

difficult to connect with it. I think it is the object-prefix and V. has preserved 

the better reading. In case the one of M. should be followed it must be remember¬ 

ed that an advantage (Q. 108) was contained in this prayer, of which one should 

avail oneself. 

LK i 14. The unity of the two parts is also supposed in the formulary. The 

betrothal was the beginning of the married state (cf. D.C.A., s.v. Betrothal, where 

some references to earlier times of the same effect are found). But I do not 

know whether there were special Canons about this point in the Eastern church- 

books; the Synodicon Orientate and other Nest, books which I consulted do not 

contain them. Again it appears (see: Q. 3 and 92) that all formularies were 

thought to be parallel and made up according to the same type. Maut«bha = 

Srssio: “an anthem at the nightservice, sung sitting” (E.S.D.O.y p. 296, where 

it is added that they vary and the books in which they are contained are men¬ 

tioned. It is somewhat misleading to draw a parallel with the Greek Cathisma, 

because both words mean: sitting. For the Greek means a division of the Psalter, 

as Ilulala among the Ncstorians, and is different with regard to its contents 

from the Mautebha. The part wich is said will be found: E.S.D.O., p. 151-152 

(since one M. is spoken of; this is better than referring to: l.c.y p. 85-96). The 

Hulala is mentioned p. 153. I did not find anywhere that this intermission 

of the service was allowed and practised. 

CL 115. The third point. Answer parallel to that of Q. 111: the contents 

of the service do not agree with those of the Lord’s Prayer; therefore it 



is useless to say it here. “Return to the earth etc.” cf. Gen. iii 19. To a right 

understanding of the first part we must remember that the Nestorians generally 

adhered to the doctrine of the “status intermedius” with regard to the dead 

i.e. that the dead after passing away are not judged immediately, but wait 

in a sleeping state till the day of the resurrection and the last judgment. Cf. 

Budge, B.G. ii, p. 307: “he departed this life of troubles and trials for the 

rest of those who sleep in Christ”; p. 265: “We shall both be buried until the 

day of the revelation of the Raiser of the dead”; p. 485: “Thus the blessed 

man departed from this laborious life ... to the greatly desired chambers 

of Paradise”; very explicit is this word of Expos, ii, p. 124: “mortem enim 

somnium ct dormitionem ostendimus esse”. Often it was thought that after the 

death there was already a partial judgment, that the soul of the just goes to 

a better place viz. Paradise than that of the wicked. This Paradise is a place 

“dessen Wonne ihnen das letztc Pfand fur ihre endgiltige Bclohnung, die 

Anschauung Gottes, bittet” (A. Baumstark, O.C., 1901, S. 341 and N. 3; 

cf. Salomon of Basra, Book of the Bee, ed. Budge, Oxford, 1886, p. 132)- Some 

other places in Syrian writers who speak of this doctrine are mentioned by M. 

Jugie, Theologia Dogmaticay v, p. 336-340. This teaching is not confined to the Nes- 

torian Church, but was found in many places and at an early date, see: J. N. 

Bakhuizen van den Brink, Gegevens betrejfende graf en eeuwig leven in de oud-christelijke 

Epigraphie, in: Nederlandsch archief voor Kerkgeschiedenis, 1924-1925, biz. 81-94, 

and: F. Heiler, Urkirche und Ostkirche} S. 232-234. A fuller discussion than is 

given there is a desideratum. We may point out that this view tries to give an 

explanation of all the biblical data (see e.g. Ps. cxv 17); it reaches back to 

Jewish conceptions, see: H. L. Strack-P. Billcrbeck, Kommenlar zum N.T. aus 

Talmud und Midrasch, Miinchen, 1928, iv 2, S. 1016-1165. 

The burial-service of the priests was translated, though not completely, 

by Badger ii, p. 282-321 (cf. p. 282 n. cf. Browne-Maclean, p. 279-289; 

I have not consulted the edition of the Archbishop of Canterbury’s Mission 

(mentioned by A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 111 and 357). In this case too the 

writer reproduces in his own words the tenor of the prayers though we observe 

that most of them as given by Mr. Badger speak in the first person plural and 

are not direct intercessions; about prayers for the dead see: M. Jugie, Theol. 

Dogm.t v, p. 341-344. Such a prayer is given e.g. p. 301-302. Those quoted 

by the author are verses of Ps. lxxxviii and xxxviii. Those mentioned first and 

last in: Badger ii, p. 283-284 where also the proper Antiphon is printed. 

Hymn = Madrasha, see: A. Baumstark, L.G., S. 39, who gives some explanation 

of this doctrinal chant and those chants of the dead: Register s.v. (most of 

them are made after the time of our treatise) V. has extended the number of 

examples; for “Antiphons of the way” see Q. 117. 

Q. 116. Maut«bha is used in a twofold sense: the first one is the sessio of 

the night-service (as in Q. 114), that is to say that the first part of the night- 

service was said together with the Lord’s Prayer at the house of the dead man 

(E.S.D.O., p. 151). The second is a hymn sung during the burial of which Mr. 

Badger gives some instances. 

Nowhere else I found a remark expressing the command to the priest of 

saying such prayers; but on the other hand prayers should be said over the 
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dead body as soon as possible (D.C.A., s.v. Obsequies). The end however shows 

that fixed rules did not exist. In the morning the prayers of E.S.D.O., p. 103- 

103 were said and the beginning of the burial-service (Badger ii, p. 283 sqq.) 

was added to it. 

It is possible that the following part formed originally a separate £). and 

A. (p. 71), the response beginning at: “We are not able.” The village Niniveh 

is well known in history; it was situated opposite to Mosul. For long it had become 

an insignificant spot, which was quite superseded by Mosul. Bar Hebraeus men¬ 

tioned it fairly often (also in the time of our treatise: Chr. Eccl. iii, col. 319, 325, 

331, 335, 337, 339). It may be that this was done by Jacobite aversion against 

Mosul, which was a stronghold of Nestorianism. About its History cf. B.O., 

iii 2, p. dcclxvi-dcclxvii, and: E. Sachau, Zm Ausbreitung des Christentums in der 

Eersis, 1916, S. 48. Why it is called ‘‘House of the Ignorant” is not clear. Isho’yabh 

iii {Epistulae, ed. Duval, p. 55) said that it was a poor church. But this can hardly 

explain the expression in question. Possibly it was called so because the Jacobites 

who were ignorant by the mere fact of being heretics, had here a bishop’s 

scc.-l.lazza, cf. Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syr., Col. 1238, and: Supplement, p. 123 

with various references (cf. also: B.O., iii 2, p. deex and deexx). It was 

situated in the neighbourhood of Arbela, famous through its important Chronicle, 

lor some time it was the Capitol of Adiabene. Interesting is the interpolation 

in: Gismondi ii, p. 32: a bishop ‘‘ex regimine Hazzae (nunc notae nomine 

Arbela).” It was at a distance from Mosul and far from the place where our 

writer probably lived (ch. iv). Therefore he says ‘‘I have heard etc.” (cf. the 

Map in: J. Labourt, Chnstianisme). 

'The burial-service consists of washing the dead man at home (this was 

obligatory, cf. ‘Abdisho’, JVomocanon, vi 6, Mai, p. 280) while prayers and hymns 

are said (D.A.C.L., s.v. Funtrailles, t. v, col. 2705-2715 does not contain 

anything of interest for our Q,.). After that the dead body (at least that of the 

clerics) is taken to the church, the ‘‘Antiphons of the way” (Q. 115 V., 117) 

being recited (the Greek use, cf. L. Petit, D.A.C.L., s.v. Anliphone, t. i, col. 

2484-2485). In the church there is reading of the Scriptures besides prayers 

and hymns and usually there is communion-service, if a priest is buried. This 

being done one goes to the grave and the body is interred, and earth is thrown in 

it in the form of a cross. Each of these acts is accompanied by proper prayers and 

hymns. In the churchyard the service is ended by “sealing”. The next day follows 

a “consolation” or memorial service, see ad Q. iG. It will be seen that this 

formulary is of a very loose structure (cf. the remark in Q. 117). The writer 

did not know the tradition which furnished a solemn beginning and end. 

In Niniveh it was done in the church and there the question which formed 

tin* starting point of the discussion would be superfluous. Nevertheless this 

was apparently left to discretion of the priests. The expression “They ate” 

means the dinners after the burial at the house of the deceased which were 

usual in all places, cf. Browne-Maclean, p. 284. John Bar Abgare (in: ‘Abdisho*, 

Nomocanon, vi 6, Mai, p. 280) had ordered the priests not to take too much 

food or drink. We hear of various complaints about this institution, which 

seems to have often become more or less an orgy. Our author only states the 

fact. Some more about this as well as about the burial-services among the 

Jacobites may be found in: Kayser, S. 155, ad Q. 60. It is not out of place 
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to observe that these meals are different from the “Agapes Funcbres”, men¬ 

tioned in: L.O.O., p. 257-258, since they arc simply a Eucharist at the grave. 

Q. 117. The formulary does not give any rubric about the point that is 

under discussion here. It seems to be the intention there that the dead man 

will be buried on the same day on which he died. We must remember that thr 

sequence of services was in the evening, at night and in the morning. The 

former group considered the Nlaut^bha’s of the evening as the beginning of 

a service that was interrupted for some time (cf. Q. 52) and carried on the 

next morning. The latter thought it to be a special service; hence it was ended 

in the usual way; the next day they began afresh. The end of the ordinary 

Evening-service which the author has in mind is found: E.S.D.O.y p. 20 sqq.: 

“The priest takes the cross in his hand, and turning to the people say's: Bless 

O my Lord. By Your Command [sc. I will give the blessing). I hey answer, 

By the Command of Christ and glory to his holy Name and they bow their 

heads." The conclusion (= Sealing) follows during which the priest makes 

the sign of the cross over the people. This conclusion is in the form of an in¬ 

vocation for help (the form given by Dean Maclean ends with giving the kiss 

of peace and reciting the Nicene Creed. The editor remarks that “this appears 

to be the universal custom," but that the former is not to be found in the Roman 

Catholic edition and in that of Urmia, while the latter is not found in the 

R.C., p. 22, n. 2. In fact our author does not refer to it and therefore it is pro¬ 

bably a later addition). That he is “a partaker of the signing” is the same 

thought that leads to putting the Host into the mouth of the dead as thougn 

they were living (D.A.C.L., s.v. Communion des morts, t. iii, col. 2445-2446). 

Q. 1«8- 123. Together with these QQ. we must deal with Q. 97 and 

103 since they are concerned with similar questions, viz. the place of Cross 

and Gospel at the beginning of the service. They were indispensable for a 

valid Eucharist (cf. ad Q. 35). The Cross and the Gospel are constantly men¬ 

tioned together, not only in the Eucharist, but also in every solemn procession 

(though no mention is made of special processional crosses, cf. D.A.C.L., 

s.v, Croix et Crucifix, t. iii, col. 3102-3103, and: Kaufmann, Handbuch, S. 575“57^)* 

In Q. 101 we saw what meaning these two objects had for the devote Nestonan. 

It is not out of place to summarize what is said in T. concerning this matter 

[L.E.W. is quoted): it is not said where the priest stands at the beginning, 

nor during the “anthem of the Sanctuary” (p. 253-254) nor during one of the 

following prayers and hymns until the lections (p. 255-256). It seems, though 

it is not expressed anywhere that it was the Bema (cf. ad Q,. 97). For on p. 257 

after the prayer before the apostle we read: “When the priest goes down from 

the Bema and reaches the door of the altar he and the deacon both incline . . . 

“They all go down to the nave (temple) . . ."; p. 258 brings the rubric: “When 

the priest goes to make ready the Gospel . . ."; “when he takes up (the Gospel) 

to go out (of the altar)", followed by the other readings. On page 262 the 

censer is taken and the paten with the hosts prepared during the caruzutha. 

The following rubric bringing something about it is on p. 267 “the deacons 

enter the altar", while the priest places the mysteries upon the allar, and 

going outside the Sanctuary the priest lades the deacons with the Cross and 



Gospels (p. 268; is this still practised? Hanssens iii, p. 107 says: "Hodie utraque 

proccssio, rvangelii scilicet et crucis, plane obsolevisse videtur.**) The deacons 

are distinguished from those who remain inside the altar. It is described how 

the priest worships on the Bcma (p. 269) after which he goes back to the altar 

giving peace (p. 269-271). During the rest of the liturgy he remains there. 

The rubrics in: L.O.C., and: Berol. 38 arc somewhat different. But at any 

rate it is clear that these precepts, unless supplemented by indications from other 

sources, are not quite clear, though it must be admitted that this will be specially 

the case for those who are obliged to rely upon these rubrics and are not able 

to assist at a real Neslorian service. In passing it will be noticed that these 

entrances have nothing to do with the so-called Little Entrance of the Greek 

liturgy (cf. Hanssens iii, p. 100). 

It will be useful to consult here the various expositions (a short summary 

in: Hanssens iii, p. 107, cf. p. 104-108). Narsai, Horn, xvii does not yield much 

evidence for he deals only with the Missa Fidclium. The only reference is the 

following: “the priests now come in procession into the midst of the Sanctuary” 

(Connolly, p. 4). The sequence in the exposition of Abraham Bar Lipheh (Expos, 

ii, p. 158-161) is clear: after the Anthem of the Sanctuary follows the “Egressus 

Crucis et Asccnsus super Bema” (not found in: L.E. lV.)f accompanied by 

lights etc.; the Gospel is not mentioned. This comes after the reading of the 

Apostolos and a psalm: ‘‘egressio evangelii, crucisque cum eo,” escorted by 

deacons. T he Cross is held upon a long pole. After the reading of the Gospel 

that follows next comes the “sublatio crucis et evangelii de throno Bematis” 

(cf. Q,. 104) by a deacon and priest without escort. The Gross is put in “super- 

liminari porta sanctuarii” and the Gospel at the other side. This description 

is one of an ordinary service. Here in Q. 118 it is specially emphasized that 

the bishop or Metropolitan is present. Such a high service, which was not 

provided for in the ordinary service-books, is underlying the Expos. Its evidence 

is the following: The Anthem of the Sanctuary is sung, sub-deacons stand near 

the door of the altar carrying lamps and deacons carry tapers. They are preceded 

by two deacons without anything, while an arch-deacon is on the left hand 

of the bishop. Then the deacons go out, first the two without anything, the 

sub-deacons join in, next the rest of the deacons followed by him who carries 

the Cross “signum Regis victoriosi, et seriem mandatorum cius”. They go from 

the Sanctuary to the Bema. The sub-deacons remain standing in a corridor. 

The two deacons stand on the Bema near the altar in honour of the altar and 

the bishop having the Gross and Gospel. Those who stand in the corridor go 

back to the sacristy, the others carrying censers descend from the Bema. Only 

those two remain there. The reading of Law and Prophets follows next. The 

reader comes from the sacristy, bows before the altar and comes to the Bema. 

After that the Apostolos is carried into the Bema (two practices regarding the 

door). After three verses the deacon of the order and some people with him 

go to the sacristy worshipping and a priest goes with him (“surgit sacerdos 

et adorat, et crucem osculalur et episcopurn”). There they prepare the pro¬ 

cession to bring out the Gospel while the Apostle is being read. A hymn is 

sung and every one prepares himself for the reception of the Gospel. It enters 

the Bema a priest going on the righthand-side; the Gospel is kissed by the 

bishop. While it is brought in it is received with all the splendor of Eastern 
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ritual. The Gospel being read, the various members of the clergy are blessed by 

the Bishop, and the deacons draw near to the altar and the Cross and the 

Gospel. Then they go back to the altar, two deacons carrying the Cross and 

the Gospel and they go in to the throne and the veils that have been opened 

since the beginning are closed; “qui crucern et evangelium portant, non ponunt 

ea super altare donee vela ligentur” (cf. various places between p. 9~33)* 

Timothy ii in his Exposition, Mingana Syr. 13, fol. 1 15b— 121b, mentions the 

Anthem of the Sanctuary; the bringing out of the Cross and its being placed 

on the Bcma; the veils are opened; the readings of the Scripture; the priest 

who reads the Gospel descends from the Bema, goes to the door of the altar 

and prays there; the priest puts a pure stole over his shoulder and takes the 

Gospel preceded by deacons with lights and incense, after which the Gospel 

is read; this reading is ended with an adoration; the priest gives Gross and 

Gospel to the deacons who carry them from the Bema without procession; at 

the altar-door the Cross is placed on the lefthand side and the Gospel on the 

righthand side. 

It will be seen that there is some difference between these sketches; the 

Expos, has the fullest details which shows and is explained by the fact that 

it is a pontificale. It is interesting to notice that Timothy who is the latest 

expositor says exactly where Cross and Gospel must be placed in the end, 

while the others have no indication whatever. It may be that this point 

and others were decided under the influence of such questions as are dis¬ 

cussed here. 

We should remember in order to understand these questions well that the 

righthand-side has always been the side of most honour (cf. Mt. xxv 33, Marc x 

37, and: Klostermann’s comment, Das Markusevangelium*, Tilbingen, 1926, 

and: Das Matthdusevangelium, *, Tubingen, 1927, on these places.-Jewish materials 

in: Strack-Billcrbcck, Kommenlar turn NT., Miinchen, 1922, i, S. 835-836, 

980-98!.■-D.A.C.L., s.v. Droit, t. iv, col. 1547-1549: “la droite est Ie c6t6 saerd, 

le c6te de la vie et de la force; la gauche, le c6t6 profane, de La mort, de la 

faiblesse,” in almost every religion, cf. the use of “dexter” and “sinister ). 

For the exact places of right and left see ad Q. 98. 

Q.. 97: Deacons carrying it, cf. what was quoted from Abraham and Expos. 

This comparison shows a difference in which Timothy stands on the side of our 

Q.. The moments of coming out and entering see before. “They” are the priests 

and deacons of the Sanctuary (Expos.). Pa. lit. == to rcceive-to go to 

meet, a meaning also of the Af. What is meant by the Bema? E.S.D.O., p. 

292 gives two explanations: 1) raised space between the Sanctuary-doors and 

the dwarf wall in the nave parallel to them; 2) rarely the Sanctuary. The same 

in: L.E.W., p. 571 where the readers are referred to the word: Ambon (p. 569). 

The former use can be illustrated by a reference to: Budge, B.G. ii, p- 413 sketch; 

the latter is found in the quotation from: Badger ii, p. 325 (ad Q.. 27). The 

use of the word in our Q.Q.. supposes that there is a kind of procession going 

through the church. This agrees with the description given in the Expos, where 

the Bema is a place in the middle of the Church (besides the references given 

before, cf. i, p. 31 and the Sketch of Dom. Connolly i, p. 196 M.) on which 

the Gospel etc. is read and which correspond with the Ainl>o (in the Greek 
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church formerly but now obsolete). Compare: D.A.C.L., s.v. Ambo, t. i, col. 

1 33°~,347; 'n 8ie East its place was in the middle of the church. 

Q_. lo3- A high mass as in Expos. It is illustrated by our quotations from 

the explanations. The kissing, a sign of devotion (Q. 22), is not found elsewhere. 

That “they” means here the congregation is apparent from the version 

of our Q. in 

118-119. Probably the answer of Q. 103 was not sufficiently detailed, 

for there are no traces whatever that our treatise is composed from different 

parts of separate origin. At any rate tfie latter two are a more expanded form. 

None of the sources mentioned before shows that the priests go out during 

the said antiphon, or we must suppose synchronism instead of sequence of events. 

That the priest = Jesus, that he in spite of his humanity acts “vice Christi” 

is a supposition which is continually found in all the mystagogies. It is super¬ 

fluous to give here texts to prove this since it is met everywhere (Nest.: Narsai, 

Horn, xvii, p. 4 Connolly; Isho’yabh i, Canon 1, in: O. Braun, Synhados, S. 240; 

Expos, ii, p. 7, 12, 18, 24 etc.). The quotations are to be found in: Breviarium 

ChaJdaicum, ed. P. Bedjan, iii, the former, p. 304, cf. Expos, i, p. 122; the 

latter p. 302 quoted from Prayers in the Hebdomada of the Holy Cross. 

Nevertheless the reasons are dark why this way of arrangement is chosen 

ns one would expect that “Jesus” would be right as in Q.. rig. “Ancients” 

ch. vi. Palm-sunday, lit. Hosanna’s, clearly borrowed from Mt. xxi 9 

(cf. about it also Expos, i, p. 52-58 which does not say anything about the festival 

itself). A. Baumstark, Festbrevier, S. 230, mentions a Homily of Sevcrus of 

Antioch with the same name in its title. Nevertheless it does not seem as if 

the name: “Hosanna’s” was generally accepted. Among the Nestorians it is most 

common. To celebrate this day with a procession is already found in the first 

description of this festival in the Pcregrinatio Silviae (see: P. Drews, Wochey 

grossry in: P.R.EA, xxi, S. 416-419). It seems as though it was introduced among 

the Persians in the time of Babai dr 500 (Labourt, Christianismc, p. 154-160), 

cf. Gismondi i, p. 41; “Eius diebus celebratum est Nisibi et Madainae festum 

palmarum et Transfigurationis. Porro solemnitas palmarum apud graecos ex 

festis est celebrioribus” (Expos, i, p. 52-58; ii, p. 90 docs not afford any help). 

For the reasons in Q,. 1 19 and 120 cf. the Comments of the Preface ch. vi. 

T heir thoughts were clearly a presumption when we see how the Cross and 

Gospel arc estimated by our author (Q. 101 and 123). 

Q. 121. “Platform” is not a terminus technicus, cf. T., p. 10, 1. 7; p. 145, 

I. 11. It is the same place called “Katastroma” elsewhere (cf. Connolly’s 

Sketch, Expos, i, p. 196, G.G.; = now the Bema?); cf. L.E. IF., p. 586: 

“the footpace before the altar.” The Cross facing the altar was thus probably 

expressing adoration of the altar and its Sacraments. East and West mentioned 

here are explained by the orientation of the whole cult (the same in the Baptismal 

Ritual, see: Dicttrich, Tauflit., S. 78). It is found everywhere in the Christian 

church from the oldest times (a good summary in: D.A.C.L.y s.v. Orientation, 

t. xii, col. 2665-2668 and add to the literature mentioned there: G. Graf, 2jur 

Crbetsostung, in: Jahrbtich f. Liturgiewissenschafty 1927, S. I53~I59> specially 

from Christian Arabic sources). But this use is not specially Christian, but is 
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very wide spread in various religions, cf. G. van der I.eeuw, Phanorntnologif, 

S. 372-377. The later Christian authors oiler all sorts of tnystagogical reasons. 

Expos, i, p. 87-90 are devoted to the question why the people must pray 

turned to the East and not to Jerusalem as the prophets did, a point of special 

interest for the Nestorians of course, since they were east of Jerusalem. 1 he 

answer is: because in the East lies Paradise, the place of immortality and 

sanctity (these reasons mentioned in: Browne-Nlaclean, p. 235 are not only those 

of the modern Nestorians, as is thought by G. Diettrich, Taujlit.y S. 78, Anm. 1). 

‘Abdisho’, Nomocanony v 8 says that it is done because of the apostolic command¬ 

ments and an (apocryphal) tradition, that Jesus blessed His disciples at the 

Ascension (Luke xxiv, 50) looking west, while the disciples looked east. These 

reasons seem to point back to a common Christian tradition since they occur 

in all the Eastern churches. 

The answer is not extremely clear. The beginning seems to express that 

the Cross must stand as far East as possible. But the ambiguity of expression 

appears where the opinion of those who are mentioned in the Question, is sum¬ 

marized. Particularly doubtful is where the apodosis begins in the sentence 

Or in other terms must be explained as a modi¬ 

fication of the following verb (Noldeke, Syrische Gramnuitik, § 337) or is it verbum 

finitum; in the former case "they need not etc." is the apodosis, while in the 

latter it is a special sentence of its own. In l>oth cases there seems to be a difference 

with what is said at the end of the question. It seems as though the teacher 

corrects the statement of the questioner. We have adopted the latter possibility 

taking "to come" to mean: the coming back of the Cross to the altar. Nevertheless 

I do not see the solution quite w-ell. 

Q. 122. Q~11 cf. Q. 104. I have never heard that a gospel is mentioned 

connected with the Cross. It may mean that the Cross stands with one arm 

over the Gospel. Those people that are spoken of in the question placed it in 

the West of the Bema, for undoubtedly the altar here means: the altar in the 

Bema. The faithful are the officiating priests. The adoration is by bowing and 

metanoia’s which are met several times in the rubrics where the priests worship 

before the altar and kiss it, cf. e.g. L.E. \V.y p. 285, p. 272. For the setting sec 

ch. vi, i.-About the end of the Q., see ad Q.. 1. 

Q. 123. Refers to Q.. 119. It is a reflex of the dispute mentioned in Q. 101 

(see there about the meaning of the Cross). It is worth while to draw here the 

attention to the sentence of the author, that without the Cross the Gospel 

would not have been known. Such a word shows sufficiently that for people 

like our author the ritual had not obscured the comprehension of the vital 

truths of Christianity; but that the ritual really conveyed them and made them 

tangible before the eyes of those who knew their interpretation; that the truth 

was living and w-as not superseded by magic and paganism. 
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I 2 lo^A^ 

14 post: | ZoAjAk>JID 

17 Of-iA? 

3* 2 rA\jg^iP 

8 U?CLO 

12 mA \\non 1*AaAdo 

!5 1_DQjQ-QQ3| 

4* 3 IIk^od 

8 1 La\Q» 

4* 2 ^-i/o ..^k >-kjNqA\ 

6 cn_^ l3j»a»o 

14 pro: ^->\QAnxo 

!5 ocn 

16 1k^>? 

>7k^- 

liD^O 
• 

5* 3 post: UnjcriJ^o 

3 post: (TLXQjlO 

9 IomO 

om. 

add: 

2-3-1 

ImH.0) Ir^.X ^j] 

add: loco 

add: fSL»l J lAo> 

<e? v | . IZdO^J^ 6l^oZ 1>jO> 

c»(iQi AjiU^»| 

add: Ixq X\ Ijoi 

add: 

1_»>QjO> • • 

^AaoIo ]>Ajl^) cnZV-^xaoo 

om. 

1U^CQ..\ 

v-jOIQJD^LCQ-1 N >A\Xg 

om. 

2-3-1 

add: l?aio 

jicn 

Ixo^o Uoto 

1k^> 

add: ItAcPOr-^-^w 

add: OlAjrO.0 

U>1 >Q 

1
 

1
 

9 

iOMO |iJ30 
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M. 

9 
|A. .. 1 r*sD 

3 
lo^o 

5ft 6 vPl 

6 post: UA_b^ 

10—11 bvioo 1<n_bl 

12 1*100 

13 
r A fl>Q 

14 post: 1-jA-N-fc-KJ 

15 post: 1 0 ^ VoAr> 

18 post: U>OCL±b 

6a 1 post; U^OkiO • 

3 
UkOc\Q.N 

• 

3 IjQDQJ vJl£)1o 

1^1° 

12 01^ 

17 r^° 

I 8 ] 1 ■NOaSO 

6 b 2 U^r^10 

2 l^v^p0 

3 cno r^\A^o Ulo 

4 post: l*j^co 

4 1^° 

|/^| IZ^d <o=u£jo 

, I; -VT>.- N jCTUJo/y^OO 

K. 

add: U^r^> 

add: b-*-o li»l? lA^a*A_b 

]jOO )o| >CUO VjA Niu W^C” 

U>^»0 

om. 

add: ^cnOi Nso 

2-1 

om: 0 

om: 0 

add: 

add: CTO 3£Do]? 

add: Vmn 2s l^o 

add: UkO^o a^o o] 

'J 
om: 

1) o] Ixdqj ^1? 

om: O 

m-^10 
• 

hr*Ao 

om. 

• 

1k^> ioi, 

om. 

add: UJ^ooaO 

om: 
0 

|b~l IA00? r±D .oA^j U^o~° 

|y<x. ^ .ouuEiAj I moo? Uio 

,0mA -.bo -*->l V’ 
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1 . 

- VW 

> - V* .mA '.cAjA. 

5 4 

v * % * 

vXV. 

^ ;i 

cJ 

l s> 4 V 
A ’ * * 

V *• • 
A 

i JvN* 

i 4 

: 3 X>i 

i > 
^ a 

AO> 

% • > 

. C 

-a 
I V 

^s' 
1 

■A v I 

v » . » 

1 J 
A.'.A 

J _I 
-\.'. 

U~1 

cxo 

A 
w 

^ 1 ^ 
K % ^ 

*A 
«■ V 

'_^X' 

V * V * 

\JovT L»^* 

. J 

a V ^ • > c 

J 

A^t J».V. C"LT* 

1 > 

A v . v . 

r A 
4 % ■% ^ 

► v . ■». . 
> ■> l » < 

*> >kk V" tL\xJ^> 

»» 
* ^ 

' •'l -x1 k ^ * \ Ok 
1 ' ' •1 V* v . - 



M. V. 

8<2 2 ]Zo^*cnyrj 

3 llOQ-»> CJV3^-^ 

8-9 OOl IL^ 

10 "Vo \^n 

10 r^» bklOOJD 

11 V,* Nil vpiunp Ul 

i3-!4 k^ob -jol 

*4 >CL»>Ajj 

*5 

86 3 post: ^Ajo 

6 post: 

H ^ IAj^c ZclXjo 

bo 

C
O

 

4 ctu-XAj? 

7 cn aAa j 

io A-^Z 

10 *~*A^ ol 

12 Po fru\ n 

OrjCTTV^> 

oin. 

2-1 

1 

2-1 

Urs^ U<71 OOl ljr-CXia r-CLS 

l)? rz+^> W 

Urvv^ Uoi ^OOU^ 

2-1 

^roLn 

*-*Aj? 

add: ,-^iAoo 

add: l(y° 

om, 

add: *r“- 

add: cn\■ >an^ U 

^Jo. cn_^ oxiLQ-^-*] V? '^^£> 

W ^ vr> . CnNQ^ A-»| 

i lO] ^ZvZ> wD?l l)» 

K fru hOjl j?o Uro-^ -^1 

OUOy °arXl ]r U r»^? 

dn>^gij 

]A^Z 

bis 

2-3-1 
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V. M. 

13 

•3 post: 

<)/' 4 

M OOTjO 

14 

>5 post: l»*0 ^£> • 

ion 7 Afu^^o 

[ r cnX 

■4 post: l»rv^° 

1 7 post: 6cnO 

roA i 

3 CTlAoOr^D • 

4 post: lS£L\X 

5 U~1 

5 jKJIQ 41 IQ 

I 2 

'3 

15 \±£L*Oij 

17” 18 Ijd^o ]^oo 

I I /7 I - 1 >0
 w \ • >#
 9 an io 

8 y® 

9 

10 A.U^ 

16 ante: Uj>> O 

18 jK715^>j 

18 - m\n 

294 

1/g^!S. 

add: 01^ 

om: y 
• 

OCTL»> 

I^qW 

add: Lien U^cimo 

Zu^° 

cnXcnX 

add: 

add: 

cn^.to 
• 

add: cjiXo V*±Dy 

om. 

j^ncuA^X) 

om. 

om: y 

om. 

om. 

om. 

om. 

\ »uO\ 

om. 

add: J 
om. 

o^xDjlJ 



M. V. 

i ib i l>o AaX yiimj >0 ^cnoViacajio 

2 U>i] ^ Mo 

3 

4 -^1 om. 

fybo 
4 ^cno-irx£>auto 

5 si om. 

6 ^Ol.1o om: 0 

8 post: ^2UO add: (71 JL^P 

11 jOXDr-»l 0CTU^-»1 
• 

11 jOIaJQ^^^UO 

11 post: add: ^guomo/j? 

12 -»3jZ]» 

15 _V om. 

12a 8 01r-»l lr^S om. 

10 ^L.]0 (prius scripsit: <^»1) 

16 ^aa<Ljo jOTONO-aJO 

18 Vjlooi om. 

12 b 1-2 VOr^O li>Q0 om. 

2 ^vl <eH 

7-8 J Ik^S? 

13fl 5 U>^ U»CL£1^ U*Or^> ^>a£L^ 

9 V-LSO om. 

ol 
11 0 

r4 lrJOV^> om. 

18—13^ 1 |Zalo>o J lo-Kt^O om. 

13* 1 ]Us, om. 
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M. V. 

2 cn/cu^Ao 

2 post: cn/aX->JS>i add: UxOrAQl* -KTUJCUpD-K) 

2 

5’ 6 Ulr^CLCOO loQOJ U*Acur> IcooAj 

9 post: >Ql*>AAO add: I^Aaoo 

IO lr^>0 om. 

I 2 ^•r-O/AO 
• 

>ci»?Aao 

15 

*5 ctiAa cno 

16 

M* 5 post: ]k)Aso add: cn^ilo? 

5 cno* • 1k)Ad? 

6 6<ji om. 

7 lk) Ad ^0 om. 

r4 ^aVi •jCLCQJ 

14 

*46 5 l»»an U*ao l)o 

18-15*2 1 JtCTX) — ]k)AD om. 

*5*2 2 ) * V * n% * • w • 

13 cno) om. 

14 Uoo-» — Uain\ om. 

16 yflDO om. 

15 b 6 rOAt Tad 6cn aiZr^oA 
• 

8 post: cn/a>JiAo add. crumo 

9- 10 IOa/U — o| om. 

11 U^O^AO )£L»yfc>0 2-1 



V. M. 

i6d i 

3 

4 

5 Post: 

5 

6 

]toAd ^ 

V-LOKliD 

\JrJ 

6cm 

l3JL>^ 

6 cn 1/*V^A^^ 6iN>n#o 

7 

9 

11 

12 

16 

18 post: 

16 b i 

3 

4 

OlD 

J 

v? 

vCI^Ajt 

| A.cq. 3 

UfcOr^P > Ha IIP Ui^* 

>Cl*jAj* 

io post: 

12 

13 

17a 8 

8 

12 

12-13 

aA^o] 

^Aixxu? 

lcno 

\ m\ 

tOOCDJt 

o| mAa 

lAa^A? ]/Ao 

^aAjO 

om. 

add: 

om. 

]ioAsA 

VxnO 

6cn 

l3JL~? 

1/kiLa^ cn iVp iLoA^ioo 

,-VvAso 

^ZU? 

om. 

om. 

add: 

om. 

n^> 

|Asca^) 

,1 IZi >Q*iAj» -£^JXD 

add 

om: 

om: 

lA^sl 

^oncoji 

o 

VoOr-O? 

*? 1/A r-^a >j ^aAa 

IAi-a^ 

t om. 
*5 
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M. V. 

n .OOULkO^ l)» om. 

■7* 3 UoiD) om. 

4 J om. 

G orn. 

IO U*0r-*3 Iter*0) 

11 

17 

JDO^J 

CTlX ^AnCQSOO om. 

w£)>| 

CO
 

A C/
I Ld>]0 

6-13 usque >o_V Lien ^ ^-.LOyO 

ad finem Responsionis l^O> c^\Q |^£>. 

UWO OlX ^^>1o X 

16 — OU-^Ql^O om. 

iO b 1 l~li~K>] |c.aNQk» om. 

6 |/sn^ — ]»• iVAm om. 

11 l) Pi 

15-16 l^x^o — >Ao om. 

17 cno om. 

18 ■toyiAnm 1 .nmi 

'9a 3 1/kuAo ]j<uAo 

5 ia.i» om. 

6 1^/AijDO I^Z^do 

7 
I 

Jt ! 
• 

9 mn°i\o dn i n .^Sp 

11-13 cno — j om. 

!4 l^D om. 

•5 
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CJlZoa *fO ^\P om. 



V. M. 

16 

igb 1 cnX 

i post: 

3 

3 post: ]pQOD 

6 icn |>OUDO — Q. 6l 

11 post: ~mCi lOfflin 

*3 cn^\ ]Z^o 

14-15 usque °l 

ad finem Quaestionis 

16 

16-17 UxOriX) f>|o 

18-200 1 >Oj^o — Zooi • 

200 3 ^ n m\nr> 

6 post: 

10 l’Ol 

10 

14 va£imj 

16 ]\nn 

18 A4-lXo 

20 b 1 ante: 

6 . *N.V^ V. 

8 «9V? 

9 post: vocnZr*^\>K 

11 *~»J\j> o| 

l3 • 

oin. 

oin. 

add: jmi ^ l)? 

om. 

add: \z>] Z&O r^> 

om. 

add: 

2-1 

om. 

om. 

om. 

(iruAji) 1Aat-» Zoooi 

r>m\P* 

add: 1 »OlX) 

om. 

w 

^r'cnVa 

om. 

gnmso\ 

add: vcuc!n 

add: )A^V> 

. * aA-IK) 

• 
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M. V. 

H<1 r, erLX om. 

7 V om. 

a sqq. usque i±o\o om. 

ad finem Quaestionis 

2 i b \ ^UDCLJt 
• loj* 3-1-2 

4 A 

4 om: 

6 ]AaIOjX) om. 

7 om. 

9 wJOJXl^OO «jQlp|o 

I 2 • 
om. 

14 post: LwOt add: 

*5 om. 

2 2rz 3 r^*l yM> om. 

1 2 1*000 VjjlVOS 

I 2 u? om: t 
« 

*5- -16 ]XaXo — ]oout om. 

16 ■^>1 om. 

18 OGTL* Uj 

18 lAiio om. 

22b \ VilVlO OlX •jQjkJO _OCL2lJO 

2 l) D? 

3 11 •Vo^X om: * 

5 om: 

7- 9 usque tempo om. 

ad fincm Solutionis 

3°° 



M. V. 

23a 2 om. 

11 post: l>cn ^ add: 

11-12 1Aj>ooi-» -»cn 2-1 

12 u- om. 

23* 5 cnZ^oX IZjnX 

6 cn/ouL^-xi^x 
• 

ynQxA»ri \> I 

8 
• iav° 

244 1 cruA^l — 1 L^o om. 

6-7 IloZ ^»\n An. 110 / 'L\n lkuAo _ 

|kuAo oiX ^.^#0 |kuAX cru^ 

10 U^* om. 

15 post: 6cn add: 

24^ 7 post: Jif)| ft add: 

7 ^ilrO lo-fcj/o 

7 post: 1 .nm\n add: 

8 lK^O om: 

11 ^otoAj]> om. 

25<2 I Uro-o OL*KLO 

4 C71* °1 J om. 

5 r>jO 
• 

Vii-w]o 

5-6 ! M.A^D lo] i • 3—1 ~2 

IjLAyD r-w 3-1-2 

7 ftW om: 

25* 1 om: O 

8 voonia^ om. 

*3 T L»Z'1X> 

3QI 



3/. V. 

»4 ol om. 

>4 w£>c\n»/ lit ^xni/t 

26a i _O 
<4 

^ om. 

3 h*±DrJD 00X3 
• 

om. 

16 1 m. l nSO | l V lOVn 

*7 -18 om. 

18 post: *_#fODL^0 add: Uktlo 

18 om. 

inter: oocn et Hi add: l 3] liocn . c^o/ 

^a\Q.oAqISO lU^g) 

r> _ jk -3 ^-aNcH 2-1 

9 oyng) 

9 xrkiJrJoaD OTJ^OCLD 

1 2 wain it Uqjuo *Ao ^0 

16 r«A>0 \j±jo]o 

V<* 4 ol 0 

10 ante: add: 0 

11 post: ol ; add: u 

14 AlODf om: * 

■27 b 4 Uaxjl^O om. 

6 UlNOOi 1 vQ^X^olo 

7 

8 l^JLOlO ] iVovn 

9 CnXSOCDO OUj^Qj IXsocro 11 

15 l) 1 om. 
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M. V. 

2&2 6 lament 

7 1»ai 

7 uku-O 

io ante: ki>A 
• 

12 

12 lorn 

16 

286 16 Ir^l^O 

16 ^oaio 

17 

29a 10 lA^jai 

11 «a=>l? 

*5 _J) 
^ • 

18 

29* 4 cjuAjI — ^0 

7 1 * 1 x\Om 

8 ^ocrulw? llocuxL^k 

12 ^OCTLikmSOO 

13 
)1r.\ .Vn 

18-300 1 Ur-» — AjI 

300 12 IZujuo 

12 

30* 4 l)o 

4 post: PI 

7 cn_^» 

12 

l*-»” 

om. 

add: 

om. 

om. 

om. 

)tjL±±> U^>o^o 

^OlD 

IAxjcl^ 

^ao] 1 yen 

om. 

om. 

om. 

'Oqu..^ Uo>0£<> 

om. 

IJol^jlaO 

om. 

}L±=> 

^/di^D 

om: 
0 

add: U<*j 

om. 

om. (ante 

3°3 



Al. V. 

3'a 1 - »1 • ^&9QS)> 

2 om. 

3 usque U>^»o liiCA Uj^oo aAsol) llOylO 

ad fincm Responsionis CTIO )A^JQlA.O j±Ol£D U^oo 

vr-iO oIxJCL>j U»>r^OO . IjLOyO 

V.I 1 .> _JQ—>jO 1_jU> V J..i tO 

]A a jq2\» l_D^o yna ^ 0 

. Y->jJ0]j 

6 1_j<±ud om. 

8 &>m 

*4 Zuo om. 

*5 >J?0> 
• om. 

3'* 3 1A^D»1 1Aoj»1 

6 si? om. 

32« 3 ]Aj^O lr* 

12 

i5 1 1 *;Vn om. 

16 om 

*7 om. 

18 post: 

/ 

add: O] 

32b 2 U>JLO» l^LUOt * • 

5 OUL2U om. 

5 Uj^»o om. 

>4 post: enj-i] add: Winra0)]? 

17 cn 1 — l3anCQ.^l» om. 

33a 12 lmo 1*^ 1.0 

3°4 



33*> • 

6 post: 

7 CTL^ 

7 

9 do/ 

10 

11 lo.] 

•7 w » 

34a 3 post: jK7X)Aj| 

4-6 UxOQ-» — a^>Q\> 

* 

add. 

om. 

yi*g> 

om. 

om. 

IlZlj] 

Vyincp^h 

add: 

om. 

ERRATA: 

p. 3, 147, read: 157. 

P-37 sqq., Bickel, read: Bickell. 

p. 75> n- i> cf. p. . ., delendum. 

p. 78, n. 2, cf. p. , n. , read: p. 69. 

p. 88, 1.2, Bishop, read: a Bishop. 

p. 88, I.4, correligionists, read: co-religionists. 

p. 90, I.23, solation, read: isolation. 

p. 90, I.27, have, read: has. 

p.109, I.37, Untersuchingen, read: Untersuchungen. 

p. no, I.41, of a scholar, read: or a scholar, 

p. 152, I.6-7, of S. Mari, dele. 

p.198, I.38, 000, read: 152-153. 

p.226, I.49, hould, read: should. 

p.258, 1.41, times of the Nupteries, read: time of the Mysteries 

(cf. p.274). 

p.271, I.27, D.A.C., read: D.C.A. 

Commentary in several places: G^murtha, read: G^murta. 
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/iAS 
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Q/.^oiioux^too/. /actf 
$i<±x. * lCj±i*7& 

£»J a. uicjiiaL* <bfc>uJ, 

^4* £? l&i a:. <^jd/Q jiA^, 
UMAli \risi .i.2 .': iV. 

"Sin ^aiitta'A miA^ms 

• W/ jhia^a .JbuxA pa 
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